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Preface

This is a dictionary of intermediate Japanese grammar, a companion volume

to A Dictionary of Basic Japanese Grammar published in 1986 by the same

authors. While DBJG was designed primarily for students and teachers of

beginning-level Japanese, this volume is designed for students and teachers

of intermediate-level Japanese. After examining relevant textbooks, some

references on sentence patterns, and authentic sources used in intermediate

and advanced Japanese courses, we have chosen approximately 200 entries

which we believe to be the most important grammatical items for intermediate

Japanese learners.

The format of this dictionary is the same as that of A Dictionary of Basic

Japanese Grammar. For the convenience of readers who have not used DBJG,

we have repeated from that text the sections To the Reader and Grammatical

Terms. In this volume, however, we have modified To the Reader slightly and

have added some entries- to Grammatical Terms. Along with the Japanese

index, there is an English index that lists the English equivalents for each entry.

One difference between the two volumes is that no romanization has been

provided for example sentences in A Dictionary of Intermediate Japanese

Grammar. Instead, furigana (hiragana over kanji) is used.

Needless to say we owe a great deal to our predecessors, whose works are

listed in the references. Without their linguistic insights we could never have

written this dictionary. We would like to thank our colleagues, friends, and

spouses, who have kindly answered our persistent questions and shared their

language intuition. However, for fear of omission-, we would rather not attempt

a comprehensive listing of names. Even so, we want to mention three individ-

uals who made this publication possible, first, Ms. Chiaki Sekido from the

Japan Times, who edited our manuscript most conscientiously and effectively,

and helped us invaluably with her comments and suggestions. Also, our thanks

go to Ms. Carmel Dowd and Ms. Sharon Tsutsui, who edited our English to

make it more readable.

We sincerely hope that this dictionary will be useful in furthering our

readers' understanding of Japanese.

Spring of 1995 _ .. __
t

.

Seiichi Makino

Michio Tsutsui
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To the Reader

This dictionary consists of the following parts:

A. Grammatical Terms contains brief explanations or informal definitions of

the grammatical terms used in this book. If readers find that they are not

familiar with these terms, it is suggested that they read this section carefully.

B. Special Topics in Intermediate Japanese Grammar discusses selected top-

ics: Japanese discourse grammar, newspaper grammar, conversational strate-

gies, and sentence structure analysis for reading comprehension. The sec-

tion introduces readers to a number of important concepts with which they

should be familiar in order to improve their reading and conversational

skills.

C. Main Entries constitutes the core of this volume. Each entry is organized

as follows:

CD [entry name] ® [part of speech] © [usage restriction]

(D [English counterpart(s)]

© [related expression(s)]

(Z) Key Sentence(s)

(D Formation

<D Example(s)

@ Note(s)

© [Related Expressions) ]

© [entry name]; Each entry is given in romanized spelling followed by its

hiragana version. Entries are alphabetically ordered based on their

romanized spellings.

(D [part of speech]: Each entry is followed by its part of speech.

©) [usage restriction]: <s> or <w> is provided when the entry item is used

® [meaning / function]

i
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only in spoken Japanese or only in written Japanese and formal

speeches, respectively.

® [meaning / function]: The general meaning or function of the entry item

is given in the box below the entry name.

(D [English counterpart(s)]: English expressions equivalent to the entry

item are given to the right of the box.

(D [related expression(s)]: Items which are semantically related to the

entry item are listed as [REL. aaa, bbb, ccc]. Expressions in plain type

like aaa are explained in the entry under [ Related Expression(s)]

(©). Expressions in bold type like bbb contain comparisons to the

entry item under [Related Expression(s)] for bbb.

® Key Sentence(s): Key sentences present typical sentence patterns in

frames according to sentence structure. The recurrent elements are

printed in red.

(1) Formation: The word formation rules / connection forms for each item

are provided with examples. The recurrent elements are printed in red.

(D Example(s): Example sentences are provided for each entry.

© Note(s): Notes contain important points concerning the use of the item.

© [Related Expression(s)] : Expressions which are semantically close to

the entry item are compared and their differences are explained.

«>aaa (DBJG: 000-000)) In Formation, Notes, and [Related Expres-

sion^)] indicates that the item which was referred to (Le., aaa) is explained

on pp. 000-000 of the companion volume: A Dictionary of Basic Japanese

Grammar.

D. Appendixes contains information such as katakana word transcription

rules, compound verbs, compound particles, conjunctions, prefixes and

suffixes, counters, cooccurrence, and functional expressions and grammar

patterns.

E, Indexes provides both a Japanese index and an English index. The

Japanese index includes the main entries, the items explained in [Related

Expression(s)], and the items covered in A Dictionary of Basic Japanese

Grammar. The English index includes English counterparts of the main

entry items.

[9]



List of Abbreviations

Adj(/') = /'-type adjective (e.g. takal, yasui)

Adj(na) = na-type adjective (e.g. genkida, shizukada)

Adv. = adverb

AdvP = adverb phrase

Aff. = affirmative

Ant. = antonym

AP = adjective phrase

Aux. = auxiliary

Comp. prt. s compound particle

Conj. = conjunction

Cop. = copula (e.g. da, desu)

DBJG =A Dictionary ofBasic Japanese Grammar
Dem. adj. = demonstrative adjective (e.g. kono, sonna)

D.O. = direct object

Fml. = formal

Gr. = Group

Inf. = informal

Int. = interjection

Irr. = irregular

KS = Key Sentence

LSV a? Location + Subject + Verb

N = noun

Neg. =s negative

Nom.= nominalizer (e.g. no, koto)

NP = noun phrase

Phr. = phrase

PI. = plural

Pot. =. potential

Pref. = prefix (e.g. o- r go-)

Pro. = pronoun

Prt. = particle

[10]

REL. = Related Expression

S = sentence

<s> =s used in conversation only

Scone = concessive clause (i.e. a clause which ends with -temo or -demo)

Scond as conditional clause (i.e. a clause which ends with -ba and -tara)

Sinf = sentence that ends with an informal predicate

SLV = Subject + Location + Verb

S.o. = someone

S.t. = something

SOV = Subject 4- Object + Verb

SV = Subject + Verb

Str. = structure

Suf. = suffix (e.g. -sa, -ya)

V = verb

Vcond = conditional stem of Gr. 1 Verb (e.g. hanase of hanaseba)

Vinf = informal form of Verb (e.g. hanasu, hanashita)

Vmasu = masu -stem of Verb (e.g. hanashi of hanashimasu t tabe of tabemasu)

VN = Chinese-origin compound noun which forms a verb by affixing suru (e.g.

benkyo, yakusoku)

Vneg = informal negative form of Gr, 1 Verb (e.g. hanasa of hanasanai)

VP = verb phrase

Vpot = verb potential form (e.g. yomeru, taberareru)

Vstem = stem of Gr. 2 Verb (e.g. tabe of taberu)

Vte = fe-form of Verb (e.g. hanashite, tabete)

Vvol = volitional form of Verb (e.g. hanasd, tabeyo)

<w> as used in writing and formal speech only

Wh-word = an interrogative word (e.g. nani, doko)

[11]



List of Symbols

<=>: = Refer to.

? - The degree of acceptability is indicated by the number of question
; >marks, three being the highest.

* = ungramrnatical or unacceptable (in other words, no native speaker would
accept the asterisked sentence.)

{A/B} C = AC or BC (e.g. {V/ Adj(/)}inf = Vinf or Adj(/)inf)

0 = zero (in other words, nothing should be used at a place where 0 occurs.
Thus, Adj(na) {0

/

dam] kamoshirenai is either Adj(na) kamoshirenai or
Adj (na) datta kamoshirenai.)

[12]
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Grammatical Terms

The following are brief explanations of some grammatical terms used in this

dictionary.

Active Sentence A sentence which describes an action from the agent's

point of view, (cf. Passive Sentence) In active sentences, the subject is the

agent. Sentences (a) and (b) below are an active and a passive sentence,

respectively.

(a) jfeili^a >*L^o?to
(The teacher scolded John.)

(b) V 3 >\±%$L\tLfrhiitzo

(John was scolded by the teacher,)

Agent One who initiates and /or completes an action or an event. The

agent is not always in the subject position. Compare the positions of the agent

Bill in (a) and (b).

(a) (f;i/i±T—9-*^ofco

(Bill hit Martha.)

(b) -v-WtMMZ&tititio
(Martha was hit by Bill.)

Appositive Clause (Construction) A clause which modifies a noun (or

noun phrase) and explains what 'the modified noun is. In (a), Mean' ga Tomu ni

atta 'Mary met Tom' is an appositive clause, and is what jijitsu 'the fact' refers

to.

(a) l±> 7*)-ibs Y AK£?o;fc**4:S81o'tV'**o

(I know the fact that Mary met Tom.)

Auxiliary Adjective A dependent adjective that is preceded by and

[13]



GRAMMATICAL TERMS

attached to a verb or another adjective. The bold-printed parts of the follow-
ing sentences are typical auxiliary adjectives.

(a) liii^a >£#oTfIU\>
(I want John to go there.)

(b) -^ifiS'v^-r^o
(This dictionary is easy to use.)

(c) flltf L^jH&t*o
(I want to eat sushi.)

(d) ^Al±±M*ititz6L^ 0

(Beth seems to have graduated from college.)

(e) W2SLv>cfc5£p
(Hanako looks lonely.)

(f ) z co&M-ii 33 v > L -f -5 fzo

(This cake looks delicious.)

Auxiliary Verb A verb which is used in conjunction with a preceding verb
or adjective. The bold-faced words of the following sentences are typical
auxiliary verbs.

(a) fc;Wi^fMft£#v>TV5 0

(Bill is writing a letter now.)

(b) ItfTOTSSo
(The window has been opened.) (= The window is open.)

(c) mitt mtrLXLtv it 0

(I have done my homework.)

(d) *U±£jtKii&*-jtLT*l/fc 0

(I loaned money to my friend.)

(e) co3>e a -?-ii|tjri 0

(this computer is too expensive.)

(f) *:>9--5>«*#~y*-*&L#,-cv s tt

Oit. George is showing signs of wanting a sports car. (= George

i
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wants a sports car.))

(g) *o ! W^oT^fe!
(Gee! It's started to rain!)

Causative Sentence A sentence in which someone / something makes or

lets someone / something do s.t. as in (a) and (b).

(a) ^t^izm^iHt^^o
(The teacher made his students memorize kanji.)

(b) Zivttmz$ikXT$\<*o

(Let me do it.)

(c) %i^>t^%Lfrbi£tz 0

(I dampened my handkerchief.)

Compound Particle A particle which consists of more than one word but

functions like a single particle. For example, the compound particle to shite

wa consists of the particle to, the te-form of suru and the particle wa, but it is

used like a single particle to mean 'for.' (cf. Double Particle)

Compound Sentence A sentence which consists of clauses combined by

coordinate conjunctions such as ga meaning 'but' or by continuative forms of

verbs, adjectives or the copula such as Vfe, Adj. te and Cop. te meaning *~ and.

'

(a) Uli&curtf 5*3 As&m^fr-o fco

(I swam but Mr. Smith didn't.)

(b) *Bas^^i3|[Kc^ToT»*^^K^fofco.
(Mr. Yoshida went to Tokyo and met Mr. Suzuki.)

Conditional A word, phrase, or clause which expresses a condition, as in

(a), (b) and (c).

(a) mm<ni±m%% j?n$'fc
(I will take it on if it's a translation job.)

(b) $Wfttf£3>fcfcl*i.fcv> 0

(I might buy it if it is cheap.)

[15]



GRAMMATICAL TERMS

(c) UlBBSA*6«IS«f*-pA:6fii^*TTS^o
(If Mr. Yamada calls me, please let me know.)

Continual Verb A verb which represents a continual action, as in (a).

(a) &o (to wait); fa<i (to eat); $14 (to dance); (to teach)

With the auxiliary verb iru
% a continual verb expresses an action in progress, as

in (b).

(b) y3>li>7U-*f»-3TCV5 0

(John is waiting for Mary.)

Contrastive Marker A particle which marks contrast. For example, when
X is contrasted with Y, it is typically marked by the particle wa. X and Y
usually appear in S

x and S2 , respectively in Sj ga S2 , as shown in (a).

(a) yg/tt^ tf^^i^^ofco
(John came here, but Bill didn't.)

Coordinate Conjunction A conjunction that combines two sentences
without subordinating one to the other. A typical coordinate conjunction is ga
'but.'

Example:

(a) ioti^t^ *>ott^-frS^ 0

(I'm running, but I haven't lost any weight at all.)

Demonstrative A pronoun or adjective which specifies someone or some-
thing by pointing it out, as in (a) and (b).

(a) [Zfl I * ft / $>h} ii#T-t^0

(What is {this / that / that over there}?)

HA, ht*L
(b) {c<0*/ f &<D%.} it&fivto

({This book / That book / That book over there) is mine.)

The interrogative words which correspond to demonstrative pronouns and
demonstrative adjectives are dore and tfono, respectively.

i

[16]
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Dependent Noun A noun which must be preceded by a modifier, as in (a)

and (b).

(a) A: flSfflt*!li:490tUtt*o
(Are you going to meet Prof. Tanaka tomorrow?)

(Yes, I am.)

(b) * > K9 1± h A i^WSBfCo
(I expect that Sandra knows Tom.)

Direct Object The direct object of a verb is the direct recipient of an

action represented by the verb. It can be animate or inanimate. An animate

direct object is the direct experiencer of some action (as in (a) and (b) below).

An inanimate direct object is typically something which is created, exchanged

or worked on, in short, the recipient of the action of the verb (as in (c), (d) and

(e) below).

(a) mP*£-li¥£*i<«i&fc-o

(Prof. Yamaguchi often praises his students.)

(b) *i*Dtt-»*£4Lfco
(Kaori deceived Ichiro.)

(c) fltli**:*v^ 0

(I wrote a book.)

(d) -6Rll*irijK^*-7S: J5'ofeo

(Ichiro gave a scarf to Midori.)

(e) tl&FT%fhfX&^tZo
(I kept the door open.)

Although direct objects are marked by the particle o, nouns or noun phrases

marked by o are not always direct objects, as shown in (f) and (g).

(cc>o2 (DBJG: 349-51); o4 (DBJG: 352-54)

(Hanako was glad that Ichiro entered college.)

[17]



GRAMMATICAL TERMS

(g) ¥ a u^m^m%&\ »t v*.?t

o

{At that time Tom was walking in the park.)

Double Particle A sequence of two particles. The first particle is usually a
case particle and the second is an adverbial particle such as wa 'topic / contrast

marker/ mo 'also, even,' and shika 'only' or the possessive particle no,

(a) * m 6 CI ffl f $ A 0

(lit. From Tokyo Mr, Tanaka came.)

(b) ii (±$ ?-^fc$§Lfc„
(I talked with Mr. Miller, too.)

(c) ZtittXfrbO^UtZo
(This is a letter from my father.)

Embedded Sentence A sentence within another sentence is an embedded
sentence. The bold-faced part of each sentence below is the embedded sen-

tence. An embedded sentence is marked by a subordinate conjunction such as

kara 'because,
' keredomo 'although/ node 'because/ noni 'although,' to %*

the quote marker to 'that/ a nominator (no or koto) or the head noun of a rel-

ative clause.

(a) meattn#*v»£*ofc 0

(Yamada said that he had a headache.)

(b) UlEB.tti|y*t^T?$M*^^o
(Yamada didn't go to school, because he had a headache.)

(c) ]Umimmizn<^Mi-^tzo
(Yamada loves to go to a foreign country.)

(d) mfflttffi£«Bofc£i#*4 0

(Yamada has learned karate before.)

Experiencer A person who experiences s.t that is beyond human control

such as ability, desire, need, fondness, and emotion. A human passive subject
can also be regarded as an experiencer. The bold-faced parts of the following

examples are all experiences.

[18]
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(a) Wii H L&**$ * to
(I can understand Japanese a little.)

.(b) «l±x#-y*-#&U* 0

(I want a sports car.)

0+ c tJ4 r < Sib

(c) -5 *<Dmwm^m^tzo
(Our son hates math.)

Hit v*ia zt>

(d) «^*^«V^T"to
(My mother is scared of dogs, you know.)

(e) *fttt«*O * TSf# £ -f hfitzo

(My friend got his purse stolen on the train.)

Formal / Informal Forms Verb /adjective(/7na)/ copula forms that are

used in formal and informal situations are formal forms and informal forms,

respectively, A formal situation is a situation in which relationship between

the speaker and the hearer(s) is formal, and an informal situation is a situation

in which the human relationship is informal. The formal and informal forms

of verbs /adjectives(//na) and copula can be exemplified by the following

chart;

Formal Forms Informal Forms

#§st ft <

ah

ifa, &

xmTwt Jt%tz

^^"Ct

Informal forms are required by some grammatical structures.

(^Appendix 4 (DBJG: 589-99))

Gr. 1/ Gr, 2 Verbs Gr. 1 and Gr. 2 Verbs are Japanese verb groups: If

a verb's informal, negative, nonpast form has the [a] sound before nai as in

(a), the verb belongs to Group 1, and if not, as in (b), it belongs to Group

[19]



GRAMMATICAL TERMS

2, There are only two irregular verbs (i.e., kuru 'come' and suru *-do*) that

belong to neither the Gr. 1 nor to the Gr, 2.

(a) Gr. 1 Verbs^ b % v> [kira - nai]

#**v\ §$&V>

(b) Gr. 2 Verbs : 4& v> [k/ na/ J, Jb><& v * [tabe - na/

]

Hearer The person who receives a spoken or written message. In this dic-

tionary the term "hearer" is used in a broader sense to mean the person to

whom the speaker or the writer communicates.

Imperative Form A conjugated verb form that indicates a command, as in

Hanase! Talk!,' 'Tabero! 'Eat it!,' Shim! 'Do it!' or Koii 'Come!'

Indefinite Pronoun A pronoun which does not refer to something specif-

ically. Ato in B's sentence in (a) is an indefinite pronoun. Here, no is used for

jisho 'dictionary,' but does not refer to a specific dictionary.

(a) A: t*/v%n^&'ikL^/»X*tfro
(What kind of dictionary do you want?)

(I want a small one.)

Indirect Object The indirect object of a verb is the recipient of the direct

object of the main verb, and is marked by the particle ni. In (a), for example,
the indirect object is Midori, a recipient of a scarf, which is the direct object of
the verb yatta. It can be inanimate, as in (b). The main verbs which involve
the indirect object are typically donative verbs (as in (a) and (b)).

(a) -$5f±# if »J K* # - 7 ** o fc 0

(Ichiro gave a scarf to Midori.)

(The typhoon brought great damage to the Kyushu area.)

Informal Form (<>Formal / Informal Forms)

[20]
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Intransitive Verb A verb which does not require a direct object. The

action or state identified by the intransitive verb is related only to the subject

of the sentence. For example, the verb hashitta 'ran' in (a) is an intransitive

verb because the action of running is related only to the subject.

(cf. Transitive Verb)

(a) W^Mtfit-otco
(Mr, Suzuki ran.)

Intransitive verbs typically indicate movement (such as iku 'go,' kuru 'come/

aruku 'walk,' tobu 'fly,' noru 'get onto'), spontaneous change (such as nam

'become/ kawaru 'change,* tokeru 'melt,* fukuramu 'swell/ hajimaru

'begin'), human emotion (such as yorokobu 'rejoice,' kanashimu l

feel sad/

omou 'feel'), and birth /death (such as umareru 'be born,' shinu 'die').

(<=0> Appendix 3 (DBJG: 585-88)

/-type Adjective An adjective whose nonpast prenominal form ends with

/. Examples of /-type adjectives are takai 'high, expensive' and tsuyoi 'strong,'

as seen in (a), (cf. Ata-type Adjective)

(a) Sft v*
(an expensive book)

ol V-k

(a strong person)

/-type adjectives are further subdivided into two types: /-type adjectives which

end with shi-i and those with non-sft/-/ endings. Most adjectives with shi-i end-

ings express human emotion (such as ureshii 'happy,' kanashii 'sad/ sabishii

lonely/ kurushii 'painful'); the non-shi-i adjectives are used for objective

descriptions (such as kuroi 'black,' shiroi 'white,' hfroi 'spacious/ takai 'high,

expensive*).

Main Clause When a sentence consists of two clauses, one marked by a

subordinate conjunction (such as kara, keredo, node, and noni) and the other

not marked by a subordinate conjunction, the latter is called a main clause.

The bold-faced parts of (a) and (b) are main clauses.

[21]



GRAMMATICAL TERMS

(Yamada went to school, although he had a headache.)

(b) m^&mmL^fthi&stzo
(Kazuko is happy, because her husband is kind.)

When a sentence has a relative clause, the non-relative clause part is also
referred to as a main clause as in (c).

(c) fefifco?, Sit* fetfOfctfT**

(.Yesterday I watched a video which I borrowed from my friend.)

Afe-type Adjective An adjective whose nonpast prenominal form ends
with na. For example, shlzukada 'quiet' and genkida 'healthy' are na-type
adjectives, as in (a). (cf.

,.type Adjecth,e)

(a) i^&gt
(a quiet house)

(a healthy person)

A/a-type adjectives are very similar to nouns. Some na-type adjectives can be
used as real nouns as shown in (b). All na-type adjectives behave as nouns
when they are used before the copula da, as shown in (c).

(b) «0fi^#Tl-io
(Health is important, you know.)

cf. mmA
(a healthy person)

(I'll never forget your kindness.)

cf. «1B4A
(a kind person)

(c) Z<OA\t7t&/m± it* /Vt /X*Ltz/ tr*fcW £ + %

(This person {is / was / isn't / wasn't) healthy / a student.)

[22]
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Nominalizer A nominalizer is a particle that makes a sentence into a noun

phrase or clause. There are two nominalizers no and koto: the former repre-

sents the speaker's empathetic feeling towards an event / state expressed in the

nominalized noun phrase / clause; the latter represents the speaker's relatively

anti-empathetic feeling towards an event / state.

(c^> no3 (DBJG: 318-22); koto2 (DBJG: 193-96)

Noun Phrase / Clause

Particle Predicate

Sentence Nominalizer

CD/ Zt ti

(Reading Japanese is difficult.)

The nominalized sentence can be used in any position where an ordinary noun

or a noun phrase / clause can be used.

Participial Construction The construction which expresses an action

accompanying situation expressed in the main clause. The participial construc-

tion often involves te-form, as in (a) and (b).

(a)- SJin- h iH&^T^yJf-lZtimtZo
(Taking off my coat, I hung it on a hanger.)

(b) V77"i:ioTtB^fio
(Sitting on the sofa I read newspaper.)

Passive Sentence A sentence which describes an action by someone from

the viewpoint of someone else who is affected by that action, (cf. Active Sen-

tence) (a) and (b) are passive sentences.

(a) ^UtVtVlz&tzfttZo

(I was beaten by Bill.)

(b) : Mh$l&fc$LfriltZo

(lit. Taro was annoyed by the fact that Akiko cried. (=Taro was

annoyed by Akiko's crying.))

[23]



GRAMMATICAL TERMS

Potential Form A verb form that expresses competence in the sense of
'can do s.t.

r
The formation is as follows;

Gr. I Verbs Vcond + & e.g. Mti (can talk)

Gr. 2 Verbs Vstem + ft-S e.g. St-<htL& (can eat)

Vstem + tl& e.g. A^tti (can eat)

Irr. Verbs khtii, jknz (can come)

'tZ (can do)

Predicate The part of a sentence which makes a statement about the sub-
ject. The core of the predicate consists either of a verb, an adjective, or a noun
followed by a form of the copula da. Optionally, objects and other adjectival
and / or adverbial modifiers may be present. In (a), (b) and (c) the predicates
are printed in bold type.

(a) fe#S^±J:<«W*j(,* 0

(Mr. Matsumoto Sees movies often.)

(b) ft <9jfcli;U *3A<D*V*JU\,
(My house is newer than Mr. Smith's.)

(c) ^ a >-ttH*B©*4Tr 0

(John is a student of Japanese language.)

Prefix / Suffix A dependent, non-conjugational word attached to nouns or
the stems of verbs and adjectives in order to form new independent words.
Prefixes are attached to the beginnings of nouns, etc. (Ex.(a)), and suffixes to
their endings (Ex.(b)).

(a) J8$|& (superexpress); PJ^MW (vice-president); $f|fl# (indiffer-

ence)

(b) (cinematization); sfc*3r (how to read); i'g (height)

Prenominal Form The verb / adjective form which precedes a noun and
modifies it. The bold-faced verbs and adjectives in (a), (b), (c) and (d) are
prenominal forms.
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(a) ft^BltVifAffffM
(the newspaper I read)

(b) **tv/*3*»ofc*
(a big house / a house which used to be big)

(c) ±m&/±m£^tM$
(a magnificent building / a building which used to be magnificent)

(d)

(a delicious-looking cake / a cake which looked delicious)

Punctual Verb A verb that represents a momentary action which either

occurs once, as in (a), or can be repeated continuously, as in (b).

L t lit
l?
0*^

(a) m&- (get to know); (die);£p4& (begin); |p£f1" £ (get married);

(stop s.t); (resemble)

(b) mtt (drop); bg& (pluck off); it4 (kick); (jump); &o (hit)

With the auxiliary verb iru, the punctual verbs in (a) express a state after an

action was taken, and those as in (b) express either a repeated action or a state

after an action was taken. (<=> Appendix 2 (DBJG: 582-84)

Stative Verb A verb which represents a state of something or someone at

some point in time, as in (a). (<=> Appendix 2 (DBJG: 582-84)

- (a) c£>£ (exist £of inanimate things)); "V>-£ (exist (of animate things)); v>

& (need); tH^fa (can do)

Subject The subject is an element of a sentence which indicates an agent

of an action in active sentences (as in (a)) or an experience* of an action (as in

(b)) or someone or something that is in a state or a situation (as in (c), (e) and

(f)). The subject is normally marked by the particle ga in Japanese unless it is

the sentence topic.

(a) ya>#Hai^o
(John ate an apple.)

(b) tTV-iPftSHziiibbtit:*

(Mary was praised by her teacher.)
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/ (The door opened.)

(e) #l**-o*.-S 0

„. (lit. One table exists. (= There is a table.))

(f) ffi*»irv* 0

(The sky is blue.)

Subordinate Clause A clause which is embedded into a main clause with
a subordinate conjunction. Typical subordinate conjunctions are ba 'if,' terra

because,' node 'because/ keredo 'although' and noni 'although/ Thus, in (a)
below, 'the bold-faced clause with the subordinate conjunction node is embed-
ded into the main clause Nakayama-san wa gakko o yasunda, 'Mr, Nakayama
was absent from school/

(Mr. Nakayama was absent from school because he had a headache.)

The informal form of a verb / adjective is usually used in a subordinate clause.

Suffix (=> Prefix / Suffix)

Suru-verb A verb which is composed of a noun and sum (Exs.(a) and (b))
or a single word and suru (Ex.(c)). Nouns preceding suru are mostly Chinese-
origin words. Suru-verbs conjugate in the same way as suru.

(a) itJrfS (to study); i^fS (to clean); LT3 (to stay up
late)

(b) (toknock);^M>-f5 (to sign)

(c) ifS (toheat); iT3 (to guess)

Transitive Verb A verb that requires a direct object. It usually expresses
an action that acts upon s.o, or s.t. indicated by the direct object. Actions indi-
cated by transitive verbs include real causatives (such as ikaseru 'make/let
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s.o, go/ korosu 'kill/ miseru 'show/ nakasu *make s.o, cry/ noseru 'put,

place*), exchange (such as ageru 'give/ morau 'receive/ kureru 'give'), crea-

tion (such as tsukuru 'make/ kaku *write/ kangaeru 'think'), communication

(such as hanasu 'speak/ oshieru 'teach/ tsutaeru 'convey a message
5

) and

others. Note that some English transitive verbs are intransitive in Japanese.

t>tz L < Si

£

(a) «l±¥****o
(lit. With me a car exists. (= I have a car.))

(b) fctifc&JVaio

(lit. To me money is necessary. (= I need money.))

(c) x ^ * $ ^ i±$ IS 5 e

(lit. To Mr. Smith Chinese is understandable. (=Mr. Smith under-

stands Chinese.))

(d) *Ui7?>*15#$La**o
(lit. To me French is a bit possible. (= I can speak French a little.))

(e) *TS^^4J|[]B:c*3ca ; ^t*p*:o
(Mr. Kinoshita met his father in Tokyo.)

(f) &Kl±^)Utfkz?L%ft'ofzo

(lit* To me the bell wasn't audible. (- 1 wasn't able to hear the bell.))

(g) ZZph (iS±LU;6*i a-Stio
(lit. From here Mt. Fuji is visible. (= We can see Mt. Fuji from here.))

(W fomimwmzmv&itzo
(We rode a bullet train.)

(i) *U±1k«TV*&Lv\»
(It seems that I resemble my mother.)

Verbal A sentence element which indicates the action or state of the sub-

ject. A verbal is either a verb, an adjective, or a noun followed by a copula, as

in (a) -(c).

(a) ft tt^MMtZtz < £ ^JlLfco
(I studied many kanji this term.)
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*^ (b) ,2r^«itiifc4Kn» 0

(This exam is very difficult.)

(This is probably Italian.)

Volitional Sentence A sentence in which a person expresses his will. The
main verb in such sentences is in the volitional form, as in (a).

(a) /S#*Uj:5o
(I will go.)

Wh-question A question that asks for information about who, what,
where, which, when, why and how, as exemplified by (a) - (f) below.

(cf. Yes-No Question)
tit. s

(a) UffktltiiPo-

(Who came here?)

(b) 1-* 0

(What will you eat?)

(c) £'C\z$iti+fr0

(Where are you going?)

(d) ^-o±k^kt)£i-fro
(When are you going back to Osaka?)

(e) -if3 UTjS*?4rv^-c^*»0

(How come you don't buy it?)

(0 W£lk^*£vft%$tfro
(How can I get to Tokyo Station?)

Wh-word An interrogative word which corresponds to English words
such as who, what, where, which when, why and how. The following are some
examples.

(a) it (who); W (what); (where); no (when); if 3 LT / &-tf
(how come / why); £7 (how)

[28]
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Note that Japanese Wh-words are not always found in sentence-initial position;

they are frequently found after a topic noun phrase, as shown in (b) and (c)

below.

(b) ^H^-f -f - K f±ifc&*4s i Ltzfro

(lit. To yesterday's party, who came there? (= Who came to yester-

day's party?))

cf. 'fkfPWa^-f-f-i:*iL fz fr0

(Who came to yesterday's party?)

(c) -B^riifffcL* Lfc*\>

(lit. In Japan what did you do? (= What did you do in Japan?))

cf, Uta+fLiLfc^
(What did you do in Japan?)

Yes*No Question A question that can be answered by hai I e 'yes' or ie

'no.' (cf, Wh-question)

Examples follow:

(a) A: ±m$M±ki Ltzfr Q

(Did Mr. Ueda come?)

B: t±v\ Lfc 0

(Yes, he did.)

(b) A: f^s^i^irt^o
(Is Mr. Suzuki a student?)

B: ^v>A, SHi-X 0

(No, he isn't.)
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Special Topics in Intermediate Japanese Grammar

1. Discourse Grammar

(1) Mechanism of Cohesion: Inter-sentential Reference

When two or more sentences are recognized as a cohesive sequence (i e
discourse) rather than a collection of unrelated sentences, in many instances'
the discourse involves certain linguistic mechanisms to maintain cohesiveness
between sentences.* Among such mechanisms, inter-sentential reference is
one of the most common ones,**

Inter-sentential reference (BR) is a kind of reference in which an element in
a sentence refers to something or someone mentioned in another sentence
Specifically, when reference is made to an entity mentioned in a previous
sentence, it is called "anaphoric reference" or "anaphora," Anaphora is the
most common ISR. Examples of anaphora are given in (1). In this discourse
the bold-faced parts (i.e., anaphoric elements or anaphors) refer to persons or
things mentioned in previous sentences.

/1\ ~ +, ,+&'24 l — » i tits* . '*-*->- ? * <rt t„

Cohes.veness u also maintained by the information each sentence carries. In general
a sequence of sentences is recognized as a cohesive unit when the sentence contains acommon thread" in terms of the information they carry. For example, a set of sen-
tences is recognized as a cohesive unit if the sentences have a common topic. Simi-
larly, rf sentences are put together to perform a common function (e.g., making a
request), they are recognized as a cohesive unit.

**Another mechanism to maintain cohesiveness between sentences is the conjunction
AS a matter of fact, conjunctions (or conjunction equivalents) such as those shown inW create a cohesive sentence sequence by connecting sentences directly.

(i) ZIT (and (then)); (therefore); L* L (however); (on the other
hand); flitf (for example); o^Wj (incidentally); (as the
result of that)

(=> Appendix 4. Conjunctions)

PO]
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(This is a story about a child named Seibei and gourds. After this inci-

dent, the tie between Seibei and gourds was severed. However, he

soon found something to substitute for gourds—painting. He is now as

devoted to it as he once was to gourds. (Shiga Naoya: Seibei and the

Gourds))

As seen in (1), various kinds of elements can appear as anaphors, including

pronouns, repeated nouns, and related nouns. In addition, anaphors are ellipted

in some situations.

A. Pronouns

Pronouns can be classified into two groups: personal pronouns (e.g., watashi

'1/ kanojo 'she,' kare-ra 'they') and demonstrative pronouns (e.g., kore 'this/

sore-ra 'those/ soko 'that/the place').

Anaphoric personal pronouns are limited to third-person pronouns, including

kare 'he/ kanojo 'she/ and their plural forms. (1) presents an example of kare.

Among demonstrative pronouns, only the so- and ko- series can be

anaphoric. (1) gives examples of sore and (2) an example of kore*

(2) A^M^ Hi

(Company A has decided to reduce the price of M-type word-proces-

sors by five percent. Their aim is to regain (lit. This is to aim at regain-

ing) their recently declining share of the word-processor market.)

Mrs 'that' can be used in conversation to refer to something which is known to both

the speaker and the hearer, as in (i).

(i) A: &*,:£v»?

(Do you know where the English-Japanese dictionary is which was here?)

(Oh, that one; Yamada is using it now.)
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B.„ Repeated Nouns

Aniahaphoric noun is, in many instances, a repetition of its antecedent.

Proper nouns

If .an antecedent is a proper noun, the most direct way to refer to the same
entity in a later sentence is to repeat the same proper noun. For example, in

(I), Seibei is repeated in the second sentence.

Common nouns

When an antecedent is a common noun, the same noun may appear as an

anaphor in certain situations. For example, if an antecedent refers to generic

entities, the same noun can be repeated with no modifier (e.g., hydtan 'gourds'

in the second and third sentences in (1)). If an antecedent refers to a specific

entity, on the other hand, the same noun may appear in later sentences either

with or without a demonstrative adjective (i.e., sono 'that/the' or kono 'this').

A demonstrative adjective is necessary if the referent would be otherwise inter-

preted as non-anaphoric because of a lack of sufficient context to interpret it as

anaphoric. For example, in (3) the apato 'apartment' in the second sentence

does not refer to the same apartment mentioned in the first sentence, while in

(4) sono apato 'that apartment' does refer to the same apartment mentioned in

the first sentence.

(3) l$it^h><nT/<-b&ktzo v3>kVBV/\°-h£jl£ 0

(I saw an apartment in Boston yesterday. John also saw an apartment

today.)

(I saw an apartment in Boston yesterday. John also saw that apartment

today.)

In (5), on the other hand, there is sufficient context to interpret the kozukai

'janitor' in the second sentence as anaphoric; therefore, no demonstrative

adjective is necessary.

(5) £T, W^^^tf^

[32]
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(Later, the teacher gave the gourd he had taken from Seibei to an old

janitor as if it was a filthy object. The janitor took it home and hung it

on a pillar in his small dingy room. (Shiga Naoya: Seibei and the

Gourds))
v ''

When reference is made in a later paragraph, the anaphoric noun often

appears with a relative clause which reiterates identifying information about

the referent mentioned earlier. For example, in the story of Cinderella, one of

Cinderella's shoes comes off when she runs down the stairs of the palace to

hurry home. When this shoe is referred to in a later paragraph, the reference

could look like (6).

?%M$-£i LtZo

(Using the shoe Cinderella lost on the stairs as a clue, the prince had

his men look for her.)

C. Related Nouns

Anaphoric reference often occurs with nouns (or noun phrases) which are not

the same as but are related to their antecedents. There are three situations in

which "related nouns" appear as anaphors:

(a) Situations where an anaphor and its antecedent refer to the same entity

(direct anaphora);

(b) Situations where an anaphor refers to part of its antecedent's referent

(semi-direct anaphora); and

(c) Situations where an anaphor refers to an entity inferred from previous

context (indirect anaphora).

Direct anaphora

In direct anaphora, reference can be made by nouns which refer to larger cate-

gories than their antecedents refer to. For example, in (7) the hana 'flower' in

the second sentence refers to the sakura 'cherry (blossoms)' in the first sen-

tence. In this case, a demonstrative adjective is mandatory.

(7) WliU^<Diy>^)UtZo {Z0/*0} fc\ib/utk)$t$tlX\t*Z 0

[33]
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Stl^t (Cherry blossoms, are the symbol of Japan. They (lit. These flowers)

; are loved by everyone.)
v e

ii Additional examples of direct anaphora can be seen in (8) and (9).

'

(8) miUmtM&rktZo Z<ofc\t%<DU$^to??Zf-ht*<>t;o
(Yamada came to see me yesterday. This guy was one of my class-

mates in my high school days.)

(9) OjTftC^^^-^ffli^o Z<D^¥$VZbm6m<omza-tiy

(I heard Kazuhito Yamashita play guitar (lit. Kazuhito Yamashita's

guitar). This genius guitarist won three international competitions in

Europe when he was sixteen.)

Semi-direct anaphora

In semi-direct anaphora, an anaphoric noun refers to part (or an element) of its

antecedent's referent. For example, in (10), thtyuka 'floor' in the second sen-

tence refers to the floor of the apartment mentioned in the first sentence. In

this case, the anaphor does not require a demonstrative adjective.

(10) ff|sB*K* h><D7/i-bi&t:o I^^Ll^ofc^^v^T/^ y

(Yesterday I saw an apartment in Boston. Although there were some
scratches on the floor, it was a good apartment.)

Indirect anaphora

In indirect anaphora, there is no explicit antecedent. The referent of an

anaphor is inferred from a previous sentence(s). For example, in (11), the

gen'in 'cause* in the second sentence does not refer to anything which is

directly mentioned in the first sentence. Rather, it refers to something which is

inferred from that sentence. In this case, the anaphor does not require a

demonstrative adjective.

(11) ^0#pco/h^"C^|p^ o ^ o §mi)^WMim«T^&o
(Yesterday there was a fire at an elementary school in Kobe. The
police are investigating the cause now.)

[34]
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D. Anaphor ellipsis (Zero anaphora)

In some situations, anaphors are ellipted. Such anaphoric reference is called

"zero anaphora." This can be seen in (12).
r

(12) #ft*^#4r«EtRoT**^ttWilfetto-r:v^o 0 =M9frb

(Seibei's parents were aware that he bought gourds once in a while,

(He) had some ten gourds with skins costing from three or four to fif-

teen cents. (Shiga Naoya: Seibei and the Gourds))

In (12), Seibei wa or kare wa 'he' is ellipted in the second sentence.

Because of this "invisible anaphora," the two sentences in (12) form a cohesive

sequence.

(2) Phenomena of Tense and Formality Switchings

A. Tense Switching

Usually a series of past events are narrated in the past tenses. But primarily in

written Japanese discourse that narrates a past event, past tenses often switch

to nonpast tenses. The following is a passage from a famous novel called

Yama no Oto The Sound of the Mountain' by Yasunari Kawabata. Everything

that is being described in this passage concerns past events, So the English

native reader/writer, for example, expects the author to use nothing but the past

tense.

hti * ±i. trt 4 Z it X

[ijo-b*s<3Mwfc»it tfr iHtTv>s , [6]L^L, m-M^r^%
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ii*2k£o nw* «gaiii:feT^||ftc ^^fetife 0

([1] It -& ten days before the month of August, but insects are already

crying. [2] The sound of night dew dropping from a leave to another
is audible. [3] All of a sudden Shingo heard the sound of the mountain,

[4] There is no wind. [5] The moon is almost a full moon and bright,

yet the moist night air blurs the outline of the tree tops of the small

mountain. [6] But the trees are not moving in the wind. [7] At the so-

called inner part of the valley of Kamakura, some nights Shingo is able

to hear the sound of waves, so he suspected that it was the sound of the

sea, but it turned out to be the sound of the mountain. [8] It is like the

distant sound of the wind, but it had deep power like that of the earth

rumbling. [9] He feels as if it were in his head, so he thought it was his

ears ringing and he shook his head. [10] The sound stopped. [11]
After the sound stopped Shingo was overtaken by fear for the first

time. [12] A chill ran through his spine as if the hour of his death had
been proclaimed. [13] Shingo had tried to figure out objectively if it

was the sound of the wind or the sound of waves or ringing in his ears,

and he thought it was possible that there wasn't any sound. [14] But
there was no doubt that he had heard the sound of the mountain.)

Logically speaking, the author could have written every sentence in the past
tense. Nevertheless, the author sometimes used the past tense and sometimes
the nonpast tense. In this passage, 5 sentences (i.e., Sentences 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) out
of 14 sentences are in the nonpast tense shown by the double underline. (In the

translation the original nonpast predicate is translated using the nonpast tense
and italicized.) In other words, a switch from the past tense to the nonpast has
occurred in those 5 sentences.

An examination of the 5 sentences in the nonpast tense reveals that these
sentences describe a circumstance that surrounds Shingo, the main character of

[36]
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the story. The rest of the sentences (i.e., sentences 3, 7-14) describe in the past

tense whatever Shingo did or felt in the given circumstances. To put it in gen-

eral terms, tense switching is a strategy available to the writer to differentiate a

stage and a set of chronological events that occur within that stage. The stage

is certainly important in that it defines a space in which a drama develops* but

it is less important than the drama itself. So, important, dramatic information

is described in the past tense, whereas relatively unimportant circumstantial

information is described in the nonpast tense. The use of such nonpast tenses

has an effect of creating a vivid sense of immediateness for the reader.

A principle that appears to govern Tense Switching goes as follows:

Principle of Tense Switching

A part of a past event (often a state rather than an action) can be described

using the nonpast tense, if the writer perceives it to be relatively unimportant

circumstantial information that has no direct bearing upon the major story line.

B- Formality Switching

By formality switching is meant switching from formal style to informal style

or less frequently switching from informal style to formal style, The latter, i.e.,

switching from informal style to formal style, occurs in spoken Japanese. The

informal style is a suitable style to be used when the speaker / writer wants to

express his feeling, his knowledge or his conviction in a straightforward man-

ner. So, in a formal setting which requires the speaker / writer to use the for-

mal style, the style can switch from formal to informal as shown in the fol-

lowing examples (2a, b, c).

(2) a. a*t^imi±ftmA<nEizi±txi>fflZ2titzmt^7t\iM.%

iC*»<, B*B, tot, BjjHtd^lrK&fr&tttttf ft tit

(Japan is giving foreigners an impression of a country very much

closed. Foreigners are called "gaijin," that is to say, outsiders and

[37]
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they are always treated like guests. And they cannot make good
friends easily. Association with colleagues is tough. There is also

a limit to their promotion. Anyway, Japan has to become a soci-

ety more open to foreigners.)

(There are not many crimes committed in Japan, you know. When
a Japanese is about to commit a crime there are at least two factors

that will deter him from committing it, aside from punishments.
The faces of his wife and children come to his mind. He thinks of
his company. That's why he cannot do evil things, you know.)

(How are you living your life these days when life is difficult in all

sorts of ways? The difficulty of living has not just started now.
From ancient times, human life must have been full of difficulties

at least for those who dealt with it seriously. (. . . omitted . . .) Our
lives are truly insignificant, such tiny things, and each one of us is

truly miserable, mundane and sometimes unbearably ugly. But

[38]
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even so, we have no other place than ourselves in which we can

live. So, shall we value this irreplaceable self in this life that we

have but once?) (Isaku Yanaihara "On Self)

The speaker of both (2a) and (2b) is talking to a person in the rather formal

situation of a round-table discussion. This is a situation where a formal style

is required, but instead of using a formal style all the way, he has switched his

style from formal to informal style as indicated by the double underlines.

The writer of (2c) employs formal style all the way with intermittent infor-

mal style. In (2c) there are two double-underlined predicates in which formal-

ity switching has taken place. In both cases the writer expresses something

appendixed to what follows either in a coordinated or subordinated way. In

fact, in both cases, the sentences that are in an informal style can turn into a

coordinate clause or a subordinate clause like (3a) and (3b), respectively.

Whatever is expressed in an appendix to the major clause is usually distanced

from the hearer/reader, and therefore tends to be expressed usually in informal

style. Also to be noted here is the statistical tendency for formality switching

to occur when the sentence is a negative sentence.

(3) a. &.%Z>ZkiPmB$Olt, Jfffe'frK&S fct'Hav^tto

b. L^L, tzfrbb^-DX, £OA&, Z<D&E*&$UzfrfzLtz%{±

iA^K h, £ 1 -Ctt* <9 t^A^o
An extreme case of formality switching is instanced by the following

example.

jr-f-y "fcofltOk'V'tjiS, (A bee stings the speaker's head) #>-o, [m

/ !

(Today I am going to give a talk on computer chips. First of all,

regarding the structure of the chip, ouch!)

The speaker of (4) is giving a public talk in which he is required to use for-

mal speech. However, at the point when he is stung by a bee, he automatically

switches his style from formal to informal, because his expression is an excla-

mation which is a most straightforward expression of his physiological feeling.
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Although much less frequent than formaRo-informal switching there are
cases of informal-to-formal switching as shown in (5),

(5) A: Ht K5-f 7t;if*iv^?
(Don't you want to come for a drive with me?)

B: *5to*., Z^'LXlfrLh*
(Mm, I wonder what I should do.)

A: h*yjy\ZftZd i, & 0

(You must come with me.)

(You are a reckless driver, aren't you?)

A; Wl^i^^^ 0 It K^y-f^i, lt<JIteL*
to
(Not at all. When I go for a drive with you, I will drive consider-

ately.)

In this example, a couple is talking very informally. The speakerA wants to

persuade B to come for a drive with him, but the persuasion has not been suc-
cessful, so by switching the style he wants to teasingly indicate that their rela-

tionship does not deserve intimate, informal style, Therefore, he intentionally

switches his style from informal to formal.

The Principle of Formality Switching

Formal style may be switched to informal style when the speaker / writer wants
to express his/her feeling, knowledge or conviction in a straightforward
manner.

[40]
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2. Newspaper Grammar

Japanese newspapers use certain sentence forms, phrases, and words which are

not common to other writing.

(1) Headlines

A. Ellipsis of particles and verbals

In newspaper headlines the topic marker wa and case markers are often

dropped. (Particularly, ellipsis of the subject marker ga and the direct object

marker o is common.) Predictable verbals are also dropped.

Examples;

(1) a. tt#«9M(3F)tta£(*3)
(Earth resource satellite goes into orbit)

b. &a:*(y)teit#K*)«±tf(t*)
(Public high schools to raise tuition)

c. SC7v7fift(**)tPJ3K(&3)

fa#>j;^^>(ir)SlOB*Attft{t)(tt*t5)
(Emphasis on East Asia becomes clear / Du Pont Japan appoints

first Japanese president)

(Government should make an effort to solve land price problems)

[Editorial]

(For examples of wa-omission, see (4a) and (4b),)

Note: As seen in (Id), particles are not dropped in imperative sentences.

B, Ellipsis of no

The noun connector no is often dropped in long noun compounds (particularly,

in those which contain more than one no).

Examples:

(2) a. £*(©)£Bft(l±)5*62?4ttPUKH±a)

—

ft^fr
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(Companies* social expenses reached (lit reach) ¥5,627.4 billion

last year)

(Kirin announces the world's beer consumption in '90)

C, Suru-verbs

The suru of suru-verbs is usually dropped.

Examples:

(3) a. *(**>. 7n>(4-)95^(t)^«(T5>
(US to totally abolish CFCs (chloro-fluorocarbons) in '95)

h. »fi*«(A*)^rlr»(o)H15t*
(Satellite industry begins foreign market development)

D. Da after N and Adj(na)stem

Da after nouns and na-adjective stems is usually dropped.

Examples:

(4) a. mmmmuos%m—mm
(1 1,105 killed in traffic accidents last year)

b, 7*7 > h&tFwSt^
(Plant export to SE Asia flourishes)

E. Tense

In headlines past events are represented using the nonpast tense (e.g., (la),

(lc)). Because the nonpast tense also represents future events, whether an
event is a future one or a past one is known from other headline elements (e.g.,

(2a), (3a)) or from the text (e.g., (lb), (3b)).

F, Abbreviations

a. Country names

Country names are often abbreviated.

[42]
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Examples:

(5) a (Japan); yfc (America); % (Great Britain); iL (France); m

(Germany); # (Italy); JP (Canada); ft (Australia); 41 (China);

fcvv A'A. fcA,

& (Taiwan); ft (Korea); fSJT (South Africa)

b. Groups, companies, institutions
L

The complete names of groups, companies, and institutions are often

abbreviated.

Examples:

(6) £{£l = £-£«a#£ (the Security Council)

= ISA6 (the Fair Trade Commission)

= I^Mfr (city banks)

11 = IgtS (Tokyo Power Company)

# X as #iBXtF (Kyoto University)

Note; Some abbreviations in this category are commonly used in

spoken as well as written language.

c. Special abbreviations

Some English acronyms and letters are commonly used in headlines to

save space.

Examples;

(7) EC (European Community); IC (integrated circuit); KO (knock-

out); NYft (New York stocks); Wff (World Cup); &JV (first

victory)

(2) Bodies

A. Suru-verbs

The conjugated part of a suru-verb connective form (Le„ -shi) is often dropped.

-suru or -shita of a suru-verb in sentence-final position is also dropped in some
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situations.

Examples:

(8) m, m2m^^m^tmvmihi^m^ ^

*\$$*&E^-x-**+n*to<W%. **»*

(*-##fHl2. 29. 91Wfll)
(A survey of patients in 1990 compiled by the Ministry of Health and
Welfare on December 28, has revealed that the number of patients who
had medical examinations at medical institutions in the nation last year
as either hospitalized patients or outpatients was about 8,360,000 (one
in every 14.8 Japanese) a day—a further increase since the last survey
in 1987. The survey also shows through figures the soaring medical
and medicare expenses, which have increased by ¥1 trillion every year
since 1987, reaching ¥21 trillion. ... This survey is conducted once
every three years. In this survey a total of 12,054 hospitals, clinics, and
dental clinics were randomly selected and their patients were surveyed
on one of the designated dates from October 16-18.)

Note: Because the stems of most suny-verbs are also used as nouns, the

parts of speech must be carefully identified when -$/?/ is omitted.

B. Da after nouns

Da after nouns is often dropped, the result being a noun-ending sentence.

Examples;

(9) a. mwtfm)i-^Bm, is^o8ww*¥»=]?A

[
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(The Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Education agreed on

the morning of the 21st that the tuition of national universities will

be raised by ¥36,000 a year. The new tuition will come into effect

from April 1993. The reasons for the raise include the obvious

gap between the tuition of private universities and that of national

universities and the urgent need to modernize facilities for science

and engineering research,)

b. T$-*Jt^£S^Si^ EBrtrHft, "T-EI

'm<o rje*±&ra«fT»*®p*j-?fl-*o;fco mz&mwt

(H*gSf#fH12, 26.9118 TO)

("A Survey of Problematic Behaviors by K-12 Students" released

by the Ministry of Education on December 25 has revealed that

the number of cases of school violence which took place at high

schools across the country in 1990 reached 1,419, involving 490

schools, Both figures are the worst on record. One of the charac-

teristics is that there is a sharp rise in violence towards teachers.)
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* f i. 4 . . » *

3,. Conversational Strategies

In
1 order to become proficient in advanced Japanese conversation it is necessary

to be able to use conversational strategies. They include (A) Aizuchi ('back-
channel

1

responses), (B) Fillers, (C) Rephrasing, (D) Topic Shift and Topic
Recovery and (E) Avoidance of Decisive Expressions, among others.

A. Aizuchi (
fiback*channeP responses)

Aizuchi ('back-channel' responses) is an interjection to indicate that the hearer
is involved with what the speaker has said up to that point of the conversation.
The most common aizuchi expressions include tev> 'yes,' ix. 'yes,' ? k,

'yeah,' 'oh, yeah?\ ^>>Xtfr 'Is that so?', ^x. Vow/ *}Vtfc
'that's right,' iiA/t -5 (C) 'really/ fix 'so?\ ttifrb. 'and then?' Exam-
ples are given below. (Aizuchi expressions are given in double parentheses.) In
Japanese the hearer uses such aizuchi now and then at phrase-final and sen-
tence-final positions. Phrase endings are often signaled by the particle 'ne.'

(1) [A male superior talking to his subordinate] £j:ofc, $jfl ^HizM

X^f&LX&^X < ft4v>3Wa 0 ((^))
(lit. I have to fly to Hong Kong tomorrow ((yes)), so complete this

report ((yes)) by the day after tomorrow, will you?)

(2) [A male speaker talking to his male friend] itifr ^jE ^cot H izfttf

h 9 ,j T<Di/ K--»=fi*»^Tfe
f ((^^)) MoMv

TV, ^X£tz/utz 0 ((^))
(lit. From the end of the year till January 7, I went to Sydney in Aus-
tralia ((wow!)) I swam under the midsummer sunshine, ((oh, yeah?)))

(3) [A female speaker talking to her female friend] I^BJM*|iv>TV*£
& iy*^ fz

??))

(Yesterday when I was walking on the Ginza street ((yeah)) I saw
Mariko ((really?)) So I called her. ((Yeah)) She pretended not to

recognize me and looked the other way ((Oh, yeah?)))

(4) [A male superior to his subordinate] Z <D Z h b X tl?fL ^ tz h n 0
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oX&tzA;tzlft*tii, (UO, W^^P^^^Xh^^^tz/utZo
((*"9tm-jH, tuv, Um&mftz*®xLtvtzt>tf 0 ((^r^

(You know I've been terribly busy these days, ((right)) So, I wanted to

make a trip for a change. And I went to a travel agent ((yes)), but I

couldn't get the ticket easily. ((Is that right?)) So in the end I gave up

the idea. ((Is that right?)))

It should be noted that in English aizuchi (typically *uh-huh
r
or 'yeah') is

seldom used. In fact, frequent use of aizuchi creates an impression that the

hearer is not paying serious attention to what is being said. Not only verbally,

but also nonverbally, the Japanese hearer nods very frequently to indicate

his / her involvement with what the speaker has to say.

B- Fillers

While aizuchi is a strategy available for the hearer, a filler is a strategy avail-

able for the speaker.

First, the particle ne in (5) and (6) is a typical filler that indicates the

speaker's attempt to involve the hearer. (5) is an example of informal speech,

and (6) is an example of formal speech in which ne is preceded by desu. This

use of desu ne is most commonly used in business Japanese.

(lit. Yesterday, y'know, Tom suddenly came here from the States,

y'know, and stayed overnight at my house.)

(6) ZtiOWtto, WBiMLLXio 13 4 L/S*|fLv>V7 YXLX, i> L,

j3ff?W**j3& nXLtz hX-fte , W&mz, t$m^<fz$&t$>t)i)Sfz

(This is the new software I mentioned the other day, and if you have

time I'd appreciate it if you could use it on an experimental basis.)

However, too many ne's in a single sentence makes the sentence very awk-

ward, as shown in (7).

(7) ???#t(±fc, jfcffl^igKfc, iaicia, fir
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o ?ti A/ ~tz. Js o

(??? Today, y'know, I, y'know, went to Narita Airport, y'know, by car,

y'know, to pick up my friend, y'know.)

Secondly, the filler and is used to signal the speaker's hesitation about

saying something embarrassing, as in (8a). In (8b) and is used to signal the

speaker's search for the right word or phrase. Too many and's in a single

sentence sounds very awkward as shown in (8c),

(8) a. A: Ltz-A,?+ib\

(What happened?)

(Uhh , .
. , I forgot my wallet, you know.)

(Where is it? Eh ... I mean the book I bought yesterday.)

c.
* &<Di^R t Mi, i**r Mi. Wu-h^ix&T,

AU^C, h<Di , ®LT, &<Dn, M^tLtc 0

(Ah, uh, yesterday, y'know, my mother, y'know, came from

Kyoto, y'know, talked with me after a long while, y'know, and
went home, y'know.)

Thirdly, the phrase 'nan to iu X deshita ka
9

'What was X called?' in (9)

becomes 'nan te iu X datta Wee' in informal speech. The phrase can be used
whenever the speaker has forgotten an exact name.

(9) f y i:f^ ftWab 1 i t fa, ffi t ^ atf?

L

a**?**

(There is a famous bookstore in Shinjuku—what was the name?
... Oh yeah, Kinokuniya. I bought four books on the Japanese econ-

omy there,)

Fourthly, the interjection eto used in (10) is used when the speaker is trying

to remember something. Just like the case of and, too many eto's in a single

sentence makes it very awkward.

(10) avr*iMi^iSL^o(i
( zj_t, fc
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(The fall of Russian communism was, let's see, December of 1991, if

I remember correctly.)

Fifthly, the phrase 'nan to ittara ii desho (ka)
9

in (1 1) and its informal equiv-

alent 'nan to ittara ii ka na/ne' are used when the speaker is looking for the right

expression.

- u x cost* A,-e-tfao

(The recent tendency in world ideology is, how shall I put it? Bor-

derless thinking.)

Sixthly, the interjection ma is used primarily to avoid making a definite

statement, as shown below.

(12) a. A: ^^^i^^i^Cfev^t^o
(What's the student population at this college?)

B: i* F —ISS^AC^-CL J:

(Somewhere around 15,000, 1 suppose.)

b. A: ftfi(£fcx^1-^o

(Have you been in good health lately?)

B: t^Utfao
(I guess so.)

(I can eat practically all Japanese food, but natto (- fermented

soybeans) has too strong a smell for me and I don't like it)

C. Rephrasing

Just as native speakers of Japanese know how to rephrase words using other

explanatory expressions when they cannot recall the most suitable words,

intermediate learners of Japanese, too, should start to learn how to rephrase

words they don't know or cannot remember. By doing so embarassing pauses

can be avoided. A common way to rephrase a noun is by means of a noun

modification, as shown in (13a, b).
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V ,(&3)
r

la. [The speaker A cannot remember / doesn't know the word geta,

traditional footwear in Japan.]

A: iib, B*AsHffi*&&&jfe< i><D tf$>Z>~?L± 0 *tL t

ftTfot*»S.o
(Yon know the stuff Japanese people put on when they wear

kimono—what do they call it?)

(Oh, you mean getal)

b. [The speaker cannot remember /doesn't know the word genkan,

Japanese version of a foyer.]

A &i>L% -' "

(In a Japanese house, ah, what do you call it? The place where

people take off their shoes before entering the house, that's an

interesting space, you know.)

When a word that needs rephrasing is a verb or an adjective, the speaker can

rephrase it by using more basic words or phrases, as shown in (14a, b).

(14) a. [The speaker cannot remember / doesn't know the verb hososuru

'to broadcast'.]

(Is this FM classic music program broad, broad, ah, can we hear

it every day at the same time?)

b. [The speaker cannot remember /doesn't know the na-adjective

nihonteki(no) 'Japan-like.']

(That lady has a Japanese, Japanese, Japanese-like atmosphere,

doesn't she?)

When the speaker wants to get die word which he cannot remember / does-

n't know, he can use ~ koto Ihito/yosu, etc. o nan to iimasu ka, as. shown in

(15a, b).
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(15) a. [The speaker cannot remember / doesn't know the verb nesugosu

'oversleep',]

A: II, ^SgJ: *)«< S^*4it Srfirt»v^-r^0

(What do you say when you sleep longer than you planned

in the morning?)

B: riiri-j tm^iir 0

(We say nesugosu.)

b. [The speaker cannot remember /doesn't know the adjective

gaikoteki 'social'.]

A: X t IS 1* (D § ? , ^? & ItW II tcffi 11TIT <

(What do you call a person who loves to talk with people

and goes out willingly no matter where it is?)

B: r^lfiJWJ tWwJi- 0

(We call it gaikoteki.)

D. Topic Shift and Topic Recovery

In any language the speaker cannot shift the topic of conversation abruptly;

there are ways to signal a topic shift. Some of the most common Japanese

ways to signal a topic shift are given below.

(16) a. tZbX*
(By the way)

b. eiiitnai-a*

(lit. The story is different, but . . .)

c. ^xvtmtf^titi-tf,
(lit. The story deviates a little bit, but . . .)

d. "J ft**.

(lit. The topic is going to change, but . . .)

e. XtWltf / X-oTmz.lt)
(Speaking of X)
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> When the speaker wants to get back to the former topic, he can signal his

desire to recover the old topic. Some of the standard ways to signal it are as

follows:

(17) a. £o£XoTHo£tt£*£ [highly informal]

(A while ago I / you said X, but)

b. 0>fiT-t / S o £ CO X coKt?i"5l*

(Let me get back to the topic / X that we were talking about a

while ago.)

c. Mt£ k'^lhftz Z t X*ttf [very formal, polite]

ft&t^^Vflf^ [formal, polite]

(Regarding what I told you a while ago)

E. Avoidance of Decisive Expressions

To a far greater degree Japanese language uses indecisive expressions espe-

cially when the speaker/writer expresses his own opinions. The strategy that

Japanese native speakers use to make their statements less forceful and more
humble is the use of an indirect expression at the end of the sentence. Suppose

that the speaker/writer wants to state "Japanese people avoid using decisive

expressions " he could say or write very straightforwardly as in (18) or indi-

rectly as in (19) and (20).

(18) 0*A^tS^itt^(J:)o
(Japanese avoid using decisive expressions.)

(19) a. B^Aim&*Mlf&<D {Tli/i;*.) $>tti-£A,fro

(Isn't it the case that Japanese avoid using decisive expressions?)

(I wonder if Japanese wouldn't avoid using decisive expres-

sions.)

c. B^A&§r^£Stf&<7) {-Cli/t*} fc^Efc^o
(I wonder if Japanese wouldn't avoid using decisive expres-

sions.)

d. B*AliKf£*«#Atf> {TW:/ £*} fc^J&^o
(I wonder if Japanese wouldn't avoid using decisive expres-

i
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sions.)

(20) a. B*AWS£Stf-& tSv>i1-0

(I think that Japanese avoid using decisive expressions.)

(I think that Japanese avoid using decisive expressions, but . . .)

c. B*Ai±W5g**t4-^ {tM±/t*} &^frb&^ito
(I wonder if Japanese wouldn't avoid using decisive expres-

sions.)

d. B#AtfW3e*»»t*<0 {tfli / £ * } t^^kS^it

(I wonder if Japanese wouldn't avoid using decisive expressions,

but . . .)

e. B*AttWS*»'»t^^±4v^tvS*>*Lf t {-**/ tftlo

(It seems to me that Japanese will avoid using decisive expres-

sions, but . . .)

f. StKt±B*Att«fSt»^t*O^I±4v^fc.ffifcii*o^i-36*
t

(It seems to me that Japanese will avoid using decisive expres-

sions, but what would you say?)

In (19) and (20), in which the same core statement is made, the longer the

sentence is, the less decisive the expression is / tends to be. When a Japanese

speaker opposes what his superior has said his expression definitely has to

avoid straightforward expressions. There are some set phrases that can be pre-

fixed to the speaker's statement of an opposing view, as shown in (21).

(21) a. ^H^£*o [informal]

(Well, I doubt it. (lit. I wonder if that is so.))

b. ^tlT-&V^(T*1-)tt^o

(That's fine, too, but . . .)

c. -tiitt-e? {X«t /£} Ht*0

(That's true, but . . .)
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(Of course it is true, but . . .)

e. ffoTV>*£fc{ij!k*^ iTt/ii) It Jffco

(I understand what you are saying, but . . .)

(I'm not disagreeing with you, but . . .)

(I don't have any particular intention to disagree with you,

but . . .)

h. fcmiirit X K^tf^- [highly formal and polite]

(lit. Sony to return words to you, but . . .)

L W^fcjso L.^sld St ii.&v^-f^, L#>L — [formal,

polite]

(What you have said is indeed correct, but . . .)-
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4. Toward Better Reading Comprehension: Analyzing Sentences

Accurately

Reading comprehension involves a variety of mental processes, from under-

standing the meanings of words and grasping the structures of sentences to

identifying the referents of pronouns and understanding inference. If the

reader fails in these processes, correct interpretation cannot be attained. One

of the most problematic areas here is sentence structure. This section provides

aids to improve skills for accurate sentence structure analysis.

(1) Basics

A. Structure of Simple Sentences

Before tackling complex sentence structures, it is essential to understand the

basic structure of Japanese sentences. First, let us consider the following

sentence.

(Last night I was watching TV in my friend's apartment.)

(1) is a simple sentence (i.e., a sentence with a single verbal). The structure

of this sentence can be diagramed as follows.

(2) Pre-verbal element Verbal

m± [Subject (Topic)]

0M [Time]

&M<VT^- [Location] —
f* V tf [Direct object] -

As (2) illustrates, Japanese simple sentences usually consist of a verbal and

some pre-verbal elements. Complete sentences in Japanese must contain a ver-

bal, and in some instances simple sentences have only verbals (e.g., imperative

sentences). Thus, verbals are considered to be the "hub" of sentences. As a

matter of fact, sentences are constructed in such a way that the verbals are

modified by pre-verbal elements. The general structure of Japanese simple

sentences is provided in (3).
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(3) Sentence-initial Pre-verbal Verbal

element element

(Conj.)

(Sentential

adverbial)

(Sentential

topic)

NP-wm}*
NP-{*/tt}

NP-TO*) •

- Adverbial

- { V/Adj/NP+Copula
} (+Aux.) (+Prt.)

As (3) illustrates, a verbal is either a verb, an adjective, or a noun with a
copula (e.g., sensei da) and sometimes involves other elements such as auxil-
iaries (e.g., (Vte) iru) and/or sentence particles (e.g., Aa, yo). A pre-verbal ele-

ment is either an NP (i.e., noun or noun equivalent) with a particle(s) or an
adverbial (i.e., adverb or adverb equivalent). Verbals indicate either an action
or state while pre-verbal elements indicate such things as subject, direct object,
time, location, and manner. Simple sentences sometimes contain sentence-ini-
tial elements such as sentence-initial conjunctions (e.g., shikashi 'but') and/or
sentential adverbials (e.g., omoshiroi koto ni 'interestingly'). As seen later,

more complex sentences, such as compound sentences and complex sentences,'

are composed of two or more simple sentences which have the basic structures
shown in (3).

B. Key Elements

The key elements of sentences are verbals, NPs, pre-verbal adverbials, and
sentence-initials.

1. Verbals

In sentence-final position various forms of verbs, adjectives, and NPs with a
copula appear. They are sometimes followed by auxiliaries and/or sentence
particles. (4) provides some examples.

In terms of position, NP-(Prt.)-iva normally appears before other pre-verbal elements
and sometimes even before a sentence-initial element. However, when NP-(Prt.)-wa
is the sentence subject, direct object, etc., we consider this element to be pre-verbal
rather than sentence-initial because, unlike other sentence-initial elements, NP-(Prt )-
wa modifies the verbal. (See 4.3. Sentential topic.)

i
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(4) a. Utejbv^o
V

(He cried.)

b. % t firji fcv» 0

V Aux.

(I want to go, too.)

c. jjy-c-1 ±*
Adj(/) Prt

(Is (it) cheap?)

a mm lots
Adj(na) Aux. Prt.

(It seems convenient, doesn't it?)

e. fiofz t$.£ o

N Cop. Aux.

(I heard that she was a teacher.)

2. NPs

As seen in (3), NPs appear as either pre-verbal elements (with a particle) or

verbal elements (with a copula). There are varieties of NP structures, as seen

below. Long and complex sentences often include large NPs composed of NPs

with different types of structures; therefore, understanding these structural vari-

ations is essential for accurate sentence structure analysis.

2.1. Nouns / Pronouns

Single nouns, pronouns, and compound nouns are in this category.

Examples:

(5) * (book); lijffl£A (Mr. Yamada); ft (I); Zti (this); A ^K^tilS
(entrance examination system)

*When certain auxiliaries follow an NP with a copula, the copula drops, as in (i).

(i) tlfejcttjfc&- frfejEatlfrV> c

N Aux.

(She might be a teacher.)
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2,2, Pre-nominal element + Noun

There are several patterns in this category.

2.2.1. Demonstrative adjective + Noun

(6) (this book); &<D^&. (that student); (such a

dictionary; a dictionary like this)

2.2.2. Adjective 4- Noun

(7) II L^fl S (difficult homework); § tiv>£ K (a pretty dress); #a
CO^ (an ordinary house)*; & < TflEf(|4r T /i- h (a cheap and conven-
ient apartment)

2.2.3. Noun (+ Pit.) <D Noun

(8) a. JpCKOilTft

(the subway system in Tokyo)

b. »*S^U5CS^#a
(Mr. Suzuki's father's company)

(a letter from my teacher)

d. % ?%j-%k*<D?$m
(problems such as kanji and katakana)

(c^no1 (DBJG: 312-15))

2.2.4. {Noun / Verb} + Compound particle (pre-nominal form) + Noun

(9) a. B^ffifcfefcH-f &8fcS:

(a paper on Japanese grammar)

b. (-coft%*)1-^i:i^oTc7)W«
(precautions before doing (this job))

*There are a handful of adjectives that have prenominal forms ending with no rather
than / (/-adjectives) or na (na-adjectives). More examples:

(i) M < co (distant); Ir < «0 (nearby); 3? < O (many); ~<|c9 (constant)j IM^O (the
newest)
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2.2.5. Relative clause + Noun*

(10) a. ( tU±) ^4-^?4-p * - * ( rt*o)

((This is) a cake which Tomoko made.)

b. a m\±^- h-sotio)
(The composer that I like the most (is Beethoven.))

(<=£> Relative Clause (DBJG: 376-80))

2.2.6. Noun/Sentence £v>^ Noun

(11) a. «f*fci/^*£
(a student named Suzuki)

(The idea that Japanese is an ambiguous language (is not uncom-

mon.))

(c*> ~ to iu (DBJG: 486-87))

2.2.7. Sentence + Nominalizer

(12) a. %^#VTS*fa*X^&<0(ik\*>fc 0 )

((I heard) Mitsuko playing the piano.)

(^no3 (DBJG: 318-22))

((I didn't know) that Mr. Jones was coming today.)

(O/cofo (DBJG: 193-96))

*In Japanese, restrictive relative clauses and non-restrictive relative clauses are not dis-

tinguished by form. For example, the noun phrase in (i) is ambiguous,

(i) J: <W< S*A
((1) the Japanese, who work hard; (2) Japanese people who work hard)

A proper context is necessary to make this phrase unambiguous.

There- are some variations of "S fo. iu N " as in (i),

(such ideas that Japanese is an ambiguous language)
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2.3. Noun h Noun

Two or more nouns are connected with noun connecting particles such as to
and ya to form a larger noun equivalent. A comma can also be used to connect
nouns. Examples:

(13) a. $&t#jr$i-(b)
(kanji and katakana)

(=*> to 1 (DBJG: 473-76))

(plates, knives, and forks (among others))

(^>ya (DBJG; 536-38))

c. 3t&t>hfr$ LA-fcri*

(tempufa, sashimi, and so on)

(America, Germany, France, etc.)

e.

(a pen or a pencil)

f. a*m, ®M,
(Japanese, Korean, or Chinese)

2.4. Embedded interrogative sentences

An interrogative sentence embedded in another sentence is a noun equivalent,
as in (14).

(14) a. UtfZKtt&iHtimmtZo)
(Who will do that (is the question.))

b. Si^^tc^^^lfe^i^^jj
((It is necessary to teach) how important reading is.)
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3. Pre-verbal adverbials

There are several kinds of words and phrases which function as pre-verbal

adverbials,*

3.1. Adverbs / Adverbial nouns c

(15) $o < n (slowly); 4B (today)

3.2. Adverbial forms of adjectives

(16) < (quickly); (quiefly)

3.3. Adverbial forms of auxiliary adjectives

(17) frfr *} *?~f < (in an easy-to-understand fashion); m L--?* i \z (sadly)

3.4. Quantifiers

(18) a. fcxJSA^jfc^S)

((eat) a lot)

b. (tf-;i/fc)H#(«ttf)

((drink) three (beers))

3.5. Phonomimes, phenomimes, and psychomimes

(19) a. (^s)7>7>(4<)
((a dog) bowwows)

b. (H*R*)tfet^(Rtr)
((read Japanese) easily)

c. &fc*£i*{-t&)

((be) nervous)

3.6. Quotation -f- k**

(20) a. r*3t± J: d J t (#d )

((say) "Good morning")

*The contrastive wa may be affixed to pre-verbal adverbials.

**A quotation can be a complete sentence or part of a sentence.
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b, «Lv>fcCg7)
((think) that s.t. is difficult)

(<=>fo3 (DBJG: 478-80))

3.7. Noun / Verb + Compound particle (pre-verbal form)

(21) a. B^<DXhz^x (§t)
((talk) about Japanese culture)

b. C4t:)t^r^Kr(imWm\i 0 )

(As one grows old, (one's memory fails.))

3.8, Vte

(22) §t v >x (on foot); %v *X (hurriedly)

(O-fe (DBJG: 464-67))

3.9. Vmasu -f \z

(23) (&mz)^Hz($ktz)
((came) to see (s.o.'s friend))

(cj> n/5 (DBJG: 297-99))

4. Sentence-initial elements

Sentence-initial elements modify the clause which follows. They include sen-
tence-initial conjunctions, sentence adverbials, sentential topics, and sentence-
initial clauses. Sentence-initial clauses are elements of complex sentences.
(See E. Complex Sentences.)

4.1. Sentence-initial conjunctions

Some conjunctions appear in the sentence-initial position.

(24) a.

(This is truly a difficult problem. But there should be a way to

solve it)

(That job was too big for me to do by myself, so I asked for help
from some of my friends.)
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4.2. Sentence adverbials

Sentence adverbials are usually phrases, as seen in (25).

(25) a. afi^ZirK, ±ft^9^O^*aj**tl*»ofc-0

(Interestingly, the advanced class did a poorer job.)

(It was stupid that I forgot to bring my camera.)

4.3. Sentential topics

Unlike the pre-verbal NP-(Prt.) marked by wa, sentential topics modify the

entire sentence which follows.

(26) a. &^l$Xms#m±*LX^Z> 0

(Speaking of Kyoko, her father practices law.)

b. c^sicium -tLj&±iitT^M/io
(With regard to this problem, it is no use to discuss it further.)

4.4. Sentence-initial dependent clauses

Sentence-initial dependent clauses are internal sentences which are dependent

on the clauses which follow. Sentence-initial dependent clauses represent such

things as condition, time, reason, purpose, and manner. (27) provides exam-

ples.

(27) a. 'Jv»*A3ft'*fc64nfe*"CT$v> 0

(Please let me know if Mr. Kobayashi comes in.)

b. cci^SicaJi^ttft^ofeo
(There was nothing unusual when I was there.)

(Because a friend of mine is coming to see me, I cannot leave my
house.)

d. feiia*^
(I'm studying Japanese in order to study in Japan.)

If a sentence-initial dependent clause and the following clause have a com-
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mon element, the element usually appears only once. In (27d), for example,
the sentence-initial dependent clause and the following clause (in this case, the
main clause) share the same subject watashl 'I.' Thus, watashi appears only
once (in this case, as the topic).

C. Verbal Connective Forms

When two verbals are connected through an "AND-relation" in a sentence,
the First verbal must be in the connective form, as in (28).*

(28) a. U«±4i^tJB#, ^+B#r^|U 0

(I get up at six in the morning and go to bed around ten in the

evening.)

b. £0a*tt5&<T«5flJ£ e

(This dictionary is cheap and useful.)

c ism s ^±=+-jr?»£-ei-o
(Mr. Yoshida is thirty-two and single.)

The affirmative and negative connective forms of different verbals are given
in (29) and (30), respectively.**

(29) Affirmative connective forms:

a. Verb; Vfe (e.g., ig#T); Vmasu (e.g., fe§)

*If two verbals are connected through a "BUT-relation," the connective forms are not
used, as in (i).

(i) a. a fi*A*±& * r~f H^iii^o
(I like fish but I don't like vegetables.)

(This dictionary is cheap but pretty useful.)

*As seen in (29), there are two kinds of connective forms. In general, the first kind
(i.e., te-forms) are used when the first verbal is strongly related to or dependent on the
second verbal. In (i), for example, the first verbal yasukute '(it is) cheap' gives the
reason why the speaker feels that the apartment is good (the second verbal). In this
case, the fe-form is used, (o Vmasu)

(i) £*)7V<-Hi {£<T/*5r<} vm,* 0

(This apartment is cheap and (therefore) good.)
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b. Adj(/>: Adj(/)te (e.g., T); Adj(/)stem + < (e.g.,&<)

c. Adj(na): Adj(na)te (e.g., flWC); Adj(rta)fe + & 1) (e.g.,

d. N + Cop.: N + Cop.te (e.g., ^=t1?) ; N + Cop.f^+ * *) (e.g., *

(30) Negative connective forms:

a. Verb (neg.): Vneg ft < X (e.g., 4f #*ft < X) ; Vneg {ft v*.

(=> ~ nai de (DBJG: 271-73))

b. Adj(/) (neg,): Adj(/)stem < ft < (T) (e.g., f < ft < (T))

c. Adj(na) (neg,): Adj(na)stem X (E±) ft < (T) (e.g., «SI"C(tt)

ft<(T))

d. N+ Cop. (neg.): N T'(ii)ft < (X) (e.g., $&<C(li)* < (T))

D* Compound Sentences

If a sentence involves two (or more) simple sentences (i.e., clauses) and these

sentences are conjoined by means of coordinate conjunctions such as ga 'but'

or continuative forms of verbs, adjectives or the copula such as Vfe, Adj.te and

Cop.te to mean 'and,' the whole is called a "compound sentence." The clauses

in a compound sentence are connected through the AND-relation or the BUT-

relation. (31) provides examples.

(31) a. 7>^tt*HA?*A3^;MtBArtfo
(Mr. Wong is Chinese and Mr. Kim is Korean.)

b. sl^±7 9>^«te*4i*fittB*ftv^
(My wife can speak French but I cannot.)

When the clauses in a compound sentence have an element in common (e.g.,

the subject, the direct object, the verbal), the element usually appears only

once. For example, in (28a-c) the subjects are shared and in (31b) the direct

object is shared. (32) provides an example of a shared verbal.
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(32)
'

VB>\iffi££gi, ^>'>-fiMl^*fxiLTV^ 0

(John is majoring in mechanical engineering and Nancy in electrical

engineering.)

The structures of compound sentences can be generalized as in (33). ([S]
represents a clause.)

(33) a. AND-relation:

[SiHSJ ([SJ ends with a verbal continuative form.)

b. BUT-relation:

[S,]-"BUT-conj."-[S2] ("BUT conj." is a non-sentence initial

conjunction such as ga.)

E. Complex Sentences

If a sentence involves a clause which is dependent on another element or
clause in the sentence, the sentence is called a "complex sentence." (34) pro-
vides complex sentences which include different kinds of dependent clauses
(or subordinate clauses).

(34) a, Relative clauses (See 2.2.5. Relative clause + Noun):

Zti\ttt$*ft*t:.4—*Ko (=(10a))

(This is a cake which Tomoko made.)

b. Internal sentences before "tv^ Noun" (See 2.2.6. Noun/Sen-
tence tv>-5 Noun):

H*IS(i*v^v^w*^tv^#^i^L< 4v>o (= (lib))

(The idea that Japanese is an ambiguous language is not uncom-
mon,)

c Internal sentences before Compound particles (pre-nominal
form) (See 2.2.4. {Noun/Verb} + Compound particle (pre-nomi-
nal form) + Noun):

(Precautions for doing this job are written here.)

d. Nominalized sentences (See 2.2.7. Sentence + Nominalizer):
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5; a - >X 5 Mfi*tH * S Z t & fc Q (= (12b))

(I didn't know that Mr. Jones was coming today.)

e. Embedded interrogative sentences (See 2.4. (Embedded interrog-

ative sentences):

m*^^t^^mmtzo (= (i4a))

(Who will do that is the question.)

f. Clauses before adverbial forms of auxiliary adjectives*

(See 3.3. Adverbial forms of auxiliary adjectives):

(Please use a microphone so that everybody can hear well.)

g. Internal sentences as indirect quotations (See 3.6. Quotation t):

(George says that kanji is not difficult.)

h. Internal sentences before compound particles (pre-verbal form)

(See 3.7. Noun/Verb + Compound particle (pre-verbal form)):

(One's memory fails as one grows old.)

i. Sentence-initial dependent clauses (See 4.4. Sentence-initial

dependent clauses):

Mf4£ ttr fe tl i o T v >TT S v v0

(Please remain silent even if you are asked questions.)

The structures of complex sentences can be generalized as in (35).

*The adverbial forms of auxiliary adjectives preceded by clauses are sometimes classi

fied as conjunctions (e.g., yoni).
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(35) Sentence-

initial

element

Pre-verbal

element

Verbal

|- NP-Prt.

Conj.

« • 4
"~*

- NP[s]-Prt. -

Adverbial -
* * a

Topic - Adverbial -

IS] J
* *-»

""""

- Adv[s]

{V/Adj/NP[s] + Cop.}(+Aux)(+Prt.)

[S]: Clause

NPfs]: NP containing [S]

Advfs]; Adverbial containing [S]

That is, a sentence which contains at least one of the elements containing [S

J

in (35) is a complex sentence.

F. Missing Elements

Such sentence elements as illustrated in (35) are not always explicitly present.

In fact, sentence element ellipsis is very common in Japanese. When clauses

have shared elements (e.g., subjects), the shared element is usually ellipted in

the second (and following) clause(s). Sentence elements are also dropped
when they have been mentioned in a previous sentence, are contextually

known, or situationally known, or when they indicate a generic agent such as

"they" and "we." (36) provides examples.

(36) a. Shared by two clauses;

(Even if Mr. Sawada asks about that, please do not tell [him]

[about it].)

b. Mentioned in a previous sentence:
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(I had a steak yesterday. [It] was very good.)

c. Contextually known;
^

(Jane gave [me] some home-made cookies.)

d. Situationally known:

Watching the hearer eating ice cream:

[Wi]j^u>-e-f*\>
(Is [it] good?)

e. Indicating a generic agent:

(In order to protect the earth, [we] must develop a new energy

source which does not destroy the environment.)

(2) Guidelines

With the basics of Japanese sentence structure presented above, the reader

should be able to grasp the structure of a given sentence by following the

guidelines illustrated below.

Guideline 1: Identify major clause breaks.

Major clause breaks can be identified by looking for verbal connective forms

(See (I) C. Verbal Connective Forms), conjunctions such as ga 'but/ ba 'if,' to

'if; when/ kara 'because/ and node 'because,' and other conjunction equiva-

lents such as ni mo kakawarazu 'in spite of the fact that/ tame ni 'in order to;

because/ and no ni taishite 'while; whereas/

In the following examples, clause breaks are marked by "//"

(37) 3m<0%X¥% fcftMJaft-C^J&TSfifcft&Lfcfc,

ft**R-<ok$&m r^'ff-Y-j *en»Lfc#, //zMttmsz
*AgV to

(SBHSffHl. 6.92^.1)
r
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Vocabulary notes:

Great Britain

astronomer

the solar system

^JBWT other than -

SsJL planet

§H.i"^> to discover

W-^K science journal

to announce

ffU < A miscalculation

to exist

(38) »^9*^hBtt-^*f?LT
( *//97*+H f MWIlM^iS

<B*giS*B12,2l.91 fjfll)

Vocabulary notes:

7?*? hB "Planet B"

a little more than ~

flfrt* to fly

^Cfi Mars

JBE ttjt circling orbit

Kit"f& to arrive

- fc.fc V) over

IIW observation

tt-ttS to continue

schedule

(39) -3f, t-fY^P hu-?x<DZtii T<oM**lM&Z>t, //%?r

*The connective form Vte with the preceding NP(s) often functions as an adverbial to
represent manner or reason. In this case, Vte does not mark a clause break. In (i), for
example, ~ o mochiite is better interpreted as 'by using . . / than as 'use . . . and/ as
the English equivalent shows. Compare this Vte with the Vte in (38).

(ftffl • ±EB rAP^7°h-x.^^ Kd-*-*J p. 19)
(The conventional information transmission and processing have been per-
formed (lit. we have performed , . .) by using electric waves and electrons.)
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in His + LA I x <

(&m-±m fRHt-fh^u? vn-tz} p. 19)

Vocabulary notes:

— on the other hand

:t7° h- U £ r-tJ^^X opto-electronics

£ ti J "C up to now

it'S progress

W<^£ to look back; to examine

7&7 r /-c— iijf optic fiber communication

tSilS thrust

Guideline 2; Identify the skeleton of each clause.

For each clause, identify the skeleton, i.e., the major elements, such as the sub-

ject, the direct object, and the verbal, elements which tell "who did what,"

"what is what,** etc. Note that major elements are sometimes shared with

another clause or are not present explicitly (See (1) F. Missing Elements).

In the following examples, the major elements are underlined and missing

elements are supplied in parentheses. (Dotted underlining indicates elements

to be examined in the following step, Guideline 3. These elements include

constructions such as "NP[S]-Prt. + Verbal" (e.g., [S] koto ga wakatta 'it was

understood that [S]'), "Adv[S] + Verbal" (e.g., [S] to ieru 'it can be said that

[SH, and "NP[S] + Cop." (e.g., [S] yotei da 'it is scheduled that [S]'))

(40) %m<ott&% ±m%&>nr*®&TmR*%&Ltzt,
^tfl^)Mfi f^ft-J T?%gLfc ff, ifZ tilt tHE3*
T, //lll^rtL^^ £fcrt«frfrpfco (=(37))

(41)
—77»y hBti-^ftjftftlT , »y hBtt )974H»JI , ik&

(=(38))

(42) 7 frxu» hn^^^Oiiif -eo^g^ HA&t t

//f77^^Ii^ § 4tim£t|fctfU 0 (= (39))

By identifying the skeleton of each clause in a sentence, the idea of the whole

sentence becomes clear. For example, (40) conveys the idea that "a British

astronomy group announced something, but it was a miscalculation and a/the
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planet does not exist."

• It should be noted that in identifying major elements, the entire NP or verbal

does not need to be examined. For example, if an NP contains a long relative

clause, examining the head noun should be enough at this stage. The impor-
tant thing in this step is to grasp a rough idea of each clause identified in the

previous step.

Guideline 3: Identify the scope of key elements, including conjunctions,

nouns, nominalizers, quotative markers, and auxiliaries.

The scope of an element X is defined as the range of a sentence part which is

dependent on X. (See DBJG, Appendix 8 Improving Reading Skill by Identi-

fying an 'Extended Sentential Unit.')

In the following examples, the key elements to be identified and examined
are set off by boxes. "[ ]" identifies the scope of the boxed element which fol-

lows.

(43) ga^i^t

-

tem&mr-mxmM.i^ i tz] \e\ ,

//IMttft&LfcH [Tfc1*j&*^ofc 0 (=(37))

(A British astronomy group announced in last July's issue of Nature,

a British science journal, that [they had for the first time discovered a

planet outside the solar system,] but this was due to a miscalculation

(lit. this was a miscalculation) and it turned out that [the planet does
not exist.])

(44) -^^yfBat-^jftffLT, II{7y * v >B(i) 97^+^, ik

EEa^o (= (38))

(Planet B is scheduled [to travel for a little more than a year, reach

Mars' circling orbit in October 1997, and continue its observation for

over two years.])

It should be noted that in this example, the scope of yotei 'schedule' extends

beyond the immediate clause break.

*In (43), the scope of koto can extend from "wakusei wa" or from "tore wa."
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(45)

(=(39)) r

(When [we examine the progress in opto-electronics up to the present,

on the other hand,] we can say that [optic fiber communication has

been a major thrust (in terms of progress),])

(46) |±ft#m0-t-§^v>^t>//[?|Bco#»(i4JJh(c4S)] WTti
(Because our president cannot attend, it looks like [tomorrow's meet-

ing will be cancelled.])

(47) V 3

tz] m W$fcffig£;ft£o**

(In the Tokyo Motor Show in 1992, many autos3 were exhibited

[which contain (lit. mounted) fuel-efficient engines and engines2

[which utilized new energy 1
[to replace gasoline.] 1

]
2
}
3
)

Guideline 4: Identify the modifying and modified elements accurately when

an NP contains an ambiguous modification relationship,

(48) provides examples of NPs which contain ambiguous modification rela-

tionships.

(48) a. {S/Adj/Ni^} N2 <D N3—n—
b. {S/Adj/N^} N2 t N3

3" "

c. N, i N2 0 N3

*Here, EnerugJ 'energy
1

has a double modifier.

**When a structure is complex, using scope identification numbers may be helpful, as in

(47).
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(48a). is ambiguous because fS / Adj fH t no] can modify either N2 or "N2 no
Nj." (48b) is ambiguous because {S / Adj /N L no] can modify only N2 or it

can modify both N2 and N3 . (48c) is ambiguous because N3 can be modified

either by "N2 no" or by "Nj to N2 no." In these cases, the ambiguity can

be- resolved either by context or by the reader's knowledge of the world. (49)

provides examples of the situation in (48a).

X Y Z

((1 ) difficult homework in Japanese [X modifies "Y <D Z," i.e.,

XJY CO Zl l; (2) homework in Japanese, a language which is

difficult [X modifies Y and "X Y <D " modifies Z, i.e.,

X |Y| CO
(

Z]r>

X Y Z

((1) Y High School's branch campus which is in Kyoto [X mod-
ifies "Y <D Z," i.e., XJY <p Z| ]; (2) A branch campus of Y
High School, which is in Kyoto [X modifies Y and "X Y O"
modifies Z, i.e., X W\ <D fZl])

The interpretation of (49a) depends on the context and the interpretation of

(49b) depends of the reader's knowledge of Y High School's location.

The ambiguity in (48b) can be illustrated by (50).

(50) mw ¥c<o tmt ^—tr-T-iyy
X Y

((1) the development of new materials and the marketing of those

materials [X modifies Y and Z, i.e., XjY t Z[ ]; (2) the development

of new materials (for something) and the marketing (of that thing) [X
modifies only Y, i.e.,XH b Z])

Whether (50) is interpreted as (1) or (2) depends on the context in which this

sentence is used.

(51) provides examples of (4.8c),
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(51) a. 0

X Y

((1) Yoichi's and Kayoko's child [X and Y modify Z, i.e.,

b.

X t Y <D
[
ZJ1; (2) Yoichi and Kayoko's child [Only Y modifies

Z. i-e.. X t Y <7)\z :])

X Y Z

((1) a joint corporation consisting of P Corporation and Q Cor-

poration [X and Y modify Z, i.e., X tY <D
[
Zj]; (2) P Corpora-

tion and a joint corporation including Q Corporation [Only Y
modifies Z, i.e., X tY <D Z ])

Once again, whether (51a) is interpreted as. (1) or (2) depends on the context in

which this phrase is used. There is little ambiguity in (51b), on the other hand.

This is because a joint corporation constituting two or more companies is com-

mon knowledge; therefore, (1) is the likely interpretation.

Guideline 5: Accurately identify each element's modified constituents.

Particularly important is whether an element modifies a noun or a verbal.

As an example, an explanation of modification in (52) is shown in (53).

(52) Z(OVy h *i7C J;oTtt^MMvliS*o|fHfx.TT

(53) A modifies B

Z<DV7 h^xTtCioT
(by means of this software)

(for the creation of documents)

(necessary)

(basic operation [Direct Object])

(please learn)

(necessary)

(basic operation)

(please learn)
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Note here that ni yotte is a form which modifies verbs; thus, in (52), it modi-
fies oboete kudasaL (See Appendix 3 Compound Particles.)

(54) indicates the scope of sosa and (55) provides the English equivalent of
(52),

(54) «V7F^TCJ:ot tt^f^flEIC^S***^] [Sfflfrtx.

(55) With this software, please learn the basic operation necessary for cre-

ating documents.

Compare (52) with (56), where sofutowea is followed by niyoru rather than
ni yotte. (57) illustrates the modification relations among the sentence ele-

ments.

(56) Z<dv? h *)*T\z X&XWVftmz&%ktt<omti1tKXT$

(57) A modifies

(by means of this software)

(for the creation of documents)

(necessary)

(basic operation [Direct Object])

B

(creation of documents)

(necessary)

(basic operation)

(please learn)

Note here that niyoru is a form which modifies nouns (or noun phrases); thus,
in (56), it modifies bunsho no sakuseL

(58) indicates the scope of sosa and (59) provides the English equivalent of
(56).

(58) [ZtDVy h^jLTiZX^t.^(D^mz&m^m^<D]
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(59) Please learn the basic operation necessary for creating documents

with this software.

As shown in the above examples, misunderstanding a modified element can

lead to an entirely wrong interpretation.
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amaii 3

amari & £ *J con;. <w>
c

a conjunction which marks a cause

that involves excessive action

because of too much ~; because

- too much; so ~ that ~

[REL. sugiru]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

fcfcl IfA .1 T Jr. A,

mm

(I was so excited that I couldn't sleep that night.)

(B)

Topic Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Vinf

•at*-

(This textbook has turned out to be an uninteresting one because it

stressed grammar too much.)

Formation

(i) N

^BB<0 afe i *9 (because of too much anxiety)

(ii) Vinf*4^

i *? (s.o. is so cautious that)

Examples

(a) lt|-l±&*i!i)^tffl4*ofc
(Akiko was so frightened that she couldn't even make a sound.)
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(b) mMv?<D& £ Sfo^ftoXtA § o v^t L t o tzo

(I was so happy that I hugged the person beside me without thinking.)

(As for English education in Japan, it seems that because grammar is

emphasized too much, the development of conversational skills is

neglected.)

(d) 4k<oW4^M^A,-fI & i 0 L.(iotLf ot 0

(The last meeting ended up having little content because it focused too
much on formalities.)

1. Clauses and phrases involving the conjunction amah can be rephrased
using the adverb amari and the conjunction node or tame ni, as in (1).

(1) a. #tt*Olft**y|MFLfc [<D? / fz&hlZ] l&btitzfrv
tzo (=KS(A))

<^^Wotlto/;0 (=KS(B))

(oamar/ (DBJG: 72-73))

2. Adj(/) and Adj(na) cannot precede amari, as seen in (2) and (3).

(2) mt {|t/*(D/*JRL^} &i^IW&^o£ 0

(I was so sad that I couldn't even cry (lit. even tears didn't come
out).)

fco

(It looked like they were so anxious that they couldn't even eat

(lit. even foods didn't go through their throats).)

3. Vinf can be either past or nonpast when it represents a past action or
event, as in (4), although the nonpast form is more common.

(4) c <mm*tii:&*s& l tz& £ yme < 4 v> <o \z& o X I *
o£ 0 (=KS(B))

amari 5

[Related Expression]

The auxiliary verb sugiru expresses a similar idea. For example, KS(A) and

(B) can be rephrased using sugiru, as in [1].

[1] a. *Ui*tf)|feJMf {(DftS'J / LTffT} Steit&frofco (=KS(A))

<D H & o T L £ o £ D (=KS(B))

However, there are some differences between amari and sugiru. First, amari

is always a part of an adverbial clause or phrase which expresses a cause.

Sugiru, however, does not always express cause and can be in the predicate

of a main clause. Second, amah is used only when the verb or noun repre-

sents a psychological action or state. Thus, the following sentences are unac-

ceptable.

[2] *WB\?-)\'in&x&£i)^a mtm^o
(Yesterday I drank too much beer and I have a headache today.)

[3] *i8iti<D& £ *i$t i£#flr v»o

(I am so tired that I have no appetite.)

Third, sugiru is used in both spoken and written Japanese while amari is lim-

ited in use to formal written Japanese.

sugiru (DBJG: 423-25))



the ~, the ~

[REL. hodo]

Topic Sentencei Sentences

H*ISf± *»Tfttf(»»)T*lsir
til-**

(The harder you study Japanese, the more interesting it will become.)

(B)

Topic Sentencei Sentence2

AjWtti 1**1* tat

(At a party the more the merrier.)

(C)

Topic Sentence! Sentence2

is* fcf>«#4} tit*

(A machine is harder to break, the simpler it is.)

( i ) Vjcond V2 inf- nonpast 13 if (where V^V^

iS* iigS1" IS -if (the more s.o. talks, the more ~)

(ii) Adj(0icond Adj(/)2inf-nonpast fi if (where Adj(/)t=Adj(/)2)

6 *- ba ~ ftodo

- ba - hodo ~(£"— (3 if'

a structure indicating that s.t. hap-

pens in proportion to the increase

of extent / degree of action or state

Key Sentences

(A)

~ ba » hodo 7

itjtffcffifiiW3 if (the more expensive s.t. is, the more ~)

(iii) Adj(na)!Stem tU£*& / 4fe Adj(/7a)2stem -4 } «if

(where Adj(na)i=Adj(na)2)

{ 8W*T?h ii tf 4- / !NV& f> 8: ) « if (the quieter s.t. / s.o. is

the more ~)

Examples

(a) i^jgt±|fc*tflfctriair-iJV^ L < & U S to

(The more you drink this sake, the tastier it becomes.)

(b) ^aMiitftUfiV^HifXi^L^tto
(The better the university, the harder it is to get in.)

(The closer apartments are to the station, the more expensive they are

(to rent).)

(d) *SS*4fe%^*ls^#K^t#*tfc^v^^tJro
(The healthier you are, the more careful you should be about your

health.)

Notes

1 . The construction of - ba - hodo is very close in meaning to the more ~,

the more ~ construction in English.

2. Other conditionals tara and to cannot be used in this construction.

Thus, the following use of to and tara are ungrammatical.

(1) tftltfitf /•S?t*fc} £v>tiirw\>

(As for the tuition, the cheaper the better.)

(2) 2f*S± {ftm£/*ftAt£*>} ^£rte£WfcB&o

(As for brown rice, the more you chew it, the tastier it becomes.)

3. When the verb is a suru-verb as in KS(A), it takes the form of either N-

sureba N-suru hodo or N-sureba sum hodo as in KS(A). If the verb is

not a st/ru-verb as in Ex.(a), it always takes the form of Vcond

Vinf- nonpast hodo.
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4. The conditional form nara is used only with Adj(na). So, the following

sentences are ungrammatical.

(3) *£OHtt«ttf*6«:-«>H4ffevxL<4r*o (cf. Ex.(a))

(4) •T^httRCffiv^6JSv>f5t'(*Jt*t)*^ 0 (cf.Ex.(c))

bakari ka - (sae) ~ tf# U # ~. (5 x.) C£WÎ p/t / co/y;

not only - but also

[REL. - bakari de (wa) naku ~

(mo); - ate/ce de (wa) naku ~

(mo); dokoroka]

(A)

Topic Noun Noun

(In Japan not only children but even adults are reading comic books.)

(B)

Topic Sentence! Sentence2

(He not only enjoys looking at pictures; he also draws them.)

a compound particle / conjunction

which is used to connect two

nouns or two sentences, the first of

which is s.t. normally expected

and the second of which is s.t. nor-

mally unexpected

Key Sentences

- bakari ka ~ (sae) 9

Formation

(i) {V/Adj(/)}inf tf rt»

{fti" / IS L ) *) si* (not only does / did s.o. speak)

I tz\ if *) i> (not only {is / was} s.t. high)

(ii) Adj(na)stem

{ * / If**ffotl (f** ij ri> (not only { is / was } s.t. / s.o. quiet)

(iii) {N/N£ofc} tfa^tf*

{5fc&/5fe£/io&} (J^M* (not only {is /was} s.o. a teacher)

Examples

(a) 7>^t(^f4»H\ *S^S-jtH*fff*S^LT

(In America not only college students but even junior and senior high

school students are studying Japanese.)

(b) HoSfOfflSBfiSltvMf BSxinA/rvfo
(My room in the dorm is not just small; it doesn't even have a window.)

(c) > A tt3t***R WW* 19 ;5\ ^HEfi £ Attft&^ e

(It's not just kanji that Tom cannot read; he cannot read even hiragana.)

(d) x&±^&ntfMi-%%afrt)$\ fta*-r5<06*sf#-pi- o

(My father not only loves to eat, he also loves to cook.)

Notes

I, Before bakari ka comes s.t. / s.o. normally expected and after bakari ka

comes s.t. / s.o- normally unexpected. If the order of the two is reversed

an unacceptable sentence like the following results.

(cf. Ex.(c))

2. The particle sae can be replaced by the particle mo esp. in spoken

Japanese.
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(2) ft^»<0»att»EV^f3M)^ Jg*4v^Ti- 0 (cf, Ex.(b))

(3) h^im^m&%^m^ ¥«&£8t#>&v> 0

(cf. Ex.(c))

[Related Expressions]

L The phrases bakari de (way naku - (mo) and date de (iva) na/ru - (mo)
are very similar to bakari ka ~ (sae). Among those three constructions

bakari ka ~ (sae) expresses the highest degree of unexpectedness
between the content of S, and S2 . If such unexpectedness is missing, the

bakari ka ~ (sae) construction sounds awkward. Examples follow.

[1] a. *coA(iMS& itztt/tiftt}}

(He is not only good scholastically; he is also good at

sports.)

[2] a. iWia^ /tf^yj T(fi)&<,

(This book is not only interesting but also educational.)

(<=> dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo) (DBJG: 97-100))

n. Si dokoroka S2 , a construction indicating that s.o. /s.t. is very far from
a/n (un)desirable state, is quite different from S { bakari ka S2, when S r is

affirmative and S2 is negative or when S* is negative and S2 is affirma-

tive. Examples follow.

(I am far from being able to speak Japanese; I haven't studied it

at all)

- bakari ka ~ (sae) / bekida 1

1

(Mr. Smith is far from being unable to write Japanese; he can

even write a novel in Japanese.)

If both S] and S2 are affirmative or negative, the two constructions are

interchangeable.

[5] ?y~?zA,\$B^mm$&& / iiit

(Mr. Clark is not only able to speak Japanese; he can even speak

Korean.)

(Jim is not only unable to converse in Japanese; he cannot even

make simple greetings.)

bekida aiix.

an auxiliary which expresses the

speaker's judgment that s.o. /s.t.

should do s.t. or should be in some

state

should; ought to

[REL. hazu\ hoga ii\ mono da;

-nakereba naranai]

Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf-nonpast

(This thesis should be rewritten.)
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"(B)

Vinf * nonpast

(You shouldn't say that kind of thing to people.)

(C)

Vinf- nonpast

<

(You should have come, too.)

: —
(D)

Vinf • nonpast

if m
(I shouldn't have told that to Yamada.)

(E)

Relative Clause Noun

Vinf- nonpast

1ST It

(I told you everything I should tell you.)

( i ) Vinf • nonpast "< I tz

$<«%tz (should go)

(Exception: th .

-»
{
1" / -f5 } # /* (should do))

betftfa 1

3

(ii) {Adj(na)stem/N} Tb&^&t*

ft ffi ft & ^< g (s.o. should be positive)

1!ETC ft S^ (s.t should be an objective)

Examples

(a) !!hd^ h\mfrx-ru)<<%tzo
(You should look after yourself, (lit. You should do your own business

by yourself.))

(b) 4, D*£v*J; 0

(You shouldn't buy a house now.)

(c) *ttaWffV 4 Wo < 3 rtf? fcfc.P

(We should have told that to our boss, too, shouldn't we?)

(d) m±Um^^-tU)-<^ c*a*»ofcA,£o

(He shouldn't have married.)

(e) ft^tHot fJSWTft &*<%ti
(We should be more creative.)

o

o(f) zo« 4 *< £ *f

(This state should be the reality.)

(g) ih4<o«*, fc^^twofco
(As a result of the investigation, a surprising thing (lit* something one

should be surprised at) was discovered.)

(h) £3 * fi£ < ffiE-f §£ rtfo

(Tanaka is indeed a despicable man (lit. a man whom one should

despise).)

(i) ft h^ sWtctS^Vft

(There's no description where there should be one.)

1. Tense and negation are expressed by conjugating bekida. (See KS

(A)-(D)andExs.(a)-(d).)
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2. The prenominal form of bekida (i.e., the form which modifies a noun)
is beki. (See KS(E) and Exs.(g) - (i).)

3. 'Bekida usually expresses the idea that s.<x / s.t. should do s.t. or be in

some state because it is his / her responsibility or duty, because it is the

right thing or a good thing to do, or because it is the right state or a good
state to be in. (See KS(A) - (E), Exs.(a) - (f) and (i).)

4. Bekida also expresses the idea that s.o. is expected to do s.t. (See Exs,

(g)and(h).)

5. Adj(/)stem + ku am bekida, as in (1), is a possible form but this form is

not commonly used.

(1) m±¥&t<>xi><k{±%<&z>^%f~ 0

(Even if one's body gets old, one's mind should be young.)

6. Bekida is not used when the speaker is younger than the hearer or lower
than the hearer in status. For example, (2) is not appropriate in the given
situation.

(2) [From a student to his/her professor]

(Professor, you should forget it.)

[Related Expressions]

I. Mono da also expresses the idea that one should do s.t as one's duty,

as in [1].

[i] ^£tmmt&%<Dt£ 0

(Students should study.)

However, mono da is used only in a generic statement to express a

social norm. Thus, in a specific situation, as in [2], it cannot be used,

[2] Stttt&t* /**«>} t£o

(You should study.)

(^mono (da) (DBJG; 257-61))

bekida 15

In terms of forcefulness, bekida is weaker than -nakereba naranai and

stronger than ta ho ga ii, as in [3].

[3] a. U f± 4 o tM34 b & it tl t£& 6 & l *
0 stronger

(You must study harder.) A

b. . atitotMsir^t^o
(You should study harder.)

c. Stifc o hM&bfzJjtfWe T

(You'd better study harder.) weaker

(«=> - nakereba naranai (DBJG: 274-76); hd ga ii (DBJG; 138-40))

Hazu also expresses the idea of "should." However, hazu is used when

the speaker's expectation is involved. Compare the following sen-

tences.

[4] a. Z<DU*;- MililH$ A^#gltt{S"f/£ 0

(Yamada should rewrite this report. (=1 expect that

Yamada will rewrite this report.))

b. ^OW- UllljfflS^^ilti-X*^
(Yamada should rewrite this report. (= Rewriting this

report is Yamada's duty.))

[5] a. £ 0^l± Z d ^i^Htch & tiftio

(This book should be in this library. (= I expect that this

book is in this library.))

b. B#jf }C* -fi *C # f£Q

(This book should be in this library, (= Housing this book

is this library's responsibility.))

(ohazu (DBJG: 133-35))
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-bun ^ suf.

a suffix which indicates the

amount of s.t.

for ~; ~ worth; amount equiva-

lent to ~; portion

[REL, -mae]

Key Sentences

(A)

Number + Counter

ft

(I put in ten dollars worth of gas.)

(B)

Number + Counter Noun

ft m
(Today I did three days worth of work.)

(C)

Noun

(I'll pay the remaining amount (lit. the amount for which cash is short)

by check.)

Formation

( i ) Number -f Counter ft (<D N")

SA*^W (food for five people)

(ii) Noun 3}*

-dun 1

7

?J$ #7r (the amount by which s.t. decreased)

(a) &mo^mXAftM±LX&^XT$^o
(Please get six sets of materials ready for the meeting.)

(b) iittH-C'fr-f >*l*i+<DTZ$ftjbftT&\t*XT£\'*o
(Please leave two lines (of space) here because someone will sign there

later.)

(c) %mi±mfrRft<D#-i-x&i> hitzo

(We were paid a bonus equivalent to four months pay.)

(d) h y y Z *~^ft(D £& fc e

(Three trucks-full of garbage came out.)

(e) ^m±+^\ft<D^mtMihz^t: 0

(The government sent food for 100,000 people to the disaster-stricken

area.)

(The school authorities are trying to cover the increase in expenses by

raising tuition.)

Either a number + counter or a noun precedes -bun. When a number +
counter precedes, it means s.t. worth that amount (e.g., KS(A)) or equivalent

to that amount (e.g., KS(B)). When a noun precedes -bun, it means the

amount or portion of something represented by the noun (e.g., KS(Q).

[ Related Expression]

The suffix -mae also expresses a portion of something, as in [1], but this use

is limited to food. A number + nin precedes -mae.

[1] ^§ll+L*5AM¥^»f*:o
(Yoshida ate five orders of sushi.)
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daga tcifi conj. <w>

a conjunction that expresses s.t

that is contrastPd^jth what is

Stressed in the previous sentence

but; however; yet; nevertheless

[REL. dakedo; demo; ga\

keredo(mo); noni; shikashi]

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence! Sentence2

(Japanese economic power is growing. But we can't tell how long it

will last,)

(B)

Sentencej Sentence2

(Urban life is convenient. But there are too many stresses.)

Formation

Siinfo Itifii S2inf0

(His talk is interesting, but there is no content,)

Examples

(a) mm-ktim&xh

(I met her for the first time; but I felt close to her as if I had known her
for a long time,)

daga 1

9

(b) LlJ^t±li^^K^^^^*^>a6^ J: ^ tc#to^7to

(Yamamoto was told by his doctor to quit smoking, but he doesn't

seem to have any intention of quitting,)

(c) fc-oAKJiWwbio iZW, ^^fg&tV-Cv^v> 0

(He is talented, but he is not using his talents.)

(I studied hard for today's exam without sleeping, but I couldn't do it

at all.)

(My younger sister studies hard and she is intelligent, but somehow her

grades are not good.)

Daga is not used itLspokftn Japanese unless it is followed by ne as in (1).

(1) A: &OJ§*i *MW *t& o

(That guy is really sharp, isn't he?)

(But, he has a bad character, you know.)

In spoken Japanese it is usually replaced either by keredo(mo) or by demo.

The formal version desu ga can be used in both spoken and written Japa-

nese.

(2) A: ifto^lFt^T*Ln 0

(Your job must keep you busy.)

(Yes, but it is interesting.)

(I'm dying to go to Japan. But I don't have money, so I can't go

there.)
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[Related Expression]

The first difference between flfoflw ™h / kamrin(mn) / nonu shika&hU
dgtedQf dQmn is the, way thpy combine two sentences. Qag&

i
_dakedg,

shikashi and rtemn ar* always »«H m n sentence-initial conjunction, but ga
and /7Q/7/ are normally used as a non-sentence-initial conjunction, and
keredojmo) is used either as -a sentence-initial conjunction or a non-sen-
tence-initial conjunction.

Sentence-initial conjunctions:

a. S l0 ffff S, ft

b. s 30 etuf s20

c. Sio Link S2o

d. Sio T$ S2o

*Si &> s2o

*S, £H£, S 2 ,

*Si LJti/, S2l

*Si S2o

Non-sentence-initial conjunctions;

e. S, S 2o

f. S, <D(C, S2o

777Sio * Sjc

*Sio S2 i

(Non-)Sentence-initial conjunction:

g. S t tttiE(*>), S2o S !o S2o

13iesec^iddifference concerns semantic (1iffftmncej3oiid^g^o(/7?o) can
be usedtonTtwo senses of 'but ' and 'and.

'

(Fm in Tokyo now, and I feel that Tokyo is full of energy, after all.)

For the difference between keredo(mo) and noni, see DBJG: 333-35. Among
the fonr SPnfenoMnitia l rnnjnncHnng

,
th* m0Rt fnJIggnjnj^^

hlJtetedo and the least colloquial on* k w^T^ii™^

dakara to itte 21

dakara to itte f£ 1P 6 t m. oT con/.

However, it doesn' t follow

from this that ~; But it doesn't

mean that ~; because of that

[REL. kara to itte]

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentencei Sentence2

Sentence3

(Mr, Cheng is not good at Japanese. On a test he cannot even finish half

of it. But it doesn't follow from this that he is not smart.)

(B)

Sentencei Sentence2

Sentences

(Ms. Yoshida is Japanese. And she is a novelist. But she may not be

able to teach Japanese,)

a coordinate conjunction indicat-

ing that even if one accepts a

premise expressed in the preced-

ing sentence(s) one cannot jump to

an expected conclusion from the

premise
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Formation

Sio (S2o ...) tzfrb tm-oX S„0 (where Sn often ends with *>tt"C *14rv» or

(He Is young. He has little experience. But it doesn't follow from this that he

cannot teach.)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(John does not praise his wife at all. Sometimes he doesn't talk with

her. But it doesn't mean that he doesn't love her.)

lot, l&§t£«fiEf±£v> 0

(I am doing exercise every day. I am also paying attention to what I

eat. But it doesn't guarantee that I will live long.)

La) ti&zii:

*U /ii^tfot, #XfrlW*£*< &v>fc>&fCte&v> 0

(They say that Japanese like group activities. Whatever they do, they

do together. But it is not the case that there are no individual

activities.)

(Fish is good for you. But if you ate nothing but fish, it would be bad

for you.)

(Japanese is often said to be difficult. The grammar is complex and

kanji are hard to memorize. But that doesn't mean foreigners cannot

learn it.)

dakara to itte I dake de 23

1. Dakara to itte is a conjuction which indicates that while the speaker /

writer accepts an assertion / fact in the preceding sentence, he argues

that what is normally expected from the assertion / fact is not (necessar-

ily) applicable. Thus, for example, Sj and S2 of KS(A) may lead to an

assertion that Mr. Cheng is not smart. But the speaker denies that

extrapolation in S3 . To paraphrase it, it is something like; 'Mr. Cheng is

poor at Japanese and he can't even get half way through tests. So you

probably think he is not smart, but I don't think that's true/

2. Dakara to itte often occurs
1

with wake de wa nai or to wa kagiranai, as

shown in all the examples except Ex.(d).

dakede f£VtV phr.

just V-ing is enough; can just ~;

just by V-ing

Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf

<^ U K mx
(You can just sit (lit. be sitting) here.)

a phrase which expresses die idea

that just doing s.t. is enough for

s.t.
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(B)

Vinf

*

SLfc

(I knew who wrote it just by looking at the handwriting.)

Formation

Vinf £JfC
±

(d)

fSISECr / SiE^^f } Qust by reading)

Examples

(Watering just once every other week is enough for this plant.)

(b). c:<Dffl&&c^^ >LTv>?t/i< ^fttT^iTto
(It will be enough if you just sign this form.)

(c) *St-*S/f*tTv*v^-ei-3i>o

(Are you sure that I don't have to do anything except attend?)

(At that meeting all I had to do was sit there.)

(e) fr±.SIi-

(I heard that Murakami passed that exam just by studying for one

week.)

(There is a vending machine which serves hot rumen (lit. from which

hot rumen comes out) just by inserting coins and pushing a button.)

(g) K PJ *& 7 «*t"efp**£g it t S 1"o

(If you just pay 10,000 yen as deposit, we'll deliver the product.)

(W k < mxM&m < * i f/ittzo

dake de I -darake 25

(Just hearing that story makes me sick. (lit. It is a story that makes me
sick just by hearing it.))

The choice of the tense of the verb before dake depends on (1) whether or

not the action expressed by the verb (Action 1) was taken in the past, and (2)

whether or not the action/event expressed by the verb (Action 1) precedes

the action/event expressed by the main verbal (Action 2). If Al precedes A2
and A l is a past action, the verb must be in the past tense (e.g., KS(B) and

Ex.(e)). If Al precedes A2 and Al is not a past action, the verb is commonly
in the nonpast tense, although the past tense is also acceptable (e.g.,

Exs.(f)— (h)). If Al does not precede A2 and Al is a past action, the verb is

commonly in the nonpast, although the past tense is also acceptable (e.g.,

Ex.(d)), If Al does not precede A2 and Al is not a past action, the verb must

be in the nonpast (e.g., KS(A) and Exs.(a) - (c)).

(octefre(DBJG: 93-97))

-darake fz 6 It suf.

Key Sentences

(A)

foil of; filled with; covered

with

[REL. -mamire]

Topic Noun Noun

m tzhtf

(Mr. Smith is always wearing shoes covered with mud.)
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(B)

Topic Noun

(This composition is full of mistakes.)

Formation

(i) N, tzhW N2

Zfrfzbltnmi (a room filled with rubbish)

(ii) N, !± N2 tzhtfti

Mm.\±ZfrtzhWtz (The room is full of rubbish,)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(Apparently they have not cleaned the room for a long time and the

floor and the tables were covered with dust.)

^II?^ £ _,t ^ fit; t,

(When we carried him into the hospital, the man's face was covered

with blood.)

(Don't come in with muddy feet.)

(I am living a life with many debts.)

(This seashell contains a lot of sand, so eating is difficult.)

-darake is. used when s.t, is covered with s.t. undesirable, but if s.t. is

covered with s.L desirable -darake cannot be used.

-darake I de 27

^fz\$

m coi { iz mi'ktf^^DLtv^/ *miM tz b It ii vtz)o

(On the floor were scattered bundles of money.)

(In the student's paper there were a lot of good ideas.)

ItRelated Expression]

The difference between -darake and -mamire is that the latter means 'totally

covered / mixed with dirty liquid / powder such as blood, sweat, mud or

dust,' excluding intangible objects, whereas the former can be used not only

with liquid / powder but also to cover holes / pimples, and intangible ob-

jects, as in KS(B) and Ex.(d). More examples to show the difference follow;

[1] SofBttifflTlE {£6

W

iiv&o

(My composition was full of corrections.)

& 1

[2]

[3]

(My pants are full of holes.)

(The boy's face was covered with pimples.)

£>

[4]

pcisi

(I got tired after driving on a bumpy road for as long as three hours.)

de T prt

a particle which indicates a basic

quantity, for each of which certain

for; per

[REL. ni tsuki]
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Key Sentence

Topic

(We will pay 2,000 yen per page for this translation.)

(They wffl pay me 1 ,000 yen per hour for this part-time job.)

(b) #a ti-H ?**£ifc- y&x,**,
(Yesterday I read 500 pages in a day.)

(c) k^xkhn, i.AV, tlRCt^Lt,
(We ate and drank and it cost us about 70,000 yen for five persons.)

(d) £0 t).A,m-K^fWRT'to
(These apples are 200 yen for one pile.)

mm
De can be omitted if the relation between the basic amount and the associ-
ated amount is more or less fixed as in KS, Exs.(a) and (d). In Ex.(b) five
hundred pages for one day is not fixed, so it is impossible to say ichi-nichi
gohyaku peji. The same is true of Ex.(c) in which the cost of 70,000 yen for
five people is not fixed.

[Related Expression]

In the sense of 'per,' the particle ate can be replaced by nl tsuki, if the rela-
tion between the basic amount and the associated amount is fixed as in KS
Exs.(a) and (d). There is also a stylistic difference; ni tsuki is more formal'
than de.

[i] ^mmi±~^~p iv/iz^} zfRm^ito (=ks>

[2] ZOT>WU hli-mm ff3licT< fit-to (=Ex.(a))

[3] Zon^lt-iU (T'/COt! ZIBtt„ (=Ex.(d))

ft'.-

Ik

7 aux. <w>

dearo 29

(

an auxiliary which indicates the

(writer's conjecture which is not

btibased on any particular informa-

tion or evidence

Key Sentence

probably

[REL, daro\ mai]

Sinf

'..

.

(The Japanese economy will probably still keep growing (lit, from now

on, too).)

w -

Formation

|
,f(r

Sinf -e**3
^..(Exceptions: {Adj(na)stem/N} X*%>hn)

{f£1* / !£ L& } X&ho (will probably talk / probably talked)

l
r

{$i I Mfro tz) Xfa h n (is / was probably expensive)

I'
I if-^'o tz] X*%>h i (is / was probably quiet)

* [%$Ll%&tivtz\ V$>?> -) (is / was probably a teacher)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(Such a boom will probably not happen again.)

(It is expected that the next earthquake will (probably) be very strong.)

(c) ^<D&mm&xmmx&?> :
) o

(That negotiation will probably be very difficult.)
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(d) ^aunis, »com%? t-Sfe#L* 0

(I think that this area was probably a lake a long time ago,)

De aro is originally the conjecture form of the copula de aru, but it is used
as an auxiliary of conjecture. This is used only in written Japanese.

0=> de aru)

[Related Expressions]

I. Daro, a less formal auxiliary of conjecture, has the same meaning and
function as de aro except that de aro can appear before a noun as part

of a relative clause but daro cannot, as in [1].

[i] &;iiiwo;HB-£ ^mmKMLxM^

(We must be prepared for a strong earthquake, which will prob-

ably take place someday.)

(odard (DBJG; 100-02))

II. Mai can be used to express a negative conjecture. However, it can be
used only with Vinf-nonpast-aff.

[2] iii & 7 z z^m^t^o & ? £^i±&£v>-c&*

(He probably won't come here any more.)

0=>/77ai)

de aru T&%> cop. <w>

a copula which is used in formal

writing and formal speech

be

[REL. da]

de aru 3

1

Key Sentences

(A)

Topic (subject) Noun

(Botchan is representative of Soseki's early work.)

(B)

Topic (subject) Adj(na)stem

(The water shortage this year is extremely serious.)

Formation

(i) N1?W

5fc£-e&& (be a teacher)

(ii) Adj(na)stem &

*-f*-S (be quiet)

Examples

(a) A-IBI±#;L43Fei*

("Man is a thinking reed,")

((The idea) that Japanese is an ambiguous language is wrong.)

(c) A?**ott^«iS-e*«o
(Using a big car for one person is uneconomical.)

(d) i:Mtll*tv^:A#T^o/: 0

(I wrote him many letters but it was useless.)
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(In principle, in Japanese we do not say what is understood from con-

text)

(f) tkh^k^Ol±WMLX\i^^h^i>l 0

(It is because they haven't practice that they can't do it.)

1. The conjugation of de aru is as follows:

Plain Form

nonpast past conjecture

Affirmative

Negative

Polite Form

nonpast past conjecture

Aff.

Neg.

2. The plain forms are used in formal writing, for example, in professional

articles and editorials. Although the de aru style is more formal than the

da style, the two styles are often used together. Note that the de aru style

and the da style cannot be used with the desu style.

3. In writing, the formality level of the copula is as follows:

Less formal More formal

de aru 33

The polite forms of de aru (i.e., de arimasu, de arimashita, etc.) are

sometimes used in formal speech, for example, in public speaking. In

speech, the formality level of the copula is as follows:

Informal Formal

0/tz Xi~ T&*)i1r

[Related Expression]

r
Although da and de aru mean the same thing, there are some syntactic dif-

|

ferences between them. First, N da cannot be used as the prenominal form

f while N de aru can, as in [I].

I

[l] a. mE<Ott&ft {?**/©/•«} f*&o**AJ (iMiT^

(Botchan, which is Soseki's representative work, was written in

the 39th year of MeijL)

b. t^-I^)t7^l> {?**/*«} Lttito&titf**^
(That he is a first-class pianist is not questioned.)

i

• Second, {N/ Adj(na)stem} da cannot appear before expressions of uncer-

i tainty such as rashii and ka mo shfrenai. (N/ Adj(na)stem} de aru does not

have this restriction, as in [2].

[2] a. Z.ti&mfi<nm^tzi><D /0/*1S) {6U*/#*Lft

(This {seems to / might} be Soseki's writing.)

b. £tO^M^^^MM / 0 / *«} { 6 U* / L ft*

(This method {seems to /might} be more effective.)

(o ~ wa ~ da (DBJG: 521-24))
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dokoroka if Z h conj.

far from; not just; even

[REL. ~ bakari ka - (sae)]

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence] Sentence2

(I am far from being able to speak Japanese, I haven't studied it at all.)

(B)

Sentence! Sentence2

(Jim is not just unable to converse in Japanese; he cannot even make

simple greetings.)

Formation

(i) {Vinf/Adj(/)}inf-nonpast ^4*
if£ h is* (far from eating)

ft**

-fc%'^Z.-hfr (far from being big)

(ii) {Adj(na)stem(4)/'N}

(far from being healthy)

ZLh-fc (far from being ill)

dokoroka 35

Examples

(a) * ^x^^iiB*ls^ilf«#Sc*^t^^6^^ wsU&k&v^
(Mr. Smith is far from being able to read a Japanese newspaper; he

doesn't even know hiragana.)

(b) 5* a > V > $ -A/ iiSI^^Hfr »t ^ t*z.bfr, TiRfc 4>#*t-£ v\,

(Mr. Johnson is not just unable to write kanji; he cannot write even

hiragana.)
,

(Mr* Smith is far from being unable to write Japanese; he can even

write a novel in Japanese.)

(Mr. Clark is not just able to eat sashimi; he can even eat nattd.)

(e) &<o%i±%&mt?i?z?>fr, mmi>mi%^o
(He is far from reading books; he doesn't even read newspapers.)

(f) x&Mm&t%£z.bj}\ St* a * v\,

(My father is far from doing exercises; he doesn't even step out of the

house.)

(g) ^¥»A/ti±#v>£fC:%j&\ #^o^o
(This August was far from being hot; it was cold.)

(h) &<DW±-£=k(%) 4M%*\ &fcg 5 -e-fo

(My father is far from being healthy; he is bedridden.)

(i) WferM^c:^, B<Dz-Zfrtzv>tz^tz 0

(The meal was far from being a feast; it was like food for pigs.)

Notes

1. In Si dokoroka S2 is used to indicate that s.o. / s.t is very far from an

expected state. In S2 appears a situation quite different from the situa-

tion expressed in Si.
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2. In S, dokoroka S2 ,
the distribution of affirmative / negative predicates is

as follows. :)

s, s2 Examples
—

Type 1 Aff. Aff. Ex.(d) 'not just; even'

Type 2 Aff. Neg. KS(A), Exs.(a), (e)-(i) 'far from*

Type 3 Neg. Aff. Ex.(c) 'far from*

Type 4 Neg.
1

Neg. KS(B), Ex.(b) 'not just; even*

I don't know why but; I cannot

manage to; just; from what I

gather; seem; no matter how ~;

I gather that ~; for some reason

Predicate

Neg.

X<frfrt>

(I tried, but I cannot understand the meaning of this Japanese sentence
very well.)

domo ifot adv.

an adverb to indicate that one can-

not make a definite statement

about s.t. due to lack of hard

evidence

Key Sentences

(A)

(B)

domo 37

1^

Cf 1

-

.L. Predicate

Aux.

^ (I gather that Mr. Suzuki wants to enter Kyoto University.)

3f

1.

(C)

m

Predicate

Neg.

ffiS<

(I don't know why, but that instructor's class is uninteresting.)

s.'
-a

"rS

i-* *

fJ Formation

(

|v"
J0Ci) fc- {V/Adj(/7na)}neg

! if -9 i 8H:£v* (no matter how one tries, s.o. can't talk)

t*o & ;ft& u> (no matter how one tries, s.o. doesn't eat)

b*-) i> X < £v> (I don't know why but s.t, isn't good.)

if 9 i> _h# C * 4 v * (I don't know why, but s.o. is not good at s.t.)

(ii) £oi>- {V/Adj(/)}inf ihL^/ Xifz]

t*i & mt { h Lv* I X 7 t£} (I gather that s.o. is going to talk.)

t*7 i> { h 1 1 1 ti\ (I gather that s.o. is going to eat.)

¥7 i> Kv* ( h tv> / J: 1 fz] (I gather that s.t. is expensive.)

(iii) i'H- Adj(na)stem U> I X 1 1*\ or X s
) & - Adj(na)stem

tz-ofzlhL^/ X^tz]

if 3 & »3JM LW 4 J 0 £ } (I gather that s.t. is quiet.)
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(I don't know why, but lately I don't feel very good.)

(b) *oX<&l¥fel±^dfclfe£fc<v\,

(I don't know why, but his Japanese is hard to listen to.)

(Professor, I can't manage to grasp the intent of this problem.)

(d) ^ftffl&c&trOllir? i>?mtzo

(It is just inconvenient to live in such countryside.)

(e) i*><D-4-it'?\s}£afrt)kx, toi^mt^o
(I don't know why, but our kids are always watching TV and do not

read books.)

(f) $>0%2iliZv &Mu>i?£o
(That teacher seems strict to me.)

(g) ysyliatBtKtoai^, Rtroi±ir$ tfl^iH'to
(John is good at speaking Japanese but for some reason he seems poor

at reading it.)

(h) Z<Dm*t*7 4ffiAfc«v>*v*fcfioTv>fc**, ^oE£^?^£ 0

(I gathered that he must be the one who did it, and my guess was right.)

(i) %±MW!frb LTfc^ fca^KfcofcfcU*,,
(Judging from the symptoms my father seems to have cancer.)

(What she said to me this morning in the train somehow bothered me.)

1. Domo is an adverb that indicates the speaker / writer cannot make a

definite statement about s.t, because s/he cannot identify / pinpoint the

reason. For example, in KS(A) the speaker has made an effort to

comprehend the meaning of the sentence but s/he cannot pinpoint the

meaning; in KS(B) the speaker has no solid evidence about Suzuki's

domo I donnani ~ (koto) ka 39

entrance to Kyoto University. In KS(C), the instructor's class is boring

but the speaker / writer cannot identify the reason.

2. T\}§ final predicate i s overtly negative, as in KSfAV (C\ Exsia) - (c)

and fe)
T
or covertly negative as in Exs.(d) -afld.fi)* When the final pred-

icate is not negative, it normally ends with an auxiliary adjective -rashii

or -yoda, as in KS(B) and Exs.(f) - (i),

3. Domo is used with arfaata {
qnzaimasu) tn mean 'Thank vou very much.

'

ot,^j^h^uMmasenj^xjx^m Tm very sorry.' Domo alone can mean a

very-rnsunl Thnnk you' or 'Sorry
*' wjthnin- thp fnUnnnn^on^tn {gnrai-

ma&u) or sumimasen. Examples follow ;

(1) !Btii:-5fc (*»)#Hr^iLfc)o
(lit. Thank you very much for what you did for me the other

day.)

(2) izvij (1-*4*A0o
(I'm sorry,)

donnani ~ (koto) ka ifAfclZ~(ZL £ )#» stn

how ~ (!)

[ REL. dorehodo ~ (koto) ka;

ikani ~ (koto) ka]

^Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence

(How glad my elder brother was when he recovered from his illness!)

a structure that indicates an excla-
y
mation about the degree to which

an action or state takes / took place
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* (B)
1 j

Sentence

(How dearly my father loved my mother!)

(C)

Embedded Question

*t *>

(I didn't realize how small Japan was until I got to Japan.)

(i) ^4K~(ifc)A»

U>::fca»o (How difficult s.t, is!)

(ii) t^^tc-^ Predicate

(cffiiv^^ ft v> 0 (S.o. doesn't know how interesting s.t. is.)

(a) M£liiiA#t;:^
(How disappointed Hideo must have felt when Yumiko refused to

marry him.)

(b) tt»^v^«ofe&*i:tt^|cA*.^^4t»L*o^ 0

(For Yoshio, who didn't like to study, how hard it was to enter college!)

(c) ^(it^^t^^^^^t^tTtr^o^^t^ !

(How strongly Keiko wanted to go to France!)

(d) q^l±*Oj«Uv>ft4*^4ca<fli.A,/!it^ !

(How strongly the students hated their strict teacher!)

donnani ~ (koto) ka I dose 41

(e) rIjOT^- hlZt*A,%1<zWlUzvtzZtfr !

(How convenient my apartment right in front of the station was!)

(f)

(Ichiro didn't realize how lonely his parents must have felt when he left

them.)

1. In the exclamatory structure of donna ni ~ koto ka, Adj(/7ha) or psy-

chological/physiological verb is used before koto ka. The psychologi-

cal verbs include, among others, aisuru 'love,' nikumu 'hate/ konomu

'like' and the physiological verbs include, among others, tsukareru 'get

tired,' ase o kaku 'sweat/ furueru 'shiver/

2. When the structure is used as an embedded question, koto is omitted, as

in KS(C) and Ex.(f).

[Related Expression]

Ikani ~ (koto) ka and dorehodo ~ (koto) ka can be used exactly the same way

as donnani ~ (koto) ka. The only difference is that the former is a more for-

mal written style.

dose If o adv.

an adverb that indicates the speak-

er / writer's feeling that no matter

what s/he does or how s/he does it,

the situation will not change

in any case; anyway; at all

events; after all; at all
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Key Sentences

(A)

Li Lfc„

(I decided not to try for the Education Ministry's Scholarship, because
Fd be doomed to failure.)

(B)

(If you make a trip abroad at ail, it's better to do it when you are young.)

tip
(I cannot do this much homework anyway, so I've decided to play,)

(b) Xmi£d#k&A,1ifrt>., *<*<'jiW4^a*4^ 0

(Since we humans are bound to die, it is no use working hard.)

(c) ^*£t&*140K, LtII<d?|*I^cd?
(Why are you following him, when you are well aware that you are

going to be dumped after all?)

(You cannot marry that woman anyway. You'd better give her up as

soon as possible.)

(e) A: Hl±ZAs%z.h iflftfr f>4i/^i^?
(Don't you understand this simple matter?)

dose 43

(I'm stupid, as you know,)

(f) £:3tf*SH#^§f -tOS»liH*-CJRv^4to
(I'm going to Japan next week anyway, so I'll buy that dictionary over

there.)

m-

f.

f .r*

The adverb dose often indicates the speaker feels helpless and / or angry that

nothing can be done to change a given situation, but as exemplified by

* \- KS(B) and Ex.(f), die adverb can also be used to suggest finality of one's

-
i decision.

j.
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funi mz phr.

with an appearance / style / tone / in - manner; after ~ style; Ua
manner of-

like

tREL. yon/]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

(The yard of my house has big rocks arranged in Japanese style.)

(B)

1

JJ.K

(If he studies like that, he won't get good grades.)

(C)

Adverbial Clause

Quote
—

—

m&x *i s * tfm l 5 X <lkt>$ltZo

(I was often told by my teacher that I have to study harder because I am
smart.)

(i) {N/^fc/^fc/^ ft /^ 4} (like {N/ this /that/
that ~ over there}, in what manner?)

fu ni 45

"HflpElK (in Western style)

wA,4JR,K (like this)

(ii) Sinfi^fUC (like)

fb&*& v> t JRK (iftl^TV**) ((I hear) that s.o. doesn't go there)

Vatt 7*- h fe^HJi^.V*- J* fc^JSLK (like a date one day and

a concert the next)

(a) A: £ *U± ifA/ftRC^o V>V^T*t #\>

(How should I hold this?)

(Please hold it like this.)

(If he keeps drinking like that every day, he will surely become ill.)

(c) Z<DiiV-y4^\t^>Ymz
t
t X < LT* 0 4 1~o

(We have made this curried rice very spicy like an Indian version.)

(d) i>x 5 -**B#JI/0;i3&&* Ltzmzittf^ < J) Lfco

(I was surprised when Jemmy bowed & la Japonais.)

(Kyoko goes out every day to take lessons, like flower arrangement

one day and dance, the next.)

(f) fc*^rt*Al^fc3ofc£ Lfc**, v^***T-t**o

(I heard that your mother has been hospitalized, but how is she?)

(I wish things could change in such a way that we can spend as much

money as we want to, if it is for educational improvement.)
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1. The adverbial phrase fu ni includes the noun fu 'wind' which has

extended meanings of 'appearance,' 'style,' 'manner* or 'tone.' That is

why the adverbial phrase {N / konna I sonna I anna I donna] fu ni indi-

cates appearance / style / manner in which s.t. is done.

2. S to iu fu ni (as in KS(C) and Ex.(f)) is used when one wants to quote

s.t., as if to evoke in the mind of the listener the manner in which the

original communication was made. The meaning is 'the content to the

effect that

3. S to iu fu ni (as in Exs.(e) and (g)) has a meaning of 'in such a way that

in contrast to a quotation case of Note 2.

4. Ni fu no N2 as in Exs.(c) and (d) means N2 with a style of Nj. More
examples follow:

(1) a. 3 - D51 ^JR^HM
(European-style architecture)

(Bach-style music)

c. ^vn-aco^c
(a woman like Monroe)

[Related Expression]

The adverbial phrase fu ni can be replaced by yon/, if the construction is S to

iu fu ni. If the construction is [konna I sonna I anna I donna] fu ni, it has to

be replaced by [kono / sono I ano I dono ] yoni. N fu ni has to be replaced by
N no yoni.

[1] CfUi {^A&M/ircDcfcS} im^tzh^AsX+i-fro (=Ex,(a))

[2] {$A*E/$(Dcfc5} CfeBJfcA/Cv»£fc, Sofc#iSCKfc*TL
l 1 o (=Ex.(b))

[3] ro&W?^ *|i K >KE/ -f >K<D*U-<D,fc9 /*< >K<D
cfc5) fC, t"C4¥< LX&t)ti-o (=Ex,(c))

gachi 47

tend to; be prone to; be apt to;

be- liable to; be subject to; often

[REL. -gimi]

Topic Vmasu

/wo

(Tanaka tends to miss classes these days.)

(B)

Topic Relative Clause Noun

Vmasu

BUB tst<-Q

(That's a kind of misunderstanding which foreigners who stay in Japan

for a short period of time are subject to,)

(C)

Topic Noun

If** »

(I was often ill when I was very young.)

-gachi -#"6 sw/

a suffix to express an undesirable

tendency in s o. or s.t.

Key Sentences

(A)
if.:-
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(D)

Noun Noun

(Around here many people are often away from their houses during the
day. (lit. Around here there are many houses which residents are often
away from during the day,))

Forniiiltoii

(i) Vmasutf%tz

fetitfttz (tend to forget)

(ii) N#%£

tz (tend not to be home)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(f)

(Our bodies are apt to lack salt in the summer.)

(This watch tends to lose time these days.)

-=» --5 tort *A4>

(People tend to think (about things) in a way that suits themselves.)

(d) ^9*l±t*<
(Young people tend to think (about things) too seriously and narrow-
mindedly.)

(e) m^dmm^^thn^to
(These days I seldom stay home even on weekends.)

(This is the kind of mistake which American students are apt to make.)

-gachi 49

O(g) roHii*ij^©55«-e-u± 7

(It will be mostly cloudy tomorrow.)

(h) %<D $ 7 * K ^WlA^v^o
(There are some students in my class who often get ill.)

(i> m^mm^mitco
(She talked hesitantly (lit. with a tendency to hesitate).)

1. -gachi is usually used to express an undesirable tendency in someone or

something. Thus, -gachi is not acceptable in such contexts as in (1).

(1) a. Wj^f-f 7t±<o%v*-CV»S-I^Kaivo**f$«-o

(Good ideas tend to occur to us when we are relaxed.)

ob. *mB&mtii>**><D%%X»L £ *)

(It will be mostly fine tomorrow.)

2. When -gachi modifies a noun, two forms are possible, as in (2).

(2) a. ***** (4/0)} ^±
(a student who tends to miss classes)

b. **W**> {ft /CD} 4hI

(a child who often gets ill)

3. --gachi can be paraphrased using the adverbs yoku 'often' or shibashiba

'frequently,' as in (3).

(3) a. BWiftfi {£< / l/tfUtf) mmifo&o (=KS(A))

b. fttt/hSv^WP {<fc< / btfbtf) m^ZLfZo (=KS(C))

4. -gac/w is often used with such adverbs as yayamosuruto, tomosuruto,

and tokaku for emphasis (e.g., Exs.(a), (c), and (d)).

[Related Expression]

The suffix -girni can also express the idea of "tend to" in some contexts. The

major difference between -gachi and -girni. is that -gachi usually describes a

general tendency in someone or something while -girni describes a visible
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indication of a tendency. For example, in [la], Taeko has a general tendency

to gain weight but she is not necessarily overweight at the moment of

speech. In [lb], on the other hand, Taeko is showing signs of being over-

weight.

[1] a. §&m&jzt)tfitZo
(Taeko tends to gain weight these days.)

b. i^m&M^^tzo
(Taeko is showing a tendency to gain weight these days.) r

In addition, -gimi also expresses the idea of "touch of" or "a little/' as in [2].

-gachi does not have this meaning.

[2] fifiVH^^otM^-Cto
(I have a slight cold today.)

-gatai tftz^ aux. adj(i) <w>

an auxiliary adjective which

expresses the idea that for s.o. to

do s.t. is virtually impossible or

impossible

Key Sentences

(A)

cannot; un—able; can hardly;

difficult to; impossible

[REL. -kaneru; -nikui; -zurai]

Topic Vmasu

(What he did is unforgivable.)

El
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(B)

.A
Relative Clause Noun

Vmasu

t>tzL

(This trip will be an unforgettable one (lit. memory) for me.)

Formation

iv Vmasu tffz^
9^ ,

Zffifc^ (hard to believe ; unbelievable)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(If *_j

.1

- c

(c)

(d)

f
(e)

(f)

(g)

(His behavior is hard to understand.)

(That professor is so respected that I can hardly approach him.)

(Between these two works, it is hard to say that one is better than the

other.)

(It is hard to say that this project was a success.)

(Mr. Jones is an irreplaceable person (lit. a person hard to get).)

(We obtained an indisputable piece of evidence concerning his crime.)

(I was intolerably humiliated by him in the past. (lit. received an intol-

erable humiliation from him.))
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-gatai is used when it is virtually impossible for s.o. to do s.t. Thus, KS(A),

for example, is equivalent to (1).

(I) a©Lfc£fcttK^tftv* 0

(I / We cannot forgive his conduct.)

[Related Expressions]

-gatai, -nikui, and -zurai express a similar idea, i.e., "difficulty in doing s.t."

However, their usage is significantly different. First, -gatai is usually used

only in written language or formal speech, but -nikul and -zurai can be used

both in spoken and written language. Second, unlike -gatai, -nikui and -zurai

do not imply virtual impossibility. For example, in [1], where Mr. Yamada's

handwriting is hard, but not impossible, to read, -nikui and -zurai can be used

but -gatai cannot.

[1] Sjffl3^^(±ll& f^<t>/^e^/*^felM 0

(Yamada's handwriting (lit. characters) is hard to read.)

Third, while -gatai and -zurai can be used only with verbs which require an

agent, -nikui can be used with verbs which do not require an agent, as in [2].

[2] a, ^Fiiit {£< W*-3SW*#£lMo
(This door doesn't open easily.)

b. zcohmx HC<l\/*^SlV ***£iv} 0

(This wood doesn't burn easily.)

(o -nikui (DBJG: 307-08))

Fourth, -zurai is used when doing s.t. is physically (sometimes psychologi-

cally) hard on the agent. Thus, -zurai always describes undesirable situa-

tions, as in [3],

[3] a. -<7)nt:-(i^i<T^ / [z < c\
/ *#£lM 0

(The letters in this copy are weak and hard to read.)

b. ^tM^OTm^^^-^li-k^ £< W*3&*Jfc<A} 0

(Because I have bad teeth, tough steaks are hard to eat.)
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If the situation is desirable, -zurai cannot be used, as in [4].

[4] flllii^t-MtlltitfSti {K< W*^£ W***fcU} 0

(You will not forget vocabulary items easily if you remember them

in sentences.)

In the sentences in [3] and [4], -nikui can also be used. However, -gatai

cannot be used in these sentences because they do not convey the idea of

(virtual) impossibility.

i

gyaku ni adv.

an adverb to introduce an event

which takes place contrary to

one's expectation / intention, or an

action or event which is converse

to that stated in the preceding sen-

Y tence or clause

contrary to one's expectation;

contrary to one's intention;

conversely

[REL. kaette]

Key Sentences

(A)

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

(Contrary to expectations, when I took medicine, I got a fever.)
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(B)

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

(I expected to be scolded but, contrary to my expectation, I was praised.)

(C)

Sentencei

68

(If we emphasize conversation, their grammar becomes inaccurate,

Sentence-

*S* ftp*

4

Conversely, if we emphasize grammar, they are (lit. become) unable to

speak.)

Examples

(a) Ltf^<*BtL*3j»ofefe > mz&m&WVfco
(I didn't practice for some time; then, contrary to expectations, my per-

formance improved.)

(b) fog-it, Khz%bt£^~e, mzMtixLtdo
(If you sleep too much, you don't feel well; instead (lit. conversely),

you feel tired.)

(c) &ib*#oT**5 tSoTW:^ iStjt^SrfffctL-ctSo/io

(I was thinking of complaining; then, contrary to my intention, I had to

listen to complaints.)

(d) - 4 Sfttt*£ LtOC, ffiK#H tfC L i o 0

(I worked very hard, but, contrary to expectations, my peers hated me.)
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(e) fr-/u7uyvi
x

¥a^ti^tLt:(0K f mzmb^xLi-otzo
(I tried to please my girlfriend, but, contrary to my intention, I made

her angry.)

(I was expecting to fail the exam, but, contrary to my expectation, I

passed it in first place.)

(g) AKa9IKi-4it»±—ittfcv^v^ t1£t%3LbtLX^& 0 LfrL, S

(In general, being kind to people is considered to be a good thing.

However, contrary to one's intention, being kind sometimes hurts peo-

ple.)

(h) *-o41J±ML<t4t#^i*«*o «KML<+*fc*C&<o
(If I try to be gentle to the boy, he takes advantage of my gentleness.

Conversely, if I try to be strict, he cries readily.)

(In order to perform well, you mustn't be too tense. But, conversely, if

you are too relaxed, you cannot perform well, either.)

1. The basic meaning of gyaku ni is "conversely." However, it is often used

when something takes place contrary to one's expectation or intention.

2. When gyaku ni is preceded by a clause, the clause often involves tara,

to, or noni, as in KS(A), (B), and Exs.(a) - (f).

[Related Expression]

When gyaku ni expresses the idea of "contrary to one's expectation / inten-

tion," it can be paraphrased as kaette, as in [1].

[1] a. m*&A>1£t>', ffiE:/WoT) «fc#ffifc 0 (=KS(A))

b. Pfcfcft4fcSofc<7>-Ki mfc/fr&vX) tethhiitzo

(=KS(B))
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However, if gyaku ni simply means "conversely" without the sense of "con-

. trary to one's expectation / intention " kaette cannot be used, as in [2].

[2] *K*SftH1-.4tS:ft39qpjE«icftSo ttttE/**iloT}. XftfcBi

Wt* tB*4 < *4 0 (=KS(C)>

ftocfo 57

hodo (3 i:* /wt.

a particle which indicates the

extent or the degree to which

s.o. / s.t does s.t. or is in some state

the the ~; as; to the extent

[REL. ~ ba ~ hodo; kurai]

Key Sentences

(A)

Topic Adj(/)mf - nonpast

(The closer (you sit) to the stage, the easier this music is to hear.)

(B)

Vinf- nonpast

(iif

(Oxygen is less dense at higher altitudes, (lit. Oxygen becomes thinner

as you go higher / the extent to which you go higher in the air.))

(C)

Adj. Noun

tt-Tfr

(I get more motivated by a harder job.)

Formation

( i ) {V / Adj(/) } inf nonpast ti t*

3ft"f".& ("£ if (the more s.o. studies)

iSj v>l'i if (the more expensive s.t. is)
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(ii) Adj(na)stem tit*

k { & / T?$> h ) ii (the more convenient s.t. is)
> 3

1 :

(iii) Relative Clause + N 11 if .

<:j

.A* t£ Jo 5£ &t
*r x. 3f SI9 By 4 A (2 i* (the more logical a person's way of \

thinking is)

J: < jft8l"i"4*&« if (a student who studies harder ; the harder a

student studies)

Kxmnples

(a) *flW*B*W3«i:R»*4*<0£
(The more you nag children, the more they disobey you.)

(b) ftl±iE*ft(5dl^if*4vs
(The quieter it is, the more uneasy I feel.)

(c) J&cffi<a*fiH$^<&4o
(The closer to the station, the higher the rent,)

(d) aitsti^^ii^^K&ao
(The more I exercise, the worse I feel.)

o(e) 7C*C*Attifjfc3*

(Stronger people tend to strain themselves more.)

(f) £>* £#fr*v*#Hif^¥#»v* 0

(Lazier people complain more.)

1. Hodo can express the idea of "the the ~" as well as "(not) as - as ~"

and "so ~ that ~." (^hodo (DBJG: 135-38))

2. Sentences of the pattern KS(C), which involve noun phrases before

hodo, can be rewritten using the pattern KS(A). For example, (1) is

equivalent to KS(C) in meaning.

(i) %\tfb*tfmu*&g*ztwax<& 0

(The harder the job is, the more motivated I become.)
I
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[Related Expression]

- ba ~ hodo also expresses the idea of "the-, the ~". For example, KS(A),
T

(B), and (C) can be paraphrased as [I], [2] and [3], respectively.

[1] iO**tt*6Cft»ftt«E^^»ifH'*^v^ (=KS(A))

[2] ±m^mnm< fcifWLmm < (=ks(b»

; [3] ftiijtu^ft»T*ntf**Bif^asi*,iB-c<*o (=ks(C))

r (c> - ba - Ziocfo)
i
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igai PM n.

other than; except (for); but;

besides; as well as

[REL. hoka]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun Noun

\,\ -Aft*

.
m. A (±

(Everybody except Yamada knows it.)

(B)

Noun

(Can you speak any foreign language besides Japanese?)

(Q

Topic Sinf

as**?

(I have nothing to enjoy other than drinking.)

(i) NtW(cQN)

3 - t: -&fl.(tf>&#i6) ((drinks) other than coffee)

(ii) Sinf (Da after Adj(na)stem and N changes to de am,)
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ft Sft1-4ja^ (besides studying)

m^l&H- (besides the fact that s.t. is expensive)

ffifyt^ifiW (besides the fact that s.t. is convenient)

3te&"C*.*£llfl- (besides the fact that s.o. is a teacher)

Kxiimples

(a) fti±l¥lia^fiiiftift^v
(I do not drink any alcohol but sake.)

fcfttaiv ifitft.* <t: £*>t>6

(b) ^o#a^i±a^t-^ b9U7ja^Ht*gm*v
(At present our company is not dealing with any countries but Aus-

tralia.)

(c) 7^ U *Sk^m^fb t < $^lS?^**4sfco
(Many researchers came from countries other than America, too.)

(d) JgtHliiiiJa^C#x.%*t«:^o

(I can*t think of any causes other than this.)

(e) mi«*wc4.ip0ev»aiD* lt^4 0

(I take (other) light exercise every day as well as taking a walk.)

(f) :;t4otv^^(.i?v\
(There is nothing to do but wait here. (lit. There is no other way but

waiting here.))

*+

(g) $^H^Kff*v^v^ t 5 t t*o
(Is there any merit besides the price (lit. besides the fact that it is

cheap)?)

' i-Z >SsC £ 4 jJ'A.-tfA,

(h) i^jtt±^L8l*^>Ha;v^*i^ **U»ttli£££o
(This sentence (or passage) contains a few kanji mistakes, but other

than that, it is perfect.)

(i) fl£ * HJW£X»Jto [Door sign]

(Employees only. (lit. Entry of those other than employees is prohib-

ited.))
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L "X igai no Y" refers to the referent of Y excluding the referent of X, a )

member of Y. In "X igai no Y/' "no Y" is often omitted, as in (1). I

(1) a. LllEB^^J^^^1•((DA)(±^^=fc-e60ii:^fiJ•=»Tv^to
]

(=KS(A))
\

b. mta*m&m<nm)imitiv\ (=Ex.(a)>
\

(=Ex.(b))
,

2. "X igai nf means 'besides X.' In this phrase, ni is often omitted, as in

(2).

(2) a. a*»J6l*K(c:)ftrWtHIS**ffi*St**o (=KS(B))

b. %\z liffi"*fttr«#<C)<iff 6 % L-&;5f-&W (=KS(Q)

c. HH(i^tt^K{C)#x.feit^^ 0 (=Ex.(d))

Note that if ni is followed by mo, ni cannot be omitted.

(3) SttStW {(C/*0J *feBev>a«f*LT^S 0 (=Ex.(e))

[Related Expression]

Hoka can sometimes be used in place of igai. For example, igai in the fol-

lowing examples can be paraphrased using hoka.

El] a. LUffl^ mmOX) /<DB*} li^ £SJoTV>
4 to (=KS(A)>

b. 0*11 «lft/©B#J KW^H»**K*it*»o (=KS(B))

c. *Lfcttffl*«;tr mn/&ft) KflTf*L*^«rv» 0 (=KS(Q)

d. JRH-U {-JltUSW/ K#A?>*L4^ 0 (=Ex.(d))

Note that N igai can be followed by no N, as in [la], but N no /?ota cannot.

The difference between hoka and /gaf is that hoka can be used as an inde-

pendent noun while igai is always used as a dependent noun. Thus, hoka can
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;
appear in sentence initial position but igai cannot, as in [2].

[2] a. tS#/*JBl*H OHfi^T^i^A^o
(Are you available on other days?)

b. (o«>0)n$S*»)s^6
(There's no problem with the others [other things].)

c. ic^j|Jfl[l4* 0 4*^o
(Do you have any other questions?)

Another difference between hoka and igai is that igai can be followed by

copula conditional forms such as nara, dattara, and deareba but hoka cannot,

as in [3].

[3] a. fc! {J6W/*«>SjW {*6/«^fc6/T*ft'tf} ?ff1?*&L,

(I will lend you anything except money, (lit. I will lend you any-

thing if it is something other than money.))

b. JSW' {46 /£ofc6/T*fltf) fa? 4*
0 4 to
(I play everything except mahjong. (lit. I play anything if it is

not mahjong.))

Finally, igai can be followed by case markers such as de and to but hoka can-

not, as in [4],

[4] a, {Oft fctt#§4fc*V>£ifCVCV».&o

(I make it a practice to socialize only with rich people, (lit. I

make it a practice not to socialize with people other than rich

people,))

(Please do not eat in rooms other than this one.)
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fjo(wa) J6Lt(tt) conj.

a conjunctionindicating the speak- since; now that; once; if ~ at

er/ writer's feeling that there all; as long as; so long as

should be a veiy strong logical / [rel. kagiri (wa); kara ni wa]
natural connection between what <

precedes the conjunction and what
j

follows it
\

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence] Sentence2

Vinf

i; ha,

(Since I came to Japan, I would like to study Japanese hard.)

(B)

Sentence! Sentence2

Noun

fm-t* § tic

(So long as you are a student, you should study.)

(i) Vinf ia.Jt(l±)

i&t/SLM &±l± (since s.o. talks / talked)

(ii) N -C** £l±f± (as long as s.o. / s.t/is N)

5fc£-e*S &±li (as long as s.o, is a teacher)
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Examples

'"'(a) B*R*ll«>^ia±, i<fNrT, (feltr, -&&T, #»tSJ:^t=*4

(Now that I have begun to study Japanese, I will hang in there until I

can speak and understand what I hear, and read and write well.)

(m- (If I buy a new car at all, I would like to buy one with good gas

mileage.)
v

(If you are any sort of parent, you should be interested in your child's

education.)

i:

(Now that you have given this to me, it is mine, no matter what you

say.)

(e) #**<»*»LTv>*&±ii, AWo#ii*£4v>&U> 0

(So long as you are very active, your body seems to stay strong.)

(f) Afcfc*Lfcia±tt, *ft*^fc*ttfttffc&*v> 0

(Once you have made a promise to someone, you have to keep it.)

1. The construction Si ijo (wa), S2 can be used when one feels strongly that

there should be a close, necessary connection between Si and S2, The

structure cannot be used to express an objective causal relation. Exam-

ples follow:

(2) *Mi±5B|lcig7tWi, tTiil/> 0

(3) *i<»SILfcJa-t f *ttft#J: < tilfcfco

2. S t of this construction always ends in a verb or deary; it never ends in

an adjective.
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[Related Expressions]

I. When Si ijo S 2 means *so long as' as in KS(B) and Ex.(e), it can be

replaced by Si kagiri (wa) S 2.

H.

[i] ^-e*^, i&L±(m /mvm , msm-^ § (=kscb))

[2] #*i<Si^LTV^ {Ja±((i)/plU(«)}, AMvmmz-tt
^hL^0 (=Ex.(e))

(<=5> kagiri1
)

Si />'o S2 cannot be replaced by Si kara ni wa S2, if the former means 'as

long as,' otherwise the replacement is possible.

[3] <m*LX^Z> {ftLLJi / AK«0#(iax.*
v>t> Lv> D (=Ex.(e))

[4] **«^§-Cv^J5 {JSLL/*#SCtt}, *3UfK:5pi4*S*4v»

(As long as I live, I won't let you go without anything,)

[5] $*&*SitTv>* {tt± /**>6Ctt}, ^iii«b%vvj: 0

(So long as you keep drinking, your illness won't be cured, you

know.)

[6] B#RO?i/*«:|B^TVv* MiLt/*fr5Gli}, B*1g*M

(So long as you listen to Japanese radio, your listening skills

won't deteriorate, I presume,)

ikanimo adv.

i.<

i

really; truly; indeed

[REL. honto ni; tashika ni]

ikanimo 67

Key Sentences

(A)

UA, *> . * U ISA L*jH*

mMtzo

(From an American perspective, Japanese society is indeed closed.)
ft

I-

8

v

(B)

L *

<-

K -*

F
*-

-P

1

i

V

i
*

*

>

(It is snowing outside, and it looks really cold.)

(C)

(The bookshelves of his study room are packed with books of all ages

and countries, and it surely looks like a scholar's room.)

<D)

(These days the professor appears to be really busy.)
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(E)

Sentence! Sentence2

(The Japanese indeed like group behavior, but it is not the case that

they do not do behave individually.)

(F)

Sentencei Sentence2

(He is behaving as if he were truly a gentleman, but he is quite calculated.)

(a) ffi^Hiiliv^t & B^lKtfio

(His manner of thinking is very Japanese.)

(b) -t^a^*niiniv^K4w»^»w^o
(The professor's knowledge is really encyclopaedic).

(c) r~tfj y Kli#^V$^§^fc^
(David was able to get a Ministry of Education scholarship and he

looked really happy about it.)

few* A, lf/i £

(d) XttiBKUT, V^^fe5c5t*-5c4ofeo
(My father left the hospital and became really healthy-looking.)

(e) !ft*liWS<. flWCT\ ^i:67^»J#Ae»U^o
(She is light-hearted and cheerful, and is truly like an American.)

(A friend of mine in college appears to be truly rich, and is always

wearing fancy clothes.)

(g) y a vtt&AfcSlltiT, v^K 6 Ste&A^* i -3 £o

£

0

(John split up with his girlfriend and looked truly depressed.)
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(Miyuki lost her mother and looked really saddened.)

't 1 *(i) v>3W; 4 £ o U * ) "Cto

j

(It is exactly as you have said.)

: (Japanese is indeed a difficult language, but it is not the case that you

cannot master it.)

(He is talking as if he truly understood everything, but in reality he

understands nothing.)

1

The adverb ikanirno is used when the speaker / writer wants to express his
~e
emotive conviction. The adverb often occurs with such conjectural expres-

sions as ~ soda (as in KS(B), Exs.(c) and (d)), rashii (as in KS(C), Exs.(e)

and (f)) and yoda /yosuda (as in KS(D), Exs.(g) and (h)). Also it occurs

with the conjunction ga (as in KS(E), Exs.(j) and (k)).

[Related Expressions]

I

lv L Every use of ikanirno in KS and Exs. can be replaced by another adverb

!

* honto ni 'truly' without changing the meaning. The only difference be-

j

tween the two is that the former is slightly more formal than the latter,

*aci rmmtzo (=ksca))

(=KS(B))

**<o«ffifetv^ (=ks(0)

n. The adverb fas/7//fa n/ can replace ikanirno when the latter is used in the

pattern of ikanirno Si ga S2) as in KS(E) and Ex.(j).
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*>tt"Wi:ftv»o (cf. KS(E))

?ttfcv\i (cf. Ex.(j))

(Don't) V.; No -ing; (not) to V
[REL. koto; -rasa/; fe wa /te-

na/]

Vcond

X&

(Stop it now.)

(B)

Quotation

Vcond

if -

ft*.

(It says here to pay before December 31.

)

Imperative

verb forms which indicate com

mands or requests

Key Sentences

(A)

Imperative 71

Formation

(A) Affirmative

( i ) Gr. 1 Verbs: Vcond

#it (Write!)

(ii) Gr. 2 Verbs: Vstem [Spoken] / X [Written]]

x. <b. (Answer!)

x. J: (Answer.)

(iii) Irr. Verbs:

?.T'

.

(Come!)

Lb [Spoken] (Do!)

* X [Written] (Do.)

h
- (B) Negative

b
Vinf • nonpast &

!rf& (Don't talk!)

(Dont'teat!)

ft;
(^/ia (DBJG: 266-67))

Kxnmpk'.s

v
si

(a) mti\

(Shut up!)

(b) M<&!
(Don't move!)

(c) iijFff ffittHP#iiW*i: ! [A demonstrator's placard]

(Yamanaka must go! (lit. Prime Minister Yamanaka must leave his

office immediately!))

(d) ^9£S:36«ll*-i-o [An examination direction]

(Translate the following sentences into English.)
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(e) .&©Kffl Kfif& J: o [An examination direction]

(Answer the following questions.)

(f) 4U4fe&trfco flW,Zf9J|t*4o

(If you drive, don't drink. If you drink, don't drive.)

(g) S*ttaSS4t#v^T*5o
(It says (lit is written) not to send cash.)

(h) *) **^-litt$*fcfffc*Lfc 0

(I was told by my boss not to use taxis often.)

1. Imperatives without sentence particles are rarely used in daily conversa-

tion. In spoken Japanese they are usually used when the speaker is

angry with or threatening the hearer or when the speaker shouts slogans

in demonstrations, as in Exs.(a) - (c).

2. Imperatives with the sentence particle yo are used by male speakers in

very casual situations (e.g., between close friends, between a father and

his child), as in KS(A),

3. Imperatives without sentence particles are frequently used in directions

in written examinations and mottos, as in Exs.(d) - (f).

4. Imperatives without sentence particles are used in indirect speech, as in

KS(B), Exs.(g) and '(h). In this case, the corresponding direct quotations

are not necessarily imperative. For example, the direct quotations of

KS(B) and Ex.(h) may be:

(1) tlflHt-BJ-CK&otTS^o
(Please pay by December 31.)

(2) *f is-&mt>&^T<il&^ftQ

(Would you mind not using a taxi often?)

Imperative / ippo de (wa) ~ taho de (wa) ~ 73

[Related Expressions]

I

II.

Vmasu + nasai and Vte-f wa ikenai f ikemasen are milder than the

imperatives introduced here; therefore, they are frequently used in daily

conversation. Examples follow:

[1] fcofc»MU**i\,
(Study harder.)

(=> - nasai (DBJG: 284-85))

[2]

(Don't be late for class.)

(o ~ wa ikenai (DBJG: 528))

Koto also expresses a command, but it is used only in written rules and

regulations.

[3] a. ^±-awijifiua+ztp
(Books must be returned within a week.)

-b. BBKSt?ttiS*r Lft^fco
(No talking in the reading room.)

(<=> koto)

EE
I

ippo de (wa) - taho de (wa) ~ —35fT(tt) ~ fife^T(fi)

a structure used to describe two on the one hand ~, on the other



74 ippo de(wa) - taho de (wa) -

Key Sentence

(Prof, Kanda teaches physics at college on the one hand and does

research on Japanese language on the other.)

I oniKition

Nil, -#"CI±SiConj., flW?-ettS2o

(This medicine, on (the) one hand, alleviates symptoms but on the other

hand, it has strong side effects.)

(That man draws quiet Japanese paintings on the one hand, but plays a

very competitive sport like soccer on the other.)

(On one hand, Mr. X is engaged in charities, but, on the other hand,

rumor has it that he is engaged in a ruthless business.)

(The President has promised tax-cuts. But on the other hand he doesn't

think much about waste of tax-payers' money by his entourage.)

ippo de (wa) - tahd de (wa) ~ 75

3 i'. (The answering machine is, on the one hand, very convenient for both

n * a person who calls and a person who is called, but, on the other hand,

unnatural because you can't talk directly with the other person.)

*fV» -$t'*0 L If*

(It is said that stress is sometimes harmful for humans, but, on the other

hand, it also seems to be a good stimulus for human life.)

3V£i**> i

t_? . , ^ #» &v %p
(f) ^S£?§(i, -*?(±*Lv^fc^^4^t#ffi*T*L^iBfc**

(Life in a foreign country is, on the one hand, enjoyable because one

can encounter new culture, but, on the other hand, it is sometimes hard

because of culture shock.)

:

The construction is used to give two contrasting facts about a given topic. In

:
other words, it is used to show both sides of the same coin so that the hearer /

;
reader can get a total picture of an action / state.

j

i.

it

, L



1
f

- "V

from the viewpoint of; for (the

sake of); for (the reason); in

(terms of); relating to; in -ing

[REL. no tie de iva]

Noun

CM
±

(This film is not good from an educational point of view,)

(B)

Noun

±

(I keep the key to this room for the sake of convenience.)

(C)

Noun

wo ±

(I will skip a detailed explanation for lack of time (lit. time limitation).)

76 -yd

-jo

Key Sentences

(A)

-yo 77

(D)

Noun

±

(In terms of calculation, this is correct,)

I-

(E)

Noun Noun

Sit

(I've decided to retire for health reasons (lit. for a reason relating to my
health).)

(F)

Noun Noun

mm ±

(Read "Warnings for Use" carefully.)

97

Formation

N±
(from the viewpoint of hygiene)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(Such conduct cannot be forgiven from an ethical point of view.)

(This condition is extremely disadvantageous for our future business.)

(I live in such an expensive condominium because it's convenient for
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commuting to work (lit. for business convenience).)

#» 3i*/*ttV* t% lift

(d) fkmomm±, ^^omimti^^t^it^^^^to
(For business-related reasons, I cannot leave this town.)

(e) 4S±lii^4*i±r«:^«i*, ilfc^ **#t±&*k&v\,
(In theory it should turn out like this, but it's not known how it will

actually turn out.)

13-? (3-0 Avft OA
(f> ^w±i±m<o^Mi±mK^htj:^o

(Legally his conduct is not criminal.)

(g) dOfifltlif-if^ v±<£<fcR§^< o**4 0

(This product has some design defects.)

(h) a*I±-#±0»*^#ttt»»4Ci:US:ofco
(She is going to quit her company for personal reasons.)

(There are some problems in manufacturing this part.)

-jo can be interpreted in several ways depending on the context. More
specific phrases can be used in place of -jo, as in (1) - (6).

(1) [Viewpoint] (KS(A), Ex.(a))

z.<Dmkmi±m {-t/otifrbn^T} i<&v\, (=ks(a)>

(2) [Purpose] (KS(B), Ex.{b))

(=KS(B))

(3) [Reason] (KS(C), Exs.(c), (d))

(=KS(C»

(4) [Domain] (KS(D), Exs,(e), (f))

)i tax t»

It© (l«/(OJ;?tt /C0$5HT«) ifLTiEUv, (=KS(D))

-yd 79

(5) [Relation] (KS(E), Exs.(g), (h))

{jlot/ dir-s} sa-csiiiT^i tKL£0 (=ks(E))

(6) [Time] (KS(F), Exs.(b), (i))

£V>„ (=KS(F))
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kaette *iot adv<

contrary to one's expectation an

opposite result comes about

on the contrary; rather

[REL. mushiro]

(Ant. yahari; yappari)

Key Sentence

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Wot Wlt*,^^<*ofc 0

(I took medicine, and the illness got worse (contrary to my expecta-
tion)).

Examples

(a) A:

(You must be tired after swimming as long as one hour.)

(No, on the contrary, I feel fit now.)

B*AtMfTff^i9iLrv^7tOT, Hot, Wc&otIoT
liL/:,
(I went to Japan, believing that my Japanese will improve (if I go)
there, but I spoke only in English with Japanese there, so (contrary to

my expectation) my Japanese became worse when I came back here.)

(c) at WO^t£pA<Dft±bZ7 V'U-X$LXi>b<ot:<b?+tf
t 7K

sUAtf£m>)<D?
f Hot, ^H4<4oTL4V^Lfc,

(I was given advice on job searching from three professors, but their

advices are so different that I am rather at a loss.)

(d) v^£^|^ ^

tereffe 81

|-, i. ((Contrary to your expectation) if you study at a small, private college,

you can receive better education than to study at the so-called first-rate

... ,

(
.
university.)

I (e) T;vn-;v^>lftl:*[f, iiot, *WlZV^<Z7fz 0

(Alcohol is said to be rather good for your health if you drink it in

moderate quantity.)

Hi

i,;

[Related Expression]

The adverb kaette is used when one describes a situation / event that occurs

©contrary to one's expectation.

h

t

|oi ••

f
The adverb mushiro 'rather' can replace all the uses of kaette in KS and Exs.

I
[1] a. m*$k^tih, (M?T/t;L5] m%tft>t° < (=KS)

T¥i:4^)TicT*JU.(?Ex.{b))

(=Ex.(d))

However, there are many cases in which mushiro cannot be replaced by

^kaette because the former is used when between the alternate choice

between action / situation / characterization one is judged to be better than
1 the other, but the latter lacks this particular meaning.

[2] a. &<D%i&£b\<* J
) X Ul± /**jLoT} *fc*£*!fc.ffi

; (I believe him to be an educator rather than a scholar.)

(Today it is cold rather than (comfortably) cool.)
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(Isn't it better to go to Kyoto in spring rather than in winter?)

as long as; as far as; while; to

the extent; until; unless

[REL, aida wa\ uchi wa]

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Vinf-nonpast

(As long as I am here, you don't have to worry.)

(B)

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Vinf-nonpast

ffl

(As long as Mr, Tanaka is not here (lit. does not come), we cannot

begin this meeting.)

kagiri 1 R»j conj.

Key Sentences

(A)

kagiri1 83

(Q

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Noun

t to

mm m
(As long as this is the fact, he probably cannot escape being found

guilty.)

Formation

(i) Vinf PI*)

JL & PJ! *} (as far as s.o. sees)

^fzB. (as long as s«o. examined)

IS£ 4 i*PJI 9 (as long as s.o. does not read; until s.o. reads)

RB ^ (as long as s.o. can do; to the extent s.o. can do)

(ii) N-e (4>£/&v>) m*)

5 Rl 0 (as long as s.o. is a student; while s.o. is a student)

B 2fcA*C& *) (as long as s.o. is not Japanese; unless s.o. is Japa-

nese)

Examples

(a) ^^iVM<iS^7°ny^^ Ym&sbhti&^o
(As long as the present situation continues, we cannot start our

project.)

(b) Z. <0|$K|fe-4R ) mtikUfSo

(As long as this incident is concerned, he is innocent.)

(c) oX^UM ttli jE: MM^to
(As far as I know, he is an honest man.)



K

,v;i^84 Aag/n

(As far as I read, the document contained no errors.)

(e) tlipc-r^#.-pii)flr^o

(While you are an educator, you shouldn't say things like that.)

(Until' you pass this exam, you cannot enroll in the advanced class.)

(g) ws^*?-* a v>r o ^ia±oi8a6ii^ri&-ci-o
(Until the situation changes (lit. As long as the situation doesn't

change), we cannot provide additional support.)

(h) >j %Ar«%^$ z<D&$Mtmn^\
(Unless you are an American, you cannot be employed for this job.)

a) fcii±*lfea < pi i)fcv*i* 0

(We rowed as long as our strength lasted (lit. to the extent that our

strength lasted).)

(J) W*SR£*oT"*4-*-o
(I will try my best (lit. try to do as long as I can do).)

1
. Adjectives cannot precede kagiri.

fed L*>

(1) t)mm *? % ij tz o (Acceptable form: Ifi^H
«»•»•)

(As long as I find it interesting, I will continue to do it.)

(2) *_L¥&I?I 9 Ht* 6 v>v»-ci-„ (Acceptable form: ±^{fc*-o f> /

T**L(f •••••)

(As long as the person is good at it, it doesn't matter who does

it.)

2. Nouns before the conjunction kagiri must be followed by the copula de
aru (or de nai), as in (3).

(3) R!)1fcli#S**ft*v>£5} 0

(=KS(C))

I

tegW1 / -tag/rf* 85'

[Related Expression]

-A/da wa 'while' and uchi wa 'while' are used in similar contexts. In fact,

a/da wa and uchi wa can be used in place of kagiri if the kagiri clause indi-

cates a time interval.

[i] a. &#zz\z\,*& us*; / 3*tt/«ftt} &mimm?+ 9

(=KS(A))

b. BS^^aJ^^^v^ {R»;y 3 -SB/ Bit} ro#Rlifea6feft4
v> 0 (=KS(B))

However, a/da wa and uc/7/* wa can occur with adjectives while kagiri cannot,

as in [2]. (See Note I.)

[2] a. BS6v> i*>*U/m*/*m*)) «tt*ofer>£0 (=(1))

b. ffi5pjft {$.£tt/fl|tt/*|RV} ®*)X&< h^VLxoo
(It would probably be a good idea to borrow it (and keep it)

while it is convenient.)

-kagiri2 PSU suf.

a suffix which expresses the idea

of "(last) only until" or "limited"

the last; only until; from ~ on;

limited to; only

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun (time)

X

(This is the last time I am going to any of his parties.)
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(B)

Number + Counter

—ft

(Tickets are limited to two per person.)

( i ) N (time) PI <0

^Mw.*) (limited to this week; This week is the last week.)

(ii) Number + Counter P5 <3

—SEffi 0 (limited to one time; only once)

Air* Af *A iAlf? -M^ji^

(a) £ totikWKti+n r u this s *t s i- 0

(This movie house is open only until the end of this month.)

(b) V^R9^lifcfcff£fc*J&41-o
(From today on I will give up both drinking and smoking.)

(c) ^-;W£$JHK^1-o
(Tomorrow is the last day of the sale.)

(d) *0>4lH D wffiklt Lfcvv&Fv^o
(You'd better not make an empty promise (lit. a promise limited to the

moment).)

(e) 9 LIB Ltt-EIH#R*) ft 0

(Check-out is limited to three books at a time.)

(f) isSui-HRO-e-J-o
(You can rewrite only once. (lit. Rewriting is limited to one time.))

1. -kagiri is preceded by either a noun or a number with a counter. Nouns

before -kagiri are usually those which indicate a certain time.

-kagiri 2 1 ~ ka ~ ka 87

2. N-kagiri is used when a repeated or on-going action, event, or state lasts

only until a certain time.

~ ka - ka ~AW #* stn

a structure to mark two choices or s whether ~ or ~; or

possibilities about which the \

speaker / writer is not sure \

Key Sentences

(A)

(I don't know whether or not I can go to Japan next year.)

(B)

(I don't remember well whether I left my umbrella at the station or in

my office.)

( i ) {V, / Adj(0, }inf fr{V2 f Adj(02}inf

(whether s.o. plays / played or studies / studied)



88 ~ ka ~ ka

(whether s.t. is / was interesting or boring)

(ii) {AdjCna^stem/Ni} [0/tz-otz) ^ {Adj(na)2stem/N2 } {0/7^0
tz)

(whether s.t. is / was convenient or inconvenient)

m/%tzvtz) & {-kf-kti-otz} ij>

(whether s.o. is / was a man or woman)

(iii) {Adj(na)iStem/Ni} & I'
tz o tz ) {Adj(/?a)2stem/N2}neg

(where Adj(na)i = Adj(na)2 , N, = N2)

(whether s.t. is / was convenient or not)

(whether s.o. is / was a man or not)

Examples

(a) ±&%BiXfr(bWL mt&fr±^mzXZ>fr$tz§ktbT^iitA, 0

(I haven't decided yet whether to get a job or go to graduate school

after graduation from college.)

(b) ^W^^^^§^iV^fg^^ k^r&^xT$^ 0

(Please ask the guest in advance whether he likes meat or fish.)

S3??" 1} 1 £J) l

(c) Kwk\zM3-n7/i£tMr>t&$*
t VJ^ftfttS*, Srtfft*

(I haven't yet decided whether I should travel in Europe or work in

Seoul during the summer break.)

^v> S
1

fc < J: ^ V S AX -5

(d) %mi^matz<>tzfrikmBtzvtz$\ &tixLt^ibtz 0

(I forgot whether the meeting was on Thursday or Friday.)

(e) W X $ v y k Jro tz co if-/

^

- r < -X tz <?tzi}\ 7"- frXtz o tz

- ka - ka 89

(I don't remember whether it was at a party or at the pool that I first

met Tamara.)

.(f) ilfs^^^i§f*ixiL/co^^ W&tmXLtzvfr, ^tv

(Do you know whether Mr. Kimura majored in economics or politics at

college?)

(g) SSrliSlfr, ¥§X%^ii\ frfrh%^l7%%tf$\,x0

(Lately, it's hard to tell whether a lot of men are men or not.)

(h) ^Ktt!IS*3cS(*)K lxt *w
(Please make the meeting Monday or Wednesday.)

1. The ~ ka ~> ka construction is used when one is not sure about two

choices or possibilities. (<=> ita
2 (DBJG; 166-68))

2. Normally the construction is used to deal with two choices or possibili-

ties, but when one lists the choices and possibilities more than two te's

can be used as in (1).

X^HtAso
(I haven't decided whether to stay here or make a trip or work

at the research institute during the spring break.)

3. If the same verb is repeated as in KS(A), the second one can be replaced

by do ka as follows. (<>ka (do ka) (DBJG: 168-70))

(2) *^H*^frtt£^£:9*\ ttz»frt)Hk/v.0
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kana prt. <s>

a sentence-final particle that indi-

cates a self-addressed question or

a question addressed to an in-

group member

Key Sentences

(A)

I wonder if ~

(B)

Formation

(i) {V/Vvol}inf

if I should talk.)

Vvol • inf

^

(I wonder what I should do this weekend.)

Vinf

(Can you figure out this problem?)

(I wonder if s.o. talks / if s.o. talked /

(ii) Adj(/)inf

{^C § v> / rfc § } (I wonder if s.t. is / was big.)

(iii) {Adj(na)stem/N}

(0 / £o fz) (I wonder if s.t. is / was quiet.)

[0/tzotz] frt* (I wonder if s.o.is / was a teacher.)

kana 91

oi (iv) Wh-word {0 / tz-otz]

v>o {0 / tz o ?fc 1 (I wonder when s.t. is / was.)

Examples

(a) liWWBrtfofcjfrfc

I '(v (I wonder what day of the week today is.)

(b) B*»*m» i 3 *44 o

/> (I wonder if I should start Japanese next semester.)

n
(c) a*^^i±if d 3&»&o

(I wonder what life is like in Japan.)

(d) ^B^rli±fif^4o
(I wonder what today's dinner will be,)

EV

0(e) 7'*- h<0K1tf±fl!f-v^»-*

(I wonder if the apartment rent is high.)

(I wonder if my teacher is in good health.)

(g) ^M&owwtf&z&tmt, stiff*******

(There is a concert ticket, but I wonder if you can go.)

1. The sentence-final particle kana is used when one asks himself about s.t.

In essence kana is a marker of monologue question, so this cannot be

used as a straightforward question addressed to others. Compare the fol-

lowing:

(1) t^tT^^S^
(Where shall we go?)

(2) t^^f^StAV
(Where are you going?)

(3) i^Mx-^&o
(I wonder where I should go.)
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The questions of (1) and (2) are straightforward questions addressed to

others, but (3) is a monologue question which does not need to be

answered. However, if it is a yes-no question and if the addressee is an

equal or younger one, kana can be used as a question addressed to

others, as shown in KS(B) and Ex.(g).

2. If one asks himself what one should do,Vvol has to be used as in KS(A)
and Ex.(b)

3. Kana is normally used by a male speaker, but it is often used by a

female speaker, too, in casual spoken Japanese. The normal counterpart

is kashira. kashira (DBJG: 181-82))

kanarazushimo d&*fL & adv.

an adverb that indicates that the

proposition expressed in the sen-

tence is not always true

Key Sentences

.(A)

not always; not necessarily

[REEL, itsumo wa - nai; minna

wa ~ nai; subete wa ~ nai;

zenbu wa ~ nai]

Vinf

it-Hi*

fcl±ffi-$>4rv* p

(A bright person does not always succeed.)

kanarazushimo 93

(B)

AdjWinf

(Expensive dishes are not always delicious.)

(C)

Adj (na)

ft a< D*<
#1*L4

LOT

(One cannot always say that people with good memories are good at

foreign languages.)

Noun

(C liALA £Aitl>

(I don't think that a Japanese is always a

teacher.)

good Japanese language

(i) j&rtt {Vinf/Adj(0} t(± {Re>/mA/Sfc} £v>

(s.o. does not always talk / s.t. is not always big)

(ii) !&1*L4 {Vinf/ Adj <7)}neg

(s.o. does not always talk / s.t. is not always big)

(Hi). £«•** Lfe {Adj(na)stem/N} rtffcJi { Pit,/ fi / &n
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(s.t. is not always quiet / s.o. is not always a teacher)

(iv) -J&T L 4 {Adj(/ia)stem/N} "Cl±4v^

(s.t. is not always quiet / s.o. is not always a teacher)

Examples

(a) ^UT6^rLfe¥^4SittSi&vs
(One cannot always say that marriage brings happiness.)

(b) &«* j: < + SArt*#r L6ft£§1-4£li|R&*v> 0

(People who exercise regularly do not always live long.)

(Students who have been to Japan do not always become proficient in

Japanese.)

(d) iJ§ttAt'^rL4*ftKliL4:v» 0

(Money does not always bring happiness to people.)

(It is not always the case that an able researcher is an able educator.)

(They say good medicine is bitter, but bitter medicine is not always

good.)

<>H*A1?{±&^ 0

(An oriental wearing glasses, carrying a camera and walking in a group

is not always a Japanese.)

Notes

1. The adverb kanarazushimo is used with a negative predicate. Typically,

the final predicate is to wa kagiranai (lit. 'not limited to -').

0=> to wa kagiranai)

kanarazushimo 95

§; ^2. Kanarazushimo ~ nai is often used in a proverbial expression in which

the tense of the final predicate is usually nonpast. However, kanarazu-

shimo can be used with the past tense as in (1) below.

(1) a. *toSB*tflofc#*(±d&i* UfeH*li#±¥K:tt4?)4r

(The students who went to Japan that summer not always

became proficient in Japanese.)

b. fc* 7 J cO^¥ £ 7 V 3 - ;i/ • * n if 7 y <oMM 1

1

(The performances of the virtuoso pianist Vladimir

Horowitz were not always perfect.)y

[Related Expression]

Kanarazushimo ~ na/ expresses a partial negative. The partial negative can

also be expressed by other expressions Such as minna wa ~ nai, zenbu wa ~

nai, subete wa ~ nair itsumo wa ~ nai. Examples follow:

[1] ***** &M/f<T.) &Tttt-1tVo

(All that glitters is not gold.)

[2] m±^%K^tzt^7btfU*fo\
(It is not the case that I am always healthy.)

(It is not the case that I understand everything that the professor has

to say.)

Among these partial negative expressions, kanarazushimo and subete is

much less colloquial than the rest. Note also that minna *all/ zenbu 'all/

subete 'all,' and itsumo 'always' do not always require a niegative ending;

whereas kanarazushimo always requires a negative ending. Examples follow:

[4] a. jjcStt IMS/^fU) £*SLtV4 0

(My friends are all married.)

b. Wmt {£»/*«&"fU*} *o-TLf ofco

"(I've done all the homework.)
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(I'm always healthy.)

cannot; be not in a position to;

hardly possible; hard; hesitate

to do

[REL. -gatah -nikui]

Wmasu

(I am not in a position to figure out that matter, so please ask the

departmental chief.)

(B)

Vrnasu

(He might (lit. can) do any stupid thing.)

10

tfc##*fa& (s.o. cannot drink s.t.)

(it is possible for s.o. to drink s.t. / s.o. might drink s.t.)

-kaneru awe. v. (Gk 2)

an auxiliary expressing that s.o.

cannot do s.t. even if s/he wants to

do it

Key Sentences

(A)

3-

:

-kaneru 97

Examples

(a) * fit* n > K >"^tti L i "f«T\ IRK.* Lff?r£V $ HtA***,

(Next week I am making a business trip to London, so I cannot attend

the meeting in Nagoya.)

>r.(b) itt^ttol^t—^^Jija4v^.L^*a4^**0

(I cannot handle this many documents in a month.)

n.(c) ^dEatBUfftfi-*1
, rffilci*lSti»to41-o

*

" -f. -

P. h

(It is a great regret, but we cannot comply with your request.)

(d) zAs%&m%mnm> safest
(I cannot accept such an expensive gift.)

o

(He appears to find it hard to understand my feelings.)

(It is such a delicate matter, so even the departmental chief finds it hard

to break the ice.)

(g) &i**)$A,, r±A^B*»*»feio
(Midori, your husband is waiting for you with impatience (lit. cannot

wait).)
r

(He might say outrageous things, so watch out.)

(i) &<7>|M±*> ioiL/::t -C'l^ii v^to4v\,

(That man might use violence at the slightest provocation.)

(It is possible for this incident to develop into resignation of the entire

cabinet.)

(k) Iit^g-^^^*^i.^^ML7t« fflfio^o

(It was such a tense situation that even a riot could have taken place.)
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1. Vmasu kaneru (Gr. 2) is often used in formal spoken or written Japanese

to express politely that the speaker / writer cannot do s.t. owing to some
circumstance, as shown in KS(A) and Exs. (a) - (d).

2. The negative version, i.e., Vmasu kanenai is actually a double negative,

so it literally means 'can do s.t.,' but it actually means 'it is very possi-

ble' or 'might.'

3. The verb that can take -kaneru is a verb that takes a first person human
subject. So verbs such as kowareru 'break,' aru 'exist,' kawaku 'dry up/

harem 'clear up,' kumoru 'become cloudy,' etc., cannot take -kaneru. In

contrast, the verb that can take -kanenai can take either the third person

human subject (as in Exs.(h) and (i)) or the third person non-human sub-

ject (as in Exs.(j) and (k)).

4. None of the regular potential forms can take -kaneru either, because it

creates double potential meaning.

(1) a.

b.

However, there are two exceptions: wakaru 'can figure out' and dekiru

'can' (used with a Sino-Japanese compound) can take -kaneru, as shown
in KS(A) and Ex,(b)v respectively.

5. Ex.(g) is an idiomatic case which comes from Vmasu of machi-kaneru

'cannot wait* and is exceptional in that it takes a third person subject

unlike other cases of the Vmasu kaneru. No other new combination like

o-machi-kane is possible.

6. As explained in Note 3, -kaneru takes the first person, but when the

(I cannot comply with your request.)

* £ O&iii 3 I # ft If 6 ft £ To
(I cannot accept this job.)

-kaneru I ~ kara ~ niitaru made 99

main predicate is in the progressive form, -kaneru can take the third per-

son, as in Ex.(e) and (f).

[Related Expressions]

3f

(There are two auxiliaries similar to -kaneru. They are Vmasu nikui and

Vmasu gatai. The crucial difference is that -kaneru conveys the meaning of

;
. 'cannot,' but the other two don't; rather, they convey the meaning of 'hard

to do s.t.' The auxiliary --gatai is used in written Japanese, so it sounds very
3

i .awkward in [lb] but is acceptable in [la].

a.

0- b.

!.•!«

r \

(It is hard for me to accept such a condition.)

(It's hard to agree to that, you know.)

(c> -gatai)

( f

- kara - ni itaru made ~#>b~tC3l-5 str, <w>

Key Sentence

starting with ~ ending with

from ~ to ~

[REL. ~ kara ~ made]

Noun Noun

(Mr. Smith can read Japanese widely, ranging from weekly magazines

to scholastic books.)



WO :~ kara ~ ni itaru made

' -J ...L*.

(That newspaper reporter knows everything about the premier* ranging

from his public life to his private life.)

(When I went to Japan, my friend Mr. Yamada was very kind to me. He
did everything from picking me up at the airport to making the hotel

reservation for me.)

(That lady told me everything in detail, starting with her family and

ending with the worries of her life.)

(When the president of the company arrived, everyone from the guards

to the vice-president was waiting in front of the gate.)

(e) )V- v- 1± h8^tMS 4 -e, 1£o 0

(Lucie was dressed in green, from her shoes to her hat.)

The construction ~ kara - n/ /tea/ made is used to express a wide range of

;

coverage. The construction is primarily used in written Japanese, i

[Related Expression]

- kara - ni itaru made is replaced by ~ kara ~ made in spoken Japanese.

Thus, for example, KS, Exs.(a) and (b) change to, [1], [2], and [3], respec-

tively. (^kara 1 (DBJG: 176); made (DBJG; 225-28))

[1] ^^S^iaTOtefrfi^**?, ffiItv^B*»#HE»*o

(cf. KS)

(cf. Ex.(a))

i

~ tare ~ ni itaru made I ~ kara ~ /?/ kakete 1 01

I; [3] &#B*MT<afcl$, *AOUJ-ffl-*^ttS»-\<0aiax.3^6*^O

"fffi*?, *K«WKtT<itita (cf. Ex.(b))

Since ~ /cam ~ n/ /faru made cannot express range of physical distance or

time, - kara ~ made has to be used in that case.

[4] {ST/*«CSS*T1 Jflm^HWH^id
(It takes three hours by bullet train from Tokyo to Kyoto.)

[5] fiTBttjSAl&^ 7-X*Lfc e

(Yesterday morning I played tennis from 9 o'clock till about 11

o'clock.)

* kara - ni kakete *-* A* 6~ f'C 3&* ftT .sfr.

a structure that expresses coverage

from one time / location into the
J

other

through - into ~; through ~ on

to; from ~ till / to

[REL. ~ kara ~ made]

Key Sentence

Noun

(time /

location)

Noun

(time /

location)

j\n

(This summer I travelled on the Chinese continent from July through

August.)

Formation

B _H ^ frtT (from January through February)
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(This week it will probably snow from Thursday through Friday.)

(b> w&tin frb-tM fcfrtfxmm&$i < 0

(In Japan the rainy season continues through June and July.)

(c) ftfmim fflK**tra-utbLrv>a 0

(High atmospheric pressure extends from the Korean Peninsula up

through Kyushu.)

The -kakete- of ~ kara ~ ni kakete is Vfe of the verb "kakeru" whose basic

meaning is 'to hang s.t. over s.t. else.' This basic meaning is reflected in the

meaning of the structure, that is, 'extended span of time / space across time /

spatial boundaries.'

[Related Expression]

~ kara +> made is similar to ~ kara ~ ni kakete, but not exactly. The former

indicates a spatial / temporal / quantitative beginning, and the end point is

clear, but the latter indicates a spatial / temporal beginning and the end point

is not clear, So, as shown in [1], - kara ~ ni kakete is ungrammatical or

marginal, because the end point is clear.

~
-tfk < u r z r *fv»fT i

[1] a. ¥%S%m**>¥'ik$J% {*T?/*GfrWT} *ai**ih*
(The water will be shut off from 9 a.m, till 5 p.m.)

To

(JR trains are held up from Shinjuku through Shibuya.)

(omatfe (DBJG; 225-28))

kara to itte 1 03

just because; even if; even

though

[REL. -kara; faffe; te mo]

Subordinate Clause Main Clause (negative)

Sinf

(I cannot forgive him just because he is a child.)

I

Subordinate Clause Main Clause (negative)

Sinf

(Even though I don't complain, it doesn't mean that I'm satisfied with

the present situation.)

(C)

Subordinate Clause Main Clause (negative)

Sinf

(You don't have to be so pessimistic because you didn't pass the exam.)
— »— —

r,

kara to itte *6tfoT CCVZ/,

a conjunction which introduces the

reason for s.o.'s action or for s.o.'s

having some idea, and conveys

disapprove of the action or idea

Key Sentences

(A)
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Formation

Sinf H.tS9T
ft*H^isoT (because / even if / even though it is expensive)

Kxamples

(It is not a problem which will be solved because you have paid / will

pay compensation.)

(I cannot obey the order without asking questions even if it is from my
boss.)

(c) r * n *^#o htm-oxm^t$|®^±*$ \z & & t o/t*a& v >
P

(Your English will not improve (itself / automatically) even if you go

to America.)

(Even though he goes to class every day, it doesn't mean that he is

studying seriously.)

(e) ZA,kZki91i*bb&vX%zilM^
(Even though I tell you such a thing, it doesn't mean that I'm criticiz-

ing you.)

(It's not right for you to be indifferent just because it's not your prob-

lem.)

(g) ^/f**fetSoT|foT»±v^t4v*0

(Don't take her lightly just because she is a woman.)

L Kara to itte occurs with a main clause in the negative form. "Si kara to

itte S 2 {wake ni wa ikanai/ koto wa na/7etc.}" is used in the following

situations:

kara to itte 1 05

(1) When the speaker expects the hearer (or someone else) to think

S2 because of Sj but disagrees with it (e.g., KS(A) and Exs.(a) -

(d)) or denies it (e.g., KS(B) and Ex.(e)).

(2) When the hearer (or someone else) does something because of

Si, but the speaker disagrees
:
with that action (e.g., KS(C),

Exs.(f) and (g)).

2. Kara to itte can be contracted to karatte in conversation, as in (3).

(3) ^Jofcll&ifr&oT, ^fcK&Stefc < Tkv^-CL J:

(You shouldn't boast that much just because you are better than

others.)

[Related Expressions]

- I, Kara cannot be used in place of kara to itte. Compare [1] and KS(A).

>0[1] T-ft^fefftfctttllu^&v
(I can't forgive him just because he is a child.)

The difference is that the scope of wake ni wa ikanai in [1] is yurusu '(I)

forgive him' while that ofwake ni wa ikanai in KS(A) is kodomo da kara

yurusu
e

(I) forgive him because he is a child.'

n. Te mo and tatte are similar to kara to itte. However, unlike sentences

with kara to itte, sentences with te mo or tatte do not convey the speak-

er's disapproval of using S
v
as a justification for S2. (See Note 1.) Com-

pare [2a] with KS(C), and [2b] with Ex.(a),

[2] a. {4<t^/4</:ot)

(You don't have to be so pessimistic even though you

didn't pass the exam.)

b. #flt / bfzr>X) StrWH-eiifcv\»

(The problem will not be solved even though you have paid

compensation / even if you pay compensation.)
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karo #3 O awe. <w>
.1.-

.

an auxiliary indicating the writer's

conjecture which is not based on

any particular information or evi-

dence

Key Sentence

probably

[REL* dam]

Adj(/)

(It is probably difficult to predict what one's self will be like in ten

years time.)

Formation

(i) Adj(/)stem ^/5> ?

If B i^h n (s.o. / s.t. is probably interesting)

*t ip*> 0 (s,o, / s.t. is probably good)

f&iph n (s.o. / s.t, does not probably exist)

(ii) {Adj(/)stem < (ii) / {Adj(na)stem/N} 3 (s.o. /s.t. is

probably not ~)

S < '(l±) -5 (s,o. / s.t. is probably not interesting)

tNifc** ^ (s.t. is probably not hard)

ftfrh^ (s.o. is probably not a scholar)

Examples

(a) iOW^*-^?^-*"40l±fea6T)t-L^*^o
(It is probably extremely difficult to complete this research in one

year.)

karo 107

(b) e^A^^^feffl&tto^v^ftW^^+iA^^^o
(Even among the Japanese, there are probably a lot of people who

oppose education without creativity.)

(c) i&D i ? fc£ftf±^«o J: } 4 fcO£i#£TV>S AM*&tf*% 9 o

(Few people probably think, as I do, that culture is something like reli-

gion.)

£hj*«< CUA #<'*v» *i^L t^fr
(d) 7^ U #coA^Oi $ B^^A^^fe^mgScofFffi^?^^ t

(It would probably be good if Japanese universities allowed students to

evaluate instructors as American universities do.)

(e) AM£H ifAlfllKfcS'v* fc fcfr* 3 0

(Nothing is probably as deep-rooted in humans as racial prejudices.)

(f) ffiv*# *t B#H«tc*& 4SE-ffcli***% ? o

(There will probably not be a big change in the US-Japan relationship

in the near future.)

(g) *^::a<ow w±i,t < o o

(The relationship between the two is probably not close.)

(h) $S H^iT^S^t^ £ 1 8±*Rar C±4ri** 3 o

(It is probably not unreasonable to ask for pay for overtime work.)

(i) mMi7*)^4tf&Z><Dtzfrt>, 3BA-Ptt4jfeMo

(He has an alibi, so he is probably not the culprit.)

pHWHHH|HH||^b

1. The conjectural auxiliary /faro is the contracted form of the no longer

used Adj(/) ku ard, and ard is the conjectural form of am. (=> yd)

2. The auxiliary karo is connected only with an Adj(/). When Adj(na) and

N are connected with karo, they have to be negative, because the nega-

tive nai is an Adj(/).

3. V cannot be connected with karo, as shown in (1).

(1) *S«l±*£fcdO*HW!fe*«tt4#*£o
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(We will probably continue this joint research next year.)

[Related Expression]

Another auxiliary daro can replace karo without any change of meaning, as

in [1], Note that the connections for the two auxiliaries are different: the

ones for daro are {V/Adj(/')inf} daro and {Adj(na)stem/N} {0/datta}
daro, whereas the ones for karo is Adj(/)stem /card. (See Formation.)

[1] a. +^&<n&fr%¥Mt&co\mi^t£%5 0 (cf. KS(A))

b. C^W**^^«1-S«DI±**T!iL^J!f.J55o (cf. Ex.(a))

c. B*A04nc&#J;iiffi^

(cf. Ex(b))

Also to be noted is the fact that karo cannot be connected with the past tense,

but dard can, as shown in [2].

[2] a. *Ja y^iE^B^im^M {(£>*3/*#£$} 0

(For John the stay in Japan was probably intriguing.)

(The winter in Hokkaido was probably cold.)

The most basic difference between dard and karo is that daro can be used in

both spoken and written Japanese, but karo can be used only in written

Japanese. (odaro (DBJG: 100-02))

kata o sum 1 09

do s.t. in a ~ fashion / manner /

way

[REL. yoni]

Adj(/)inf Vmasu

WL7L

13;

(Prof Hayashida teaches in a strict manner.)

(B)

Vinf Noun Vmasu

(D

A

(Akira views things in a peculiar fashion.)

(C)

Noun Vmasu

(Mr, Brown thinks like the Japanese.)

CD)

Vinf Vmasu

(Please write in such a way that anyone can understand it.)

-kata o sum ^ €:T 5

#Key Sentences
-"hi?

(A)
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Formation

(i ) {Adj(/)inf/Adj(na)stem 4 /Vinf} + (Noun -co) + Vmasu # £

£

»irv4«t*Srt* (lose in a terrible way)

A~-*'frt<A0 + * (view things in a unique fashion)

* < frfrZ%kz.1f%tZ> (teach clearly (lit. in a way one can under-

stand well))

(ii) N cO J: o & + (Noun <d) + Wmasu

4-1^) J;
"9 4 * Ootv^tti (talk like a child (lit. talk in a

child-like manner))

(iii) Vinf <£ ^ & + (Noun O ) + Vmast/ # £t -6 (Adjectives rarely occur

before X &)

AAff

JR|j|.'f4 ±7iis (speak in such a way that people

are impressed)

Examples

o

(a) ?f--*-liffiev>fttf#fct*o

(That pitcher throws (a ball) in an interesting way.)

(b) WH3l±S*fcaiEO L#£t&<^«-£T t ?> a
(I'm afraid of getting a ride from Yoshida because he drives carelessly

(lit. in a wild fashion).)

(c) %)mW^tMcTtM &V> LTV>4 J: 9 £ 0

(Tadashi seems to study in a different way from other students.)

(d) «Klttm$fe£0-i -5 *#A^F»±tU#* V»o

(I cannot think like Prof. Nomura.)

(e) »a***L < J: o £«fcx.#£ LTJI U\>
(We'd like to be taught in such a way that we (come to) like studying.)

-tola o suru 1 1

1

(There wouldn't be many people who think about this problem in the

same way as I do.)

(g) m$\±%<D±&* i < &-3tv*S J3 4ftUfrfc1-*o

{- ((1) Tamura's talk sounds like he knows the minister well. (2) Tamura

. talks as if he knew that minister well.)

1. -kata o sum is used to indicate a manner in which someone does some-

thing. When this phrase is used in a main clause, the manner is under

focus.

2. When a suru-verb is involved in Vmasu-kata t the noun part of the verb

is followed by no, as in (1).

(1) a. Sis {<D/*0} LJf

(the way s,o. drives; how to drive)

b. J*j* {<D/*0} L#
(the way s.o. knocks (on the door); how to knock (on the

door))

(t=> 'kata (DBJG: 183-87))

3. The direct object of the verb in Ymasu-kata is marked by no, not by o,

as in (2). Thus, when the verb is a sum-verb, no occurs twice in the

phrase, as in (2b).

(2) a. 7^aK-/U {©/**)

(the way s.o. throws a football; how to throw a football)

b. ?v-> {©/**'} mmviu
(the way s.o. operates a crane; how to operate a crane)

4. The expressions like yona hanasht-kata o sum or yona mono no ii-kata o

sum can be interpreted in two ways in some contexts, as in Ex,(g).

[Related Expressions]

I. In some cases, the manner in which someone does something is

expressed by the adverbial form of an adjective, as in [1].



-kata o sum

[1] *ffl5££li:tt££ {$*< /±*G}. ft*.*

(Mr, Yoneda is good at teaching grammar (lit. teaches grammar

skillfully).) I
(=> Appendix 1 (DBJG: 581))

1

. However,
M
Adj(//rra) Vmasu-kata o sum" and "Adverbial form of

j

Adj(i fna) V" are not always interchangeable. First, the adverbial forms-

of some adjectives cannot be used as manner adverbs (i.e., an adverb to

mean "in such and such a manner"), as in [2].

[2] a. H < fttf£ o (Acceptable form: ffi

(That pitcher throws (a ball) in an interesting way.)

*ttJ|{±ffC36o^: 0 (Acceptable form:

tZo)

(Kazuo smiled strangely (lit. smiled in a strange manner).) f

f

ST

Second, "Adj(/ / na) Vmasu-kata o sum" cannot be used when the man- :

ner can be described objectively without involving any personal impres-

sion, as in [3],

1

[3] a.

b.

*$oT<'&S§#£LTT£v> 0 (Acceptable form: iofj

(Please walk straight.)

tt&l^ffi *) Ltzo (Acceptable form: -

(We sat in a circle.)

Third, "Adj(/ / na) Vmasu-kata o suru" cannot be used to describe how f

a person feels, as in [4],

[4] a. *%\i5tiL\*\S vv£ £ L.fc o (Acceptable form:

<Sofc e )

(I was pleased.)

7 ft L ?

n
- *iIK 1 1 Mg t ;&** L jfc o (Acceptable form:

(Noriko felt sad,)

-kata o sum 1 1

3

"X yew V" and "X yona Vmasu-kata o suru" both indicate a manner in

which someone does something. However, "X yoni V" is used when
expressing an exact likeness. Compare [5a] and [5b],

[5] a. fc#ffd*5l=*v>TT$v\,

((1) Please write it down just like I tell you. (2) Please

write it in the way I tell you.)

b. a**ttdcfc$ft#*:frfr LTTSv>o
(Please write it in a way similar to the way I tell you.)

Similarly, [6a] implies that Mr. Green's command of Japanese is like

that of a native Japanese. [6b], on the other hand, implies that some

aspects of Mr, Green's way of speaking Japanese are like native Japa-

nese speakers.

[6] a. iTV - > £ M± H^AcOcfc o IZ H^fgfcfSto
(Mr. Green speaks Japanese like a native Japanese.)

(Mr. Green speaks Japanese in a way similar to the way
Japanese people speak,)

Because of the "exactness" that "X yoni V" implies, this expression is

unnatural if it is unreasonable to expect that someone does something

exactly in the way indicated in X, as in [7],

[7] a. ??y9 y $ j; * s a,<d «fc stc feojiio
(Mr. Brown views things just like Mr. Harris.)

(Mr. Brown views things similarly to the way that Mr.

Harris does.)

(Oydn/1 ' 2 (DBJG: 553-56))
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ka to iu to frtWot conj,

a conjunction to indicate the

speaker's assertion that a popular

belief is not right

Key Sentence

you would think that - but

(that is not right)

Sentence! Sentencea Sentence3

(You would think that all the Japanese like sushi, but that is not true.

Some Japanese don't like it.)

Formation

( i ) ~ {V / Adj(/')}inf *tfrt, S 0

{E+ /MLtz} frtWi h (you would think that s.o. talks / talked

but ~)

(it^ /^fr^tz) ^tf^ t (you would think that s.t. is / was

expensive but ~)

(ii) ~ {Adj(na)stem/N} It/fz^tz) frkmt, S 0

/Bfrti-otz) ^fcf o t (you would think that s.t. is / was

quiet but ~)

/ 5te&7tf o fc! tS^tgK (you would think that s.o. is / was a

teacher but ~)

Examples

(You would think that cancer is not curable, but that is not true. If it is

detected early it is said to be curable.)

/ta toiuto 115

(b) B^ffiot, ~, H^ffifttfflWlfKfti^i:!?

(You' d think that if you went to Japan and lived there for a few years,

your Japanese would become good, but that doesn't seem to be true.

On the contrary, your Japanese may become worse than before.)

(You'd think that a college student with good grades would be suc-

cessful in society, but that doesn't always seem to be the case.)

(d) WiWl^tfilM^iir&^tmo t
t *}-C*4$*$£o

(You'd think that if you did exercise every day, you would live long,

but that does not seem to be true.)

(You'd think that Japanese would be hard, but speaking and listening

are not that hard.)

(You'd think that my life without a car in Boston must have been

inconvenient, but it wasn't at all.)

The conjunction can be used when one makes an assertion that a popular

belief or what the listener / reader may believe is not always true. In Si ka to

iu to S2, what the listener / reader is expected to believe is expressed in S\. -S2

is often so de wa nai or its variations as shown in KS and Exs. However, the

S2 part is sometimes omitted as in the following examples.

(1) B*Att*A,4*La*#S**£»$ b, ^tul<4v^*Afc

(You would think that all Japanese liked sushi, but you sometimes

encounter Japanese who don't like sushi.)



;

11 6
f As to iu to I (no) kawari ni

(You would think that comic books are trash, but some of them are

really good.)

(no) kawari ni (<D)ftt> V tC conj. /comp. pvt.

instead of; instead; but (to

make up for ~); so (to make up

for ~); in place of

[REL. gai kara; keredo(mo);

-nai cfe; node; shikashi; -zu ni]

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence] (Subordinate Clause) Sentence2

(Main Clause)
Vinf

SH
**

*» art-sot ntz 0

(I am going to enjoy myself in the daytime, so / but (to make up for it)

I will study at night.)

an action / state that is expressed

in the subordinate clause is bal-

anced by another action / state

expressed in the main clause, or

s.t/'s.o. that is replaced by s.t. /

S.o. else

(no) kawari ni 117

(B)

Sentencei (Subordinate Clause)

(Main Clause)
Vinf- past

IhmZMz&^xvt&frtz

(Mr. Yamada worked for us a bit extra, so / but (to make up- for it) we
paid him special compensation,)

(C)

Sentencej (Subordinate Clause) Sentence2

(Main Clause)
Adj(/)inf

(The former apartment had bad facilities, so / but (to make up for it) the

rent was cheap.)

CD)

Noun

<Di%t>*)\Z

(This morning I drank cocoa instead of coffee.)

(i) {V/Adj(/)}inf ith*) K

il-{tt> 15 K (instead of talking)

BWtt' •? K (instead of being expensive)

(ii) Adj(na)stem {& / ftfc *> K



1 1 8 (no) kawari ni

ft t> *J K (is / was quiet but (to make up for -))

(iii) N {O/rtfofc} {tt>*)K

9c*kcr>iXt> 0 ^ (in place of the teacher)

'v*v*jfc&;tf o jtftfr *) ti (s.o. was a good teacher, but (to make up

for -))

(a) Vb ail#iS^«iai-4ft*? o fcW<&«&-pjftsi L?t 0

(Today I didn't .study in the library. Instead, I studied in my dorm
room.)

(b) *U4fAKB*R*ft;tT*^^
(I taught Tom Japanese, so (to make up for it) he taught me English.)

(c) *v>fiEm«fi4r^t£ft3b*) tc
> £ < *v>Tv>Si-c

(Instead of making expensive long distance calls I often write letters.)

(My apartment is expensive, but it is close to the station and very con-

venient.)

(e) % j*OH*B^4UiKLv^fc 0 K¥£0ffii«j|**v>vs
(Our teacher is strict, but (instead) he takes good care of his students.)

(College professors' salaries are low, but (instead) they have freedom.)

(My father is physically weak, but (instead) he has a very strong will)

(h) CoS«±S^4ftfeD-K
r 0^I<T^i-Cto

(This area is quiet, but (instead) it's inconvenient because the stores are

far away.)

(i) B#W<&|lWKv*ofc^aiE^

(To our Japanese class came a new teacher Ms. Tanaka instead of our

regular teacher Ms. Yamada.)

(no) kawari ni 119

1. The conjunction / particle kawari ni indicates s.t. being compensated by

s.t, else. If the idea of balancing is missing kawari ni cannot be used.

(o Related Expressions)

(1) *®#ttKf?o fcf^t) V fck £ o tvfco

(2) *c:<0^t±o* t>4rv^toytc^-cL*v^J Itz*

2. Vnonpast before fcawa/f n/ indicates an action that has not taken place;

whereas Vpast kawari ni indicates an action that has already taken place.

Consider the difference in meaning among the sentences (3) below:

(3) a. fiW«*ftfc»»K«SltJSot 0«o
(I intend to play at night instead of having fun in the

daytime.)

(I played in the daytime, but (to make up for it) I studied at

night.)

c. SHJjfcAEftfr 0 fc*M5r*-4o i> 0 tiQ

(I played in the daytime, so (to make up for it) I intend to

study at night.)

d. filuaWfftfc 0 K$LT&A,tzo

(I played at night instead of playing in the daytime.)

In (3a) and (3d), the speaker doesn't or didn't play in the daytime,

respectively but in (3b) and (3c), the speaker played.

In the case of adjectives before kawari ni, whatever is expressed by

the adjective holds true, but Adji inf-past kawari ni Adj2 inf-nonpast is

unacceptable, as shown in (4).

(4) a. Trt- h li»l*ft*>& K«W«o
(The apartment is expensive but it is convenient.)
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(The apartment was expensive but it was convenient.)

c. *7s*- him&vtcttt>t) \zmmtZo

(The apartment was expensive but it is convenient.)

(The apartment was expensive but it was convenient.)

[Related Expressions]

If an action / state expressed in S kawari ni does not actually occur as in

Exs.(a) and (c), the entire sentence can be rewritten by using -nai de or-zu ni,

as shown in [la]. If an action / state expressed in the subordinate clause

actually occurs and the subordinate clause is connected with the main clause

with the meaning of 'so' or 'but,' the entire sentence can be rewritten by
kara / node or ga I keredo(mo) / shikashi, as shown in [lb] and [ 1 c]. However,

the choice of kawari ni will make the meaning of compensation much clearer.

[1] a. 4-HI4B«ST«St {L4^"C/-£-f(C} awttfiTttftLfco

(cf, Ex.(a))

b. 0]m $ ^ K it *» x o h tcfliA/ >T h o tz

(fhif/o IftL], #Stf*aT4rtULfeo (cf. KS(B))

Mf/OlZ], 3jEJt(±$^o?fc ft (cf. KS(C))

The crucial difference between -na/ de, -zu /?/, ga, keredo(mo), shikashi on
one hand, and kawari ni (as a subordinate conjunction) on the other hand is

that the former can be used even when no meaning of balancing is intended,

but the latter cannot be used if balancing is not implied. That is why all the

following sentences would become unacceptable if -nai de, -zu ni, ga,

keredo{mo), and shikashi were replaced by kawari ni.

(I went to the company without eating my breakfast.)

(no) kawarini I kekka 1 21

i.

.

5

5" -I

[3] Wimmitz i#/w*iif/*ft*)»j!CK*vM;< l
i^*^ofcc

(I called my friend, but to my regret, he wasn't at home.)

[4] *$x^ttB*fcfTo^£i#fcv* to t/frWWsVfc:}, B$

(Mr, Smith has never been to Japan. Yet he is good at Japanese.)

as a result of; after; upon

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun Main Clause (result)

am

(As a result of the vote, the proposal was rejected by the majority's

opposition.)

(B)

Vinf-past Main Clause (result)

It

(After my wife and I discussed it, we decided to buy a house.)

Formation

(i)

U ItA

(as a result of an exam)
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.
(ii) Vinf-pastfe*

II L tz (upon / after talking)

(After discussion, it's been decided that the planned trip will be post-

poned.)

(As a result of the examination, my wife was found to be healthy (lit.

it was found that there was no abnormality with my wife's body),)

(c) ms<7>fe*, mi^wm^kztitzo
(As a result of the investigation, new facts emerged.)

(d) lH-cW-cfcift*, iSttfclfCO^^t^oto
(As a result of the police investigation, it was determined that the cause

(of the fire) was the careless handling of a cigarette butt.)

(e) ^^i^h^LfctSft, ^^noMlVIlLfco
(I've succeeded in losing ten kilos as the result of a special diet.)

, &J**\ M , .
iK*!' -tv*** oj

(As a result of using a new textbook, the students improved their per-

formance remarkably (lit. the performance of the students improved

remarkably).)

(g) :*> 7©AX^it ^*t^ft*, I^OPplIl^ll h o fco

(Upon taking a private golf lesson, my problems became clear.)

tfe/cfca can be interpreted as 'as a result of or 'after /upon doing s.t.
5

only

when it is not followed by a particle. Otherwise, kekka is a common noun, as

seen in (1).

(i) a. ttR^amii^jSfAfe-a-ito

(I will let you know the result of the exam next week.)

kekka / kekko 123

(No one knows the result of my special diet yet)

kekko adv. <s>

an adverb that indicates that s.t.

exceeds the speaker's and / or

hearer's expectation to a consider-

able degree

quite; rather; pretty

[REL. angai; igai to; wariai]

Key Sentence

r
(The sushi in this place is quite good, isn't it?)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(This car is old, but it runs quite well, you know.)

V-k

(He looks dumb, but he is quite Sharp.)

(It is April, but it is rather cold, isn't it?)

(There are quite a few good restaurants in this small town, aren't

there?)

(This dish is small in quantity, but it is pretty heavy on the stomach.)
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(Today is Sunday, but the highway is rather crowded, isn't it?)

(My father was an optimist, but when he lost his job, I think he suf-

fered quite a bit,)

(h) *?**i±$ibxi£*>t:ifi
t ISfiiL^o^o

(It was my first karaoke, but it was rather enjoyable.)

1. The adverb kekko is used in colloquial speech when something exceeds

the speaker's and / or hearer's expectation to a considerable degree. In

the sentences that end in ne the adverb indicates that s.t. exceeds both

the speaker's and the hearer's expectation (as in KS and Exs.(c) - (f)).

The adverb kekko indicates that s.t. exceeds the hearer's expectation (as

in Exs.(a) and (b)) or the speaker's expectation (as in Exs.(g) and (h)).

2. The adverb can be used with a verb that expresses an undesirable state

as in Exs.(e) - (g) but it cannot be used easily with an adjective that

expresses an undesirable state as shown below;

(1) a. 6 4t^to
(This magazine is quite boring.)

(This cake is rather tasteless.)

For that matter kekko cannot be used with any negative predicate.

(2) a. *i<0*ttel±»*BB6<*b^1- 0

(This magazine is quite uninteresting.)

b. \mm*vK&i *T-1-o

(This cake is quite tasteless.)

kekko 125

n 3. The verb predicate that is modified by kekko is subject to degree inter-

r pretation. For example, yoku hashiru 'run well' (in Ex.(a)), / ni motareru

'heavy on the stomach' (in Ex.(e)), komu 'get crowded' (in Ex.(f)) and

nayamu puffer' (Ex.(g)).

[Related Expressions]
f.

L Another adverb angai is used to express unexpectedness about an

action or a state. Since kekko also expresses unexpectedness about s.t.,

there are cases where kekko can be replaced by angai, as shown in [I].

[1] a. ££©-tU±, *rtUv*Lv>fc 0 (cf.KS)

b. *0?AttiwsEttfc.&*.*TL £ mwmtf^A,
X'to (cf. Ex.(b))

c. 4"B»±BI«B*at=*5a#SWiI^v>4fao (cf. Ex.(f))

d. X S±#^ &AX I fz *® L #t i±**HK A^/f J: -5

-etc (cf. Ex.(g))

However, when the modified verb does not indicate s.t. that is subject

to degree interpretation such as kekkon-suru 'get married,' kuru

'come,' tsuku 'arrive,' etc., kekko is out of the question as shown in

[2].

[2] a. /*«!»} *^-Xj±^"t**t Lti%^£ 0

(The two might get married contrary to our expectation.)

(That guy usually doesn't show up at a party, but today is

right before the summer break so he might come contrary

to our expectation.)

(He may have arrived there earlier than us, contrary to our

expectation, you know.)
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When degree interpretation is possible, both kekko and angai are h
acceptable, as already shown in [1]. In other words, kekko has to

used with a predicate that is subject to degree interpretation, but i

degree interpretation is irrelevant to angai,

II. There is another adverb igai to 'unexpectedly,' 'to one's surpri;

which is very similar to kekko. Igai to means that s.t totally beyo

one's expectation occurs. Since both kekko and igai to express urn

pectedness they are interchangeable when the predicate is subject

degree interpretation.

[3] a. ££©+U±, Mftt&^L^foo (cf. KS)

a, -etc (cf. Ex.(b))

c. 4*B(iBWB4cO{C^3i#E^1•^:j!I^T-v-^,^a 0 (cf. Ex.(:

7 TT1-0 (Ex.(g))

t

Just like angai, igai to cannot be replaced by kekko when the predicg

is not subject to degree interpretation.

[4] a. iMftt -*orAJ±*Sjei-a^t Ltitt^ £o
(The two might get married contrary to our expectation.

b. abv*oj±/<-r >f - K-|±^:v»Tv»5fe4v^t^
(

(That guy usually doesn't show up at a party, but today

right before the summer break so he might come contra

to our expectation.)

J* o

(He may have arrived there earlier than us, contrary to oi

expectation, you know.)

in. Another adverb wari(ai) to I ni or wariai 'a little more than one hi

expected* expresses a slight gap between expectation and reality. 3

mm.

kekko/ kono 127

other words, the speaker has some expectation about something, and

believes that reality is relatively higher or lower than his expectation.

Kekko in the KS and Exs. can be all replaced by wari(ai) to I ni or by

wariai.

15} a. zzw+Ui* M(£)-i:iJV>u>fa 0 (cf.KS)

(The sushi served here is rather good.)

b.

i*1- 0 (cf. Ex.(b))

(He looks dumb, but he is rather smart.)

c. ^0^iHfliH^^^ciS^^S!i^^T*v^^a o (cf. Ex.(f))

(Today is Sunday, but the highway is rather crowded,

isn't it?)

The replaced versions express the speaker's comparison between the

expectation and the reality. So, for example, in [5a], the speaker

expected that sushi served at the restaurant would not be delicious

because the store did not look good or the price was cheap. But he is

pleasantly surprised that sushi served there is pretty good. If such com-

parison between the expectation and the reality is difficult the replace-

ment becomes impossible as shown in [6] below.

[6] *3ei±*3cttfcA-cL'fc**, ^mbtzm^i±m\z^A,tzx^x-to
(cf, Ex.(g))

3?*

kono c- CD dem. adj.

a demonstrative adjective which

indicates a time or time period

around the moment of speech

the last; this past; this; this

coming

w1**
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Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

a*

(Miss Akiyama will marry {this spring / this coming spring}.)

(B)

Number + Counter

*t uft<£ b»*>

— 51

(Yamashita has been absent from class for the past (one) week.)

Formation

(i) ^<7)N

(this autumn ; this coming autumn)

(ii) £ 60 Number + Counter

u. C9—^ (this past year ; this coming year)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(I met Mr. Yoshioka the other day.)

Z.Otztf^(D^oWMl^t^Xv^tztz^t Ltz

(I became a member of this club at this time.)

(Shall we buy a car given this occasion?)

(Why don't we compromise now (lit, around this time)?)

kono 129

g(e) £ 02JEB: « fHKOffl 5t *: LT v> * to
\ , (This summer I'm doing research on Japanese female writers.)

(f) Z<v-MM&¥l < XiH "Ci fcv>£* 7c

(I'll be busy this coming week and probably won't be able to do any-

thing (else).)

(g) -^Iti^o^lc^^tLf t*^o

(When could I meet you next?)

Notes

Kono followed by a certain noun or a number with a certain counter is used

as a temporal phrase. The time or time period indicated by the phrase differs

depending on the noun which follows and the context.

(1) One time in the past (Exs.(a) and (b)):

i

; £ <D
up

is occasion; at this time); «! (D

60m (the other day; a while ago); £ <Dm (last time); 1 <D tz XP (on

this occasion; at this time); £tf>§ (at this time; recently); ZV> {Z
M I # ) (this February / spring)

(2) From one time in the past through the moment of speech (KS(B.)>:

Z. <nH (these days); £ <oW(these days); £ <D- {M Pfl / 'If / ^

}

(this past week / month / year)

(3) Around the moment of speech (Exs.(c) and (d)):

Aft

Z<7)m (on this occasion); £-<£>2T? (around this time); Z<DM^)^
(around this time)

(4) A period of time including the moment of"speech (Ex.(e)):

^ ^# (this spring); - (D IM/H) (this week /month); Z<D —
{Mm / frR / ^} (this week / month / year)

(5) From the moment of speech on (Ex,(f)):

£ ©Rafter this); £^M(from now on); £ <D-{MW I /#}
(the following week / month / year)
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(6) One time in the future (KS(A) and Ex.(g)):

(next time); ZO{B&B / ~R /} (this coming Sunday /

February / spring)

ko shita u5bf: dem. adj.

a demonstrative which refers to

s.o. or s.t. mentioned as an exam-

ple in previous discourse

Key Sentence

such; like this

[REL. § shita\ ko Itta; ko iu\

konna; kono yona; so shita]

Noun

mm

(We do not seem to hear about problems like this in this country.)

formation

7 Ltz N
vtvt

-3 Ltz\* (such people)

Examples

(a)

j)* ih Hit *> *>%

(b)

(c)

(It is clear to anyone what kind of result such behavior brings about.)

(Anyone who has been to Japan would have had such an experience.)

(I make it a rule not to listen to such stories.)

ko shita 131

Ko shita is an adjectival (i.e., pre-noun) form. The adverbial form is ko shite.

Example:

fcfct,*:'* *o£* lie

a) fim^mtzobxm^tzo
> (Our activity started like this.)

* -

[Related Expressions]

L Kono yona and konna (the contracted form of kono yona) mean the

same as ko shita. However, ko shita and kono yona are more formal

than konna and, therefore, mostly used in written Japanese. The adver-

bial form of kono yona is kono yoni. Konna has no adverbial form.

n. The demonstratives ko iu and ko itta also express the idea "such; like

this." However, these expressions do not have corresponding adverbial

forms like ko shite. (See Note.)

HI. So shita like that' and a shita 'like that' are similar to ko shita in

meaning. However, sd shita and a shita cannot be used to refer to s.o.

or s.t. from previous discourse.

[1] 7^y#TlijM(j*t3S<J0:*t
> *&*^**0»«#SrJiH

(In America, when the economy goes bad, it often happens that

big companies lay off a lot of workers. We do not seem to hear

about problems like this very often in this country.)

In general, so shita is used to refer to s.o. or s.t. mentioned by a second

person, as in [2], and a shita is used to refer to s.o. or s.t. mentioned

by a third person, as in [3],

[2] A: 7^y*tf1±*jK*fiS<44i: i *&***fc*4>#«#4:

(In America, when the economy goes bad, it often hap-

pens that big companies lay off a lot of workers.)

B: -f^T-r^o {*5btz/*&$>lt:/*Z5ltz} MHttCl
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(Is that so? We do not seem to hear about problems like

that very often in this country.)

[3] [After watching a news report on a massive layoff by an Amer-
ican company on TV, A talks to B]

(We do not seem to hear about problems like that very often in

this country.)

It should be noted that in [3] ko shita is acceptable ifA talks to B while

watching the report.

koso prt

a particle which emphasizes a

word, phrase, or clause

Key Sentences

(A)

the very ~; It is ~ that ~; only

(when, after, because, etc.);

in particular; precisely; defi-

nitely; [an italicized or under-

lined word]

Noun

(This is the very thing that we've been looking for.)

koso 1 33

B: Noun

(I'm very sorry.) (No, it's me who should say that (lit. be sorry).)

»</ (C)

cm

V""1

—^"

Vfe

—At?

(You can learn something only when you do it by yourself.)

(D)

^i

-

Subordinate Clause (cause / reason) Main Clause

S*tjEj|[tiSLT<ftfc

(We could minimize the problem only because you explained (lit. told)

it to us honestly*)

t '
,

Formation

i-

(i ) N (particle)

u^A^-?* (this man in particular)

ISE £ (to him in particular)

(ii) VteZZ

£ £"^T<I (only when / after s.o. comes here)

(iii) Sinf rt* & w *•

m h & V*j6* & Cl (only because s.o. doesn't know)

S A. E
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(a) A: H*^»Wifa*L-tv»fcA,£ 0

(What on earth were you doing for a whole week?)

(You say that but what were you doing?)

(b) £A*&(K)£*1£3S^^
(On this kind of occasion, in particular, we all have to cooperate in

order to solve the problem.)

(c) 4# - - ^>K*ta-3 o

(I will pass this exam definitely this year.)

(d) *itt*i *$t* <D U - ^- £«,

(That is precisely the kind of behavior we expect from our leader.)

(e) idtCv»-Ci-tVvv*^4|
l
o^5«)^

(You can find a good job only by being here,)

(f) ^:^uU^iiT'Si:fH/:J;o
(It's because you are my friend that I can tell you (even) such a thing.)

(It's precisely because you can't do it that you have to practice more

than others do.)

The particles ga and o are dropped when koso follows (e.g., KS(A) and

Ex.(a)). The ellipsis of e and the temporal, directional, and locational ni

before koso is optional, as in Ex.(b), and (1) and (2).

(1) n > K > / £) Z *#.< ^ £ Ttfo

(Lodon is the place you shouldn't miss.)

(2) ;^|(C) C-f #a&Tv*4 i } li-frtfo

(This university should be the place to find the type of scholar we
are looking for.)

Other particles are not dropped when koso follows.

koto 135

koto awe. n. <w>

an auxiliary noun to express a

command
(Don't) V; should (not); (not)

ought to; may not

[REL. Imperative]

Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf • nonpast • aff

J3C&

(Each presentation should be completed (lit. done) within fifteen

minutes.)

(B)

Vinf- nonpast -neg

iiL

(Do not run on the pool deck.)

(C)

VN

C o

(See page 23 for details.)

Formation

( i ) Vinf-nonpast - aff / neg t

t (should speak)

I§£ & v> d £ (should not speak)
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# (ii) VN ff)Zt

Mcoii (should use)

Examples

(a) &§\MtsZb 0

(Refrain from whispering.)

(b) M^|"Tr^7fl*i<^t 0

(Be sure to listen to the tape beforehand.)

(c) §M\ik%^Z-t
(You may not consult any dictionaries.)

(d) «0£t*&EI£*v*tfc o

(Do not walk around barefoot.)

(e) #S(?-)W#C0^ to

(Bring your own lunch.)

(f) «(£)iffl?>wi 0

(Wear uniforms.)

1
. Vinf • nonpast koto and VN no /roto are used only in written Japanese.

They often appear in rules and regulations.

2. In sentences involving VN no koto, the particles ga, o, and ni are often

dropped, as; in KS(C), Exs.(e), (f), and (1).

(i) a. m*&*A(&mm<Dztc
(The application should be submitted by the applicant in

person,)

b. W«ai*(c)jie^r(k:) *^o^fc 0

(Meet (lit gather) at Tokyo Station at eight o'clock tomor-

row morning.)

ili;*
kotode 137

koto de

a compound particle which indi

cates a means or a cause

by V-ing; because; result in;

cause

[REL. kara; koto ni yori/yotte;

node; tame (ni)]

IKey Sentences

(A)

Means

Vinf-nonpast

(I try to lift my spirits by playing golf on weekends.)

(B)

Sinf* (cause)

ffi**# *^*KWT t > o

(His appearance at the mediation scene complicated the situation even

more. (lit. The situation got even more complicated because he

appeared at the mediation scene.))

*Exceptions: Adj(na)stem ^:tt;NtW:J:t'

Formation

( i ) Means

Vinf -nonpast

# < £ t -e (by going)
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(ii) Cause

Sinf

Iff < / If o-jfc } ^tt (because s.o. wiil go / went)

{ JISW A o jfc } £ t -e (because s.t. is / was high)

Exceptions; Adj(na)stem ft'ui:t;N Itt

iE^'J^ C £ "C (because s.t. is convenient)

jfc "Cafe & -I £ ~C (because s.o. is a woman)

(a) «**+3JHlBt^i:-PRI«l±»ftLA 0

(The problem was solved by my paying 100,000 yen.)

(b) S§Cl±tOt§*?4v^ tT.ft^-^oSM*^LTv^4(0-«ei-o
(She is demonstrating her utmost resistance to me by not talking.)

(c) W^^MBit&tztf<DZ bTt+tth Lv^lM^Tf to
(You can maintain wonderful health just by taking simple exercise in

the morning and evening.)

(d) S^^Ai-t^*4fctl^tt^»)i*^ 0 •

(Wouldn't my participation cause you trouble?)

(I hope I didn't hurt his feelings because I didn't go to his party (lit. by

not having gone to his party).)

(f) mzM%tfT^%ZbxW*$iLX^%>o
(I am sometimes put at a disadvantage because I am poor at English.)

(g) £oi^±$iX-e*4 £ t-e&fci-a i 1 3&»** 0

(In this country there are times when you benefit from being a for-

eigner.)

kotode 139

| When koto de represents a means, the preceding element must be a nonpast
" verb regardless of the tense of the main clause. When koto de represents a

cause, the preceding element can be a verb, an adjective, or a copula in

either the past or nonpast tense.

i

I
n

i

t' i

y i

[Related Expressions]

I. Koto niyori/yotte expresses the same idea as koto de.

[1] IT/ Cfc-^T MMm
*EIoTV>t-to (=KS(A))

[2] ffijW»0#Kffi-CV»ofc£i: {T/CCj;oT/iCj:tJ}

^tttiU-Jtfco 0=KS(B))

II. Tame n/» node, and kara can also indicate a cause. One difference

between these conjunctions and koto de is that "St /cofo cfe S2" can be

used only when the events, actions, or situations in Si and S2 take place

at the same time, as in [3a]. Tame ni, node, and kara 9 on the other hand,

do not have this restriction, as in [3b].

[3] a. ft(±^^w*^gjttau**ofccfc-e u<M(cie&

(Because I didn't study very hard when I was a student,

{my parents often told me off / 1 am in trouble now}.)

b. tttt*£0#"*"i OttfcLfcfrofc {ftlsbiZ / <OV / *>&}

{ J: <« (cofc 6 ti tz I 11* UT c v§ -Jo

(Because I didn't study very hard when I was a student,

{my parents often told me off / 1 am in trouble now}.)

It should also be noted that tame ni indicates a cause, a reason, and a

purpose and that node and kara indicate a cause and a reason, while

koto de indicates a cause and a means, but not a reason.

(<=> fame (ni) (DBJG: 447-51); node (DBJG: 328-31); /cara3 (DBJG:

179-81))



end up (with); cause; come to

mean that

k

Topic

Sinf Vinf

1<vCJ ^ ft

O It
.

(Asking more than this will cause him to suffer too much.)

(B)

Scond Adj.

^w tt£ LT i3^ ft^o tz %

(If we don't do this now, we will end up with an awful situation later.)

(C)

Scond Noun

(If we cannot have this draft cashed, our company will end up in bank-

ruptcy.)

T'40' koto ni naru

koto ni naru ZtC&S pAr.

I i;.

a phrase which indicates that an

action or event leads to a certain

situation or logical conclusion

Key Sentences

(A)

.•j.-i-

P<±r'- " --"L

1 1'.

koto ni naru 141

(D)

pi

;i|

- *

''i'r

.J

Topic

Sinf Sinf*

C^ftlfjuefto*: Si ft*Oi|ifl|i;:¥&&«rft ~> tz

(Ending up with such a result means that there was something wrong
with our preparation.)

I *See Formation (v).

! (E)

Site

Topic

Sinf Sinf

^mw^mzbtifrotz

(The fact that nothing happened this time means that the system is

alright (lit. the situation is alright with this system).)

if- ^
Formation

F( i

)

Vinf • nonpast C i: t ft £

tf < C t ItZ ft I) (end up going; lead s.o. to go)

(H) Adj(/)inf* nonpast CI t

L v> £ t k ft 2 (end up with a difficult situation)

(iii) Adj(na)stem ft Z h K ft h

%W£ Z b ft £ (end up with an awful situation)
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(iv) N t^iZttzftZ

yzwt t v> 9 z t [Z 4 & (end up with a failure; come to mean that s.t.
§

is a failure)

( v) Sinf Z t \z 4 & (Exceptioiis: Adj(na)stem *f — Adj(ria)stem 4 or
jj

Formation (vi); Nrtf —Nt^Sor Formation (iv) or (vi))

i

iiotv^:; t \zf£%> (come to mean that s.t. was wrong)

j^fcfctz Zb\Z?£%> (come to mean that s.t. is alright)

yJ-HAtf* S £ 1 1 4 a (come to mean that s,o. is a foreigner)

(vi) Sinf Z.b\z%%>

A3&£f t £ t [Z & a (come to mean that s.t. is alright)

Examples

(a) rv>& tAl^^Oirv^ |:4«J: 6

(If you don't work now, you'll end up with a terrible situation when

you take the exam.)

(If I / you do such a thing, I / you will end up not being able to appear j

in public again.)

(c) A ft*»H ^Rff# Lr < *i*U*fctf—TtfRcat a Z t \z 4 a
(If Company A donates one million yen, the total sum will become (lit.

;

end up with) ten million yen.)
*

%

(d) t^T^ 4 < wttfJMME Sfefcv^ :ticft!) f to
(If everything goes well, (it means that) I will graduate next year.) m

(That the postcard came back means that he doesn't live at this address i

any longer.) -ft*

(That this costs 2,000 yen a kilo means that this is more expensive.)

o 1m
"3

a

1

/coto n/ nam / koto ni yoru 1 43

X frofo n/ naru is usually preceded by a topic clause (e.g., KS(A), (D),

and (E)) or a conditional clause (e.g., KS(B) and (C)). This clause

represents an action or an event which leads to a certain situation or log-

ical conclusion represented by X.

2. A conditional clause before X -koto ni naru can be either a fa/a-condi~

/ tioaal (KS(B) and Ex.(b)), a ba-conditional (KS(C), Exs.(c) and (d)), or

a to-conditional (Ex.(a)).

3. In another context, S koto ni naru means 'it will be decided that.'

(<=>koto ninaru (DBJG: 202-03))

1

koto ni yoru Z t C <fc § phr. <w>

be due to the fact that; be

caused by; be brought about

by; be the result of; because

[REL. kara da; tame da]
5£J

"

^Key Sentences

(A)

Topic

Noun (result) Clause (cause)

(The failure this time is the result of insufficient discussion beforehand

(lit. due to the fact that the preceding discussion was insufficient).)

; 9V
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(B)

ft

Topic

Clause (result) Clause (cause)
.ft

7

tttf p-rj fit

cr> li

"3 J; ^ LA, fcb* Ci^ J, *< 1-
.

1

Z. h \z X, -h 0
j

(Susumu's delinquency was caused by his parents' lack of affection,
j

Git- The fact that Susumu ran to juvenile delinquency is because his *

parents were not affectionate enough with him.)) s

Formation -jm

Sinf C fc C J: 4 (Exceptions: Adj(na)stem 4 i i: K <t * ; N "C* S-

«£&)

C: t {z X h (because the rent is expensive)

S 3S#f3FiE$|£ Zb\z£%> (because the expression is inaccurate)

B^AtrSj^^ttcii) (because one's mother is Japanese)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

**i tfA,s>> ity>£4 -^.fcHpw* ir*> j: < isztz

(His present success is due to the fact that he worked hard every day

(lit. did not neglect daily effort).)

.#** * *) T v> tz Z. 1 1 i & o

(Their divorce was caused by the fact that their value systems were?

very different.)

(His loss is due to the fact that he tried to win quickly.)

(That his talent was developed to this degree is due to the fact that hi

studied with Mr. Suzuki.)

1'

irk IT

tofo n/ yoru 1 45

S /coto ni yoru is usually preceded by a topic phrase or clause. S represents
ass?- V'..

j
. .

- -

47

the cause of the result represented by the topic phrase or clause.

i.

[Related Expression]

~|.
Tame da or kara da are also used to present a cause. Thus, KS(B), for exam-

± .pie, can be paraphrased as [1],

«/#6JE}„ (=KS(B))
I

It should be noted that "X wa S fame da" and "X wa S kara da" can be used

;
;

jfor "X wa S /cofo niyoru" only when X is a clause. When X is a noun phrase,

lame da and Aata da are unnatural, as in [2].

[2] ^m<0&m±91$<VMli?^j)^+frfz<?tz {CfcCJ:*
*~ ?*>6£} 0 (=KS(A))

Compare [2] with [3], where X is a clause.

[3] a^^E^LfeOJ±#i|ir.O»L^vW+^ofe (ZtfCcfcS/
""""

fctt«/*S«} 0

(It was because we didn't have enough discussion beforehand that

( we failed this time.)

It should also be noted that koto ni yoru represents only a cause. Kara da, on

the other hand, represents a reason as well as a cause and fame da represents

a reason, a purpose, or a cause, as in [4] and [5],

fcECcfcSlo [Reason]

(The reason that he didn't come to the party was that he was busy.)

[Purpose]

(It is to see Haruko that he is coming to the party.)

.(=> kara2 (DBJG: 179-81); tame (ni) (DBJG: 447-51))
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koto wanai Z titter phn

There is-no need Id^ptsne^
sary^there is r no" pdssi

[REL. hazu wahai]

Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf • nonpast

&^ f/ifv# 9 c: t Sr M<

(There's no need to listen to a man like that,)

(B)

Vinf - nonpast

Sit,

(I think that there is no possibility that she will forget today's meeting.)

Formation

Vinf* nonpast*- aff'^ v>

#<-&«i^^ -(there's no^need to go / there is no possibility that s.pr^i

vg0)*

Examples

-a

(a)

(b)

(There is no need to be kind to a guy like that.)

(There is no need at all to be in such a hurry.)

tofo wa nai 1 47

(c) d fc t±-4 t sv> it
((1) I don't think it will be necessary for you to come here. (2) I think

that there is no possibility that you will come here.)

I (d) Ife^^^ffiTff < £fciiftvr?LJ: i*

((1) There will probably be no need for him to take the trouble to go

out there. (2) There is no possibility that he will go out there.)

(I might not have a chance to see you again.)

|
(f) #»*t**ftAiit*±4rv^fcSv^*+o

Sf- (I don't think there is a possibility that I will teach.)

Vinf • nonpast + /cofo wa na/ is used as an expression equivalent to Vinf •

nonpast + hitsuyo wa nai 'there is no need to V or Vinf nonpast +

kandsei wa nai 'there is no possibility that ~/

f
:2. Imsom^Tjeases i/coto*vra^akqaa^ indjaeed', or, 'no

possibiUtyj (e.g., Exs.(c) and (d)). The interpretation depends on the

context or situation.

K

I h

r~3. Vinf- nonpast + koto ga/wa am does not mean "'there is a need to' or

'there is a possibility that (<^> koto ga aru2 (DBJG: 198-99))

) 4. In Vinf • nonpast + koto wa nai, V must be affirmative.

nai koto mo/wa nai)

[Related Expression]

; Vinf + hazu wa nai is very similar in meaning to Vinf + fcofo wa nai 'there is

t

no possibility that ~.' Vinf + hazu wa nai is used when the speaker feels that

! an event is not impossible but that it is unlikely. Compare KS(B) and [1],

'

[1] fflt#*B<D&Xt:&fiZU?tt&\,\-

: ,
(It is unlikely that she will forget today's meeting.)

(t=> hazu (DBJG: 133-35))
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-ku < inflectional ending <w>

and ; so

[REL, -tote]

Key Sentences

(A)

Adj (Ostein

(Kanako's personality was cheerful and innocent.)
. a

(B)

Adj(0stem
F

<,

(I went all the way to give a lecture, but the audience was so small that

I felt discouraged.)

I

St

Examples

(a)

(b)

(The Californian sky was blue and beautiful.)

(C)

(Tom's apartment room in Tokyo is dark and small.)

(Bach's music is very crispy and geometrical.)

(d)
U5 fe*

(The New York Times is high in quality and has many subscribers.)

'%

IE

p ...

-to 149

- (e) *#c7)W0tt4^^tc< <, &&U;:<v\>
(World peace is hard to achieve and hard to maintain.)

(That philosopher's ideas are easy to understand and his writing is sim

pie, too.)

(g) 4togMEA»^:*/fofco
r 1

™

(Last winter there was much snow and it was hard to drive around.)

(I'm afraid of failure, and I can't do anything new.)

Si'

(Yoko felt lonely living alone, so she got a pet cat recently.)

-V

'"•Si-

f :

'5. -

1. Adj(/')stem to is used in written Japanese to function as a continuative

form. When the to-form connects two predicates, the relationship

between the two is either a cumulative relationship as in KS(A) and

Exs.(a) - (f) or a cause / reason relationship as in KS(B) and Exs.(g) -

(i).

2, As the following examples show it appears that the compound adjective

tm, Vmasu tai cannot be used to express a cause / reason relationship as

|;t^ shown in (1), although other compound adjectives can be. used that way

as shown in (2).

(1) a. ??fcttgfl-WWse*ffl!KLfc< f ^<o^ffl)Rfcic^

(I want to publish my own research so I contacted several

publishers.)



ISO -ku

b. ??It±l^i^ib r ^-nrLTWc0

(I was restless, wanting to write a novel since my younger

days.)

(2) a. ^<7)|f^<7)^:^i:Ti^fC< < r ^f>V»tr^)*** ^

(The writer's writings are very hard to read, and I gave up

reading it halfway,)

(Professor Kobayashi's grammar explanation is easy to

understand, and it is a great help to me,)

(The girl appears to be in love with someone, and looks

animated.)

3. Adj(/) ku cannot carry its own tense. Its tense is determined by the tense

of the main predicate.

[Related Expression]

Adj(/)stem -kute can replace all the uses of Adj(/)stem -ku. The difference

between the two are the following. First, -forte can be used in both spoken

and written Japanese, but -ku is restricted to written Japanese. Secondly, -ku

can be used as an adverb as in [1], but -kute cannot be used that way.

[1] a. £*6ofc3S§ K /*<T} m^XTZ^o
(Please write characters larger.)

b. H^i^Si {< /*<T) 4oT3fc 0

(Japanese has become interesting.)

Thirdly, as shown in (2) in Notes, -kute can be used where -ku is not accept-

able. (O Ymasu; te (DBJG: 464-67))

kurai 151

kurai <6l*

a particle which is used to express

the degree of a state

to the extent that; so - that-
i

(almost) ~; at least; the only ~;

rather than ~

[REL hodo]

Key Sentences

'

(A)

Topic Sinf

(We were so tired that we couldn't even take a step* (lit. We were tired

to the extent that we couldn't even walk one step.))

(B)

Sinf

(It is so warm this evening that we (almost) don't need a heater.)

ft- I

(C)

W
Relative Clause Noun Predicate (neg)

Noun

A

(There's no one who is as forgetful as Yamada (lit. who forgets things

as much as Yamada does).)

mm

p

Pi. -.-
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0»

Noun

llA.

(ii)

(I am a poor cook (lit. bad at cooking), but I can at least cook rice.)

(E)

Sinf Noun

(He is the only person who can do this job now. (lit. The person who is

capable enough to do this job is he.))

(F)

Vinf • nonpast Vinf • past

(I would rather die than do such a thing.)

formation

(i) Sinf < J? v> (the same as relative clause connection rules)

W-lf& < h v> (to the extent that one can swim)

(jfc£fe)fli5ft4:;d>ofc < <b.v** (to the extent that (even our teacher)

couldn't do it)

S3 U> < & (to the extent that (I) am frightened)

< h v> (to the extent that (I) feel sorry)

(ii) N < ipv*

tUfflS^ < (to Yamada's .degree)

Aura/ 153

Examples

?
*'(a). -t-0*f±K L J: o < h v»«^-Cv^ 0 .

j. 1

(That house was so damaged that it couldn't be repaired, (lit. That

house was damaged to the extent that it couldn't be repaired.))

(b) Mh±r>t<m-oX^x^x^hti^< h^tz-otzo

(Jiro was so drunk that he couldn't hold himself upright.)

(c) %\9^xi>ttM^< e>^£o

(Even ten dollars would still be too expensive for a book like this.)

i^(d) F
,tffl-$A,< fcv»3i*tov>-f-Ti4rAI±v^4v* 0

(There's no one who is as pitiful as Uchida.)

13(e) &<7>§| < £oV^ t^ofcB#tt^V^ 0

n< (I have never suffered as much as I did that time.)

LA-fev* )h ¥ "Oft

;

(f) SMlX^tzAfcmWbii&iZ h) < &v>a£v>£ fctifrv*,,

(There is nothing as painful as being betrayed by someone you have

trusted.)

ur(g) v> < > *r 7 - < V»TV^St?L l 0 o

(Even though it is a cheap place, there should at least be a shower.)

(h) *A,&9\z!z%$i>ih+<Dlt&tkt:< ^vvtfHGDTtio

(You are the only person who would pay as much as 20,000 yen for

such a thing.)

(I would rather be a beggar than work under such a man.)

1. Kurai can be replaced by gurai without a change in meaning.

2. Kurai expresses the degree of some state, as in KS(A), (B) and Exs.

(a) - (c). kurai (DBJG: 212-13))
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3. Kurai with a negative predicate expresses a superlative, as in KS(C) and

Exs.(d) - (f). KS(C), for example, can be restated as (I).

(i) \km$M$-§£<mz&ti&o
(Mr. Yamada is the most forgetful.)

4, Kurai expresses the idea of *at least,' as in KS(D) and Ex.(g). X kurai in

this use implies that the degree of a state is such that one cannot expect
j

much more than X from that state,
\

5. S no wa X kurai no mono da expresses the idea that the speaker cannot i

think of anyone or anything else but X that meets the description in S. !

In other words, X meets the description in S to the highest degree
;
r

among those the speaker can think of, (See KS(E) and Ex.(h).)
j

"i

6, Vi kurai nara V2 ho ga mashi da expresses the idea that one would rather 1

V2 than Vj. (This structure literally means that if the speaker's situation .

j

is such that he might Vb it would be better for him to V2.) (See KS(F) f

and Ex.(i),)
j.

[Related Expression]
j

Kurai as used in KS(A) - (C) can be replaced by hodo without changing
j

meaning.

[1] $m&-Pi>mf^Hi£&tir^tzo (=KS(A))

[2] ^mtm^wz h-y^^^wfitvio (=ks(b»
\

[3] ihmZAs&i: X <»*:g;fc4A*±v>fc</\> (=KS(Q) j
i .

Kurai as used in KS(D) - (F) cannot be replaced by hodo.
j

.

"5
j

*5

i

kuse ni 1 55

kuse ni < conj.

a conjunction which expresses the

speaker's contempt, anger, or dis-

agreement about s.o/s action, be-

havior, or state

Key Sentences

(A)

although; in spite of the fact

that; and yet; but

[Rel. ni mo kakawarazu\ noni]

Topic Noun

CO

(Although Mr. Yamada is Japanese, he doesn't know many kanji.)

(B)

Topic (subject) Subordinate Clause Main Clause

(In spite of the fact that Yamauchi knows a lot about it, he doesn't tell

me anything.)

Formation f (the same as relative clause connection rules)

(i) N©<*£
#-§t<0 < (Although ~ is a child)

(ii) {V/Adj(/>}inf

{ / ffljfejfc } < £ iZ (Although ~ can / could)

ISv* / SSjJ»o tz) < (Although - is / was weak)

(iii) Adj(na)stem {% / tz^tz] <*£K

IT^% I T^tzvtz] <*£\z (Although - is /was bad at sx.)
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(Although he is a college student, all he does is read comics.)

(b) S#(if tz^O<^lzM^>>' 3 >\z&A,t*^&o
(Although Yoshiko is still a student, she lives in an expensive condo-

minium.)

(c) ft^liT^fc ltztfZ>o

(Takashi is a bad (tennis) player, and yet he wants to play with me.)

(d) l£v*<*K&4"f*fcJ: 0
.

(You are afraid. Don't pretend to be strong.)

(e) fWI±^4t-4vx<il:JWta.L#oTv»4 0

(Takao doesn't have money, and yet he wants a foreign car.)

(Before (the time I became a division chief), Yoshida never greeted me
when he saw me, but he suddenly became friendly when I became a

division chief.)

§,« -5 A tkh Sits < ft

(Don't talk big! You were only a trainee until yesterday!)

1. Kuse ni is used only when the main clause and the subordinate clause

share the same subject. Thus, in the following sentence, kuse ni cannot

be used.

(1) t± * < -y: WM fillertci^v^^^a^^HoT

(Acceptable forms: Si^tttiS&SL {ft(DC-/C^**fo6f}
WHEi"*)

(Although Yoshiko is still a student, her parents have bought her

an expensive condominium,)

kuse ni 1 57

2. Kuse ni is not used when the subject is the first person. In the following,

kuse ni cannot be used.

(2) **UiB#A*> < ^KB#<oii;rt4fcx.&v> O

(Acceptable forms: fcf±B$A {JfcOG / SCfc £>-f } 0^
cQHlfoi*---)

(Although I am Japanese, I cannot sing the Japanese national

anthem.)

3. In conversation, main clauses often drop, as in (3) and (4).

(3) ffrt*, firt»e»ftv^<*C a

(Come on! You don't know anything! (So, keep your mouth

shut!))

(4) g^X-SCo
(Gee, aren't you a man! (You are so sissy!))

[Related Expressions]

I. Noni is similar to kuse ni. In fact, noni can replace kuse ni in KS(A), (B)

and Exs.(a) - (f). Noni, however, does not express the speaker's emotion

as strongly as kuse ni. Thus, noni is not suitable in contexts as Ex.(g),

(3), and (4), where the speaker swears at the hearer. In addition, the

restrictions in Notes 1 and 2 do not apply to noni.

(=>nwrf l (DBJCk 331-35))

n. M mo kakawarazu expresses an idea similar to noni and kuse ni. How-

ever, ni mo kakawarazu is a highly formal and bookish expression and it

expresses no emotion. Therefore, it cannot be used in highly emotive

situations as in Ex.(g), (3), and (4). Note that the formation rules are

different from those of kuse m\ as in [1].

[1] ( i ) {V / Adj(/)}inf 1 6 fc-f

{fcB#*/ffl*fc} izbfrfrtoh-f (in spite of the fact

that s.o. can / could)

tSiv> /-ffi^o tz) iz i> iv^fc-fcl* (in spite of the fact

that s.t. is / was expensive)



{Adj(na)stem / N} {tftivtz) fci>frfrt>h-f

(^S / ?FMt* o tz } iz 4 frfrfo hT (in spite of the fact

that s.t. is / was inconvenient)

{#lt/«fio7t) fc-f (in spite of the fact

that s.o, is / was a child)

(•=> n/ mo kakawarazu)

made mo nal 159

made mo nai p/*r.

There is no point in going as far as

to do s.t

Key Sentences

(A)

not necessary (to bother) to; do

not need (to go as far as) to; do

not have to

[REL. hitsuyo wa nai; hodo no

koto mo nai; ni wa oyobanai]

Vinf-nonpast

AS "5

(This is a simple calculation, so it is not necessary (to bother) to use a

calculator,)

(B)

Vinf-nonpast

Lx£V£i,»£o tilt

(Needless to say, George Washington was the first president of the

United States.)

Formation

VInf • nonpast t "C & & V*

grf i "C h & ^ (not necessary (to bother) to talk)

Examples

(a) S^f*^*^wi^8c3*tfcotts^ tx*i>%\,\

(It goes without saying that he was respected by everybody.)

(b) E/Jk^^^^^i»fc^^< S"C44rv>TL.t 3o

(It is not important business, so it is probably not necessary for you to

(take the trouble to) get there.)
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(c) mnsftfr& z 1 bmm lxn < t ? t *^

^

D

(We can find out when we get there, so we don't need to call and ask

about it.)

(Needless to say (now), Prof. Yamanaka is a leading figure in this

field.)

(e) ttumWi- & *-Ctfl:<W^^«rCt £ 0

(It is so obvious that no explanation is necessary.)

(f) #oi-Ci^<i«iv^vf,ioT§^ 0

(My wife came back from shopping without my having to wait for her.)

The adverbial form made mo naku is also frequently used. (See KS(B),

Exs.(e) and (f).)

[Related Expressions]

I. Hitsuyo wa nai is similar to made mo nai in meaning.

However, the former lacks the sense of going as far as to do s.t. or

bothering to do s.t.

[1] ^tiiiW^ftft^^IfiC^^ffi^EiiiftV^o
(This is a simple calculation, so it is not necessary to use a

calculator.)

In addition, no hitsuyo wa nai can be preceded by a noun, as in [2].

[2] z<o\sx hyy&^Uo&mtt&^o
(No reservation is necessary at this restaurant.)

n. Hodo no koto mo nai and ni wa oyobanai are very similar to made mo
nai except that ni wa oyobanai is usually not used in the adverbial form.

[3] z.fiim^m§tz^hnnmm {*T$&wfii:(Dz
fcfc&WCfSj&tfftlMo (=KS(A))

made mo nai I mai 1 61

W^iotlto (=Ex.(f))

Ni wa oyobanai can be preceded by a noun, as in [5] and [6].

[5] fc*Ucti&^4-tf%o

(You don't need to thank me.)

[6] ^bmutj^t/i^:A, 0

(You don't need to worry.)

HI. No wa iu made mo nai 'It goes without saying that and iu made mo
naku 'needless to say' are idiomatic phrases; there are no substitute

phrases for these expressions.

mai 3;V aux. <w>

an auxiliary which expresses the

speaker's negative volition or con-

jecture

Key Sentences

(A)

will not; will probably not; be

probably not

Vinf-nonpast

(I will not ask any more favors of Hashimoto.)
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"(B)

Vinf-nonpast

(Probably no one will notice this.)

(C)

Adj(/)stem

(There probably won't be many participants.)

CD)

Adj(fla)stem

(This teaching method is probably not very effective.)

(E)

Noun

(I have a feeling that this is some kind of mistake, (lit. Is this not some

kind of mistake?))

( i ) Vinf nonpast $ v *

fr < 4 ^ ((I) will not go; probably won't go)

x & £ ((I) will not teach; probably won't teach)

mai 163

(ii) Adj(/)stem < l±***v>

j M< t±& & $ v > (s,t. is probably not expensive)
H

f-

7 :

l
(iii) {Adj(na)stem/N} "Ci±*4£'i/*

jj;
B"3M?'t±3b-5 4 v> (s.t. is probably not quiet)

;
"C II 4) & f v * (s.o.- is probably not a teacher)

Examples

(a) f -f - t± 4 9 fir < 4 v>

. mm
(I will not go to Kiyoshi's parties any more.)

i: ISA. 1J:

(b) a*^ffi n ?Hr < £ v^jSrp fc 0

|i (I couldn't decide whether I should go to Japan or not.)

i

((
(c) ?Ktt£#*0S$-fci«J<*v^

(He probably won't listen to anyone.)
L

: (d) Wi^K* {£-i±!i2>5f^tt*4 4 v>0

(It is probably not necessary for us now,)

(This problem is probably not very difficult for these students.)

(f) V 3 - Vtf)i$fk &k o X S CO Si* I) 4 V > i»0

(I have a feeling that George knows the truth.)

L Ma/ is basically a written form. It is usually used in formal writing.

(cj> daro (DBJG: 100-02) ; madid (DBJG: 240-43))

2. For Gr. 2 verbs, Vmasu is occasionally used instead of Vinf-nonpast.

For irregular verbs, sumai and komai are sometimes used instead of

surumai and kurumai, respectively.

(I) m$i>*)Mmtkxti<\
(He probably won't teach English any more.)
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3.

4.

5.

(2)

(3)

(She probably won't do such a thing.)

(Such an opportunity probably won't recur Git. come again).)

-:6

it

.-«,--

Vinf « nonpast mai expresses the speaker's negative volition. Like Vvol-

mai does not have a past form. The past tense is expressed by other

verbs, as in (4) - (5).

(4)
at

Jt*xn—T4~tel$i> off < tl^Hofc (cf.Ex.(a))

(I decided (lit. thought) that I would not go to Kiyoshi's parties

any more.)

->'i*

(5) 6 d«*Kli^tilfr*C^^K-gt*fc 0 (cf. KS(A))

(I am determined not to ask any more favors of Hashimoto.)

(=> - yd to omou (DBJG: 569-7 i))

1

The volition of someone other than the speaker can be expressed by,

mat, as in (6), f
i-"

ill*

(6) JS^iiito^—f-r ^-Kiit ^ff<*^tJBofeo
(Keiko decided (lit thought) that she would not go to Kiyoshi's

parties any more.)

Note that to omou 'think that* is used to express the volition of some- Jg

one other than the speaker Thus, (7) expresses the speaker's conjecture f
rather than Keiko's volition.

(7) B^tm<D^-f->i -i,zi±i>7ft<&\,\ 0

(Keiko probably won't go to Kiyoshi's parties any more.)

Vinf-nonpast mai to sum expresses the idea of "try not to V"

(8)

. to~

(He tried to take my bag, but I held it tightly under my arm, try-

;

ing to keep it from being taken.)

temiru (DBJG: 246-47))
..t?f

to
fox

6.

7.

§78
ft"

ma/ / masaka 1 65

When this structure is used in a subordinate clause, sunt is often

omitted, as in (9),

(9) ftttHW<*)-*^tMofeo
(I hung in there, trying not to lose (the game).)

Vvol ka Vinf' nonpast mai ka expresses the idea "whether (I) will V or

not," as in Ex.(b).

When mai expresses the speaker's conjecture, its meaning is similar to

nai cfero, Mai, however, is more formal .

Because mai is seldom used in conversational Japanese, ja (the con-

tracted form of ote wa) am mai rarely occurs.

'in:-

£-.W-

Imasaka

V,

!r

r

:

fr'i
"7

Sentences

(A)

incredible; never thought;

never dreamed; surely not; im-

possible; don't tell me that ~;

not at all likely; absolutely not

[REL. yomoya]

(I never dreamed that Michiko would marry that kind of a guy.)
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(B)

*

(Don't tell me that you forgot my birthday!)

(C)

fit *{f tf <

(Surely he won't show up on such a cold day!)

(D)

4 S*

(Lately I haven't heard from my father, but God forbid that he might

be ill.)

(E)

B: i?4»0

(A: I heard that an old man of 70 entered a high school. B: Incredible!)

(i) is^s tut {JS^ft^ofc/lTifrfeAft^o^jo

({I didn't believe / 1 never thought} that it would snow.)

r

masaka 1 67

(ii) i$frs ^two-raj ^wi^fto

(Don't tell me that you are going to quit the company.)

(iii) 4 3-*»Sii-fjJ*iSrv» 0

(It is not at all likely that it will snow in April.)

(iv) tS*>S4v> 0

4 S ^*fi#£ 4 v> 0 (Don't tell me it's going to snow.)

f

VVN11lfHrilW

(a) 4S^I^-3i^Mt4s&i^4-tttBv»4*^LfcJ:o
(I never thought that I would be involved in a traffic accident.)

(b) * ?^wi^l^-E"Cv^ffi^^ t MfjLX ^ -v^^o fc e

(I never dreamed that I could pass the bar examination on my first

attempt.)

.

(c) ^MiLT^&tft, iZfrMktvft^Tlxvtoo
(You look pale. Are you sure you are not ill?)

(I don't believe that you bought me such an expensive diamond ring!)

(Don't tell me a good person like that killed someone.)

(I never thought that he would become a Japanese language teacher.)

(g) i $ HwAjit*^4^: t *#3 Ji1*tifrv*? L * 0

(It's not at all likely that she has said such a thing!)

(h) t^sUfc^rtf^fc, * $*9ii|*4*v» 0

(Since it is May it is very unlikely that it will snow.)
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(i) illURWH,, *S3&»ftOi|g«W:KfflJj|f+4*>tt»CttV^< iv\
(Because my mother is in the hospital right now, it is impossible to

expect her to attend my wedding.)

(j) A: ^5^S^I±fl*»'fr-^L*^^WLTV»^rv^<D^c
(

(Smith has studied Japanese for only one year, hut he is fluent,

you know,)

B; * $*\, (Impossible!)

1
.

The adverb masaka is used to express the speaker's strong belief that an

action or a state is not expected to become or to have become a reality.

The action or the state is usually s.t. that is not desirable for the speaker,

but not always. Take Ex.(b), for example: no doubt it was a very desir-

able thing for the speaker to have passed the bar examination on his first

attempt. The adverb masaka simply emphasizes that he did not expect to

pass it.

2. The final predicate is either a thinking verb, a conjecture expression

dard, or an expectation expression hazu, (wake ni wa iku) mai, and all

take a negative form, as shown in Formation.

3. As shown in KS(E) and Ex.(j), masaka can be used by itself as an excla-

mation meaning 'incredible!' or 'impossible!'

4. There is a set phrase masaka no toki, meaning 'the time of need.'

(1) t^^Omz^^xW^iLX^tSi^^lo
(You'd better provide against the time of need.)

[Related Expression]

The adverb yomoya can express the same idea as masaka. The difference

between the two is that yomoya cannot be used as an exclamation.

[1] A: tt^Cv^^SCA^fc^To
B; fSiffr/'cfcfcVJo

masaka I mashida 1 69

[2] A: X <A S^{±B*|g*—^U^ttaUT^-ftv^t, ^7^9

B: {*Sfr/*J:$¥} 0

Except for the two examples above, all the uses of masaka in KS and Exs.

can be rephrased with yomoya.

better; less objectionable; pre-

ferable; might as well -

[REL. //]

Vinf-nonpast Vinf-past

& *9

(If this is the salary, it would be better to quit.)

(B)

-fofc i Ltz a

(This new Japanese teacher is much better than the former teacher.)

mashida $ b fc adj. (na)

Key Sentences

(A)
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(Q

*
i

(Isn't there coffee that's a bit better?)

(I might as well work as enter such a college.)

(b) ^4^U»l$i*+*<&v>4<b, ^WiLtfo
(It is better to die than to lead such a life.)

(c)

A

$lk^ff < < b^bbl&VTUVVbkx^ltlJWtLt**
(It's better to watch TV at home rather than going to school.)

(d) ZAs%i?^ZM&'k'<% < 5>v^^M<>*-<4v^36»v^o
(It's better not to eat anything rather than eating such an untasteful

meal.)

(e) Y y > t *) Z<DUA h 9 Wfi&t Ltz 0

(This restaurant is better than that restaurant over there.)

(f) ::(?)itiv^w, SK^BiOiL-etfeo
(Summer here is hot, too, but it's better than summer in Tokyo.)

'*,< < ** ,
•***

(g) fltO¥4i:-Ct*v^tir, SO«ti)4L^o
(My car is also very old, but it is better than yours.)

(h) jftttfiz^R-Ci, ^iOSU'c
(Although the salary is just 20,000 yen it's better than nothing.)

(i) #^d£v*i#^TtllW^
(You say your house is small, but it is much better than our house, you

know.)

, ^ , KMTA. tot

(j) kSfrLt L4AM£**3 tlotwito
(I am thinking of becoming a slightly better person.)

mashida I mata wa 1 71

(k) £<&#T>Mitt^T^fco £05HKfc?#L£ l^^f^liiv^t

(This hotel is awful. Isn't there a slightly better hotel around here?)

Mashi is an Adj(na) which is used to indicate that s.t. / s.o, or a situation is

better than s.t. / s.o. else or another situation even though it / he / she is not

satisfactory. As for the use of mashida, it is exactly like any other Adj(na).

[Related Expression]

Mashida in all KS and Exs. can be replaced by ii, but the former always

implies that s.o. or s.t. is not satisfactory but better, whereas the latter sim-

ply means that s.o. or s.t. is better.

[1] a. £A,&i&fl-*ifed(< &vO-*fc#a6fc#iW,H\, (cf.KS(A))

b. ^*^)-a*Bf^jfc^ttSojfeftJ: *9-fottHv0 (cf.KS(B)>

c. z <d * t \i x>

t

v
*
-ct& o zwmzbv&Lv lr'

v* f-^ (4

4

v^tLn^o (cf.Bx.(k))

mata wa £ jfc (i con/ <w>

a conjunction which connects two

choices or possibilities expressed

by noun phrases or sentences

or ; either - or ~

[REL. ~ ka ~; ~ ka ~ ka dochi-

raka; soretomo]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Noun Noun

IfAS K

w, itz\±

(Please pay either in cash or by check.)

(B)

Noun Noun

A $tzl± B

(Select either A or B.)

(Q

Sinf Sinf

(I guess that either I misheard the phone number or this number (lit.

phone) is no longer in use.)

Formation

(i) N (*»), ittiN

a$s§ OW, tfcfi&HS (either Japanese or English)

(ii) Staffs tfcliSinf

^fc *4 < , 4 ?t tiMM & "f h (either write a letter or make a

phone call)

Examples

(a) i fcl±.WfiO-#-Jv-^yS:ftoTTSv^

(Please use a black or blue ball-point pen.)

mafa wa 1 73

(b) -$&T<Dmmfr), SfcliW#RJKT0«t$ o

(Imprisonment up to three years or a penalty up to one million yen.)

(c) «W3-^s:JR*^, itzimm&mmtL

(I have to work during the day, so I have no choice but to take a night

course or look for a tutor)

(A letter that I assumed was mailed two weeks ago has not reached the

addressee yet. It is probably that my secretary forgot to mail it or that

the post office made a mistake.)

When mata wa connects two noun phrases, ka after the first noun phrase is

optional, as in KS(A), (B), Exs.(a) and (b).

[Related Expressions]

I. Soretomo is similar to mata wa in that it connects two possibilities, as

in [1].

[1] «SS#^*»SitAfc* l {**:«/ fftfc*} t4£0>WKtt
«fcitrv^v^3ff%7 0 (=KS(C))

However, soretomo can connect questions whereas mata wa cannot.

[2]

<

4Mf§**3i\> {**ifc£/**jfc<ih $$rtik'VftSi1rfro

(Will you go by car? Or will you go by plane?)

(^soretomo (DBJG: 421-22))

II. N (ka) mata wa N can be paraphrased as N ka N, as in [3] and [4]. N
ka N is more informal.

[3] Sfcfi/#} «fttfi^T?^c (=KS(A))

[4] H {(#>), *jfctt/#} #©#-^^S:ttoTT5^ 0 (=Ex.(a))

(^/ra1 (DBJG: 164-66))
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m. Sinf ka, mata wa Sinf can be paraphrased as Sinf ka Sinf ka, dochi-

raka . , as in [5] and [61.

[5] mBff-S-iMSSxfc*, 4^C^«Bl±ffi*?*LT^4v^,
£5 5#*Ortf%3 0 (=KS(Q)

[6] siift3w**a**>,

if£6#L^&v> 0 (=Ex.(c))

-me S

a suffix which represents an ordi-

nal number
-th; -th one

Key Sentences

(A)

(B)

Starting Point Number -f Counter

¥ =•& @

(My car is the second one from the right.)

Starting Pt. Number + Counter Noun

i J.

± § (D

(It is in the third drawer from the top.)

me 1 75

Formation

Number + Counter g
J:

E3A g (the fourth (person))

Examples

(a) Uj*5fe4i±tf^t>-:?iJg, 2*fe=AEOAfio
(Mr. Yamamoto is the person third from the left in the second row.)

(b) -Bitt&BfcLfco

(I failed the first time.)

(c) Z(DB «&-/a Ic & £ o

(This Japanese program is in its fifth year (this year).)

(d) 3£il B* $> jfe& felfcx. K 4 U S + d

(From the fifth week on Mr. Hayashi will teach this class.)

(e) ±s;^^^i»-fil;Iit^o
(Miss Ueno will perform first.)

(f) A: *4<0>U*V >&W£gX*i-fro
(How many violins have you used so far?)

B: ^BTwto
(The present one is my sixth.)

1. -me in this use is always preceded by a number and a counter.

2. The counter -tsu changes to -ban for numbers larger than nine, as in (1),

(1) ...,Xoa, XoB, +#§, ...

(..-., eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, , . .)
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-men suf.

a suffix which forms a compound
that means a side of X, or an

aspect ofX

(on) the side of; (from) the

aspect of; (from) the stand-

point/viewpoint of; in terms

of

[REL. fen (cte)I

Key Sentence

—" "

—

Noun Noun

M Tim
-

(He is excellent in terms of his academic performance (lit. on the side
of his academic performance) but he seems to have some psychological
weakness (lit. have some weakness on the side of his psychology).)

Formation

Nffi

(the aspect of operation; the standpoint of operation)

Examples

(a)

(This restaurant pays close attention to hygiene (lit. the hygienic
aspect).)

(b)
C#0

(Mr. Fujita tends to view things from the technical standpoint alone.)

(The land owners here receive favorable treatment in terms of tax.)

(d) ^oM^oMpi+Sttw^JBtt^-i:
(That candidate's speech is not convincing (lit. lacks persuasive power)
from the standpoint of policy.)

-men / miseru 1 77

£f>U* I- ISA. »i , r #< LAIJV

(e) lfe*liH*^froTfe»*ffi*±/tEL4 < T *>.V>v 0

(She does not need to worry about language (lit. the aspect of lan-

guage) when she goes to Japan.)

(f) w oiiiftffiifi < ffffi £ ttfco

(This car was highly regarded in terms of performance.)

1. -men is typically followed by the case particles cfe, nl
t
and kara, and the

topic marker wa. Wa may appear alone or with other case particles (e.g.,

KS and Ex.(e)) with the exception of ga and g,

2. Men can also be used as an independent noun and has the same mean-

ing as the suffix -men, as in (1),

(1) ffi^^liv^v^oBB-TSv^ffffi^^trv^ o

(His studies have been rated high in various aspects.)

miseru owe v (Gr. 2)

the speaker's strong determination

to achieve s.t. for others to see

can manage to; will definitely

do; am determined to

Key Sentence

Vte

(I will definitely write a novel and get the Akutagawa Prize.)

Formation

Vte (Gk 2)
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K A,*?
1

(I will definitely read it / 1 will show you how to read it.)

(a) ftii t o& flfc ft o r o

(I am determined to become the president of this company.)

(b) &ii^>cO/^>'9-Aft^O :f t|S4f LT^-ti-^^o

(I can manage to marry that handsome guy.)

(c) HS^-yo^Sr-^ju-eR^^a-fo
(I will definitely read a 300-page book in one hour.)

(This year I will definitely finish writing my M.A. thesis.)

(e) —HttS^- h^4r+-»T*j6o-C**fco
(Kazuo managed to run 100 meters in 11 seconds.)

1. Vte miseru expresses primarily the speaker's strong determination to

demonstrate his / her ability to accomplish s.t.

2. When miseru retains the literal meaning of 'show' a particular action,

the tense of miseru can be either nonpast or past as shown in (1) and (2)

below, but if miseru does not retain the original meaning, the tense of

the verb cannot be past, as shown in (3) and (4) below,

*tt t>iv>§ to

(1) ft{±-tOffl*-&"?*fc#fi LXfrVfco

(I drank up the sake in one breath for others to see.)

(2) -SttS* - h *tt-»1f*oT**fco (=Ex.(e))

(3) ^IliiOftttOttitCftoTWSU^ (cf.Ex.(a))

(4) *fe I± tf> / ^ >*A ftH^ t U*«Lfco (cf. Ex.(b))

3. Since Vfe miseru expresses the speaker's own determination to do

something, the subject can be neither the second person nor the third

person,

miseru / mo 179

(5) *:o#ttottJt:ioT*tst*o
(Are you determined to become the president of this company?)

(50 *Rm*Mtz*>&ft<Dtt&K&vx#vtito
(Mr. Yamada is determined to become the president of the com-

pany.)

(6) ??I>-fi^+-fK*oTMSt^0

(Are you determined to run 100 meters in 11 seconds?)

(6') WiXS^SA/ttW-*- #T3feoT#tfSTo
(Smith is determined to run 100 meters in 11 seconds,)

The reason why (6) and (6') are better than (5) and (5') is that in the

former miseru partially retains the original meaning of 'show* as a

volitional verb. In fact, (7) is a good sentence,

(7) I^h^tt-»ftot#tT(<im*o
(Won't you show us that you can run 100 meters in 11

seconds?)

mo & prt.

also; too; (not) either; (not)

even

Key Sentences

(A)

Vmasu

±L*JjS' £ fc UftfcC-sffv* 4 net*** ti L HI

(Although Mr. Yoshioka is seventy this year, he runs one kilometer

every day. He occasionally swims, too.)
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(B)

Adj(/)stem

a buz

BBS <

(This book is beneficial and, on top of that, it is also interesting.)

(C)

Adj(na)stem

it' A( life L* t < S jt$ v< tS

*«« T &

(This movie is not interesting and not particularly educational, either.)

(D)

Noun

*i< « U K z l

(Mr. Okuda is a lawyer and also a novelist.)
4

(E)

Vmasu

Aft* 6

(Recently Yuriko does not (even) look at me even if we pass each other

in the hall.)

(i) Vmasu / i>

SI'* & "t* S (also read)

& L £-vv (do not read, either ; do not even read)

mo 181

(ii) Adj(/)stem < / <

3c < & (s.t. is also cheap)

§£ < 4 v -1

(s.t. is not cheap, either ; s.t. is not even cheap)

(iii) {Adj(na)stem/N} "t?fc$>& /ft £v*»

0 TfeS>'5> (s.t. is also convenient)

fIJ-C & ft ^ (s.t. is not convenient, either ; s.t. is not even con

venient)

5fei*C & h h (s.o. is also a teacher)

& & v> (s.o. is not a teacher, either ; s.o. is not even a teacher)

0

Kxampks

(a) litzvTtefrUfti\£m^i>t&-?L£ $

(Apes also laugh if something is funny, right?)

(Ken'ichi didn't go home for three days right after their marriage, but

Kazuyo didn't cry. She didn't get mad, either.)

(c) *0>7'<- Mi*4 9«*l|-?H;4v>L£< 6 4k
(That apartment is not convenient and not inexpensive, either.)

(d) a3tt*{i-KHfar± l eflftt-cfc*4o

(Excursion tickets are convenient ; on top of that, they are also eco-

nomical.)

o

(Mr. Taguchi is not even a friend. How come you do so much for him?)

(Why are you going to buy a thing like that which is not even cheap?)

Notes

1. Verbals with mo embedded in them (i.e., Vmasu mo surufshinai,
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Adj(Ostem ku mo aru/nai, {Adj(na)stem / N} de mo aru/naf) are used in

the following situations.

(1) A is X and A is Y, too, or A is not X and A is not Y, either.

(Here, X and Y are different adjectives or nouns.) (e.g., KS(B),

(C), Exs.(c) and (d))

(2) A does X and A does Y, too, or A does not do X and A does not

do Y, either. (Here, X and Y are different verbs and Y is not

accompanied by a noun with the particle ga, o, e, or ni.) (e.g.,

KS(A), Exs.(a) and (b))

When the second verb is accompanied by a noun marked by the particle

ga, o, e, or ni, wo marks the noun instead of the verb, as in (3).

(3) a. ^mZMt^-k+Mtztf, ++nSM oH^^ 0

(Ga is replaced by mo.)

(Although Mr. Yoshioka is seventy this year, he can run ten

kilometers. He can also do judo.)

? X %> o (O is replaced by mo.)

(Although Mr. Yoshioka is seventy this year, he runs one

kilometer every day. He occasionally does aerobics, too.)

(Although Mr. Yoshioka is seventy this year, he runs one

kilometer every day. He occasionally comes to the gym,

too.)

Compare the above examples with (4).

(Although Mr. Yoshioka is seventy this year, he runs one kilo-

meter every day. He occasionally dances {at discos /with his

wife}, too.)

mo 183

Here, the verb is accompanied by a noun marked by de or to. In this

case, mo must mark the verb rather than the noun. If mo marks the

noun, the discourse becomes unacceptable, as in (5).

(5) #W3^l±^-b+*£#, &B-*uM%o {*x-fX=1

?$/**Afc*>} m-'io

(Although Mr. Yoshioka is seventy this year, he runs one kilo-

meter every day. He occasionally dances {at discos, too (as well

as other places) / with his wife, too (as well as other women)}.)

(omo 1 (DBJG: 247-50); mo2 (DBJG: 250^-53))

Mo sometimes appears with no specific reference, as in (6), a typical

opening in written correspondence.

(6) z.(dz*>t*+&
9 ^frtf&kztx+t

36*0

(How are you during cherry blossom season? (lit. Cherry blos-

som information is also heard these days. How are you?))

In this situation, the mo indicates that other things which herald the

arrival of spring are implied while the cherry blossom news is being

reported.

Mo is often used in double negative sentences, which can be para-

phrased as nai koto mo nai, as in (7).

(7) a. #Sfc<fc<**l*0 (»tfSfc<*^Cfc*ftt%)
(It's not that I do not want to go.)

(-... ^e>*t*z-t*4^
F ;..)

(It's not that I don't understand what he says; I just can't

agree with it.)

(cc> «. mo - mo (this volume; DBJG: 255-57))
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-mo - ba str.

a structure which expresses the

i idea that a certain amount of s-.t is

sufficient to do s.t.

Key Sentence

be enough to/for; if ~ at least;

if - as much/many as ~, it will

be enough to

Number + Counter Vcond

IPC

(Three hours are enough to see everything in this art museum, (lit. If

you have as many as three hours, you can see everything in this art

museum.))

I OHiuJioii

Number + Counter & Vcond
r ha.

EA & Stiff (if five people come, it will be enough to ~)

Kxamples

(a)

(b)

(20,000 yen will probably be enough, (lit. If you take as much as

20,000 yen with you, it will probably be sufficient))

(As for beer, if we buy two dozen, it will be enough (lit. we will be all

right).)

u>-3 L»9 $}£

(c) -ilHfe ttn.«f#»t*J:'5K40ii-o
(It will take no more than a week until you can walk (lit. until you

become able to walk).)

(d) i, -mmm^ifcfrfr&o
(Listening two or three times is / will be sufficient for understanding

most of it.)

~ mo ~ ba / ~ mo ~ mo 1 85

->mo~ tara can also be used to express this idea, although it is less common.

(i) - (Dmrnrntsmm* o *: s n % *l* 0 (=ks)

both - and ~; neither - nor

also; (not) either

Vmasu Vmasu

(Because I have a backache, I can neither stand nor sit still.)

(B)

Vmasu Vmasu

ftWWIt, J; <
JL*A

(Loving haiku, I read them a lot and I write them myself (too).)

- mo ~ mo str.

a structure which presents two

states or actions of s.o. or s.t.

Key Sentences

(A)
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(Q

Adj(/)stem Adj(/)stem

cfc < * <

(That apartment is neither good nor cheap.)
1

'(D)

Adj(/)stem Adj(/)stem

< <

(His writings are interesting and also easy to read.)

(E)

Adj(na)stem Adj(/ia)stem

±¥
^ ft

(Her English is neither particularly good nor bad.)

(F)

Noun Noun

*>

(He is neither a relative nor a friend.)

(G)

Noun Noun

& V>£ 0

(In my class, there are Chinese students and there are Spanish students

too.)

- mo - mo 1 87

Formation

(i) a. Vmasu & Vmasu I L£v>

M<%- & j? § & i" & (both read and write)

&# § & L & v » (neither read nor write)

b. Vmasu i> { t / i~& L I 1~tU;f } Vmasu if*

St* t ( L / +4 L / -f } # S 1" S (read and also write)

c. Vmasu {-ttT / Lft^L / L&ttftlf} Vmast/ 'fe L&v>

W*4 / Lfc^L/ L4»t*Uf} & L&v> (do not

read and do not write, either)

(ii) a. VN t> VN 4-fA / L4v>

fl-St fe-ffiHft & 1" £ (both cook and clean)

fi-ft t> flMft t> L4 v> (neither cook nor clean)

b. N & {L/t&L/tfttf} N

t ( L / 1" * t / i* ftff } JiB& 6 1" * (cook and also clean)

c. N * {tf-f / L£v>L/ L&tttUf} N &L*V>

4 {*r/ L&v^L/ L&ttfttf} JMfefcLfcv* (does not

cook and does not clean, either)

(iii) a. Adj(/)stem < 6 Adj(/)stem < 4 *5- / fc"v>

"9*tL<tS6-L<"t*S (both happy and sad)

rtt L < 4 JK L < & £r v "> (neither happy nor sad)

b. Adj(/)stem < & L / ftfUf} Adj(/)stem < 4

/*4L/**iHrj ffiL< (happy and

also sad)

c. Adj(/)stem < <> { & < / & L / & tt*il£} Adj(/)stem < &
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(not happy and not sad, either)

(iv) a, {Adj(na)stem/N} "Cfc {Adj(na)stem/N} /

lEfOT 6 & & 4 (both convenient and economical)

& ft?6fft5.T is fc-v* (neither convenient nor economical)

b. {Adj(na)stem/N} -pfe L /iittf}

{Adj(/ia)stem/N} -Ck*£

«fll"Ct y*S.L/**ilf} gSF»"Ct*4 (convenient

and also economical)

c. {Adj(na)stem/N} {&< /*v>L / att-tUf}

{ Adj(na)stem / N} t? 4 ft v *

flffU-et {&< /&WL/&iftU£) ftSfftrcfeav* (not con-

venient and not economical, either)

(a) %\t v^ym^hm^^BL^m^o
(When it comes to German, I can both read it and speak it.)

(b) £ ^lfc?4#iiit L+¥ £ L1~ ¥ 4 *-f , *, x $ i*v^ 0

(This textbook is not too difficult and not too easy, either; it's just

right.)

(c) #7©SU^U*St Uftittitf*^ L£v> 0

(Bob's wife does not cook and does not clean (the house), either.)

(This story is not interesting and not funny, either.)

(e) Afflftt±*«±^6*ij
f hmvk&& 0

(Mr. Okuda is a lawyer and also a novelist.)

~ mo ~ mo / mono (da) 1 89

(I checked the word in the dictionary and also asked my friend, but I

didn't get the meaning after all)

(That man is smart and handsome, too, but I'm unable to like him for

some reason.)

1. As the rules in Formation (ii) show, when sum-verbs such as benkyo-

suru are used in this structure, mo follows the verb stem (i.e., VN)
rather than Vmasu (i.e., VN shi), as in (1).

a) a. ^eimi <m& {u/t&b/Tfttf} aaft-fetio

(Taro studies hard and he also does a lot of exercise, too.)

b. **6NiJ:<tt5ftL4 ib /tib /ttitt) &MLb't.h 0

2. As in KS(G), Exs.(f) and (g), when a clause contains a noun other than

the topic, mo marks the noun rather than the predicate.

(c$>~mo~ mo (DBJG: 255-57))

mono (da) %><D(t£) n. <w>
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Key Sentences

(A)

Topic Relative Clause

m&> n ^ u a - ^o« t ^ ^i±

x$>& 0

(Most of the present computers are those which are called (lit things

which are called) the von Neuman model.)

(B)

Sentence!

(C Company announced an experimental model of an obstacle detector

for the blind,)

Sentences

Topic Relative Clause

Sentence2 (cont.)

Relative Clause (cont.)

(This device enables (lit. is something which has enabled) blind people
to recognize (lit. feel) obstacles ahead of them through stimuli to their

skin.)

mono (da) 191

If
(C)

Topic Vinf

uf&< t m< t

(It is predicted that the U.S. trade deficit will remain as it is for a while.)

I

1.1

""J !^ M

r ^
s* _

Formation

Kxamplcs

I (same as the rules for the relative clauses)

1 00

i.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(The content of this book generally applies to any society (lit. is some-

thing general which applies to any human society),)

(This is something which should be called a revolutionary discovery.)

(D Company has decided to reduce the price of M-type word-proces-

sors by five percent. Their aim is to regain (lit. This is to aim at regain-

ing) their recently declining share of the word-processor market.)

(The first meeting of the Study Group for University Entrance Exami-

nations was held at a hotel in Tokyo yesterday. This study group was

started for the purpose of reviewing the present university entrance

examination system which is criticized frequently these days.)

(This problem is expected to solve itself when the time comes.)
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(It is predicted that the world of electronics will continue advancing

rapidly from now on, too.)

1. Mono (da) is used to change the structure "X wa VP" which describes

an action taken by or received by X, to the structure "X wa MP da;"

which is used to present a characteristic of X, Compare the two sen-

tences in (1), *

(1) a. m&<D^>¥^-$mitAs¥\±y* > J

(Most of the present computers are called the von Neuman
model.)

*iTv»*.i©T*i.4 a (=KS(A))

Here, (la) describes what happens to the referent of the topic (i.e., most

of the present computers) while (lb) provides a characteristic of the ref-

erent,

2, Mono (da) as in KS(B), Exs.(c) and (d) frequently appears in newspaper

articles. It is used when a sentence provides such information as a pur-

pose, a reason, a cause, or specific information about something intro-

duced in the previous sentence. The copula (e.g., da) after mono is fre-

quently dropped in this usage.

3. Mono followed by the quotative to, as in KS(C), Exs.(e) and (f)» is used

in general statements or opinion. This mono could be dropped without a

change in meaning. Note that the copula da does not follow mono in

this use,

(omono (DBJG: 257-61))

V

-
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How -!; What -!;-!;! wonder;

I wish

(He eats a lot!)

(B)

Sinf

(I was so impressed by that (wonderful) movie, (lit. What a wonderful

movie, I thought.))

(C)

Sinf

(I wonder if I can still make it in time.)

na pru <s>

an exclamatory sentential particle

which is used in informal male

speech

Key Sentences

(A)
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(D)

Vinf-neg

(I wish Kawai would come soon.)

(E)

Vinf -past

5

(I wish I had a car. (lit. It would be nice if I had a car,))

I (imuttion

(i) Sinffc*

w 4 4> (It's expensive! / How expensive!)

(ii) Sinf^**

(I wonder if it's expensive.)

(iii) Vneg-inf ^ft*

< tt4 * (I wish s.o. would give me s.t)

Examples

(a) i<jU^i&<fc 0

(We drank a lot! / Did we drink!)

(b) *0»t^o^ffl** j: < l*ffi Lti*o
(I

sm surprised that that stingy guy Yoshida gave money.)

(c) iM;u>aa 0

(I want a house so badly.)

(d) lijf*l£A,, 4*Btt*4v>#fc*> 0

(I wonder if Mr, Yamauchi is not coming today.)

na 195

(e) M**BdH v » ijftH f± 4: v * si* 4:* o

(I wonder if there is (lit. isn't) an interesting movie.)

(f) fl#, ^4dii#oTfe&&*v>a»**o
(I wonder if she will (lit won't) get mad if I say such a thing.)

(g) 9 ^BJ§££^&& 0

(I wish the Tigers would win today.)

1 . Although it is frequently used by female speakers (particularly, young

women), na was originally male speech. The female version of na and

ka na are wa ne and kashira, respectively. The formation rules of wa n§

and kashira are as follows,

(1) a. {V/Adj(Q}inf fcfc*.

£.*iv»k4= < fctex, (How beautifully s.o. writes!)

]ftv*fc;hx. (It's expensive! / How expensive!)

b. {Adj(na)stem/N} fe£ (={Adj(/?a)stem/N) rtffcfe*.)

lifox, (It's so convenient! / How convenient!)

§ itvVfcMfax. (The stars are beautiful!)

c, {Adj(na)stem/N} rtf-pfcfrfax,

flEld/i ^.fc-fc-tax. (It was so convenient!)
*

£ ftv->ftfi/fo fctofax (The stars were so beautiful!)

(2) a. [V/Adj(/)}inf>L<b

ff < ri*-L & (I wonder if s.o. will go.)

toV#* L (I wonder if s.t. is expensive.)

b. {Adj(na)stem/N} {0/tz^otz} frLh

{0 / tz-ofc] frLb (I wonder if s.t. is / was con-

venient)
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{0/ rtfo£ } L5> (I wonder if s.o, is / was a teacher.)

tekashim (DBJG: 181-82); iva (DBJG: 520-21))

2. A/a expresses such positive feelings as happiness, thankfulness, and

admiration and such negative feelings as unhappiness, envy, pity,

ridicule, and contempt. (3) presents some examples.

(3) a. § *t v >£& * o [Admiration]

(It's beautiful! /How beautiful!)

b. BS*ot5* 0 [Happiness]

(It was great!7 It was fun! / What a good time I had!)

c. S»±
L

^V^£Jk* 0 [Thankfulness]

(What a lucky person I am!: / How lucky I am!)

d. 3t5v>&$j 0 [Unhappiness]

(It's expensive! / How expensive!)

e. v»v*4a/$&*iLv»ft* 0 [Envy]

(I'm envious!)

f. k^tztz&lfrb^ntzk&o [Pity]

(Poor man!)

g. JSH#&&0 [Contempt / ridicule]

(How silly! / Silly man! / You are silly.)

h. th£v*fc* 0 [Blame]

(How terrible! / It's terrible! / You're terrible!)

3. Na may appear with the quotative marker fo, as in KS(B), with such

verbs as omou 'think' ; Aan/i/u 'feel' ; kanshinsurv
e

be impressed'
;

akireru 'be astonished' ; kinodokuni otnou 'feel sorry.' In these situations

na is used by both male and female speakers.

4. Ka na expresses the idea of "I wonder . . as in KS(C). fakana)

5. Nai ka na means either "I wonder..." as in Exs.(d)-(f), or "I

wish . . as in KS(D) and Ex.(g).

i
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6. Conditional sentences with // n§, as in KS(E), express the idea "I

wish .

.

7. Sentences with inverted word order are common when na is used, as

seen in (4).

(4) a. .*o|S't±o

(We had a lot of fun in those days,)

tfA, If fcjjf

b. i <5K«ofcfc*, ^-Sv^io
(We both worked so hard, didn't we?)

c. 7 h^i Lvv&*>
f ^MV^oTo

(I envy you your den.)

nado to & comp. /?rr.

(things) like - or something

like

Key Sentence

Sinf

t
. *>£U it fa

(There are people who say things like Japanese culture is unique, but I

don't think so.)

(i) {V/Adj(/)}inf

Mt%t*h ((say) s.t. like s,o. talks)

a compound particle that indicates

an approximate quote of words or

ideas

4



nado to

*
' o i b 4 V

> ft £ ((say) s.t. like s.t. is uninteresting)

(ii) {Adj(na)stem/N} {£/ ft ift

{£ / £ o/:) 4 f t ((say) s.t. like s.t, is / was convenient)

{ ii I tiotzS ft f h ((say) s.t. like s.o. is / was a student)

(I don't have money, so ideas like going to Japan are just dreams.)

(I'm not saying you should exercise everyday, but why don't you do it

2 or 3 times a week.)

(c) v a >v>%m± a ^il-cMt5 i ft Wo rV*4

o

(Mr. Jonson says things like he can say anything in Japanese.)

(Don't think indulgently things like people will help you when you are

in trouble.)

(e) Bf^^LiJ t LTv>**-y h$Mt
t i * < B^olfcMlg

(Mr. Kent, who is about to go to Japan to study, is worried about things

like whether he will be able to adjust to Japanese life.)

(f) *^9y«o*-^4irtao-cv»4 J: 0

(Everybody is saying something like you are the hope of our club.)

(g) SfcifitLTv** -r f %t*tmhti%> tmti< ?v> 0

(When I am told that they respect me, I feel embarassed.)

1. The particle nado to is used to single out an approximate quote of s.o.'s

speech or internal monologue.

2. Usually nado to occurs with an explicitly negative predicate as in Exs.

nado to I nagara(mo) 1 99

(b) and (d), or with a negative implication, as shown in KS and the rest

of the Exs. For example, Ex.(f) sounds positive on the surface, but the

speaker is saying the sentence with some sarcasm. The only case where

a negative meaning is missing is when nado is with a noun.

(1) a. m^^^ym^^ifi^tLtZo
(People like Mr. Tanaka and Mr. Ogawa showed up.)

b. tL+XAtAhtlfifrtt Lfc*

(I ate stuff like sushi and tempura.)

(<=> nado (DBJG: 267-68))

3. When N of N nado is a person it means humbleness if it is the first per-

son pronoun, as shown in (2a); if not, it is a derogatory or downgrading

comment, as shown in (2b) and (2c).

(2) a. &tt1£K\±ZA,b&lttim&i*/»o

(A person like me cannot do such a job.)

b. If^fc if \z £ oWm&frfr& (±1***ft v» 0

(There is no reason to believe that Mr. Suzuki, of all peo-

ple, could understand this problem.)

(Stuff like raw eggs, I won't eat, you know.)

nagara(mo) conj. <w>

a disjunctive conjunction used

normally in written Japanese with

the meaning of 'although'

although; even though; never-

theless

[REL. ga; keredo(mo); noni]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Adj(/)inf

(Although his room is small, it is comfortable.)

(B)

Vmasu

ton

(Yamaguchi kept silent, although he knew about the matter.)

Formation

(i) {Vmasu/Vte^}

( 4 ) (although s.o. says ~)

fa

^oti/^rf?Mi) (although s.o. understands s.t. / s.o,)

(ii) {Adj(/)inf/ Adj(/7a)stem /N}

^ § v>& tfh ( & > (although s.t. is big)

fr& ** $> ( 4 ) (although s.t. / s.o. is quiet)

iM$£ 34
s h ( i> ) (although s.o. is a child)

Examples

(He is young, but he is very capable.)

(b) IcMoHf 5l±Jlu^*»io(t)^-Ki:i**«^-a^
(Although my professor's seminar was tough, I learned a lot from it.)

(c) ^y*-<8H-#J&li;fctffctfU>4rj6*i5>(fc>.. ff*^ t Lfv>4 i t li
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(Becky's Japanese is halting, but I was able to figure out what she had

to say.)

(d) ^(Dm{t^M^h(i>)/WPj:< $ ^kmti^i: 0

(This area is inconvenient, but there is little traffic and the air is clean.)

(e) WBO**^ti±ff»t**^
(To my regret, I cannot go to tomorrow's concert.)

(f) Vkfrtt^mtfhW, l <*¥x.T*>CD£w^o
(Hitomi is just a child, but she says things very carefully (lit. after

thinking hard).)

(g) £ <Dm±'m%tf ( i> ) J; < 0

(This ear runs well, although it is such a small car.)

(Japanese white-collar workers who have to leave their families behind

for work transfers work for the company even though their lives are

hard.)

(i) #yiiB*^v»*^(t)
f i^W^i^TV^o

(Bob is in Japan, but he eats only Western-style food.)

(Even though I know cigarettes are bad for my body, I end up smoking

them.)

(My younger brother has bought many books, but he has not read any

of them,)

(Although he has been to Japan many times he cannot speak Japanese

at all)

1. The disjunctive conjunction nagara(mo) is a subordinate conjunction
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, that is used to express the meaning of 'although' by combining two sen-

tences.

2. The conjunction is normally used in written or formal, spoken Japanese.

3. When nagara is used as a disjunctive conjunction, the disjunctive mean-
ing is emphasized if mo is used. There are cases where nagara and

nagaramo are used as a temporal 'while' and the disjunctive 'although,'

respectively, as shown in (la) and (lb).

y- jjrft ft

(1) a. fl£tttt*Lft#6 ^ t Lfc 0

(As he fell down, he tried to pull the pistol trigger.)

(Although he fell down, he tried to pull the pistol trigger.)

(=> nagara (DBJG: 269-70))

4. Probably because zannen nagara 'to one's regret' in Ex.(e) is an

idiomatic phrase, mo cannot be attached to it.

[Related Expression]

The crucial differences between nagara(mo), on one hand and ga, keredo

(mo), nonh on the other hand, are: first, the latter can be used in both spoken

and written Japanese, whereas the former is normally used only in written or

formal spoken Japanese, and secondly, the latter has no restriction on the

choice of the subject, but the former normally takes the third person as the

subject, apparently because it is usually employed to give the speaker's

observation of, or opinion about, a third person. Thus, Ex.(l) cannot take the

first nor the second person pronouns.

[1] a. («/**4^/*||j l±WaEt-B*^ffoTV*ftys-(%)
t B#

b. {ffiE/*4fc/fltl UB^^RtfiroTv** {& / ttfti? / <D

(^>ga (DBJG: 120-^23); keredo(mo) (DBJG: 187-88); noni (DBJG: 331-35))

However, there are cases in which the first person is used as in Exs.(e) and

(j).

-nai koto mo/wa nai 203

-nai koto mo/wa nai tt^Zt £i v phr.

a double negative phrase used to

make a conditional affirmative

statement

Key Sentences

it isn't the case that - not ~; it

is not that - not ~

[REL. koto wa]

A:

(Don't you read Japanese newspapers?)

B:

Vneg

(I do read them, but very rarely, (lit. It isn't the case that I don't read

them, but very rarely,))

Formation

{V/Adj(///7a)/Cop}neg. fcnii H/ii}

Ss &v>£ t { 4 / tt) (I do speak, but ~)

H < 4 v > £ { 4> / t± } ft v * (s.t. is expensive / high, but ~)

JfflK IT / t*) i:
. it / l±) &v> (s.t. ij frequent, but ~)

i¥ (-eii / } 4.v>ct H / (i) (s.o. ii a scholar, but

Kxampli1

(a) A:

(Isn't it cool around here during the summer?)
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(Yes, it is cool, but sometimes it gets terribly hot.)

(b) A: &$2./ult&^&£ + b+>A,v+fr0

(Isn't your father in good health?)

(Yes, he iy healthy, but his blood pressure is a bit high.)

(c) A: H*Hli»L<*lJ3i^*»0

(Isn't Japanese difficult?)

(Yes, it is difficult, but it seems that the difficulty of Japanese is

overemphasized.)

(d) A: ffiffl^dl?llfeii;*£^T-t&o
(Mr. Yamada isn't a political scientist, is he?)

B: v**
v &te¥#i;**i>£fc t -eta*, births

1

(Yes, he is a political scientist, but he is more of a politician.)

(e) H*AI±* Htr»*«ff S tzti < «*>fiTv>4 0 ftBffirft*
L ft Vv£ t (i ft v^/i^, #Aff® £ fc 4 B*A 4 it o i } v»

4

0

(Japanese are said to like group behavior. Certainly, they do behave as
a group, but there are quite a few Japanese who behave individually.)

Notes

1. The phrase -nai koto mo/wa nai is used when the speaker wants to
mildly acknowledge /confirm with a proviso that s,o. has just said or
written. The phrase is often followed by n(o) desu ga.

2. The phrase expresses a double negative structure that is virtually an
affirmative statement.

3. The phrase is an expression of repetition that repeats the same verb,
adjective or N + Copula which has just been used in the interlocutor's
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question. So, the phrase cannot be used as a discourse-initial sentence.

In other words, one cannot start conversation with this phrase. So, for

example, in a drinking party situation one cannot utter (1) out of the

blue.

(1) Stt&aftOZfc {*/!*} ft l^A, 4V^it,j::t
I, Eff^-ttoo

(It isn't that I don't drink sake, but I drink two or three sake

cups at most.)

Someone must say something like (2) right before (1).

(2) ffili&ifcv**? t-£A,i\

(I heard that you don't drink sake.)

4. The difference between -nai koto mo nai and -nai koto wa nai is that the

former is weaker in assertion than the latter. In KS, yomanai koto wa nai

asserts "I do read it" much more strongly than yomanai koto mo nai.

[Related Expression]

The predicate phrase -nai koto mo nai and koto wa share the same charac-

teristics of not giving an unconditional statement. But the former is used in

response to a negative question, whereas the latter is used in response to an

affirmative question. Compare [1A] and [2A] with KS(A) and Ex,(a),

respectively.

[1] A: H*»0*fHl±Bl*S-i-39s

(Do you read Japanese newspapers?)

B: -eoT-fte, {K-t*C4rBtt**-r /***ftC^fcttftti^T

(Yes, I do read newspapers, but very rarely.)

12] A: CL(DmtiWW>L^/vX*ti}\

(Is it cool around here during the summer?)

(It is cool, but sometimes it gets terribly hot.)

(<=>-*ofo wa (DBJG: 206-08))



quite; fairly; considerably;

(not) easily; pretty; (not)

readily

[REL. hijo ni; kanari; kekko; tah

hen; totemo]

Adj.

ft;#>ft;^

({Mr. Brown is / Mr, Brown, you are} remarkably good at Japanese.)

(B)

Adv.

v If4

ft#>ft^

(This flower arrangement is done quite nicely.)

(C)

Vneg

(It will be a long time before the cherry blossoms are out this year. (lit.

This year the cherry blossoms do not bloom easily.))
1

'

: —
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nakanaka ft/pftsEr adv.

an adverb used to indicate the

speaker's feelings that s.t. is im-

pressive or his annoyance at slow-

ness or difficulty in achieving s.t.

Key Sentences

(A)

(D)

Vaff

ft**4 A1

T -ft

(That guy does his job quite well, doesn't he?)

(E)

N

ft^ftrt*

(The wife of our departmental chief Yamada is quite a beauty.)

Formation

(i) ft^fttf* Adj(//na)aff

4M^Ia^ (quite interesting)

ft ft tfHSl? IJ (quite convenient)

(ii) a a*a a* vaff

ft ft a (s.o. performs s.t. quite well)

(iii) ft*ft^ Vneg

ft^ft-^lh^k ft v> (cannot understand s.t. easily)

(iv) ft^ft^ Adv.

ft#vftvii± 5HciSl~ (s.o. speaks quite well)

(v) ft^ft/HcD) N

ft ft #*(£>)^# (quite a scholar)

Examples

(a) ^coSHIift^ft^^tLv^-ei-teo

(This garden is quite beautiful, isn't it?)
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(b) C©R*«>.WHIf±4^3fc^ji L-e i tz 0

(This math problem looks quite difficult, doesn't it?)

(c) Hli4ri*4#*n >tfa-*{c^-5--5 £*4v>;0\,
(I heard that you are quite good with computers.)

(d) ^w^w^lift^ft^J: < ffi*& 0

(The students at this college are pretty good.)

(e) £><7>t:
07~* Hi-*-!? 7 ^ h * <#< 0

(That pianist plays Mozart quite well.)

(f) r^^(i|BIf ttv^^i:, 4*4:Kt#K4fc4i/»A<-C1-o
(I am practicing tennis every day, but I cannot become good at it

readily.)

(g) $i^#l£&oT^

(The meeting time long passed, but my friend didn't show up for a long
time, so I went home.)

(h) ^^Afi^^tcl^tTfc, io#^::&#4*4*#^b4v>J:3

(No matter how hard I try to explain, he doesn't seem to understand me
easily.)

(i) M#4*4*$§^4v*0>?, ioT^£/lT-1-p
(I'm having a difficult time, because my cold won't go away easily.)

(j) 7ytili<x, 4^4*|;-<fetL!5rv^7tf0

(I am scared of blowfish and cannot eat it easily,)

4iMr

(k) +*t5fc^i±*^&^aS*.S5fefe^f0

(Mr. Nakamura is a teacher who (lit. can talk with us) can understand
us.)

(l) %
L

<o^j,^^ha^ttM^)M^kv
t *4*>4^ 0

(My roommate is such a hard worker that I cannot compete with
him.)
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1. Nakanaka modifies only adjectives with positive meanings. Thus,

nakanaka in the following examples is unacceptable.

(1) £<o*ii {**4C / * ti(2 Z /&**)/ *4*4W ffi£ < 4

(This book is not that interesting.)

(2) ioStffi i±< /*S/*ftfr4#} oi £>4v> 0

(This movie is very boring.)

-v ft

(3) geo^Xtt {fcT*/*«-*4#} T^feo
(Your tennis is quite bad, isn't it?)

(4) {fcT*/**4>4*} |s<4ofc ft

(In December it became very cold.)

2. When nakanaka occurs with the negative form of a verb it indicates the

difficulty_or slowness with which s.t. desirable reaches its realization, as

shostxiin KS(C) and Exs.(f) - (j).

3. There are casesjn wfrrh ^ affirmative form of a verb can be used as

shown in KS(D) and Ex.(k), Notice that in these cases one could sav

that the adyg&uyoku is understood. The deletion of yoku appears to be

allowed when it is followed by a verb that already includes the meaning

of 'well' like dekiru of KS(D) or hanaseru of Ex.(k). So, if a verb

doesn't include the meaning of 'well', yoku cannot be omitted.

(5) £0ifett»3fr43{P {<fc< /*0) hfX^&o
(This picture is well painted.)

4. It is not the case that any N can follow nakanaka; only those nouns that

include the idea of an adjective or adverb can be used with nakanaka.

For example, bijin in KS(E) and benkyd-ka in Ex.(l) come from

utsukushii hito 'a beautiful woman' and yoku benkyosuru hito 'a person

who studies well.' Even the loan word purei-boi can be used with

nakanaka, because it means yoku onna-no-ko to asobu hito 'a person

who habitually plays with girls/

N
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(6) m±&lf>&fr<D-7l'-#-'{i£ 0

(He is quite a playboy.)

[Related Expression]

Nakanaka can be used with adjectives that have of positive meaning and
with the negative verb when it implies slowness or difficulty. Observe the
following examples which contain six adverbs of degree: nakanaka, totemo,
hijo ni, taihen, kanari, and kekko.

[1] a. ?y^>% Mi B*S8#< / £T&/ &WlC / *JE / *
* »J / » o Z 5 ) ±^-?tfc„ (=KS(A))

b. io&fj-^ii { ft / fc T* #4
£5) &*K£H"C*,So (*=KS(B))

»£§£-ttX 0 (=KS(Q)

d. *oJHift*#-{ft*4*/tT*/"**K:/36»ft»;/»-p^3/
**^} m*^.ftx. 0 (=KS(D))

e. Li]Eagouti (0) / fc-r* /#»E / frft»; /
*£ft / It -3 Z ^ } §§A£„ (=KS(E))

When nafrana/ra is used with an affirmative predicate, it can be replaced by
the five adverbs: totemo, hijo ni, kanari, taihen, and kekko. But when
nakanaka is used with a negative verb as in [lc], it cannot be replaced by
either of the Five adverbs. The crucial differences among the five adverbs are
shown in [2],

[2] a. ^ $ OK, (Wo C 5 / »J / ? t T* / 77*

(This is such a small company, but they are turning out a very
high quality product, aren't they?)

b. *OA(±&ri»»tKJ:&r
i /#ft»; /77tT*/**

(Despite his appearance, he drinks quite a lot.)
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(In Tokyo it was 37 degrees in the daytime, and it was very hot.)

The sentences in [2] show that kekko and kanari indicate a relatively high

degree, wheareas* totemo and taihen indicate an absolutely high degree,

Kekko and totemo are more colloquial than kanari and taihen, respectively.

-naku & < inflectional ending <w>

not ~ and; not - but

[REL. -zu]

Sentence! Sentence2

t£o t Ltco

(The Japanese final examination was not very hard, and I felt relieved.)

(B)

Sentencei Sentence2

(My research area is not modern history, but ancient history.)

a continuative form of nai used in

written Japanese (to indicate a rea-

son / cause for what follows if nai

is attached to Adj(/ / na) and con-

trast if it is attached to N + Copula)

Key Sentences

(A)
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Formation

( i ) Adj(/)stem < 4 <

X § < & < (s.t. / s.o. is not big and ~)

(ii) {Adj(na)stem/N}
i

^T*li& < (s,t / s.o. is not quiet and ~)

yfrtk~C1ii 3: < (s.o. is not a teacher but ~)

Kxamples

(It wasn't very cold this winter and we wore our overcoats only two or

three times.)

(b) BtB^ttHliKtClfe<*<, #4»VAtL£o£o
(The movie I saw yesterday was so boring that I went to sleep during

it.)

(c) ftfcli B*B*A < ©5&*§&T?I±4 < , ^Mllfco
(To listen to Japanese was not easy, and I had quite a difficult time.)

(I was surprised that I did not feel so sad when I parted with her.)

(The person who taught me Japanese was not a Japanese but an Amer-
ican.)

U < 1" I) jAh
(f) * 4<oi±B*#giw±4: < * -r mmtz O

(What I like is not Japanese cuisine, but Thai cuisine.)

L Adj(/)stem ku naku and Adj(na) cfe wa naku are used to express a reason /

cause for what follows, as shown in KS(A) and Exs.(a) - (d). But the

reason /cause there is not stated as precisely as in kara I node-clauses,

just like the English conjunction "and".

(O/rara3 (DBJG: 179-81); node (DBJG: 328-31))

-naku 2 1

3

The -naku form is used in written Japanese, whereas -nakute can be used

in both spoken and written Japanese. However, note that the negative

continuative form -naku cannot be used with a verb except when nam
follows ihznaku form, as shown in (1) and (2).

(1) a. 3ttf>?-li#* {R$&<T/*&£&<} ffl£/^;1~o

(Our child doesn't read books and we don't know what to

do.)

b. M5C»il8**i i? m$%<x IJ*oTv*a
to

(My husband doesn't drink much, and it's a relief.)

(O nakute (DBJG: 279-80))

(2) a. 3*W±**|l!*ft<a»>4Lfco
(Our child doesn't read books any more.)

b. ±AttB*tJfc*4< 4 Lfco

(My husband doesn't drink any more.)

If nai is attached to N + Copula, it indicates contrast, But, if a noun is

a Sino-Japanese compound with an adjectival nature, such as akusei

(Stt) 'malignant,' kohyo (UW) 'popularity/ it indicates a reason/

cause for what follows.

(3) a. M§^13r?&<, liotLfco
(The tumor wasn't malignant, and I felt relieved.)

b. 4v^***ff»-C4 < . ^tf^Lfco
(The book I wrote was not popular, and I felt disappointed.)

The following chart summarizes the negative and affirmative continua-

tive forms.
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Affirmative Negative

<w> <w>

Verb mix ISL !S£& < r

< T

Adj (/) « < 4r < T

Adj (na) H^T-ft < "C

N + Cop

(O fe (DBJG: 464-67); Vmasu)

[Related Expression]

The -naku form is connected with an Adj(/7na) or a noun, but it cannot be
connected with a verb except when nam follows the -naku form, as stated in

Note 2. However, Vneg zu can be used in written Japanese. Vneg usually

takes a potential negative form, except when Vneg means 'without doing
s 't/ (Ona/cfe (DBJG: 271-73))

[1] a. B*m<DmWim*>?
9 Bofco

(I was not able to read Japanese newspapers, so I had a difficult

time.)

b. f± #r t 6 <b f %Nr#m** rt>o tz 0

(I didn't know the address or the telephone number, so I was not

able to contact him.)

t&fc£ L^iiL ifc lit

c. m^Rm^^htif, wt-^v^o
(I couldn't answer simple questions, so I felt embarassed.)
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nandemo fflV% phr.

I don't know for sure, but

Key Sentence

(I don't know for sure, but they say that Mr, Yamamoto has separated

from his wife and lives alone.)

(a) ftfCk £^aii®4^Wclvv^ $ -et ± c

(I don't know for sure, but they say things are expensive in this neigh-

borhood.)

(b) m^fr<o%\±Ux%fri> o tftzXi XtZ*
(I don't know for sure, but he appeared to have earned a lot of money

through stocks.)

(I don't know for sure, but it seems that Mr. Toda's son received an

MBA at the University of Chicago,)

(d) flTC & H*iT * TJ * *>Hifc# *£P#M C % v>^flUJIW* 4rH» L
"C

(I don't know for sure, but there's some talk that they are developing

an airplane that flies between Japan and the west coast of the States in

about five hours.)

1. The phrase nandemo indicates the speaker's uncertainty about some-

thing. It is used at the beginning of the sentence and the final predicate



2^6 nandamo / nanishiro

has to be either a hearsay expression (as in KS, Exs.(a) and (d)) or con-
jectura! expression (as in Exs.(b) and (c)).

2. The sentence remains grammatical without nandemo, but it cannot
express the idea of uncertainty.

3. Among the conjectural expressions, dare I desho cannot be used with
nandemo, because the speaker is sure about s.t. more than 50% but less
than 100% when he uses nandemo, whereas he is at most 50% sure
about s.t. when he uses daro I desho.

(i) mvi>&(Di:A&Mm&Vb£5fo 0

(I don't know for sure, but the two will probably get married.)

(I don't know for sure, but the two {seem /appear /have been
said} to be getting married.)

(ci> daro (DBJG; 100-02))

nanishiro Hb h adv. <s>

an adverb that indicates the speak-

er's emotive feeling about some
extreme state of affairs

as a matter of fact; no matter

what; believe it or not; you

may be surprised, but ~; in fact;

unbelievably

[REL. tonikaku]

nanishiro 2 1

7

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence! Sentence2

MLS -kmv>m l tz hmnk s it*t# % &

(My father is obstinate. As a matter of fact, once he says he will do s.t„

he never changes his mind.)

(B)

A: B:

n't*.

(A: I heard that education at this college is good. B: Yeah, you may

be surprised, but the instructor-student ratio is 6 to 1.)

(C)

Sentencej Sentence2

(Because my boss hollars at me all day long, I'm unbelievably stressed,)

(a) ^^Ai^s^ttio ^L^>y &E&k#oTv>£^t^e>

(He is rich, you know. Believe it or not, he has three Mercedes Benz.)

(It snowed a lot this winter. In fact, there were less snow-free days than

snowy days, you know.)
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(He is a heavy smoker. In fact, he smokes about 60 cigarettes a day.)

(d) A: B*UA^v^i 0

(Japan is crowded, isn't it?)

(Yeah, as a matter of fact, the size is one twenty fifth of America
but the population is one half, you know.)

(e) mLh, tPlv^fi, m2>&mi>%^Astz£o
(I'm unbelievably busy. I don't have any sleeping time, you know.)

1. Originally the adverb comes from nam' o shiro meaning s

do what you
may.'

2. Nanishiro indicates the speaker's emotive reaction about some extreme
state of affairs, so if an unusual situation does not exist the adverb can-
not be used.

(Please let me take a day off today, because {I have a severe
headache / 1 have a slight headache}.)

(2) ^L*<T6v^J: 0 #iU5 (if^+AfcMotW /

(Don't worry, because {there are as many as 20 policemen
watching / 1 am watching you}.)

[Related Expression]

Nanishiro in all the KS and Exs. above can be replaced by tonikaku. How-
ever, tonikaku has a meaning of 'any way/at any rate' but unlike nanishiro it

does not indicate the speaker's emotive feeling. In other words, nanishiro is

a speaker-oriented expression, but tonikaku isn't. So, the latter can be used in
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highly hearer-oriented request or question sentences but the former cannot.

[1] a. {fce*»< /*WL%} 4Wwi|-CT£v> 0

(Come and see me, anyway.)

b. {-tC*< ^ZmLtzbt^^tfro
(I'd suggest that you send a letter, anyway.)

(Are you going to quit smoking anyway?)

naranai & 6 #1* phr. <w>

cannot help -ing; irresistibly;

unbearably

tamaranai]

Adj(na)fe

MET

(I'm very much worried about my sick mother. (Lit. I cannot help

worrying about my sick mother).)

(B)

Adj(/)fe

tz<r

(I'm dying to know Japanese history more deeply,)

a phrase that is used to express

insurmountable psychological or

physical feelings

Key Sentences

(A)
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(C)

Vte

^ tfl t
, lit*** %

ft £>ftv> 0

(I cannot help worrying about my mother who is living alone

)

—
Formation

(i) Adj(//na)fe fcfcfcv*

^#tL<T4f>4v> (I cannot help feeling happy.)

-SfcfeV ft £ ft v v (I cannot help feeling sorry.)

(ii) Vte ft£ftv>

*W**i/»T3: ft v> (I cannot help feeling pressed.)

Examples

, .
apt I^:^L^Au^ s «

(a) *^*tatttTV^or, 3SL<Tft*?4-£A, 0

(My husband has gone alone for work and I cannot help feeling
lonely.)

(b) -A^ll^^SoT, ^^L<Tftfcftt>J:9^ 0

(The couple have decided to get engaged and they look overjoyed.)

(c) fe*#a^»3^KSiliBS"&<r4fe4rvs
(The mystery novels by Seicho Matsumoto are irresistibly interesting.)

(d) loi^Xf 1/ l < T4 1 4i/» 0

(Our neighbor's stereo is unbearably noisy.)

(e) ULlH*^i<0^6*i58)E*tc44.O^
f ?S^Cft£>ftV> 0

(Since Prof. Yamada is going to quit this university, I cannot help feel-

ing disappointed.)

(f) JK. jiiOKtt* < rft ft v> 0

(The summer in Tokyo is awfully hot.)
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(g) K^B&Srftv^i^ofcfe, E^5L<Tft^ft^ofc D

(When I rushed up the stairs at the station, it became unbearably

painful to breathe.)

(h) tlvT&t:ttfr1)<D?-l>\£#+ cStlTL3v\ l^loTft^ft^-p

(I got really mad because the TV set which I just bought got broken

right away.)

(i) &I^S<#c>T^ft^C>-t\ ^6?®AoTft ?>ftv> 0

(I feel helplessly depressed because my business isn't going well.)

Notes

1. Naranai is used to express insurmountable psychological or physical

feeling. The form is connected with Adj(/7/?a) of psychological or

physical feeling as shown in KS(A), (B), and Exs,(a) - (g), or with V of

psychological feeling as in Exs.(h) and (i). If Adj(//na) is neither a psy-

chological nor physical feeling, naranai cannot be used.

(My house is unbearably small.)

(Prices in Japan are unbearably expensive.)

However, there are some psychological and physiological adjectives

that cannot be used with naranai

(3) a. 7?^US5 twV3^>^U££, t^i<Tft*>ft^o£ 0

(I jogged after a long while and my legs hurt unbearably.)

(That teacher is strict, so I hate him badly.)

c. *&co%{±tXi>%tfUL^frh, SfST'ftibft^o

(He is very considerate, so I like him a lot.)

When V is connected with naranai it is usually an idiomatic verb phrase

of psychological feeling, and not of physiological feeling. Thus, for

example, (4) is unacceptable, unless naranai is replaced by tamaranai.
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(4) K*'ioTfc<pfcv% 0

(I came here without eating my breakfast, so I am awfully

hungry.)

2. The subject of the naranai construction is normally the speaker / writer

or whoever the speaker / writer is empathetic with as in (5).

(5) M&Wi&k&nMktfi $>*tL<T1kh*\»*
(Machiko cannot help feeling envious of Hitomi's beauty.)

If the subject is other than the speaker / writer and the speaker / writer is

not empathetic with the referent of the subject, it is necessary to use

expressions such as yoda, rashii, yosu da, etc, as in Ex.(b).

[Related Expression]

Tamaranai and shikata ga nai can be used with any Adj or V of psychologi-

cal or physical feeling to express its unbearableness, whereas naranai is

much more restricted in that it has to indicate psychological feeling when
used with V, as shown in Note 1 above.

[1] a. #v>tf)-e, (Difffm^T itzthb^ /

(It's hot and I'm awfully thirsty.)

(Probably because of my allergy, I sneeze awfully a lot,)

c. JR* T^o fc<o-CJE#*< X { fc i 4W tt##4 ^ / *4 h
4V*)o

The difference between tamaranai and -shikata ga nai is that the former

expresses the speaker's feeling of intolerability more strongly than the latter.

(<=> tamaranai (DBJG: 445-47))
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-or - (for example); like -

or ~

[REL. ~ ka ~ ka\ ~ -tari ~ -tatf;

- to/ca - toka]

N N

41)

(If you don't understand grammar, ask me or Professor Suzuki.)

(B)

Vinf-

nonpast

Vinf-

nonpast

3I< H< *»> L.4SV*,

(As for kanji you can't read, find out the reading either by looking it up

in a dictionary or by asking a Japanese.)

(i) Ni 4*3 N2
"4

"Of*1 / *}

ffl¥M '4 35 ffl-S 4 *) { 3&* / * } (either Tanaka or Yamada)

(ii) Nj Pit. 4 N2 Pit. 4 *) (where Prt. = other particles than / Sr)

lil^s4 <J 4 (to the mountain or to the oceans)
.

B tit;4 *) UlEStfc *) (either to Tanaka or to Yamada)

(iii) Ni 4 I? N2 4 D Prt. (where the Prt. is \z, *\ fc, t%

nari - nari —& frJ—4 ^ str.

a phrase to indicate two represen-

tative choices / examples

Key Sentences

(A)
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7 >J* i) -r 4 f) ? (either on the radio or TV)

(iv) Vmf- nonpast & 5 (Vinf- nonpast 4 0).

ffitrfcll, (reading or writing)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(Either I or Yamada will go to the airport to pick you up.)

(If you have something that you want to report, please do it by tele-
phone or by fax.)

(I would like to see my parents or a close friend, and talk leisurely.)

(Right now I'm so busy that I can't make a trip, but I intend to make
one during the spring break or summer vacation.)

5 o

(If you want to play tennis, why don't you play with Tom or Charles?)

(g)

4-1? l&ht^X-ffro
(If you are looking for an apartment, you should go to a realtor or look
at the newspaper ads.)

(You'd better do some exercise, like taking a walk or swi°mming.)

1. ~ nari - nari is used to present two choices as examples. The speaker
makes a subjective judgment that his / her choice is a reasonable and
proper one. That is why it is frequently used in sentences expressing a
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command / request as in KS(A), (B), and Exs.(b), or a suggestion/

advice as in Exs.(e) - (g), or an intention / desire as in Exs.(a), (c) and

<d).

2. Usually nari is repeated twice, but it may appear only once in Vinf

.

nonpast nari Vinf - nonpast nari.

(1) iiwT<&*JLT, tofcilfts^^Lfcfctf^-et^o
(Why don't you go to the barber's and make your hairstyle

neat?)

(2) 4*o tzh&b U fcKM U4 £ v* 0 (cf, KS(A))

3. The main predicate of the structure in question is more often than not in

the nonpast tense, because it expresses the speaker 's current will, deter-

mination, desire or habits as shown in Exs.(a), (c) and (d). But the main

predicate can be in the past, if the predicate expresses a habitual deter-

mination as shown in (3) below.

(I've made it a rule to ask my teacher or a Japanese when I don't

know how to read kanji.)

[Related Expressions]

I. The structure ~ nari ~ nari can be replaced by the conjunction - ka ~ Ha,

because both can express choice. So, KS(A) and Ex.(a), for example,

can be rewritten as [1] and [2], respectively.

[1] *m*ftfrP>ttir><>i±t>, &ft^ftM)m^XT$^o
(cf. KS(A))

[2] &#\km(#)W&miz&*-\Zt\<*i)i-t* (cf.Ex.(a))

The crucial difference between ~ nari ~ nari and ~ ka ~ (ka) is that the

latter is an exhaustive listing of choices (i.e., 'either ~ or'), but the for-

mer is a listing of representatives out of more possible choices.

(o - ka ~ ka\ k& (DBJG: 164-66))

II. The expression ~ Aari ~ -far/ can replace - nari ~ nari. For example,
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KS(B) and Ex.(f) can be rewritten as [3] and [4].

(«=i> ~ tari ~ tari sum (DBJG: 458-61))

[3] m®^mmm9ri3\^tcV, H*AKWJ^fcyL43v\,
(cf. KS(B))

«f*S*VLWwt 'Lj:^ (cf. Ex.(f))

Both ~ narf ~ na/7 and ~ -far/ - -far/ list representative examples, but the
former sounds more assertive than the latter, (i.e., the speaker feels that

his choice is the proper one). So in a situation where the speaker's
assertion is due, - -tari ~ -tari is not used.

K {«<4*J/*Hn;fcU} L*.fco

(If you cannot figure it out, do research at the library or ask
your professor.)

In [6a] and [6b] nari is ungrammatical, because Vinf-nonpast nari

Vinf-nonpast 7?a/7 cannot be used with the past tense predicate.

[6] a. fftmr~*£ { LfcV /*T*4*J} CD£ {(BufcU /

(Yesterday I did things like playing tennis and listening to

CDs.)

(Doing things like drinking sake and singing songs, we
enjoyed very much (lit, was very enjoyable).)

Tari in [7] is ungrammatical, simply because it cannot be connected
with a noun.

[7] -xmip&frbkfrvtib, & {*y
•fcy) KKWtirgv^ (=KS(A))

In [8] fa/7 is ungrammatical, because tari expresses X and Y (and oth-
ers), whereas nari expresses X or Y (or s.t.).
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[8] t$*-{fifty /*u£*j}, -{*<•* y /•»t**»Jh w*»a»
SrLfc^v^^f J: 0 (=Ex.(g))

IE. ~ toka ~ toka is also used to list representative examples. ~ nari - nari

can be replaced by ~ toka ~ toka: the former conveys the speaker's sub-

jective judgment that the choice is the proper one but the latter doesn't.

- nari ~ nari in [9d] is unacceptable because it cannot take a verb right

after it

[9] a. Xik&ftfrbtkfrvt:^ % (&*J / t#) t£*5fc± (&

U / t#) £JWBL4*v>o (=KS(A))

b. a»*v»gt^iff#*3l< {fcU/fc*}, B#AKHI<
{ftU/t*} LftSv^ 0 (=KS(B))

c. Sfitf-;v tt*/ft*J} 7>f> {fcs^/ftyj, Wfrlfc*

(I'd like something to drink like beer or wine.)

d. m±&m it*/***}} *«t {&*/***;} v^t^t±

(I don't like tilings like politics or religion.)

nari ni & y I- comp. prt

in a way /style that is proper to

s.o. / s.t

in one's own way; in one's own

style
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Key Sentences

(A)

Noun Noun

I±

(He appears to think hard in his own way.)

(B)

Format iun

( i ) Ni ii N2 & 0 1C (where N, = N2)

#2i&&k1t ty £ (students ~ in their own way)

(ii) Nj It N2 N3 (where N
t
=s N2)

£ ^ O#£ (teachers' own idea)

Noun Noun

(Animals are capable of their own communication.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(Small colleges have their own merits.)

(I have my own outlook on life.)

(A bike and a car have their own merits and demerits.)

(Healthy people had better take care of themselves in their own way.)
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O(e) ««SA#*A* <9 L«>&it£ii«»* *f

(I like a society in which old people can enjoy life in their own way.)

(f) $m%% ^:-4Ki<-oj)5 -^i-o

(I intend to work very hard in my own way.)

(g) iOWICO^T, £tt£fc&0#A*#oO>*J:3?to
(My father seems to have his own idea about this issue.)

(h) v * * 14 V -V 4 I) OttA 4 0

(Jazz music has its own charm.)

(i) §£#*>l±&#£& G OIS*3&**S.O^o
(Rich people have their own suffering.)

Notes

1 . The particle nan ni is used to express a way or a style that is proper to

s.o. or s.t. The phrase N wa N nari ni is used when the speaker wants to

assert s.t. about R For example, in KS(A), the speaker wants to assert

that he thinks hard in his own way.

2. Along with the adverbial phrase N nari ni, there is N nari no N as in

KS(B) andExs.(g)-(i).

3. In both Ni wa N2 nari ni and Ni wa N2 nari no N3 ,
N2 can be replaced

by the pronoun sore if N is an inanimate object, as in (1) below.

(1) a. *3 V>*S*li**i& !> iz X 3***& 0 (cf. Ex.(a))

(Small colleges have their own merits.)

b. y^XW*li-t*t4rD<o«**«*4o (cf.Ex.(h))

(Jazz music has its own charm.)
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nashi de wa &LTfi comp. prt.

without

[REL. ~ ga (jynakereba;

nashi ni wa]

Key Sentence

Noun

(Without real talents one cannot get along in the society.)

Fornuition

& LT'ii (without a teacher)

Examples

(a) *fcfc&L?f±££tVtt4v*0

(Without you I cannot keep on living.)

(b) *^4L?f±v»v*^#lt^lte)tL4v» 0

(Without money we cannot receive good education.)

"(c) m%lT«ttA8i&~2ih%:< &^TL*
(Without leisure time life will become dull.)

(d) tt*4L?tt£ra#tB3R*v*o
(Without a job one cannot live a life.)

(e)

(Without basic research science would not develop.)

(f) W% L^i-fe j: o fc#ffltff 0

(Without a car it is a bit inconvenient.)
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1 . The compound particle nashi de wa is used to express a conditional "if

s.t. /s.o. is missing."

2. The particle nashi de wa usually appears with a negative predicate. The

predicate can be implicitly negative as in Ex.(c).

(1) a. **4^4LTtt&STv*tf*o (cf. Ex.(a))

(Without you I can live a life.)

b. *W]*bTUm<D'¥*tiltii>* (cf.KS)

(One can get along in society even without real talents.)

[Related Expressions]

I, -Nashi de wa can be replaced by nashi ni wa in KS and Exs.(a), (b), (d),

and (e), but not in the other Exs. It seems that N nashi de wa is pre-

ferred in a context where N is used as a means of achieving something;

whereas N nashi ni wa is preferred in a context where the meaning of a

means of achieving something is weak. That is why in Exs.(c) and (f)

the original nashi de wa can hardly be replaced by nashi ni wa; the free

time is regarded as a means of enriching one's life in Ex.(c) and a car is

regarded definitely as a means of transportation in Ex.(f). In [1] below,

the same N "wapuro" is regarded as a means in [la] and not as such in

[lb].

[1] a. 7-7°n IftUTlt/fftUCtt}- v>v*Hjt**#»t4v*0

(Without a word processor one cannot write a good paper.)

(One cannot think of writing activities without a word

processor.)

H. The adverbial phrase - nashi de wa can be rephrased by - ga nakereba

or by - ga i-nakereba. Thus, for example, KS and Ex.(a) can be rewrit-

ten into [2] and [3], respectively, without changing their basic meaning.
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The only difference between the two versions is that ~ nashi de wa ver-
sion sounds slightly more formal probably due to the archaic form
nashi.

[2] fitt % #©+*«*i*v> 0 (cf. KS)

[3] *47fcafi*4ttfttf££TWt4^ 0 (Cf, Ex.(a))

However, ~ ga (i)-nakereba cannot be rephrased by - nashi de wa when
the sentence is a question, request, command, suggestion, or volitional
sentence. Examples follow.

[4] 4 it-fitf / *fb*ft I, Ttt } {§§' L & £W S= L T < £ £

(If you don' t have a job, look for one / please look for one / why
don't you look for one / let's look for one.)

[5] /*ft£fcbTti} IIM£Hl&$v> 0

(If there isn't a teacher, study by yourself.)

(If I don't have money, what shall I do?)

neba naranai phr. <w>

must; have to; should

IREL. -nakereba naranai]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf • neg

(In order to know Japan one has to go to Japan at least once.)

(B.)

VN

faUT4£>.4v\,

(Japan has to open its market wider.)

Formation

Vinf-neg ;talf&f>4v>

ffif£ fa If4 ^ 4 v > (s.o. has to talk.)

^ iatfft (s.o. has to eat.)

?> 4^ (irr.) (s.o. has to do it)

Examples

(a) t H tW ftfrtttffclffc $> 4 v>
D

(I have to continue the same research from now on.)

(b) A««J£*4< *fttf4&4ir> 0

(We should get rid of racial prejudice.)

(c) *«^rt$t»Hft*ttC«#*fatf4?>4^^fco
(I had to report the agenda of the conference to the main office after

returning to my country.)

(d) "4^tttH?tffeJf4^4v^o
(We have to voice preservation of nature.)
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(From now on Japan has to lead the world.)

1. Vinf-neg neba naranai is used in written Japanese or in formal public
speech to express obligation, duty, or necessity.

2. The neba naranai form for the irregular verb sum is se-neba naranai.

[Related Expression]

The only crucial difference between Vinf - neg -neba naranai and Vinf - neg
-nakereba naranai is that the former is used normally in written Japanese/but
the latter, in spoken and written Japanese. Connection-wise, the way -neba
naranai and -nakereba naranai are connected with adjectives are different.

[1] a. ailii< {«:ttfttf/*-Sfctf.} &£>&v> 0

(One's ideals should be high.)

(We have to be cautious about this issue.)

ni £ prt

a sentence-final particle that ex-

presses the speaker's feeling of

great regret or sympathy
[REL. now]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Scond Sinf

to

(If you had come here yesterday, you could have met Natsuko.)

(B)

Sinf

TLX 7 Iflhn Co

(It must be lonely for an old man to live alone,)

Formation

( i ) {V/ Adj(/)}M 1 1? L- <fc "5 / tzb $ } \z

{fS1-/!SL£} {XLx i ftzhi) \Z (would talk / would have

talked)

lliW*#'ofc} {XLli /fzZo) K (would {be/have been}

expensive)

(ii) {Adj(na)stem/N} {0/tz^tz} {VLxi /tzhn) \z

Sfr /Bfrtzvtz) {XLx n /tzhn) \z (would {be/have

been} quiet)

v>v> iftSL/ftSLtZvtz) {XLli :/ tzhi) \z (would {be/have

been} a good teacher)

(a) h-%<°h^B*K^fcbB*li%tfi>c>t±.^K%ZX~l£ iK 0

(If you could stay in Japan another year or so your Japanese would

become more proficient.)
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(If we had a lot of money, we would be able to buy this sort of house.)

(If I had had a good job I could have married Michiko.)

(d) M^vm^WiizfTtfmr- l * -5 k„
(If you go by plane, you could easily get there.)

(e) $li6$3PL#5ti:&*&ltf, ft&a**
(If he uses his money a little more carefully, he could save his money.)

(f) Mco|r< «7a- FtC^/i^I^T-L t i iz 0

(If you lived in an apartment near the station, it would be convenient.)

(g) *®i~Ai>%Mtzm^&<DlZli&£^fr%TL£ ?K 0

(It must cost a lot of money to send two children to college.)

(h) fltfr«©M*4<LT, Zff&vtzZfvLxTtZo
(You must have had a difficult time when you lost your airplane ticket.)

1. If the structure is "Scond, ~ {V/ Adjjinf.nonpast {desho I daro } n/,"
the entire sentence expresses the subjunctive past (i.e., supposition that
is counter to the current situation) as in Ex$,(a), (b), (d), (e) and <f),

"Scond, ~ {V/Adj}inf.past {desho I daft] ni" expresses the subjunc-
tive past perfect (i.e.supposition that is counter to the past situation) as
in KS(A> and Ex.(c), In both the subjunctive past and the past perfect,
the entire sentence expresses the speaker's regret. But if the subject of
the Scond is the second or third person, it expresses the speaker's sym-
pathy for the second or third person. If Scond is not there, as in KS(B),
Exs.(g) and (h), the entire sentence expresses sympathy.

2. The sentence-final particle ni always follows desho I daro.

[Related Expression]

"Scond, ~ {V/Adj}inf {desho idardY can be rephrased as "Scond, - {V

/

Adj} inf noni," as shown in [1] and [2]. (<=> noni (DBJG: 331-35))
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[1] ^B*tLtfH^(c^x.7t<D?Co (cf. KS(A))

[2] $^*tl^^c^^^T^>lx.^cD[c 0 (cf.Ex.(b))

The deshofdaro ni version indicates uncertainty, whereas the noni version

does not. Comparison of [3a] and [3h] below will clarify the point.

[3] a. ftcv*WWWfc-p tz bm^TZ ^ t i®mtti%tct£Z 9 tCo

(=Ex.(c))

(If I had had a good job, it is very likely that I could have mar-

ried her.)

[3a] expresses uncertainty, meaning 1 guess I could have married Michiko,*

whereas [3b] doesn't express uncertainty.

ni atatte/atari izS tz X I M tz M comp. prt. <w>

aCcorggppnd #artipje- thatindicates

occasioA:P&doin&<s,t. fcfcofhiiviiig

Key Sentences

(A)

on the ocfcd'sloh
r^ft ;j at; in;'

beforeVpriortfr

[REL. mae niy ni saishite; sat

(n/);. told]

Noun

Sr A*±S<DAtt

(On the occasion of new employees* entering the company, the presi-

dent threw a party at a hotel.)
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(B)

Vinf-nonpast

(On the occasion of graduating from college, Kazuya consulted with his
academic adviser on his future direction.)

Formntion

(i)

(ii)

mmz (Stot/ Mtzfy) (on the occasion of the marriage)

Vinf-nonpast K {Mtz^T / S fc*) }

c / MS-fc !> ) (on the occasional talking)

Examples

(a) »ii^O«K«|StT<*tfe.
(On the occasion of my study abroad, my father told me about his own
experience.)

(Before I did research on the Japanese economy, I collected materials
at the National Diet Library,)

t-7 *)

>7 -t ^ ;H

(The Premier had a conference with cabinet members before attending
the summit.)

(d) /M^ifiBfft/M
(Before writing a historical novel, the novelist did an in-depth survey
of the history of the period he dealt with.)

1- ni atatte/atari is used to indicate time when one faces s.t. formal. The
formality of the compound particle can be shown by (1).
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Li*-* LA , L*$fli^ iJL* *kt$
(1) a. ftl±ttiScafc^T^*0#fflSr«E-r4v ktf ICl

(It is my custom to drink a small amount of foreign liquor

prior to going to bed.)

(I drink a glass of whisky before going to bed.)

Both (la) and (lb) express a similar situation, but (la) is expressed in a

more formal way than (lb). Thus, ni atatte is acceptable in the formal

sentence (la) but not in the informal sentence (lb).

2. The compound particle is primarily used in written Japanese. When a

verb precedes it, the verb is often a Sino-Japanese sira-verb as in KS(B)

and Ex.(b), because the Sino-Japanese verb is also suitable for written

Japanese.

3. The tense of the verb before ni atatte/atari is always nonpast regardless

of the tense of the final predicate. The nonpast tense expresses an

incomplete aspect of an action indicated by the verb. Thus, for example,

in KS(B), when Kazuya went to see his academic adviser, he had not yet

graduated from college. That is why the phrase can be translated into

English as 'before' or 'prior to.'

4. The difference between ni atari and/?/ atatte is a matter of style; the for-

mer is more formal than the latter.

5. There is a prenominal form - ni atatte no N used as in (2) below.

(2) mxftMnxmz mitvx /*nit*)) -utt**
til j^i o

(The president attended the party held on the occasion of new

employees' joining the company.) (cf. KS(A))

[Related Expressions]

L Toki is a basic noun which indicates the time when s.o. / s.t will do /

does / did s.t. or the time when s-.o. / s .t. will be / is / was in some

state. It is clear from Note 3 that toki' cannot be replaced by ni atari /

atatte when the preceding verb is past. (<=£> tok! (DBJG: 490-94))
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Ltz0

(When I was in Japan, I studied Japanese.)

(Mr. Tanaka joined a company soon after graduating from col-
lege.)

Toki can be used to express any time, be it formal or informal, whereas
ni atatte/atari is used only in formal style. This contextual difference is
shown in [3].

m a. B^xttzm^z {m/^z^f^x /*icmt-n) iv

(Japanese people say "Itadakimasu" when they eat their
meal.)

(Before going to bed I take shower.)

The conjunction mae ni and the compound particle in question are
semantical^ very close. Both of them allow only Vinf-nonpast because
an action mdicated by the verb is incomplete. Yet there is one crucial dif-
ference between them. Ni atatte/atari means 'before s.t. significant takes
place,' but mae ni means 'before s.t. takes place.' The difference can be
shown by the following examples. (=> mae ni (DBJG: 23 1-33))

[4] (it(:/*tSf^T} fVlftls,
(Nobuko watches TV before she goes to sleep.)

[5] w^ttuth m^/\zmt^x) Mt^^zmmifzo
(Nobuko talked about various matters before she entered the
hospital.)

There is another time expression - (no) sai (ni) I - ni saishite which is
used to indicate a special occasion on which s.o. does s.t. The crucial
difference between this time expression and - ni attate/atari is that the
latter indicates an occasion in formal sentence, but the former indicates
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a special occasion. Thus, in the following formal yet non-special sen-

tence the time expression in question cannot be used.

[6] tm HcsfcoT/tcsfc*) /??t=iur /nvmz] 'pm<D

#S3**t* - t *Sflt»: LtV4 0 (=(la) in Note 1)

Practically all the uses of ~ (no) sai (ni) I ~ ni saishite can be rephrased

by ~ ni atatte/atari, as long as the sentence is formal.

(When I transferred to Osaka I left my wife and children

behind in Tokyo.)

b. B#^ffiftfc3>flB6 ( C-Hf l/T / ©BC I CSfftoT/ (C

(At the time of research on Japanese modernization I used

the National Diet Library of Japan.)

ni hanshite/hansuru f-Jx b X / KT 5 comp> prt <w>

contrary to or in contrast to against; contrary to; in contrast

to; in violation of; while;

whereas

[REL. ni hfkikae; nl t&ishite; to

gyaku ni]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

liA.

CELT

(Contrary to the majority's expectations, an unknown runner won the
Tokyo International Marathon this year.)

(B)

Sinf

(In our company, in contrast to the increase in sales of TV sets, the
sales in audio products are decreasing.)

(Q

Sentencei

I '%Tl± v »

v

%% o fill v^"Sf* * 3 L i: ifc #i/t v> *

(It is said that to enter good universities in Japan is difficult but to grad-
uate from them is easy.)

Sentence^

(In contrast to this, in America even good universities are relatively
easy to enter, but students must study quite hard to graduate from them.)
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(D)

Noun Noun

SHHi

(Taeko was forced to marry, (lit. A marriage which was against Taeko's

will was forced upon her.))

(i) NKgLt

¥ifiKK tT (contrary to expectations)

(ii) Sinf cOHR LT (Connection rules: the same as <D tz)

X < jfiB"t* & P> KE L T (in contrast to the fact that s.o. studies

hard)

(iii) Demonstrative pronoun £K'LX

dtiKRLX (in contrast to this)

(iv) N N

=fMfcRi-%> ilil (a result which is contrary to s.o.'s expectation)

(a) m^tm^okW^KLxU^&X^b^ y 9 £fcofc 0

(Contrary to his parents* wishes, Hiroshi became a chef after finishing

high school.)

(b) iii|^M^LT8l4*^tt^^-CLS oto
(He was forced to accept a bribe, (lit. He received a bribe against his

will.))

(c) £^SIBimRLT&iM£ffi^
(Your business will be suspended for one month if you work your

employees in violation of these rules.)
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* tz 0

(In Okumura's family, whereas the husban* is quiet, the wife is verv
talkative.)

(e) n^mmnPkizm^ ^ t ^mb****-^*

(The principle consideration of elementary education in Japan is to
provide students with knowledge. In America, in contrast (to this)
emphasis is put on increasing students' creativity and individual tal-
ents.)

*A li
(f) ^®<omm±-m^®izfctzM%iz$rfrv r<0

(The election this time ended up with results which were against the
general prediction.)

1. Te in ni hanshite may be dropped, as in (1).

»Lfc„ (=KS(A))

2. When n/ hanshite connects two propositions, the propositions are in
opposition, as in KS(B), (C), Exs.(d) and (e).

3. M hansuru modifies the word which follows, as in KS(D) and Ex.(f).

[Related Expressions]

I. When ni hanshite connects two propositions in opposition, it can be
paraphrased as ni hikikae or to gyaku ni, as in [1] and [2].

(=KS(B))

wfc*vcv>* 0 itL (CfiLT /ct>8#A/ tic] r^y

MSfiL&ftfUf&fe&v^ (=KS(C))
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II. Ni taishite can also replace ni hanshite when n/ hanshite connects two

propositions in opposition, as in [3] and [4],

[3] «^f±f-l/tf-©3frftfr i^fltFT^SO {CJEt>T/E»0
T} *-7*-f t»pDqOJ(g*ltf^Wotv^ 0 (=KS(B))

[4] B*^i±v»i/^^KX4^liitLv»**2pjR-t5ott^5 Lv^t

*Ll«r<bftV* 0 (=KS(C))

The difference between the two is that when ni hanshite is used, the

connected propositions are in opposition but when ni taishite is used, the

connected propositions are contrastive but not necessarily in opposition.

Thus, in [5], where the two propositions are contrastive hut not in oppo-

sition, only ni taishite is acceptable.

[5] At±^#MiV£fkLTv^^ UC&LT/nc&UT} Btt

(Company A focuses on products for education (lit. puts im-

portance on the education industry) while Company B focuses

on products for leisure (lit. takes great interest in the leisure

industry).)

ni hokanaranai {i ft -6. ft t * phr. <w>

a phrase that is used to indicate

that an action / state mentioned in

the topic phrase or clause is noth-

ing but s.t

be nothing but ~; be simply

[REL. ni suginai]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Topic Noun

V-t it tf

(His words are nothing but flowery words.)

(B)

Topic Clause Sentence (reason)

\t

(The reason that I am studying Japanese is simply because I want to

work in Japan in the future.)

(C)

Topic Sinf

it

(Foreign language learning is nothing but learning about the ways

people in other countries think.)

(i) (N li)N fcta^fc-fc'fcv*

(4KOteli>5E KKIifrfc f> 4 v> 0 (His talk is nothing but a joke.)

(ii) ~«?Wt— *»<b(c(a*»3fc ib*v>

« < OI±fc&a»ftLv>36>&K(a*«: &&v* 0 (The reason that we
work is simply because we want money,)

(iii) -*±~~Z.b\zllfr%t>&\,*
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l^tti^fcltKI"^- tUH^ft^K (Reading is nothing but

a dialogue with the author.)

Examples

(a) *-7T ^ h Of*li^«^KB^4 -ft v\>

(Mozart's music is nothing but an angel's voice.)

if-oZfv CA-*hr> , - .

(b) tt«l±A£<D*»fcli**ft 4v» 0

(Marriage is nothing but a graveyard of life.)

(c) tso9t9 fi a esfsk n*4 ^ a? v »

e

(His speech and behavior are nothing but self-advertisement.)

(d) I*4IsWMl< LoftS^f±^*3lfL-Cvva*»?>K«*»*^ftv»o

(The reason why parents discipline their children strictly is simply

because they love their children.)

(The reason why she comes close to me is simply because she wants to

use me.)

(The reason why my Japanese made such progress is simply because of

my college Japanese instructor.)

(g) £O^<0^
(The reason why the student quality of this college is so good is simply

because the selection is tough.)

(The use of nuclear weapons invites nothing but (lit. is nothing but to

invite) the annihilation of humanity.)

(i) (S^fcfcfc^ll^fcfctf**^ ^oT&if£-? 0

(It's for you of all people, so I'll do it.)

1. The phrase ni hokanaranai is used to express that X is nothing but Y,
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f-
,

whereYis either N as in KS(A) and Exs.(a), (b), (c), (f) or Aaa-clause
as in KS(B> and Exs.(d), (e), (g) or /roto-nominalized clause as in KS(C)
andEx.fli).

v '

2. The phrase in question is used in written or very formal spoken Japa-
nese. The final negative -nai can be replaced by the archaic negative
marker -nu in formal written Japanese, as in (1) below:

(1) «*liA£©*#fctej&»&<bj& 0 (cf.Ex.(b))

[Related Expression]

The phrase ni suginai which means 'nothing .hut' sounds very close to ni
hokanamnai but they are quite different. The former means 's.t. / s.o. is noth-
ing more than what is stated, in terms of amount, degree, status, signifi-
cance, etc,' whereas the latter means 's.t. / s.o. is nothing other than X '

The
former often has downgrading nuance, but the latter lacks this nuance.

[1] a. **ui«uc {»#4t,v/7?g#*S*tUo
(That is nothing but a rumor.)

(Yoshida is nothing but an average white-collar worker.)

Another crucial difference between the two is that ni suginai can be used
with a quantity expression but ni hokanaranai cannot, as shown in [2] and F3l
below:

(The hourly pay for my part-time job is merely 500 yen. flit The
hourly pay for my part-time job doesn't exceed 500 yen.))

(I usually don't get more than four to five hours" sleep, (lit My
sleeping hours are only 4 to 5 hours.))

Connection-wise, ni hokanaranai is attached only to a noun / noun phrase or
a Aara-clause, but ni suginai is attached to a noun, a quantity expression and

ni kagirazu 249

ni kagirazu (CIS 5> ~f comp. prt.

not limited to ~ (but also); not

only ~ (but also)

[REL> - dake de (wa) naku

~ (mo)]

Key Sentence

Noun

\Z liA,

(Arranged marriage is not limited to Japan; it is practiced in other coun-

tries, too.)

Formation

iZ liA.

0 ^iS frc P& £T (not limited to Japanese)

Examples

(a) ^SSfi* 7 y * CRt,i*Mt?feW> i 1*o

(Talking about music, I listen to any music, not just classical music.)

(b)

(This bar is popular not only among men but also among women.)

(c) BffiT^ RB £ S Tto
(My preference for fruit is unlimited (lit, not limited to something); I

like any kind,)

(d) is e» i*ft"pii.wt* £ -cfr^ t a^-Hrtfo

(Whatever you do (lit. Not limited to anything), it is important to do it

with sincerity.)

Kagirazu is a negative continuative form of kagiru *to limit/
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[Related Expression]

~ dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo) is used in similar contexts. In fact, KS, Exs.(a)
and (b) can be paraphrased using this structure, as in [1] - [3].

(Arranged marriage is practiced not only in Japan but also in other
countries, too.)

[2] mi$?yisy?m?(&)%<®x-m$ii- 0 <cf.Ex.oo)
(When it comes to music, I do not listen just to classical music, I lis-

ten to anything.)

(This bar is popular not only among men but also among women.)

However, - dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo) cannot be used when an indefinite
noun is used in front of ni kagirazu, as in Exs.(c) and (d).

ni kagitte (CfiloT comp. pvt.

a compound particle to show that

only X is different from others

(X) ofall(X's); only

Key Sentence

Noun

Clot

(Our child, of all children, would not do such a terrible thing.)

ni kagitte 251

Formation

N CPIoT

B CPlo X (only on that day)

$> <T)KK RB.o T (only that person)

Examples

(Prof. Nakano is usually in his office, but today, of all days, he wasn't

there.)

(b) **»oT*ftv>B(cfHoTJH3W*4^+J:o
(Only on the day when I don't bring my umbrella, it rains, you know.)

(c) SSc&KJRo-C, A^^Sr^ft^Jlt'ftv^

(Of all times, when I am in a hurry, the bus doesn't come for ages.)

(d) &^£.fc#*4B*fc|RoT > Ht4rifc*4t*4o

(Only when something unpleasant happens, do other unpleasant things

occur.)

(Only works written by this novelist are never boring.)

Notes

1 . The phrase ni kagitte is used to express an exclusive focus on topic item

X. The predicate is either explicitly negative as in KS and Exs. (a), (c),

and (e) or implicitly negative as in Exs.(b) and (d). An explicitly affir-

mative predicate cannot occur with ni kagitte. Examples follow:

(1) Z CD B^m-oX i??^v^^o-3t/?7iS[L**ofc/77jeA^o

(Only on that day {the weather was good / it was cool / 1 was in

good spirits}.)

2. The phrase is the particle ni with the te-form of the verb kagiru 'limit.'
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[Related Expression]
*

dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo) is used in similar contexts. In fact, KS, Exs.(a)

and (b) can be paraphrased using this structure, as in [1] - [3].

(Arranged marriage is practiced not only in Japan but also in other

countries, too.)

[2] %m$?y ^v*tctt?m&<ffixm%it 0 (cf.Ex.(a))

(When it comes to music, I do not listen just to classical music, I lis-

ten to anything.)

[3j ^^-mnminm^<^miz%A%m^ 0 (ciExM)
(This bar is popular not only among men but also among women,)

However, ~ dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo) cannot be used when an indefinite

noun is used in front of ni kagirazu, as in Exs.(c) and (d).

ni kagitte iZ PS r> X eomp, prt.

a compound particle to show that

only X is different from others

(X) of all (X's); only

Key Sentence

Noun

KRot

(Our child, of all children, would not do such a terrible thing.)

ni kagitte 251

Formation

N KffioT

* <D I \zKo X (only on that day)

o-t

$><DA[Z$&oX (only mat person)

Examples

(a) * lf:5fcifclifcv*"Cv*ffi St^lcv^o L*&<DK
t
^BKRotv^o

(Prof. Nakano is usually in his office, but today, of all days, he wasn't

there.)

(b) ^*^oT**V^B^PIoTHAs|^*X'ei-±o

(Only on the day when I don't bring my umbrella, it rains, you know.)

(c) a&d&KRoT, 'i***********^

(Of all times, when I am in a hurry, the bus doesn't come for ages.)

(Only when something unpleasant happens, do other unpleasant things

occur.)

(e) £0/hftjEO#v*fck©fcRoT, of &ftv*t>£>l±4v* 0

(Only works written by this novelist are never boring.)

1. The phrase ni kagitte is used to express an exclusive focus on topic item

X. The predicate is either explicitly negative as in KS and Exs. (a), (c),

and (e) or implicitly negative as in Exs.(b) and (d). An explicitly affir-

mative predicate cannot occur with ni kagitte. Examples follow;

iz)o

(Only on that day { the weather was good / it was cool / 1 was in

good spirits}.)

2. The phrase is the particle ni with the te-forrn of the verb kagiru 'limit.'
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ni kanshite/kansuru LT / HHT£ comp. prt. <w>

related to concerning; with regard to;

about; on

[REL. ni tsuite; no koto]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

L X *mm
(With regard to the sales tax, the opinions of the leading party and the

opposition parties conflicted.)

(B)

Noun

(i

(Concerning human language acquisition, there are still many unknown
things.)

(C)

Noun Noun

*», tit

(Last week a conference on superconductivity was held in Tokyo.)

Formation

(i) N ICR IT

OIStt:g|LT (concerning the Prime Minister's visit to the

U.S.)

ni kanshite/kansuru 253

(ii) N KIJW* N

irffi<0Hf*lcH1-4iB:Sr (public opinion concerning the Prime Min-

ister's visit to the U.S.)

Examples

(a) *<&*&^#wiw>*«Kft < <Dmw%$tifc a

(There was a lot of criticism concerning Mr. Yoshioka's presentation at

the conference.)

(With regard to that issue, we are not yet at the stage where we can

announce anything.)

(c) fti£SAM*fcHtSBW**a Ktt < o

(We see many articles about problems of the elderly these days.)

(d) ^sc^jftiwm14 cam$ a -fc o

(A report concerning environmental pollution was submitted to the

committee.)

1. 7e in ni kanshite may be dropped, as in (1).

(1) tB»fttcBBU(T)4lfao*jl3WfiLfco («KS(A))

However, the te in ni kanshite wa, as in KS(B), cannot be dropped.

2. Ni kanshi(mashf) te wa is used for topic presentation, as in KS(B) and

Ex.(b).

3. 'Ni kansuru modifies the noun which follows, as in KS(C), Exs.(c) and

(d).

4. The polite form ni kanshimashite, as in Ex.(b), can appear in formal

speech,

[Related Expressions]

I. Ni tsuite can replace ni kanshite, as in [1] and [2]; this usage is less for-

mal in tone than ni kanshite.
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El] mm {fcotvr / 4ftoIl«S Lfz 0

(=KS(A))

*»#v» 0 (=KS(B))

Note that no is necessary after n/ tsuite when nf fsu/fe replaces ni
kansuru, the prenominal version of ni kanshite, as in [3].

[3] jfiic-cjgfs^ {Ko^ro/ciirrs} 3^»tt£ 0

(=KS(C))

H. Wo /rofo with a particle and n/ kanshite express the same idea. However,
no toko is informal; therefore, it is not appropriate in a formal context!
In addition, no koto does not have a prenominal version, as in [4].

[4] fts, mM-emim i^MTs /*<Dz t<») ¥&imfrtiti: 0

(=KS(C))

(ono toto)

ni kawatte (Cftfr-sT comp.prt.

a compound particle to express

replacement or substitution of a

regular person / thing by s.o. / s.t.

in place of; replacing; on behalf

of

iREL, kawari ni]

Key Sentence

Noun

(In place of Prof. Yamada, who is ill, Prof. Suzuki taught us.)

ni kawatte 255

Formation

lit*

^ izfoho T (in place of my mother)

Examples

(After the war plastics became available replacing glass,)

(b) 1/3- KKftko-TCD^fliT. tfKtffcTt.i < &-q£ 0

(In place of records, CDs have become available, and the sound qual-

ity has improved a great deal.)

(In place of my father, I went to the airport to pick up our guest.)

(d) $KU<oW&fcttt>*).iL~c 9
"irii*a^?-yrTv^c?s^sto

(On behalf of everyone present here, let me say a word of greeting.)

(I am very sorry that the president was unable to attend, but I have

come in his place.)

1. X ni kawatte is used to express replacement / substitution of X by s.t. /

s.o. else.

2. X ni kawatte which can be used in both spoken and written Japanese.

But ni kawari is used only in written Japanese,

[Related Expression]

The crucial difference between N ni kawatte and N no kawari ni is that the

former cannot be used when on-the-spot substitution of objects is expressed,

as shown in [la], and the latter cannot be used when 'replacement' is

expressed as shown in [2],
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[1] a. ^uj Z-pyXV&JfyA^k (CDftfrfrJ (C / *{Cf^oT}

(In economy class they use plastic wares instead of glass

wares.)

fco (=Ex.(a))

The substitution of s.o. by s.o. else can be expressed by both N ni kawatte
and N no kawari nL

[2] fc&0U]B5fc£ {Cftfcr>T/<Dffcbyjc), »*^#ttitrTS
ofeo (=KS)

fcnvan" n/ (DBJG: 184-87))

ni kuraberu to/kurabete Cjt"** t / Jt^T com/?. /?/?.

Key Sentence

compared with / to; when com-

pared with / to; in comparison

to

Noun

»*

(Compared to (the situations) in Europe and the U.S., the housing
situation in Japan is extremely poor,)

Formation

S^(cJt^<^ t / Jt-^T (compared with last year)

ni kuraberu to/kurabete I ni mo kakawarazu 257

Examples

(a) H*K^4SKJt^*t^fi^l¥^4<D^iS i7 tftofco
(I can speak Japanese fairly well now (lit. I have become able to say

things in Japanese fairly well) compared to my level before I came to

Japan.)

(b) ^f±*^KJfc^TWOB#»v^J:^/!o
(In comparison to last year, we seem to have more rainy days this

year.)

(c) + tpHtn&h LfcJfc"<4 t^Olfe Ltt5tBTVf o

(Compared with our life ten years ago, our present life is heavenly (lit.

is heaven).)

(When compared with the older (computer) model, the operation speed

of this new model is three times as fast.)

1 . M kuraberu to and ni kurabete are interchangeable.

2. The particle to can be used instead of ni before kuraberu to/kurabete, as

in Ex.(d).

ni mo kakawarazu #v#fr £» -f com7?i^ / conjr <w>

without any relation to a preceding

event / situation

although; though; in spite of;

despite; notwithstanding; nev-

ertheless

[REL. keredo(mo); noni]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

(In spite of his strenuous efforts, Ken'ichi failed the college entrance

examination.)

(B)

Vinf

V-t

&<£>Af±J:

(He is fat, although he exercises a lot.)

(C)

Adj(/)inf

a it*-

Sttfci* (<*>)

(Although the exam was hard, I did well.)

(D)

Adj(na)stem

* CO

(CO)

(Although winter mountains are dangerous, Ichiro left for the mountain.)

(i) n {0/ -e*s(^> /tz-otz{(o) /x^-otz{<o)}

n/ mo /ca/cawarazu 259

(in spite of being / having been a student)

(ii) Vinf (<£>) Kt^frfcl*

(in spite of studying / having studied)

(iii) Adj (/) inf

(although s.t. is / was boring)

(iv) Adj (na) stem t«:^/"C*4(^)} /^fofc(^)) /T?*o^(0)} £

(although s.o. is / was healthy)

Examples

ttif **>

(In spite of fierce rain, the soccer game continued.)

(b) S^IHlftoZ-Ciajtc^^bfei", WiiiS^vc^&v^
(Despite the inexpensive price, that house is not sold yet.)

(c) Wlik^^tX^tz{(D)Ki,^^b-f t
UI$L%fr-otz G

(In spite of the fact that Hiroshi loved Mika, he didn't marry her.)

(d) fe*fl(±S4tTjBaLfe(0)^fe^*>fei*,- WK»±liJ*4*%ofco

(Although I studied all night last night, I didn't do well on the exam.)

I" ISA- SA-taA. f 1: ti/l-r ty
1

(e) *^n;H±fl*KH^t^^^»fc(^)Kt**4 fc-fei*>- B*BS1±X

(Although Carol lived in Japan for three years, her Japanese is very

poor.)

3fifcw**v. 0

(In spite of the fact that the Japanese economy has become strong, the

Japanese people cannot feel the effects.)
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(My apartment is spacious, but the rent is cheap.)

(I like to travel, but I don't have time to go anywhere.)

1. X ni mo kakawarazu expresses an idea of <in spite of X,' where X is an
action / state.

2. The verb (i.e. Vinf) and Adj(/)inf can be connected directly with ni mo
kakawarazu, but Adj(/?a) has to be nominalized before it is connected
with the conjunction, as shown by KS(D) and Ex.(h). However, if the

Adj(/») is followed by de atv, use of the nominalizer no is optional.

(Although he is healthy, he does not work.)

[Related Expression]

The conjunctions noni and keredo(mo) can replace ni mo kakawarazu with
proper adjustments of connections.

[1] a. »L^M)tfofc {<DtZ/{1txi?}, ^y^-com^m^tco
(cf. Ex.(a))

(cf. KS(B))

c tttfe#»L*ort: {<DlC/#ft£}, i<Hi#fc 0 (cf.KS(Q)

d. $-milfcfift fftOIC/Stfftif}, -Ji|5ttllj^tB*^t^o

(cf. KS(D))

The basic difference between ran/ / keredo(mo) and /?/ mo te/catvarazu is that

the latter is used in written or formal spoken Japanese. The choice of ni mo
kakawarazu over keredo(mo) / noni implies the stronger disjunctiveness, that

is, the former means 'totally contrary to everybody's expectation/ whereas
the latter means 'contrary to everybody's expectation,'

ni motozuite/motozuku 261

nl motozuite/motozuku (C3K*3tAT / S"3< comp. prt

based upon

[REL. o rnofo hi (shite)]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

(I will give you the facts, (lit. I will talk on the basis of facts.))

(B)

Noun Noun

t*

(This is a study based on historical documents from 500 years ago.)

Formation

(i) NtC*oVT

tcSov^T (based on a survey)

(ii) N K {*cf< /*oV£} N

§ (a report based on a survey)

Examples

(a) Z<Dm&&7* V tfg^t^T JIS K*oVTt£ft£ftO>£ 0

(Although this product is made in America, the design is based entirely

on the Japanese Industrial Standards (lit. is designed based entirely

on , . .).)
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(b) ^^^^ii^^^MUkomfKA^rmxhfitco
(This building was (built) based on a famous architect's design.)

(This report was (written) based on a (questionnaire) survey conducted
last year.)

(Mr. Nomura's lecture was based on his 20-year teaching experience

(lit. was a talk based on . . 0 and was full of suggestions.)

V-i: -to g
(e) i*t(±—ooffiKt*-tfv^iiir-ei"o

(This is a discussion based on a hypothesis.)

Ni motozuku and ni motozuita modify the noun which follows, as in KS(B),
Exs.(d) and (e).

[Related Expression]

Ni motozuite can be paraphrased as o moto ni (shite). The prenominal form
of o moto ni (shite) is o moto ni shita.

[I] **£S(C(bT)fcf§LLi1-o (=KS(A))

[2] ^*tl±2W^l»O5tttt»Cbjt:Wgfi« 0 (=KS(B))

ni nam to (d# -5 <t ^
a phrase that expresses the time

when an uncontrollable state or a

habitual action occurs

when it becomes; when it

comes to; when; if

ni naru to 263

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun (time)

IE

(In summer (lit. When it becomes summer), there are many days that

exceed 30 degrees Celsius.)

(B)

Noun (non-time)
r

(When it comes to the matter of food, my father was very particular.)

Formation

(i) N(time) 1=4 it

APfK 4 & t (when it becomes 8 o'clock; at 8 o'clock)

( i i ) N (non-time) K & & £.

Ht ft & t (when it becomes rain)

Examples

(a)

(In this area, in the middle of April, the cherry trees bloom beautifully.)

(b)

(c)

(In the north-east area of the U.S. called New England, tinted autumn

leaves are very beautiful.)

(At about 11 p.m., my brain stops working.)
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(d) T-ffitOW, JCKfcii, Wati«*»ti|iiTfroT<*tft: 0

(When I was a child, in summer, my parents took me to the ocean.)

(e) $&$L(Qmt, ftAK&fci, J;<fe?£ Lfco

(When I was a college student, I traveled a lot during vacations.)

(f) $l±7*
(When the topic of the conversation is football, he is totally absorbed
in it)

(The president becomes lenient as if he were a different person, when
it comes to the matter of his daughter.)

(h) ShcfcSfc. woMMliJ: <I||&c&& 0

(When it becomes snow, this airport is often closed.)

1. Regardless of whether the noun before ni nam to is a time noun or not,

the N ni nam to as a whole is used to express the time when an uncon-

trollable state occurs as in KS(A), (B) and Exs.(a) - (c), (f) - (h) or a
habitual action occurs as in Exs.(d) and (e).

(O fo4 (DBJG: 480-82))

2. The phrase in question is a subjectless construction because the sen-

tence simply does not have a subject. When the noun / noun phrase that

precedes ni nam to is a non-time expression, ni nam to is used either as

a subjectless construction as in KS(B) and Exs.(f) - (h), or as a non-sub-

jectless construction as shown in (1) and (2) below in which joyQ
'actress' and ham 'spring' are not time nouns. Note that the subject of
nam is watashi for (1) and kisetsu for (2),

(1) *#&iiK*sfc
f mmitlitfifrkLtititAto

(If I become an actress, my parents might not like it.)
1

(2) mm*mK%& t Ao^ttajRK.ttr i. Q

(When the season becomes spring human heart becomes sponta-

neously bouncy.)

ni oite/okem 265

ni oite/okeru C*l>T / .*ttS comp. prt. <w>

a compound particle which indi- < at; on; in; during

cates the place of an action / l [REL. de; ni]

event, a state or time <

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun (place / time)

(Next year's general meeting will be held at the Hilton Hotel in

Chicago.)

(B)

Noun

(place / time)

(Computers will probably spread to almost every household in the near

future.)

(Q

Noun

(place / time)

Noun

(Many scholars from all over the world took part in last month's inter-

national conference in Tokyo on environmental protection.)
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Formation

(i) N

7 * U Jj lz i3 v »T (in America)

(ii) N fciiJta N

7 * * \zH ifh (student life in America)

Examples

(a) 1992 t* 7 * l±w* n ^ v^tSbS* *ifc 0

(The 1992 Olympiad was held in Barcelona,)

(b) MK^^T(^^J:9^^t(i^i^Mltc*^^^o^
0

(Such things were hardly considered to be problems before (lit. in the
past).)

(c) ^^ftS:l±3:jSt^v»TliA* iJHBH(±4v^
(This composition doesn't have many problems in terms of grammar.)

(d) 3^(=iJ*t4||**feojt^tt£^--e*4 0

(The ratio of male students to female students at this school is 2 to 1.)

(e) *nw±\±mk4KmzM4tLx&bivx^z>o
(Dr. Kimura is known as an authority in (the field of) genetics.)

(His achievements during the past five years were truly remarkable.)

(His alibi on the twelfth of October has not been established.)

1. M oite/okeru can be used with "non-physical" locations, such as fields

of study, as in Exs.(c) and (e),

2. Ni okeru modifies the noun which follows, as in KS(C) and Exs
W) - (g).

3. Ni okeru cannot be used to specify existence, as in (1).

i

ni oite/okeru 267

(1) *7n»jy {(D/(C$5/*tC&tf5) T^X~-7-~;l/KEii:T

(Disney World in Florida is very popular.)

4. Ni oite/okeru is a highly formal expression. Therefore, it is rarely used

for personal activities or trivial events, as in (2) and (3),

(2) it/???tt^t) vmikfco
(I saw a movie at a theater downtown yesterday.)

(3) ffiffl-3/,<D3* {T<D/???IC&W3} Sl^Vc— -fcttfc<

(Many friends gathered for the birthday party at Yamada'S

home.)

5. When ni oite indicates a time, it cannot be used for a specific time, as in

(4).

(4) *«D&»I±1991^ ISsMLfco

(The conference was held in 199L)

This restriction, however, does not apply to ni okeru, the prenominal

form of ni oite, as in (5).

(5) -coWtil991^tw*tt5TyrMH^ GNP «r$LTv>4 0

(This table indicates the GNPs of Asian countries in 1991.)

[Related Expressions]

I. De also indicates the place of an action, an event, or a state. Thus,

KS(A) and (C), for example, can be paraphrased as [1] and [2], respec-

tively, using de.

£1] *^tO^(iv^^<DH;V> > • *F*7*fffc;fc*o (=KS(A))

[2] &J!^jiC3rr<0^«^
mwLtzo (=KS(C))

Note in [2] that with nl okeru, the prenominal form of nl oite, no must

follow de.
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De cannot be used when ni oite/okeru is used to indicate a "nonphysi-
caT location, as in [3] and [4].

(=Ex,(c))

v^e (=Ex.(e)>

Unlike ni oite/okeru, de can be used for personal activities and trivial

events. (See Note 4.)

(=>.cfe (DBJG: 105))

H. M also indicates time. Thus, ni oite in KS(B), for example, can be para^
phrased as [5] using ni

(=KS(B))

Because ni is replaced by no when N ni modifies a noun, ni okeru in
Ex.(g) is paraphrased as [6] using no.

[6] tfltZB {CD/*(CO} m07V'UtemiLLX^%\,\
(=Ex.(g))

Unlike /?/ ofle, ni can be used for specific times. (See Note 5.)

ni shitagatte/shitagai IZ'&oX I camp, /wit /con/.

s.t. spontaneously and gradually

occurs in accordance with some
change

as, accordingly; in proportion

to; in accordance with; follow-

ing

[REL. ni tsurete/tsure]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Vinf * nonpast

(As Japan's economic power has become stronger, Japanese language

learners have increased, accordingly.)

(B)

Noun

(In accordance with the contract, your tenure shall be three years.)
->

Formation

( i ) Vinf-nonpast iz {^o T /

ISA. J:

*co*«r«tf t {ffio TV ee.v>} (As s.o. reads the book)

(ii) N \z HfeoT/f£W

I/Ftc T / (in accordance with the instructions)

Examples

(a) JRAa^AfcfcflEoT, ±ttl*>iix*o

(As our income increases, our expenditure, too, increases.)

(As you grow older, your physical strength declines.)

jza,*>** i-f \zmta, ate

(c) ±m-hmts\m\\ amwx i- v***#<
(As civilization progresses, human stresses increase.)

(b)
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(d) B^ocftoT, %dtihtmULrzt: 0

(As the days went by, my father recovered from his illness.)

(c) *»a»tt^fr<jcao-c
f fM^t^t^f^oTto

(As the sun went down, the temperature went down rapidly.)

(f> m^, m*~*M&Lt:.0

(In accordance with the promise I returned the loaned money after a
month.)

(g) !t«mi:Sor
( @L&tztz%&-?~7 izMA,f£0

(In accordance with the president's order, he flew to Manila immedi-
ately.)

1- Vinf-nonpast ni shitagatte/shitagai is used to express that s.t. beyond
human control takes place simultaneously with s.t. else that goes on.
The verbs in both main and subordinate clauses do not express a
momentary action, but a continuous process. The following sentences
are all ungrammaticai, because they use momentary verbs and the two
events do not occur simultaneously but consecutively.

(1) *M*fttt4C«oT
f Sl^H^TS^

(As I opened the window, a cool breeze came in.)

(As I quit smoking, my physical condition improved.)

In the case of N ni shitagatte/shitagai, Note 1 is not applicable. In other
words, in this construction what occurs can occur momentarily or non-
spontaneously. So in KS(B), Exs.(f) and (g), what is expressed there is

nothing spontaneous and gradual.

2. Shitagatte and shitagai are originally Vie and Vmasu forais of the verb
shitagau, respectively, which means 'obey/ 'comply/ or 'follow.'

3. ni shitagatte/shitagai cannot be preceded by an Adj(//na) or Cop.

i
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(as da/desu). And V before-.-ni shitagatte/shitagai must be Vinf-nonpast.

4. The difference between shitagatte and shitagai is stylistical. The latter is

usually used in written Japanese whereas the former can be used in both

spoken and written style.

[Related Expression]

Vinf * nonpast ni tsurete/tsure is an expression very similar to Vinf • nonpast ni

shitagatte/shitagai. KS and Exs. can all be rephrased by the former without

changing the essential meaning except KS(B), Exs.(f) and (g), because the

pattern is N ni shitagatte/shitagai. The difference seems to be that

Vinf-nonpast ni shitagatte/shitagai is more of a written style; whereas

Vinf-nonpast ni tsurete/tsure is more of a spoken style.

ni suginai (CJigf:&:i> phr. <w>

nothing more than; not more

than; mere; merely; only; just;

as little / few as; that's all

[REL. dake da; iada ho]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

L if A,

(This is nothing more than my personal opinion.)
•

S.t. or s.o. is nothing more than

what is stated in terms of amount,

degree, status, significance, etc.
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- (B) <

Number + Counter

(The sales increase this term is as little as three percent.)

(C)

Vinf

(That man is not doing more than what he was told to do.)

Formation

(i) NCIfftv>

^£K* £ v > (just a student)

(ii) Number + Counter C»§*&v>

2lA I-M & V "» (as few as five people)

(Hi) Vinf(£tf)KH^arv>

(£tt)Kii£jfcv> (S.o. is doing nothing but talking.)

ISL£0WH-«^&V> (S.o. did nothing more than talk.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(He is nothing more than one of my boyfriends.)

(This is only one example among many.)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Ox)

(i)

(What I've just told you is nothing more than my hope, so please don't

take it too seriously.)

%<D$L 'A (i T .>wM y 4rXiT-T%¥£^K^Katf4v^
(My income is only $20,000 even if I include my side job (income).)

(There are no more than about 50 people who support me (lit. The peo-

ple who support me are no more than about fifty), even if I include my

relatives.)

(That girl is only fifteen, but she is quite mature.)

(He is doing nothing more than echoing other people's opinions.)

(His speech was nothing more than the reading of a prepared manu-

script.)

(Mr. Yamano and I did nothing more than exchange simple greetings

when we first met each other.)

1. M suginai is not commonly used with adjectives although the patterns in

(1) are possible.

(1) a. AdjWinf rtftftcfigfSrv*

b. Adj(na) [it / Hot:} £*tKa£*rv>

To express the idea that someone or something is X and that's all (where

X is an adjective), dake da is usually used, as in (2).

(2) Z^tt^^tztttzc
(This house is big and that's all.)

tedake (DBJG: 93-97))

2. In Formation (ii), the quantifier can be either a number with or without
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!, '- s a counter, or a word with no number, such as sukoshi 'little, few' and
wazuka 'few.'

[Related Expressions]

I. Vinf ni suginai can be paraphrased as Vmfdake da, as in [1],

[1] bOMtt(fct*)ntoK&Zk*L?\,*li£»1Eo (=KS(Q)
(The man is just doing what he was told to do, that's all.)

«>dake (DBJG: 93-97))

n. N ni suginai can be paraphrased using tacia no N da, as in [2].

[2] ZK\m<DtztzO%%tzo (=KS(A))

(This is my personal opinion only,)

Note that tada no, however, can also mean 'ordinary' depending on the

following noun. Therefore, when tada no N is interpreted in this way,
N ni suginai and tada no N da are not exactly equivalent, as in [3].

[3j a. mm&wft&izmg&^o
(He is no more than a high school teacher.)

b. m±tzt:0^<D^fz o

((a) He is an ordinary high school teacher, (b) He is only a
high school teacher.)

(c=> tada no)

in. Quantifier ni suginai can be paraphrased as tada no (or tatta(no)) N da,
as in [4].

[4] ^M(Dmt)±lf<Di%m± ltztz(D/tzotz«D)} s^-^yytz
#KS(B))

(The sales increase this term is only three percent)

o

I

ni taishite/taishi UX /ML
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comp. prt.

toward; to; in contrast to;

whereas; in regard to; in; per

Noun

(Up until now Japan has taken a closed policy toward foreign countries.)

(B)

Sinf

CO

(Japanese colleges are hard to enter; whereas American colleges are

hard to graduate from.)

(C)

Noun Noun

UK

(In America attitudes toward divorce have greatly changed.)

regarding s.t/s.o. one opposes,

compares, or shows interest in

regarding s.t, /s.o. one opposes,

compares or shows interest in

Key Sentences

(A)
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Formation

(i) NWtLT

yctk^M L X (towards one's teacher)

(ii) {V/Adj(/))inf WZHLX

{!r*7iSLfc} mzfilT (s.o. talks / talked, whereas ~<)

{iwg^o£} «Oi:*JL-C (s.o. is /was young, whereas ~)

(iii) {Adj(/ia)stem/N} /£ofc/-c**?fc} ^fcttLT

/£ofc/"Cfcofc} OCSLT (s.o. is/was
healthy, whereas ~)

^£ (4 /£ort: WKWLT (s.o. is/was a

student, whereas ~)

(iv) N \z W-th/ttLX<r>\ N

&: (W+S / #1X0)) (one's view of marriage)

Examples

0
(a) U& £ ^ Ii1K*f LT i> f^tz

(Mr. Suzuki is polite towards everybody.)

(b) a* f K** LXMi 4otlit^ £ tio

(Japan should open its market more widely towards foreign countries.)

(c) fi |± EfeteK# LX v > K'k&i).h o

(I have a strong interest in politics.)

(d) ^mm~7lFlKftLXft%nxi-o
(The commission charge will be 500 yen per 10,000 yen.)

(e) *K(i±tStcMLT?S<KWLTV^ 0

(The citizens are strongly opposed to the tax hike.)

(f) fl*^twLTM#*ot0

(Since my high school days, I have had an interest in Japanese culture.)
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(g) ^ [i i #j&i!*iJ?4^ o tz co tc *j- lx , ^ fi^fei* o. o

(Last year there were very few car accidents, whereas this year the

number was very high.)

(When Japanese get compliments, they often say "Oh, not at all" In

contrast to this, Americans often say "Thank you.")

(Women's position is still low in Japan, whereas in Europe and Amer-

ica it is relatively high.)

(j) $3-ny^g^K^ 4s H^lt

(Eastern European countries are progressing towards democratization,

whereas Continental China and North Korea appear to be slower in

democratization.)

(k) nv7£*tLTOT^ V * A^J&*l±*iS*Sf»l=fto^ 0

(American views of Russia have recently become friendlier.)

(1) «ftliWHHi*Lr*fl|4r|&flr*Lito

(The departmental chief made a remark in Okada's favor.)

(m). ^oiii^ic mt^/nLx} Km$%frvtz 0

(There wasn't a counterargument against the enonomist's thesis.)

1. N ni taishite is used to express s.o.'s attitude / action toward s.o. / s.t. as

in KS(A), Exs.(a), (b) and (1), contrast / comparison as in KS(B) and

Exs.(g)- (j), confrontation as in Ex.(e), interest as in Exs.(c) and (f)»

and the sense of
fi

per* as in Ex.(d).

2. Ni ni [taisuru I taishite no] N2 means 'N2 in regard to Nj/ as exempli-

fied by KS(C) and Ex.(k) or 'against* as exemplified by Ex.(m),

3. Taishite can be replaced by taishi in written Japanese or formal speech.
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4. N ni taishite and N [na I dearu I datta / deatta] no ni taishite are differ-

ent in meaning; the latter means 'whereas/ but the former does not, as

shown below:

o
(i) a. m-kmcMbxtrmmtzo

(He is very kind toward women.)

(The men Yoshiko likes are spirited; whereas the men
Yumiko likes are considerate.)

ni totte iZ t*oT comp. prt.

Key Sentence

to; for

Trel

Noun

(For us this is a problem which cannot be ignored.)
— —

Formation

N KiioT

SKtoT (to / for me)

Kvampks

(a)

(Being able to teach at this university is a big honor for me.)

0
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(b) AfoA* tot^^I ftanM£?ftSIWB£o
(For people in this town, the shutdown of this plant is a matter of life

and death.)

(c) Vb (ifi'IK t o X%ti C> *ift S "K ft 4 X L J: 5 o

(Today will be an unforgettable day for us.)

(d) 'J * coH A lEfem^ B*dfc iCto TA § ft?3#K ft 4 0

(America's policy on imports this time will be a big blow to Japanese

companies.)

(e) ^M^mimmzt^x^i ^M«ft^ Q

(There is little benefit for us (lit. for our company) in this merger.)

(f) Z £ (ill: t o T-#*^4»9f«0

(This is the safest place for you.)

(g) ^tt s A/f±&KfcoTav^fes^ifcio-
(Mr. Imamura is a remote relative of mine.)

Ni totte cannot mark a noun which represents the experiencer or agent (i.e.,

the semantic subject). In this case, ni wa is used, as in (1).

(1) a. £*>&|ll±# UCfi /*ICt-oT) tt*ftv>0

(I can't do this job.)

b. &<Dh±% {Ctt/*Cfc^Ti jlx.ftv> 0

(I can't see that character (word or letter).)

[Related Expression]

Ni wa can replace ni totte> as in [1].

[1] a. ttum* {Cli/CtoTJ *6ftfB*4r^W«« 0 (=KS(A))

b. z<D±^X9kz.hti&Z tttft rcii/CfcoT} *a&T£#
ftdttf+o (=Hx.(a))

M fotfe has a prenominal form n/ totte no, as seen in [2], but ni wa does not.
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(The problem for Taro is that he doesn't understand English.)

In addition, because of the particle wa, ni wa gives a sense of contrast in

some contexts while ni tote .does not. In [la], for example, the sentence with
ni wa can imply that not for others but for us, or at least for us, this is a prob-
lem which cannot be ignored. The sentence with ni totte does not have this

implication.

ni tsuite Cot^T comp. pru

^jj*^ about; on; concerning; regard-

ing; with regard to; of

[REu ni kanshite; no koto]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

tz HA* if** [; #1,1 f

WftLTn* -to

(I am doing research on the Japanese political system.)——
.

,

—

(B)

Sinf

(Mr. Smith asked me various questions about his going to Japan for study.)
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Formation

(i ) n i:ov>t

o V"
1T (concerning college)

(ii) Sinf £fcKov»T

fAi?tf < w £ tcov^T (concerning my going there)

(iii) {Nj / Sinf £ t )
tco^Tc^N;

(an opinion about-elementaFy-edu&at-ion)

B * £ t K n> V

*

X (OWBjS (problems concerning studying

abroad in Japan)

Examples

(a)

(Please talk about your family.)

(b)
K Lb

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(What are you investigating?)

(May I ask you about your daily life?)

(What kind of images did you have of Japan before you came to

Japan?)

(Our teacher told us to write a composition on our own country.)

ftlir* 'JAAteJStSifctov^-cpflStffllftLfco

(I talked with my parents regarding my getting married to an Ameri-

can.)

(g>

(Japanese views on religion are quite different from those of Western-

ers.)
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(h)

(i)

(j)

(Did the section chief say anything about my absence from the meet-

ing?)

(The newspaper company asked about my views on the problem of

hiring foreigners.)

(There have been heated discussions as to whether it is right or wrong
for Japan to send its army abroad for peace-keeping purposes.)

Ni ni tsuite no N2 means
(N2 concerning Nu

9

as shown in Ex.(g).

[Related Expression]

The difference between N ni tsuite and N no koto is that the former means
'about / concerning N,' but the latter, 'things about N.

f Compare the follow-

ing three sentences.

[1] A: -ffl¥^fc&oTV>f +;4»o

(Do you know Mr. Tanaka?)

tr*L

B: ii, tfr^feo

(Yes, I've known him for many years.)

[2] A: H^^fCO^T&oTvvf-^
(Do you know about Mr. Tanaka?)

(Yes, I know of him through books.)

[3] A: B34*^(DZfc&&oTv^i|-/K
(Do you know (things) about Mr. Tanaka?)

B: ffifrt><otzA,T?tfr 0

(Did something happen to him?)

[1A] is a straightforward sentence of 'to know s.t.' In other words, [1A]

expresses direct knowledge. [2A] has
fN ni tsuite

9

and expresses more indi-

rect knowledge ; [3A] concerns knowledge about circumstances surrounding

N (i.e., Tanaka). So, the following combinations are all very awkward:

*[1A]-[2B], *[1AH3B], *[2A]-[1B], *[2A]-[3B], *[3A]-[1A], *[3A]-

[2BJ,

(o/rofo 1 (DBJG; 191-93))

ni tsuki (-O ^ comp. prt.

a compound particle which

expresses a rate or ratio

Key Sentence

a; per; for; on; to

[REL. atari]

Number + Counter Number + Counter

(This job will pay you six dollars an hour. (lit. You can get six dollars

an hour doing this job.))

Formation

Number + Counter \Z~o §

—WfHKoI (per hour)

Examples

(a) -fft;o^i5+ pwmmm*) it o

(A hundred and fifty yen is necessary per copy for postage, (lit

Postage of one hundred and fifty yen is necessary per copy.))
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(b) S^-RKoSia+RO¥K»"*v>fc«Sito
(We place a forty-yen service charge on five thousand yen.)

(c) Li 9«A£ Clff'OlltCLito
(The ratio should be two tablespoons of soy sauce to a cup of rice.)

(d) flJ«Ff±-AKr3fi=ftir(cLTTSv> 0

(Please limit it to three tickets per person.)

(e) HjIv^-oco £ Li to
(I'll take one point off for each mistake.)

1. Although in most cases the number which precedes ni tsuki is one, any

number can precede ni tsuki, as seen in Ex.(b).

2. When the number before ni tsuki is one and a noun does not immedi-
ately precede that number, ni tsuki may be dropped, as in (1).

(1) a. £tf>tt*tt-J$m (Co*) * K;v*> h^i> 0 (=KS)

b. -# (Kl-a*)B2+no3|3H-]5*5?0*to (=Ex.(a))

c, iaJ^JSi-A -C£LTTSu*p (=Ex.(d))

If the number before n/ tewW is not one or if a noun immediately pre-

cedes that number, ni tsuki must appear, as in (2).

(2) a. *0} H+R<O^Sfe#*v^^fi fto
(»Ex.(b))

(We place a forty-yen service charge on five thousand yen.)

b. £*>ft*MSB*W Hco£/*0} +vn,bti>jL& 0 .

(This job will pay you ten dollars for three hours.)

c. ico*/*0) Lj:^«i*si:.zff^tt^KL*
to (=Ex.(c))

3. M tsuite can be used instead of ni tsuki, although ni tsuite is less com-
mon.

(3) £C!>tt*li-#WK-PtAT;ft K^t &£4. 0 (=KS)
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[Related Expression]

iAteri also means 'per.' The difference between atari and ni tsuki is that while

atari can be used with a counter only (i.e., without a number), as in [1], ni

tsuki requires both a number and a counter. When atari appears with a

counter only, however, it appears only with certain counters.

[1] a. BfFflli tz y£ K (five dollars per hour)

b, * n a y H-fR (two thousand yen a kilo)

Atari is also used in the structure ~ afar/ no N, as in [2].

[2] a* fl$H iS & y <Dft^ (wage per hour (i.e., hourly wage))

b, y <D$P It (wholesale price per kilo)

c. HS—A3 tz y ©^HJ* fft Sit (annual per capita nee con^

sumption (lit. annual rice consumption per citizen))

nii tsurete/tsure £O tlX I o tl con/, / comp.

a phrase used to indicate that a

change occurs in accordance with

another simultaneous change

as; in proportion to; with

[REL. ni shitagatte/shita-

gai; ~ ba ~ hodo; to tomo ni]

Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf-nonpast

(As my Japanese became more proficient, the number of my Japanese

friends increased.)
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<B)

Noun

B»ft©SWfc
XA, *>

(Culture also changes with the change of the times.)

Formation

( i ) Vinf • nonpast -J

*o jtr

mtrltZ-otix (As one reads s.t.)

(ii) NiCotiT

^fi COmtKo jtT (with the change of temperature)

Kxamples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

ii^M-oT < & to JVC,

(As I recovered from my illness, I regained my appetite.)

(As people grow older, they lose their physical strength.)

L t < J: < t

tea

(As I've spent more time in Japan, I have come to understand the good
and bad parts of Japan better.)

(As Japan's economic strength has grown, Japanese language students
have increased.)

(As we've moved further into autumn, the colored leaves have become
more beautiful.)

(As children grow up, they become independent of their parents.)
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(g) MticomtK-otiX, jftitfcSE*>4o

(The scenery also changes with season changes.)

(h) K^Ojfe&KoftT, &#tif;lTV><o
(With industrial development, pollution also increases.)

1. Vinf- nonpast ni tsurete (or its more formal version Vinf* nonpast ni

tsure) is used to express two simultaneously growing changes.

2. Since the conj. /comp. prt. expresses change, the verbs used in the

tsurete/tsure clause and the main clause have to be a verb of change /

process such as jotaisusuru 'become proficient* and fueru 'increase* (in

KS(A)), toshi o toru 'become old' and naru 'become' (in Ex.(b)),

seichosuru 'grow* and hanarete iku 'become independent' (in Ex.(f)).

Unless both of the verbs indicate change / process, the sentence is not

acceptable, as shown below.

(1) *B^if*fe^cc-onT» ft£i:k(^LS#»^o
(As I have taught Japanese, I have come to realize the difficulty

of the Japanese language.)

(2) *^^/j'liiKtf{cotiT, Utf&otzo
(As I keep reading the novel, it has become more interesting.)

In (1) and (2) both verbs in the tsurete clause and in the main clause are

verbs that do not indicate change, resulting in unacceptable sentences.

Even if the main verbs are replaced by verbs of change / process, still

the sentences are unacceptable, as shown in (3) and (4).

(3) *B#K*#£4C^*lT, RiiitOiLSWoTSfto

(4) 7?*^*ttii«trCoftT, WTJio
To make the sentences grammatical the verbs in the tsurete clause have

to be replaced by the verbs of change / process like the following:

(5) H*»*ft*.Tv>< (CO*xT, &jLZZ.b-<DmV$Wfrfr*Xi&
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(6) *©/Mitttt*Strcoti.T f mmxztzo

[Related Expression]

All the cases of Vinf-nonpast ni tsurete/tsure can be rephrased with ~ ba ~

Arado which indicates that in proportion to the increase of extent / degree of

action or state, s.t. happens, as in [1] and [2]. However, - ba ~ hodo can be
paraphrased by ni tsurete/tsure only when the former expresses some change
or process,

[1] B^Mtf±mttit£tZ>&l?
t B*A0£»**mx.fc 0 (cf. KS(A))

(The more proficient I become in Japanese, the more Japanese

friends I made.)

[2] ^mtiimz&i:, 4* „ (cf.Ex.(b))

(The older you get, the weaker you will become.)

[3] B &m%%kliiimt Z> & if , tollSiWo fc 0

(The more I have taught Japanese, the better I have come to under-

stand the difficulty of teaching it.)

(=(1))

(=(5))

[4] *0/hRliRfe^tre^«#*o.fc 0

(The more I read the novel the more interesting it became.)

-*-f(7)/MfJf±fgtr{Cotir, BfcPafeo.fco (=(2))

^ to^mm^M^z^nr\ mmx&t: 0 (=(6»

There is another fundamental difference between the two structures under
comparison. In front of ni tsurete/tsure comes only a verb or noun, but in

front of ~ ba ~ hodo comes not only a verb but also an Adj(/ / na).

(=£> - ba ~ hodo)
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ni wa IC it conj. / comp. prt.

a conjunction / compound particle

to indicate a purpose for doing s.t.

Key Sentences

(A)

to; in order to; for; for the pur-

pose of -

[REL* ni\ tame ni\ no ni]

Vinf • nonpast

(In order to lead a rich life, health should be your primary concern,)

(B)

Noun

(High-heeled shoes are unsuitable for hiking.)

Formation

( i ) Vinf- nonpast lz\±

< K |£ (for going there)

(ii) N Kli

tMff icli (for one's work)

Examples

(a) B**ft*CttB#»**.S0#-#£
(The best course for getting to know Japan is to study the Japanese lan-

guage.)
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(b) A£«r4rt>U+Sfctt®*4-fc< ^Wocfc^jfa*,
(To enrich your life it is important is to have many hobbies.)

(c) A«ttfe*jaa< t«*^Sif %^il«o
(In order to see through a person's personality, one needs to have deep
insight.)

(d) UUfbwU ^#(f1-Hfi^coatc# < -9 o

(The best way for developing one's proficiency in a foreign language

would be to go to the country of that language.)

JFF-t^o

(To maintain world peace, exchange among the general public rather

than exchange among elites is essential.)

(f) MUutf- h *4< KI47-:/n**&riH£fcv\,
(A word processor is a must for writing a term paper.)

(g) %><oh%m4t& k i±^Sl#^a»i o

(It takes time to persuade him.)

(h) roSSttft hKfi4A *>Slt o fc d

(In order to become a member of this club a member's letter of recom-
mendation was necessary.)

(i) ^m-\th\t&\t\±M\\tu
(This bag is suitable for a long travel)

(This research needs a considerable amount of timte and money.)

l. Vinf-nonpast ni wa is used to indicate a purpose for doing s.t. The pred-

icate often expresses the necessity for or importance of using a specific

means.
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2. Vinf- nonpast may be nominalized by no, as in (1) and (2) below.

(1) &frb&m*&&Om±to&#%-'i£a (cf.KS(A))

(2) A^'&miEmim^m^mmtj^mtzo (cf.Ex.(c))

There is no difference in meaning between ni wa and no ni wa,

3. Ni wa can take not only a Vinf • nonpast but a noun as shown in KS(B),

Exs.(i) and (j). A noun here is a noun of action which can take the verb

sum. There are two types of such nouns: one is the stem of the so-called

sunv-verb, such as k&nkyu of kenkyu-suru (of Ex.(j)) or the direct object

of suru> such as nagatabi (of Ex,(i)), If a noun is not a noun of action,

the sentence does not express a purpose, as shown in (3).

(3) a. S^ICwi^rVtf^iTv^to
(On weekends I watch TV at home.)

(O n/ 1 (DBJG: 289-91))

b. mam*i&m*i£t 0

(I sometimes call my mother.)

(=> ni2 (DBJG: 291-92))

(On the blackboard were written kanji.)

(O/?/4 (DBJG: 295-96))

d. MMCH$t>v»fc;SvDfco

(Nobody was at the office.)

c. HtKCB-ATff 8 4 Lfc

(To Tokyo I went alone.)

(O n/6 (DBJG: 299-302))

0=>/?/7 (DBJG: 302))

[Related Expression]

There are at least four similar purpose expressions in Japanese.

[1] a. *Lii|»HR^»aK:#a-Mfo^ 0

(I went to Korea for the study of Korean.)
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(I went to Korea to study Korean.)

c. ftiittBif&m&t &tc*bizmm^fto £ 0

(I went to Korea in order to study Korean.)

d. mmmmzmkt & toe/no «a-Mfofc 0

(I went to Korea for the purpose of studying Korean.)

[la] means practically the same as [lb]. However, the latter construction has

a restriction on the main verb ; that is, only the verb of motion can be used.

The difference between [la] and [lc] is that the latter has the stronger mean-
ing of purpose, [la] sounds more casual than [lc]. [la] is different from [Id]

in that the latter puts more weight on the way the speaker learned Korean. In

other words, [Id] implies seriousness of the purpose.

* (DBJG: 297-99)); nont* (DBJG: 335-37))

ni yotte/yori (C£ -oX I J: y comp. prt,

according to; due to; owing to;

because of; depending on; from

~ to; by means of; on the basis

of; with; by

[REL. ni; de; no tame ni]

(A)

Noun

(We examine unknown kanji with a Chinese character dictionary.)

a particle that indicates mMn C|

cause, agent ofjmssiye sentence,

or dependency on a situation

Key Sentences
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(B)

Noun

iiL *fc M» , ,

(Teaching methods are, of course, different, depending on the teacher.)

(Q

Noun

(We lost our father, owing to the war.)

(D)

Noun

(This research institute was established by the Ministry of Education.)

(E)

Embedded Yes-No Question

(I will decide my entrance to college, depending on whether I can get a

scholarship or not.)
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(F)

Embedded Wh-Question

(Our health condition changes according to what we eat.)

(G)

Sinf

(We can expand our horizons by reading books.)

(i) NUloT

EfcJff liZXoX (by the government)

(ii) {V/Adj(/)}inf frZifriz l^t/ ±1)1

-5 / & ) frt'i friz { i o T / J: I)
} (depending on whether

s.o. comes / came or not)

tSJliwBa^ofc} ^f^K (iot/iO) (depending on
whether s.t. is / was interesting or not)

(iii) {Adj(na)stem/N} {0/tzitz} t*i friz { <fcoT / J: 0 }

Li*

"*f<5^K Uot/J:^ (depending -on

whether s.t. is / was quiet or not)

(iv) Embedded Wh-Question Si Uo"C/J;*]]

m^tzfrlz {X-oX / (depending on what s.o. ate)

Zfriz { J: o X I X D } (depending on who comes)
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Examples

(a) i £0 r% It4=W¥m \Z i o T - a - X * f I' If T'i S £ t

(These days we can watch world news on TV via satellite live broad-

casting.)

(b) ^^^AS^^r^0|f#^ (J:c.T±ffiLTv^ 0

(The old people are living on little savings.)

iiJuti^ lift i> A'VMto

(c) -t-OWHHB L£v*fc i o r||&ffi*£ ii-f£ 0

(We should be able to solve that problem by means of negotiation.)

(d) AKioT, ^*>fc 3 o

(Depending on the person, the aging process differs.)

(e) itifOH^taot, Ht**B*4to
(Depending on the day's mood, I listen to different music.)

<f) g¥tt#ttt:J:oTl9o
(Retirement ages vary from company to company,)

(g) *oW^l±Jft*(cJ:c'Cff*^ft**orL4c^o
(The young man lost his adolescence because of drugs.)

(He became unable to come back because of the difficult disease.)

£ Li*

(i) tf* VK J:oT»:Wifc 0

(This picture was painted by Picasso.)

(j ) T ^ V **M(± 3 n y f% \z X o rlS-Ks ft£o

(The American Continent was discovered by Columbus.)

(k) H ^i^^H^o-C, OfftH**&<»ot^to
(Depending on whether or not I can go to Japan, my coming year's

schedule will become totally different.)

ft* tt-siA i, c-i

(My fortune will be determined by whether I can marry you or not.)
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(The learner's progress should differ, depending on which Japanese
language instructor he learns from.)

(n> mMMtz^z^x, mc^b/Wtmio
(The same musical piece sounds different, depending on who performs
it)

(Would it not be possible to reduce crimes in the U.S. by maintaining

strict control of drugs?)

(P) li^oM^i^^c)^(ife
v

^±iATvv^ 0

(The number of the people killed in automobile accidents is increasing

every year.)

(q) m^\ZX&^mtil±i:<$>Z>Ztfzo
(Belated treatment due to misdiagnosis is a matter of frequent occur-
rence.)

1. The particle niyotte indicates the means for doing s.t. (e.g. KS(A), (G),

Exs.(a) - (c) and (o», dependency on a situation / s.t. / s.o. (e.g. KS(B),

<E), (F), Exs.(d) - (f) and (k)-(n)), cause for s.t. (e.g. KS(C), Exs,(g)

and (h)), and an agent of a passive sentence (e.g. KS(D), Exs.(i) and
(j)).

2. When niyotte means dependency on a situation, the preceding element
can be an embedded Yes-No question (e.g. KS(E), Exs.(k) and (1)) or a
WH-question (as in KS(F), Exs.(m) and (n)).

3. When ni yotte means a means for doing s.t., it can be preceded by a
clause nominalized by koto as in KS(G) and Ex.(o).

4. ~ ni yotte can be unconditionally replaced by ~ ni yon when it means
dependency on a situation / s.t. / s.o., as in KS(B), (E), (F), Exs,(d) - (f)

and (k) - (n). The difference between the two is that ~ ni yoii is used in

written Japanese.
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(1) a. B*I§co5fc*60|icx.*ti5fe4tw U^T /??<fcU) Sv^t

(The teaching methods of Japanese teachers differ depend-

ing on the teacher.)

b. B^IS^WliiiW^^ {cfcoT/cfcU} M&& 0

(The Japanese language pedagogy differs depending on the

instructor.)

In (la) ni yori is unacceptable, because it is used in spoken Japanese,

whereas the same comp. prt. can be used in (lb) which belongs to writ-

ten Japanese. The replacement is also possible when ~ ni yotte means

an instrument with which to do s.t.

(2) a. Z^^li^^^^^^fD.^^-^if-V^^.^
£^ffi*£o (cf. Ex.(a))

b. Z<D?ami±mL&v^£i)M&}&%&&'ffzo (cf. Ex.(c))

c. 7^ v%x'\mm*i$ki<mwiz>z-kiz£t] y mm$.
htZttfft%&<DX&%^t*?> 9 *»o (cf. Ex.(o))

However, when the instrument is a concrete, tangible object ni yori can-

not be used as in (3).

(3) a. mmnm^i^h^^tm^o (cf.KS(A»

(cf. Ex.(a))

When the particle means a cause or a passive agent, - niyori is not used.

Thus, the following sentences are all marginal.

(4) a. Lfco (cf. KS(Q)

b. 77iOBf*»fliS:«*CJ;»miS*tfco (cf.KS(D))

In the prenominal use of Ni ni yoru N2, the comp. prt. expresses cause

as in Ex.(p) and (q), or a means as in (5a) or a passive agent as in (5b).
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(Even in the humanities field research using computers is

popular.)

b .
i a - 3 - , -e f±«^ li^c ctSIA*?4##l LT v

>

(In New York City murders by habitual drug users occur
frequently.)

In all of these ni yotte cannot be used.

[Related Expressions]

I. The particle de of means can always replace ni yotte of means, as
shown below: de2 (DBJG . 106_07))

[1] a. WmM&T'&bii^M^M^Z (cf. KS(A))

^ffl** 0 (cf.Ex.(a))

c. -tO*Aa(±fc-f*»»|f&7?^ffiLTV^.0 (cf.Ex.(b))

d. »±*t«tfi fJTttlf Srffiff* i t#Hi*^ 0

(cf. KS(G))

However, w yotte/yori cannot always replace de of means. Examples
follow:

[2] a. miA* {T/*{CJ;oT} &ttK#oTV>i* 0

(I am commuting to my company by bus.)

(The urban white-collar workers are commuting by public

transportation.)

[3] a, mtU-^u {T/*(CJ:oT} £J£*£^tv*S* 0

(I am writing a letter with a word processor.)

(Document preparation is handled by a word processor.)
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[4] a. tfrt^^tfr (T/'Ci-pT) HoT

(Could you kindly send the manuscripts by fax?)

(These days, it is common practice to communicate by

fax.)

In_J2M41, ni yotte is totally iinatttftpftfrfo in the sentenr-es-aad

acceptable in the (b) sentenc^Vhe^rocial difference between (a) and

(h) RPTitPTippc ic ffaf the former belongs to spoken Japanese, whereas

the latter belongs to more impersonal and formal Japanese. The imper-

sonal and formal aspects of the latter are accented by the use of Sino-

Japanese words. In short, the baste difference between de and ni yotte

is a stylistical difference; the former can be used in both spoken and

written Japanese, but the latter is usually used only in written Japanese

or very formal speech.

The difference between the agent marker ni and ni yotte is grammatical

and stvlistical. The sentences in [5] show that when the subject of the

passive sentence is inanimate (such as 'research institute/ 'painting,'

'American Continent') the agent has to be marked not by ni, but by ni

yotte.

[5] a. £«OfflftWI±:fc«* {£<fc^T/*C:} IftftStLfco

(=KS(D))

b. £©|ftl±lf*v |CJ;ot/*C) JtiMxfco (=Ex.(i))

c. 7*V%1zmt3V>7Z {-CJ;-oT/*C) ftj&Sitfco

(=Ex.(j))

[6a] and [7a] show examples where ni is chosen over ni yotte.

[6] a. 7y*l±S>a> {(C/*(CJ;-pT} tztZfitZo

(Alice was deceived by John.)

(The demonstrators were dispelled by riot police,)
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[7] a. mmt&iWM {C/*(CJ:oT} &*tit: 0

(I got my letter read by my parents.)

(We got our secret document of the research institute read

by unknown outsiders.)

[8] a. «(4H*B©M
.
ffcV'lCJ^T} It&lstuta

(My Japanese teacher corrected my pronunciation (lit. I

am annoyed by the fact that my professor corrected my
pronunciation).)

b. ^ilSilLv^S^ffirli fC/CJ;oTl IMf«f Sr*

(The students had their pronunciation corrected by their

strict Japanese instructors.)

Sentences [6] - [8] show that ni yotte/yori can be used in (b) type sen-

tences which have impersonal and formal written style, but not in (a)

type sentences which have personal style.

(=> rareru1 (DBJG: (364-69))

IE. The particle ni yotte/yori of cause has the related expressions de and
no tame ni. KS(C), Exs.(g) and (h) can be rewritten using de and no
tame ni as shown below.

(Ode3 (DBJG: 107-09); tame (ni) (DBJG: 447-51))

[9] a. ft* {V/G>fc*e) $e*C< Lfco (cf. KS(C))

b. fOf^iiSl IV/<D-1±MZ) fifft^oTLic
tz 0 (cf. Ex.(g))

c. mmm iv/cotzmz} wm^m^^tz 0 (Cf.Ex.

As shown in [10]. there are cases in which niyotte is unacceptable for

some unknown reason.

[10] a, 4f {T/COfcfcK/^CcfcoT} fcTfeltifco

(Because of my work I got very tired.)
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b, iM {l?/<?>/c«)(C/*tCj;oT} fttt^&ttfo

(Because of illness, I took a day off from the company.)

c. #« {-p/^ftC/'CJr^r} ^lloto
(Because of the power failure we had a difficult time.)

The crucial differences among de, no tame nl, and ni yotte are: first, ni

yotte and no tame ni are more formal than de. That is why abstract

Sino-Japanese words go more harmoniously with the former as shown

in [Ha] below:

[11] a. B#o!Sfl§M {a>fc»£/-e*^T/77T} B#Bf¥B

(Because of Japan's economic progress, Japanese lan-

guage learners have increased.)

In [lib] de becomes acceptable, because the inserted no makes the

entire sentence less formal. Secondly, de can be used to mean 'cause'

rather loosely, but ni yotte can be used only when the focus is sharply

placed on a 'cause/ as shown in [12].

[12] a. {T/??Ofc»(C/*{Ccfc-oT} fetfctf^L

(Because of money problems I quarrelled with my friend.)

b. oi6ftv»:t {r/*©fca6c/*(=J;-?T} Ia^^s

(You are suffering because of a trivial matter, aren't you?)
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nokankeide (DMffi? phn

because of

[jREL. no tame (ni)]

Key Sentence

Noun

(Mr. Hall has gone to Tokyo on a business-related matter.)

Formation

!
(AiimpSes

(because of the company)

(because of the weather)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(I heard that Suzuki cannot graduate this year because of insufficient
credits / units.)

(Because of the time limit, I am sorry I cannot go into detail.)

(Because of the size of the room we cannot invite more than 40
people,)

(It seems that Momoko was not hired because of her age.)

(I was told that Leslie makes frequent company-related business trips

i
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abroad (lit. makes frequent trips abroad because of his company).)

(f) **Sii»iAOft*<33»#Tn> K^fc=^fttr*3£o
(I heard that because of her husband's work Miyuki is going to live in

London for 3 years.)

(g) 4§^P#0ST\ ^yny*? b\£$3kK%otzo
(Because of the budgetary situation, the project has been cancelled.)

N no kankei de is used to refer to causal relationship in a very indirect way.

In fact the noun kankei means 'relationship' and the particle de indicates a

causal relationship. (ode3 (DBJG: 107-09))

[Related Expression]

The following sentences are saying virtually the same thing, but they are

slightly different from each other.

[1] a. {0Kmv/-<D1±to{£) /*?}, ^oyn^^^m^ibi;
4ofco (=Ex.(g))

c. f*W£Lfc {fr6/©?}
f
^^n^i* HifJtKfco

Among the five choices, N no ten/re/ de is the most indirect reference to

causal relationship, because it does not need to be specific about the cause

(i.e., (lack of) budget funds in [la] and [lb]). N no tame (ni) is next most

indirect about specification of the cause. Exs.[lb] and [lc] show that the

preceding N can be a neutral yosan 'budget' or a negative yosan-busoku

'lack of budget/ N de, kara and node all requires a specific cause. In this

sense they are markers of direct reference to causal relationship. Among de,

kara and node, the latter two are markers of more direct reference to causal

relationship.

(Ofame (ni) (DBJG: 447-51); node (DBJG: 328-31); /care3 (DBJG:

179-81))
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no koto <DZt phn

about; in terms of; related to

[REL. ni kanshite/kansuru; ni

tsuite]

Noun

tofcL Alt :3 ¥

(I'm going to talk about Japanese culture in my lecture tomorrow.)

(B)

Noun

\t

(You'd better forget about her now.)

(C)

Noun

<DZt

(I'd like to talk to you about studying in Japan.)

(D)

Noun

® b<D^m

(Actually, it's (=The reason I'm calling is / The reason I came to see

you is) about tomorrow's meeting.)
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Formation

N <DZ t

t It A.

'H^) c (about an / the exam)

Examples

(a) l£ill#S^^£>£ t ± 0

(Miss Arai asked various questions about you yesterday.)

(b) ^^HiB*^?So:t*#;7i:lot^So
(For my term paper I'm thinking of writing about college life in Japan.)

(c) ^$<DZtmLtfW&*^ito
(TU take the responsibility for our children (lit. for things related to our

children).)

(d) ^M<n% S<D£ t Tf±*SJ*ifi:|S^4 »)4Lto

(I owe you a lot in terms of my internship this time.)

((The reason) I'm calling (is to talk) about the party next week.)

Notes

1. No koto literally means 'things of / about/ Thus, X no koto 0 kaku, for

example, literally means 'to write things about X.' This phrase often

appears with a particle to form a compound particle meaning 'about, ' as

in KS(A) - (C) and Exs.(a) - (d).

2. X no koto (nan) desu ga is used to introduce the reason for phoning

someone or visiting someone, as in KS(D) and Ex.(e), or to introduce a

topic to the hearer, as in (1).

(1) A: 5fe£, Vtf-bfcCfcftA-TTJFo

(Professor, Fd like to talk to you (lit. It's) about my term

paper.)

B: $hvt"ri* P

(Yes? (lit. What is it?))
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A; k&i}ty%-Bm$LTt feA<tv»-CL J:

(Could you give me another day? (lit. Could you extend the

due date by one day?))

no koto da kara <DZkf£ft% phn

because - is habitually / usu-

ally / often that way; because

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

(Because Nakajima is always that way (i.e., comes late), he will proba-

bly come late again today, (lit. Because it is a matter of Nakajima (who
habitually comes late), , . .))

(B)

Relative CL Noun

t 3 *

(Because tofu goes bad quickly, you'd better put it in the refrigerator,

(lit. Because it is a matter of tofu, which always goes bad quickly, , . .))

N CDZttzfrb

because it is a matter of X with

which / whom s.t. is habitually the

case

MBZAsCOZ t tzfrb (because Okada is habitually that way)
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(a) lOIt/^P), A^®^li+^*#ttTT$v^ 0

(Because it is summer (when foods go bad quickly), please be very

careful about what you eat.)

(b) &£W*>coB^A<DZktzfrh, §ot^<T^Hv^i-i 0

(Because they are rich Japanese, Fm sure they will buy them even if

they are expensive.)

"t -ifc lit life

(c) ii9*tr<?yU%%:jp:TZAs<DZttzfrh, tWt^O*f?i
(Because Kinoshita loves karaoke, I have a feeling that he will not let

go of the microphone once he starts singing.)

(d) iM^(0]hm<DZttz^h t z<om*ktzh$:£it
\zi$Ut>%:^?z?>

(Because Yamada is a sake lover, if he sees this sake, he will probably

not leave until he drinks it (lit. without drinking it).)

1 . Using X no koto da kara, the speaker presents a reason for something,

based on what habitually occurs with X.

2. When N no koto da kara is used, the main clause must represent a future

action, event, or state.

nomi <D& prt. <w>

a particle which expresses a limit

imposed upon an action, event, or

a state

only; just; alone

[REL. dake]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Noun Prt.

m
(Please tell me just the main point.)

(B)

Noun Prt.

«
G

(I have told this only to Prof, Yoshida.)

(C)

Vinf

(I don't know whether I can win or not, but I will just do my best.)

(i) N £0* (Prt.)

?t^^(^)*/: (Only students came.)

<VM £) (invite students only)

(ii) N {Prt. O^Prt.)

{\Z<Dfr/ <D^Z] mt (talk only to students / talk to students

only)

(iii) Vinf O*/*

{#< /n^tz] (Dfrfz (only go / went)
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Examples

(a) iOSAB^AWaoTV^o
(Only I know the answer to this.)

(b) li^^ffEAV^tc
(Write your surname only.)

(c) ^(i^igbft^ i *i-.S.«0-*t e

(I will just do what I was told to do.)

(d) tz tfflpT* S^)A()S)o

(The only thing we have to do is to put it into practice.)

(e) If^ifefco-^^^i^tt^i^t^^v^rv^v^
(We've just finished the exterior and haven't started anything else yet.)

1. The case particles ga and o are optional after nomi. Other case particles

such as n't, e, to, cte, and kara appear either before or after nomi

2. When the particle de appears with nomi, the meaning changes according

to the position of the two particles, as in (1).

C HA, C tf-sJMii T $

(i) a, %t±Bm%?o&mw&%:%>o
(I can explain it only in Japanese, (i.e., I cannot explain it in

other languages.))

b. *»±B*R©*T-SlWaj**o
(I can explain it in Japanese alone, (i.e., I don't need any

other languages but Japanese to explain it.))

[Related Expression]

Dake can replace nomi without a change in meaning. The main difference

between the two is that dake can follow adjectives and quantifiers but nomi

cannot, as in [1J*

[1] a. {£lt /•©#} tz (s.t. is cheap, that's all)

b. UEtt /*©*.} tz (s.t. is quiet, that's all)
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c. -o {£W /*«)#} M") (buy only one)

Note also that dake is used in formal and informal speech and written Japa-

nese while nomi is used in formal speech and written Japanese.

(^>dake (DBJG: 93-97))

no moto de ©T? comp. prt. <w>

under; in; with

[REL. -ka de]

Key Sentence

Noun

m
(I finished my master's thesis under Prof. Suzuki's guidance.)

Formation

N fflK*

^S|5St0fiJf«DTT" (under the direction of the dean)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(The opening ceremony was held in (lit. under) the brilliant sun.)

(He studied conducting under (Herbert von) Karajan.)

(Our divorce was agreed upon in (lit. under) the presence of attorneys.)
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(The prisoners were forced to work under strict supervision.)

(e) £<D4 >7 \s<DT^l±^&fe&X i>%A&b^o
(With this inflation there's no point in saving money.)

1. When this phrase refr™ 'fr> phys^a1 its nQf» is limited "atmos-

pheric space," for example, the sky and the weather.

_

2. Some nouns require the particle ni rather than de after no moto, as in (1)

and (2).

(1) ft (it ditf±l?^i:Vv^^OTCC:o4¥*L"C^4o
(I'gL-doing this job with the promise thatjfoe profit will be

divided in half (an^ooaJialf willhe^ejuooas).)

(2) eb 5fe£otturoTt: - *«o T a o

(WejrejasingJ^ Taguchi's permission.')

[Related Expression]

-ka de, when combined with some nouns, means the .cam* nn mntcL de, as

inii].

[1] a. - OifjfTT
t
(under the direction of ~)

b. -^OifrtlTT? (under the supervision of ~)
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no ue de wa <D±Vii comp. prt.

as far as - is concerned; as far

as ~ goes; from the view-

point / standpoint of; according

to; in terms of

[REL. -jo wa]

Key Sentence

Noun

zmm"»i mm

(There seems to be no problem with this plan as far as the documents
are concerned.)

Formation

2y\
ftH-<^±"C{± (in theory; on paper; as far as the theory goes)

Examples

(a) It»0±^i±rW^RC^v^ ^^^.Cfctc^-QTv^o
(According to the calculations, we are supposed to make a profit of

(about) two million yen.)

(b) ioyn^? hf±lb±Tii7f Uk%<rMfzo
(Although in theory (lit. As far as the story is concerned,) it looks like

this project will work out, I feel somewhat uneasy.)

(c) m&w^Tmmvym^m i f£Q

(Statistically, (lit. As far as the figures are concerned,) Kawano looks

stronger than Kurata.)

(Ohno is a perfectionist at work (lit. as far as his business is concerned)

but messy in his private life.)

no ue de wa I ~ no wa - no koto da 313

(e) II^lT^^ ;M^±T-liiLJ:^^^vv0 > - •

(There's no way to punish his conduct legally (lit. from the legal point

of view).)

No ue de wa is not the same as no ue de. (=o ue de)

[Related Expression]

-jo wa is used with some nouns in the same way as no ue de wa, as in [1].

[1] a. ft#Jifi (as far as computation goes; in terms of the calcula-

tion)

b. SI?Jili (in theory; on paper; as far as the theory goes)

c. (legally; from the legal point of view)

(-W6)

- no wa - no koto da ~(Dl£~(DZ t tc str.

It will be / was - when / that ~

Key Sentence

Sinf Noun (time)

<D.t±

(It was in May 1985 that I last met Mr. Yamada.)

a structure which focuses on a

time when s.t. takes place
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Formation

Sinf (O \± (the same fonnation as no da) N CO Z t tz

mLfz(D |±*^ co z 1 1* (It was last year when s.o. talked , , .)

Iivumplcs

O

(It was only recently that I began to understand how interesting Japa-
nese is.)

(b) 4 a # y h tmtitz <D \t1960^fti* <D Z t T* h 0

(It was in the late sixties when genuine robots came out.)

(c) y7 §S 9 jwS&S <DI±*ftf>&fc D £ t K 4 S tzh n 0

(It will be around the end of next month when we get galley proofs.)

(d) 3c^MM«ofc0l±^W^^#<^i2;^
0 ,

(It was before I went to school that my father was a government
worker.)

i: Vila*. ' r i; k#a

0

(It was for a period of about twenty years after World War H that the

reputation of Japanese products was bad.)

(f)

1 & <o tell * ii & ? $jtt£ 1 v>

(Although it was only (about) a month ago when I saw Ken'ichi and
Toshiko walking together intimately, I heard they've already split up.)

This structure is a special form of ~nowa~ da and is used when a particu-

lar time is under focus. (=> ~nowa~ da (DBJG: 337-42))

f

-nu 3T5

-nil & aux. <w>

an archaic auxiliary that indicates

negation

Key Sentences

(A)

not

[REL. -na/; -zu]

Vneg

Jfee

(In the global age we cannot think of our own country alone.)

(B)

Formation

Vneg A (N / Aux)

$31 5>& (s.o. doesn't know s.o. / s.t.)

£fl 'fc afcA (a person whom s.o.doesn't know or s.o. who doesn't know s.t)

£p h & h L (it appears that s.o. doesn't know s.o. / s.t.)

-frak (iiT.) (does not do s.t.)

i$h & (irr.) (s.o. does not exist)

Examples

(a) StiffitA^Tt, toh&bLlMjL&o
(No matter what I ask, he answers only that he does not know.)

Vneg Vneg

(When you don't know something, it takes courage to admit it.)
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'..(b)- ^oa^AiilM^^^^ J: o tzvtzo

(That Japanese did not seem to understand English.)

(I seldom drink these days, but I used to drink a lot when I was young,)

(d) fl^HW#a:1 1$ it £ \z li e>& 0

(In this area there are not people who can speak Japanese.)

1. -nu is an archaic negative marker that corresponds to -na/, but is used

only with verbs. The archaic -nu is used in very stiff written Japanese.

That is why there are quite a few proverbial phrases in which -nu is

used exclusive of -nai.

(1) jitf {fc/*ftvl. MA
(Prevention is better than cure. (lit. A cane in advance so as not

to fall))

(2) &h mZ
(Ignorance is bliss, (lit. Not to know is to be a Buddha.))

(3) »fc {&/*fclv} #fgo

(Better leave it unsaid, (lit. Not to speak is a flower.))

2. There is no past tense form for -nu. See [la] below.

[Related Expressions]

I. -nu is an archaic version of -naL Except in idiomatic phrases mentioned

in Note 1 -nu can be replaced by -nai, but the reverse is not always the

case.

[1] a. Z<T)%\±W&< {£W*&} 0

(This book isn't interesting.)

b. irltjH; {4L>r/flc/*fcT/*fcU:} ^M-Mfo

(I went to school without eating breakfast.)

(=i> ~ nai cfe (DBJG; -271-73))

-nu> 3*7:

The difference between -nu and -zu is straightforward. The latter can be.

used as a continuative form or before ni to mean *without The for-

mer can be used at the end of a sentence or before a noun, auxiliary or

a conjunction.

[2] a. sn*4^ i:tt*tUo
(I worked without eating my lunch.)

(I felt a cold coming on today, so I stayed in bed at home,

without going to work.)

c. {&/*-f}o

(I don't think so.)

(You shouldn't say you know what you don't know.)
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•IT-

a phrase which expresses the

speaker's respect for someone

when describing that person's

action or state

[REL. o ~ ni naru; rareru]

HI

Key Sentences

(A)

Vmasu

(Are you in a hurry?)

(B)

Vmasu Noun

*- K Si

(You can no longer use the card you have now.
: —— — ~

Formation

( i ) g Vmasu t*

fcff *> /f (s.o. is waiting)

(ii) VN f*

£wF ^E7tf (s.o. is doing research)

(iii) ±5 Vmasu <n N
frfz

*J O-^F (those who are going back today)

(iv) VN ON
4 A fit i

®f2E<9Fp1II (a problem which s.o. is doing research on)

o~da 319

Examples

(a)

(Everybody is here (lit. has gathered) now.)

(b) UitZ/», WtU$i&&T>*X*t i 0

(Mr. Kono, the Section Chief wants to see you (lit. is cialling you).)

(c) 3 if-lifc 3 iJ^fA-C+^o

(Have you already finished copying?)

(d) ^^A^M^-f^o
(What kind of person would you like?)

(e) ti^BltitStiM*) C^&ni-tAso
(The guests haven't left yet.)

(If you are tired, please take a rest in this room for a while.)

(g) ^{Sv^y-^nii^o^li/^;* *) £ Lt:fr 0

(When did you buy the word processor you are using now?)

(h) Mii^*ftrf«tt*o
(What are you researching now, Professor?)

(i) ^ABT#riSra<OB* ttt^ftK
(Which countries is the Emperor going to visit?)

1. O - da does not express the aspect (i.e., progressive, perfect etc.) of a

verb explicitly. Aspect can be determined from context, as seen in (1).

(1) a. iSi^t^tCMiJTTo <=»4)
(The guests are leaving soon.)

(What are you reading now?)

c.

(Have you already finished copying?)
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• 2. O - da cannot be used with two-syllable Gr. 2 verbs (e.g., miru 'look at/

im 'stay,' hint, 'wear,* neru 'sleep') and irregular verbs (i.e., sum 'do'

and kuru 'come').

(2) a. *&ktz/*i5mz

b. *£U?

3. As Formation (ii) shows, for suru-verbs which require the polite prefix

go-, go VN da is used rather than o Vmast/ da. The su/u-verbs which

require the polite prefix o-, such as sojisuru 'clean,' denwasuru 'make a

call,' rydrisuru 'cook,' and sentakusuru 'wash' are not commonly used

in this pattern.

(3) a, ?m±i)^-Av^mi^Uktzo (Acceptable form:

tf&-Ax*um&mmir {43-&fi*/^&-3i,*«}o)
(The teacher is cleaning the room by himself.)

b. ??5fc^ii^4^±5aB^1- 0 (Acceptable form: 5fc£tf^

{*6tl5/^6oL?**} 0 )

(«=>o- (DBJG: 343-47))

[Related Expression]

O - da is not as polite as o - ni nam but is politer than passive honorific

forms.

(^Politeness and Formality (DBJG: 36-44); o ~ n/ nan/ (DBJG: 358-60);

rarem 1 (DBJG: 364-69))

o hajime (to shite) % {4 VS)(t LT) <w>

starting with; not only - but

also -

[REL. ~ dakede(wa)naku~ (mo)]

o hajime (to shite) 323

Key Sentence

Noun

*l±ta&(fc IX),

(In my family, starting with my father, all of us like sports.)

Formation

3fe£ * ii t ( 1 1T ) (starting with the teacher)

Examples

(a)

(Starting with sushi, Cathy eats any Japanese cuisine.)

(b)

-o W> AM*

(c)

(d)

(This year, starting with Osaka, the rainy season was short in all parts

of the Kansai district.)

(At this company, starting with the president, all the employees eat

lunch in the same cafeteria.)

(Not only the police but also the nearby residents showed a strong

interest in this incident.)

1. No hajime to shite literally means 'by making N the beginning (of s.t.),'

an idea very similar to the English phrase 'starting with.'

2. No hajime is an abbreviative version of N o hajime to shite,

3. In conversational Japanese N o hajime (to shite) is not used; instead,

dake de (wa) naku *~ (mo) is used.

(<=> dake de (wa) naku - (mo) (DBJG: 97-100))
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[Related Expression]

All the examples can be rephrased by dake de (wa) nakute ~ (mo). In fact, as

noted in Note 3, in conversational Japanese dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo) is

used instead of N o hajime (to shite).

o - kudasai &~T& I* phr.

Key Sentences

(A)

(B)

please do s.t.

[REL. kudasai]

Vmasu

(Please wait a moment)
——— — „,—

VN

ax
(Please order by phone.)

Formation

lift

&l£LT£v> (Please talk.)

o - kudasai 323

(ii) rVNT?^
'^MT £ ^ * (Please contact (us).)

O

Examples

(a) £-<0^>*j3«i/>T3v> o

(Please use this pen.)

(b) 0*19

*

^<o-c*jS£.¥tsv»
(Please hurry because we don't have much time.)

(c) k*7 *&&%Kzffl&Tis\t\.

(Please feel free to consult with us.)

(d) nm^m^mmm^mmr^o
(Please use excursion tickets, which are convenient and economical.)

1 . O - kudasai cannot be used with two-syllable Gr. 2 verbs (e.g., mini

'look at,' iru 'stay,' kiru 'wear,' neru 'sleep') and irregular verbs (Le.,

suru 'do* and kuru 'come'),

(1) a. *uiT$^0 /**j^T*v^
(Please look at it. / Please go to bed.)

b. *feLT£v\>/*£jrF£^ 0

(Please do it / Please come.)

2. The su/ii-verbs which require the polite prefix 0-, such as denwasuru

'make a call,' ryorisuru 'cook,' sojisuru 'clean,' and sentakusuru 'wash'

are not commonly used in this pattern. In fact, the examples in (2) are

awkward.

(2) a. 7?ri»-Ci3#»TSv>o (Acceptable form: rgfl-CJMfc

(Please clean up by yourself.)

b. 4#-C^ltjlT§ v» B (Acceptable form: AS
Si! (LT/»goT.} T3v»o)

(Please wash in lukewarm water.)
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7 The sentence in (3), however, is acceptable. This sentence is derived

from the sentence in (4) ; in (3) the direct object marker o has been

deleted.

ZMtA,

(3) 4H*«».TSVo
(Please give me a call tonight.)

(4) ****B*T*l\,

3. 0 - kudasai cafcnot be used in negative requests,

(5) *c:o^vi±i3ttt>&v»TTSv^
(Please do not use this pen.)

[Related Expression]

0 - kudasai is politer than - kudasai. While there are some verbs which can-

not be used in the o - kudasai pattern as mentioned in Notes 1 and 2, any

verb can be used in the - kudasai pattern.

[11 a. JiTT$W*i5jlTSu*o
(Please look at it.)

b. LTT£W*£LT£v> 0

(Please do it)

c. ri fix* [MBLTTSv>/»R4SotTS / ??£jfJ£T £
Wo
(Please clean up by yourself.)

Note also that ~ kudasai can be used to make negative requests, but

o ~ kudasai cannot, as in [2],

[2] Z(D9it\t {i%t>%^VT$^ /*&j&te%^T%^}o
(Please do not use this room.)

In addition, - kudasai can be used with auxiliary verbs which require verb

te-forms while o ~ kudasai cannot.

[3] a. JlTV*oTT3 W*£J&Tv^73v\,
,
(Please look at it before you go.)

o - kudasai I omowareru 325

b. Jb^T LfoTTSv* / L f v^T S V> 0

(Please finish eating.)

(^.- friMM (DBJG; 209-10))

omowareru JEM? ft$ v, (Gn 2) <w>

a verb that indicates what the

speaker / writer feels spontaneously

or his / her hesitation about assert-

ing himself / herself

seem; appear; apparently

Key Sentences

(A)

Sinf

X "9 lZ

(It seems that the business conditions of the coming year will be better

than those of this year.)

(B)

Sinf

t .}§s ix *!> o

(It appears that the treatment of this disease will take approximately one

month.)

Formation

( i ) {V / Adj(/)} inf «t 7 t*-S*?*tA p
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Kfifcft4 0 (It appears that s.o. is coming/

came.)

iffifivv/ ffls o } (It appears that s.t. is / was

interesting.)

(ii) Adj(na)stem {%/tzotz} I-5KSt>tt^ 0

xft { ft / tio tz } J: o tcSfc o (It seems that s.o. / s.t. is / was

healthy / sturdy.)

(iii) N{0/rtfofc} J$fc£k*i&o

¥$L {&) I fio tz) i o Kfi*>jt4 0 (S.o. seems to be/have been a

student.)

(iv) Sinf b&toti&o
Tzfi

IE L < fcv* fc-ffifc>ft& 0 (It appears that s.t. is not right.)

flKRMMIIinHil^k

(a) B%mim±^-(k^t nffitfft^Xd KSfctL-So

(It seems that Japanese exports are not going to grow so much in the

future.)

(b) 44$0^*$2$£^ Kfi6ix4 0

(It appears too simplistic to relate children's delinquency to crime

movies.)

(c) zwj&WWi1fiimx&1tfi#\z\t*\i*£ 3 tcSL*>^4 0

(Education at this university seems to be particularly good in science

and engineering.)

(It seems to me that in the 21st century society will become more infor-

mation oriented, and the world will become one community.)

(When you learn Japanese it seems better not to use romanization.)

omowareru 327

(f) «*w3KS;iljBE+^
(To look after your health, it is apparently effective to exercise for

about 30 minutes every day.)

MURIUM

1. omowareru is the passive form of omou *to feel; to think,' but

omowareru in the present entry does not have the meaning of passivity;

rather it has the meaning of autogenesis, i.e., .what the speaker / writer

feels / thinks spontaneously. The fact that omowareru is different from

the real passive use should become clear by the fact that the former does

not have the true agent, but the latter does.The true passive by definition

involves an agent (= actor) and the agent is marked by ni in passive sen-

tences. Thus genuine passive sentences should be grammatical with a

n/-marked agent. That is why the addition of a n/'-marked agent to

KS(A) and (B) as in (la) and (2a), respectively, will produce ungram-

matical sentences, (lb) and (2b) are grammatical, because here ni indi-

cates not an agent 'by' but an experiencer 'to/ Compare (1) and (2)

with genuine passives of (3) and (4).

(l) a. **#<&*$a;t±4^J: ij tv^^^u (itK:/ast3t#c}

S*>*i*o (cf. KS(A))

(To me it seems that the business conditions of the coming

year are better than those of this year.)

(2> a. *^<Dm%<D^mn^-^n^i> t mc/i^ic} s*>

flho (cf. KS(B)>

(To me it appears that the treatment of this disease takes

approximately one month.)

(3) e^4£fc*Lfc&, XMifriik&totLti-Xi
.

(If you do such a thing, you will be regarded as a fool.)
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(If you do such a thing, people will regard you as a fool.)

(= Active version of (3))

(4) BmMmX^k^/mtztsMfix^^o
(Japan is thought to be an enigmatic country by foreigners.)

cf. ^®A(iB*0£ ^WI4i/:tIotv^ 0

(Foreigners consider Japan to be an enigmatic country.)

(= Active version of (4))

(d> rareru1 (DBJG: 364-69))

The difference between (5a) which is identical with KS(A) and (5b)

cannot be captured by the translation, because both sentences come out

the same in the translation.

(5) a. *#©*ft(±4^i- 9 4
.

v*v> J: 7 UJS*><t4a (=KS(A))

b. *£<D*aui^<fc »j t v>v> j: $

Since yocfe is a conjecture based on the speaker's reasoning process, if

it is used with omowareru, a marker of autogenesis, the combination

sounds more indirect and even humble.

The experiencer of the spontaneous feeling of - omowareru is usually

the speaker / writer, but can be a third person, if the tense is past.

(6) UjBKI±#tfcoft## J)L MliZMhtitco

(To Yamada the company work seemed monotonous.)

(7) &&?K&U$ittt$v X -5 fc&ibivfc 0

(For Kayoko marriage still seemed like a dream.)

Suppose (6) and (7) were sentences in a novel in which the reader can

empathize with Yamada or Kayoko: then, the nonpast tense is accept-

able.

ori 329

ori & aux. v. (Gn 1) <w>

Vmasu of the auxiliary verb oru

Key Sentence

be ~ and

[REL. ite]

Vfe

(This entrance is for employees only and other people (lit. general peo-

ple) cannot enter from here.)

Formation

Vfe

IS L § (be speaking and)

Examples

(He is crazy about plastic models these days and is assembling model

planes whenever he has free time.)

(In Japan compulsory education is very thorough (lit. prevails thor-

oughly) and the literacy rate is almost 100 percent.)

(This high school is a boarding school (lit. total dormitory system) and

all the students live in three dormitories.)

1. Vfe ori is the written version of Vfe ite. Although ori is the masu-form

of the humble auxiliary verb oru, when Vfe ori is used in the writing of
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documents, articles, papers, etc., it does not express the writer's polite-

ness.

2. Vfe ori is more formal than Vfe ite or Vfe /.

3. Vfe oru> the informal sentence-final form of Vfe ori, is not used in writ-

ing in place of Vfe iru.

[Related Expression]

Vfe ori can be replaced by Vfe ite without changing meaning, as in [1],

(=KS)

(^/ru2 (DBJG: 155-57))

o toshite £ il b X comp. prt

a compound particle that is used to

indicate a medium through which

s.t, is done or time through which

s.t. takes place

Key Sentences

(A)

through; by the medium of; via;

throughout

[REL. otsujite]

Noun

fciJ

f-rokfT-a 1* t fab otto

(I became acquainted with the pianist through a close friend of mine.)

o tdshite 331

(B)

Noun

-#

(I go abroad about 5 times a year (lit. throughout the year),)

Formation

N

£ ii L T (through my teacher)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(I knew of you through the books you wrote.)

(I knew about the incident from newspaper articles.)

(That politician approached the Prime Minister through his entourage.)

iz

(Through an exchange of letters, the two became close.)

(Both radio and television programs are broadcast through the nation-

wide network.)

(I have learned all sorts of things through my life in foreign countries.)

(What was inside the room was visible through the curtain.)

(Through these photos, we can relive the lives of people in those days.)
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(They found the criminal through the fingerprints left behind at the

scene of the crime.)

(My father has never left Tokyo in his life.)

O toshite means 'through the medium of or 'through specific duration of

time/

[Related Expression]

Toshite can be replaced by tsQjite in all cases except when the medium is a

concrete, physical medium as in Exs.(g) - (i).

-ppanashi 333

-ppanashi (£& b am.

keep -ing; have been -ing;

leave

[REL. mama; tsuzuke da; tsuzu-

keru]

Key Sentences

(A)

Vmasu

tz

tz^tZo

(The Shinkansen was so crowded that I stood all the way (lit, kept

standing) from Tokyo to Kyoto.)

(B)

D.O. Vmasu

Mr^tz

(I borrowed money from a friend of mine and still haven't paid it back.)

(C)

D.O. Ymasu

(Kazuhiko went out, leaving his radio on.)

Formation

Vmasu otefft L

*) o i L ((vi.) have been sitting)

o-frto «f4 L ((vt.) leave s.t. on)
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3*34 -ppanashi

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

7*5 i/)V(D^U -sj?-;l/

(Brazil's volleyball team hasn't lost a game up to now. (lit. Brazil's

volleyball team has been winning up to today.))

(The telephone has been ringing since this morning (lit. since morning

today).)

(I have been talking since this morning and my throat is sore.)

(Because I left my car headlights on all night, the battery died.)

(Mitsuko is talking with her friend on the phone while leaving the

water running.)

(Shigeru went out somewhere leaving a kettle on the stove,)

(Many mosquitoes came in through the window which was left open.)

1
.

-ppanashi is derived from hanashi, the rnasu stem of the verb hanasu

'leave.'

2, The meaning of -ppanashi differs depending on the kind of verb which
precedes it. When the verb is intransitive, -ppanashi means mat s.o. or

s.t. keeps doing something (e.g., KS(A) and Ex.(a)). When the verb is

transitive, -ppanashi means that s.o. does s.t. to X and leaves X as it is

without putting it back to its original state, which is not the proper way
(e.g., KS(B) and (Q).

3. -ppanashi behaves like a noun; therefore it is followed by the copula da

i

-ppanashi 335

(e.g., KS(A) and (B)) or particles such as cfe, ni, and no (e,g., KS(C),

Exs,(f) and (g)).

[Related Expressions]

I. Mama expresses an idea similar to -ppanashi. In fact; -ppanashi can be

rephrased as mama in most cases when the preceding verb is transitive,

as in [1].

[1] a. 2tf*K*£iS&* {mV^tf%L/mVtz£%} t* Q

(=KS(B))

ffottSoto (=KS(C))

However, because -ppanashi with a transitive verb implies an improper

state, -ppanashi cannot be used in contexts such as [2].

[2] SliStffcWM* /**»9-tffrL} tz 0

(He still isn't smoking. (He used to smoke but gave it up.))

Notice also that in [3] mama has no negative implication while

-ppanashi indicates that the speaker disagrees with Haruko's manner.

[3] ittii^* TSffcTlffco

(Haruko bowed with her hat on.)

When the preceding verb is intransitive, mama cannot always replace

-ppanashi. For example, mama can be used instead of -ppanashi in

[4], but not in [5].

[4] ff#«««^«s^fe^*-e-fo t rstiotf&L/a-p

**«.} tzvtzo (=KS(A))

[5] {L^Uotf&U/*U^ofc£$} e*rt«SlTv> 0

(bBjc.Cc))

This is because mama focuses on the state after a single action (i.e., an

action described by a punctual verb) while -ppanashi focuses on a con-

tinuous action.

Note also that if the preceding verb is intransitive, -ppanashi cannot be
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used in an adverbial phrase, as in [6].

[6] {&vfc$£ /mV^li&L} vmLXT^v^
(Please remain seated while talking, (lit. Please talk remaining

seated.))

-ppanashi in [7] is acceptable because it is not in an adverbial phrase.

(I've been sitting for a long time, so my bottom hurts.)

(d>mama (DBJG: 236-40))

Vmasu tsuzuke da also expresses the idea "to keep doing s.t." and can

be used in place of Vmasu ppanashi (with intransitive verbs), as in [8J.

[8] a. ff^^^pM-em^^^^^i-e-f •? t {±*>~Dif%
U/ftStttf} tzvtzo (=KS(A))

b /B*>Mtt} tio (=Ex.(a))

(=Ex.(c»

Vmasu tsuzuke da cannot replace -ppanashi when the
.
preceding verb

is transitive.

Vmasu tsuzukeru also expresses the idea of "to keep doing s.t." and can

be used in place of Vmasu ppanashi as in [9],

[9] a. y-7^Ai/-^j^f»A{^BJf {»-So{£&
U£/»£»m*5} 0 (=Ex.(a))

(=Ex.(c))

Vmasu ppanashi (with intransitive verbs), however, does not express

the actor's volition while Vmasu tsuzukeru does. Thus, Vmasu
ppanashi is not acceptable in [10].

fcfcl <J> lit

[10] Sliftfrofci* mVMttfz /*mv-?l£&lstcotz} 0

(Although I was in pain, I kept running.)
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Conversely, in {11] Vmasu ppanashi is more natural than Vmasu

tsuzukeru because standing or sitting was beyond the speaker's control.

[11] «»«L#»J|'r3(CSr>ibjr«*-Ci*oi:

tz/Ti±*mtttz}o (=KS(A))

-ppoi -?{£V adj(i) suf.

a suffix that indicates s.o. / s.t. has \ apt to; easy to; -ish; -like

some distinctive characteristic or I [REL. fQ no\ rashii; -yasui;

an attribute identified by a noun,
]

yona]

an adjective, or a verb to which I

the suffix is attached 5

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun Noun

imM^-DX^tZo

(A yakuza-like man wearing sunglasses was standing at the corner of

the street.)

(B)

Adj(/)stern Noun

(If I remember correctly, I believe she was wearing a blackish sweater.)
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(Q

Vmasu Noun

o!2V ttfe

(He is apt to fall for women, and falls in love with practically any

woman.)

Formalion

(i) No(3V

3$oirv* (childish)

(ii) Adj(i)stem o*3V

IcofSV (cheapish)

(iii) Adj(na)stem otav

aftolsv (pitiful)

(iv) Vmasu olSV

Sito G2V (easy to forget, forgetful)

Examples

(a) SAlSlciiiwi/^ h7>l±t7y "^>otr^Aji"C—fftc4S 0

(During the lunch hour, this restaurant becomes crowded with men
who look like salaried workers.)

(b) *olc5lttii^*otyvv^jf g/*0

(I like the actress, because she is so womanish.)

*r s it m
(c) ^A,&*ot3rwi, 0tft4v^o

(Who can drink such watery sake?)

(d) z/v%&v{T^vy 7&WvX%Xt*7t&<D'!
(What are you going to do with this cheapish sofa that you bought?)
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(e) ^m<D^y^^M-oX t £ ^B^Ufom^iLTV^o
(Sitting on a bench at the park a foppish man is talking with a coquet-

tish woman.)

(f) o h<nM^±M& oiarv^-e, ^^^fcfrLv^ t i-f^/uV-f^

(Our son gets bored easily, and he tries new things one after another,

but doesn't get anywhere with any of them.)

(g) ^:C^^Aot, ittho
(I don't like a person who is distrustful.)

(h) IS* 3 tzM$$tiom*frh, &
L

JiloTV^^A>o
(Carpet gets dirty easily, so I'm not using it.)

1. The Adj(/> suffix -ppo/ is usually used in highly informal speech and

writing, meaning something like English "-ish."

'2. The suffix -ppo/ is an Adj(/), so it conjugates exactly like other

Adj(/)'s.

(1) ioii< {*») **A/ fcv*} (s.t. isn't blackish)

Ho t3V("C*t) (s.t. is blackish)

Ho i-2*W ti (if s.t. is blackish)

Sc o £ (s.t. was blackish)

3. The nouns, adjectives, and verbs that can take the suffix -ppoi are not

unlimited, but quite productive, especially when it is connected with a

noun. The following is a list of nouns, adjectives and verbs most com-

monly used with the suffix.

(2) Noun + ppoi

*&oi2V (student-like), 3fc&-o13V (teacher-like), B^Aol?

(Japanese-like), 7> M *Aol3V (American-like), igAot£
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v> (merchant-like), ^JlolFv* (delinquent-like), ^Ao (?t>

IJV.L* CSC *1

(adult-like), ^#o*£V> (geisha-like), (dusty), v>£T

*bof2V (mischievous), HJtot^V (Don Juan-like), sMotl

V* (argumentative), feo.t3T-v> (sexy), (grayish), jj&fe

ol*v* (brownish), ifc-afJ-u* (feverish / enthusiastic), jR.filoJJ

(peevish)

(3) Adj(/)stem + ppo/ (restricted to adjectives of color and shape

except So 12V (cheapish))

Hoiarv* (whitish), *ol£v> (redish), jfcfe^Hrv* (yellowish),

^Loi^v> (roundish), ffl3|c>.»v> (squarish)

All the examples except yasuppoi can he also grouped under (2).

(4) Adj(na) + ppoi

*£ot3TV> (coquettish), |3*o«V* (affected), slfto t£v>

(sarcastic), J&f^olSV (cynical), if+oHTv* (vulgar),

(vulgar)

(5) Ymasu + ppoi

•pIJV (quick tempered), SftoifV (easily tired), fifeTo

12"v» (apt to lose self-control), £W&o{fV (apt to feel victim-

ized), §o t3Tv * (dumpy)

The last example shime-ppoi is actually an irregular form, because the

expected form is *shimeri-ppoi.

[Related Expressions]

1 N + ppoi can be replaced by N + no yona or by N + rash//, and N + fu

no, as shown in [1] below. Here, the choice of -ppo/ expresses that the

man is manifesting the distinctive character of a yakuza. In* that sense
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it is very close to fu no which refers to s.o/s or s.t's style. The expres-

sions no yona and rasbii are quite different from -ppo/ and fQ no in that

the former are conjectural expressions, whereas the latter are not.

[l] ^>^?**iWtfc*, < # (o(ft>/wj;^ft /6lv/i©]
Srt^KfiloOifco (=KS(A))

There are cases where the replacement is restricted as shown in [2] and

[3J. Here, rashii is acceptable, because it means 's.o. or s.t. is like the

ideal model of X.' But no yoda and fuda which mean 'to look like X*

does not make sense in the context. In [3] the meanings of rashii and fu

no do not fit in the context, but yona 'like X' in the sense of 'taste like

water' fits in the context.

*B£ 0 (=Ex.(b))

[3] ZAsftfo {o»lV<D*5ft7*6UW*JW>} fl, *W>fcv>

-Pp (= Ex.(c))

The following N + ppo/ cannot be replaced eith&'by no yona, rashii or

fu no, because the meaning is very specific and fixed,

zoku-ppoi 'vulgar/ hokori-ppoi 'dusty,' itazura-ppoi 'mischievous,'

uwaki-ppoi 'Don Juan-like,' rikutsu-ppoi 'argumentative,' iro-ppoi

'sexy,' haiiro-ppoi 'grayish,' chairo-ppoi 'brownish,' netsu-ppoi 'fever-

ish'.

H. Adj(/ / na)stem + ppoi can be replaced neither by no yona nor by rashii

nor by fu no.

[4] a. -t^OAHH^H l^8V7??©cfc5ft /*£>

<D} *-*-*#Tv*fci:JBv>*-to (=KS (B))

b. {^u/viaft/^u^/w
V77*Ho-C#-C4f}*4.©? (=Ex.(d))

c. fil^>ft:ioT, I {oSV/*&tf:3&/*e>L

0} *#SLTV^. ff (=Ex.(e))
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m. Vmasu + ppoi can be replaced by Vinf • nonpast + yasui as in [5], but
depending on the verb with which -ppoi is connected, the -yasui ver-

sion becomes marginal, as shown in [6].
r

[5] a. *Htt*j£tft*ii {of?< /n<) fcofco
(These days I became tired easily.)

b. -5 7-i <" f? h»t»/^Tn} AoT, »TVi-fco (=Ex.(g))

S*^ (=Ex.(h))

[6] a. 3Ctt^*fcoT*fcS>} {o(J< /??^-T<} *ofc 0

(My father has become short tempered since he became
old.)

^^•to (=Ex.(f))

rashii (DBJG: 373-75); -yasi// (DBJG: 541-43); yoda (DBJG: 547-52))
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-rai Jfe <w>

during a certain amount of time

(s.t. has continued up until the

moment of speech or s.t. has never

been like the current state)

Key Sentences

(A)

for; in; since

[ REL. -buri\ irai;

kara]

-kan; mae

Noun (duration)

h Alt - + *

(Tom has been studying Japanese for the past 20 years.)

(B)

Noun (duration) Noun

/w-O

(This winter is the coldest one in 50 years.)

Formation

( i ) N (duration)

— (for the past 30 years)

(ii) N (duration)

^+^*<7);£ttM (the strongest earthquake in 60 years)

Examples

(a) 5£liH+^*, Ht^ttttt*"C^ito
(My father has been employed in the same company for the past 30

years.)
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(b) *»ii^W^*+^*«t»tTS4l>fc»
(I've been continuing this research for the past 10 years.)

(The rain which started after midnight appeared to have finally

stopped.)

(d) fl|fcflfflfcliffl+*3feo;feArtfo

(Okada and I have been friends for the past 40 years.)

(e) 4^Iti*+^*^#S£^ tzo

(They say that this summer is the warmest in 60 years.)

(f) -tLiiH+^*co^St'to
(This is the heaviest snow we have had in 30 years.)

1. When -ra/ is used to mean s.t, has continued up until the moment of

speech, the final predicate takes Vfe iru as in KS(A) and Ex.(a) or Vfe

kuru as in Ex. (b).

2, X wa N (of duration)-^/ no Y da as exemplified by KS(B), Exs.(e) and

(f), means that as for X, the speaker has never experienced Y in the

specified duration. When Y is a person as in Ex.(d), -rai means X has

continued to have the status of Y for a certain amount of time.

[Related Expressions]

L -rai is used with an expression of time duration. The following phrases

are all ungrammatical because the nouns used here express a point of

time. To make them grammatical phrases -irai has to be used.

IJM'o li o a> n fen

[1] a. *AM~+ B* (cf. AM ~+ 0 £(X (since August 20))

b. *1990 (cf. 1990 ^feUfc (since 1990))

c. *rB#^.# (cf. ZiW:(|5$ (after 2 o'clock))

d. (cf. *#&3fc (since last year))

e. **#<7?fl* (cf. %%-<nmA%. (since last fall))

'
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f. S * (cf. 5fe®fei5R (since last week))

g. (cf. 9cM*&3fc (since the end of last week))

h. 7?5fcj! * (cf. $fc£ tt*. (since last month))

i. (cf. *P*Sl* (since the end of the year))

However, there are exceptional cases where -ra! can be used with a non-

duration expression as in (2):

[2] a. Hf* (since yesterday) cf, HsiS*, HrjsB*

b. fl&fefe (since last night) cf. I&lj&l*, *S^K*

c. fls^Sfc (since last year) cf. Bt^fel*

d. -Si$f* (since year before last) cf. --B^^JSl*

II. When -ra/ indicates continuation of an action / state, it can be replaced

by - mae kara, or -/can, as shown in [3a], [3b] below,

[3] a, hi,i±r-H£ l*/W*6/»} B#»tf>«ta**lttTV*

£o (=KS(A))

h. i*/1tt*6/B}, Ri:^ttK»»TV^4to
(= Ex.(a))

-ra/ can be freely replaced by - mae kara and -kan, but not vice versa,

because the latter can be used with an expression of both relatively

short and long duration; whereas the former can be used only with a rel-

atively long duration* as shown below:

[4] a. mt {=»H/=i»Wtt36»6 BM$*MkL

(He's been studying Japanese for two hours.)

b. r§ {M/1tt#6/**} l«otv^o
(It's been snowing for two days.)

When -rai is used in X wa N(duration)-ra/ no Y da construction, -rai can

be replaced by -buri da which means 'after the lapse of as shown by

[4a] and [4b], Note that Y cannot be a person as in Ex.(d).
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[5] a, 4^W*3i-Hf W/Z<t)} comztzo (=KS(B))

b. Zftl±B+% m/XV} (=Ex.(f))

rei no M<D phr.

a phrase which signals that the ref-

erent of the following noun phrase

is definite and that the speaker

expects the hearer to understand

what the referent is

the - (in question); that (same);

the usual

[REL. wa]

Key Sentences

(A)

<B)

Noun

l±

(What happened to the project (in question)?)

Noun

~ .,

+ m waM
(I heard that this year's year-end party is going to be at that Chinese

restaurant again.)

Formation

fflcof^M (the problem (in question))
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Examples

(a) m<n\s#- Y Lfcj8\»

(Have you finished the report (I requested, you mentioned, etc*)?)

(b) OT<03tf-**tB*4 Lfcio

(The copy (you asked for) is ready.)

(c) m^r^n-k^ sot<iot^yfi.
(I bought the book about Princess Diana (everybody is talking about,

you recommended, etc.) right away and read it.)

(d) A: A,?* *l 0

(A student is coming at one.)

(Oh, that student from Germany (you mentioned), right?)

(e) A: ^tt, lx.4?
(Can we meet this evening?)

(Sure.)

a: t* f ^m-n^Mi^o
(Then, (let's meet) at the usual coffee house at six.)

(f) #l?^*4fcf«^il*:mofc^4M^4^ofc 0

(Mr, Yoshida told us that (same) joke again, but no one laughed.)

1. -Rei no is used in situations where some information is shared by the

speaker and the hearer. For example, when A utters KS(A) to B, B must

have talked to A about a project at an earlier time. Similarly, when A
utters KS(B) to B, A knows that B understands which Chinese restau-

rant A means, from their shared experience.

2. Because rei no is a device to remind the hearer of something experi-

enced or mentioned earlier (although not in the same discourse), rei no

X can be used without having mentioned X previously in the discourse.
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Thus, rei no has the "force" to make the hearer recall the referent of the

following noun phrase.

3. If there is strong situational and / or contextual support to indicate the

referent of the following noun phrase, rei no can be omitted, as in (1)

and (2). (See Related Expression.)

(1) l*#-Httil*t Lfzfro

(Have you finished the report?)

(2) 3e-#£a**Lfcj: 0

(The copy is ready.)

However, if rei no in KS(B) is omitted, for example, chukaryori-ya does

not refer to a definite Chinese restaurant, as in (3).

(3) 4^&^#Si i tz i ti0

(I heard that this year's year-end party is going to be at a Chi-

nese restaurant again.)

[Related Expression]

The topic marker wa marks known information. Thus, wa and rei no have

some commonality. As a matter of fact, both X wa and rei no X are used

when X is definite and known to the hearer* However, wa alone does not

have the force that rei no has, a force to make the hearer recall the referent

of X. Therefore, [1] might be too abrupt in some situations where KS(A) is

perfectly acceptable.

[1] -fn i^x * bit £ n & f) i ltz$\

(What happened to the project?)

Note also that the referent of X wa can be generic while that of rei no X is

always definite. Compare [2a] and [2b],

[2] a. #li$taio 0

(Books are useful.)

b. «©*f±ffi*c.4o 0

(The book (you mentioned) is useful)

In addition, X is a topic phrase, while rei no X is a simple noun phrase
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and can appear in any position where a noun can appear.

(cowa 1 (DBJG: 516-19))

Relative Clause

Key Sentence

Relative Clause Noun

liW <

(There isn't medicine which makes you smart.)

Kxamplcs

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(Is there a book that will make you strong in Japanese?)

(Baroque music is music that soothes the mind.)

(This is a book which enables us to understand Japanese management.)

(Please recommend any exercise that will reduce my weight.)

(I would like to listen to hear something that will cheer me up.)

CThese are non-fattening cakes, so please eat as much of them as you

can.)

(That professor's lecture is a lecture that will make you sleepy.)
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L The example of relative clauses given in this entry are all different from
those of ordinary relative clauses in that one of the two source sentences
includes a topic marker wa which carries a conditional meaning, Take
KS, for example: it apparently comes from (la) and (lb).

(1) a. SSiiftvv

(There isn't medicine.)

b. *<0#fiH**J:<fc4o
(If you take the medicine, you will become smart, (lit. As
for the medicine, one will become smart.))

(lb) is a grammatical sentence, meaning 'if you take the medicine you
will become smart.* So (lb) is the same as (2) in which the conditional

conjunction ba is overtly used.

(2) *tO**&&lf
( »**J:<fc-4 0

(If you take the medicine, you will become smart.)

Because the verb nomu is missing in KS, it looks as though medicine
itself becomes smart. The same explanation is possible with the other
example sentences,

(3) a. <*0$*K*tfBRISKS < & i> i+*0

(cf. Ex.(a))

(cf. Ex.(b))

(cf. Ex.(c))

(cf Ex.(d))

(cf Ex.(e))

Since a Japanese relative clause can contain a conditional clause within
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the relative clause, sentences of (3) are grammatical even if Vcond is

retained. So, the following sentences are all grammatical.

(4) a. SK«>tf8trtU < 44£li4v>o (cf. KS)

(There isn't medicine which, if taken, will make you

smart.)

b. n»ttB*R*=» < 44**** & it$\ (cf. Ex.(a))

(Is there a book which, if read, will make your Japanese

strong?)

c. An 7 ***l±Htf (cf. Ex.(b))

(Baroque music is music which, if listened to, will make

your mind calm.)

Exs.(f) and (g) come from (5a) and (5b), respectively.

(5) a. w^i^llE^fr^ftCft^rft^^&v^^ll^-t^^,
^:iff:<^^gl±i^otT?^ (cf Ex.(f))

(These are cakes that will not cause you to gain weight no

matter how much you eat them, so please eat a lot of them.)

(cf Ex.(g))

(That professor's lecture is a lecture that will make you

sleepy if you listen to it.)

In the process of relative clause formation, the noun in the parentheses

identical to the head noun (i.e. o-kashi of (5a) and kogi of (5b)) is

deleted, but the bold type parts (i.e. donna ni tabete mo of (5a) and kiku

to of (5b)) can stay.

(=0 Relative Clause (DBJG: 376-80))
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Rhetorical Question

a question which functions as a

forceful statement with no ex-

pected response

Key Sentences

(A)

Vpot

Mt-r
(I could never do such an embarrassing thing! (lit. Could I do such an

embarrassing thing?))

(B)

Sentence (affirmative)

it*»*&4Ak&&4^

{Who would lend money to such a person!)

(C)

Sentence (affirmative)

$S 6$* fit
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(D)

Sentence

kit**

(There is no reason that she would come to a place like this.)

(E)

Sentence

C0(/5>) 0

(Oh, you're watching TV!)

(F)

Vneg

(Do it quickly!)

(a) i^ 4 VtfiiMit t
(How could we serve such a thing to guests!)

(b) A^3fit Ji I^«>r3»<£b3f£^& C <^>> ?5*o [male, informal]

(What can a man like that do!)

(c) 1^oia^*>#*4rfc4^c4**4 <> A/T?+tf» tt

(You never understand my feelings!)

(d) :^^:l^M:toT^)^t-Ln*o
(How can such a ridiculous thing happen!)

(e) £i LXtti^tzftfrhb^ZtifyZS Wo
(How could he not understand it!)
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(f) ffiK^&HU^ t^^-SttT^^C^arvK^Jo
(How could you expect him to understand such a difficult thing!)

(g) 4£i&< :ttt4^i;^4^(jw 0

(Oh, there's no reason to cry!)

(The man shouted, "Open sesame!" And look what happened: the rock
(lit. rock door) opened with no sound!)

(i) ZZlz^fcvW*
(Oh, you are here!)

(j) ?oSt¥*4v^fl

(Walk quickly!)

1. Rhetorical questions take various forms, as seen in the Key Sentences.

Typical endings include potential verbs (KS(A), Exs.(a) and (b)\ mono
desu ka and its variations (KS(B), Exs.(b) and (c)), dard ka and its vari-

ations (KS(C), Exs.(d) and (e)), (naf) de wa nai ka and its variations

(KS(D) and Exs.(f) - (h), no ka and its variations (KS(E) and Ex.(i)) and
nai ka (KS(F) and Ex.(j)). No matter what form it takes, however, a

rhetorical question always uses falling intonation. Note that in Japanese,

genuine questions always use rising intonation.

2. Rhetorical questions in some forms are equivalent to their correspond-

ing negative sentences in meaning. For example, KS(A), (B), and (C)

are semantically equivalent to (1), (2), and (3), respectively.

(1) z&%mrfrL^z.tim%%^ 0

(I couldn't do such an embarrassing thing.)

(2) Wii>&&&Alzi3±%/ufr^$?j:^ 0

(No one would lend money to such a person.)

(3) 43e>W4«1-itlift^ 0

(There is nothing to hide now.)
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Note that rhetorical questions are more powerful than their correspond-

ing sentences.

3. A simple negative question can function as a strong command, as in

KS(F) and Ex.(j), and is often used for intimidation.

rokuni - nai h < £~& l * StK

a structure that is used to indicate

that s.t. animate does not or cannot

do s.t. satisfactorily / sufficiently /

properly

Key Sentence

not sufficiently; not satisfac-

torily; not properly; not well;

hardly

Vneg Neg.

h < \z

(On the plane I couldn't sleep well.)

Formation

* < \Z Vneg ftV>

h < icjfe'oarv* (s.o. doesn't eat properly.)

Kxaniples

(a) %<^m$i*L%^mBi%<§:tffz<DX\
(I took the exam without studying properly, so it was a disaster (lit. I

couldn't do well at all).)

(It was such a short stay in Paris that I hardly met her.)
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(He hardly knows about France, but he talks as if he knew a lot about

it.)

(I went shopping, and got as far as to a department store, but I came
home without doing much shopping (lit. shopping properly) because I

felt sick while shopping.)

(e) i<^fi6<tz§YL&Vv
(My dog hardly does any tricks.)

Along with rokuni ~ nai there is another structure similar to it; i.e., rokuna N
- nai which is used to indicate that s.t. animate does not or cannot do some-
thing decent / sufficient / satisfactory. Examples follow;

(1) a. ^li5<«:Mv?oi L&t* 0

(He doesn't give us even a decent greeting.)

b. t > v- li3 < t #*t« i * 0

(Nancy cannot write even a satisfactory letter.)

(It appears that they are not eating decent meals,)

d. *<0*li5<ftxS4rA^Tv»4^ o

(That dog is not eating decent food.)

e. *.?«fe£l± 3. < t * ftu 0

(That professor is not a professor to speak of.)

If the prenominal form rokuna in all the examples except (le) is replaced by
the adverbial form rokuni the meaning will change. The rokuna version indi-

cates that an action does occur but not in a satisfactory manner; whereas the

rokuni version indicates that the action hardly takes place.
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(2) a. afetf>J3-l±&< CAvSofc L&v> 0 (cf. (la))

(He hardly gives us even a greeting.)

b. "f>v-S±5<C^|ftfe#lt4v> 0 (cf.(lb))

(Nancy can hardly write even a letter.)

c. *«)Aaitt5<K:ft*feLTV^4v*i9U^ (cf. (lc))

(It appears that they are hardly eating meals.)

d. *0*l45<Kx$tA^"CV*3fl:vs (cf. (Id))

(That dog is hardly eating food.)
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sa £ prt, <s>

a sentence-final particle used in you know; sure; I tell you
highly informal speech by male [rel. ne; tomo; yo]

I speakers to express different de-
j

{ grees of assertion ranging from a
\

? light touch comment up to opposi- {

|
tion or imposition 5

Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf

A: tlffifeMc B: ffl*5 S 0

(A: I wonder if I can get a job.

)

, r - -

(B: Sure you can.)

(B)

Vinf

A: iiigi^f!, $m%^Xte 0 B:
,

(A: You cannot read Japanese, right?) (B; Yeah, sure I can.)

(C)

NP

So

(Life is something like a long journey.)
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(D)

Wh-word

So

(How come I can't drink sake?)

Formation

(i) {V/Adj(/)}inf S

{ / ±^<£ } S o (s.o. eats / ate it, you know.)

{ -f $ L ^ / ^ S L^o 3t } So (s.t. is / was easy, you know.)

(ii) {Adj(na)/N} {0/iz^tz} S

o (s.o. is / was healthy, you know.)

o (s.o. is / was a student, you know.)

ifa, *

(iii) Wh-word ~ CO S

f-9 L-CA^^r^^O S o (Why don't you eat it?)

(iv) NP S

d Jttt £ 0 (This is tea, you know.)

Examples

(a) A: ^fl^B^i&Of* H±HU^&o
(I wonder if today's Japanese test is difficult.)

(No, it's not difficult, I tell you.)

(b) A: ^T£^& 0

(I wonder if I can carry this suitcase.)

B:

B: 3fT£S 0

(I'm sure you can.)
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(c) A: £%tf¥$&$&k/»fr%\,*lLtt 0

(You don't have money to buy a car with, do you?)

B: v^, &&£ 0

(Sure I do.)

(d) A: ~^~3~^-A^§iSfe&Wc*>3c
(Walking alone in New York City must be unsafe!)

(No, it's safe, you know.)

(e) A: £coF4S, MMtMrtft^t&i £ 0

(I bet you can't solve this math problem.)

B: £A,&&£D, *SUV*# 0

(This is a cinch, you know.)

(f) A&fcttC^fc'bOSo
(Such is life, you know.)

(g) Wc&|fci;*o§&c9£ 0

(Work and failure go together, you know,)

(h) LXZ Z ftvva So
(How come you don't understand such a simple thing?)

(i) A: h±W^^ft<0$fr%bibtz£o
(I've given up the idea of going to college, you know.)

(What are you talking about?)

1. Sa as a sentence-final particle is used usually by male speakers in very

informal speech and it expresses the speaker's encouragement as in

KS(A), Exs.(a) and (b), or his assertion to negate someone's challenge

as in KS(B) and Exs.(c) - (e), or his light touch comment as in KS(C),

Exs.(f) and (g), or his irritation about s.o.'s words or behavior as in

Ex.(h) or opposition as in KS(D) and Ex.(i). Sa is also used by both
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males and females to draw the hearer's attention to something. (See

Related Expression III.)

2. Note that when a Wh-word is used with sa, the predicate part has to be

no-nominalized. The non-nominalized version is totally unacceptable.

(1) £3l,TiH*lkkt:*vutfci/> {*£/<D£} 0 (=KS(D))

(2) fa£«oTV^ {*£ /0<*} o (=Ex.(i)-B)

[Related Expressions]

I. All the uses of sa in the KS and Exs. can be replaced by yo.

[1] A: fE«ta*4^ft 0

B: £B*£cfc 0 (cf.KS(A))

[2] A; Sl±B*B, W**v*J:fc 0

B: v^, m$>%J:o (cf. KS(B))

[3] A^ttfiv^i^fttoAo (cf. KS(C))

[4] LTffl**U,C*v>tt*v>0j: o (cf. KS(D))

Note that [3] and [4] will change to strictly female speech, because yo

is attached to a noun or to a nominalized clause, respectively, but other

than that the crucial difference is that sa is far more informal than yo.

That is why yo can be connected with both informal and formal forms

but sa can be connected only with informal forms.

[5] a. A: jt«"Ci-*jS>£ 0

B: {£/*£}<> (cf.KS(A))

b. A: SiiB^If, Bc*6&v>i& 0

B: v>*, Wifrit {*/**}« (cf. KS(B))

c. A£f±*v\WEOj:3*fco^t (*fc/**lo (cf.KS(C))

Wh-word - yo/sa is always connected with informal forms, so there is

no contrast between yo and sa.
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(cf. KS(D))

(=>yo (DBJG: 543-47))

II. Another sentence-final particle iomo can replace sa when the latter

expresses encouragement or assertion to negate someone's challenge.

[6] a. A: gfcHTS*^ft 0

B: {ffl*£/ffi*£t} (cf.KS(A))

b. A: -gttB+IS, Sfcfcfcmfco

B: v**, m&Z /m&it] t* 0 (cf. KS(B))

c. A£figv*;fcoJ:$;fc4o 4r* 0 (cf, KS(C))

(cf. KS(D))

[6c] is an acceptable sentence, but the use of tomo presupposes s.o.'s

insistence that life is not like a long journey, whereas the use of sa does

not presuppose it.

IH The sentence-final particle ne is fundamentally different from sa,

because the former indicates the speaker's request for confirmation or

agreement from the hearer, whereas sa indicates a male speaker's

assertion. But both can be used in a non-sentence-fmal position to

draw the hearer's attention to something as shown in [7J. Sa used this

way can be used by both male and female speakers in very informal

speech and sounds much more informal than ne. The excessive use of

such ne and sa in a single sentence leads to vulgarity.

(Yesterday I went to see a movie, y'know, and there was power
failure, y'know, and I had a bad time.)
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even; if ~ only; if ~ just; as

long as; The only thing ~ need

is

[REL. made; mo; sura]

Noun

(She can read even classical Japanese, not to mention modern Japanese.)

(B)

Noun Prt.

ItA few) Cf

(Researchers even from America visit this lab.)

(C)

Noun Prt.

r

(Even children know the song.)

sae £x.

an emphatic particle which

expresses the idea of "even" in

non-conditional clauses (or sen-

tences) or the idea of "only" in
1

conditional clauses^/

Key Sentences

(A)
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(D)

Conditional Clause Main Clause

Vmasu

U iw

(If you just leave it here, the people in this place will take care of the

rest.)

(E)

Conditional Clause Main Clause

Noun Vpast

(If we can only finish (lit. If we only finish) this work, the rest will be

easy.)

Jffi £ X, ffl & (even deer appear)

£ L& £ x jfe^& (eat even sashimi)

N (Prt.) S A.

77'J*(^/K)J^oA (went even to Africa)

N Prt. £ x.

<I/v&BTC:$x,£)& (exist even in such a town)

%> K £ x.5W*4 (understandable even to me)

£ x_ Sfci. & (teach even at school)

^ti $ Aj®^ (play even with a dog)
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Hi* & ;t3fe* (come even from China)

(iv) N(Prt.)^£x.

IfHi^S jl^hfc-k&v* (even professionals don't understand (lit.

one doesn't understand s.t. even if he is a professional))

(don't eat even fruit (lit. don't eat s.t. even if it

is fruit))

5K3&*t>"C£ x. 5> fc>&v-> (don't accept (s.t.) even from me (lit. don't

receive s.t. even if it is from me))

(v) Vte Zk. (v>S7t>t>3/ete.)

!fcA/"C£;L*'* ;5ev* (have not even read)

ILT £ &5b6> fc.&v* (don't understand even by looking at)

(vi) Vmasu ?iti

$ £ 1~ h (even write)

(vii) Adj(/)stem <

S < £ x.* & (be even inexpensive)

(viii) {Adj(na)stem/Nj

<I"C £ (be even convenient)

§^T* £ x. *.S (be even a scholar)

Examples

(a) mt% }£jM>$;lOfcr*M<9*jfcofco

(He was no longer able to eat even porridge.)

(b) &tt*o^*^XKti t 3 il*t 0

(I showed the picture even to kids, not to mention adults.)

(c) itii<i;wtntt^U§iL4v>e
(He doesn't even try to listen to me.)
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(Even Yamada could do it, so you can do it, too.)

(e) Mt^^:«ItS< Ofc:iBJHi4j&^ofc fl

(Even my teacher took (as much as) two hours to solve this problem.)

(You can join our club any time if you only have a credit card*)

(g) S £ in LX < ft iz h C £ (O ~?n y i ^ h £ || £ o *) *f0

(As long as you agree (to our plan), we are planning to begin this

project right away.)

(h) ttt>\£M\^x%k^\MM^£kfio
(As long as you study seriously, you'll do okay on the exam (lit. the

exam will be all right).)

(i) ^zbrztttit£t<Wti)m&T<z> 0

(If you just raise your hand, a policeman will rush to you.)

(j) M< SA4r»titlflfetL4i±r^o

(It should sell as long as it's not expensive.)

(Any location will be fine as long as it is convenient for commuting.)

(The only thing you need in order to be hired is to be American.)

1. As the Formation shows, the particles ga and o do not appear with $$e,

the directional particles e and./i/
- optionally precede- sae, and>the ot&er

case, particles must precede ysaej,

2. When sae is used in a -conditional clause^ theJelause^ expresses ^siich

ideas as ^ifonly,.V "as long as," and "the only thing someone needs is,"

as in KS(D), (E), and Exs.(f) - (1). In other words, in "Sj (conditional

with sae), S 2
" Si presents the only condition that must be met in order

for S 2 to be true. In this structure, the da-conditional (e.g., KS(D) and
Ex.(f)) is most commonly used. The fara-conditional (e.g., KS(E) and
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Ex»(g^W-fee^e4 b^ i$ less conm^qn^ used

only,jn limited contexts such as (1) and (2).

^ tio (cf. Ex.(g))

(As long as you agree (to our plan), we are planning to begin

this project right away.)

(2) 6mm fe &^ 0

(As long as my family is all right, I ask for nothing else.)

The to-conditional is unacceptable.

3. In conditional clauses, sae can appear in various positions. The focus

changes according to the position, as in (3) and (4).

(3) when no auxiliary verb is involved;

a. Z.tl£ X jg!#>{£ (if (you) read only this)

b. tiiRA $ Xttilf (if (you) only read this)

(4) when an auxiliary verb is involved:

a. Zft-ixm^XLtm (if (you) finish reading only this)

b. ^Mi^SiLtLj^K
(if (you) finish only reading this)

c. Zft£mA,X$xLt?Llf
(if (you) finish only reading this)

d. £ ft £ L £ v > 3 * 1" frtf

(if (you) only finish reading)

The pattern in (4b) is not commonly used.

[Related Expressions]

I. Made is also used as an emphatic marker and can replace sae, as in [I],

[i] a. mikimm^m&i>%?>A;-&M {^x/tv} m*bz>o

(=KS(A))
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(=KS(B))

In the case of sae in KS(C), made replaces both the sae and the de.

[2] -e<7>®;li?-ft IT«A/ £T/*T3:?1 »otv>4 0

(=KS(C))

Made, however, cannot replace sae in negative sentences and condi-

tional clauses, as in [3] and [4].

[3] a. #11 «> { 3 */•*?! <Db*ZSb%frifZo

(=Ex.(a))

b. m±W>9 5 Z b *HC >i t f*A/**Tl L

(=Ex.(c))

[4] a. C£tcgv>T±J§ {**/**?) 1-ntffti.±- £©Aj6*
£§5^•?T<nit„ (=KS(D))

(=KS(E))

(=> made (DBJG: 225-28))

II. The emphatic marker sura is very similar to sae but sura is more liter-

ary. Sura can replace sae except in conditional clauses.

[5] a. i£K«v>Tif# { S X. / *-T6 I -ftUffitii £tf>A#
£S*oT<.*.i1f-o (=KS(D))

b. :©ft* {$x/*T6) M-#v»fcC,ft{i*4/^-ci- 0

(=KS(E))

m. Although it is weaker than sae, made, and sura, the particle mo also

functions as an emphatic marker in some contexts. First, mo functions

as an emphatic marker in negative sentences, as in [6].

[6] a. ffiji ? (3 *./€>! Ot*a*b4*ojt:. (=Ex.(a))

b. ffl!lift«)fni*«i^ ISA./** L&W
.

(=Ex.(c))
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Mo can also replace sae after de, as in [7].

[7] *vJfut=Hk"<: a^-cv>5o (=KS(Q)

As a matter of fact, de and mo are often used together as an emphatic

particle.

Mo in ordinary affirmative sentences does not function as an

emphatic marker. Compare [8a] and [8b].

[8] a. C <DmiZffiK it7 y * h £ A flfife****£ o (=KS(B))

b. i <7)Wfg@TK f±7 > 'I tiipty % & o

(Researchers visit this lab from America, too.)

In addition, mo cannot replace sae in conditional clauses.

[9] a. iiK*wriJ# {**./•$} t*tl«ftl±CioA**^fl5

^QT<^f -To (=KS(D))

b. ISA/**.} Jf#v»fcC,«l±*4^-C+ 0

(=KS(E))

(=> demo (DBJG: 111-13); mo 2 (DBJG: 250-53))

sai (ni) R§K£) n./conj.

when; on the occasion of; at the

time of

[ REL. 6a 'a/; ni attatte/atari;

ori ni; toki ni]
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Key Sentences

(A)

VmS

IRK,
ft ft V»fc

(I will tell you the details when I come down to Tokyo in August.)

(B)

Noun

(This is a word processor which my father bought me on the occasion

of my college graduation.)

(C)

Noun

mix

(I feel much obliged to have received such an unmerited gift on the

occasion of our wedding.)

Formation

(i) Vinf^O:)

{Ml I M o ?fc } IK (U ) (when s.o. buys / bought s.t.)

(ii) N<0R(t)

(at the time of an examination)

(iii) Ni:RL"C

A ^ICISS LX (on the occasion of entering a school)

L It*.
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(iv) U<0 RR

C coj^ (on this occasion)

Examples

(a)

(b)

k<c)

fi

* b
(d)

3i

(e)

if'

fas(g)

^ ...

<i fa)

*fc>t

(When I transferred to Osaka I left my wife and children behind in

Tokyo,)

(When you engage in strenuous exercise, you need to do stretch exer-

cises.)

f££^P3 L* Two

(When the premier attended the summit meeting, he explained Japa-

nese views on balance of international payments.)

ttflcoKt'ii, frs^fcljib izk-c^tzti^, &f}j5*i ^ rsv

(Thank you very much for taking the time to see me off at the time of

my departure.)

(When I go on a trip I always take my camera with me.)

(Please call on us when you happen to be in our neighborhood.)

(At the time of my research on Japanese modernization I used the

National Diet Library of Japan.)

(Since this is an important occasion (lit on this occasion), I will talk

directly to the president (and see what happens).)

(This is a wrist watch which my host family father gave me when I left

for home.)
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1. ~ sai (ni) is used to indicate a special occasion on which s.o. does s.t.

So, the phrase cannot be used on common occasions as in (1) and (2).

(1) flS&Sfc $/*») 8k***ofc 0

(When I got up in the morning I had a fever.)

(2) a. B*ftKffofc $*Hfffhfc Q

(When I went to the library I checked out 3 books.)

(When I received research money and went to the National

Diet Library I checked out a dozen books.)

Notice that the occasion of going to the library is far more special in

(2b) than in (2a). That is why sal is acceptable in (2b) but not in (2a).

2. Only Vinf or N or demonstrative adjectives kono, sono, ano can be used

before sai ni Vinf • nonpast and Vinf • past indicate incompletion and

completion, respectively, in relation to the action in the main clause,

Kono sai as exemplified by Ex.(h) can be used only when the occasion

is special.

3. The particle ni of sai ni may be dropped. When ni is dropped as in Ex.(i),

the focus shifts from the occasion to what is described in the main

clause.

4. ~ sai ni is a formal expression that is often used with Sino-Japanese

words, as shown in all the KS and Exs. except Ex.(f). Notice that in

Ex.(f), an honorific-polite Japanese verb is used. In the following sen-

tences in which neither a Sino-Japanese verb / noun nor a honorific-

polite verb is used sai ni is unacceptable.

(3) a. mLv*Zkl±ARK#&. {»/*». K, Mltto
(cf. KS(A))

b. i£<K*fc W/*IR] Ktt, -tW^oTfco (cf. Ex.(f))
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5. N ni saishite is more formal than N no sai ni. When the former is used,

N has to express a very special occasion as in KS(C) and Ex.(g). If N
expresses an occasion which is not so special as in Ex.(e), N no sai ni

cannot be replaced by N ni saishite.

(4) Mf tfl>»Cli/??(=Wl/TJ ^r*^9*«PoTff-&*+o
(= Ex.(e))

[Related Expressions]

L Say ni indicates the time when s.t. special takes place,whereas ori ni

indicates an occasion when s.t. ordinary takes place.

[1] a. K«tcv><b.ob*& l*f/*»} KI±r»»T3v><.
(If you have a chance to come to Kyoto, please let me

know,)

(When Bill got married he hadn't obtained his parents' per-

mission.)

For the difference between told, ni and sai ni, see Note 1 above.

(=> tokl (DBJG: 490-94))

II, There is another expression ba'ai, 'case,' which is used in the form of

Vinf ba'ai or N no ba'ai.

[2] a, .ft^toUi {tK/4/R] tt«4**«*Lito
(If you go I will accompany you. / If the teacher goes I will

accompany him.)

b. Mtf&oiz {m-&/&f/*m) (±^^^>^(i*jt^i- 0

(If it rains the hiking will be cancelled.)

(In case of fire please don't use the elevator.)

Ba'ai means
e

a suppositional case/ so an event that precedes it may not

take place. So if the event is a real event, ba'ai cannot be used.
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[3] a, *^/<yKffo*: m/m/*m&} ^j/xw:4ofc4

(When I went to Paris last year, I met Michelle.)

(When I was hospitalized, my friend came to see me.)

sasuga £ TAV
arfu

as might be expected; after all;

it is only natural that ~; natural-

ly; truly; really; indeed; impres-

sive

[REL. yahari]

Key Sentences

(A)

Main Clause

(Because Mr, Nelson has studied in Japan for three years, naturally he
speaks Japanese well.)

(B)

Noun

St** /l- 0

(After all, they are Hiroshima oysters. They are really good.)
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(C)

Noun

(After all, he is a former boating man. He has a fine physique.)

(D)

Subordinate Clause

(It is only natural that he is well versed in things French, because he

lived in Paris for 10 years.)

(E)

Noun

Lot, a
CD

(The great teacher that he was, even he had a hard time answering the

difficult question.)

(i) St^CS
"5 1"***-, ffittfco (It is only natural that I got tired.)

(ii) Nrtf

£ -f ri* ( Ji ) H*<oMtfo (After all, it is a Japanese car.)

(Hi) $1"** {V/Adj(/)}inf £lt t^oT/ic}

(as might be expected from the fact that s.o. studies / has studied hard)
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(as might be expected from the fact that s.t. is / was interesting)

(iv) W(0/tz<otz)/Ad)(na)(ft/tzvtz)} t*lf (4oT/Cl

(as might be expected from the fact that s.o. is / was a young person)

(as might be expected from the fact that s.t. / s.o. {is / was) beautiful)

(v) 5t^N &

£ 1" t (even a genius)

(a) f$HJ*+B#PHSK£L£?)-C, Lfco

(Yesterday I drove a car for 10 hours, so I got tired, as might be
expected.)

(b) Mi*r?fffeL4v^, jfe-<Ttf^f)v^^e,
t $t#tt9nio/: 0

(It is only natural that I gained weight, because I was just eating with-

out doing any exercise.)

(I'm always listening to music on CDs, but concerts are good, after

all.)

(After all, it is authentic Italian cuisine in Italy. It tastes different from
the Italian cuisine in Japan.)

(e) St^(li)||^- 0 |W,
(After all, he is a scientist. He makes sharp observations.)

"(f) g^miltt^oX^tzfzrtK, ^-C4JE**afcvs
(As may be expected of a person who used to climb mountains in his

young days, he still has strong legs.)
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(g) £ i~^co5C & , QlktoX. Ult £ A -M tio

(Even on my father the recent hospitalization seemed to have been

hard.)

(h) St^JttCt, ffimsftfrhftfr-otzo

(The great teacher that he was, even he couldn't figure out the solu-

tion.)

tz^fzo

(He seems to like meat a lot and it was impressive that he ate two large

steaks.)

(j) V 3 > ti Z-t&iitoo if-^*+* it^ Liofcio
(As might be expected of John, he drank 10 bottles of beer.)

1. Sasuga expresses one's strong feeling that s.t. has turned out as one

expected, as shown in KS(A) - (D), Exs.(a) - (f), (i) and (j), or that s.t.

has turned out to be contrary to one's expectation, as in KS(E), Exs.(g)

and (h) as one has not expected.

2. In the structure sasuga wa X da, wa can be omitted.

3. Sasuga ~ dake may take either atte or ni as shown in KS(C), (D) and

Ex.(f).

4. In the case of sasuga no X mor the speaker wants to say that s.t. has

occurred contrary to what one can expect from the characteristics of X,

as in KS(E), Exs.(g) and .(h).

5. Sasuga can be used like an exclamation in conversational Japanese.

(1) A: UlHJ±l|tt«^-lc--S"e3£^ofc-t--?/* <to

(I heard that Yamada passed the bar examination on his first

attempt.)

B: ST*M
(I knew he would.)
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[Related Expression]

Another adverb yahari/ yappari is similar to sasuga, For examples, sasuga ni

of KS(A) - (D) can be replaced by yahari I yappari. However yahari does not

express the strong feeling of fulfillment of expectation that is expressed by
sasuga,

[i] ^^v>$^^B^:^:=^^f:Lrv^•coT^ ^«UB*ff^±^-e
to (cf, KS(A))

(As expected, Mr. Nelson speaks Japanese well, because he has stud-

ied in Japan for three years.)

[2] *?otft)fcM<Ofr£fio jCfiivLv>0 (cf. KS(B))

(After all, they are Hiroshima oysters, They are really good.)

Also to be noted is the fact that yahari does not have prenominal nor pre-

copula use, as shown in [3],

[3] a. ML^nm^, /**?v(£*)} WzftSit, 1-otLJo
fco (=KS(E))

vtzXo (=Ex.(j))

yahari (DBJG: 538-40))

sei n.

a dependent noun expressing a

cause which brings about an un-

desirable result

because; due to

[REL. okage; tame (ni)]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

(Because of the depression, cars are not selling well this year.)

(B)

Noun

CO

(Because of lack of sleep, I suppose, I feel weak (lit. die body has no

power).)
,

(C)

Clause (result) Noun

co fi ft co

(It is because of him that I failed.)

(D)

Ciausei (cause) Clause2 (result)

(I am dizzy today because I drank too much last night.)

Formation

(i) N <D^ (T/ ^/etcO

<^~£v*T* (because of overworking)
\rtt
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(ii) Sinf (t? / if* I etc.) (the same as the relative clause formation)

§
-"t" %tz^\t^ (because s.o. worked too hard)

Examples

(a) *iaa»?Ffe0* v
»r# x. tz o

(I've gained weight because of lack of exercise these days.)

(It is reported that becaue there was little rain, we are going to have a

bad crop of rice this year.)

(c) jMlfcfi:?MB £ A K < < o fc*

(Due to my age, I suppose, I cannot hear well these days.)

(d) ^Lv^ft-KBT^^bofe^^a^ft^Oli^J: < &v> 0

(Maybe because I have moved to a new place and the water is differ-

ent, my stomach is uncomfortable these days.)

(e) &1&<-b<xte<o\±-B L.Tv*4*v>

i*/w O

(It is because you work with a computer all day that your eyesight has

deteriorated.)

(f) mrx < U»o&miA<n^wztz>o
(He often blames others for his own failure (lit. claims that his own

failure is due to others).)

(g) i*Li±^*v>-et4v» 0

(This is (due to) no one's fault.)

1. Sei is a dependent noun; therefore, it needs a modifying word, phrase,

or clause.

2. Sei de is used only when the result is undesirable. Thus, (la) is accept-

able but (lb) is unnatural.

(i) a. H^c^v^a-ei^Tft***** nihkft^o

(Because she is here, I cannot do a lot of work.)
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(Because she is here, I can do a lot of work.)

Sei ka> however, is used whether the result is desirable or undesirable, as

in (2), KS(B), Exs.(c) and (d).

(2) a. ffi*^J5-BO*ft***J: <ffl*.4o

(I think it is because she is here that I can do a lot of work.)

(Because the emission control rules have worked, I sup-

pose, the air has become cleaner than before.)

c. Wi^tzhko^t^tk^^i fcofco

(I feel a little better after taking medicine, although it might

be my imagination.)

Sei de is used when the speaker finds the cause of an undesirable result

to be beyond his / her control, as in KS(A). Thus, if the cause is within

the speaker's control, sei de cannot be used, as in (3).

(3) a. St£***>!&&4^ {*& / (OT / feted /*#tvTM

(I cannot read newspapers because I don't know many

kanji.)

Sei ka has no such restriction as KS(B) and Ex.(e) show.

Sei cannot be used to express a reason. The following sentences are

ungrammatical.

(4) a. WI^<£^£ {#& /©?/ fctblZ/*^?}

(I cannot go to the party because I have a lot of homework.)

b. If &4w!oT < tt&V* {#6 / <DT / fc»tC /

(Because no one will help me, I have to do it by myself.)
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[Related Expressions]

I. Okage and sei are similar in that both express a cause. The difference is

that okage is used when the result is desirable, as in [1]. Note also that

okage implies that the person who attained the result is thankful for the

cause.

[1] a. h<Dto&tf't*tir#m*v fc 0

(The safety belt saved my life. (lit. My life was saved

thanks to the safety belt.))

b. «£<*#1£o X < ivfc* £HfTftlW < ##v>fc 0

(Because she helped me, I could finish my work quickly,)

(Because I studied English hard when I was a student, I

don't have much trouble with my life in America now.)

Okage is sometimes used with an undesirable result for the purpose of

sarcasm, as in [2].

[2] a. MfVl> £V g tcAo i 0

(I had a terrible time thanks to you.)

otZo

(Because you did something unnecessary, thanks to you,

our plan was ruined,)

II. Tame (ni) can also express a cause (as well as a reason), as in [3],

[3] a. 4^l±*»0fcttC***** Ijafuk^o (=KS(A))

b. a^ja^fta&A^KA^Afeftvs (=KS(B))

c. B^^*t¥fcfc»(C^BiiBi36*Ae>A^1-* 0 (=KS(D))

Unlike se/, tame (n/) has no such restrictions as those in Notes 2, 3, and

4. (=> tame (ni) (DBJG: 447-51))

semete 383

semete -fcT atfv.

;

an adverb that indicates the < at least

;

speaker / writer's minimaUy satis- [rel. sukunakutomo]

;

factory level I

Key Sentences

(A)

Number 4-

Counter

&V<, TA t«

A+M.

(I am not saying that I want to get 100 points, but I would like to get at

least 80 points,)

(B)

Noun

(If we had a pan, at least, we would be able to cook rice.)

(Q

Noun Prt.

LA

\±

(I wanted at least my parents to understand me.)

( i ) -t&X Number + Counter (<* h v») ~

* «>TZH&W C h v v (at least two hours)

(ii) *tof N tC*>'v» /(£tt)t?&

)
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tf*-dSrft[ {C<bW(£*t)"C<>} (at least a newspaper)

(iii) *»TNPrt

it&rUK (at least to my wife)

(a) *-toT-#fc+H C6v\ flc«*qfc#t* tv>v^T"f*«o

(I wish I could take at least 10-day's leave each year.)

(b) B*C^*BJKf. *»"C—KC&v>j±#v>t*TT$VA 0

(Please come and see me at least once while you are in Japan.)

(It's alright if she is not a real beauty. But I would like to marry at least

a cute girl.)

(d) B#K#< tffc-C. B*fett(ilWLT*J:^ tl^T

(I am going to Japan, so, I'm thinking of learning at least Japanese.)

(e) M^BiST^fc^, $<ofc\zB\z&jLt:<Dlz 0

(If my father lived at least one day longer I could have been with him

when he died.)

P% \t*& o-fc 4.

(I don't need that spacious house, but I wish I had at least another

room.)

(Fm going to stay at your house for a month, so please let me wash the

dishes, at least.)

(h) **TB*K^t^lr^C^vM±M5*^C*^fcv>-c-ro
(I would like to become able to engage in daily conversation in Japa-

nese,)

Semete indicates the speaker/ writer's minimally satisfactory level; he is
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well aware that he cannot realize an ideal state. Each sentence ends in a

direct or indirect expression of desire, such as -tai as in KS(A), (C), Exs.(c)

and (h), (to it) n desu ga as in KS(B) and Ex.(a), noni as in Exs.(e) and (f)r

-(sase) te kudasai as in Exs.(b) and (g) and -yd to omotte imasu in Ex.(d). Of
these, noni of Ex.(e) and (0 express counter-factual desire.

[Related Expression]

Sukunakutomo is another adverb with the meaning of *at least.' The crucial

difference between sukunakutomo and semete is that the former focuses on

rather objective lower limits of number /quantity; whereas the latter on the

speaker's strong desire to realize a certain minimum level of satisfaction. So
all the KS and Exs. of semete can be rephrased by sukunakutomo, but the

following use of sukunakutomo cannot be rephrased by semete, because it

does not express the speaker's desire; it merely expresses the speaker's esti-

mation of numbers / quantity.

[1] a. Z<Dtt<D¥&mt £*>/*#«>T} E^Mo
(I guess that enrollment at this university is at least 30,000.)

(This car will cost at least 3,000,000 yen.)

CA^o p ipA, U t fill

(This semester I'm supposed to have memorized at least 1,000

kanji.)

shidai & conj./n.

a conjunction / noun to express

that an action indicated by a pre-

ceding verb or an action implied

by a preceding noun is a prerequi-

site for another action

as soon as; depend on

[REL. ni yoru; -tara sugu]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Vmasu

L Cm

km,
r^ h ? *

(As soon as I get to Osaka, I will call you.)

(B)

VN

mm

(I will send my manuscipts as soon they are completed.)

(C)

Noun

(Whether you succeed in the world or not depends on your efforts.)

( i ) Vmasu

Wt&%.^ (as soon as s,o. has read s.t.)

% (as soon as s.o. has returned)

Exceptions:

^^oL^D^I (as soon as s.o. comes / goes there)

15 o "L * >kW> (as soon as s.o. says it)

& £ (as soon as s.o. does s.t.)

(ii) VN-^fe-HS
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ft £<

feS^H (as soon as s.o. comes back to his / her country)

M W<kw (as soon as s.o. / s.t. arrives)

(iii) (Xtt)N

(H Slfi) 3cSt#Csii£: (Farming depends on the weather.)

W^cSSt? (depending on the salary)

(a) *uft#**»fco^# f %Bt^tamttto
(My husband comes straight home every day, as soon as he has fin-

ished his work.)-

(b) MM*'&«»#*&&Jp f &&£K*m ito
(I will go to pick you up as soon as you call me from the airport.)

(c) Uifcfc&rt^&oL* O&fl, 3«*ft«>rt:v>i:Jllv>*+o

(As soon as Professor Yamagishi comes here Fd like to begin our

meeting.)

(d) mk**m&», tk<D^mzx4t&-oi>t)tzo
(Upon graduation from the University of Tokyo, I intend to enter the

Graduate School of Kyoto University.

)

(e) mtevkiz, mm&#, ?mmi±mt<>
(On the matter you have inquired about, I will inform you as soon as I

find out.)

(f) Hr^>a>*»»7^*
f l»K#*j&**to

(As soon as the reception is finished we will start the dinner party.)

(g) &i#W3*3fcjre*f

i

0

(Finding employment depends on connections.)

(h) r4§toMi£**(£)J fc^£fcfcST*&oT^i+*o
(Do you know the proverb "Even affairs in heU depend on money" ?)t

(i) rai&sre, t^^ij-r^^ascLft 0

(Depending on your orders, I will cook you anything you like.) h „
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(j) ^^*t?tt f *fc#**#|s£ttfcv*i:£v*Sto
(Depending on the employment terms I would like to accept that job.)

1. Vrnasu I VN shidai and N shidai da/de mean 'as soon as' and 'depends

on / depending on, ' respectively. What is common to both cases is that

an action or state indicated by the preceding verb or noun is a prerequi-

site for another action or state expressed in the main predicate.

2. The Vrnasu of Vrnasu shidai can hardly be suru-veiby probably because

it will create a sequence of shi-shi which is hard to pronounce.

(cf. Ex.(d))

(2) 7?**fa*>#tt r mmb&m, r»»*L±tf*t-o
(cf. Ex.(e))

3. As noted in Formation, as far as Vrnasu shidai is concerned, the Vrnasu

forms of honorific, polite verbs such as irassharu, ossharu, nasaru are

not Irasshai-, osshai-, and nasai-, but irasshari-, osshari-, and nasari-,

respectively,

4. For the shidai structure, the main clause cannot be past tense.

(3) a. im*ttmmt>})frM, mi-otmmiiLtz 0

(My husband came straight home every day, as soon as he

finished his work.)

b, *£**»fc*Ert**i)*», Billot,.
(As soon as I received a call from the airport I went to

pick him up.)

[Related Expressions]

I. There is another structure -tara sugu with the meaning of 'as soon as.'

The crucial difference between Vrnasu I VN shidai and -tara sugu is that
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the former expresses a planned sequence of two actions, whereas the

latter can express any kind of sequence of two actions. Examples in [1]

and [2] show that both forms can be used to express a planned sequence

and those in [3] show that Vrnasu shidai cannot be used in a non-

planned non-controllable sequence. In this case -tara sugu is much

better than shidai, but slightly marginal and should be replaced by -tara

mamonaku.

[i] a. &m*bmm& (*^i/*9t6tc),
4 to (=Ex.(b))

b. ilj#ffc£rt* l v* £ o L * 0 ftfff /v^oUot6t <*
1

,

£»**&to?fc^fcSl^*to (=Ex.(c))

[2] a. ««I±SjS t*IS/tfc6t<*} *53S*»S:Uito

(-KS(B))

b. ***** {»*/ LfcStCJ. Jt*0**feKA*t4
ofe!) £ 0 (=Ex.(d))

[3] a, mz (»oft5i«ft< /«ot6T<'/*fJ AM

(As soon as I got home there was an earthquake.)

{z 4 o fc.0

(As soon as he got to Japan he got ill.)

N shidai da in KS(C) and Exs.(g)— (j) can be replaced by N ni yoru, as

shown in [4],

[4] a. ftO^jaat^^Liv^liiafeO^SCJSVtt'
(cf. KS(C))

b. jtfft (i3*tCcfc^*tJ:o (cf. Ex.(g))

c, r&fcfCJoT, fA4fe.O-C4fl.aifcU*to (cf.Ex.(i))

But not all cases of N nf yoru can be replaced by N shidai da\ because

the former has a wider meaning: N niyoru indicates 'cause' for s.t. as in

[5a], 'means' as in [5b], or 'source* as in [5c]. N ni yoru cannot be
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replaced by N shidai da in any of these, simply because the latter lacks

these particular meanings.

[5] a. -e^M^fi'i {fcJ;*/**!S£}o

(That injury is due to carelessness.)

(He succeeded in this world by means of his political

skills.)

(According to the radio, it will snow tomorrow.)

ni yotte/yoti)

shika mo LiP4i> conj,

a conjunction which is used to

provide additional important

information

moreover; furthermore; be-

sides; on top of that; what's

more; what's worse; more

surprisingly; at that; neverthe-

less; and yet; even so

[REL. omake ni\ sono ue; sore

de /te; sore mo; sore ni; (sore)

ni mo kakawarazu]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Topic Commenti Comment2

(The tape recorders available these days are compact and light, and on

top of that, their sound has improved greatly.)

(B)

Sentence Phrase / Sentence

(He bought a house, and more surprisingly, a house with a large yard,)

(C)

Sentence] Sentence2

(He studies till late every night; nevertheless, he gets up earlier than

anyone else.)

Formation

(i) {V/Adj./N + Cop.} to L^t

L T v> T , L 4 i^lft 4 -c -& (S.o. is married, and what's

more, s/he even has a child,)

ffl fi < X, L#*& fa. J£t* (S.t. is interesting, and what's more, it is

free of charge.)

he is rich.)

*b (S.O. is handsome, and what's more,
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L^ifM/ktz (S.o. is out of work, and what's worse,

s/he is ill.)

(ii) Vmasu L#*4

I <!§* & , L A* fc.^¥ S"f foi^ (S.o. works hard, and yet (or

nevertheless), s/he does not complain.)

(iii) Adj(/)/fu Lfri>

*
< » L (S.t. is cheap; furthermore, it's durable.)

(iv> Sio Lrt*fe S2o

£<DAi!4iBfiv> 0 L^tllWv^o (This job is interesting. On

top of that, the pay is good.)

(a) tt£ttUA"CLri»-fc»**^o Sl^***** +t44-Ot*tSli4v* 0

(She is pretty, and what's more, (she is) smart. It is natural that boys

(lit. male students) should be crazy about her.)

(Japanese has entirely different vocabulary from English, and the

grammar is also difficult. On top of that, Japanese has kanji.)

(That restaurant's teishoku (set meal) is good and reasonable. On top of

that, it is substantial (lit. it has volume), so it is popular among students

and young white-collar workers.)

(He went out in this heavy rain, and more surprisingly, without an

umbrella.)

(e) mi^^SMl^Li^tZo L*4 4, H+#fe.o

(He was late for the exam, and what's worse, as much as thirty minutes

late.)
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two

(She speaks four languages besides English, and more surprisingly, she

speaks all of them like a native speaker.)

(I caught a cold, and at that on the day before an important exam.)

(No matter how hard the job was, he did it quietly, and what's more, he

did not complain about his salary like the others did.)

(i) Wii^^ottflt, L^fc, *0^1i*Wt?>^5ft^o
(She is good at everything, but even so, she does not show off her

talents.)

1. Basically, shika mo has three uses. pirfit. flftffr*
mn ™ whpn ^nr !?

m-

vides additional imports ^hnra£ti»ricripc nf q n f)r c t
i fa

res; A't and

P.Yfi (a)-(yV S^nnnHj Qhilra mn i« iicpH whpn nnP
aflyfo Special infoima-

rinrj
fft jfi gtatffrn^nr ^Knnt a rfltw

fincommon action or state, as in KS(B)

and Exs.(d) ~ (g). Third, sh/Aa mo is used when one provides informa-

tion which is rather unexpected from the preceding statement, as in

KS(C), Exs.(h) and (i) .

~~ " 1

2. In the second use, additional information can be provided with an inde-

pendent phrase, as in Exs.(d) - (f), or with a sentence, as in Ex.(g).

However, the version with an independent phrase is more common.

[Related Expressions]

I. Shika mo in the first use described in Note 1 can be replaced by sono

ue, omake ni, or sore ni, as in [1],

[1] a. gffi^r -^Vn-^-li/J^ < T6< , {"l,**/*©
Jt/**WC/*ttfc:) tf**ttf& U< i <fcofc*

(=KS(A))
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v>^ 0 (=Ex.(a)).

(=Ex.(b))

•9- 9 'J -v > KAfc*** 4 o (=Ex.(c))

(<=>sono ue; sore ni)

n. Shika mo in the second use described in Note 1 can be replaced by sore

mo, as in [2].

[2] a. «SttSE*Jl-jfco (l/**/**t*} *Sv>E#£w£(/i) 0

(=KS(B))

b. tfiiii^^il^^m^ifCV^Tto { LjEp$ / €ft£),
*4J*fc-fUo (=Ex.(d))

. c. mmmzmMhxviok a {i^/tn^},
<b 0 (=Ex.(e))

t-"*T#BSS#© J: -5 |c 0 (=Ex.(f))
•

*

«W>fflTHK-£o (=Ex.(g))

(tz> sore mo)

EL S/?//ca mo in the third use described in Note 1 can be replaced by sore

cte ite or (sore) ni mo kakawarazu, as in [3].

[3] a. «J±v»ofe«il<4-e«gftU
( {U#*/*tl?Cvc/ <*

ti)C*##fc6T} Willi**) 4 0 (=KS(C))

-t^K^SrSfc^ofco (=Ex.(h))

sfttfca mo / shitagatte 395

C*-*#*6'f.} f -E-O^filSr-Wtfe^^arV^ (=Ex.(i))

(c> n/ mo kakawarazu)

shitagatte L £ T conj. <w>

a conjunction that is used to indi-

cate that a result / situation follows

necessarily from the foregoing

situation

therefore; accordingly; con

sequently

[REL. dakara\

Key Sentence

Sentencei Sentences

itn*< toy

(The budget is insufficient. Therefore this plan cannot be implemented.)

Formation

Sic L7t*»o-CS2o

J: < ik&c L izifiv T If #|£v» 0

(It rains a lot. Therefore there is a lot of greenery.)

Examples

(a) 4Stt±fi toils if x*£ft-ecu\, tfc**o-cff*4;^7

(This week the executives are busy attending meetings from morning

till night. Therefore they don't even have time to play their favorite

golf.)
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(b) a»*t*t f x*^-*«^o L/:*fotif)i^ fi

(If you do exercise, you use energy. Accordingly you don't gain

weight.)

(c) B^Ws^feV^^^o LfztfvXX <&ti.&o

(Japanese cars have fewer troubles. Therefore they sell well.)

(She lived in Japan for five years. Therefore she knows a lot about

Japan,)

& & \z & S o

(In Japan fathers are seldom at home. Therefore mothers are in charge

of their children's education.)

1. "Si. Shitagatte S2
" is used to express that S2 naturally results from Sh

The focus of the conjunction is more on the result than the cause.

2. Shitagatte is used either in written Japanese or in formal speech.

3. If what is expressed in S* is a reason for what is expressed in S 2, shita-

gatte cannot be used; da kara has to be used.

(1) a. *SMOA«Lfco LfcjFoTfcfeJMSLfco

(The majority of the people agreed. Therefore I also

agreed.)

[Related Expression]

The conjunction da kara can replace shitagatte in all the KS and Exs., but

not vice versa, because the former can express both reason-action and

cause-result relations, but the latter expresses cause-result relation only.

(See Note 3.)

shitagatte I so ka to itte 397

[1] a. ClcofoiWii J^ofco /*l/:#'ot) flEifoT

(The review of this book was good, so I bought it and read it.)

(It was a fine day, so I went out hiking.)

so ka to itte 0 ft £ H*oT pfc/; / con/.

a structure which expresses that

the speaker / writer cannot easily

accept the corollary from the pre-

ceding statement owing to some

circumstances, although he feels

like accepting it

but; yet; even so

[REL. (so) desu ga\

keredo(mo); shikashi]

Key Sentences

(A)

A:

(I hear that fish is good for your health.)

B:

(But we couldn't eat just fish every day, you know.)
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(B)

Sentencci Sentence2

(Land and housing are less expensive in America, but we cannot

easily immigrate.)

Formation

(i) A

B

A

Sio

f^^fct, S2o

(Comic books are fun.)

(But you can't readjust comic books, you know.)

(ii) S^*, f^ifoT, S2o

6 § i ^ A> J: o (Comic books are fun, but you can't read just

comic books, you know.)

Kxampkvs

(a) A:

B:

(b) A:

B;

(He told me not to bring anything.)

(But, we cannot go there empty handed, you know.)

(They say that tomorrow's examination is very easy.)

(But still, it can't mean that we don't need to study at all.)

WB<n

so Aa to itte 399

(c) a: #-aiiat ^itfcto
(There are consecutive holidays next week, so we can have fun.)

(But, I cannot just play golf, you know.)

(d) A: tztfZtm&M^tXo
(Cigarettes axe bad for your health, you know.)

B: f^^tf^t, t^£ZlZiXt>&Mtfk^frh%^Lo
(Even so, I cannot find a substitute for cigarettes.)

(e) A: &B=+fr<b\'*mtt1rZtW->*>)li+X 0

(They say that it's good to exercise for about 30 minutes every

day.)

(But it is next to impossible to make that amount of free time, you

know.)

(I know I have to memorize more kanji, but even so, I cannot memo-
rize just kanji.)

(It is .painful to leave my wife and kids behind, but I cannot excuse

myself from this business trip abroad.)

1. So ka to itte is used when one is inclined to accept what one's conver-

sational partner has said as in KS(A) and Exs.(a) - (e), or what has been

mentioned in the preceding sentence as in KS(B), Exs.(f) and (g), but

this inclination is accompanied by a realization that it is impossible to

accept its corollary due to some circumstance.

2. S6 ka to itte always occurs with an explicitly or an implicitly negative

predicate. It often occurs with - wake ni {wa/mo} ikanai, but there are
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cases where an implicitly negative predicate is used as shown in the fol-

lowing:

(I don't like this town, but it costs a lot of money to move,

so . . .)

(We are busy, but how can we leave the work to him

alone?)

The predicates kane ga kakaru it costs a lot of money 9

and rnakasete

okerukai, a rhetorical question in informal male speech meaning 'we

cannot leave it to him/ are cases of an implicitly negative predicate.

[Related Expression]

So ka to itte used in sentence-initial position as in KS(A) and Exs.(a) - (e)

can be replaced by disjunctive conjunctions such as keredo(mo), shikashi,

(so) desu ga. The same phrase used in non-sentence-initial position as in

KS(B), Exs.(f) and (g) cannot be replaced by such conjunctions,

[l] y iKDjjtf±mi>mk%^tf, /m-tixifi)

«*^»ft1-AtoltK4v^4r^o (cf. KS(B))

[2] ^TtsutL^cotio^^^, {??wnir*/??o*i//*-«y}. z.o

v^4v*o (cf. Ex.(g))

Disjunctive conjunctions such as keredo{mo), shikashi, etc. cannot be

replaced by the structure in question unless so ka to itte satisfies the condi-

tion mentioned in Note 1 above. The following example sentences all

explain this point.

[3] A: Z.(OT^- MiJtM r^v^ 0

(This apartment is spacious and nice.)

(But it's expensive, you know.)
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[4] A: SfrlflttCJ: < k\i*£o

(Alcohol is not good for your health, you know.)

(But it's OK if you drink moderately.)

(It is tough to memorize kanji. But once you have memorized them

they are very useful.)

soko de1
Z.V conj,

a conjunction which connects a

situation presented as a reason and

an action taken because of that

situation

so; because of that; therefore

[REL. sore de]

Key Sentence

Sentencei Sentenee2

Alitor % W^tWifzo

(My friend told me that something simple would be fine for supper. So,

I ordered a pizza.)

Formation

Sjo "^w^, S20

(The conference room has become unavailable. So, we've decided to have

the meeting in the cafeteria.)
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(I had a lot of baggage and it began to rain. Therefore, I decided to go

by taxi.)

(It has turned out that our leader Mr. Yamada can't come, so we have

no choice but to postpone the meeting.)

(c) ^OBK^*LT*«^tf»t4:<4:ofec -tit*, ft&KHISLT

(I got injured and couldn't go to school on the day of an exam. So, I

called my teacher to ask if I could take it another day.)

(He talked as if it were all my fault. Therefore, I couldn't hold my
tongue and I talked back.)

(My son is going to college next year but he is not good at English (lit.

and has trouble with it). Therefore, I'd like to ask a favor of you. Could

you teach him English?)

1. Soko de cannot connect a cause and a result, as in (1).

(1) a. t>7 9>y^3tf^AM*s*ofco *^£tSImVc< £
kMiltzo (Acceptable form: {•? CDfctb I JMtod*

...)

(There was a big earthquake in San Francisco. Because of

that, many buildings collapsed.)
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< T jg £ ^K^V^ 0 (Acceptable form: {ZOtz

(I was forced to drink a lot of cheap whiskey last night.

Because of that, I have a headache and cannot get up

today.)

(«=> fame (n/) (DBJG: 447-51))

2. In general, when soko de is used, the situation presented as a reason is

a special situation. For example, (2a) is acceptable, but (2b) is some-

what odd.

(2) a. WBBm$XOH Tv^— t 4 o T#c7) ^ 9 * - h

(I heard that there is a party at Morita's tomorrow and many

of my old classmates are coming. So, I've decided to go,

too.)

4ii-ff < - -fc CLfco (Acceptable form: *fl?, fife-)

(I heard that there is a party at Morita's tomorrow. So, I've

decided to go, too.)

3. In "Si- Soko de, S2," S2 usually represents a controllable action. Thus,

in the following examples, (3a) is acceptable, but (3b) and (3c) are

somewhat unnatural.

(3) a, f^S^a- Yltt-frT^mti^fCo Sv^o

(The fur coat was on sale at fifty percent off. So, I made a

big decision and bought it.)

M^tz< 4ot^: 0 (Acceptable form: -ftlT,

(The fur coat was on sale at fifty percent off. So, I wanted

(lit. began to want) to buy it.)

c. ^6^2- M±-fe-^t^ffl£ofco Sic

tSt^ - t^m^^o(Acceptableform: -^tiT, Utrfe-)
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(The fur coat was on sale at fifty percent off. So, I could

buy it.)

4. In "Si. Soko det S 2»" S2 cannot be a command, a request, a suggestion,

or an invitation, as in (4).

(4) iSBISfflSA^o t>T;i-T 4 "^otfO^X^- htftz

* o ?z h if 9 T*-tfr I V> o L,-*V>*-#^lo (Acceptable

form: / T»1-#S*

{There is a party at Morita's tomorrow and many of our old

classmates are coming. So, {please join us by all means. / how

about joining us? / would you like to join us?})

(=> da kara in sore de (DBJG: 413-14))

[Related Expression]

Sore de and soko de are similar and are interchangeable in many situations.

Some examples follow.

[1] a. 3u^^ft{iffl*4feOl*v^v*tWofco [*tn*/*Z?} t
tf

*f*ifcfcLfc 0 (=KS)

* S^-Tfr < £ i: K L fc» (=Ex.(a))

In addition, like soko de, sore de cannot be used with a command, a request,

a suggestion, or an invitation. (See Note 4.)

Sore de, however, differs from soko de in several ways. First, sore de can

connect a cause and a result while soko de cannot, as in [2]. (See Note 1.)

[2] a. t>77>yX^^ll^of: 0 {-tftT5 / ** ZV) mm*
fc< *A,**ifco (=(la))

(There was a big earthquake in San Francisco, Because of that,

many buildings collapsed.)

b. SAJtSSftfco {*tlV/-**ZV}

+ Blt9Ltfm<xm% hti&v^ (=a(lb))

(I was forced to drink a lot of cheap whiskey last night. Because

of that, I have a headache and cannot get up today.)
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Second, sore de is used to mean 'that's why.' Soko de cannot replace sore

de in this use, as in [3].

[3] a. $$ittk$>*i\£iltz a {%tiV/*ZZ?} W&i$A<tt&'V

to
(I had a cold yesterday. That's why I took a day off from

school.)

b. A: Bfaii^ot ^RTJB**** 4 L-Tfeo

(I had some business in Osaka yesterday.)

(Oh, that's why you were not here.)

Third, when sore de is used, the situation does not have to be a special one,

as in [4]. (See Note 2.)

ft&ff<£itwUfco (=(2b))

Fourth, when sore de is used, the situation does not have to be controllable,

as in [5], (See Note 3.)

[5] a. Z<D%&<D?~ Y &^-)\sX*mtz<D tz 0 WtlV/mZZT+l
ft4Rv^(4pTS3t.o (=(3b))

b. *4>35&<9 3- Hi^-;i/tW:oto / 77?* ZT),

lit:iI^WW:o (=(3c))

0=O sore de (DBJG: 413-14))

soko de2 ^ZV conj.

a conjunction which connects an \

event and an action taken at the <

time of the event I

then; at that time
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Key Sentences

(A)

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

fit li<L* it*

(When I wave my hand, (lit. then,) please clap your hands.)

(B)

Sentence! Sentence2

(He might offer you a drink. At that time you mustn't hesitate.)

Korination

(i) S,, -ti-CSao

(When this light comes on, (lit. then,) start charging it.)

(ii) S, 0 -?"-T"S2o

E mwiK L j: -5 e * - -Ci w * - Kis*
4 *v*o- (The receptionist will probably ask for an ID. Show her this

card at that time.)

(a) -j&mtz-Dtzhm* l>* ! J bW^ttfrh, ^^tzhin^^ibx

(In an hour I will say, "Stop!" Then, stop writing and put your pencils

down.)

(b)
Jfc ftS1

(When I give you a signal, (lit. then,) you will all stand up, please.)

soko de2
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(c) '^fcitlofc?), %Zi*tktr-Oi^*bi>*<%'t'to

(If you think you are intoxicated, you should stop drinking at that

time.)

(Little children sometimes get into unbelievable mischief. Their

parents must scold them then.)

(Prof. Yano scolded a student. It would have been all right if the

student had apologized to him meekly at that time, but the student

talked back (instead).)

Notes

1. In "Si. Soko de S2." Si represents an event and S2 an action at the time

of the event.

2. S2 is often a command, a request, a suggestion, or an invitation.

3. Soko de may appear in mid-sentence position in S2, as in (1).

(1) a. &*f-&B*Lfce>, Vt$/»*ZT*ts3ti>>Mi<>t1'o (=Ex.(b))

K"e>4v^v^tftv*0 (=Ex.(d))

soko o Z % conj.

a conjunction used to indicate that

in spite of the negative situation

mentioned in the previous part of
_ 4 a ^ m

but; in spite of that
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Key Sentences

(A)

(Tom is small for a football player, but he makes up for it with his swift

legs.)

(B)

A:

(I cannot loan you more money than this.)

B:

(But, could you do something about it?)

Kxiimples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(He is not that bright, but he manages to get along on his efforts.)

^^#*B"tC: tl±W«<tv^f

(The actress cannot hide her age any longer, but she is somehow pre-

serving herself with her arts.)

(I know that you are busy, but I wonder if you could possibly attend it.)

A:

(With such poor grades, you cannot graduate, you know.)
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B: tit, t^tC^LT^/c/ftt^^TLJ:9^a
(But, could you do something about it, Professor?)

(e) A: c: A,?fc^:Mtr4K*#tt^>^itt'tiw^^v^ 0

(I cannot allocate a budget for such a project.)

B: W, *Z*tobfr~v&m\**lt+o
(But, chief, could you give me a chance?)

1. Soto o is used to express some positive efforts in spite of some negative

situation mentioned either in the first half of the sentence as in KS(A)

and Exs.(a) - (c) or in the interlocutor's line as in KS(B), Exs.(d) and

(e).

2. Soko o is often used to push one's request in spite of an initial negative

reaction, as shown in Exs.(c) - (e). In this case, the sentence often takes

the form of Soko o nantoka « cleshd ka.

3. Soko o can be replaced by soko no tokoro o without changing the mean-

ing when soko o is used to express the speaker's beseeching, as in

KS(B) and Exs.(c) - (e).

(1) J3ttU>fcli#i:**#, *Z<OtZZ*®bfrmBgLX\t*t:1*
ttfcv>TL,J; (cf. Ex.(c))

-so ni naru £ 0 & 5 phr.

almost

[REL. md sukoshi/chotto de

~ suru tokoro (datta)]
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Key Sentence

Vmasu

oft . fcjj* ^
51*

(While walking in the cold rain without using an umbrella, I almost

caught a cold.)

I-Ormnlion

Vmasu -5 K & &

SiT--?
-

9 }C 4 & (s.o. almost forgets s.t.)

to

frfr H"5CS:4 (s.o. almost understands s.t.)

j£ Wt-f - -5 K 4 £ (s.o. almost loses his / her job)

Examples

(a) ftii^ttOB*, 7
B-iVtii i&ittLZ^Kkvfzzt&ibio

(When I was a child I almost drowned in a swimming pool.)

(b) fe°B iHioi t?|cc O^ti* 9 U & o fc 0

{Yesterday I almost got run over by a car.)

(c) K*ofc 0

(My house almost got destroyed by an earthquake.)

A
.
s f° t fcif .

(d) ^^*v^fe^*^M^f|ti-t9 i:4o^ 0

(An old pine tree in the yard almost fell down in the typhoon.)

(Today in a crowded train I almost got my purse pickpocketed,)

(In the math exam, I was almost able to solve the last problem when
the time was up.)
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(g) * o
-fc BIMf tt*?K3:ort:BjfK r ®*^SCCftoTLiofcb

(When I was almost able to go to Japan my mother got ill,)

Notes

L Vmasu sd ni nam expresses the idea that s.t. almost happens. As shown

in Exs.(a), (b) and (f), Vmasu so ni nam is often used with an extra

adverbial phrases such as ayauku 'narrowly,' and mo sukoshi/chotto de

'a little more, then which reinforce the idea of 'almost.'

2. The verb is restricted to non-volitional verbs, that is, a verb that

expresses s.t, that is beyond human control, such as (kaze o) hiku 'to

catch (a cold)' (KS), oboreru 'to drown' (Ex.(a)), tsubureru 'to.be

destroyed' (Ex.(c)), taorem 'to fall down' (Ex.(d)). Since passive and

potential forms are regarded as a non-volitional verb, they can be also

used with so ni nam, as shown in Exs.(b), (e) and (g). If the verb is a

volitional verb, Vmasu so ni nam cannot be used if the subject is the

speaker himself / herself.

(1) a. WSriJtA'iacS:^^, KMfrhW&tffrfrv
o

(When I was about to eat my lunch I received a call from

my friend.)

(When I almost graduated from college, I lost my mother,)

However, if the entire situation expressed by the whole sentence

expresses a situation that is beyond human control, a volitional verb can

be used even if the subject is the speaker himself as shown in (2): in

both (2a) and (2b) the action is not the speaker's choice. What (2a) and

(2b) mean are 1 was almost forced to eat that poisonous bean-jam bun'

and 'I was swindled by somebody to use that counterfeit paper money

to purchase things.'
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(2) a. numi <*©§i^»o****5c4ofc 0

(I almost ate that poisonous bean-jam bun.)

b. ftii t ? J: o h-e^coMlL^iv^* 5 K&ofco
(I almost bought things with that counterfeit paper money.)

If the subject is s.o. other than the speaker, Vmasu so ni nam can be

used, even if the verb is a controllable verb, because whatever happens

to the third person is considered to be beyond the speaker's control

(2) a, ^$^mm*n& :t ^tc&ofc^, wi^^-c^
hftzo
(Because a small child almost drank sake, the mother

hastily took it away.)

(Because Yamada almost quit the company, his colleagues

retained him with great efforts.)

[Related Expression]

All the examples of Vmasu so ni naru can be replaced by mo sukoshi/chotto

de - sum tokoro datta, except Exs.(f) ~ (g) in which Vmasu so ni nam is

used in a dependent clause. The latter expression focuses on both the

impending aspect of something and the point of time at which s.L occurs,

but the former focuses only on the impending aspect.

[1] a. &i±¥#<D#, -f-^tv {iJ>L/**ofc} V&ttti&tZ
Ztc^tzo (cf.Ex.(a))

(cf. Ex.(b»

c. ttm^fcOjElifc^ {*W T*-o&ti& tZZf£<o
tzo (cf. Ex.(c))

d. l^V^^*i%It*9 {'PL / *>£*ot} ?MtiZ>tZb
£ofc 0 (cf.Ex.(d))

-so ni nam I sono ue 413

itZiffofto (cf. Ex.(e))

As mentioned in Note 2, the verb of Vmasu so ni nam is restricted to a non-

volitional verb. But mo sukoshi/chotto de - sum tokoro datta is free of this

restriction,

[2] a. ftv*wc**$ t*i//*-tofc} ^ imn^fikcas-oit /

(I almost finished writing a long thesis.)

fco

(I was almost home, but unfortunately it started to rain.)

(When I was just about to leave, a friend of mine visited me.)

sono ue -?(DJi conj,

a conjunction which introduces an

additional, emphatic statement

on top of that; besides; more-

over; furthermore; what's

more; what's worse; not only ~

but also

[ REL. omake ni\ shika mo;

sore ni; ue (ni)]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Topic Commenti

Comments

(He looked for an apartment with me, and moreover, he even helped me

move.)

(B)

Topic Comment! Comment2

******

U

(This job pays a good salary, and what's more, it offers opportunities to

go abroad from time to time.)

(C)

Sentencei Sentence2

Topic Commenti Commenti

(Bananas are cheap. On top of that, they are nutritious.)

Formation

( i ) {V / Adj. / N+Cop. }teZ<?>±
Otfi tr »J l $

top of that, it's free.)

(You can use it any time, and on
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i3v>L<T, -eo±, (It's delicious, and whafs more,

nutritious.)

^Ht*, -?-<D±, mn.&M^ (It's inconvenient, and moreover, the

rent is expensive.)

«**-e t ^<9±, ^Wiiotv^S (It's made of pure gold,

and besides, it has a diamond (lit. a diamond is embedded).)

(ii) Vmasu JtO±

Hae>*t, *0± f IS} fcofc (I was praised, and what's

more, I was given an award.)

(iii) Adj(/)fa/ *<0±.

#^lBil < ,
£<so±, v> (The story is interesting, and on

top of that, it's easy to read.)

(iv) SL, %<DJi

Z<Oj±mte^i b%^L, *tf>±, ffimm^ (The job is boring,

and what's worse, the pay is bad.)

(v) So -e<o±

*^*Att#i*^iflCo ^<7>_h, ?#itv> 0 (The old man is

disabled. Furthermore, he is hard of hearing.)

(Everybody loves her because she is not only pretty but also good-

natured (lit. because she is pretty, and what's more, she is good-

natured).)

(When I went to my professor's house to consult him about my job, he

gave me all kinds of advice, and on top of that, he even served me
dinner.)
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(When I went to see John at his place, he got me to help him paint his

house, and what's more, he even got me to mow the lawn.)

(d) M±a»iUfl!fyt?#H45!c<, *fl>±, fi¥#*?**o
(This apartment is convenient for commuting and the rent is reason-

able. Moreover, it even has a parking space.)

aAfcttSwWiUs
(The structure of Japanese is considerably different from that of

English, and on top of that, it has kanji; therefore, it is difficult for

Americans to learn.)

(f) -^PM^v^v^^^^ <i«t J: < -fo±, Stl^Mfel

(This school does not have many good teachers and the facilities are

not good, either. And besides that, there is a lot of juvenile crime.)

Sono ue is used to introduce an emphatic statement. Thus, an emphatic

marker like made often appears in the added statement, as in KS(A) and

Exs.(b) - (d). (See Related Expression HI.)

[Related Expressions]

I. Ue (nt) can replace sono ue, as in [1]*

[i] a. m*-mz7s<- himLT<iitz±uz), m^Mit?
¥feoT<ftfco (=KS(A))

(=KS(B))

a ^t1-lt£v*±{tZ) f #*fe**rtf0 (=KS(C))

(K> ue (ni))

II. Omake ni can replace sono ue without changing meaning, as in [2],

although omake ni is slightly more casual.

sono ue 41

7

[2] a. mt-mZ7s*-h*mLX<ti?, {*<7)±/fc$EttC},

3[oj®LST3Mx*?T<tl£ 0 (=KS(A))

fcff<«ftfe*So (=KS(B))

c. /tttli^v* 0 t-t«)±/**WCJ f ^*^S^o
(=KS(Q)

Sore n/ is similar to sono ue except that the added statement is not

emphatic. Thus, this statement is often supplementary information. In

the following examples, [3a] and [3b] are acceptable but [4a] and [4b]

are somewhat unnatural. The reason is that in [3a] and [3b] the second

statements are not necessarily emphatic while in [4a] and [4b] the

second statements are emphatic as the emphatic marker made shows.

[3] a. £Otfc*tiitett^v»U {*fl>±/**itcj
p

ff<«& (=KS(B))

(=*KS(C))

[4] a. 1ftl±-fftCT/<-h*«UT<*fC, {*<D± / ??f ftC],

3lottL*?#eo-C<*tfco (=KS(A))

(=Ex.(c))

(c> sore n/)

at

- £
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sore demo tlT?'$ conj.

A m v
^i?e of the circumstance ex

pressed in the preceding sentence

nevertheless; yet; but in spite of

that; even so

[REL. (sore) ni mo kakawarazu;

te mo]

Key Sentence

Sentence! Sentences

At:*) HoZA. uA,tzv

(The parents are opposed to the couple's marriage. Nevertheless, they

seem intent to marrying.)

Formation

(i) S,„ (Ufr«L)*-*vCfc S20

(The weather was bad. Nevertheless we went out.)

(ii) S, {riVtt*Ur<6) /*>(=), ZtiX~i>S2o

(The weather was bad. Nevertheless we went out.)

Examples

(a)

(b)

GO

(It was so hot that we turned on an electric fan, but it was still hot.)

(My father was suffering from a bad cold. Nevertheless, he went on a

trip.)

(This book is very expensive, yet it is selling well, because it is a good

book.)
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(He is very busy, yet he does not miss jogging even a day.)

(e) A: Z0)*-J*—
r .Jftv»jax. 0

(This overcoat is expensive, isn't it?)

B: ZtiXkWlii* *) ?

(But do you intend to buy it?)

Sore demo means that in spite of the circumstance expressed in the preced-

ing sentence..„something-surprism^ this

basic meaning is nam ****** mwm*0k*y %_i>

(1) Vh l±$M*»* £ o IT* / W ft if* / L *»[>/'** *TP* } $3H t±fic

(I have work to do today. But I can take a day off tomorrow.)

(This apartment is spacious. But it is very expensive.)

(I do exercise a lot. But my younger brother doesn't at all.)

[Related Expressions]

I. (Sore) ni mo kakawarazu also means of *in spite of (that)' and, in fact, it

can replace sore demo in all the KS and Exs. except Ex.(e). The reason

why the replacement is impossible in Ex.(e) is that (sore) ni mo ka-

kawajmuisjxscd only in written or formal spoken Japanese ; therefore,

it doesn't fit in a very colloquial use of sore demo in Ex.(e).

[1] A: £0-*wt-, Kv>fc*. 0

(This overcoat is expensive, isn't it?)

B: {fn"T*/**n"K:*aSP#fc-6-f} I^ofcf}?
(Do you intend to buy it in spite of that?) (= Ex.(e))

,
]

t- . \

I
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6-f } -Att^Mi-Z^i**) 6 U>o

(The parents are opposed to the couple's marriage. In spite of

that, they seem to intend to get married.) (= KS)

n. Sore demo can be rephrased by te mo as in:

[3] a. Wa^ZAoejetcRJtUTV^T*, ZAi±£§*i1-

*) b U> 0 (cf. KS)

(Even if the parents are opposed to the couple's marriage,

they seem intent on getting married.) (cf, KS)

b. #v^"CMJMHtoJt3t**. o#T**rt:#tf>ofco

(cf. Ex.(a))

* *

But Wh-word ~ te. mo cannot be rephrased by sore demo.

[4] a. WSr**«T*i5V*U*o
(No matter what I eat, it tastes good.)

tin fcv» fcvt' t

b. mm^MLrtm i:Ss*^ 0

(No matter who he faces, his attitude remains the same.)

(=> fe mo (DBJG: 468-70))

sore dokoroka ft ifZ 5 con/.

a conjunction that is used to indi-

cate that the level / degree of a

fact or a situation expressed in the

sgcond sentence is far above or

below the level / degree of a fact

Q£iLs|taation expressed in the_first

sentence

on the contrary; far from that;

as a matter of fact

[REL. dokoroka)
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Key Sentences

(A)

Sentencej Sentence2

(Mr. Smith cannot write kanji. As a matter of fact, he cannot write even

hiragana satisfactorily.)

(B)

A: B:

<- r-r- iz'fffr& v »

?

*ftt\i* {i^/l:^^^J: 0}Ix^A^L^^7^o

(Shall we go to the

party tonight?)

(No way (lit. Far from it).

Dad got hospitalized.)

Formation

(i) Sio ZitZZbii* S2

5.V

< & ^ D -?:iih*Z.bfrM^o (It's not hot. On the contrary, it's

cold.)

(ii) A

B

A

B

-3*

ft ?t te 0 (Tired, aren't we?)

it. I'm almost dead.)

(Far from

Kxnmplcs

tt±o
(She is not young. On the contrary, she has as many as three grand-

children.)
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(I don't have a penny. As a matter of fact, I'm suffering from debts,)

(Jim cannot speak Japanese. In fact, he cannot even make simple greet-

ings in Japanese.)

(d) A: M^Vt^^oT?
(Did you have a cold? (lit. I heard that you had a cold, but is it

true?))

B: Ztlt'Zbfr, jlllK&oT, XULX^tzAstio
(On the contrary, I had pneumonia and got hospitalized.)

(e) A: l$H£it*ff£^?
(Shall we go see a movie?)

(Are you kidding? (lit. Far from it) Tonight I'm so busy that I have

to stay up all night.)

(f) A: fp#*, ^?KoT<it4?
(Kazuko, can you help me?)

B: %ti£Z%£*%^<D£
t ^WStMtL<T 0

(No way, I'm busy doing my homework, you know.)

(g) fy-PZMzlkktflk^hjti&o *ti£z%frt&&t?fc<hfL&o
(Clark can eat sashimi. As a matter of fact, he eats even nattd.)

Sore dokoro {ka i de wa nai I ja nai) can indicate a flat rejection of an invi-

tation / request / command of the conversational partner as in KS(B), Exs.(e)

and (f). S2 gives an unusual circumstance which makes it impossible to

accept the invitation / request / command.
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[Related Expression]

Sore dokoroka can be replaced by { Adj(/ / na) I V}inf • nonpast dokoroka or

N dokoroka, if the negative predicate of Si is switched to an affirmative

predicate.

[1] a. *^*^fig|^ (#lt& /*#tt£v*] l?Z6t>\ ¥-U%i>
JW-Kfrt&v*. (Cf. KS(A))

*v»Sot>0*RT?tti*4v» o (cf. Ex.(c))

(>=> dokoroka)

sore ga -ffifl* int. <s>

well (contrary to your expec-

tation; I'm afraid to say this,

but)

[REL. sore wa; tokoro ga]

A:
_____

(Does it look like you can get a scholarship?)

B:

(Neg. Int.)

*

(Well, (no,) it looks difficult.)
; i.

an interjection which signals that

the speaker is going to provide aq

unexpected respo:

Key Sentence
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(a) A; Alt i^rtfofc?

(How was the exam?)

B: ti&tzifzAstzo

(Well, (I'm sony to say this, but) it was no good.)

(b) A: *^(±H*"Cf|<^-rfeo
(You're going to work in Japan next year, aren't you?)

(Well, no, it's turned out that I can't go.)

(c) A: \zJ*o Xi L tz h $ o

(You met her and talked to her, right?)

B: -tit**. #o/^iti&o£^ft£*, 8*ifcfc|j«)#A*<

(Well, I did meet her, but when I saw her face, I couldn't say any-

thing.)

1. Sore ga can be used with or without an interjection such as He, /e, or /ya.

When an interjection is used, sore ga follows it, as in KS and Ex.(b).

2. Although sore ga is often used when the response is negative, it can be

used when the response is positive, as in (1).

A: Rft, tz&tivtz/vtzbOo

(You didn't pass the exam, I bet.)

B: vv*\ Zix&, Mitz/»t*£ 0

(No, (the fact is that) I passed it!)

3. Because of the nature of the situations where sore ga is used, it is often

pronounced with a somewhat hesitant tone.

[Related Expression]

In contrast to sore ga, sore wa is used when the s^e^er_pnwides an

sore ga I sore mo 425

expected response to a question.

[1] A: fficlz&vfc^TtLx

(You want to see your girlfriend, don't you?)

B; ^fz^XtXo
(Yes, (naturally,) I do.)

(c> sore wa)

what's more; what's worse; at

that; furthermore; moreover; on

top of that

[REL. shika mo]

AdvP! AdvP2 Verbal

tf A, h

(Because he spoke (lit. I was talked to) in English, and what's worse,

rapidly, I didn't understand anything.)

(B)

AFi AP2 Noun

Wt&<D> — 3fc«)
iS

(She always does her shopping at shops in Ginza, and moreover, at

first-class ones.)

sore mo con;

a conjunction which is used to add

more specific information to infor-

mation about a rather uncommon

action or state

Key Sentences

(A)
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(Q

Clause! Clause2

-tilt ^ fc-f-6$ U 0)5Sfl)?tf# »J 4 COT-,

(Because she has as many as five children, and moreover, they are all

very mischievous boys, Mrs. Noguchi is extremely busy every day.)

Formation

( i ) AdvPi * ti «fr AdvP2 (Verbal)

(It is written in Japanese,

and what's worse, in flowing style.)

(ii)

(ui)

APi AP2 (Noun)

ring, and a 2-karat diamond ring at that.)

Clausei -t-fifc Ciause2

/? 0 (It is a diamond

(It is newly

built, and on top of that, it is conveniently located five-minutes

from the station.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(He paid on the spot, and what's more, in cash.)

(I ran in midwinter, and what's more, barefooted.)

(The bank built their headquarters building in central Tokyo, and more-

over, on the best spot, in front of Tokyo Station.)
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(d) ®&tiUfe&% 9 **it 7 ^*B^Efclo^o t L 4 o fco

'

(She was seen by a magazine reporter, and what's worse, a reporter

from a gossip magazine.)

(I was asked to translate a letter when I was busy at the end of the

semester, and what's worse, just before the deadline for my term

paper.)

(f) Mtt-eTMM, Ztit>+W^\£fr$fzvfzfrbhXi>^frvfZo

(Because it was one hundred thousand yen in coins, and what's worse,

(they were) all ten-yen coins, it was terribly heavy.)

1. The phrases or clauses before and after sore mo are connected to the

same noun phrase, verbal, or clause which follows, as in KS(A) - (C).

2. Sore mo usually appears in mid-sentence position although it can appear

as an independent phrase as well, as in (1).

(i) a. *!E*ii»*ojfi-eif*^Rv>«»ii"4o **i*Hftojare 0

(=KS(B))

b. &fi*0#t>&oT<*iJko- *fl*3a&"Co (=Ex.(a))

sore ni -ftllC conj.

a conjunction which introduces an

additional item or statement

(and) in addition; moreover;

furthermore; what's more; on

top of that

[REL. omake ni; shika mo;

sono tie; sore to]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Nount Noun2

Noun3

(The "morning set" here includes coffee and some toast; in addition,

there is a boiled egg (lit. it is accompanied by a boiled egg).)

(B)

Sentencei Sentence2

L,

(Even if we bought a car, there would be no place to park it, and more-

over, there would be few occasions to use it.)

(C)

Sentencei

Sentence2

(I make it a rule not to discuss business at home. In addition, Fm very

tired this evening, so could we discuss it tomorrow?)
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Formation

( i ) N, { t / kZ /, } N2 { t I \Z /, } -*tUZ Nn

(a TV set, a stereo, and, in addition, a video camera)

(i-i) Si L, *ti\z S2

(The job is boring, and what's worse, the pay is bad.)

Sio JtMz
i S20

(The old man is disabled. Furthermore, he is hard of hearing.)

Kxamplus

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(My family consists of my wife and me, and two children, and in addi-

tion, (there are) a cat and a dog.)

(We are thinking of going back to Japan because there are no good jobs

here, and what's more, my child wants to go to a Japanese school.)

(Even if we bought a piano, no one would play it, and moreover, there

would be no place to put it because our place is small.)

fl7/(- h till* < tii/fc *ti\z

(This apartment is light and clean. Furthermore, the rent is reasonable.)

(Unlike the old days, we can easily talk with people over the phone

these days no matter where they are. Moreover, if we use a TV tele-

phone, we can talk with someone while watching his or her face.)
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1. Sore ni introduces an additional non-emphatic item or statement. (See

Related Expression.)

2. When sore ni is used to introduce an additional statement, the patterns

(ii) and (iii) in the Formation are commonly used, as in KS(B) and (C).

However, (V/Adj./N + Cop.}te, Vmasu, and Adj(/)to can also pre-

cede sore ni, as in (l)-(3). (Vmasu and Adj(/)Ax/ are usually used in

written language.)

(1) a. SiiiL-CV^T, fftCHP«fe*4a
(She is married, and what's more, she has children.)

b. fc3*li£<T, €*iC^M#*4o
(Tofu is cheap, and in addition, it's nutritious.)

c. zn7rt-h&%$v, ?ntc^»^SV> 0

(This apartment is inconvenient, and moreover, the rent is

expensive.)

d. ftitM?, wcltii^uoo^o
(I am near-sighted, and what's more, I have astigmatism.)

£ & £> 4 o

(He studied Japanese at college for three years, and in addition,

he worked (lit. has worked) in Japan.)

(3) tftO#</S'S-|±Xh-»;-**Bq^< l
*ft(C|fe**+v* 0

(The novels he writes have interesting story lines, and on top of

that, they are. easy to read.)

[Related Expression]

Omake ni and sore ni are used in similar situations* The difference is that

omake ni introduces an emphatic statement while sore ni introduces a non-

emphatic statement. Thus, in [1] omake ni is acceptable because the addi-

tional statements can be emphatic.

i
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[1] a. fc°7/&^WoT&f|^<*l±&^L
f {*ftfc/&3=tf tc}

3 ^aavvo-eaor***^ £*// 0 (=Ex.(c))

b. Z<D7J1-Y\m&<?tlt9t1£* {*tlE/**WK:} *****
v^ 0 (=Ex.(d))

However, in [2] omake ni is not quite acceptable because the additional

statement is not as important as the initial one and, therefore, cannot be

emphasized.

[2] $*Iotit<W^L, {*ftU:/7?fc*WC} *4
&i>%\<\ (=KS(B))

When omake ni is used to introduce an item, an emphatic marker like made
is necessary, as in [3].

[3] u^^-z>^ 7 v-x h isitc^-e&sr
($?/???« #v»tv^ 0

(The "morning set" here includes coffee and some toast; in addition,

there is even a boiled egg (lit. it is even accompanied by a boiled

egg).)

sore to ft t conj. <s>

a conjunction which introduces an

additional item or statement

Key Sentences

(A)

and; also; in addition; as well

[REL. sore kara; sore ni]

Nouni Noun2 Noun3

**»

^ nfcum t
<.t£

r

(Give me three apples and two oranges, and three bananas, as well.)
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(B)

Sentence

(Speaking of sports, I play tennis and golf.)

Sentence

(In addition, I played ice hockey at school (lit. in my school days).)

I* urination

( i ) Ni { fc / K /, } Na { t / /, } t , Nn

tf-^tf -X, %tit , #f K^T" (beer and cheese, and

potato chips as well)

(ii) S1o S2o

£ U ?t o (Speaking of music, I am a member of a chorus. In addition,

I played flute a little when I was a student,)

Kxaniplcs

(a) mffls^ #tsa/> ±»£A,, -ttit, Jwt^tajixfcfcOito
(Mr. Yamada, Mr. Kinoshita, and Mr. Ueno are coming. And Mr. Taka-

hashi, too.)

(b) faille*>M73SU7 9 >X!g, ^ftt, H^#^tS**1-o
(Talking jibout foreign languages, I can speak German and French, and

a little Japanese.)

(There were calls from Mr. Yamamura and Mr. Hamada while you

were out. Also, a letter came from Mr. Yoshida.)
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S/.**^ 4A,*fl» tf.C-tfv* u-t

(d) fc'd t&^fc^o i tT?to *ftfc, 4-5—s,

(How to get a teacher is the urgent problem. And, for another thing, we
have to think about the classrom problem.)

(Could you type this letter by noon? Oh, and did (lit. could) you get the

air tickets I asked for yesterday?)

Sore to appears only in spoken Japanese. It is often used when the speaker

wants to add an item or statement which s/he has forgotten to mention.

[Related Expressions]

I. Sore ni is similar to sore to in that both introduce an additional item or

statement. The crucial difference is that sore ni is used when the pre-

ceding clause / phrase and the following clause / phrase are closely con-

nected while sore to is used when this connection is weak. Therefore,

sore ni cannot be used when the speaker adds an item or statement

which s/he has forgotten to mention.

(Give me three apples and two oranges, Oh, and three bananas,

too.)

On the other hand, sore to cannot be used when the preceding clause

or phrase has a continuative ending such as {V/Adj. /N + Cop.}fe,

Vmasu, Adj(/)ta/, and S shi9 as in [2] - [5].

[2] a. i&htUmir^T, itn(c/*-f tit) ^BUifcs-o

(She is married, and what's more, she has children.)

b. :07/^H«T, {* iiC/** tit)

(This apartment is inconvenient, and what's more, the rent

is expensive.)
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[3] iii^a*is*HtiIWu, (**ic/***ifc>. b*t*

(He studied Japanese at college for three years, and in addition,

he worked (lit. has worked) in Japan.)

[4] C^)/KHl±^h"V-**SS^<> r**lC/***ifc>

(This novel has an interesting story line, and moreover, it's easy

to read.)

(That job is not interesting, and what's more, the pay is bad.)

(t=> sore ni)

n. Sore kara can replace sore to without changing meaning, as in [6].

[6] a.
l)v^HottU>yIo, {iftfc / **i#6h '^-J"

£H*T£v> 0 (=KS(A))

b. X**-y(*r-*£n>7£L£1- 0 {^tifc / **i#S h

^£B#ftl±74**y^-*LTv*£ Lfco (=KS(B))

(=Ex.(e))

(c> sore-tera (DBJG: 416-19))

ess

ES3

?

sore wa -t ti t± inf. <S>

an interjection which is used when

the speaker emphatically provides

an expected response to a question

(yes,) naturally; (yes,) ofcourse;

oh, surely

[REL. sore ga]

Key Sentence
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A:

*>fcv>-eL.t -5 fa

(I bet you want to win (the game).)

B:

(Aff. Int.)

((Yes,) Of course, I do.)

(a) A:

B:

(b) A:

B:

(c) A:

IKS & tz t S 3 d £ 0 4 -f^ 0

(Are there times when you want to go back to your country?)

((Yes,) Of course.)

(I wonder if they would buy (them) for this price.)

(They surely would. They could never buy them (anywhere else)

for that price.)

****** fc* (53

(You would prefer a higher salary, right?)

B: -t 0 ^(*)4d"C+*«- 0

(Naturally, I would, but . . .)

1. Sorya(a) in Ex.(c) is the contracted form of sore wa.
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Interjections such as hai9 ee and un can be used with sore wa. When

such an interjection is used, sore wa follows it, as in KS and Ex.(a).

Sore wa in the following examples should not be confused with the sore

wa presented here. As a matter of fact, sore in these examples is a

demonstrative pronoun. That is, sore in (!) refers to A's idea and sore

in (2) refers to A's giving a gift.

(1) A: SlcttS**filvM.ca:ofc0.36*iJt*o

(Perhaps she doesn't love me any more.)

(That's not true.)

(2) [When giving a gift,]

A: £ft.„ oHiv^OTf^o
(This is nothing special, but . . .)

(That's very kind of you.)

Note that sore wa in these examples cannot be preceded by interjections

such as hai and ee.

436

2.

3.

sorezore tl?fl adv.

each of two or more things / per-

sons

each; respectively

[REL. meimei; ono'ono]

sorezore 437

Key Sentences

(A)

(Yamada and Suzuki bought fruits and cakes, respectively.)

(B)

(Each of the novels I read was interesting (in its own way).)

(a) flF5F f «&±*ft-tffc+£*, + Hjft, *Jre+ 0

(Yoshiko, Mihoko, and Nobuo are 15, 13, and 9 years old, respectively,)

(Father gave me and my younger sister a 10,000 yen allowance each.)

(Tom and I study in the dorm room and at the library, respectively.)

(Bob and Kazuo went out with Beth and Jemmy, respectively.)

(e) fel*#*tl^fc»9o

(We are brothers, but each of us has different interests.)

(f) Ik^b^tirtiUUtiMtf&Zo
(Each of us has our strengths and weaknesses.)

(g) r^*^>/<xoi4?li-ttL-erii#S*r** ft

(Each of the buildings of this campus has its own individuality.)
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(At the restaurant we ate what each of us like,)

(i) RWWttf-tte^OJStcJtv^o
(The judges took their respective seats.)

L Sorezore is used to express an idea of 'each' or 'respectively.'

2. There are two types of construction that involve sorezore. One is the

construction that is a condensed version of two or more co-ordinated

sentences as in KS(A) and Exs.(a)-(d). For example, KS (A) is a

reduction from (I) below:

(1) {kmzMtm^&mvx, M^M^iM^fz 0

(Yamada bought fruits and Suzuki bought cakes.)

This sentence can be condensed either into KS(A), (2) or (3).

(2) \hm$Mm%!)*, titfzZMt&MttJI.vtZa

(Yamada bought fruits, and Suzuki, cakes.)

(3) lijfflSA,!****:, fl^S^i****. -tft-fftJlofco

(Yamada bought fruits, and Suzuki, cake, respectively.)

The other type is a construction that is not a reduction from a coordi-

nated sentence as exemplified by KS(B) and Exs>(e) - (h).

3. Sorezore can be used as a pronoun as in Ex.(i). In this case sorezore is

used in a combination of sorezore no N. Two more examples follow:

(4) h 7f£^ft^ft<D#^£^oTV>& 0

(Orchestras have their own respective sounds.)

(5) ^n*ft^tiroaK*^fit!tt*o
(Students come to school on their own bicycles.)

4. Sorezore can be used as a kind of noun as shown in (6) and (7) below.

(6) 4sWo1 iif ft ft ^V § I §£o T v^ 0

(The stars of the universe are each pulling others by gravita-

tion.)
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(7) Z(D7 4 ><D*$M±7 ? >zMt F^;i^koTv^t 0 %
v^MVcVitt-c, f ft-rft*#v>ir^^i:#fi4si-*o
(In these wines are mixed both French wines and German
wines. Can you tell the respective wines by just smelling them?)

[Related Expression]

Meimei and ono'ono are similar in meaning to sorezore.

[i] mmwmiHb*. mm* {*ft-?ft/#*/**) (=ex.(c))

But they are distinctly different. Meimei and ono'ono can refer only to a

human, but sorezore can refer to anything, as shown in [2].

[2] 'tt^£>hRl± (thfft/*#^/*||j^],Hfi*ofco (=KS(B))

Furthermore, sorezore can be used in a condensed structure as in KS(A) and

Exs.(a) - (d), but neither meimei nor ono'ono can be used in this structure, as

shown in [3].

[3] lilBS^iMc3A,{±, mmt&^i {fftf'ft

lofco (=KS(A))

sugu T<* adv.

without having much temporal or

physical distance

at once; soon; right away; im-

mediately; readily; instantly;

easily; right

[REL. mo sugu)
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Key Sentences

(A)

(I went to sleep as soon as I got home.)

(B)

(The bank is right in front of the station.)

(The departmental head started to work as soon as he arrived at the

company.)

(b) B*£*fc-&i-<\ *ISLTT^v> 0

(Please call me as soon as you come to Japan.)

(c) BLftV^^ tC*TT*K
(I want to talk with you, so please come right away.)

(d) ^TlsViW^tzb-fC, mtixLi^iLtzo
(I bought a cheap TV and it broke right away.)

(e) *<aXtttcii4tf*e>. iwi 0

(He easily gets angry so I don't like him.)

(f) -eWR^fflHtt+Cfcttfca
(I could solve that math problem easily.)

(g) fIWi*l-c^-*eto
(My house is right there.)
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(h) S«»U:*-><-^+C»r+o
(The post-office is right next to the supermarket.)

1. Sugu in KS(A) and Exs.(a)-(f) means 'without much temporal dis-

tance,' whereas in KS(B), Exs.(g) and (h) it means 'without much spa-

tial distance.'

2. - taralto sugu is used to mean 'as soon as ~* as in KS(A) 9 Exs.(a) and

(b), if the main verb is a volitional verb. Ex.(d) cannot mean 'as soon

as,' because the verb is a non-volitional verb. Another example follows:

(1) ^(D^ik^tz^>, t-<*fc4*#5£<*ofc 0

(I got a stomachache straight after eating that shrimp.)

[Related Expression]

Mo sugu as in [1] is used to mean 's.t. is going to take place very soon since

a triggering event has already taken place.' Sentences [2] and [3] are unac-

ceptable because in [2] the triggering event (i.e., a telephone call) has not

taken place and in [3] the triggered event (Smith's coming) has already

taken place.

[1] AZAZ/vimmLtzfrb, + X 0

(Because we have called Mr. Smith, he will come pretty soon.)

[2] **$*S^±-«B+*Uff *3TC#*J:*
(*If we call Mr. Smith, he will come pretty soon.)

[3] *XUHIiWSLfct, *51"C*fc 0

(*Mr. Smith came pretty soon when we called him.)
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every time; each time; on every

occasion; whenever

[REL. itsu (de) mo; to itsu (cte)

mo; toki (ni) wa]

Vinf-nonpast

tz is

^

(Each time I go to Japan I come home having learned something new.)

(B)

Noun

tzZ/tZ

(On every trip my father comes back with souvenirs.)

(i) Vinf-nonpast feme

Jb^& tzmz (each time s,o. eats s.t.)

A Sft-f & £ (each time s.o. studies (s.t.))

(ii) NOfzlfK

Ki£<7} 7t D1" (on every examination occasion)

(iii) VN (DtzTHz

M5&(Otz&lz (on every occasion of study)

tabi ni fctft con/.

Key Sentences

(A)

tabini 443

(a) * <QA tIt * to
(Each time I talk with her my heart softens.)

(b) - <7)*fii tf mzm lvfS&s** 2 0

(Each time I read this book I make new findings.)

(c) ^tejK irU-fr < VKfiSBOis^SrlSffai -id LTv>& 0

(I make it a point of visiting my professor's residence every time I go

to Tokyo.)

htzL *r * t£ His

(d) fi^fi#9 7t^c»J:^^<^o-CV^ 0

(My grandson is growing bigger than before each time I see him,)

(e) r;w hO***B < fctfKAiaMfeHc&o * G

(Each time I listen to Mozart's music I feel my life is enriched.)

(f) M&B<D?zl}lz&{±^7 0&*M<>X < iitto
(On every birthday my husband buys me roses.)

(g) 7 ^T-iiWWH^^OTcMo vx h y >x^^-i Lite
(Our family eats at a restaurant in Ginza every payday.)

1. The meaning of 'each / every time' is emphasized by inserting goto

between tabi and ni

(l) a. B^ff<tcViz:t^mL^^t^A,xi§nit 0

(cf. KS(A))

b. fcliJtfrOJfctf ;T fc x £ X < tL4 0

(cf. KS(B))

2. The tense of the verb that comes before tabi ni is restricted to nonpast.

3. The particle ni of tabi ni cannot be dropped.

{Related Expressions]

I. Sinf tabi ni, N no tabi ni and VN no tabi ni can be paraphrased by Sinf
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toki (ni) wa itsu (de) mo, N ni wa itsu (cfe) mo, and VN sum toki wa itsu

(cfe) mo respectively, as shown in [1].

[I] a. *OAkRtlt(lc)It^o(T»)*^^W*ito (cf.Ex.(a))

(cf. Ex.(f))

»f*JloT*t:<*i'fi.o (cf.KS(B))

The paraphrasability between the two structures does not always mean
that they are synonymous. Since the tense of the verb that comes before

tabi ni is restricted to nonpast, Ex.(e), for example, is ambiguous as to

whether the speaker feels his life is enriched while listening to Mozart

or after he has finished listening to it. The two readings of Ex.(e) corre-

spond to [2a] and [2b] below.

[2]. a. j)V h-^*#4:B<«FKI±v^o-et A£**A*K«r

(When I listen to Mozart's music I always feel my life is

enriched.)

b. y r & b Hi* fcWM; iiv»of % A^-^ft^c

(When I have listened to Mozart's music I always feel my
life is enriched.)

Such two-way interpretation is also possible with Exs.(a) - (c), but the

interpretation is logically impossible for KS(A) and Ex.(d).

0=0 toki (DBJG: 490-94))

n. Sinf tabi ni and N no tabi ni cm also be paraphrased by Sinf-nonpast to

itsu (cfe) mo. The original and the paraphrased versions again mean
practically the same. Notice, however, that unlike Ex.(e), [3] is not

ambiguous like [2] above: it means only [2b]

,

(^ to4 (DBJG; 480-82))

tada 445

tada tztz adv.

;
an adverb which emphasizes the

j
only; just; simply; that's all

;

idea of "only" [REL. tatta]

Key Sentences

(A)

One +

Counter Noun

tztz

u-b

—

O

m
(His only (one) defect is that he is not punctual (lit, he is slack about

time).)

(B)

One +

Counter Verbal(neg)

tztz (D -*

(She didn't write me even once (lit. only once).)

(C)

Noun

tztz ^MS JL a*

(He has no one else to rely on but his lawyer.)
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CD)

Predicate

H&± it fztz

(I just talked with her over a cup of tea; that's all.)

Formation

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

tz tz One + Counter (co N)

tztz-ji(DK4- (the only son)

£ rtf—3fc"C (with only one shot)

jfc/fO 0m? + Counter & Verbal(neg)

tztz<D~E kwAsfzZ -fc.7i*-4 v> (have not taken even one day off)

tzt*Nt£W (Prt.)

£ fi-Pe§ £~ *t ( Sr ) fl£ & (remember only words)

fc£ZJ£»t-C»ft1-.& (solve s.t. only with force)

fc^f Verbal (t^i)mm
tztzMA,tz(t\<> i ) (S.o. just read it; that's all.)

fitW fc v> 3 ) rtflt (£) (S.t. is just cheap; that's all.)

tz tz / Hfrfrtzb v> o } tm(tz) (S.t. is just quiet; that's all.)

tztzW^WU(tz) t^^tHi(tz) (S.o. is just a college professor;

that's all.)

(a) teJifcrtf-A-e^oTSfco

(He came over alone.)

(b) fll^Iotv^:^ ISttT < tifz%tttztz<D-Ai>^%frotz

(Not a single person helped us when we were in trouble,)

tada 447

(c) tztZ*tit**l<DZ t "PffiSrWt LfcA/Ct*o
(Did you fire him only for that reason?)

(d) fc/fwti^ifcis+tt^oTv^rtajfesi^v^
(There will be no progress if you do only what you are told to do.)

(e) ft i± tz tzMttifcZb&LX^i tziiftzo

(I am just doing what I was asked to do; that's all.)

(f) &<D%$tzf£i £tt>1£b^it*tti£0

(He is just serious; he has no other merit.)

(g) mz±Ltz±m±%^A,Tttf, tztz% i vhM^Xfrtzfrvtz/uX*to
(it doesn't have any special meaning, but I just wanted to ask.)

(h) tztzAcOWl £ 1 LTv>Tfii&^ME^iS ftfcv*0

(If you simply swallow what other people say, you won't come up with

any interesting ideas.)

1. Tada is a device to emphasize such ideas as "only " "just," and "simply,"

As a matter of fact, a sentence with tada and one without tada mean the

same thing unless tada is followed by One + Counter no Noun (e.g.,

hito-ri no otoko 'a man,' ichi-dai no kuruma 'a car'). For example, the

two sentences in (1) and (2) are semantically equivalent, The addition of

tada however, makes the (a) sentences more emphatic.

(1) a. mc*i1tl£&— <tibfrvti: 0 HCS(B))

(2) a. m±fcmm±fcmmi) tz 0 (=ks(Q)

b. m±im±£tttfmi)

When tada is followed by One* Counter no Noun, the meaning

changes, as in [3].

(3) a. f^fce»o^j«if;;KX/: tv^ : t /i0

(=KS(A))

(His only (one) defect is that he is not punctual.)
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(One of his defects is that he is not punctual.)

2, Tada can be used in a variety of sentence patterns. Those presented in

KS and in Formation are not exhaustive. (See Exs.(g) and (h).)

(Related Expression]

Tatta can be used instead of tada when One + Counter immediately follows,

as in KS(A) and Ex.(a).

[1] a. m<D {tztz/ tz-otz) -ocD^(iS#Htc;i/»X«tv>9Ci
tz 0 (=KS(A))

b. mt Itztz/tz^tz) -AV*>-oX$tz 0 (=Ex.(a))

However, tatta cannot replace tada in its other uses, as in [2].

[2] a. ffiE&ti [tttz/*tz*otz] <D-m$^m<ti%frvtZo
(=KS(B))

s
- b. «f± litiS /*tizvtz} &m±t£ttAmt)tz 0 (=KS(C))

c. Atari 14 {tztz/*tzvtz} T*IS£ L ( fc l, > 5

)

tz

»

tzo (=KS(D)>

On the other hand, tada cannot be used to modify a number beyond one or

to modify an adverb, as in [3] and [4J,

[3] fc&ZOK {tzvtz/*ftfz} ZBlWi^i^/:,.
(I took only two days off this summer.)

[4] *Ja>\t Itz-otz f*tztz) Wm-itzm^xt*
(John has just left/come back (lit. left/come back just now).)

tada no 449

tada no tz tz<D phn

not deserving to be mentioned

Key Sentence

usual; ordinary; plain; com-

mon; rank-and-file

[REL. futsu no; ni suginai]

Noun

tzfz<D

(I'm only an ordinary employee, so I'm not aware of that.)

Formation

tzfzcON

tztz<D%& (an ordinary teacher)

I-Aiiiliplis

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

tzti<DMM tz bIo TV1£ P>
, 1^£o 0

(I thought it was an ordinary cold, but it was pneumonia.)

(He doesn't appear to be an ordinary scholar, does he?)

(I put in an appearance because I thought it was an ordinary gathering,

but to my surprise there were big shots attending.)

£ 3 3 |

(I heard that your father was a great man.)

(No, not at all. He was an ordinary college professor.)
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(e) tz1*<D%f&'T*1rJ:

(I'm just kidding, you know.)

Tada no N is used when the speaker makes nothing out of s.t. / s.o. There-

fore, it can be used as a humble expression as in KS and Ex.(d).

[Related Expression]

Tada no N is similar in meaning to futsu no N which means 'ordinary N/
The latter does not carry the former's emotive overtone of 'making nothing

out of s.t. / s.o/; it is, rather a neutral term to mean 'not special/ or 'stan-

dard.' So when the emotive overtone is strong (including a case of humble

expression) tada no can hardly be replaced by futsu no, as shown below.

[1] a. &(i {tzt£/mm (W±*^1~^, ^atfcliftO
A-o (—KS)

"b. v>v>*., {tzfz/imm ©**atsrt?L
tic (=Ex.(d))

c. <D%WiTt£o (=Ex,(e))

tashikani ~ ga Wfrfc~tfi
str.

a structure which expresses the

idea "indeed - but"

indeed ~ but; certainly - but;

truly - but; it is true that - but;

I admit that ~ but; definitely ~

but

[REL. ~ koto wa ~ ga]

Key Sentence

tashikani -ga 451

Topic Commenti Comment2

< At

msum-t % % o

(This car is certainly attractive, but the price is too high.)

(I certainly heard about the party, but I don't remember when it is

going to be.)

(b) flfc*fc$&iLfc#, ^Ctl±»*?**o-fco
(It's true that I promised (to do it), but I didn't say that I would do it

right now.)

(c) «£tt«*H*-Rl*3j*J:<*v^ *Sli^J54A/£J:o
(He definitely makes a bad first impression, but actually he is a nice

man.)

(I admit that this is a good school, but it's not suitable for me.)

(I admit that it was my fault (lit. I was bad.), but you shouldn't be that

mad,)

(f) «*>K#<<OH*Ai*«^ffl*»»tAJ:^C4ofco ftB»*-t¥£§

(It it true that many Japanese go abroad now. There are also many who
speak other languages (lit, foreign languages) well. However, there are

still few who can be called "true internationalists.")

mm
Tashikani ~ ga is usually used when the speaker admits that something is

certain or true but wants to say something in opposition to what is admitted.
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[Related Expression]

- koto wa ~ ga can replace tashikani ~ ga, as seen in [1]; however, the sen-

tence with tashikani ~ ga sounds more subjective.

[i] a. zomt mft&Mxwz / mm%ztimm%}
Mt£Z>o (=KS)

b. mwzffim* bft/^btcztitbtz) #*rt c k i± ff *> *
fr-ofzo (=Ex.(b))

(o koto wa (DBJG: 206-08))

ta tokoro de tztZ%? conj,

even if an action or a state were

realized

even if

[REL. te mo]

Key Sentence

Vinf-past

X* li2^ PJ *fix h It\h 5 o

(No matter how low we estimate the construction expense it will go

beyond 500 million yen.)

Formation

Vinf-past tz.h^

WtAstzb Z.Z>V (even if s.o, read s.t.)

#^tztZh T* (even if s.o. drank s.t.)

ta tokoro de 453

Examples

(a) iO*4r«fc^tC6'C
i JRW^CwSfcttt^ftv^

(Even if you took this medicine, it would not be the case that your cold

would be cured right away.)

(Even if you read this book, you wouldn't understand the entire econ-

omy of Japan.)

(Even if you exercise once a week, it won't be very effective.)

(No matter how much I worked, it would be impossible to get an A in

this course.)

(e) #*KMA**A<fcofcfc£*-C
f ^^^*t4*-Cfe4^ 0

(Even if the weather gets better on the holiday, there is no particular

place to go.)

(Even if I were able to speak Japanese, it wouldn't amount to anything,

because I cannot afford to go to Japan,)

(g) i*tBl±BL#ofcti*.T, S?> <iteSr?L j: Oo
(Even if we discussed it more, it would probably be futile.)

(Even if a problem arises, it will not cause you any trouble.)

1. The conjunction tokoro de is used with Vinf-past. The past form is used

here not as the past tense marker but as the counterfactual marker. So in

every case what is expressed in the tokoro de clause has not taken place

yet. What the conjunction really means is: 'even if one supposes an

action or a state in the clause has already taken place.'

2. The main clause usually takes an explicit negative marker na/, but there
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are cases like KS and Ex.(g) in which the main clauses express some-

thing undesirable.

[Related Expression]

Vinf- past tokoro de can always be replaced by Vfe mo,

(cf, KS)

b. -G9^£ifcA,T*$, jfcfta^Cftafcttt^ftv^ (cf. Ex.(a))

(cf. Ex.(c))

However, there is a crucial difference between Vinf • past tokoro da and Vfe

mo. The former has a clear counterfactual meaning, but the latter does not

have a clear counterfactual meaning.

There are a lot of cases where Vfe mo cannot be replaced by Vinf * past

tokoro de owing to the crucial difference. Notice that in [2] below Vfe mo
clearly expresses not something counterfactual but something factual.

[2] a. MAIiUVMWi [IT$> /*ltckZZ?} ?zl£Z&*&&

(My husband won't quit smoking no matter how many times I

advise him,)

(I gain weight no matter what I eat.)

Another crucial difference is that the main clause for Vinf • past tokoro de

has to be negative either explicitly or implicitly; whereas the main clause for

te mo can be affirmative. (See Note 2.)

[3] a. {*6ft<T*/7?«&*#ofcfci:*"l*}

(I can graduate even if I don't take this course.)

(Can I write with a pencil?)

fa tokoro de I te 455

(Even if you read a little you can tell that it is a boring book.)

(<=£> te mo (DBJG; 468-70))

te T te-form

and; since; having done s.t,

[REL. fe kara]

Key Sentence

Vfe

(How long have you been here / How many years is it since you came
here?)

Fornmiiou

Vfe N (duration)

T—^ (it has been two years since s.o. came)

Kxampkvs

(a)

(b)

(c)

(The couple got married and two years later they got divorced.)

(It has been a long time since I quit the company.)

- <oU iWfiX fe 5 flT^K 1 fro

(I wonder how many years have already passed since I last visited this

island.) '••>
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(d) z<a£ftvW$%toxztivm#izbQ t+*
(It's been four years since I began to work at this company.)

t tj v»o Ui*T ri'A- tf>

(e) £ OUTC#T 4 IHI Xi~o

(It's my first week in this town.)

Notes

1. The te form in question is followed by a duration.

(c=> -te (DBJfG: 464-67))

2, The antonym for Vfe + N(duration) is Vinf-nonpast + N(duration) mae

ni as in (1) below.

(1) "Aii^SfrS-^MtCioi^i^ Ltz 0

~> (The couple met by arrangement two years before they got mar-

ried.)

[Related Expression]

All the te forms in KS and Exs. can be replaced by fa kara. The only differ-

ence is that fe kara focuses on the point in time at which s.t. takes place;

whereas te' focuses on the duration of time following te.

(=> kara 2 (DBJG: 177-78))

te hajimete X90bX phn

te hajimete 457

Key Sentence

Vte

(It was not until I came to America that I saw a tornado.)

Formation

Vte*ja6T

R A, TMffl a&T (only after you read)

Examples

(a)

(It was not until I lived in Japan that I started to understand how Japa-

nese people thihk.)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(I didn't realize how interesting learning a foreign language was until I

studied Japanese.)

(It is often not until you write down your idea that it becomes clear.)

Iff 11 A. Z $ * Wtz

(It is only after you become ill that you realize the value of health.)

(I ate sashimi for the first time in my life.)

Umarete hajimete in Ex.(e) is an idiomatic phrase which means 'for the first

time in one's life/ Note that it does not mean 'only after one was born' or

'not until one was born/ This phrase also appears in the structure in (1)

below.
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(1) [Before, while, or just after eating sashimi]

(This is the first time I've had sashimi.)

point; respect; regard; aspect;

way; in terms of; -wise; in that;

as far as - is concerned

[REL. -men]

Dem.

-

4

(He is not (lit. cannot be called) an adult in that respect.)

(B)

Adj (//na)stem

'Ml x\±

(This dictionary is no match for Nelson's Japanese-English Character

Dictionary in terms of ease of use.)

ten(de) n.

Key Sentences

(A)

ten (cfe) 459

(C) ...

Noun Adj (i/na) stem

mm

(In terms of commuting convenience, the present apartment is the best)

CD)

Topic Clause

(This table is valuable in that it is handmade.)

( i ) {Demonstrative / Quantifier} ("C)

Z<D&X (in this regard)

— , nO * t? (on a couple of points)

(ii) {N/Adj(/7na)stem £} <&/£(?)

4M^^"C (in terms of price)

rfc § S CO.^ (in terms of size)

j^*?^"?4

(in terms of quietness)

(iii) N CD Adj(/7 na)stem $ £ v> .ft

i $ i: 3 /ST (in terms of brightness)

#<9S Ifc S £ v > ir-e (in terms of body flexibility)

(iv) Sinf fcv^j&O?)

Sll^v^vi: (in that the performance is good)
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(Our product is superior to similar foreign products in every way.)

(b) ^J^t«;^?4is-f^^o
(With regard to scholarship, this student is probably the best.)

(c) &** 1- $ «d.j& t* f±fl
u

ii c: <z> &fo 1*^^ z?.mr £ <j AkX o r v>

L(in terms of livability I like this city better than the one where I lived

before (this one).)

(d) ftHOjEflk S i jft-c l± B ln 0

(In terms of punctuality the railway systems in Japan are probably the

best in the world.)

(Dolphins can be said to be superior to other aquatic animals in that

they speak (language).)

(She and I share the same taste in that both of us like classical music.)

(Mr. Smith is the right person for president in that he can anticipate the

trends of the times.)

Ten can be followed by particles other than de, as in (1).

(1) a. ffi&O-f- n v> 5 AfcfefcftS (Dtzo

(It is that aspect which people dislike about her.)

b. mm<OB%§&£ < ffl*4jft*j^iiLfc^.0

(I value (lit. I'd like to value) the fact (lit the point) that he is

very good at Japanese.)

ten (de) 1 1e wa 461

(I am attracted by this product in that it is future-oriented.)
,

(I was asked questions on that point by some people.)

[Related Expression]

The suffix -men and the noun ten express a similar idea. As their original

meanings (i.e., men 'face, side'; fen 'point') suggest, however, -men reflects

a more general, broader viewpoint than ten does, as in [I] and [2].

[1] a. *o!$ti icMI>&& 0

(That company has problems in terms of technology.)

(In that business deal we couldn't agree in terms of the price.)

(This car was highly regarded in terms of performance.)

b. CO*t±ttffi36*flE*LXv»i {/£/*H} iHS<ffl$2tit:o

(This car was highly regarded in terms of its excellent per-

formance (lit. the point that the performance is excellent).)

(<=£> -men)

te wa T It conj,

a conjunction which presents an ac-

tion / state as a topic about which a

negative comment is given

if; when; because
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Key Sentences

(A)

Vfe 5

(If you study that hard, you will ruin your health.)

L

(B)

Adj(/)te

t±

(We cannot go out in this cold weather (lit. when it is this cold).)

(C)

Adj(na)fe

(It's too bad that you hate your work that much.)

Formation

(i) Vtefi

K-^TIi (when / if one eats; to eat)

(ii) Adj(///w)teii

X £ < "C fi (when / if s.t. / s.o. is big)

>HST*± (when /if s.t. is inconvenient)

(Hi) Ntli

TN± OKa&fcv*) (if s.o. is ill (I can't ask him to do s.t))

te wa 463

* <05fc£&TM£ (B K ft £> & iv) (that teacher (would be out of the

question))

Examples

(a) %-A,%KMA,Tt\i*x\t, K^c^EtSI-J:
(If you are fooling around like that, you will fail the examination.)

(b) $>wMfrJkx f± jjfjfc £ & « 0

(If he comes he will get in our way.)

(c) c:^ft4r^iVsi^T^±
f fia^otLI^ £ 0

(If I'm forced to work like this, I will end up by becoming ill)

(Because the room is messy like this, I feel ashamed when I have a

guest.)

(e) A#4fllA^Awt^J;, IW-dTv^ *ffc

w

0

(If everybody is individualistic, a country cannot get along well.)

(f) £A,ftCttL<-Cli f ftH6R&ftv> 0

(When one is this busy, one cannot read even the newspaper.)

Iii:-*t» ftbi x frit

(g) &^%^zm^r-h(Dm¥x&, mt4*$< i^tv^^^
(If a woman like her is his date, he must feel intimidated.)

1. The conjunction fe wa is used to connect an action or state presented as

a topic and a negative comment. The information of the te wa clause is

shared information and often includes the demonstrative adjective /co-,

so-, a-, as shown in KS, Exs.(a) - (d), (f) and (g).

2. te wa is etymologically Vte + wa (topic marker), but it is used like a

conjunction.

3. Vfe wa ikenai, a phrase which indicates prohibition, is a special case of

the te wa construction. (t=> wa ikenai (DBJG: 528))
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(thinking / saying) that ~; be-

cause; like; in such a way

that -

t

(Yukio is very happy that he can buy a house next year.)

(B)

S (internal monologue)

(Wondering if the museum is open I called them.)

(C)

t

(With the intention of playing tennis (lit. Thinking that I will play ten-

nis) I went out, but on my way it started to rain.)

to £

a particle which makes an adver-

bial clause, with a verb of saying /

thinking / understood after it

- \ 4

Key Sentences

(A)

to 465
j

(D)

ft* ifa. £

t

(I felt at ease, thinking that my father still looked healthy, but suddenly

he began to grow weak.)

(E)

(Foreign language proficiency develops from words to sentences, from

sentences to paragraphs, and then from paragraphs to complex paragraphs.)

( i ) {V / Adj(/ / na) } inf t CIo X / #o T ) V of psychology

t (lot / X) i ti.U&*o (s.o. is happy thinking

7 saying that s/he can read it)

I^^ISoT/fot) (s.o. is happy thinking/

saying that s.t. is interesting)

**** ™mUz t (lot / m-o X) $ ii t^o Tv>£ (s.o. is happy thinking

/ saying that s.t. is convenient)

(ii) S (internal monologue) t (lot)

-5 J? -5 £ v^> £ , H%i)vtz (thinking that s.o. would not see s.o.

else, he severed the relationship)

isSt* & JUc#£ 3 fe
, (wondering if I should go see

a movie I left home)

(iii) Vvol Hlot / LT)

«t 3 t CS o T / LT ) (thinking that s/he would eat it)
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(iv) {V/Adj(//na)} inf (conjectural) t CS-sT)

I^^H(Io-C) (thinking that s/he might not come)

(tfiinking that s.t. might be boring)

7C5E/f% -9 t (So T) (thinking that s.o. might be healthy)

(v) NPrtN,...NPrtN(-etr)NPrtN t(^-9 /«U H) V

(s.o. divides the rooms in such a way that men are placed upstairs and

women in the first floor)

^HHNMNIIlHllUHflfll^^^F

fc £A« *>^K£_ tie L >J.*

(a) Saiiffv»Wfflorv^»3j*|E^tiofct
f ffiL^o-Cv^Co

(My friend looked sad, saying that a cat, which she kept for a long

time, had died.)

(b) $m&Astz?£^tzfrb IMv^^EUv^o
(He is worried that he may have cancer.)

(c) *<D¥$M tH^it'S £^)fcft£cDK t , m LWvfco
(That student felt chagrined that he could almost get 100 points.)

(Thinking that this would be the last time to see her, I felt lonely.)

(e) il&^Lfcfcfc, UlzmXfrtztf, Itift^of;,
(Wondering what the strange noise was, I went outside, but it was

nothing.)

lt< £Ai[J% Sit to iii

(f) fttt^ttSISrtktpfv^, iotC*i:»ofc 6

(I came straight home, thinking that I would not drink tonight.)

(Thinking that I should complete the paper before the end of the year,

I am right now doing my very best.)

to 467

(I came here intending to thank him, but I just talked about something

else, and forgot to thank him.)

(i) ^lltW^^tzZi t t *3ffil±HI>4:LTV4 to
(I thought it would make a small improvent to my body, so I am taking

walks these days.)

(I forgot my homework so I feared that I might be scolded by my
teacher.)

(k) B*0lg*tt #*i=J^2^, »±&|**X}f, Ml±A^*^

(In Japan the four seasons are of approximately equal length, in such a

way that spring is from March through May, summer from June

through August, autumn from September through November, and win-

ter from December through February.)

(l) rti±ffi{i»fcstt<^
(His eating pattern is fixed so that he has a Japanese style dish for

breakfast, noodles for lunch, and a western style dish for dinner.)

(m) mWnituyvy, W%i*v**tS$Wi4

(The president is busy making business trips, to London last month, to

Moscow this month, to Seoul next month, and so on.)

1. For all the sentences given in KS and Exs, the verbs of saying, think-

ing, feeling or doing are ellipted, except KS(E) and Exs.(k) - (m) in

which the entire iu yoni/ iu fu ni is deleted.

(1) a. ^*fi*#l±*#JlA*fc {JS^T/S^TJ, *R#/,-C
v**o (cf. KS(A))

b. mtwm^T^zfr&t&^t, mmtT&tzo
(cf. KS(B))
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»ot^:D (cf. KS(C))

SSot^to (cf. KS(D))

as»fc^^5 us/mi c, ttvtvKp (cf.KS(E))

KS(A) type, La, Exs.(a) ~ (c), KS(B) type, i.e., Exs.(d) - (f), KS(C)

type, i.e„ Exs.(g), (h), and KS(D) type, i.e., Exs.(i) and (j), usually take

omotte. They can take /fte, if the fo-clause can be interpreted as a quote,

as in KS(A) and Ex.(a). Notice that Ex.(a) may take omotte, but the

meaning is not the same as the original ellipted one. It means *My

friend looked sad, wrongly assuming that a cat which she kept for a

long time died/ For that matter, one of the interpretations of KS(A) is

'Yukio is very happy assuming wrongly that he can buy a house next

year,' KS(C) type, ie., Exs.{g) and (h), usually take omotte and shite.

KS(E) type, i.e., Exs.(k) - (m), take iu {yoni I fu ni\.

(«=> to3 (DBJG: 478-80))

2. In KS(A) type, the only type which allows ellipsis of/fte the main verb

is usually a psychological verb such as yorokobu 'rejoice' of KS(A),

kanashlgaru 'deplore' of Ex.(a), shinpaisuru 'worry* of Ex.(b), and

kuyashigaru 'feel chagrined
1

of Ex.(c). Another notable thing about this

type is that the whole sentence refers not to the speaker's but to a third

person's psychological state.

(2) a. *^lfi*^(±**tJ^x.4^:*^B*^•Cv^ 0 (cf. KS(A))

(I'm very happy that I can buy a house next year.)

b. vMBSio XV>£»#%A,T L 4 o fz b, ffi L^o fc G

(cf, Ex.(a»

(I was sad that the cat I kept for a long time died.)

The acceptable versions of (2a) and (2b) are (3 a) and (3b), respectively.

(3) a. t^^^f^Ix^ {#6/©?} *SE*A^v»4 0

to 469

b. mz&^mm-oT^tzMimAsXLi'ofz {#&/<dt} m
Lfr-otzo

The omotte-ellipsis is possible when the preceding verb expresses the

speaker's volition with Vvol as in KS(C), Exs.(g) and (h) or his/her

conjecture as in K3(D), Exs.(i) and (j). However, if the preceding verb

does not express either volition or conjecture by means of dard (as

in Ex.(i)), kamoshirenai (as in Ex.(j)) and yoda (as in KS(D)), the

omoffe-eilipsis does not usually occur.

(4) a. B#m&B#XMmt&<Dkm&^t {®-pT/*0}, *^

(Thinking that it would be interesting to study Japanese in

Japan, last summer I studied Japanese in Japan.)

a'. B*K*B*-C»afttS©feiBev^55.t {JR^T/0},
**p6o je s a*mimm l tz 0

(Thinking that it might be interesting to study Japanese in

Japan, last summer I studied Japanese in Japan.)

(5) a. ™i4F#*K*«jRfrt?fcLfcv>fc {JftoT/*0}, J&V

(Taro suddenly went to a travel agent near his house, want-

ing to make a trip abroad during the winter break.)

a'. ±m$^fc*$zBftffiffV$>L£5t (loT/M, *K

(Taro suddenly went to a travel agent near his house, wish-

ing to make a trip abroad during the winter break.)

The s/i/te-ellipsis out of Vvol to shite is possible only when the Vvol to

shite clause appears in a larger construction, as in KS(C), Exs.(g) and

(h). For example, in (6a) below, no action is described, so the shite-

ellipsis is impossible, whereas in (6a') an action is explicitly mentioned,

so the ellipsis is possible.

(6) a. &±£&&it (UT/*0), mm*%^ZtK%tf^tz 0

(When I tried to pay, I realized that I didn't have my purse.)
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a'. £&itk&7 h {LT /0}, t^ y KtC^^o&A,*:^,

(I tried to pay and put my hand into my pocket, but I real-

ized that I didn't have my purse.)

5« The iu {yd I fu] n/-eilipsis is possible when N Prt + N, . . . N Prt + N
(soshite) N(Prt) precedes to iu {yo/fu} ni9 as in KS(E) and Exs.

(k) - (m). Otherwise the ellipsis is impossible unless the main verb is a

verb of saying or thinking.

(7) a. ttftKI±ft«tt4frofcfc<rt$ tCSoT&wT

(Please tell the president that there were no particular prob-

lems with it.)

(Can't we regard this story as mocking contemporary soci-

ety?)

fro

to iu fu ni)

(8) a. mtk^Mmmk^t^ X£5/M) kM*l<&%

(He stood up abruptly in a way that showed he could no

longer stand it.)

(He shook his head in such a fashion as to suggest that

there was no way out.)

todojini 471

to doji ni tlUHfl co/rt/7. prf.. / con/

a phrase which is used to express

the idea that s.o. does s.t. or s.t.

takes place at the same time as an-

other

s.t. is

that oraction or event, (

in two states simultaneously

at the same time (as); at the

time; when; as; while; as well

as -

[REL. to tomo ni; totan (ni)]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

mt

(He got a job at a bank at the time of (lit. at the same time as) his grad-

uation from college.)

(B)

Vinf • nonpast

**> t»

AS "CA *j ft

(The telephone rang (lit. at the same time) as I entered the room.)

(C)

Noun Noun

(He is the president of this company and, at the same time, a big stock-

holder.)

T

s
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Formation

(i). N b-m$£

Mm t [W]S#ic (at the same time as s.o.'s arrival)

(ii) Vinf • npnpast t[t|B#jZ

M < t M$$iiZ (at the same time as s.o. arrives)

(iii) {Adj(na)stem/N} TtikHflft: {Adj(na)stem/N}

(S.t. is economical as well as convenient.)

(S.o. is a baseball player as well as a football player.)

(a) UhtUlitmm^tkijk&fzo
(She quit her company at the time of (lit. at the same time as) her mar-

riage.)

(b) mpkmm^wt<D-A$mtit:o
(We heard the shot and saw one of the policemen fall. (lit. One of the

policemen fell at the same time as the sound of a gun.))

(You mustn't forget grammar review as well as new vocabulary study.)

(d) fttt^-^fcR^KB^ROftaitttfefco
(I started my Japanese study when (lit. at the same time as) Ruth did.)

(e) * o T KT^I < t

(The train came to a halt and as the doors opened the passengers rushed

into the train (lit. the passengers rushed into the train at the same time

as the doors opened).)

(f) WttJEB»ffit*trai*KttiB*S!HLfco
(The new president changed the company's name when (lit. at the same

time as) he assumed the presidency.)

to doji ni 473

(g) RHR*-*a+s»i^ ife*ait^tiwiB#t:iaonK^wfeL

(When you study a foreign language, while you learn (lit. understand)

grammar, you must also practice sentence patterns orally.)

(h) i^*f.Uv**fitt^"C**fcHI*Kffl*#v>^o

(This new equipment is safe and, at the same time, its performance is

good.)

(i) *W1-ltE#*C*4 tRi*C/Ml*^fe*ofco
(Mori Ogai was a novelist as well as a doctor.)

1. Afa-adjectives and nouns with to doji ni (e.g., KS(C), Ex.(h)) usually

appear in written language or formal speech.

2. /-adjectives are usually not used with to doji ni, as in (1).

(1) {JMI?*5/^&:^> fcHi*C»*#*^o
(This equipment is dangerous and, at the same time, its per-

formance is bad.)

[Related Expression]

To tomo ni can replace to ddji ni when a noun immediately precedes to ddji

nit as in [1].

[1] a. «tt*¥**fc tntfC/Mc) «fffc*t*Lfco (=KS(A))

b. tt^rfc {FWE/#C} f^-A#fl*ifco (=Ex.(b))

To tomo ni cm also replace to doji ni when {Adj(/7a)stem / N} de am pre-

cedes to doji ni, as in [2].

[2] a. tttt£0£tttOttft-?*&i: {W*C/#fC} *«c±-C4*So
(=KS(C))

b. i^)*fL^«ttj±^-c*afe (AWc/ftci SMsa^w
(=Bx.(h))

When a verb precedes to doji ni, to tomo ni can replace to doji ni only if the
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two actions or events are not momentary actions or events. Thus, to tomo ni

is acceptable in [3] but not acceptable in [4].

mm^i> Lft*tfttffc&*v> 6 (=Ex.(g))

[4] a, im^x&t mm& /*m{z) tB«ofc Q (=ks(B))

iio (=Ex.(e))

Note that if a noun precedes to ddji ni, to tomo ni can replace to ddji ni even

if the two actions or events are momentary, as in [1], Compare [1] to [5]

where verbs precede to ddji ni.

[5] a. tstt*¥*2pists£ mmc/*mz} i^MLto
(cf. KS(A))

(He got a job at a bank when (lit. at the same time as) he grad-

uated from college.)

(We heard the shot and saw one of the policemen fall. (lit. One
of the policemen fell at the same time as the sound of a gun.))

Note also that to tomo ni is usually used in written language.

(<=& to tomo ni)

to itte mo fclot^ phr.

a phrase which is used to clarify a

statement in the preceding dis-

course which might be misleading

although ~ say /said that ~;

even though - say / said that ~

to itte mo 475

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence! Sentences

Noun

(I have a child. Well, although I said, "child," he is already a college

student (lit he is already a college student, though).)

(B)

A:

(You are busy every day, aren't you?)

B:

Adj • inf

(No, although people may say that Fm busy, I do not work on week-

ends, so . . .)

Formation

(i) N tfotfe

(ii)

*4tfoTt (although (I) say, "teacher")

{V / Adj(/) / Adj(na) / N+Cop.}inf ifcTt

{fi
1

< / fr o jfc } ifotf, (although (I) say that s.o. {will go /

went})

(i? v> / ft ^ o tz } t m o X i> (although (I) say that it is / was

cheap)
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/ Bfrtd o tz } tfot 4 (although (I) say that it is / was

quiet)

(M^tz I ofc) 1 1"o T t (although (I) say that s.o. is / was

ill)

Kxnmples

(It's already March. But even though I say, "March," it is still cold

around here.)

(Prof. Yamazaki is still young. Of course, even though I said, "young,"

he is in his fifties {lit. he is in his fifties, though).)
i

(c) ffiwkofrllt Ltz Q tfoTt^-K^tt^
(I've found a job. Well, although I said, "job," it is a part-time job (lit.

it is a part-time job, though).)

(d) A: mmmi a,-? l * 3 ?

(You know Korean, right?)

.& life 4 i-£A>o

(No, even though people say that I know it, my knowledge is

limited because I studied it only two years.)

ottrfe X -oil

(e) A: ittt£A*tf&fc*X<Hl*mi-lio
(I heard that Mr. Tsujimura will help us.)

B: -efc, feo"C<<i4tf^Ti*^C .^ItL^o.
(But, even though he says that he will help us, it will probably be

for a couple of hours at most.)

(f) A: &<D4-mk^t£a
(That boy is strong, you know.)

i

3

i 1

fcir
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(Well, even though you say he is strong, he is only an elementary

school kid.)

1. X in X to itte mo can be dropped, as in Ex.(c), when the preceding sen-

tence containing X is uttered by the same speaker and to Itte mo imme-

diately follows the preceding sentence. If to itte mo does not immedi-

ately follow the preceding sentence, X cannot be dropped, as in (1).

(1) a. i$=J§-£ 0 L^U { = ^ 7*0} bW^XiZtDiUltiti
*v> 0 (=Ex.(a))

oTtS+ft-Ctft (=Ex.(b))

2. X to itte mo can be used without a preceding discourse containing X, as

in (2).

(2) &%kvtz£m^x%V)\<i*xyvm^tzo fixamx^tz^

(Although (people may say that) Bill has gotten old, (he is still

strong because) he used to be a professional athlete. I won't be

able to beat him.)

In this instance, people may or may not actually be saying that Bill has

gotten old, but by using to Itte mo the speaker can avoid making a direct

statement like that in (3).

(3) %i t^X ^^^liyt-fum^tzo
(Although Bill has gotten old, (he is still strong because) he

used to be a professional athlete.)
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to iufuni fct^SC phn

in such a way that; in such a

fashion to suggest /show (etc.)

that; as if to say / show (etc.)

that

[REL, to iu yoni]

Sinf

(He shook his head as if to say that there was no way out.)

(B)

Sinf

(I have been informed that Mr. Kawamura cannot come. (lit. I have

been informed in such a way that I understand that Mr. Kawamura can-

not come.))

(C)

Topic
j Topic 2

EM L

fi

it, ^

"li TA#6,

(Each of them ordered the (different) things they liked—Hiroshi, eel,

Tomoko, tempura, and so on.)

Key Sentences

(A)

to iu fa ni 479

Formation

(i.) Sinf t^- vM.it

ffio tz k w-5 RfcSlfcft*,*: (S.o. held his head in such a fashion as

to suggest that he didn't know what to do.)

(ii) X (1 A, YttB iV^AK

-So (Yoshiko has a lesson every day—piano on Monday, dance on
Tuesday, and so on.)

Examples

(a) m± 4 dMi^&k^ b\,*$ Mzffl* L < 1*. A-**o tz 0

(He stood up in a violent manner showing that he could no longer bear

it.)

(b) $Bci±4 3 £*JfIfo#fc< ftv^v^atW^-e^So^o
(She covered her ears as if to say that she didn't want to listen to it any

more.)

(c) #tcf|Siiift^o^iv^jRn#orisv^f £v> 0

(Please tell the president that (lit. tell it to the president in such a way
to convey that) there were no particular problems with it.)

(Can't we think that (lit. think in such a way that) this story mocks con-

temporary society?)

(e) -£^1^1+^^^

(You can explain that (lit. explain it in a way to mean that) we cannot

do things like that because they are against the rules.)

(This association's convention is held in a big city on the East Coast

every year: last year Boston; this year New York; and so on.)
'

u

?
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(Everybody found a partner and paired up—John with Kate, Mike with

Cindy, and so on.)

1. To iu fu ni is used to express what the manner of a person's action shows

or suggests, as in KS(A), Exs.(a) and (b).

2. 7q iu fu ni is used when the speaker does not want to be exact about a

message or an idea, as in KS(B) arid Exs.(c) - (e).

3. As KS(C), Exs,(f) and (g) demonstrate, to iu fu ni is used to present spe-

cific examples of the way in which someone (or some people) does

something.

[Related Expression]

To iu yoni can replace to iu fu ni without changing the meaning of a dis-

course.

[1] a. «f±tf*UJ:7t>*v*fci*5. Cftiofco
(=KS(A))

(=KS(B))

m&m%&bO*&±Ltz Q (=KS(C))

to iu koto wa £u 9 £ £ It phn

o iu koto wa 481

Key Sentences

(A)

Sinf

(It is unthinkable that he won't come to this meeting.)

(B)

Sinf Sinf

(The fact that the letter came back means that she no longer lives at this

address.)

(C)

Sinf

Sinf

<Dt**

(The fact that he is not studying Japanese seriously means that he is not

serious about working in Japan.)

Sinf t n $ - t Ji

igfWS: v> t -5 £ t it (the fact that there is no reply)

-3
"
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Tir^fav* -£-3a6v» fa #

(If we explain it this thoroughly, it is impossible that they won't under-

stand it.)

(b) aa*£A,4fc*v*i^$ ^t&ffi^J: < tariff 3ffe*fc L

(This red sky (lit. That the sky is this red) might be an omen that some-

thing bad will happen.)

(c) LX < fltz 3 £ fc tt1S!i±tt S^Uffl S tLTV»4 t V> 7 £ t

(The fact that he lent me money means that I am trusted by him.)

(The fact that he doesn't listen to us means that there is no alternative

but to punish him physically.)

(What does it mean that he doesn't understand me even though I have

talked to him such a lot?)

(f) Wtktf'i-T* - it h kv^Zt liRRtcao tz<Dti0

(That she is having a party must be because she passed the exam.)

(g) t v>5 £ iiijfia*.Mtt4 £ t £ Lfctf>£%

(The fact that he is attending the class every day probably means that

he has decided to continue studying.)

S to iu koto wa is used when the speaker / writer views the content of S at a

conceptual level Specifically, S to iu koto wa is used (1) when S is unlikely

or impossible (e.g., KS(A) and Ex.(a)), or (2) when the speaker / writer

concludes or attempts to conclude s.t. from S (e.g., KS(B) and (C), and

Exs.(b) - (g)).

toiukotowa 483

[Related Expression]

Koto also changes a sentence into a noun clause. The difference between S
to iu koto and S koto is that the former is used when S represents a concept

rather than a fact (e.g., KS(A)) or when the speaker / writer views the con-

crete content of S at a conceptual level (e.g., KS(B) and (Q). On the other

hand, S toto is used when S represents a fact (or something nearly factual)

and the speaker / writer views it at a concrete level. The following examples
illustrate this point.

First, S toto cannot be used when S is unlikely to happen. In this case, S to

iu koto is used, as in [1].

[1] a. 1K**C^)**lJK**v> lt^5/*0} Ztimtbilft^o
(=KS(A))

t)?#&^o (=Ex.(a)>

Second, if S represents a fact which the speaker / writer knows through

his / her direct experience, only S toto is acceptable, as in [2].

[2j m^om^^f^-otz ztsiife
(It is a fact that he didn't come to the meeting.)

However, if S represents a fact which the speaker / writer knows through

indirect experience (i.e., through secondhand information), S to iu koto is

acceptable, as in [3].

[3] m&kmLtz {0/£iv?} zt&mmtzo
(It is a fact that he got divorced.)

Third, if S represents something likely to happen, both S toto and S to iu

koto are acceptable, as in [4]. In this case the speaker / writer may view the

situation at either a concrete level or a conceptual level.

[4] mm<nmt *HC*&W0/£l^} Zt\Mfrtz c

(It is certain that he will not come to this meeting.)

Fourth, when verbs like kanjiru 'feef and yokyusuru ''request; demand' are
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used, the content of S should be concrete. In this case, S koto is used, as in

[5].

[5] a. M*J:<4^£fca*jB£&ooa* {0/*fct*3J CtSrHi;

(I feel that something bad is happening.)

btitoti L+ti* L^gi1

, , . . , . . £2 ,

- (We demanded that the president apologize to us.)

However, as in [6], with verbs like tsutaeru 'convey; tell' and kiku 'hear; lis-

ten' both S to iu koto and S icoto can be used because the content of S can be

either conceptual or concrete.
•otz

(I told everybody that he would not come to this meeting.)

b. tK^i^mv^ lfcO-5/0} ZtZM^tco
(I heard that he would not come to this meeting.)

{Okoto 2 (DBJG: 193-96))

to iu noni tVlftKL conj.

but; although; in spite of the

fact that ~

[REL. noni]

Key Sentence

Subordinate Clause

Sinf

mute b^iMZ,

(It is April, but still chilly (lit. cold on the skin).)

a conjunction to indicate that an

action / state takes place quite

contrary to one's expectation

to iu noni 485

Formation

Sinf h\t*7<Qiz

wtJZ&t* t v> -5 <o\z (although it is a fine day)

A#*3P* t O iiZ (although someone is coming)

k^imz (although it is a waste)

ffi4rv»ti/^9^K (although it is dangerous)

(Although I have to go to London the day after tomorrow, I haven't

prepared anything yet, you know.)

A fc< £v> i' A k>

(He went to see a movie in spite of the fact that his mother is in a crit-

ical condition.)

(C) ^JjE-e t X i>Wl^ t V* $ <D\Z, $ %(DAti-^t^^ffo tz<Dtib

(It's the end of the year, and we are very busy, but where in the world

did my husband go?)

(d) 'b¥m#£. ,£h\i^<Oiz, *Wii$*$OR¥**oTv>* 0

(The child is a fourth grader, but he is already studying junior high

math.)

(e) ft&ifit>#t>tt*&LXT2<>t:k^ Ji<Olz, «/O"C-v>*v>0?

(Your teacher kindly loaned a book to you, but you haven't read it?)

(f) *£lijtZ£fcv>T<9K:, »Sv^4S:*>).ElLTv»4ia0

(Students are said to be poor, but they are driving around in pretty good

cars, aren't they?)

Kxampfus
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1 . Sinf to iu noni is used to indicate that an action or state expressed in the

main clause takes place quite contrary to one's expectation from an

action or a state expressed in the subordinate clause (=Sinf to iu noni

clause).

2, Iu in Sinf fo iu noni in this heading does not have the original meaning

of 'say,' because it does not express a quote. But as in (la) below, there

are cases in which Sinf fo iu noni expresses a quote. Compare (la) with

(lb) which is a non-quote case.

(1) a. ^yiim±kt<>X^&t^5<D{Z t
i?f±*A/4w-fcf±4v*i:

(I told my wife that the City Hall is closed, but she says it

isn't.)

(Although the City Hall is closed, a lot of people are gath-

ered in front of it.)

[Related Expression]

All the Sinf to iu noni in KS and Exs can be replaced by Sinf noni without

changing the essential meaning, because both of them express the meaning

of 'although.
1

[1] a. mn%<D&, f £-IL*v> 0 (cf. KS)

LTvifcvvx^f <t 0 (cf. Ex.(a))

c, mmmsfeM%<D^, *w*fl^tfofc 0 (cf. Ex,(b))

(cft Ex.(c))

Sinf fo iu noni is used when something quite contrary to what is expected

from S is expressed in the main clause, so if the contrast to one's expecta-

fo iu noni I to iu no wa ~ koto da 487

tion is not fully expressed as in [2a], the use of Sinf fo iu noni becomes mar-

ginal. In [2b] in which ample information is given to make the contrast clear,

fo iu noni becomes acceptable.

[2] a. $6ttii2£***S mz/ntl^QHz} &^&^(|$£v> 0

(He has money alright, but he does not part with it readily.)

b. W±kMk<0%^&&i!$&lZ£%& {(DC/ t^O<D\Z] &

(He is the son of a man of property, and he has money more

than he can use, but he does not part with it readily.)

to iu no wa - koto da t^0<Dl3.~Zttz str.

mean; the meaning of ~ is;

what ~ means is

[REL. fo iu koto wa]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun Noun
•

t <D\±

(Pasokon means personal computer.)

(B)

Noun VPinf

(Karoshi means to die from overwork.)

a structure which is used in inter-

preting, explaining, or defining a

word, a phrase, or a sentence
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(C)

VPinf Sinf

(ArAi ga deru (lit. a foot sticks out) means that an expense exceeds the

amount budgeted.)

(D)

Sinf

Sinf

w th fz. 0

(Saru mo ki kara ochiru (lit. even monkeys fall from trees) means that

even a skillful person sometimes makes a mistake.)

(i) N/Adj(/ia)stem iv^Oli

> t v » ^) t± (What manshon means is ~)

fsffJ K? t v> -5 o ii (Dokusdteki means ~)

(ii) {VP/AP/S}inf i=w^fi

J £ V> } tfM± (What faiW 0 jfein* (lit. to cut one's head off)

means is ~)

ffctJtl&lfti&k £-to^tfj £v*3 cof± (What oboreru mono wa
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wara o mo tsukamu (lit. a drowning person clutches even at a straw)

means is ~)

(iii) H<OZbf*

MM $<DT/*~ h<DZ. bfz (~ means an apartment for purchase)

(iv) V / Adj £ fc fz (the same as the relative clause formation rules)

($frit2><D#).*-% L^z b fz (~ means 'easy to do s.t.')

b fz (~ means 'to like s.t. a lot')

(fari>3&*±^K) £ £ £ t £ (~ means 'to become skillful in s.t/)

(v) {VP/AP/S}inf fcu^cirt*

SB^v^Sf^ 0 £JiX£#£Jl&v>£ ite (- means that one

sees only details and does not see the whole)

(a) V'ffl-fcv*^ tlfflAri*Jfo Tv^^coci bfz 0

(Mailed (lit. my car) means a car owned by an individual.)

(b) & A^tv^O{±|^*Slt4v^^fcRtA*ii:«o
(Uraguchi-nyugaku (lit. entering school through the back door) means

to enter a school without taking an entrance exam.)

(£mc/u iara (lit. one's mouth is light) means easily telling others

things one shouldn't.)

(d) lUfegiJ fcv^<mi^Tvf^^

(Atoma 0 shiboru (lit. squeeze one's head) means to think hard to get

good ideas.)

(e) [fficom<D£7%] b^7cr>&W;mPtXt>m^(t^ >>)ZbfZa
(Neko no hitai no yona (lit. like a cat's forehead) means that a place is

very small (as in "a very small yard").)
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(Hand yori dango (lit. dumplings rather than blossoms) means that edi-

ble dumplings are better than pretty but inedible blossoms; i.e., one

should take substance over appearance.)

1. Although there is no restriction as to what precedes it, to iu no wa is

usually preceded by N/ Adj(na)stem or {VP/ AP/S}inf. Similarly,

any form can precede to iu koto da, but it is normally preceded by

{VP / AP / S}inf. When to iu is not present before koto da, N no or the

pre-noun form of V or Adj. must precede.

2. In X fo Iu no wa Y to iu koto da, the presence of the second to iu

depends on the relationship between X and Y. If Y is the unshortened

word of, a definition of, or a synonym for X, fo iu is not used (e.g.,

KS(A) and Ex.(a)).

(1) a. ^va^tvn^li^-VtA' * 3>tf.a-^ {<D/*tV

0 } Z. b tz 0 (=KS(A))

ktSo (=Ex.(a))

If Y is an interpretation or explanation of X, to iu should be present

(e.g.,KS(D) andEx.(f)) t

(2) a. r«fc**ibll**J t\f*iO&±^&A?*WMt£fk+
&Zb#$>t> (=KS(D))

ti 0 (=Ex.(f))

If Y can be interpreted either way, to iu is optional. For example, in

KS(C), if to iu is present, the speaker is explaining the meaning of ashi

ga deru. If fo iu is not present, the speaker is providing a definition for

the phrase under focus.
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3. To request the meaning of a word, a phrase, or a sentence, the following

expressions are commonly used.

(3) [Asking the meaning of a word]

(What does karaoke mean?)

(4) [Asking the meaning of a phrase or a sentence]

(What does kubi o kiru mean?)

Note that the expression is (5) is not used in this situation.

(5) *^7t^^)tWffltt*o
(lit. What is the meaning of karaoke!)

4. In asking the meaning of X in conversation, X to iu no wa is often con-

tracted to X fte, as in (6).

(6) a. *9*^-?T(«i:v^^tt)Wt?t*o (=(3))

b. rS^#4joT(=i:vO<0l±)^ v^ftflc-e+frp (=(4))

In informal conversation simply X tte (with rising intonation) is used, as

in (7).

(7) A. tyfnUi^X-t^o
(Do you like karaokel)

B. *9**-oT"?
(What's karaokel)

[Related Expression]

X to iu koto wa Y to iu koto da also means that X means Y. However, this

structure is used to provide an interpretation of a fact (or something nearly

factual), and is not used to provide a definition, an explanation, or an inter-

pretation of a word, a phrase, or a sentence. Thus, to iu koto wa is acceptable

in [1], but not in [2], and to iu no wa is acceptable in [2], but not in [1],
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M^K l*v>4 t v» 7 i i /fa

(The fact that the letter came back means that she no longer lives at

this address.)

[2] a, rJB**tH*i {ti^OB/WCfcBl iiJS^Ltv^:
X 0 # < & £ t V - £ f* 0 (=KS(C))

4 P#K fi&Et (=KS(D))

to /u tofo wa)

to iuto £W7 t phr.

when ~ mention; if ~ say that

~; when ~ say that ~; when it

comes to

[REL. to ieba]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

thd t,

(When you mention San Francisco, I remember those cable cars.)

a phrase which is used when s.t.

which s.o. has mentioned causes

an involuntary response
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(B)

Sentence

Sinf

tZ liA r Stir

tmi k

Sentence

(It sounds impressive when I say that I can speak Japanese, but the fact

is that all I can do is exchange simple greetings.)

Formation

( i ) N kW*) k

k W "5 t (when it comes to Nagasaki)

(ii) Sinf kmo k

iWv fckWl 't (if I say that Vve bought a house)

Kxumpk's

(a) /n'U kWl k, St"CtXo-5feK*^xy 7x;u*«r.lvv^^4/f5

(When someone mentions Paris, the (lit. that) Eiffel Tower is the first

thing likely to come to everyone's mind.)

(b) SiltW^ fc, «Hi»BLfc*&Wpft«:JB^ta'to
(When it comes to judo, I remember my school days when I used to

practice it every day.)

(d)

(Some people ridicule comics (lit. Some people despise you when you

mention comics), but comics are interesting in their own way.)
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(It sounds great when I say that I am a graduate of the University of

Tokyo, but I was (in fact) a poor student who didn't study at ail.)

(It sounds good when he says that he quit his company, but the truth of

the matter is that he was fired (lit, was made to quit),)

1. To iu to is used when something mentioned evokes some memory, as in

KS(A), Exs.(a) and (b), or when the speaker/ writer wants to make a

remark which is different from what is expected, as in KS(B) and

Exs.(c) - (e). In both cases, the clause which follows X to iu to is a

response (an involuntary action or a state of mind) caused by X.

2. To iu to is also used to question the meaning of a word or phrase men-

tioned by the interlocutor, as in (1).

(1) A: HJtm&ZVtfrl
(Do you like karaoke!)

B: *yt>rt UtS/IVST} t?
(What do you mean by karaoke! (lit. When you mention

karaoke, (what do you mean by that?))

[Related Expression]

To ieba is similar to to iu to. However, to iu to is used in the situations men-

tioned in Note 1, whereas to ieba is used when the speaker wants to present

what has just been mentioned as a new topic. Compare [1] and [2].

[1] t>7?>^3 ItWSt /??i:Sjt(f }, t><04r-7fl'%-i&

vvftto (=KS(A))

[2] A: 4% *>75>v*^&foia*#o*&^-to
(I have a Mend from San Francisco visiting me now.)

fz ttir
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(Speaking of San Francisco, I heard that Mr. Tanaka is going to

be transferred there.)

It should also be noted that to ieba cannot be used to question the meaning

of a word or phrase, as in Note 2,

[3] A: i3yir>r tt jfr § T^^ 0 (=(1) in Note 2)

B: iiy*>r {tmot/*f§7il£}!
~ to ieba (DBJG: 484-85))

to iu yori (wa) 1 1 * -5 J; *J ( fi ) phr

a phrase that is used to indicate

more accurate characterization of

s.o. or s.t.

rather than; more ~ than ~

Key Sentences

(A)

Topic Adj(/)inf Adj(/)

*--**

tv^ J; D(±

(This summer was cold rather than cool)

(B)

Topic Adj(na)stem Adj

tr L%

(Kara is cautious rather than timid.)
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(C)

Topic Noun Noun

* J$ tr»< L*

i:<M J: !) (ii) 6 Lb

(Mr. Honda is more of a scholar than an educator.)

(D)

Topic VP
Vinf

VP

*>

tv>-5 «t t) (t±)

(One should say that sake drinks him rather than he drinks sake.)

1 miiKilion

( i ) Adj(/)inf t v> ) X t) ( fi)
,

( tr 1 5 ) Adj(/ / na)

wi U>£v> 9 i *)((;*), (trL^)«v> (cold rather than cool)

(ii) Adj(na)stem
.

fcv>? i *) (fi), (tr L^) Adj(//na)

#tlV»t v>o. i *) (Si), (trL2>) #*;bv>n (cute rather than pretty)

(iii) N i •? ((*), (tr L%) N

£v>-5 J: (ti), (trL%)* (purple rather than blue)

(iv) Vinf t i 0 (!i)
, (tr L %) V

(s.o. is swallowing rather than eating)

Examples

(a)

(To me this music is noisy rather than enjoyable.)

(b)
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(He is politely insolent rather than polite.)

(We should say that his explanation is insufficient rather than concise.)

(d) jCtt, jtSiv^iDli, trL^v^saitv^flSt-CLfeo
(I felt that my father was a good friend rather than a father.)

(e) ISfi^'ilcMtv^Ji^fi, if^^7>fi 0

(He is a businessman rather than a college professor.)

to
(I'm a teacher, but I am learning (lit. I have the privilege of being

allowed to study) rather than teaching.)

(That mother is pampering her child rather than loving him.)

(When I talk with him I feel that unilaterally I am forced to listen to his

talk rather than being engaged in conversation.)

(It's more of a case of her having invited herself than me having

invited her.)

Notes

1
.
X to iu yori wa Y is used when the speaker / writer chooses what he

believes to be a more accurate characterization of s.o or s.t. over

another.

2. „ X to iu yori, wa Y usually takes a topic as shown in KS and Exs.(a) - (h)

but there are cases when it does not take a topic as in Ex.(i).

3. X to iu yori wa Y often takes the form ofX to iu yori wa mushiro Y. The
adverb mushiro makes the meaning of 'rather* more explicit.

4. The past tense is usually specified once at the end of the sentence, as

shown in Ex.(h).
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toka de t

for some reason like ~; saying

something like ~; because ~ or

something like that

[REL. kara; node]

Key Sentence

Sinf

(Mr. Takagi didn't show up at the party, saying something like he was

going to make a business trip to Osaka.)

Formal ion

Sinf k ti*i?

c a a. ^

B*^fif < t frv (saying something like s.o. is going to Japan)

^$tff~3 1 h & 4: (saying something like the school is boring)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(My friend Takeda quit college, saying something like the college

classes weren't interesting.)

(Miriam majored in international relations saying something like she

was interested in Japan-US relations.)

(The flight departure was five hours late for some reason like there was

engine trouble.)
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/wo

(The 4th-year Japanese class has been cancelled for some reason like

the enrollment was low.)

(e) M^MXMizm^h^tzt^
r WmzMztitzo

(Tamura was arrested by the police allegedly because he happened to

be at the scene of the murder or something like that.)

1. The particle toka de is used to give an unconfirmed reason for a given

action or state. The particle consists of the quotation marker to and the

question marker ka and the particle of cause / reason de.

(DBJG: 478^); ka 2 (DBJG: 166-68); de3 (DBJG: 107-09))

2. Since toka de is used to express what the speaker / writer has heard
from someone as a reason for an action / state, the subject cannot be the

speaker / writer himself.

(John / *I / *You will not go see the movie, saying something

like he has things to do.)

[Related Expression]

rote de and kara / node are crucially, different in that the former is mad to

express an uncertaiqjiearsay reason; whereas the latter two conjunctions for

reason / cause have nothing to do with hearsay. Therefore in (1) above kara I

node can be used regardless of the person (i.e. t the first person or the third

person) of the subject, as shown in [1].

II] {5J-g W»/*fcfc} l±ft*ri**& /<DT} ft«fcfi>«:<'\>

(cf. (I))

(Because {John has II have /you have} work to do he II /you
won't go see a movie.)

O^-tora 3 (DBJG: 179-81); node (DBJG: 328-31))
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tokoro t Z 6 1 <w>

dependent noun ,which is usedJo

express the idea that when s,o. did

s.t» s.t. took plar,fi as fhfi result

—

Key Sentence

when;

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Vinf*past

' 1 "

fWhen I coBStated^jJkjmUeacher, he_stEonriv advised me to go to

Formation

Vinf-past tiS

c/i t^^> (when s.o. used (it))

fcxiimplcs

(a) ffi

(When I asked my boss (lit. department chief), he was glad to do it.)

(b) o

(c)

(d)

(When I told one of my friends (about that), he said he would like to

think (lit. would like me to let him think) (about it) for a while.)

(When I published a book of the papers that I had written (lit. till this

time), it sold unexpectedly well.)

(I started yoga because someone recommended it; then, I realized it

had a great effect.)
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(e) % t&<Dok ^T?B*o££ mfc^fe*tC^oT^V^TV^o
(I'm surprised that what I said as a joke had unexpected consequences

(lit. that when I said it as a joke, it brought about an unexpected

result).)

(f) z<nj±mzmvfc<v&&B, ^ki&Ltztzz>, tazwmntz^t

(When I wrote to them saying that I was interested in the job, I got a

letter immediately saying they wanted to interview me.)

L Vinfj^UqtoUs u&filsrtiHura^ d&£^_som^
Thus^the tokoro clause must represent a volitional action. The follow-

ing sentences are unacceptable. (See Related Expression.)

(1) a. *k#fttbtztzz>, t^fiofco
(When I woke up, it was already noon.)

(When the shower passed, it became very cool.)

2. The main clause after a tokoro clause must represent an event caused by

the tokoro action. The sentence in (2) are unacceptable. (See Related

Expression.)

(2) a. *mW^itZfrvtztZb, K£#a>fco

(When I went to the library, Tom was there.)

(When I opened the window, it was raining outside.)

3. "V tokoro S" cannot represent a non-past event, as in (3). (See Related

Expression.)

(3) a. mzMLtztZZ, So.i:Mrt1-*JE*3o

(If I tell him (about that), he will surely agree.)

b. *tli}mA,tztZb, Slcliv^^#A/"ebT<tl*o
(When I ask her (to do it), she always does it happily.)

j r 7 •
•

i
! ^''> A-
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[Related Expression]

V tara (i.e., Vinf-past ra) can be used in place of Vinf-past tokoro, as in [1].

However, V tokoro is more formal than V tara and is usually used in formal

speech and writing, while V tara is used in both formal and informal lan-

guage.

[1] a. j64i:fi»Lt itZZ/b], <#V>j&mzfr< -fc^firftJbti

tzo (=KS)

b. «S|fc»i«A,"C*fc itZ6/$}, *^9l£3ttT<*Lfc 0

(=Ex.(l»

It is noted that V tara does not have the restrictions listed in Notes 1, 2, and

3. Thus, the following sentences are all acceptable.

[2] a. i^jta&fc {b/*bZ*>), irl/:o/: 0 (=(la) in Note 1)

b. ^Mo/: 16 /*tZZ} t
fc-C4»L< *ofc 0

(=(lb) in Note 1)

[3] a. BWfiUfiFofc [5 /*tZ%], Y-Utf^tzo (=(2a) in Note 2)

b. mrmtz {$/*tZ%}, ttliffltfofco (=(2b) in Note 2)

[4] a. «fc»Lfc (6 /*tZ5) f ^tfStW:^ 0

(=(3a) in Note 3)

b. %tm^t£ \b/*tz?>}, miz&^i>^^ix <tt&o

(=(3b) in Note 3)

(^o ~ tara (DBJG: 452-^57))

tokoro ga t Z % if conj.

tokoro ga 503

however; but

[REL. daga; keredo{mo)\ shikashi;

sore ga]

(A)

Sentence!

nzm tz^ t Mo rU^z^U itzo

Sentence2

(I wanted to stay in a Japanese^style room and made a reservation at an
inn. However, the room I wasJ^omJruvas a Westernstyle.on£.)

(B)

A:

Sentence]

a conjunction which is used to

present what in fact happened or

what is in fact the case when
something else was / is expected

Key Sentences

(You proposed to her, right? What happened?)

B:

Sentencea

fz&fz^tzAstZo

(It didn't work out. (lit. It was no good.))
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Formation

(i) S 10.

fc£%**. S20 (SeeKS(A).)

(ii) A: Sio

B: S20 (SeeKS(B).)

Examples

*1 tot

(My daughter was speaking beautiful English when she was in Amer-

ica. However, she forgot it completely within a year (lit. even before

one year elapsed) after we came back to Japan.)

& l^s5^Cl^ , ti'iVttv* V»

(Because I heard that there was going to be a lecture by a famous pro-

fessor from Japan, I went (to listen to it). However, his English was so

bad that I didn't understand what he was saying at all.)

(c) ^^mm^&mLx^if^tnm^s^tzo *ob,

(Our teacher repeatedly told us that we mustn't be late for his class.

However, when I went to his class on time the next day, he was not yet

there.)

S> t T * 'J * li^V K & tt*Mifc*<5 fc 0

(I was told that if I came to America, there would be a lot of jobs.

However, when I came, there were no jobs anywhere because of the

depression.)

(In America you push a saw in-order to cut; however, in Japan you pull

one to cut)

(f) A: '^mO'*—T 4 — , g43ft"C< tl&too [male speech]

(You can come to tonight's party, too, can't you?)
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B: *v>K<fitit4v*o 0 [female speech]

(No, I'm afraid I can't.)

(g) A: tt£littttLTl»S^Lj: 7 ? [female or polite male speech]

(She is married, isn't she?)

[female speech]

(She looks like it, doesn't she? But I heard that she's still single.)

1. Tokoro qa always appears in sentence-initial position.

2. InL "S\. Tokoro ga Si" S2 represents something one does not expect from
51, as in .KS(A).

3. Tokoro ga is used in response to the addressee's utterance, as in KS(B).

In this case, the sentence following tokoro ga is not what the addressee

expects to hear.

[Related Expressions]

I. Although the sense of unexpectedness disappears, the conjunctions

daga, keredo(mo), and shikashi can replace fo/coro ga in "S |. Tokoro ga

52,"asin[l].

(=KS(A))

However, daga, keredo(mo), and shikashi cannot replace tokoro ga

when "Tokoro ga, S" is a reply to a question, as in [2].

[2] A: »*C^#-XL^^^? if^rtfofc?

(=KS(B))

7bAoro ga, on the other hand, cannot be used when the situation does.

not involve unexpectedness, as in [3].
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[3] a: ^W±fv> 0 ifEX/MtHf*/ U*t> v>v>

(This book is expensive. But it is a good book.)

(We lost in the end. But we did our best.)

c: ££o£l±I£v\, \t£& / tti\i?*> / bfrb / *tZ%&} X

(It's cold here in winter. But it's cool in summer.)

(odaga; keredomo (DBJG: 187-88))

n. Sore ga is also used when the speaker is going to provide an unex-

pected response to a question. In fact, tokoro ga in such situations can

be replaced by sore ga, as in [4].

[4] A: »*i:^a*-XL^C%^? t*itzvtz
e

!

B: [tZZtf I **i*n F ft**1i*>1tMi* (=KS(B))

However, unlike to/coro gra, sore ga can be used when the second

speaker is not sure what the first speaker expects to hear in the second

speaker's response. For example, in [5] sore ga can be used even when

B is not sure what A expects, while tokoro ga can be used only when B

knows that A expects a good result. 0=>sone ga)

[5] A: ifclftfc^rtfofc?

(How was the exam?)

B: [*fltf/ tZZffi) tz&fzvfzAstzo

((Well, you might expect a good result but / Contrary to

what you expect) it was no good.)
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tomo conj\ <w>

a conjunction in written Japanese s no matter - may be; even if; at

that is used to express a concession \
~ -est

[REL. te /no; tatte]

Key Sentences

(A)

Wh-word Vvol

**** L it/*

fcfc

(Since I studied hard I feel confident no matter what problem shows up

on the test.)

(B)

Wh-word Adj(/)stem

< / ft* 5 ft

(No matter how busy she was with housekeeping, my mother never

uttered a single complaint.)

(G)

Wh-word Adj(na)stem

(No matter how healthy you are, you should have a checkup once a year.)
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(D)

Adj(/)stem

ill <

(At the latest, this project will be complete in April of next year.)

Formation

( i ) Wh-word + Vvol 1

1

t'^^ff ^ -5 £ (no matter where s.o. may go)

IrT £4^ J: d 1. 1 (no matter what s.o. may eat)

ffi&foi (no matter what may happen)

(ii) Wh-word + Adj(/)stem (</*%ol t

{v» 36* t / k*A, 4 tc } it L { < / * h i } t (no matter how

difficult s.t may be)

(iii) Wh-word + Adj(na)stem T*5 -9 t 6

:{V»-^K. / £%-ft tc ) I^Jj^Hi (no matter how much s.o.

likes s.t.)

(iv) Adj(/)stem < fc

-f- < t (at the earliest)

Examples

(a) XlHWt&S llkk v^oifit Ltv^c
(My father is always very calm no matter what is impending.)

(b) |ll±ii:|jt.o4?i(zft4.? fc iSjKflffcft^o

(I do not care at all where in the world I live.)

(c) ^-^ifcLi? £*>, ft|LK*Se»*Ttti/^tftv>0

(Even if by any chance you fail you shouldn't give up easily.)
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J

(No matter how bright you may be, you cannot do a good job unless

you make an effort.)

(e) {</*Ml it, K#*»tW*&**T4£ & H

(No matter how cheap merchandise may be, if the quality is poor, you

will end up throwing away money.)

(f) (</*Ml fci, *ffi**L.trc:tl±-iil**.li.-r^o

(Even without enough money we should be able to enjoy life.)

(g) t^^^Mi^#§-eab^-5 1 i> $ m&^^nt^it^i-ox^o
(No matter how much one may like exercise, too much of it is bad.)

(I cannot let you read this letter, no matter how much you want to read

it)

.
+/ , . . .

* %*tl*> L»o%jt*

(i) fltl±#4 < t t-^KHEIttftH ffl LTv^ito
(I make business trips abroad at least three times a year.)

1. The conjunction usually occurs with a Wh-word as shown in KS and

Exs. However, there are cases where Wh-word is not used as in KS(D),

Exs.(c), (f) and (i). Note that naku I nakaro in Ex.(f) comes from a neg-

ative Adj(/)na/.

2. When tomo is connected with an Adj(/), the form can be either

Adj(/)stem ku to mo or Adj(/)stem karo to mo, as shown in Formation

(ii). But when Adj(/)stem is used with tomo as a fixed phrase, as in

KS(D) and Ex.(i), only Adj(/)stem ku tomo is used. The only other com-

monly used fixed phrases are hayaku tomo 'at the earliest' and tasho

tomo 'more or less.' All this express quantity or degree and can be used

in both spoken and written Japanese,

3. Note that mo of Vvol to mo can be deleted, but mo of te mo cannot,

(o fe mo (DBJG: 468-70)) Mo can be also omitted from Adj(/)stem

karo tomo and Adj(na)stem cte aro tomo.
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[Related Expression]

Vvol tomo, {karo I ku} tomo, Adj(na)stem efe aro tomo can be replaced by
fe mo or tatte without changing the meaning. However, tomo definitely

belongs to written Japanese, and te mo belongs to either spoken or written

Japanese, and tatte belongs to spoken Japanese. However, the fixed phrases

such as o$oku tomo 'at the latest' and sukunaku tomo 'at least' are the

exceptions.

b/Wz^T) ^3t*«« (=KS(A))

b. v*^ (ttL< fc«/ftL-#*Sfc(ft) /ttl/<T*/ft
K'fc^T), fltt^-offci^o/: 0 (=KS(B)>

c. tAteKmm-? (*5?t(fe)/S^T*/S-3fcoT),
te-0li^|Mff*£tf*'<g*fo (=KS(C»

d. ttfi {*ft<fc*/*<J>4<T*/^*<fc^T} -^K=m±
»ttfcB3l*LTv>i-*- 0 (=Ex.(i)>

Adj(//na)te mo can be replaced by Adj(/)stem [ku I karo} tomo/
Adj(na)stem de aro tomo, but Vfe mo cannot be replaced by Vvol tomo,

especially when the verb expresses something controllable. Note that in [2]

and [3] below, [2a] and [3a] express something controllable, but [2b] and
[3b] express causative passive situations that are beyond human control.

[2] a. fcfiESWW {*^T*/**C'5t*-} jft*ift*»ofe 0

(I didn't get tired although I walked for four hours.)

(I didn't get tired although I was forced to walk for four hours.)

[3] a. (tA'Tfe/*ftA'J;7rt) £v>U\,
(No matter what I eat, it tastes good.)

(No matter what I am forced to eat, I eat it with pleasure.)
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to naru t & 5 /?/*/: <w>

a phrase which expresses the idea

that s.o. or s.t. becomes

become

t.

Key Sentence

Noun

SJftCDSS ft £ & o £ 0

(Mr. Yoshida has become the first committee chairman.)

Formation

d& U? i £ £ £ (become a compulsory subject)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(That land eventually became state property.)

(After the war, (the period of) compulsory education was changed to

(lit. became) nine years.)

(Their marriage ended in tragedy (lit. became a tragic result).)

(d) «tiiaW^-#?ft»fc*o*
(For lack of evidence, he was found (lit. became) innocent.)

(e) -t-O&lf liSfc) jt i4oft 0

(The game was cancelled (lit. became a cancellation) due to rain.)

1. To naru is similar in meaning to ni naru. To naru, however, is more
formal and is used exclusively in written language.
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(1) ^m^^mtomms: it/&} &vk 0 c*ks)

2. A/a-adjectives cannot precede to naru.

(2) IM^ifU UZ/*t} £o£ 0

(The library has become very convenient*)

to naru to t & 5 1 phn

when it comes to; if it is true

that ~; if it is the case that ~; if

it turns out that ~

[REL. to sum to]

Noun

r

fm

(When it comes to mechanical things, I don't understand anything.)

(B)

Sinf

(If it's true that he is not going to help us, we'll have no alternative but

to ask someone else.)

(i) Nt45i

t45t (when it comes to movies)

Key Sentences

(A)
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(ii) Sinf hit it (Exception: Xi*Nk44t)

tS^S t 4 4 t (if it is true that he is coming)

1 4 * t (if it is the case that she is ill)

(a) Wte¥v>y)l't%&tAtfmfr'DX Li 9o
(When it comes to gambling, Tsutomu becomes another person.)

(b) 0*BW» ffl*£ t4ri.fc ft****4r>3Re>ttT<4o
(When it comes to scientists who can speak Japanese, the number is

quite limited.)

(c) M-e64St4:S k|ft<»oliftv>o

(Nothing is easy (lit. There is nothing easy) when it comes to work.)

(If it turns out that he cannot participate (in this project), we'll have to

reconsider it.)

(If it is true that the secret (of this plan) has leaked, we must change it.)

(f) tfc^Vv>&Wfc4S fc4* iS^^
(If he turns out to be the new president, the management policy will

probably be considerably different.)

(g) z<nmttW$Ziizklz>&, -ATt^t44iiS^fe
(This job looks easy, but if (it is the case that) you do it by yourself, it

will be quite tough.)

L When N precedes to nam to, it means "when it comes to N."

2. S to naru to is used when the speaker / writer has just learned that S is

true.
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[Related Expression]

To sum to is similar to to nam to in that both express a provisional idea.

However, S to sum to is used when S is hypothetical or uncertain, whereas

S to nam to is used when the speaker / writer takes S to be true or a reality.

Thus, to nam to cannot be used in the hypothetical situation in [1],

[1] ^I^S^*ifCS l£t*t/*h**t) t^if^ltitK
(Suppose you were to build your own house now, what kind of

house would you build?)

On the other hand, to sum to is unacceptable when the situation

involves an actual event, as in [2].

[2] «tf*^5oT<*i4:vV /nttZt) !fcW3^<DA

ZMtsVfrft^o (=KS(B))

(<=> to suru to)

tori(ni) n.

(in) the same way as; (in) the

way; as

[REL, yoni]

Noun

mm* 0=)

(I did it as the manual shows (lit in the same way as the manual), but

it didn't work.)

Key Sentences

(A)
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(B)

Vinf

*A *L if <

«

(Please move your body as I tell you to (lit. in the same way as I tell

you)-)

(Q

Vinf

iafc

S o It &*)

(As I expected (lit thought), he was the first to come.)

(D)

Vinf

(The result was just, as I expected, after all.)

(i) N<oab(K>

itH^S *) (the same way as the plan)

(ii) Vinf3*)(K)

»> (fc) (the way s.o. saw s.t)

(iii) Demonstrative Adj. il *J (£)

£ 0 (tO (the same way as this; this way)
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(a) ^oAfioai) (K)#»ttflfcMvv*'<fT»t4+o

(If you go as this map shows (lit, in the same way as this map), you can

get there without fail.)

(b) JKJifc£9*>tifc»0 (tt+vX^ZiZW+o
(I'm just doing as I'm told (lit. in the way I'm told).)

(g) i^tc#v>T4ia^(K)t*LtfiliC"e4 finite
(If you follow what is (lit. do it in the way) written here, anyone can do

it.)

(d) ¥mLtzmvm^W^**vxz%fr<>tza
(As I expected, no one did their homework,)

(e) -ME LX v»fc» D ^ > D ft < o fc 0

(As I feared, I ran out of paint.)

(f) SS*± £oWkn Lfca & -cto

(The content is the same as I explained to you the other day.)

(g) £ fimi^WlX^tzm *) vr-VW >Xto
(This is the same design as the one I have thought about,)

(h) A: £*U±$fed»&jM t+fr9

(Do you know what language this is?)

B: 7 9 tTTIgtMo

(It's Arabic.)

A: «v\ ^(Om^XiTo
(That's right (lit. the same as you said).)

L X tori means either that someone does something in the same way as X
(e.g., KS(A) and (B)) [manner], or that something agrees with X (e.g.,

KS(C) and (D)) [concordance]. In the first case, the particle ni may fol-

low tori, but in the second case, no particle follows, as in (1).
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(1) JHofcJlV 10/ nz] flW*-#$fctr*T^fco (=KS(C))

2, 'Tori- is sometimes followed by the object marker o. This is the same as

tori no koto o 'things which are the same way as.'

(2) SoTV»ilU(©Cfc)*tV>TT3^0

(Please write what you are thinking (lit. things which are the

same way as you are thinking).)

3. N with the suffix -dori is more commonly used than N no tori,

(3) a. «S?ay(«»^aO)(t:)ftv»TTS^o
(Please move as is directed.)

b. ZMttl&MtJ (=^56*03 0 )<v$l$}Xto

(This is a scheduled activity (lit. an activity which is the

same as we scheduled).)

[Related Expression]

In some contexts, yoni, the adverb form of ydcfa, also expresses the idea "in

such a way." However, X yoni basically means that the way someone does

something or something takes place is like X, while X tori means that the

way someone does something or something takes place is the same as X.

Thus, in contexts where the way is practically the same as X, yoni and tori

are almost interchangeable; otherwise, they are not. In [1], for example, the

yoni sentences and the tori sentences mean practically the same thing, except

that the tori sentences stress "exactness."

[1] a. &<nn>) {cfc5«C/ay{C)l #*»^LTTS^o («KS(B))

b. ^«Lfc {J:5«c/»UJ »4fc«**oT£*:*o*:o
(=Ex.(d))

In [2], on the other hand, fori is not acceptable.

[2] a. ItcftoYc {<fedtc/*atJ}W^v^ 0

(lit. Today is as warm as if spring had come.)

b. $h±B%X<D {* 5 C B#»&i*o
(She speaks Japanese like a Japanese.)

(^yon/ 2 (DBJG: 554-56))
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to sum 1 L"t%> phr.

assume that; regard ~ as; let;

suppose

[REL. ni sum; to nam to]

Key Sentences

(A)

Noun

it*.

(We assume that the temperature is constant.)

(B)

Vinf-nonpast

(Assuming that we can drive 500 miles a day, how many days will it

take to get there?)

(C)

Vinf-past

(Suppose the greenhouse effect continued on like this.)

Formation

(i) N, f± N2 (tz) t-fZ,

[>«•< ?a. t;*-} aa.- K>USH + RMitSa (We assume that one dollar is 130

yen.)
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(ii) Sinf'nonpast b~f%>

K ffl £ ^ & tt& v^ t s t ( j: o t M £ o ) (If we assume that

Mr. Yamada cannot come, (we are at a bit of a loss.))

H *-M? < 1- *t {£ ( v> off ^ £ £ v £-6 9 0 ) (Assuming that we
go to Japan, (I wonder what would be the best time.))

(iii) Sinf-past b~f&

I^nUofctLi% (Suppose you received ¥1,000,000.)

A hW B Ofcrtf tH*? fc t + £ 0 (Let's suppose that you were told

you only had 100 days left to live.)

VBHHHHHVHIIIHk

(a) ^, MASMnM-eSito-t 1-4-0

(Now let's assume that we can ignore air resistance.)

(Let's assume such behavior by men towards women is regarded as a

sexual harassment.)

(c) ffi#T*&B#m>;b^&?A/J^^
(In the West the Japanese so-called T novels are not regarded as

novels.)

(d) tW> y * tSc£^j^?i:ta - 1 Kiwlfclx&v^
(I don't feel uneasy_regacdmg America as my second hm™* mtinhy

)

(e) EcDiaKA^B^IMi^fi^mfitt^o
(We let the units of the 9-week intensive Japanese course in summer
count for 6 units.)

(f) Mfi^3.5%
(Let the interest rate be 3.5 % anually.)

(g) 04 tr$M*tzt*%ttz>t, a*B»r-A t^^-ca

(If we assume that the Japanese economy keeps going down as it is

now, the Japanese language boom may eventually come to an end.)
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(If we assume that Japan is a country of groupism, then Europe and the

States can be said to be countries of individualism.)

(i) h *— K/uWRfc+Jttf, -oi{iv>< 5>K4ij S-f**o

(Assuming that the exchange rate is one dollar to 100 yen, how much
will this house amount to?)

(j) X + Y = 20r, X#.8 «tfHlf l Y l± 12 C44o
(If we assume that X = 8 in X + Y = 20, Y will be 12.)

(k) -S*S6^-fct*i.tCJ4^li4v^o
* (I have no objection to regarding Kazuo as our adopted son.)

(1) H^^**±«tt^K4ofct Lido +B{±fe^lftU

(Suppose that continental China became a completely capitalized soci-

ety. How long do you think it would take for the country to become an

economic giant.)

(m) - * - 3 -# <Dmmm$k% 100 1 1 x 7 0

(Let New York's price index be 100.)

1 . The common meaning for all the uses of sunt in KS and Exs is the

speaker's assumption about something. Vinf-past to sum is a hypotheti-

cal assumption. Excepting the cases where to sum is used in the sense

of 'regard - as ~/ practically all the uses of to sum can take both non-

past and past tenses.

(1) a. itc/tc^tz) i-T&o (=KS(A))

t, flra-C#Stt^o (=KS(B))

c. lugtfm&wzvtt m</m^ft] t l j:

$

0 (=ks(c»

The choice of the past tense over the non-past tense serves to indicate a

greater degree of hypothesis, because the past tense expresses s.t. as if a
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given situation already existed.The similar contrast that is found in basic

grammar is - ho ga ii as in (2).

(2) tCHf</ff?fc)WlVJ:o
(You should / had better go there right away.)

2. In terms of the choice of particles there are three patterns for the N
(da/deam) to sum structure: that is, Nj {ga/o/wa} N2 (da/deam)

to sum.

(3) a. fflftlt-Jgrtffct-fco (=KS(A))

b. fiKtf-5e/*fc't& 0

c. m&i—fetZht&o

The most basic one is the ga-version, i.e., (3b) and it means 'Let's

assume that (not something else but) the temperature is constant,' In the

o-version,i.e. s (3c), the original subject of (3b) has been changed to a

direct object o. The o-version translates into English as 'Let's assume

the temperature to be constant' in which the original subject has

changed to the direct object, just as in the Japanese version. In (3a) 'the

temperature' is presented as the topic of the sentence. The similar parti-

cle choice is observed in the omou construction.

At' ft
1 JH* L* Ut

(4) a, twtimttm&^t&io
(As for the movie, I believe that it is interesting.)

(I believe that (not something else but) the movie is inter-

esting.)

c. *<nmm%m&^t&o 0

(I believe the movie to be interesting.)

Note also that in (3) the copula da can be dropped in (3a) and (3c), but

not in (3b).

[Related Expressions]

I. Compare N to sum in [la] and [2a] and N ni sum in [lb] and [2b].
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[i] a. agEtt-jefcrso (=ks(a»

b. >&mi±-mzt -So

(We will make the temperature constant.)

[2] a, -H/HiHW^+RfcTSo
(Let 1 dollar be ¥3600

(We will make 1 dollar ¥360.)

The choice of the particle ni indicates that the speaker causes the

change, whereas the choice of the particle to indicates that the speaker

simply assumes a certain state of the matter. So if the speaker cannot

make an assumption about something, the use of to is ungrammatical,

as shown in [3] and £4],

[3] &V3c T£ 0

(We make ice into water.)

[4] R^vMiax^fci^-a t5o
(The wizard will change a frog into a prince.)

n. 7b sureba I sum to can be contrasted with to nareba I nam to, with dif-

ference of meaning. The former expresses an assumption, but the latter

expresses a reality, as shown in [5] and [6] below;

[5] a, —Hfcsw-^A'-afi-esafc {ttui /rati, mux
mZt+fro (=KS(B))

b. -BKEWW^afe-eaifc {ftniar/ft*t} f mh-c

(If we can drive 500 miles per day, how many days will it

take to get there?)

[6] a. B#mm*Z<Di£TWf$L*tz£Z>t It tilt I T% t },

B*B7-Ai^Ttt»b4fr(» Lti^\ (=Ex.(g))

b. B ^**T»**fc4r4fc { * fttf I ft S t }

,

(If the Japanese economy keeps going down as it is now,

to sum1
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the Japanese language boom may eventually come to an

end.)

(«=> to naru to)

tosuru2 tt-% phn

to have a sensory or psychological

experience

Key Sentence

feel ~; look ~

Sound Symbolism

(That person flares up at the slightest provocation.)

Formation

Sound Symbolism tir&

^S^tt^) (s.o. feels s,t slippery)

lio ht%> (s.o. feels relieved)

Kxiunples

(a) i^OAttl^aoy t LTV>&
(He has goggling eyes.)

(b) toi LO^ 0

(My older sister has slender legs.)

(c) $Q<0%&&frfi>vbLX\f*X, M^ri^v*
(It is nice and dry today.)

"0

ti'
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(d) ScoffiAfcJfcttR^a^tT,. UoiLto
(I was taken aback when I saw my old girlfriend at Tokyo station.)

(John was scolded by his teacher when he came in late, but he didn't

show any sense of wrong doing.)

(I felt relieved because I did better in a Japanese test than I expected.)

(g) mmzBT^KHztitm, fro..tLfc 0

(The department chief looked offended when he was opposed by his

subordinate.)

(h) Wl^t&vT^tzB^m^m^Z Lfro^flioiLfcp
(The Japanese test which I thought would be difficult turned out to be

easy, and I felt relieved.)

(i) fe^BtelH L&v*-e, ttdofcLT^SO^jfrs^l-o
(On my days off I like to do nothing and to be completely laid back.)

Sound-symbolical word + to sum is used to mean 'to look ~r
or 'to feel

The sound-symbolical word (i.e., a phono-mime, pheno-mime and psycho-

mime) expresses sensory experience as in Exs.(a)-(c) or psychological

experience as in KS and Exs.(d) - (i). The following is an inexhaustive list

of such sound-symbolical words that take to suru.

<lz * o t "f* (to become limp) 1-36*0 k+t> (to feel very refreshed)

L i* A/ 1"4 (to feel despondent) o^ k

1

£ (to look standoffish)

g<vhiri (to feel shocked) g\iofc1*£ (to be startled)

Co fc1~& (to stay still) &*>*)kir& (to be moved to tears)

i*£o t1-& (to be startled) <£>oi:-t& (to feel dizzy)

-?< o tti (to shiver with cold) 1*7 o £1"* (to feel refreshed)

Unlike the ones listed above, most of the sound symbolical words are based

on reduplication, that is, they take the form of X-X as in:

§-h £ h ((shine) sparklingly) Z h Z h ((small objects) roll)
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Hfcttfc ((large amount of liquid) drips) (slimy)

((cut) a heavy, thick object) ((freeze) hard)

Lkbk ((it rains) quietly) 1"*1^4 ((slide) smoothly)

< h < & {(turn) round and round) Z Z ((escape) secretly)

But all the sound symbolical words with reduplication cannot normally fit

into the to suru pattern.

(1) 4*B *(y#(*#UTi/*fc 0

(Today all day long it was nice and warm like spring.)

(2) *O*OAI±B3ft**6*6Urv.vi. 0

(That woman's eyes are sparkling.)

(3) k}1-CH#eft*t*fcSL}fc r fc<fc<?« 0

(I get excited when I think that I can go to Japan pretty soon.)

(^suru 1 (DBJG: 428-33); Characteristics of Japanese Grammar 8 (DBJG:

50-56))

totan (ni.) n. /adv.
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Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf.past

*

(The moment I saw my teacher, I remembered that there was a home-

work assignment.)

(B)

Vinf-past

6, %U-<D%j^tfLfz 0

(The moment I opened the door, I smelled curry.)

(i) "Vmf.past j£JB(|c)

I^fcjlSt^) (the moment s.o. sat down)

(ii) Vinf^past h, £41£

K^fzb, Mffiiz (the moment s.o. ate s.t.)

(a) mhzX^>tz^(KMm^%<>tzo
(Just as I entered my room, the telephone rang,)

(b) toa¥^tfifcM(K)iii:^it:<4ofco
(I wanted to see my family the moment I saw that Japanese photo-

graph.)

(c) tihMwm^^mmi^m^Ltzo
(As soon as she saw me, she started to cry.)
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(The moment I put the plug in, all the lights went out in the house!)

p> life v*/- t*

(e) Z<D*$lifjkA,fzh, L-fc,
f

(As soon as I drank the milk, my stomach started to ache,)

(I thought I was saved; then (lit. at that moment), my strength was gone
and I lost consciousness.)

1. In "V-i totan (ni) ~ V2," V2 must represent an uncontrollable action,

although when the subject of V2 is the third person, a controllable verb

is acceptable. Compare KS(A) to (1).

(1) a. •ftttft&afllfrj&fc**, £*,±**ofc 0

(I stood up the moment I saw my teacher.)

b. $44±ft£ott*j&fcfc« f £*>±**ofc 0

(Yoko stood up the moment she saw her teacher.)

2. The demonstrative adjective sono 'that' can precede totan, as in Ex.(f).

The demonstrative adjectives kono and ano cannot be used before totan,

3. The particle ni is optional when totan is modified by a verb or by sono

'that.'

[Related Expression]

To doji ni expresses an idea similar to totan (ni). For example, KS(A) and (B)

can be rephrased as in [1] without changing the meaning of the discourse

except that to dq'i ni focuses on simultaneous action and totan (ni) on sud-

denness.

[i] a. %*k<Dm* {%>tzmm(\z) /ji*dw*iw} mmwhitzzt*
&v>£tiL£o (=KS(A))

tz 0 (=KS(B))
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To ddjini, however, does not have the restriction described in Note 1, as seen

in [2].

[2] fcfi5fc£*>** l&Ztmmt 2*±**ofc c

(I stood up when (lit. at the same time as) I saw my teacher.)

To ddji ni can also express concurrent states, while totan {ni) is used only for

actions, as in [3].

(A crowd can be seen in the distance and, at the same time, (sounds

of) drums can be heard.)

It should also be noted that to ddji ni can be preceded by nouns and adjec-

tives while totan (ni) occurs only with verbs and the demonstrative sono
•that*

(o to ddji nf)

totd to to adv.

an adverb that is used to express

the eventual arrival of an expected

situation

finally; at (long) last; eventu-

ally; in the end; after all

[REL. yatto; tsui ni]

Key Sentence

to bo

(It's been threatening to rain since the morning and finally it started to

rain, (lit. The rain which threatened to fall from the morning finally

started to fall.))
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(a) #ltE#«&« tfl^iv^t/cll: 4r«v>|fctf, bo to m&Mztk

(My younger brother didn't take his doctor's advice and kept smoking
until he finally got lung cancer.)

IvnciotLioto.
(Because his Japanese instructor was so strict the student eventually

came to hate the Japanese language.)

(c) *<olkQ<n^ bo id&§£>a6

(I wasn't able to solve the mathematical problem after spending many
hours on it, so I finally gave up.)

(d) ^^i±Mt(omUmzA,fzA,UitL
9 t^t^tixLt^o

(Bill's relationship with his wife gradually deteriorated and they even-

tually separated.)

(e) w <D%&<v8t< O *> £ ? i 7 Vi3 «fft£ iftofto
(At long last this is the last day I work at this company,)

(f) Ti^^MoTv^ci^t 9 1 ^>^"piioft 0

(The cat we had kept for 15 years finally died of old age.)

(g) b o ^»±i«#i^Lio/: 0

(At long last I finished writing a Ph.D. dissertation.)

(h) &mo$km<7>Btfkd H^otk
(Our wedding day has finally come.)

1, The adverb totd is used to express that an expected situation has come
about after an extended period of time. The resulted situation is often

negative in nature, but not always, as shown in Bxs.(g) and (h).

2. The main verb that is used with totd often takes Vfe shimau, an auxil-

:
.
"3
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iary verb that indicates completion of something about which the

speaker is emotive. shimau (DBJG: 403-06))

[Related Expressions]

I. Toto is crucially different from yatto in that the former often indicates a

negative situation that came about spontaneously, but the latter indi-

cates a positive situation that has been realized with the greatest efforts.

So, every toto in the KS and Exs. cannot be replaced by yatto, except

Exs.(g) and (h).

[1] a, ^liE^je^H^iv^-c^tfitiRv^t, \£ot$/
i^CtoTLS^fco (=Ex.(a))

b. B^B^ite^^fJKtKL^ofc*^, **>3££f± {t

(=Ex.(b))

However, if the final verb is a verb that expresses s.t. positive that has

resulted by human efforts, then yatto can be used but not fdfd. Note that

the final verbs in [2a] and [2b] are non-volitional verbs. If the verbs are

volitional as in [2a
7

] and [2b'], both yatto and totd become acceptable.

In this case yatto and toto indicate difficulty in the process and the

sense of accomplishment, respectively.

[2] a. MlSHfc^fAT W-otZ+totS} ft^M«**jmt-fco
(I was able to solve a mathematical problem eventually

after working on it for three hours,)

(I finally found a book I'd been looking for at a second-

hand bookstore in Kanda.)

a'. HCTtfit Wot / t$t*>] R^0»lK*J»v*fc o

(I solved the problem eventually after working hard at it for

three hours.)

b'. #LTv*fcfc*#ffio#£S-e WvtJ toto) lo
tffco

fdfd .531

(I finally found a book I had been looking for at a second-

hand bookstore in Kanda.)

As explained in Note 1 above, fdfd tends to occur with a negative state-

ment, so for example in [3a] the choice of fdfd indicates the speaker /

writer's dislike of the winter, whereas, the choice of yatto indicates his

liking of the winter. In [3b] the choice of fdfd indicates the speaker /

writer's unhappiness about the man's quitting the job, whereas the

choice of yatto indicates his happiness about the guy's quitting the job.

(3] a. ^Mt9i5/^tKot*/: 0

(The winter finally came.)

(The man quit the company in the end.)

o

Note also that yatto cannot be used with a negative predicate, ai fol-

lows.

[4] a. *3*S^|± IfcSfci '*-?4-tZ$ki4:A,

(Smith didn't show up at the party after all.)

b. ft < LtSm* { t $ 1 9/*^ t } > ^fzo

(The purse I lost was not found after all.)

Another similar adverb tsui ni can replace toto and yatto, when the main

verb is affirmative, but when it is negative, it can replace only fdfd.

[5] &*Kttofc3!?fc*tt W{C/t5t5/*ofc} *o-C*fc 0

(The long-waited summer vacation has finally arrived.)

[6] a. {-oiM"C/fc5fc5 /**?~ot} ;i-T4-}d
tiftfrvfzo

(Cathy didn't show up at the party after all.)

b. iKKli |oo(C/ tit 5 /*^ot) SziZttflh^*

(I couldn't see Ed after all.)
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Tsuini focuses on the final moment, whereas tdto focuses on the process

that leads to the final moment, but in actual use they are virtually inter-

changeable.

as well as; with; along with;

at the same time; when, as;

while

[REL. ni shitagatte; ni tomo-

natte; ni tsurete; to db'fi ni; to

issho ni; to narande; to onajiku]

Noun

t%z

(Steinbeck, as well as Hemingway, is a writer representative of Ameri-

can writers.)

(B)

Noun

mmom m m ^oftcHil/:...

(I took part in the demonstration with my office colleagues.)

to tomo ni c&tZ phr. <w>

a phrase which is used to express

the idea that A and B share a com-

mon property or do the same thing

together, that two things take place

at the same time, or that s.o, or s.L

possesses two properties

Key Sentences

(A)

to tomo ni 533

(Q

Subordinate Clause

Vinf • nonpast

@?ST5 tmz

(As I'm recovering from my illness, my appetite is coming back.)

(D)

Noun

m$
f< i*< t.+

(He was a philosopher as well as a scientist.)

(i) Nt*i:

ill fflfeti *K (as well as Mr. Yamada; with Mr. Yamada)

M VR t &K (at the same time as one's retirement)

%$£<Ott£i£bQlz (with the climate change; as the climate changes)

( i i ) Vinf • nonpast t & tc

;ftSW*III<Ii"4 t*K (as business recovers)

(Hi) {N/Adj(na)stem}

<& & &£ (as well as being a doctor)

feffite;^* S i: *-K (as well as being economical)

(iv) Adj(/)inf- nonpast t*H
**** JS*

WI?}c$cV> i: ^(c (as well as being interesting) -
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Examples

'iff* L*l t < itl * X± iffr

(a) «t^# tt Sftfc t* tca S ftx * )\>¥-M£
(Atomic energy, as well as petroleum, is an important energy source,)

(b) ittftCyx7 hfti'JRtfSofco

(A jet flew off with a roaring sound.)

(c) g±K m\tmmm t*t astr^o

(The samurai class died with the feudal system.)

L»*^ -fix (iiT r>> rr

(d) ff«t*^»LvW>7l/**X5r*S-3fco
(Severe inflation hit people when the war ended (lit. with the end of the

war).)

(e) mxomm t W$^f**o x § tz 0

(As business is recovering (lit. With the recovery of business), the

unemployment rate is coming down.)

(f) ^*fc4i*ic^M<4ro-C§fe 0

(As I get older, I am losing my hearing.)

(g) «436»jtt>t*4c#f L^«J#*^K«6fri:4oTV^fc 0

(As the investigation progressed, one new fact after another was
revealed.)

(While you review grammar, you must not forget to study kanji.)

(It is urgent that we improve current energy utilization technology

while looking for a new energy source.)

(The discovery was revolutionary as well as constructive.)

The meaning of to tomo ni changes depending on the sentence pattern and

context.

to tomo ni 535

(1) When A and B share the common property C in "A wa B to tomo ni

C," to tomo ni means 'as well as' (e.g., KS(A) and Ex.(a)).

(2) When A and B are the actors of the action C in "A wa B to tomo ni

C," to tomo ni means 'with ; along with' (e.g., KS(B), Exs.(b) and
(c)).

(3) When to tomo ni is preceded by a noun representing an event or

action, to tomo ni means either 'at the same time as ; when' or 'as;

with' depending on the event or action represented by the noun (e.g.,

Exs.(d) and (e)).

(4) When to tomo ni is preceded by a verb, to tomo ni means 'as ; while'

(e,g„ KS(C) and Exs.(f) - (i)).

(5) When to tomo ni is preceded by N/ Adj(na)stem de am, to tomo ni

means 'as well as' (e.g., KS(D) and Ex*(j)).

[Related Expressions]

I. When to tomo hi means 'as well as* [(1) in Note], it can be rephrased

as to onajiku or to narande.

[l] ^^M7^iA^^x^ itmz/ tnu< 1 fcSLi

71 7*Vj]<DiXmmm<D-AtZo (=KS(A))

II. When to tomo ni means 'with ; along with' [(2) in Note], it can be

rephrased as to issho ni.

[2] mmmvmmm itmz/ t-mz) *fcWK#anL-fc 0

(=KS(B))

Note, however, that to issho ni is more colloquial than to tomo ni.

m. When to tomo ni means 'as' [(3) and (4) in Note], it can be rephrased

as ni tsurete, ni tomonatte, or ni shitagatte.

[3] Bflt {<t^(C/(ConT/tC#oT/ (C#oT}
iJT#^T§/:0 (=Ex.(e))

tifflT^:, (=KS(Q)

(<=s>ni shitagatte!shitagai; ni tsurete/tsure)
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to wa kagiranai t (JPIS %V y phr.

not always; not necessarily

Key Sentences

(A)

Sinf

X*> V-t I

(Frail people do not necessarily die young.)

(B)

Sinf

(Expensive things are not always / necessarily better than inexpensive

ones.)

(Q

Sinf Sinf

iZ \1A, ftd* +

(It is not necessarily the case that people are good at Japanese because

they have lived in Japan a long time.)

fo wa kagiranai 537

(D)

Sinf

Scone

(You will not necessarily become good at Japanese even if you go to

Japan.)

(E)

Sinf

Scond

(You will not (lit. cannot) necessarily be happy if you have money.)

Formation

Sinf fcgR£4^

J; < & & £ ti|S$ f> & v-> (s.o. will not necessarily get well)

Kx;impk\s

(a)

(b)

(c)

i/» & : tt i>< urn
«^)ik tt:tot**c t urn h * ^ D

(Comics are not necessarily harmful to children's education.)

(The Japanese used by Japanese people is not always correct.)

(d)

(Athletes are not necessarily healthy.)

(Progress in technology does not necessarily bring us prosperity.)
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(e) ^^iW^tz^htW^X^fi^IEL^tm&h^^o
(It is hot necessarily correct just because the teacher said so.)

(f) W%fk&ttfrh tfoti < %&b&mb%^o
(You do not necessarily get better because you take medicine.)

(g) M^J;"<i:<)A*Kj5S;?&-t*tttRfc4rv^

(You do not necessarily succeed in your life even if you are smart.)

(h) W£tf&vXi>%WL%:^tm&h%^o
(It is not necessarily true that you won't lose your job even if you have

ability.)

(i) B^kmW^Mximi*M^m-%z> twist &v>0

(It is not necessarily true that children become bad if they grow up in a

bad family environment.)

(j) B*Wtf*fc < £ ^ftlfv»v>|fr;fc^*t* i £v>o

(It is not necessarily true that you can write a good paper if you have a

lot of time.)

S to wa kaglranai literally means that (cases) are not limited to S, Although

the idea of "necessarily" or "always" is included in this phrase, the adverbs

kanarazushimo 'necessarily' or itsumo 'always' can also be used (e.g.,

KS(B) and Exs.(b) - (d)).

tsumart 9$ *J adv.

that is (to say); namely; in

short; to sum up; in other

words; after all; that means

[ EEL. kekkyoku; sunawachi;

yosuru ni]

tsumari 539

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence Sentence

^A,L» ti
i *£l fit

(The Berlin Wall fell apart. This means that the storm of democratiza-

tion has started.)

(B)

NP Noun

ft u

(My mother's younger brother, that is to say, my uncle, has recently

divorced.)

Formation

(i) Sio (S2 ...)oi9, SnQ

(I don't have money. In other words, I'm poor.)

(ii) NP, -ot*)i N/NP
Aft i f

(The child of my mother's older sister, my cousin, that is.)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(I'm going without my family to work for the company in America for

one year. In other words, I'm becoming a tanshin-Junin worker.)
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(You feel good after exercise, right? That means, stress is eliminated by

exercise.)

(c) A: Z<D-7ui?jitr MiMit^a
(Chief, can we do this project?)

(Well, I think it's a fine project, but you know how the budget is.)

A: of 0, tH:*&v*tv^. ifc^i--ia 0

(In short, we cannot do it, right?)

t: ISA - £1> ft iS ft%

|ot^ 0 oil), ^^fcv>9-t/f0

(Japanese fathers leave home while their children are still asleep and

come home after they have gone to sleep. This is, in short, an absence

of fathers.)

(d)

(e) A: ffi*. i^v^rffoti, abt DBLT < tift^AsXtko

(I go to see her, but she doesn't talk much to me, you know,)

(That means, she doesn't like you.)

(The destruction of nature by industrialization, that is to say, environ-

mental destruction, is a problem of mankind.)

(The daughter of my younger sister, my cousin, that is, is coming from

Bangkok next week.)

(To discriminate against a woman simply because she is a woman, in

short, sexual discrimination, exists no matter where you go,)

(i) -o$*)
t ifcI<£^fc^9-£*:io

(Nobody is to blame, after all.)

tsumari 541

1. The adverb tsumari is used when the speaker / writer wants to summa-

rize or rephrase s.t. that has been mentioned / stated in the preceding

discourse.

2. Tsumari is often used in tsumari ~ to iu koto da as in KS(A),

Exs.(a) - (d) and (i).

3. Tsumari can be used to rephrase the preceding noun phrase as in KS(B)

and Exs.(f), (g) and (h),

[Related Expressions]

I. Tsumari can be replaced by sunawachi 'namely' in all the examples

except Exs.(c), (e) and (i) where tsumari is used to summarize what the

conversational partner has said.

[1] a. sOUVXDm-fimtitZo Ztiii /fftfc*}, &±
itwSkimt o tz t £ t tio (=KS(A))

b. mm*i?zim%frtf£<%t)$-ffro to*y/tftfo

(=Ex.(b))

(=Ex.(c))

(=Ex.(e»

II. Tsumari can be replaced by another similar adverb yosuru ni in "Si.

Tsumari S2," but not in "NP, tsumari N / NP."

[2] a. **nt*)><nmiPibtifc 0 zti\t {o*u /prac}, g£
fltf>*W**&* ofc fcv>^ ifc« D .

(=KS(A))

b. (OSU/itSC), ffl*4:-v»tv^c:fe-ffco (=Ex.(c))

c. lO*»i /*mt*G) t fi3CA»*i£BafLfco

(=KS(B)>

...i

. *
1

1

-'
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Hi. Tsumari can also be replaced by kekkyoku only when it means 'after

all,* For example, tsumari in [3] means 'this means that ~,' so it cannot

be replaced by kekkyoku; however, tsumari in [4] means 'after all';

therefore it can be replaced by kekkyoku.

[3] a, y^mmfctzo ztui /*SsW} f

Wfeiofctv^^t/io (=KS(A))

SKjT^ h 1/^36** < 4 & £ i; 4 //CI" J* (=Ex.(b))

[4] a. {OSV/WB}, mkm<&^t\^Zttz£o (=Ex.(i))

(After all, nobody is to blame.)

b. {-PS^/IS*} L£< 4v^^:^%
(After all, you don't want to give money, do you?)

tsutsu aux. /eonj. <w>

(1) 'an auxiliary which expresses

an action in progress; (2) a con-

junction which is used to present

two concurrent actions

-ing; while; although

[REL. iru; nagara]

tsutsu 543

Key Sentences

(A)

Vmasu

(A typhoon is approaching Kyushu*)

(B)

Vmasu

(She died believing that her husband was innocent.)

1

(Q

Vmasu

(Although I know that smoking is harmful to my health, I just cannot

quit.)

Formation

Vmasu o-o

ffi v >oo (while thinking)

Kxampics

(a)

(The new headquarters building is drawing to completion.)

* > M y 9 <r>Mki?h&oo* £ 0

(The Olympic facilities are being completed.)

(b)
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(c) iO**liaft*^W^.^(K*KWLoo*S. Q

(This university is considering moving its campus now.)

(d) i^Doo, ov#ffltL^o
(Although I know that eating sweets makes me gain more weight, I

unintentionally reach out for them.)

(e) WMZ. t tftl 1)^, kaKd-f-fcov^T L* ofcp

(Knowing that it was a bad thing, I told my friend a lie.)

(Although I was thinking that I had to write the paper soon, I watched

TV today, too.)

(g) S^X^ft#Srff*9oo^iic^V^io
(I hurried to the hospital hoping that my father was all right.)

(h)

(He died while insisting until the last moment that his theory was

correct.)

1. Tsutsu aru always expresses an action in progress (e.g., KS(A) and

Exs.(a) - (c)).

2. Vi tsutsu V2 expresses concurrent actions by the same person (e.g.,

KS(B)» (C) and Exs.(d)-(h)). Tsutsu cannot be used when concurrent

actions are performed by different individuals, as in (1).

ftlLfco

(I studied Japanese while my roommate watched TV.)

(^aida (ni) (DBJG: 67-71))

3. Tsutsu is not used to describe such everyday actions as those in (2) and

(3).

(2) a. ??&H#, l^ris[*A^o-3**o
(I'm eating my dinner.)
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(Dave is calling his friend now.)

(3) a. ??fil±E-j^K«oofVb^Ifc 0

(I watched TV while drinking beer)

b. ?7^IJ#SoOT<f y-A*<t^TV*4o
(Taro is eating ice cream while walking.)

4, The auxiliary verb to cannot precede tsutsu, as in (4).

(4) a. fctf£l±#KJ: <4rv>£ {#A>M /*#*fc-->TlM ooft^
fctf^Jfcfciti^o (=KS(C))

b. JBi/>£fcfc {»*//*»oTV} oo,
L*ojfc 0 (=Ex.(e))

(Even though she does (lit. is doing) that much work every

day, she doesn't complain a bit.)

[Related Expressions]

I. The auxiliary verb iru also expresses an action in progress. However, iru

cannot be used with punctual verbs and movement verbs to express an
action in progress, as in [1]. In this case, tsutsu is used, as in [2],

[1] a. #^c7)#^m^T^d 0

(The (stage) curtain is up (lit. open). / *The (stage) curtain

is opening.)

b. ^tt£#£<DS[Kj|oTV*o
(The refugees are back in their own country. / *The
refugees are returning to their own country.)

[2] a. »6<0*#||*ooife4 o

(The (stage) curtain is going up.)

b. mm± g ^ilcoHK» U oo* * o

(The refugees are returning to their country.)

0=£>/ru
2 (DBJG: 155-57))
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II. Nagara also expresses concurrent actions by one person. Thus, nagara

and tsutsu iti this use are interchangeable, as in [3].

[3] a. ft#1*5fcOftfl*:tei; ,&*3l&3fcofc 0

(=KS(B))

b. fctf£«#KJ: < ftv^t^lj {4^6/^0} 4****"

*ae>*i4v\, (=KS(C))

Note, however, that nagara can be preceded by adjectives and nouns to

express the concurrent states of one entity, while tsutsu cannot, as in

[4], (Note that de an in [4b] is the continuative form of the copula de

aru.)

[4] a. y-tligK^aitMft^S <fc*«t5»»v»v»tt**'t

(Although Jim doesn't have much experience, he does a

pretty good job.)

(Despite the fact that he is the person responsible for this

accident, he is trying to avoid his responsibility.)

Note also that nagara can be preceded by Vneg nai and Vte / while

tsutsu cannot, as in [5].

[5] a. fttt&S&T&^frSft^ *-<0->3-*+#

(Even though I don't understand English, I could full)

enjoy the show.)

*V to£ V 3
o (=(4c) in Note 4)

(cr> nagara{mo) (this volume; DBJG: 269-70);

(no) ue de (<D)±V comp. pvt.

> a compound particle that is used to

> express a preparatory action for a

> relatively important action

Key Sentences

(A)

upon after-

[REL. te kara]

Vinf-past

(I will reply upon careful consideration.)

(B)

Noun

<D±X*

(I would like to draw a conclusion after discussion.)

Form ;i I ion

(i) Vinf.past ±rr*

ffi-AstzJcV (upon reading)

W2£ Lfz±V (upon conducting research)

(ii) N<£>±T"

H?fe^±"C (after investigation)

Hli^±"C (after discussion)

Examples

(a) J:<WmiML^^fz±X^^fzb^iVLx7i\
(Why don't we decide after discussing the matter?)
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

U^ltA . , ,
*> *A. fctf

, Li •> fin

(We have to prove the correctness of the theory after conducting an

experiment.)

(I decided the topic of my M.A. thesis after consulting with Japanese

literature Professor Smith.)

(I decided to get married after meeting her through an arranged match

and dating her for one year.)

(I went to Japan to study, knowing that life is expensive there.)

HA, tfo. h Jo jj> *

(I finished writing my term paper after having read about 10 books.)

(After an interview we will decide whether or not to approve the

adoption.)

(The two got divorced after reaching an agreement.)

1. Vinf-past ue cte is used to express an idea that someone will do some-

thing rather important (quite often decision-making) after they have

done something as a preparatory action. The image is that the action

expressed in the main clause is on top o/the accompanying action, as

shown in the following diagram.

Main Action

Preparatory Action

(KS(A)) (Ex.(b))

(no) ue de 549

2. The verbs of the main and preparatory actions are non-passive, voli-

tional verbs.

(1) a. mtirl^&M- {%k*2tttz /**JLofrofcl ±"C,

(He married her after he found a new job / a new job was

found.)

(He killed himself / died after he had sorted out all of his

assets.)

Compare the following four sentences in which main and preparatory

actions are stated in active or passive predicates.

(2) a. ??£0>fflWiJ: < $J&£ti£Ji^, tt»#tt*ft5^S.rtf0

(For this problem a conclusion should be drawn after a

careful investigation has been conducted.) [passive-passive]

b. ?£oMtti±* <nsi/fc±-e. fSi^aisns^i^
(For this problem a conclusion should be drawn after we
have conducted a careful investigation.) [active-passive]

c. *iORliii < W£3tifci:-e, tttffcWf-*a£ 0

(For this problem a conclusion should be drawn after a

careful investigation has been conducted.) [passive-active]

(For this problem we should draw a conclusion after we
have made a careful investigation. [active-active]

3. N in N no ue de as exemplified by KS(B), Exs.(g) and (h) is typically a

noun of investigation, interview, discussion and the like. And the noun

is usually a Sino-Japanese noun that takes (o) sura.

[Related Expression]

Vfe kara is close in meaning -to Vinf-past ue de, in that both express two

actions in sequence. In fact, all the KS and Exs. can be rephrased using Vfe

kara, as long as the verbs are volitional. See Note 2.
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[1] a. l1±±V/r»e>)
t W^vVcLS-fc (=KS(A))

b. i <f«1S*|gL^o {fc±?/T*6-} f fta&fcfcfc^-CLj: 7^
(=Ex.(a))

"e>4v* 0 (=Ex.(b))

However, there is a crucial difference between the two constructions; Vfe
kara is used solely to indicate time sequence but Vinf-past ue de is used to

indicate a preparation for a relatively important action. Therefore, there are

cases of Vfe kara which cannot be rephrased by Vinf-past ue de as in [2], In

these examples, Vfe kara part lacks the sense of prerequisite. That is why the

use of Vinf-past ue de is impossible.

[2] a, ^a»>X$^±^V^^7-*j|af (T*>6 /*fc±V} A&o
(Mr. Jones always goes to bed after taking a shower.)

b. i#-fii|riiJ:^ ix»6/*it±x) §fetfo£ 0

(After eating her supper, Yukiko went to a movie.)

c. Ei^coifcHo {T#6/*fc±?} fcV¥£K**o
(It's already been 10 years since we bought this house.)

If Vfe kara indicates a preparation, then, the rephrasing is alright as in [3].

[3] a. Ifl^ L {T#S/*:J:?} M*Mtefz 0

(I visited with my friend after calling him.)

b. ffiU£>TMBo4l^i^ iX»&/it±X) |i:o< 0

(He always goes to bed after looking at the following day's

schedule.)

(<=> kara2 (DBJG: 177-78))

ue(ni) 551

" - •,-•„..
,

as well; in addition; besides;

furthermore; moreovitlS
1

!^
only - but also

[REL. ~ bakari de (wa) naku ~

(mo); bakari ka ~ (sae); da/ce de

(wa) nafru - mo; sono ue]

Topic Adj(/)-inf

1*4 L ft

(Besides the fact that this movie has an interesting storyline, the cast is

good.)

(B)

Topic Vinf

ttli

(Not only did he .find me a job, he even lent me some money.)

(C)

Topic Noun

Jl((C)

(She is fluent in French because she majored in French and, in addition,

she lived in Paris for a while.)
>' ^ i^ 'l 1

.

ue (hi) ±(tw) -con/

a conjunction which introduces an

additional, emphatic statement

Key Sentences

(A)
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Formation

S ±0-) (the same as the relative clause connection rules)

Kxumplcs

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(Not only was Mr. Yoshioka divorced by his wife, he also (lit. even)

lost his job.)

|ft±^^toTv^J:(|:)| Kill!. <> * v
> fire & *>*^ftf^So^

(Because I am not only old but also have no special skills, it is hard to

find a job.)

(This car sells well because (besides the fact that) it seldom needs

repairs (lit seldom has trouble) and furthermore it gets good mileage.)

ft tf-Li

(Besides being small, my apartment has a lot of furniture, so there is no

space for guests to sleep when they come.)

(My apartment is convenient for commuting to work and, furthermore,

the rent is inexpensive.)

(g)

(Ms. Tanaka is very popular because she is good not only at teaching

but also at taking care of her students.)

(When he was caught for speeding, he had no driver's license (i.e., he

was not licensed) and, moreover, he was drunk.)

Ni- after ue is optional

.ue (ni) /uru/eru 553

[Related Expression]

Ue (ni) can be rephrased using bakari de (wa) naku ~ (mo) or dake de (wa)

naku ~ (mo), as in [1],

[1] a. ioHbHH±K<0«S**fflev> {Jb(lC) ft <

(tt)ft<) ea<>w»o (=ks(a))

b. m±&¥ifLotfr<tifz {±(C)/Hr*iJT»((i)ft< /«ltr
<tt) ft < } ±5#i T?»LT < itfc 0 (=KS(B))

c. $&i±7v v^sfjwn-e** (±(ic) / (fjmf(B)ft< /

«

im«)ft< ) /<*; i:uiie.<fi^i>m, 7?v*ii#
9 (=KS(C))

0=> da/re de (wa) na/cu - (mo) (DBJG: 97-100))

uru/eru ?#§ ( 5 § / X. 3 ) a«x v. (Gk 2) <w>

can; possible; -able

[REL. koto ga dekiru; rareru]

Vmasu

(I think its possible for the Japanese language to become an interna-

tional language in the 21st century.)

Ymasu n h I x. h

an auxiliary verb that expresses

possibility

Key Sentences
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l5&/x.i) (canhappen)

& 0 (can exist)

(The fluctuation of stocks can happen any time.)

(b) lit A,tO^M±^m U#& 0

(The majority of cancers are preventable.)

(c) -«K:EfiELft*MROftiiKf>n.-Cv>S 0

(The number of vocabulary items one can memorize at one time is

limited.)

(d) MM&t&ZkKZ-oxW$*Mt U#£ o

(By doing exercise one can maintain one's health.)

(e) a^mcok^ttz^tz^^fix-$m%^o
(One can learn the basics of Japanese in roughly two years.)

(It is quite possible that the Japanese economy will go into a slump.)

L The auxiliary verb uru/eru is used primarily in written Japanese, but it

can be used in formal speech as well, as in:

(We never thought that such an incident could occur on cam-

pus.)

2, The basic conjugation pattern is as follows,

{3it/**.*i} if

uru/eru 555

[Related Expression]

The auxiliary verb uru/eru can be replaced either by Vinf-nonpast koto ga

dekiru or by rareru, except when the verb is totally non-controllable, such as

okiru 'to take place' or aru 'to exist,' as in Exs.(a) and (f).

[1] a. Z ffl^K tt B *B(±S*i&K i 4 »;»* / 4 *i * / 4 * £ fc

#"fcti3fc5} Llio (=KS)

b. UtA,t°<DtfA,\$¥ffi /HAS /T5Ct*f|±J3R3}o

(=Ex.(b))

(=Ex.(e))

*£} 0 (=Ex.(a))

** ti* ^ fc^BJ** } (=Ex.(f))

Since the basic meaning of uru/eru is the existence of possibility (not abil-

ity), it cannot be used in a sentence that expresses pure ability as shown in

[3]-

Ji'fV lift

[3] a. §SiH#l§£ itiVi/MtZ fc#&J*« / *ISU§-5} 0

(He can speak Japanese.)

(ototo ga de/f/n/ (DBJG: 200-01); rareru2 (DBJG: 370-73))
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Vmasu u

a continuative form of a verb

which means UV and ..."

Key Sentences

(A)

and; -ing

[REL. Vte]

Vmasu

(John was born in Japan and studied at a Japanese school until he was

ten.)

(B)

Topici Vmasu Topic2

fetrK US),
in*

mi

(My father works for a baric and my mother has a boutique near my house.)

Examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(Everybody contributed some money and bought a present for Kyoko's

new baby.)

(As for shrimp, you take their shells off and fry them lightly in salad

oil)

to

(In Japan we've been in the rainy season for a week (lit. since a week

ago) and had gloomy days every day.)
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(d) ^^E+H^fciB&U ttiM-f- to

(Commemorating this school's fiftieth anniversary, we are going to

have a celebration party,)

(e) ftHliE#lc4 0, «Sli#ll±t:4ofco

(My first son became a doctor and my second, a lawyer.)

.(f) H3&t|rjLolroMi:3|o3S4
v

Ufco

(The man pulled the strap in front of the cart and the woman pushed it

from behind.)

[Related Expression]

The fe-forms of verbs (Vte) are also used to mean *V and The difference

between Vmasu and Vte is as follows.

Basically, in "Vjte ~ V2
" there is a close relationship between the action in

Vi and that in V2 . No such relationship exists between V! and V2 in

"Vimasu ~ V2
." Usage restrictions differ depending on the subjects of Vi

and V2 .

A. When the subjects of Vi and V2 are the same:

A-l. Vte

In general, "Vjfe - V2
" is used when the two actions are closely related and

the sequence is important. More specifically, Vfe is used in situations like

those in [1] - [3].

[1] When one action (V2) cannot take place until another action (Vi)

takes place, as in (a) and (b):

a. #l±+B?V*--b^ HroT/*fT*} Kv*W*L**t.*Uf*&

(I have to go to the department store to do some shopping

today,)

b. *** IJtT/**} Mo^t^Wt^o
(I'd like to decide whether to buy it or not after I see the real

thing.)
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[2] When Vt represents the cause of V2 (a special case of [1]), as in (a;

and (b):

(He damaged his health by overworking.)

b. *A4&ii&co§i& {AT /???!,} &K&it&Lfc 8

(Seeing my face, the baby suddenly began to cry.)

[3] When Vi represents a means or manner of doing V2 , as in (a) and
(b):

a. ff^nUn km^-iz i|ot/???iii) ^-s^f < 0

(Kyoko goes to school by bicycle (lit. by riding a bicycle) every
day.)

(I did the work with gloves on.)

A-2. Vmasu

In general, "V xmasu . . . V2
" is used when two actions or states are not

directly related. More specifically, Vmasu is used when the times of two
independent actions or states overlap, as in [4] and [5].

[4] Overlapping actions

a. i§ii±J:< {«§/*fK>T}, j;<3U 0

(Yukio works hard and plays a lot.)

b. mt/*K^T), !lA^0

(Everybody was surprised and saddened by the news.)

[5] Overlapping states

a. v-y **** tfmkb£<tevX

(Jiro likes classical music and knows many performers, too.)

(We love peace and hate war.)
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A-3. Additional information before V2 and acceptability of Viriiasu

When the action of Vi precedes that of V2, Vte is preferred. However, when
additional information precedes V2, Vmasu is acceptable even when the

action of V] occurs before that of V2 (e.g., KS(A) and Exs,(a) - (c)). Com-
pare (a) and (b) in [6] and [7].

[6] a. x fcfilBifc {Ct*T/*€f* }, 0^*ii" o

(As for shrimp, you take their shells off and fry them.)

b. ilfttS* Ifr^T/frf}, * 9 ^iTCS
(=Ex.(b)>

[6] a. :nitM"Pi»^T/*»8l0i^fo
(You eat this after grilling it over charcoal, (lit. This, you grill it

over charcoal and eat it.))

(You eat this with soy sauce after grilling it over charcoal, (lit.

This, you grill it over charcoal, dip it into soy sauce, and eat it.))

The acceptability of V^asu in this situation may be due to the fact that

when additional information occurs before V2, the focus shifts from the rela-

tionship between the two verbs to the additional information before V2 .

A- 4. Stylistic use of Vmasu

In sentences involving a series of verbs, Vmasu is often used in situations

where either form can occur. This choice is stylistic and avoids the overuse

of the Vte form. For example, in [8], Vt-V5 can be re-form verbs. However,
because Vb V3 and V5 must be fe-forms (See [1]), the Vmasu form would

more commonly be used for V2 and V4 .

[8] mz&B, 41", tVn°- ^ {n -pT-/**?*} (=V,) *v>»*L
(=Va), *<Dli, fcfifK WoT/^V) (=v3)Wu>oj£*ii*
(=v4) f -fc*fc&*S?Se2K (#->t/*#im (=v5)

(Today I'm planning to go to the department store first to do some
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shopping, then, to stop by the bank to open a new account, and on

my way back, to meet a friend of mine at a coffee shop to return her

book.)

In conversation, however, such stylistic control is difficult and, therefore, Je-

forms often occur for every verb. This is the reason why in some situations

the use of Yte sounds colloquial and the use of Ymasu sounds formal.

A-5. Vfe / Ymasu and controllability

In "Vite ~ V2," because the action in Vi is closely related to the action ofV2 ,

both verbs must be either controllable or non-controllable, as in [9] and [10].

This is not the case with Ymasu.

[9] a, fiii*Vtc#oT, yx-Vtf)£h£#fcfc 0

[Both controllable]

(I met Bob and asked him about Jane.)

b. $mtzttzi#7K {£t\/?&^T}, ^x~y<D££«:§fefcc
[Non-controllable and controllable]

(I saw Bob accidentally and asked him about Jane*)

[10] a. Z*)\±WlL£.3L*3-#.-oT, mUZtlfco [Both non-controllable]

(The pickpocket was found by a detective and was arrested.)

b, xv\immz /?ji-p#oT}, W$frhmt$¥k*)tzo

[Non-controllable and controllable]

(The pickpocket was found by a detective, and he (=

pickpocket) jumped off the train.)

B. When the subjects of Vi and V2 are different:

When two different subjects are involved in "Vjte - V2
" the action of Vi

has not necessarily been completed before that of V2, as in [11].

[11] IW^&i^T, m^tf^y$r*{^tZo
(Tsutomu baked a pizza and Toshiko fixed a salad.)

(O ~fe (DBJG: 464-67))
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Vmasu as a Noun

Ymasu used as a regular noun

Key Sentences

(A)

Ymasu (=N)

(Because he is still young, his thoughts are shallow.)

(B)

Ymasu-Ymasu (=N)

(It is relatively easy to speak Japanese, but reading and writing are hard.)

(b)

Kxnmpk'.s

(a) #t> *) #£ittia, <%& 0

(If the end is alright, all becomes good.)

(Life without play is boring.)

(c) &l<7>j| ul o (a^v^iv^o
(It is better not to borrow or lend money.)

(We went to Tokyo Disneyland but it took more than five hours to get

there and back.)

(e) Amm*ht<D&kt*o
(Life is a series of wins and losses.)
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1. The Vmasu of practically ail the verbs can be used as a noun, except

Sino-Japanese su/itv-verbs. Some of the verb stems (Vmasu) are treated

like real nouns and listed as such in dictionaries, taking the topic marker

wa, the subject marker ga, the direct object marker o, etc. It is strongly

suggested that the non-native speaker / writer check each use of Vmasu

as a noun in the dictionary.

'smell'31 J,AwlA 'reDlacement'JLVUlUvvIJllvlli

thought leave-taking

'street' 'feeling / love'

'upbringing' 'feeling'

'talk' 'hope'

'rule / regulation
5

'continuation/ sequel'

at
'beginning' 'holiday / rest*

'end' 'answer'

*•

'change' 'encounter'

Some verb stems (Vmasu) can be used in a compound of the Vmasu

Vmasu form as exemplified by KS(B) and Exs.(c) - (e). In this case, the

two Vmasu show contrastive meaning. More examples follow:

<ntt is

(2) ±*3T0

fa

1 ^

'ups and downs'

'comings and goings'

'give and take'

'taking in and out / depositing and withdrawing'

'sleeping and waking up / living'

'up and down' (lit, floating and sinking)
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3> Some Vmasu cannot be used as a noun in isolation, but can be used as

such in a compound.

(3) mm*) 'an erudite person*

'slow walking'

IF** t

rfcyEK 'dying in vain'

7E£ 'the viewing of cheny blossoms'
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[emphatic] [do I does I did) V;

will V; {am I are I is I was J

were} Adj. / N; (not) V / Adj. /

N
[REL. koto wa]

Sentencei Sentence2

Vmasu

fir* I± Lit
SIC

. X?'-' t

(I am going (there) but I cannot help you, all right?)

(B)

Sentencei Sentence2

Vfe

(I <wn tired but I don't want to take a break yet.)

(Q

Vmasu

(That guy would not understand even if you explained it to him.)

wa -(£ prr.

a particle which emphatically

affirms or negates the proposition

represented by the preceding ver-

bal and other related elements

Key Sentences

(A)

wa 565

Sentencei Sentence2

Topic Adj (/) stem

< A*,

(Those pants are cheap but they are a little too old-fashioned.)

(E)

Topic Adj (/) stem

<

(This book is not expensive at all when you consider its content.)

Formation

(i) Vmawrtt Lfcuj

1 L ii 1 1* ( rt
s
) / U 4 v v

} (s.o. will tell (but) / will not tell)

(ii)
. VfcH± fVSW/V**^}, / *4v>}, etc.

j^Tti (s.o. .fa eating (but) / is rw? eating)

(iii) Adj(/)stem < li { £> £ (#) / &

BH < Ii ( * h ( j>* ) / 4 v >} (S .t. is interesting (but) / is «o* inter-

esting)

(iv) {Adj(na)stem/N} "Cli {*S (**) / 4^}

«f8"Cl:± {*&(**) / (s.t. convenient (but) /is iwf con-

venient)

(*4(W/4;H (s.o. b a student (but) / is to/ a student)
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(I do drink but don't like it very much.)

(b) ?IiiH*il*ii6(d;1-^^ 8S*liL*v\,
(He can read Japanese but cannot speak it.)

(c) fl&te^y KK&KfcoTttv**** ltt-ftfc*TV»;& 0

(She ij lying in bed but her eyes are open.)

(d) AKti^i****, M^lifiSi^v> 0

(I wifl take the exam (and see what will happen), but I have no
confidence that I will pass it.)

(e) ffittflf*# o X 6 ffc § |± L4 v> 0

(He does nor listen, no matter what we tell him.)

(This vase ij expensive but it is valuable to that extent.)

(g) ^<OM»iJ: <#^filfilL<ii4uMiT^o
(If you think carefully, this problem should be difficult.)

(h) fcOBIiSW-Cliiofc** ^lEfcifcfcLfcO^ffcfcofco
(He was smart but he was fired because he did something illegal.)

(0 <S f4B*A (i* * **, *4 t> B*Bti*S:v» 0

(He ij Japanese but cannot speak Japanese well.)

L Affirmative forms such as Vmasu wa suru, Adj(/)stem ku wa aru, and
{Adj(na)stem/N} de wa aru often appear with the conjunction ga in

contrastive sentences. (i=> wa i (DBJG: 5 1 6-1 9))

2. Adj(na)stem da wa nai and N de wa nai are, in fact, the ordinary nega-
tive forms of Adj(na) and N + Copula and do not express any special

emphasis,

3. When auxiliaries occur with Vte, wa follows Vte, as in Formation (ii).
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When auxiliaries occur with Vmasu, however, wa follows the auxil-

iaries, as in (1),

(1) a. 3^fcV*^«tffc<tt*S(#)
(want to play)

b. #*>* a £ - m*>* i hm
(looks like it's about to fall down)

(talk too much)
f

'

4. In casual conversation sound changes may occur in Vmasu wa shinai, as

in (2).

(2) a. Gr. 1 verbs;

- (C)V wa shinai ~ (C) ya shinai

(C: consonant; V; vowel)

Exs. fr S * U ftC^ (//tf wa sWna/ — ftya s/?/na/)

S^ L * L * (kai wa shinai kaya shinai)

b. Gr. 2 verbs and irregular verbs:

(C)V wa shinai ~ (C)Vya shinai

Exs. JL^ L # t * (m/ wa s/vna/ — n?/ya s/?/na/)

b ft l"* (febe wa sWna/ — fabeya s/w?a/>

t^ U & l * (s/?/ wa shinai ~* sfrya s/?/na/)

^* L ft t * (W wa s/i/na/ ^- fr/ya sh/na/)

[Related Expression]

Sentences with the emphatic particle wa can be rephrased using the structure

X koto wa X, as in [1]; however, X koto wa X is more emphatic than wa.

[i] a. fT<cfctttr**raw^;is*^o (=ks(A))

b. «tlT^*Zttt(flrtlT)^**f * £fic*fc< &v* 0 (=KS(B))

c. *<OXaK>1±*t^ fc tiSfc*ri**> £ o iiJ#ftMtL/ic (=KS(D))

This structure is usually not used for negative sentences.

(=0 koto wa (DBJG: 206-08))

x
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wa iu made mo naku Itmo < adv. phn <w>

not to speak of; let alone; not to

mention; to say nothing of

[REL. - bakari de (wa) naku

~ (mo); wa iu ni oyobazu; wa

mochiron]

Key Sentence

Noun Noun

mm WW
(The duty of the presidency requires physical strength, not to mention

brains.)

X atf- y itW 9 £ V t & < (not to speak of sports)

(a) BlliMlif^fi^, ii##VI^ 0

(In Japan houses are very expensive, not to mention land.)

(This university excels in facilities, to say nothing educational pro-

grams.)

(c) . «ii¥SiiW^*T^^<, iI**»B4tt**LTV>*o
(He is working even on weekends and holidays, not to speak of week-

days.)

(d) 5^U7>li**£*#4*>-C, ^{*W^£-tH&<,

(Julian is a vegetarian, so he doesn't eat fish or chicken, let alone beef.)

an adverbial phrase that conveys

the meaning of 'not to speak of

s.t./s.o/

wa iu made mo naku 569

(That student doesn't know even hiragana and katakana, let alone

kanji.)

The adverbial phrase X wa iu made mo naku is a continuative form of - wa

iu made mo nai> which means 'it is needless to say X; it goes without saying

X' as in:

(1) ii^i*-tiiS5*T**^ 0
v

(It is needless to say that reading books is very important.)

(2) A£fc#*a*#*a^B*5*T*4i\i
(It goes without saying that there are ups and downs in life.)

[Related Expression]

Both - bakari de (wa) naku - (mo) 'not only ~,
v wa mochiron 'of course ~

and wa iu ni oyobazu *to say nothing of ~' can replace wa iu made mo naku.

[1] a. ±$m<DMmimm *< /uns.
CMf), fltfJt>5#3*t*o (cf. KS)

iI*4feHfett*S:LTV^4 0 (cf. Ex.(c))

The only difference is that X wa iu made mo naku is used primarily in writ-

ten Japanese, whereas ~ bakari de (wa) naku ~ (mo) and wa mochiron can be

used in both spoken and written Japanese, wa iu ni oyobazu is not used in

casual speech.
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wake- da foit/S phr.

a phrase which presents a fact or

truth known to the hearer as an

introduction to a following state-

ment, or which gives emphasis to

a fact or truth which the hearer

might not know

as you know; the fact is that ~;

the truth of the matter is

that ~

[REL. no da]

Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence

Sentence2

4

(As you know, we lost our leader with Prof. Fukuda's death. From now
on we have to advance this group by ourselves.)

(B)

Sentence!

t>\fx,

Sentence

i* i«i lx & zit%mtf%tftu£ft e, ftv^

(War is accompanied by great sacrifice, as you know, and we have to

avoid it at any cost.)

(C)

Sentence i

Sentence2

t*

(Today, even children know that the earth is round, but the truth of the

matter is that before Columbus everybody thought that it was flat.)

Formation

(i) {v/Adj(/)} mti
114

{mi~ I K L tz } *> 11£ (s.o. will talk / talked, as you know)

/ ift^o fc} fr&tfi (s.t, is / was expensive, as you know)

(ii) Adj(na)stem {ft /rtfofc} tokit*

{Sh5>ft /1§frfz-otz} fotjtz (s.t. is / was quiet, as you know)

(iii) N {X$>& /tz->tz(otX$>vtz)} frbffz

responsibility, as you know)

(s.t. is / was his

(a)

(Unfortunately, the negotiation this time, as you know, ended up with a

result like this, but we are planning to keep negotiating from now on,

too.)

(b) S4l±#<0S««rB*£«l

(We have incorporated a lot of technology into our everyday life, as
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you know, but whether or not all of it has brought us happiness is ques-

tionable.)

(I've been doing research on animal communication, as you know, and

various interesting facts have become known from this research.)

fitSCt **** L o ^m*T v* * f 3i»i*Jt*com fc ft * *>

(As you know, whatever you do, whether or not you have built a firm

foundation for that is a key to your progress, and in fact, you can say

the same thing about foreign language study.)

(Babies, themselves, do not talk, but the truth of the matter is that they

are learning language when they are spoken to.)

tl.h*i> ,
n> if a - * ft L-C-^o X ^tzt>\fXto

(We would be in trouble immediately if computers were taken away

from us now, but the fact is that we were getting by without them a

decade ago.)

In casual conversation wake, anjnfonnal form of wake_da, is used quite

frequently to give slight emphasis to a fact when the speaker does not

expect the hearer to know about it. (1) presents an example.

(1) ft^ofc^fc.v^fc^oM^^^^TfcfcWo^.fiLTia
X 3-Mr£U^Kt K.ft o T, RSt:1tK Lfc totto

(When I got back home, my cousin Masa was there. While we

were talking, we decided to go to a disco and I called some

friends of mine.)

Wake da, as introduced here, should not be confused with the use in

which two propositions X and Y have the relationship "given X, one is

wake da 5 73

logically led to Y" as in (2). In this use, wake da is interpreted as "it

means that ~ " "you mean that ~," "that's why " "no wonder," "that is,"

"in other words," etc.

(2) a. Teacher: %l±*a-aIIBB*^trS 4t (=0Qo

(I'll be in Japan for a week beginning next week.)

Student; £*, »iMVftlM=Y) bttTTfro

(So, you mean there will be no classes next

week?)

b. $>3-£X-^{±B#£+*«>v>fc^ (=X) *$£ 0 B*
ll^i^ft (=Y) mt£o
(I heard that Mr. Jones was in Japan for ten years. That's

why he speaks Japanese well.)

c. ys-vX^liB*^**^** (=Y) fclttfo B*C+*
tv»fc^« (=X) *}£o
(No wonder Mr. Jones speaks Japanese well. He was in

Japan for ten years, I heard.)

0=> wake da (DBJG: 531-34))

[Related Expression]

In some situations no da also conveys the idea "the fact is that For exam-

ple, KS(A) and (C) could be rephrased as [1] and [2], respectively, only [1]

does not convey as strongly the speaker's expectation that the proposition

represented by the preceding sentence is known to the hearer and [2] does

not give as much emphasis to the fact represented by the preceding sentence.

[1] flfflft&eo^Ti&jf ii'J-^^otLio tzQVTtf, 3*(±ft

ae#"ec<0^*5MlS*"Cv>^ft»t*Ltfft 0 Htho
(We lost our leader with Prof. Fukuda's death, and from now on we

have to advance this group by ourselves.)

[2} ^X^^mm^^tlt^X^^lc>X^^ t
nn>7^JaMli

(Today even children know that the earth is round, but beforq

Columbus, everybody thought that it was flat.) ' <
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Wake de cannot be rephrased as no de, however, because no de conveys a
sense of reason or cause, [3], for example, does not mean the same thing as
KS(B).

S

(Because war is accompanied by great sacrifice, we have to avoid it

at any cost.)

On the other hand, wake da cannot be used to provide or ask for an expla-
nation of, or a reason for, information shared by the speaker and the hearer,
as in [4] and [5].

[4] 4
?6o^-^^-K.fifr»t**^

L

A
<S^<S^4 {A/©/

(I can't come to today's party. I have a lot of homework.)

[5] [Looking at someone doing something]

A: flTSrLTVi* {A/*felf} VTJ)\
(What are you doing?)

B: B*Bf*»MLTv^ {A/*t)tt} TTo
(I'm studying Japanese.)

(^ no da (DBJG: 325-28))

wake de wa nai fc> T*ti& l * phn

a phrase which is used to deny

what is implied in the previous or

following statement

It does not mean that ~; I don't

mean that ~; It is not that ~; It

is not true that ~; It is not the

case that
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Key Sentences

(A)

Sentence!

Sentence2

Adj (na) stem

(«)

(It is very difficult to solve this problem. But that does not mean that it

is impossible (to solve).)

(B)

Sentence!

Vinf

Sofii: a*,

Sentence

(I don't mean to oppose your idea, but I wonder if things will go well

using that approach.)

(C)

Sentence

(Obtaining a good result is not enough, (lit. It is not that it is all right if

just the result is good.))
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Formation

(i) (V/Adj(/)}inf (fcv*$)*>lfei±&v

iftfri /frfrotz] {t^i)fc>WT\$%;^ (It does not mean that

s.o. understands / understood s.t.)

[Um I JBtf»o £} ( i ) toftT*Ei& V> (It does not mean that s.t.

is/ was bad.)

(ii) Adj(na)stem {%/tz-otz} tottrti&v*

(ft §4/11:1 tz o A: } to tt t? ii 4 v * ^ does not mean that s.t.

is / was no good.)

(iii) Adj(na)stem{(fi)/^o^} i *>tm±fcv»

tag (tz) / t*o tz) k tottttift (It does not mean that s.t.

is / was no good.)

(iv) N£ofc*>»mifcu>

Co to f1 tt& v * (It does not mean that s.t. was a failure.)

(v) N {(tz) I tzofz) fcv^-fctfTNi*^

/ tzotz) b v\o *>ttT«i&V> (It does not mean that s.t.

is / was a failure.)

Examples

(a) I
l

itiS*4»)fc<S^4v^, ^^fc^fcft^lifcv^
(I do not eat much these days, but it doesn't mean that I have no

appetite.)

(b) H^££#v>-T^&i^\ V:/iv^ toit^Si&v^

(I haven't written a book for the last few years, but it doesn't mean that

I am in a slump.)

(It's been decided that this project is going to be stopped because of a
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lack of funds. However, it doesn't mean that what we have done up to

now is going to be a total waste.)

(d) v^< ibB*I§^**v>tWoTi^i-*4^toit"e(±4^ 0

(Although I say that I cannot speak Japanese, it doesn't mean that I

cannot speak it at all.)

(I don't mean that I don't understand what you are saying, but I think

you'd better give up this plan after all.)

(I don't mean that there is no hope, but you'd better not expect too

much.)

(I don't mean that I don't like him, but I do not want to marry him.)

(h) mt>HtzZ fc«»tl<-Cv»fc6*it'C^tv^fo»t'CI±4vx0

(Doing only what you are told to do is just not enough.)

(i) A: Z.<b$%±&<%frbt£^&^1rfr*
(Can't this patient be saved (lit. at all)?)

(No, it is not that he can't be saved.)

1. Wake de wa nai, the negative form of wake da, denies what is implied

either in the previous statement (e.g., KS(A) and Exs.(a) - (d)) or in the

following statement (e.g., KS(B) and Exs.(e) - (g)). In either case, wake

de wa nai sentences and the previous (or following) sentences are often

connected by conjunctions like ga and shikashi.

«> wake da (this volume; DBJG; 531-34))

2. In some situations the ideas whose implications are denied by wake de
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wa nai are not stated (e.g., KS(C) and Ex.(h)). For example, KS(C)
denies an implication of (1), the idea which is not stated in KS(C).

(I) »^^tli||> 0

(It is important that the result is good.)

wake ga nai (t & I ^ phr.

a phrase which negates the exist-
j

There is no reason why It is

I

ence of a reason to believe that ) impossible (for ~) to ~; cannot

s.o. does s.t. or is in some state, or > [REL. hazu ga nai]

that s.t. takes place; or which >

negates a possibility of s.o.'s I

doing s.t. or being in some state, I

or s.t's taking place I

Key Sentences

(A)

Sinf * nonpast

(There is no reason why you cannot do such an easy job.)

(B)

Sinf- nonpast

(It is impossible to be able to master Japanese that quickly.)

s
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Formation

( i ) {V / Adj(/)}inf. nonpast fcttjJ*4v*

£r>£ £>tt^&v> (It is impossible to understand)

M0 tt **i5r v> (it is impossible for s.t. to be interesting)

(ii) {Adj(na)}stem &t>tt^&^

£ ti^ftfoWft^ (it is impossible for s.t. to be clean)

(iii) N-C**;b*t:i*fcv*

5fc&T& S & tt 3>*"4 v> (it is impossible for s.o. to be a teacher)

Examples

(a) *A,-%Zt £ LT"v>v>fc«-#fcv* 0

(No one is allowed to do that kind of thing, (lit. There is no reason why
it is all right to do such a thing.))

(b) ^&wt£HoTA##^:btt^&v> 0

(There is no reason for people to be pleased if you say such a thing to

them.)

(c) $S]&if*AsftVt^ZtZmifr *ta*a V >0

(There is no reason for her to say such a terrible thing. / It is impossi-

ble for her to say such a terrible thing.)

(d) Stt*^K-^oTVr^^**}Jt34»ft"^ 0

(Being that drunk, he cannot be all right.)

(e) *OJgOW*^C:^4^cScv^^tl^f4^/* 0

(Things at that shop cannot be this cheap.)

(f) tt*#c^^lcc:^ftWKv>**>^^i«3S:v*o
(It is impossible for her to be in such a place at this time (of the day).)

>4»-dC3 -to fit**'

(g) m^<D^<D^m^.X^^t>lf^tj:^o
(It is impossible for him to be a graduate of this school.)

' i -
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Wake ga nai basically negates either (a) the existence of a reason to believe

that someone will do / does something, will be / is in some state, or some-

thing will happen / happens, or (b) a possibility of someone's future / present

action or state, or a future / present event. Thus, sentences before wake ga

nai are always nonpast. However, wake ga nai can indirectly negate the

existence of a reason to believe that someone did something or was in

some state, or that something happened, or negate the possibility of a past

action or state by presenting the negation in a statement about a common

belief, a habitual action or state, or one's ability. For example, KS(B) can

be used in a context as in (1).

(1) A: f-^-JUX^-^-CB^S^v^^- LtzZ^tzlo
(I heard that Charles mastered Japanese in a year.)

B: %ifi£d 0 B*mttJtA>%£m< vx*-ffi*&frtt**4^o
(=K5(B))

(You are kidding! It is impossible to be able to master Japanese

that quickly.)

[Related Expression]

Hazu ga nai expresses an idea very similar to wake ga nai. Thus, the key sen-

tences above can be rephrased, as in [1],

[1] a. ^:^*^$Lv^*^l:^tB*^^ {tolt/tttfl affft^o

(=KS(A))

b. B^RW^A/fcKaK ^^fflB {to.lt/ tt-fl

(-KS(B))

However, hazu ga nai can be used with past sentences and it negates the pos-

sibility of a past action, state, or event, as in [2]. (See Note.)

[2] a. A, £ i * U *: {lit/ ???to ) #4 1\
(It is impossible for her to have done such a thing.)

b. m*UW£t£vit mt7???totf} tfftt^o

(It is impossible for him to have been an excellent student.)

(=> hazu (DBJG: 133-35))
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1

wake ni wa ikanai frttlC&t^&u phr.

cannot; cannot but-; cannot

help -ing; have no (other)

choice but to ~

[REL. koto ga dekitv\ -mkereba

naranai; rarenai)

Key Sentences

(A)

Vinf.aff-

nonpast

(There will be final examinations next week, so I cannot fool around

this weekend.)

(B)

Vinf-neg- nonpast

fcH0L4^ tottK(£v^&^ 0

(Since it is the wedding of my close friend I have no other choice but

to attend it.)

(i) Vinf-nonpast

fif< tottKttW»4v* (s.o. cannot go)

( i i ) Vinf neg • nonpast 4 v > to. 11 1 .{± v > ?J*4 v 1

BEi 4 V > to 11 K li ^ 4 v * (s.o. has no other choice but to read s.t.)

a phrase which is used to indicate

that one cannot do s.t. due to an

external circumstance
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(I have no reason to receive such an expensive gift.)

(b) %<d x *> 4^v^#-C'^*§AtlBJe't4ib^t^-^±^^

(A young person like me cannot attend such a meeting.)

(I don't have a regular job, so I cannot get married.)

(I have to drive from now, so I cannot drink.)

(e) ££&|w*5SoTV*40"C f
^&fcltKliv>§ £*A,o

(I still have work to do, so I cannot go home.)

(f) £Wiffi$&<OT, K1-;bitKtt^£i*^o

(This is a secret, so I cannot talk about it.)

(This paper is important, so I have no choice but to read it.)

(h) !t^<0i^*O£*&, Si|^F4:i=^ftv^*tUJ±v^4v^

(It is my boss's order, so I cannot avoid writing the report.)

1. Wake ni wa ikanai is used to express the meaning that one cannot do s.t.

because of an external circumstance. So, the phrase cannot be used to

indicate a simple fact of incompetence. For example, (la) presents a

simple case incompetence, whereas (lb) presents a case in which one

cannot play the piano owing to some circumstance (e.g. a baby is

asleep). Actually (lb) presupposes that the speaker can play the piano.

(1) a. Ulitfr/^iwfc^o
(I cannot play the piano.)

b. m$^7J £3¥< feWCttl^frftiiV,

(I cannot play the piano (owing to some circumstance).)
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2. -nai wake ni wa ikanai is used to express the meaning that 's.o. has no
other choice but s.t.,' as shown in KS(B), Exs.(g) and (h).

3. There is no affirmative counterpart of wake ni wa ikanai.

(It's a fine day, so we can play tennis.)

[Related Expressions]

I. Regular expressions of potential, (i.e., rareru and koto ga dekiru) can

replace wake ni wa ikanai as shown in [1 j.

[1] a. *att»3*jWR36**4*5>
f ttfi^ftl*

tlia*4t^o (cf. KS(A))

b. zitfrbmmL%wti\£% mi
A/KCCfcttffl**-&>Uo (cf.Ex.(d))

i *A,} 0 (cf.Ex.(e))

But rareru and koto ga dekiru cannot replace wake ni wa ikanai unless an

external circumustance which blocks s.o. from doing s.t. exists, as noted

in Note 1.

(^rareru2 (DBJG; 370-73); koto ga dekiru (DBJG: 200-01))

H, -nai wake ni wa ikanai can be rephrased by -nakereba naranai, but

notice that the latter expresses obligation, responsibility and necessity,

whereas the former expresses the idea of 'to have no other choice but to

do s.t'

[2] a. mi<DfflftStt*frt>, mffiL&tttil£&$&^0 (cf. KS(B))

b. £OttX*±«Srtftf»& f .tt*4W*itir*6ftt\> (cf.Ex.(g))

» nakereba naranai (DBJG; 274-76)
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yaru1 ^5 v. (Gr. 1)

send; give; do; play; operate;

eat; drink

[REL. sum]

Noun(place)

J pttr

(Poor families cannot send their children to college.)

(B)

Noun

iz lis*

(I intend to give a bike to my younger brother.)

(C)

Noun(sports / game)

(Won't you play tennis this afternoon?)

(D)

Noun(occupation)

(I'm now (lit. doing) a Japanese instructor in the U.S.) —
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(E)

Noun(role)

(The role played by Toshiro Mifune is a male with a strong sense of

justice.)

(F)

Noun(cigarette/alcoholic drink)

(I was smoking up until last month.)

Formation

( i ) s.o. s.o. 4: place \z*?&

ft^A^SrnBK^-So (I will send my son to a foreign country.)

(ii) s.o. ifi s.o. \z s.t. 4:^4

WflfcttZAM&^&o (I will give my younger sister a doll.)

(iii) s,o. it* s.t.fc-f*

d*#K±* * & o (My friend is (lit. doing) a lawyer.)

Examples

(a)

(I sent my son to the post office and had him buy stamps.)

(b) ISlC£0;t3**o.Tbo
(Give this food to the cat, OK?)

(c) *L*:j6\»

(Did you do your homework?)

(d) fxXH*^*o
(Shall we play chess?)
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(e) W^7^^^^>»to
(We will have (lit. do) a class reunion next month.)

<f) ^oiltL^^, Mk&&*)*otv>t^v> 0

(I'm coming in a bit late, so please start eating without me.)
sit

(g) ftttffitfctfz i-*A, 0

(I neither drink nor smoke.)

(h) &l±*^&£tt;ffi**o-Cv*i+ 0

(I have been learning flower arrangement since last year.)

(i) «*±>h*v^v»«v^^^i^>i)iL3to
(When 1 was a kid I suffered from various diseases.)

(j) 3&&VvX%jkt:*vX\t*&o
(My friend is running a jazz cafe.)

1
• The meaning of the transitive yerhj/a/u depends on the structure in

Which it is used and on the meaning of the direct object noun.

Structure Meanings Examples

a) s.o. ga s.o. o N(place) ni yaru 'send' KS(A), Ex.(a)

b> s.o. ga s.o. ni N o yaru give' KS(B), Ex.(b)

c) s.o. ga N(sports / game) o yaru 'play' KS(C), Ex.(d)

d) s.o. ga N(occupation) o yaru 'work as' KS(D)
e) s.o. ga N(role) o yam 'play a role' KS(E)
f) s.o. ga N(food / alcoholic drink / 'eat / drink / KS(F), Ex.(f), (g)

cigarette) o yaru smoke'

g) s.o. ga N(work / task) o yaru 'do' Ex.(c)

h) s.o. ga N(event) o yam 'hold' Ex.(e)

i) s.o. ga N(hobby / subject) o yaru 'learn' Ex.(h)

J) s.o. ga N(illness) o yaru 'suffer from' Ex.(i)

k) s.o. ga N(store / company) o yaru 'run' Ex.(j)
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Note that the structures for c through k are identical The only crucial

difference among them is the meaning of yaru
1

depending on the mean-

ing of the direct object nouns.

(c^ageni1
; agent2 (DBJG: 63-67))

2. Yaru has the meaning of 'drink/ 'eat,' and 'smoke' but the usage is very

much restricted, as shown in (1).

(1) a. $a&£v>u>tL£ (ifc^SUfc/'VUSUftJo
(Yesterday I ate delicious sushi.)

(You shouldn't smoke here.)

c lite;*tl/>^y^-X*-i {fosT/*^JS Tlo

(Every morning I drink one cup of orange juice.)

Besides KS(F), Exs.(f) and (g), there are only a few expressions which

can be used correctly,

(2) a. ^|fcftfc-tt*V*tfA#o

(Won't you drink with me tonight?)

b. ^^M<0t<A*^oTT3t\>
(Please help yourself to the dishes.)

[Related Expressions]

I. Yaru can be replaced by sum in the cases of c, d, e, g, h and j of the

chart in Note 1. That is, sum lacks the meanings of 'send,' 'give,'

'learn' and *eat / drink / smoke/ When yam can be replaced by sum,

the difference between yam and sum is a matter of style: the former is

more informal and colloquial.

[1] a. *pf&, t-X £ b % -MTu 35»o (cf. KS(C))

b. 4-7 * V * "C B*mv®M £ LTV * To (cf. KS(D))

c. HIS®:B[5Wt5SE±iE«!i05t^M/io (cf. KS(E))

d. mm £ b £ b tz t\ (cf. Ex.(c))
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e. MM * ? A* £ b $T o (cf, Ex.(e))

f. f(i/h$v^v^i/^M«^l/f Ito (cf.Ex.(i))

[2] a. A^SrKffi^K f?ot/*tt}, SrIotf?tt 0

(=Ex.(a))

b. WKiOxSS: {^^T/*l/Tl too (=Ex.(b))

c. £l±*^j6»6£tWE* I^t/*IT) n £•*-<, (=Ex.(h))

d. $y±JBfefclfC4 {*V**A/*b*#>lJ 0 (=Ex.(g»

H, Su/u can be replaced by yaru only when It means 'play,' 'work as,'

'eat / drink / smoke.' That is, yaru lacks the meanings of 'make,' 'wear/

'have,' 'feel,' and 'cost.'

[3] a. *^(ir^h*^?L< {Lfc/*^o£} 0

(The teacher made the test easy.)

(Kyoko is wearing a beautiful scarf.)

(Yoko has long legs.)

d. ^ftcoj^ { b * L 1/ fc} 0

(I heard children's voices.)

e, w^«Ptj-tt+3?R (t§/*?5}0

(This watch costs 100,000 yen.)

(^surtf-suru* (DBJG: 428-37))
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yaru 2 ^§ omx. v. (Gr. 1)

an auxiliary verb which expresses

the idea that s.o, does s.t. undesir-

able to s.o. else when he/she

knows his/her action will cause

hardship or trouble

Key Sentence

(knowing that it will cause s.o

trouble / difficulty)
;

[REL. kureru; morau]

Vte

(I teased Tadashi.)

Formalion

Vte

v> K#T ((I) will bully s.o.)

Examples

(a) JU-A*- h3m»B*^jft»»L*V^-C f jtfgfcBo.T^fco
(Because my roommate never cleans our room, I complained (to her

about it).)

(b) Ijltflofca-C, 4f4 0oltT^ofc 0

(I was so mad at him that I shouted at him.)

(I had drinks at my company's expense.)

(d) ?lirKy-i,»») LTlbo fc tS^VarV^-Ctio -||o

([From a wife, to her husband] Hiroshi always plays video games (lit.

TV games) and doesn't study at all. Will you talk to him (lit. tell him
off) about it (lit. once)?)

(c)
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(e) WO^b fcH^fc^ofc^L* LT-^tio

(If he doesn't listen, threaten Mm a little.)

1. Van; is one of the "giving" auxiliary verbs meaning 'do s.t. for s.o/

However, it is also used when A does something undesirable to B

knowing that A's deed will cause B difficulty. For example, KS states

that the speaker teased Tadashi, with the implication that he knew that it

would make trouble for Tadashi. Compare KS with (1), which is a neu-

tral statement and conveys no such implication.

(1) SfUiESr^Sfrofc*

(I teased Tadashi.)

(*>ageru2 (DBJG: 65-67))

2. The subject of Vfe yaru is the first person in declarative sentences and

the second person in interrogative sentences, commands, requests, or

suggestions. (2) is ungrammatical unless the speaker / writer is totally

empathetic with Taro.

(2) *±B li&H&#$#vT* 1t o

(Taro teased Jiro.)

[Related Expressions]

I. The auxiliary verb kureru, which usually means 'do s.t. for 'me/ is also

used when an action causes difficulty, as in [1], Here, kureru expresses

strong feelings of unhappiness, anger, etc., on the side of the person

who is affected by the action.

[1] a. vj- U -<i t A,'~C 4 v-v* t * UT < flfco

(Jerry did a terrible thing to me.)

b. J: < fctfQ£#3(M*T < fifcfcfco [female speech]

(You really disgraced me!)

Note that in the above sentences the verb phrases tondemonai koto o

sum 'to do a terrible thing' and haji o kakaseru 'to disgrace' represent

yaru2
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undesirable actions. If a verb phrase does not represent an undesirable

action, kureru means 'do s.t. for me' as in [2].

[2] * A h ttftolk&ACT < h fto

(Kate ate my fish for me.)

(K>kureru2 (DBJG: 216-19) ; rareru1 (DBJG: 364-69))

EL The "receiving" verb morau (not the auxiliary verb morau) can also be

used when the sentence object is something undesirable, as in [3].

[3] a. t»j Y\ZKki%bv1t*
(I got a cold from Ted.)

b. KftC^gE&tt*^ ftSoTl*? tco

(I got an awful assignment from my boss (lit. section

chief),)

morau 1 (DBJG: 261-63))

yatto ^P-ot adv.

an adverb to indicate that s.t, desir-

able has been finally achieved

or will be eventually achieved

though with great difficulty

finally; at last; barely

[REL. karojite\ nantoka; toto;

Key Sentences

(A)

(I finally finished writing my Japanese history term paper.)
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(B)

A% CAS
t

(This street is so narrow that one ear can barely go through.)

(C)

Yinf • nonpast

TS ^•ob

(My Japanese language ability is barely enough to make greetings.)

(D)

(DZbX, such Aft o

(At long last, I could buy a house.)

(i) -^otVinf

-^o £ { J*x.£ / ^X-fc) (I am/was finally able to meet him.)

(ii) ^otVinf

-^o t { fkfi5 / ft ii } (can / could barely ride)

(iii) Vinf-nonpast^^oi: {tz / /fofc}

?* ?# o £>#^= o t {/i / fc* o £ } (s.o. can / could barely say so)

(iv) ^ot^^ht

v

o tf) £ t tf { SI < / # v vfc } (At long last, s.o. gets / got there)
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Examples

l*AtL
. . lit

(a) #£0ftv4«fcot, ^o£.ttM>#tftofc 0

(The long winter that lasted for half a year has ended and finally the

warm spring is here.)

(b) B#T—^WH#!§£ML£k, ^t, B*K#iIi;* J: o K*

(After I studied Japanese for a year in Japan, I finally reached the point

where I could make myself understood in Japanese.)

(c) ^'^Ait^J^^^H^^x^tiiif, bUmttzi otz

(The couple have been together for a very long time, but it seems that

they finally got married.)

iprt am**Aft in i z $ \f\

(d) &m<DW1**t:immT bfttftitzo

(It seems that finally I can travel abroad which was a dream I cherished

for a long time.)

^_ , £ £ , lit U*> U li^ T^L* t

(I ran to the station from my house, and I just caught the 7:30 train,)

(f) J: 7 4vh3v>T/t- h i:Aofc fl

(We moved into a small apartment which can barely accommodate a

family of four.)

(My father is suffering from pain in the lower back, and he can barely

walk around the house.)

(h) ^otcitf, *±mon±K3»v^ 0

(With the greatest effort, we reached the top of Mt. Fuji.)

1. The adverb yatto can be used with Vinf when s.t. desirable has been

finally achieved, as exemplified by KS(A) and Exs.(a) - (d). If s.t. neg-

ative has been brought about the adverb cannot be used.
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(i) a. ^m^mmo^M^hfx^tz^, [**p-?t / tst? /

(He was receiving treatment for cancer for four years, bui

he finally died.)

(They have been unhappily married for some time, bui

finally they got divorced.)

2. The adverb can also mean 'barely' as in KS(B), (C), Exs.(e), (f) and (g)

3. Yatto no koto de is a set phrase that emphasizes the time and efforts i*

takes for s.t. positive to come about, as exemplified by KS(D) anc

Ex.(h). The English translations are
6

at long last,' "with the greates

effort,' 'with the greatest trouble.'

[Related Expressions]

I. Yatto and yoyaku are very close in that both of them indicate eventua

completion of something positive; the only difference is that yoyaki

sounds more formal and is usually written.

(From the bottom of my heart I would like to congratulate yo'i

on your graduation today after long diligent study.)

II, Yatto can be replaced by adverbs nantoka and karojite as shown in [2]

Both nantoka and karojite mean that s.t positive has been luckib

accomplished in spite of difficulty. But the latter implies that almos

insurmountable difficulty has been cleared.

[2] a. B#5&<&"ffl#^#- 1* * {^vt/fttft/frZSUX
#&»A.fco (=KS(A))

b. Zwmt&W- W?t/f9t#/ #5 5 Ur

}

< bwH&'Tt+o (=KS(B))

However, when yatto indicates that it is a matter of a long wait befor
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s.t. desirable is realized, it cannot be replaced either by karojite or by

nantoka as shown in [3].

[3] a. ^Ofiv^ioT, {tot Ut/*flt
*} «jH>#C4-ofco (=Ex.(a))

b. J|k4oT, I^P^t 5 i;T/*wt*i MM**

(Ten o'clock came round and finally the office opened.)

(The boring lecture finally came to an end,)

III. Tsui ni is another adverb which indicates that either s.t. desirable or

undesirable has finally come about or will come about after a relatively

long process. It can replace yatto in KS(A), Exs.(b) and (c). If the

result is a natural one as in Ex.(a) yatto is preferable to tsui ni. Also, if

the focus is placed more on current difficulty rather than on a long

process as in KS(B), (C), Exs.(f) and (g), the replacement is impossi-

ble. (See Note 1.)

-yd 1 £o suf.

a noun-forming suffix which

means a way (of doing s.t.)

a /the way to; a /the way of

4ng; the way (s.o. does S;t.)

[REL. -fetfa]
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Key Sentences

(A)

Vmasu

„„.^...-| I,
, JH -H-H IH _,II.HM^P| II 'll.*——~ -^Hh-lHl -H I ll-l— .H.. ml I— „ I. ^ll'l—'lH - -I III 1 I*

X 9

(There is no way to correct this composition,)

(B)

NP/Adj(na)stem Vmasu

t<

(There is no way to save (him) with this grade.)

(C)

{V/Adj.)te. Vmasu

«± Xd **

(We cannot fix it now that it is broken to this extent.)

(D)

{V/Adj./N+Cop.}inf*past Vmasu

h m id

(There is no way to defend ourselves if all of them attack us at the same

time.)

Formation

Vmasu X 9

X 0 (a way to write)
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o

Examples

(a) -tiiilMc^i^^v
(There is no other way to think (about it).)

(b) B#»#*^fcKT#C*^LJ:}*>fcv>
(There is no hope to do with such poor Japanese. (lit. There is no way
even to do if his Japanese is that poor.))

(There is no way to have him work if he cannot read kanji)

(d) £ <JCfyx.JC9 #*frv> 0

(There is no way to teach if there are this many students.)

(e) -e-A,ftA*^SrS*Lfce>'Sit J: -5-**ftv* 0

(I cannot answer if you ask (lit. I am asked) that way.)

(f) fM:ioTHotiU^?^^ 0

(There is no point apologizing to me (lit. even if you apologize to me).)

(g) m*\z*t) m±tt\,><Df*z$ fr0

(Isn't there any other way to do it, I wonder?)

(h) j|o 6 4 v > <£> (ill L J: 9 ^-/utzXo

(It's because your way of searching (for it) is wrong that you cannot

find it.)

(i) m&x7izx^T&z<D^m±m l

4ti> ttis 0

(Depending on how you read it, this letter can be taken as a suicide

note.)

1. Vmasu-yo is most commonly used with ga nal 'there is no way to V;

cannot V.'

2. Although Vmasu-yo can be used in affirmative sentences (e.g., Exs.(h)

and (i)), it is most commonly used in negative sentences.
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3. Vmasu-yd often appears with conditional clauses ending in -te wa,

-tara, or -fe mo, as in KS(B)— -(D) and Exs,(b) - (f).

[Related Expression]

Vmasu-kata also means 'a /the way to V; a /the way of V-ing.' However,

Vmasu-kata cannot be used with ga nai to mean 'there is no way to V; can-

not V,' as in [1].

[1] a. iOflrfcttilL (=KS(A))

b. £fcjfi*i;*( = -CI±)ttt* {£5/*-%} #4v* B (=KS(B))

c. *A/3ftr-cw«Ftc*ie>-r*^: e>war 1*5 /*#) tffc^o

(=KS(D))

Unlike Vmasu-kata, Vmasu-yd cannot be used to mean *how to V,' as in [2].

[2] a. l-LOftU J *«cir¥sv^
(Please show me how to make sushi.)

b. m^comW^^ wr/M^i a v>
0

(I don't know how to study kanjL)

It is also noted that Vmasu-kata is used to mean s

way' either in terms of

method or manner, as in [2] and [3], while Vmasu-yd is usually used to mean

'method.'

[3] a. fltill^ib {£7??«fc9} #jfcF&Zfo

(I like the way she talks.)

b. UttB^v^A: {#/??£ 9} *1"4o

(He eats in a funny fashion.)

(o-JMa (DBJG: 183-84))
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probably; likely; must be;

should; ought; naturally

[REL. dard; deshd)

Vmasu of Vpot

±

(Even the first year students of Japanese (probably) can read a passage

of this level.)

(B)

Vvol

. .
0 £ ****** *• *

MM

(If you walk around without wearing an overcoat on such a cold day, it

is a matter of course that you will catch a cold.

(C)

Adj(na)stem

£ <0Rft ftKM* « CO |±

(It is probably / must be easy to solve this political problem.)

-yo2
-cfc"? atux <w>

an auxiliary verb that expresses

the writer's conjecture about some

potentiality or his certainty about a

given state of affairs

Key Sentences

(A)
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Formation

( i ) Vvol (V: non-controllable verb)

Iptt «£ 9 (s.o. (probably) can write s.t)

tti^ «£ -9 (s.o. (probably) can do s.t.)

(ii) (Noun -I- Pit) Vvol (V: non-controllable verb)

@ 6 3£#> ± 7 (it is natural that one wakes up)

H'^bS*'^**^ (s.o. probably understands Japanese)

(iii) Adj(na)stem n-

'(SfljT^>^ -5 (s.t. is probably / must be convenient)

Examples

(Regarding this problem, all sorts of political solutions can (probably)

be considered.)

(b) Z 0> t: 7 J V ±$ tzo tzh^iz & 5§Ut i 7 o

(Even a child should be able to play this piano sonata.)

(c) w ^fg^#(£3& SO&EH.B * K l±#rt J: 7 o

(We should be able to write this report by next Friday.)

(d) a<0*7-K±*Uff KT^*** do

(If you go up that tower, you should be able to see the entire city.)

(e) ^vli^ait, *5W)¥fP*±lt^ta*J:do
(With the improvement of U.S.-Russia relations, it is likely that world

peace can be maintained.)

(f) fcAftfcfri^C hiZtltzh, M&ltTo
(If you are treated as badly as that you naturally get mad.)

(g) &1x.t*fttr*>+<% + i*$m, 4% do

(If you work as crazy as that, you will naturally get ill.)
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(h) ioa0trii*O-A#*liftfc-C*i&do :

'

;

(In this neighborhood it is probably / must be dangerous to walk alone

at night.)

L The auxiliary verb -yd is used to express either the writer's conjecture

that s.t. can be done or his belief that s.t. should happen. The struc-

ture ~ N + Prt + Vvol, always expresses certainty, as shown in KS(B),

Exs.(f) and (g). Adverbs such as sazo 'surely* and kitto 'certainly' also

indicate conjecture with a feeling of certainty. Otherwise, the auxiliary

verb is subject to either interpretation.

2. The auxiliary verb -yd is primarily used in written Japanese.

3. The Adj(na) version of -yd is Adj(na)stem + deard. For the Adj(/)

version, see kard of this volume.

4. The negative versions of -yd are Vinfnonpast mai (V: a non-controllable

verb), Adj(/)stem + ku arumai, Adj(na)stem + de wa arumai, respec-

tively.

(l) a. -^iffiu^${i/J^^^c^i^^i,st^
(An elementary school child might not comprehend such a

difficult passage.)

(His lecture might not be interesting.)

c. mm<omm^mtTtt& § * iv
(Economic recovery might not be impossible.)

[Related Expression]

Dam, the informal, spoken7 written form of deshdt is a contracted form of

deard and can replace all the uses of the -yd without changing the meaning.

Deshd, the formal spoken version of dard also can replace all the uses of -rd.

(->cfero(DBJG: 100-02))
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[1] a. £ ©eSojbfc& h B im<n—%-ScX 6 Sift S {
£'3 5 / V L *

3 } 0 (cf. KS(A)>

/X'LAO)o (cf. KS(B)>

(cf. KS(C))

yori d; ^ arfv.

ajL^d\«i:^wMeh^onns_fee_com- 1 mj«e ~ (than now; than s.t. at

[
RatatiyS—<rf an adjective or an I present: than otherwise)

|

adverb to mean 'more - than now [REL. motto]

Key Sentences

(A)

Topic Adj.

H i)
;

(We are always trying to offer better services.)

(B)

Topic Scond Adv,

Wis.
~

(We can teach foreign languages more effectively if we utilize new
technology.)
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(C)

Sinf* Adj.
1

(It is more educational to have children think for themselves.) r^*r

*Adj(na) and N 4- Cop. must be in the prenominai forms.

Formation

( i ) Adj.

i OlPBV* (more interesting)

(H) A *) Adv.

J: sEStK (more accurately)

Examples

(a)
(iff

(b)

(c)

- 0BKW*«<«6$ O

(The development of faster and larger (lit. of a larger capacity) storage

devices will continue from now on, too.)

to
(We Would like more people to use this facility.)

(In order to make the body lighter, aluminum alloy is used for this car.)

("Lighter, thinner, and smaller" is our company's motto,)
tfh U x < L if& X S

(e) *fe4r«3fc
f J&«ft»-fcfca-0

(Using original colors would make it more stimulating.)

(If we utilize telephone lines, we can offer this service to users in a

larger region.)

(d)

(f)
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(g) *tfi Wa^^f-Aco^-J: ^So^K/i^o
(A centralized system would probably be more efficient.)

(h) rtwlk\&+&is#z ol^-cto
(Commuting to work by bus is more economical.)

1. The adverb yori was derived from the particle yori 'than,* Yori

Adj. /Adv. expresses the idea 'more Adj. /Adv. than now or than

otherwise* and is used to make a general comparison rather than a com-

parison between two specific entities. For example, KS(A), (B), and (C)

are equivalent to (1), (2), and (3), respectively.

(1) feitii^ofe^cfcU X\**y—\£X0)fam&to.X^t+o
(We are always trying to offer better services than (we do) now.)

(If we utilize new technology, we can teach foreign languages

more effectively (lit. than not doing so).)

(3) ^ftarKS^^AS*****. *5Lftt**Utt.#tt£o
(To have children think for themselves is more educational (lit.

than not doing so).)

(oyori 1 (DBJG: 564-67))

2. If X (no) ho ga is present, as in KS(C), the sentence is comparative

without yon. In this case, yori is used for emphasis.

(<=£> ~ ho ga ~ yori (DBJG: 140-44))

[Related Expression]

Motto also expresses the concept of 'more.* However, motto is more collo-

quial than yori. Thus, the combination of motto and yoh the literal version of

// *good,
5

is awkward, as in [1].

[1] ft£Wv>o<) f {*U J:i^-if^©llttlc*a6Tv>ito

(=KS(A))
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On the other hand, motto can be used when a specific item of comparison

kore J are I sore yori 'than this / that / that
9

is known from the situation or

context, whereas yori is unacceptable in this situation, as in [2].

[2] a. {*-3fc/*«fc»J} *3v»wi*0**A/*»o ••<•
:

(Do you have a bigger one (than this)?)
" 4

(I thought that that movie would be more interesting (than that),

but it was disappointing.) ,

;

c. {*-?£/*cfcfrJ} (/:(H)SLiisotf^> 0

(Please have more (than that).)

Note also that when X ho ga 'X is (more)' is present, motto implies 'much
more/ while yori is simply for emphasis. (See Note 2.) Compare [3a] and

[3b].

[3] a. ^^Tiittt*3S*r*-5fceiS«j"Cto
(Commuting to work by bus is much more economical.)

b. ^xxmt&%&£vmmr*to (=Ex.(h»
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zaru o enai g5 £%& t * awe. <w>

an auxiliary indicating that there is

no other choice but to do s.t.

cannot help -ing; cannot (help)

but; have no choice but to ~;

have to

[REL. -nai wake ni (wa) ika-

nai; -nakereba naranai; shika

nai]

Key Sentence

Vneg

?>>

(It was a textbook so I had no choice but to buy it, although it was
expensive.)

l oi m;ttion

Vneg ^**||4rv»

^ £#& v * (s.o. cannot help eating s.t.)

Hffr£& £#&v> (s.o, cannot help going there)

Exception:

£#&v> (s.o, cannot help doing s.t.)

Kximiplcs

(a)

(b)

(If you go to Japan you cannot help but adapt yourself to Japanese

customs.)

(If a subordinate is told by his superior to go out drinking he cannot

help going with him.)

(c) tin tt <d ^t-^ s fur v» a «o e>

,
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(Because this many people have been murdered by guns, I feel that we
cannot help but control possession of guns more strictly.)

(Since John was able to speak Japanese fluently and read newspapers
with ease in one year we cannot help calling him a genius of language
learning.)

(Since Japan is a country lacking natural resources, she cannot help
relying on exports.)

1. Vneg zaru o enai is used in written Japanese to express an idea of 'can-

not help -ing/

2. The irregular verb suru changes to se before zaru o enai, as shown in

Formation and Exs.(c) and (e).

3. Just like its English counterpart, the verb that can be used in Vneg zaru
o enai has to be a volitional verb, so a non-volitional verb such as

wakaru 'understand,' dekiru 'can,' tsukareru 'get tired,' komaru 'get into

trouble,' mieru 'can see' and every potential form cannot be used with
Vneg zaru o enai

[Related Expressions]

I. Vneg zaru o enai can be replaced by Vneg nakereba naranai when the

latter means 'have to do s.t. because there is no other choice.'

[1] a. *iittW*ofcrt*
f ftft#£^fc#&RfcftWfttfifcS4

frpfco (=KS)

(=Ex.(a))
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X 9ltL< 3^ bn-;uu*»ft(f«.6ft^o (=Ex.(c))

When Vneg nakereba naranai is used in a context where one has to do

s.t. because s/he has an obligation to do it, it cannot be replaced by

Vneg zaru o enai, as shown in [2]. In [2] the writer had made a promise

with s.o. to go see a movie and as a result of that had to leave home

right away. In such a case Vneg zaru o enai cannot replace Vneg

nakereba naranaL

(I had to leave my home right away, because I had arranged to

go to a movie.)

But if the same predicate is used in a situation where there is no choice

but to leave a place right away, Vneg zaru o enai can replace Vneg

nakereba naranai, as shown in [3].

[3] $i^frh<D^tzvtz<DX\ tCttiiHt l4#titf464fro
It I ?**»4*ofc}o
(Because it was the president's order, I had to leave right away.)

The crucial difference between the two structures is: Vneg zaru o enai is

used to express only a no-choice situation but Vneg nakereba naranai is

used to express either a no-choice situation or an obligation situation.

(jz> ~ nakereba naranai (DBJG: 274-76))

II. Vneg zaru o enai can be also replaced by Vneg wake ni (wa) ikanai and

V shika nai as shown in [4].

[4] a. -t*il±]K*ofc** f ft#*£ofctf»S> {mt>£%%m%fr

1th (=KS(A))

Ctfctt{CX»H*#tov/fc3 UfrfttMo (=Ex.(a))

Vneg wake ni (wa) ikanai can be used in both no-choice and obligation

situations, and implies the speaker's unwillingness to do s.t. indicated
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by the verb, whereas both Vneg zaru o enai and V shika nai are used

only in a no-choice situation. So in an obligation situation as in [2]

above, Vneg wake ni (wa) ikanai cm. be used but not V shika nai.

zo pn. <s>

a sentence-final particle that em-

phasizes a male speaker's emotion

about s.t. in his monologue or his

strong desire to draw s.o. else's

attention

Key Sentences

(A)

I tell you; I'm telling you; you

know

[REL. yo]

Sinf

St* if Z. #Mt r>X L £ o It -Co

(Hey, my purse has gone somewhere!)

(B)

Sinf

(If you don't hurry, you'll be late for the bus, you know.)

Formation

{V/Adj(/)}inf r

^£ -To (Hey, s.o. is going to eat it.)
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k^tzlfo (Hey, s.o. ate it.)

(Yuck!)

tT o -f0 (It was yucky.)

{Adj(na)/N} {ti/tzotz)

%SfcTo (S.o, is healthy.)

vt^ti-otz^o (S.o, was healthy.)

(a) ^Bii&O^tr- h*»fi^4-p0

(Wow! I can date that girl today.)

(b) Rtf-Fo i:»o*|**»<oJHli£jtS-o

(Strange indeed! My wife's face looks like a cat's face.)

(By God, this time I will get the Education Ministry's Scholarship.)

(d) <^o^-p0

(Thank God, today's Japanese exam went well!)

(e) ^BEiiv^f>, t-^-ikxfr^tz^^^o
(It's cold today, so you'd better go out with an overcoat on.)

(f) *, -k^ft^tib, flW**^*}^
(If you don't eat this cake, I will.)

(If you make the same mistake again, I'm not going to forgive you.)

(h) £v>, i<&v^-?0

(Hey, this sake isn't hot enough!)

(i) ^&&&LK*&^T&*L£-P0

(It's rude of you to come here without any advance notice. Do you

know that?)
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1. The sentence-final particle zo is used only by male speakers in informal

speech to express either the speaker's strong feeling about something in

a monologue or a strong desire to draw the hearer's attention to some-
thing.

i;

2. KS(A) and Exs.(a)~(d) are examples of a monologue in which the

male speaker is expressing his emotion such as dismay (KS(A)), joy
(Ex.(a)), surprise (Ex.(b)), determination (Ex.(c)), etc. KS(B) and Exs.

(e)-(i), on the other hand, are examples of other-directed speech in

which the speaker wants to draw the hearer's attention to something

assumed to be unknown to the hearer. For example, in KS(B), a father

can be the speaker who wants to draw his wife's or children's attention

to the fact that the bus's scheduled time for departure is drawing near.

3. The particle zo is used in informal speech only. When it is used to draw
s.o.'s attention to s.t., the addressee has to be either the male speaker's

equal or inferior. So, for example, a male child cannot use zo to his

parents.

[Related Expression]

There are four differences between the sentence-final particles zo and yo.

First, the latter cannot be used in a monologue but the former can, as shown
in [1] below.

[1] a. *&fi, W^O^ffot Lio/:cfco (cf. KS(A))

b. *^BIl*Oftf- hWmm&o (cf. Ex.(a))

c. *mtz£o IzmnMtimoM^&jL&o (cf. Ex.(b))

In other words, yo is always other-directed, but zo can be used either self-

directed or other-directed way. Therefore, in all the other-directed examples
zo can be replaced by yo.

[2] a. &#k\»bs<Alzm't)MK&& 0 (cf.KS(B))

b. 4BI±*V*a>fc, *-^-£MTff<?tzJjtf^J:.0 (cf.Ex.(e))
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c. ^#tfcU::**^T**L£J:o (cf. Ex.(i))

The choice of yo in the above sentences sounds much less persuasive and

informal than the choice of zo. Note that the sentences of [1] are all unac-

ceptable as self-directed sentences (i.e., monologues) but acceptable if they

are other-directed sentences. The second difference between the two sen-

tence-final particles is that yo can be used by both male and female speakers

but zo is used only by male speakers. The third difference is shown in [3]

below. In the sentence-final combination of yo ne (assertion + confirmation)

yo cannot be replaced by zo.

[3] a. «i£B*Oft»t±i*v^^t>ofc {<fcfe/*?ft)o

(Japanese politics has undergone tremendous change, hasn't it?)

b. B*AI±ttllH**jitfc+* (<tfe/*^felo

(Japanese people are concerned about how they appear to the

world, aren't they?)

The fourth and the last difference stems from the fact that zo can be used

only with informal forms as indicated in Formation. In contrast, the particle

yo can be used either with informal or formal forms.

[4] a. ^©Ilil^v^tt I J: / *?)o

(This book is interesting, you know.

b. $liB*AT+ {cfc/*-?} 0

(He is a Japanese, you know.)

(If you drink too much sake, you'll get ill, you know.)

(=>yo (DBJG: 543-47))
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Appendix 1 Katakana Word Transcription Rules

Katakana words, or borrowed words spelled in katakana, make up a significant

portion of Japanese vocabulary. When the original foreign words are used as

Japanese words, certain phonological rules apply to them, usually yielding

somewhat different pronunciations from the original.

The following is a list of correspondences between English vowels and

Japanese vowels to show how a particular English vowel is perceived by a

native Japanese. English is used here, because the majority of borrowed words

are now coming from English. Phonetic symbols are given in brackets.

(A) English [ee] (cat, salmon) [a] (cut, come), and [a] (suppose,

ahead) —* Japanese [a]

(A') English vowels [a:] (father, calm), [air] (service, fur), and |>r]

(doctor, better) —> Japanese [a:]

( B ) English [i] (sit, busy) Japanese [i]

(B') English [i:] (beat, chief) -* Japanese [i:]

(C ) English [u] (book, put) -* Japanese [u]

(C) English [u:] (soup, rule) -* Japanese [u:]

( D ) English [e] (get, friend) -» Japanese [e]

( E) English [0] (hot, yacht) Japanese [o]

(E') English [01] (all, chalk) Japanese [01]

The following rules can be used to interpret unfamiliar katakana words or to

transcribe foreign words in katakana.

Rule 1: Both [s] and [0] (the sound for th) are represented by *9" > A -fe

V.

Exs. service — j£— fcfX
seat-* j>— h

switch —> X 4 yf-

sex-» 4? 7 9 &
* in

socks —> V 7 ^ X . ,.-; .>f
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thank you —* j£ > —

think tank -* v > ^ # > £

theory -* J: * U —

Rule 2: Both [z] and [6] (the voiced version of [6]) are represented by

v X * V*.

Exs. Zambia -* jf > fcf7
zigzag -~* Z^jt^
zoom—> X—

A

zero ™» Jr n

zone —* >

godfather -* zfy K "7 r —jf

—

Rule 3: Both [r] and [1] are represented by 7 U ^ V D <

Exs. rice —> 7 ^ ^
radio —» _7 v ;j~

lamp _Z >
7°

rule —* 2^~2^

list —> 2* h

Rule 4: [tf] (churcft, c/ieese) and [d3] (judge, gesture) are represented by

•f- and v\ respectively.

Exs. cheese —*
- j£— X

kitchen-* * 7^ >

judge —* v v y v;

exchange^x^^fi > v

Rule 5: [ti] and [di] are represented by -f- 1 t 4 or f/f -f, respectively.

Exs. party -» /^ f 'f ™

ticket ->fi"7 f

dilemma —>
{
j/ / 7*4 } U >v

diesel-* {¥17*4 }--tf;V

Rule 6: [tu] is represented by 7.
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Exs. tool—*_7*~^

two -* 7 —

Note: Some Japanese can now pronounce [tu].

Rule ?: [tf] (diurch, cello) and [d3] (soldier, gesture)/ [3] (measure,

decision) are represented by f-jxf-xf-a and v5 9J -x

va, respectively.

Exs. Chinatown f-^r- 4 -J- # ^ >

chewing gum —* -^.a. — *f > #A
chocolate —* fja- n U— h

jumbo jet —* y > j. 7 h

juice ~* _7£- —

Johnson -* j/a > v >

Rule 8: Word-final consonants or two or more consonants in succession

are pronounced and written with a vowel placed after each con-

sonant.

84: The vowel [o] is added to a word-final [t] or [dj.

Exs. bat-* Ay J^

post—* ^^-_h
test-*

note—* y — _h

pound -* # yy
poolside -* 7°- )U -9- 4 Jf

Polaroid -* # 7 n 4 Jf

shade—* v^— Ji

(Exception: salad—* f9J3

8-2: The vowel [u] comes after [p], [b], [f], [v], [k], fa], [s], [z],

[6], [ts], [1] and [ml

Exs, grape -* ^ 1/~X
Bob -* sjfy

knife »> t^f 7
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drive-* K7^7*
mask-H> TRjr_

king -> *
bus~» A*
Lions Club -> 7 ^ >X ^ 7/
bathroom —» -A* — a
sports^ -**K-y

single -* v >

game—

>

The vowel [i] comes after [k].

cake ~* *r —^r (*^—

steak

strike —> X F7-f+ 'workers' strike'

(cf, Xh '?^ Strike in baseball')

8-3: The vowel [i] comes after [tf] and [dfe].

Exs, speech ~* ^ tf

coach 3 — f;

judge -* v -v 7

page—* P

Rule 9: Long vowels and diphthongs are represented by the lengthening

marker ~.

Exs. [gir] girl -* ff— ;U

skirt—> T^ii — h

curtain -* ti —r >

service -* -fr— f tf / ty 4 }

^

[ii] queen ^ ^ — >

Peter —> bf— # —

beef—* fcf
~- 7

cheese -» — £

[u:] groups yjv-y
coupon -* >

rule -* ;v— )u
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blue-* 7>-

[ei] paper -» ^—7 n°—

image —> 4 /• — 1/

inflation-* 4 >7 b- v 3 >
date -*

[01] chalk -* f- a — £

story-* X K 'J
—

hall -» ft
—

)]?

ball -*

[o ; r] form—> 7 t — A
sports -» ^ ^B— y
cord —» 3— K

pork^ ?

[ou] boat *-* h

show —> v 3 —

note -* J ^™ h

coat —> n — f

Note: The diphthong [ai] can be represented not by the length-

ening marker by Japanese [ai] as in:

spy -* Zs /iJ

wine ~* 7 4 >

pie~» J*

4

Rule 10: If the original English word has a word structure of [. . . Short

Vowel + Consonant . . then 7 is inserted before the conso-

nant. The original consonants are [p, t
, d, k, s, tf, d3, J, ts] at a

word-final position and [p, t, k, s, tf, J] at a word-medial posi-

tion.

10.1: [... Short Vowel + p ,. ,]

Exs. slipper [sligsr] -» X y y /•?

zipper [zigar] ~» v y

top [tag] -* h y 7
s

1
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10.2: [. . . Short Vowel + 1 / d . . J

Exs. motto [motou] —> •=& y h —

bat [baet]-> A 7 h

(Exception: butter [bAtsr]-w^ —

)

bed [bed] -» ^ 7 K

thoroughbred [Oairabred] K

deadball [dedhoil] -* 7 K^- ;u

10.3: [... Short Vowel + k

J

Exs. slacks [slaeks] -*X77^X
black [Mask] -» 7*7 y ?

kick [kik] -> * 7 *
-

cracker [krsekar] —

>

(Exception: necktie [nektai] * £ £ -f

)

10.4: [. . . Short Vowel + s. , . .]

Exs. message [mesid3] -» ^ 7 -fe- v
essay [esei] ™» x 7 -fe—

kiss [kis] —

>

(Exception: dress [dres] -> KWX)

10.5: [. , , Short Vowel + t|7d3 . . .]

Exs. watch [watf] —> 7 * y -f-

switch [switf] -» 7. <i y 7-

kitchen [kitfin] ~>^ i>f >

judge [jAd^] -* v -V 7 v
college [kalidg] —» * U 7 v
badge [baedg] 7 v

10,6: [... Short Vowel + J .]

Exs. cash Ekae/]

fishburger [fiJT^irgor] 7 v a if
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,

rush hour [rAjauor] 7 7 v a 7 7 -

pressure [preja/-] ^ 7" V 7 v -V
—

10.7: [. Short Vowel + ts .. .]

Exs. cats [kaets] ->^t77
guts [gAts] —» if 7 7

Notes 1. If the original English word has a word structure of

[. . . Long Vowel / Diphthong + Consonant . . .], the

consonant is not represented by the small 7 in Japa-

nese as shown by:

speech [spi:tj] ™» & fcf— 7-

beach [biitf]-* fcf-f-

peak [pi:k] -* t:-^

jeep [dshp]—» v — 7*

concert [kansart] n >•*)— h

rate [reit] —> — Y

coach [koutj] a— f*

out [aut] -» 7 7
- >

date [deit] —> h

Rule 9)

2. If a given word has a word structure of [. . . Short

Vowel + Consonant + Short Vowel + Consonant], not

the word-medial consonant but the word-find conso-

nant is represented by 7 as shown by:

rocket [ra-kit] -* n fr 7 V , pocket [pakit] ~* 7 K,

racket [raekit]--* 7 try h , ticket [tikit] K
topic [tapik] ^ h fc? 7 £ , classic [klaesik] -^ ^r/ 7 £

Rule 11: The nasal sounds, [m], [n] or [g], in [. . , Vowel Nasal + Con-

sonant) . . ..] and [. . . Vowel + Nasal] are represented by >. If the

nasal sound in [. . . Vowel + Nasal] is [g], it is represented not by

> but by

Exs. pink [pink] -* %

pin [pin] —» \£>

tent [tent] -> t> h

1
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campus [kaempgs] -» ^^>^X
companion [kampgenjan] a >s<—t >
lamp [temp ] ~* 7_>7°

song [soirj] -> V > y
gang [ga^g]-* ^> > y
singer [sir) gar] —> y >

(Exceptions: Hong Kong [hagkarj] ~» * >; 3 j>

ping-pong [pip-pag]

Note; If [m] occurs word-finally, [m] is represented not by >
but by A as in:

cream [kri:m] 9 V -A
dream [drirm] ~* K 'J

— A
game [geim] —> i±

Rule 12: There are a set of new spellings which attempt to transcribe the

original sound more faithfully.

Note: The katakana word in parentheses represents the older

transcription.

12-1: [fe],[fai],[fi],[fe],[fo],[fou]by 7 7, 7r^7^, 7
-x, 7 * , respectively.

Exs. fight [fait] -» 77^ h

fashion [faejan] Tjr 7 •> 3 >
feet [fist] -» 21- h

fiancg [fiiamsei]—» 21 T > -fe

feminism [femonizm] 7i * ~XA
festival [festavsl] ~* 7^ * 7" *

folk dance [fouk daens] -» 7_t - ^ jr v x
forum [foirsm] —» 2* ~~ 7 A

12-2: [vs], [vai], [vi], [ve] and [vou] by tfr, V'7 4 , 7*

,

# j. and »y * respectively.

Exs. vacation [vskeijsn] ^r^r->3 > a >)

violin [vaislin] -* *f r 4 0t x) > (>t4* }

) >)
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violet [vaialit] ^7 4 tUy h W^U-zH 1

victory [viktsri] ^ ^jf ? MJ — ( fcf ^ h y —)
Venus [vimas] -^ ^V -fx (fcT— f.x)

Venice [venis] -» —X (^—x)
vocal [voukol] ^y* # )V (sK- # ;v)

12-3: [wi], [we] and [wo] by -f , V x and ^ * .

Exs. wit [wit] ^11 ? h ( £ 4 v h )

wink [wirjk] -» ^1 > ^ ( ^ -Y > ^

)

Western [westorn] -» x X 9 > (*y^Z,9>)
waitress [weitres] h vjs (^.x.— j* u^)
water [woitsr] -» — £ — (^t— 9 -)

12-4: [qui], [que] and [quo] by 94 , 9x. and .

Exs. queen -» ^ — > {94 — y)
Quaker -+ 9_x- - # - j^—fj -)

quarterbacks 9 * — 9 —

M

y 9 (9 t—9—s<y 9)

12-5: [ti], [di], [du] and [tso] by TA , f * , fa and 7 7.

Exs. tea [til] -» f -

disco [diskou] —» f ^ .x n

duet [d(j)u:et]~» K

pizza [pi:tS3] —> 7 7 7

Rule 13: The correspondences between the Japanese palatalized sounds

and their English counterparts are as follows:

English Japanese Examples

(palatalized

sounds)

[k£e] cash [kasj] —> + 7 v ^
[kju] cute [kjuit]^ — h

tf«] -> ^ chandelier [Jaendslis] yt^f'JT
[Ju] shoot [fust] -XJL- h

Lfa] shop [Jap] v 3 y 7s

f -V challenge [tjslind3] -*"f , ^rV>V
[tju] fa tube [tju;b] —> f- a — 7*
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ft l\-kT cnoice [tjoisj ~>T3 I/*
fn ill!

tgaej gap igaspj —* t / /

y t jaui tu3«?mj —> X T «A

juice [{1311:5J v -3. — 7s

[d30u]
>%

*

y 3 joke [dsouk] -» x a — ^

In addition to the pronunciation-based rules give above, there are spelling-

based rules.

Rule 14: English [a] —> Japanese [a], if [a] is spelled a.

Exs; opera [apara] —» t ^_*7

banana [banaena] —>

parade [pareid] —> ^D V— K

Rule 15: English [a] —> Japanese [i], if [a] is spelled L

Exs. identity [aidentati] -> 7-Y T>-rJ_ t- -f

personality [pairsanadati] — v _U -r -f

stam/na [stsernana] X JS_^

Rule 16: English [a], [d] or [de] ~* Japanese [e], if [a] is spelled e or de-.

Exs. garden [gcnrdn] —> ^f— f; V

camera [kaemara] —> fiJi?

model [madl] -* ^y^v

Rule 17: English [a] Japanese [o], if [a] is spelled o.

Exs. lemon [leman] —> UfE >

inflation [infleijan] -> 4 >7 U — v_a >

communication [kamjuinakeifan] —jxa >

Rule 18: English spellings -age, -ate and -wer are spelled [e:] — v, [e:]

— h and 7 ^, respectively.

Exs. image-* -1* ^ — y
percentage —»v*~ -fe > r — v

chocolate 33 1^ — h

private —> 7
s

7 -tf ^— b

tower—*

shower —» 7 —

APPENDIX 1
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Appendix 2 Compound Verbs

A compound verb is a verb that consists of two verbs creating a specific mean-

ing not always predictable from the meanings of each element, The compound

verb has only one accentual peak and no other elements can enter between the

two verbs. The compound verb is either Vfe + V as in fajfte ageru 'to buy s.t

for s.o.,* tejjffe mi[u 'to buy s.t. on an experimental basis,' tejjtte oku 'to buy s.t.

in advance,' or Ymasu 4* V. In this segment only the latter will be exemplified

and explained.

The Ymasu to which another verb is affixed acquires additional meaning

such as 'to start to do s.t.,* 'to finish doing s.t.,' 'to continue to do s,t.,' etc. On

one hand there are some compound verbs that are so productive (i.e., they can

be almost freely produced according to the pattern) that they are not listed in a

dictionary. For example, Ymasu + hajimeru 'to begin to do s.t.,' Ymasu +

sugiru 'to do s.t. too much' are not listed in a dictionary. On the other hand,

there are other verb compounds that are so unproductive that they are listed in

a dictionary. For example, torhkaeru 'to exchange,' kaki-naosu 'to rewrite/

etc.

The following are a list of frequently used compound verbs with the pattern

of V t (= Ymasu) + V2 . For each compound verb given below the basic mean-

ing is given in brackets and the conjugation type is given in parentheses, fol-

lowed by English glosses (which are omitted when there is no close equiva-

lent). The symbols v.i. and v.t. stand for an intransitive verb and a transitive

verb, respectively. Generally speaking, the entire compound verb is an intran-

sitive verb, if Vi is intransitive, and a transitive verb if Vi is transitive.

v.i. / v.t. [to do s.t. mutually] (Gr, 1) do s.t. together; do s.t. with

each other

a. #U^T<;ft&A, 3KL**-pT < fih Atf^MSOXilfco

(A person who will rejoice with you and grieve with you is a true

friend.)

b . ZAli/KSiit-Cf^'&otv^o
(The two were arguing with each other over a trifle.)
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jp'TV I|jtU C fit*. life

(In this family the parents and the children frequently talk with
each other.)

(We jointly contribute money to rent an apartment.)

(A man and a woman are embracing on a bench in the park.)

±#'-5 v.i. fan action takes place upward] (Gr. 1) ~ up

Note: V, is an intransitive verb and is almost limited to a movement
verb.

(The man stood up and shook hands with the visitor.)

(When I accidentally stamped on its tail, the cat jumped up.)

c. m^^<m^im±t^tzo
(I ran up the stairs of the temple.)

d. #oTVti^&m Ifti±tf -p ft o

,
(The cloudy sky suddenly cleared up.)

US $ v.i. [to get tired of doing s.t.] (Gr. 2) get tired of -

Note: V, is almost limited to taberu *eat,' mini 'see' mdkiku 'hear/

(I've been eating sushi every day, but I am not tired of eating it.)

b. >f±4 j; 0

(I'm tired of drinking this wine.)

(His talk is always the same, so I am tired of listening to it.)

d. ^co^rtnMk^ktz<DX\ &tt#fcj: 0

(I saw this video many times, so I got tired of watching it.)
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.*

jttf5 v.t. [to cause an action to take place upward or to finish up s.t.]

(Gr. 2)

Note: Vi has to be a transitive verb.

a. ::oi£^±(fTT£^£*A^ 0

(Excuse me, but could you kindly lift this box, please?)

b. ^ Jfc Mr** -t o * < «#±if£o
(At long last I finished up writing the senior thesis.)

Note: If the connected verb is a verb that indicates s.t. that directly

involves a person, -ageru implies politeness, as shown below.

c. fttk<o&%mt igi*frb#&±tfT£i) i Ltzo

(I have known your name for a long time.)

*ph:b-#£ vi. / v.t. [to bring two things/persons together] {Gr. 2)

Note: When Vi is a v.t., it means 'to put things/persons together
1

and

if it is a vi., it means 'for two things/persons to be accidentally

brought together.'

a, fid t^^m^t r#j t^im&ikfr£t># :s>t, r£(&)j

(If you put the Chinese characters ~fc 'woman* and i1 'child'

together, you get the character if 'like.')

(I mix oatmeal, yogurt and banana together and eat it.)

(I met her at a coffee shop in front of the station.)

d.
. % mz.Mmtmm<»v

(The two of us happened to be together at the lobby of the same

airport.)

e. %mimmm k* n -&£>-&tz 0

(We happened to ride the same bus together.)
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—Afl% v.i. / v.t. [to get s.t. into some place] (Gr. 2) in; into

a. tfT / £i izmifX ti 3 <Dtf&Mtz o tzo

(It was hard to carry the piano into the house.)

(Please write in here the address and the telephone number.)

c. ifi^^r

^

(Dm o k &.m t> Ati-a ti-r/io

(The subway is expected to extend into this area, too.)

d. WjfiJ^ft i* H * fiW$ frh v » % .

t
»6 it®

i

JR 19 A ft fee

(During the Meiji era Japan adopted all sorts of things from the

West.)

(The president didn't accept my resignation.)

(^553-55)

v.t. [to send or send off after doing s.t.] (Gr. 1) send; ~ off

Note: Vi is very much limited.

a. «t:*IS*#Sa£.ofc e

(I sent a letter to my mother.)

b. SJtt^itT^ofeo
(I saw my friend off at the airport.)

(I will write them to that effect.)

~%kt> -5 v.i. [s.tVs.o. falls down in a certain manner] (Gr. 2)

a. n > ? U - h <D% %¥mz}$m*T^tz Q

(The concrete ceiling suddenly collapsed on us.)

b. &|>?tv*- hi*lktf$t$1to

(The department store burned down in a fire.)

(My grandmother fell down the stairway.)
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(The books slipped off the bookshelves because of the earth-

quake.)

3 v.i. [to descend in a certain manner] (Gr. 1) down

Note: Vi is very much limited.

a. ^m&mmvtco
(I ran down the mountain.)

(At the time of the earthquake I jumped out of the window.)

^-"F^T v.t. [to lower s.tVs.o. in a certain manner] (Gr. 1) ~ down

a. h^l*tAm%T6{s£o
(I pulled down the cat that had climbed up the tree.)

(The policemen struck down demonstrators with their clubs.)

(My house stands at a place that overlooks a lake.)

d, Ifi(0*^^^tv^E^IT5bT*^o
(A cold wind blows down from the mountain.)

Note: The following example has the specific meaning of 'to write a

new novel or play.'

e, ^mmmt^uiw^r^^^o
(The novelist wrote a new novel.)

/#lx5> v.t. [a process of doing s.t. comes to its end] (Gr. 1)

finish

Note: - owaru can be replaced without changing the meaning by

using ~ oeru.

a.. *U.MijCi*<>tW& |»ftofc/»*,fclo

(I finally finished writing my doctoral dissertation.)

i
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1

(I finished reading Tolstoy's War and Peace.)

&fci fi* Jf, . ± g j.

(When I finished watching the movie it was already past mid-

night)

Note: — £ cannot be used in spoken Japanese.

d, zo^m, *>?r* mt>-ifc/mxtz\?
(Have you finished reading this newspaper?)

*3If v.t. [to do s.t. again (and again)] (Gr. 1) ~ again; - back

Note: -kaesu is used with a controllable action verb.

a. *^«*^/Mii*tt*sur*?t-o
(I reread Soseki's novels that I had read a long time ago.)

(Someone was about to take away my valuable articles, so I hastily

retrieved them.)

c. l&htitzfrh, ROSELfco
(Someone hit me, so I hit him back.)

(Because that guy said an awful thing, I talked back.)

Note: In the following example the V, has lost its original meaning of

*to reel threads' using a weaving machine.

titz tit* ir <

e. * <D% \%n t Z t £{pTK & *) iK-To

(He repeats the same thing again and again.)

StA £ v.i. / v.t. [to replace s,t./s.o. by s.t,/s.o. else] (Gr. 2) change; re-

Note: -kaeru means replacement of s.t. by s.t. else but -naosu means
redoing of the same thing. For example, ki-kaeru/ki-gaeru

means to put on different clothing, but khnaosu means to put on

the same clothing again, so that it is worn properly.
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(The TV set which I just bought didn't work well, so I had it

exchanged.)

(The position of the sofa was strange, so we changed the position.)

(I replaced the books on the shelves.)

d. If m^ 3R Ul.*«t*0-9iX*:o

(At Shinjuku we transferred to the JR Yamanote Line.)

e. fe* l± S *t v *4 fflKK*J*X fc o

(She changed into a beautiful dress.)

v.i. [an event is about to take place] (Gr, 1) begin to ~; be about

to ~; almost -

Notes: L The verb is usually a v.i.

2. The verb has to be a non-volitional, punctual verb.

3. ~ kakaru can be replaced by ~ kakeru without substantial

change in meaning. For example, shini-kakatta means

'faced death' and shini-kaketa means 'was half dead.*

(<=> - kakeru1

)

a. ^CiS^V^tc, U^&fttifrft-otz^otZo

(I heard that my father almost drowned in the ocean when he was

young.)

b. K7 ri* HI § ttzmtoXLt o.fc 0

(The door began to open, but it closed again.)

c. ^\&<n£&vmz##vi±o
(I almost died in a car accident.)

M -j* -c

d. m<0±Kft&tftfr#-*f£o

(The moon was about to come out over the forest.)

iron v \tt i rt , t | _

(The work I started on Monday was almost finished on Friday.)
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v.i. [a directed movement works on s.t. / s.o.] (Gr. 1) at; on

(When I was walking along the street, a man came to hit me.).

life w /„* ^-5

(Hanako leaned on Taro's shoulder.)

c.

%

£w^$\zfa&##~>ito
(A dog jumped at a child.)

'A* It 5 1
v.i. / v.t. [an action or a state is about to take place] (Gr. 2) begin

to; be about to; almost ~

a. zlki-k^friiftUiz, mmm^fzo
(When I {was about to /just started to} eat my meal, the earth-

quake occurred,)

b. ^(i!v>0#K, BV&imfrtftcZitzo
(I was told that my father almost drowned in the ocean when he

was young.)

-t> Tit $

(It started to rain, but it became fine again.)

d. fifc& ftW fcf- ;KZ>a 7 7°^?f- 7*;w £?M \z& o fco

(There was a glass of beer that someone didn't finish drinking.)

e. YTtfk&Mltztf, l/t|iotLio/: 0

(The door began to open, but it closed again.)

(I started to write my senior thesis, but I haven't finished it yet.)

*Ht5 2
v.i. [a communicative action directed toward s.o.] (Gr. 2) at; to

(A beautiful lady sitting opposite me in the train smiled at me.)

frtL C U^C/, A i; r lift

(He always addresses Japanese people in Japanese when he meets

them.)
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(The presidential candidate was speaking to passers-by.)

* § 5 v.i. / v.t [to do s.t. completely] (Gr. 1)

a. Morl¥tWnJ£fl&§ ofco

(I read Tolstoy's War anaf Peace completely.)

(I have used up my entire budget for this month.)

(Can you memorize this many kanji?)

d. $c£»±25-v 4 7 V > «J § o tzo

(She finished running the 25-mile marathon.)

•Jt^S v.t. [to compare things/persons in a certain manner] (Gr. 2)

- and compare

a. v»«^54^ h U-9>f ^*^Jt^fe-o.
(Visiting various restaurants I ate and compared curried rice.)

(I drank beer from all around the world to compare them.)

(The child compared the size of the cakes with her eyes and took

the larger one.)

(I have read various papers and compared them, but after all the

New York Times is the best.)

it

v.t. [to cancel or negate s.t. in a certain manner] (Gr. 1) cancel;

deny

a. M^V^t*. Vh OffliVi D >B U fci/^-Ci-^o

(I've caught cold, so I would like to cancel today's business trip,)
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(Mr. Yamada strongly denied his involvement with the scandal.)

c. " Miwlo X ^tztz\f£ it.X* % *ft b tzo

(The pedestrian rubbed out with his foot the cigarette he was
smoking*)

&€? v.i. / v.t. [an action takes place deep in s.t./s.o.] (Gr. 1) into; deeply

(A male stranger came into the room.)

b. If0 (ijiul L S o 7t 0

(Yesterday I was completely down in bed because I had a cold.)

c S3i t£3 < £ -egg LM-So
(I was deep in conversation with my friend until late at night.)

d. & *tiW-tB#«0-Sf»<|K* 0 £c

(We got into the 7 a.m. bullet train.)

e. >T4 -&$k&&At£o
(The child swallowed the candy.)

Tlf5 v.t. [to lower s.t. in a certain manner] down; lower ~

a. Bl±77J >h*ii\£Ttftco
(My wife pulled down the blind.)

(The Bank of Japan lowered the interest rate.)

c. «#I±»fK tW^Tlffco
(The plaintiff withdrew the case.)

* v.t. [to leave s.t. half done] (Gr. 1) half ~

Note: Vi is very much limited.

a. fef- 3 Li3^itf-^ (;fc< SA,ib* 0

(On the table are many glasses of beer only half drunk.)

(I fell asleep with a half-read book on my lap.)
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Note: It sounds more natural to say nomi-sashi no blru no koppu,

yomi-sashi no hon in (a) and (b)» respectively.

Hi?* 0=>DBJG: 423-25)

r

f v.t. [to let s.t. negative happen] (Gr. 1) overlook ~; let pass by -

a. fcl±^S4rXft<7>flJiSv»l±J? 1Jirt
,

o

(I overlook small grammatical errors.)

(The first train was so crowded that I let it pass by.)

(I was tired and was sleeping in the bus and ended up by passing

my bus stop.)

d. ^hmm^bxtiotzo
(I overslept this morning.)

~5I£r v.i. / v.t. [to go on doing s.t or to proceed in a certain manner]

(Gr. 1) keep on -ing; progress

O

(It was interesting, so I kept on reading it at a fast pace.)

O

(The policeman dashed through the forest in pursuit of the culprit.)

tZo

(After he had progressed half way through writing his novel, he

fell ill.)

+1-

#>§ v.t. [to go on doing s.t] keep on -ing

Note: Vi is very much limited.

(I kept on writing a novel as I pleased.)
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(To complete this undersea tunnel they kept on digging down till

they reached a depth of 300 meters.)

c. Z <OMm<DW®,frX'ffl Ufc»TV < o 6 0 fz 0

(I intend to continue my research using this theoretical frame-

work.)

v.i. / v.t. [to fail to do s.t. or to come near doing s.t.] (Gr. 1)

fail ~

a. fr£Hii'|£L< T, A-r^-tcff S«4^*l/fco
(I failed to go to the party, because I was busy last night.)

(I overslept and failed to catch the regular train.)

(I failed to listen to the New York Philharmonic Orchestra's con-

cert,)

Note: In the following example - sokonau has a meaning of 'almost.'

d. m±^m^&xhzm& tz 0

(He was almost killed in a traffic accident.)
fz

~£T v.t. [to do s.t additionally] (Gr. 1) additionally; add

a. *, j; oi#ttJ£L/-c^Z £#?&£ A^t^, i/>v*-Ci>o

(I have something to add, but is it alright?)

(After writing once I have added (in writing) quite a bit.)

c. ') > ^'^o|ot#, &t=c>Kv>J£L£ 0

(I bought six apples, then I bought three more.)

-iil-f 1 (c?>DBJG: 102-04)

HHf2
v.t. [to take out s.t. in a certain manner] (Gr. 1) ~ out

Note: If Vi indicates a movement or a process that causes s.t. to come
out in the open, any verb can be used with -dasu.
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(The man took out a knife from his pocket and jumped upon me.)

(I'm going to the supermarket, so please list the items you want me

to buy.)

(People are leaning Out of the windows, looking at the parade.)

d. Z<D7 4?iT\±mWz- tt U It^Xt
(Who came up with this idea?)

e. ^IwfefetC^^fcO^^Cl^ofc^MvvW-tfft^o

(I cannot remember where I met her first.)

t LiM i: ISA L JiA *•

(I checked out a Japanese history book from the library.)

^Sl"? v.i. [whatever has been figuratively lying down stands up] (Gr. 1)

~ up

(When I listen to his talk my mind gets stirred up,)

(She flew off to (lit. flew up toward) Paris on business.)

t>h hi, t^ci t>h

c. x\m^±^ tt i'm^ %> htio

(When my father thinks of doing something, he puts it into prac-

tice right away.)

(Today I went to see a movie in the company of my wife.)

it

~JE*J 5 v.i. [to be sufficient] (Gr. 2) sufficient; enough

Note: If ~ far/ru is affirmative, then michi-tariru is the only combina-

tion, but if - tariru is negative, Vi can be any verb, except

*$hinhtarinai.
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a. %w±fei±m-h%.vx^& 0

(I am fully content with my life.)

(This is not enough to eat.)

(I love mystery novels, so it is not enough for me to read just one.)

d, m±^mxims.^)^\
(For me seven hours of sleep is not sufficient.)

'itX 2> [to make an error in doing s.t.] (Gr. 2) make a mistake in -ing

a. Sfi#«^ffiW*m^31xrv^c 0

(I misunderstood the point of the letter.)

(Because I made a mistake in writing the address, the letter didn't

get there.)

c. Slc«l,aA*«t fSM^c4o^ 0

(She has become so beautiful that I cannot recognize her.)

rK6 T v.t. [to do s.t. without any sense of direction or discretion] (Gr. 1)

a. *^K^4$ijte*4c^T&v\,
(Please, don't rant and rave.)

*>p> b ijv, t>& tm *

(When my father was in a bad mood, he worked off his bad tem-

per on everybody.)

(My child scribbled kanji on my important papers.)

v.i. / v.t. [to continue on to s.t. else without a break] (Gr. 1)

Note: Vi is very much limited.

a. If Wxmmx ? x -f ux t:& n * v, &aMi s o £ 0

(I transferred to the Narita Express at Shinjuku and went to Narita
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Airport.)

(Kawabata Yasunari is said to have completed his Snow Country

by writing several episodes successively.)

~ftCt 5 v.i. / v.t. [to be accustomed to doing s.t.] (Gr. 2)

Notes: 1. Vi can be any verb as long as it indicates a repeatable

action.

2. tsukeru in examples (a) and (b) retain the original meaning

of 'to attach s.t. to s.t, else.'

a. Z(D? <<( ^*mnittfX <ti& ?

(Will you put this tire on?)

T><-f-< l> T, till 7>*

b. ft*WH*#«K#§tfrltfco
(I wrote the appointment date in my notebook.)

c. &<D$!tt$$r>-ttTv*&frh t
Mv*i*A, 0

(I'm familiar with that town, so I won't get lost.)

d. ^oW4vvt-O«ft^4:v^3i*v^» 0

(It's better not to eat things you are not used to eating,)

(I'm used to this computer, so there is no problem.)

f. MrmiMtyottZ^ft^frb, tCioTLSv^fo
(I'm not used to flying, so I get sick easily.)

or?

~SJEW' 5 v.i. / v.t. [an action continues] (Gr. 2) keep ~ing; continue

(I kept swimming for as long as one hour, so I got tired.)

(During the rainy season this year it kept raining for a long time.)

(I intend to keep studying Japanese even from now on.)
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o#1" v1 [to crush s.t. in a certain manner or to use s.t. until it becomes

useless] (Gr. 1)

Note: - tsubusu means literally 'to crush s.t. in a certain manner' as

in (a)-(c) or it means 'to use s.t. until it becomes useless' as in

(d) and (e).

a. y y y a 7 7 - tfeiifl LO^ S ftf ^ Kioto
(I almost got crushed in a rush hour train.)

(The child crushed the banana he was holding.)

(I smashed a cockroach in the kitchen by treading on it with my
foot.)

d. ft 4 tmz¥ * -f ft C f, v >ft (j U o

(Up until now I've gone through (lit. driven and worn out) about

ten cars.)

(Since I started jogging I don't know how many shoes I've worn

out.)

fit" v.i. /v.t, [to continue doing s.t. until the last moment] (Gr. 1)

~ through; finish -ing

a. -^*(±i^at^^-l'H^oTLio^o
(It took me one week to read through this book.)

b. Iiiov^c30"7^;v4rl^5ib?to

(I finally finished running 30- miles.)

(While working part time, he stuck out four years in college.)

(The politician pushed his ideas through.)

e. h^oUfm<0^i:^VAL1to
(The bullet of the pistol pierced through his heart.)
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v.i. / v.t. [to do s.t. all over again because of failure or dis-

satisfaction] (Gr. 1) re-; ~ again

Note: The verb used with -naosu is a controllable action verb.

a. fet*#3lIU* Lfco

(I rewrote my composition.)

(I read the sentence again, but I still couldn't understand the mean-

ing properly.)

(My calculation appeared to be wrong, so I did the calculation

again.)

d. tt$frvt:<?y?, Sllfco
(It was still early, so I went to sleep again.)

~31ET v.t. [to let s.t, go by] (Gr. 1)

a. v 3*r> ^flfc^fr* y * 7 -T?ifcv*SE L fc 0

(After jogging I washed away the sweat in the shower.)

b. ^0^#a^fS£M#^bTWco
(The child paid no attention to what his mother had to say.)

c. mmmmiwi^titzc
(The muddy water swept away the houses.)

(Professor Smith can write letters in Japanese with ease.)

4
~t!ti£ v.i. / v.t. [to be used to do s.t.] (Gr. 2) get used to

(I left Chicago in which I got used to live and came to Dallas in

Texas.)

b. Iff iik §« ft * 4 -e^M^^ £

o

(It takes time to get used to a dialect.)
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(Mother, there were strangers near our house.)

d. -«^1fft-*t^r^L4v^*v*v» 0

(It is better not to go on a trip wearing shoes you are not used to.)

e. ii^tlfc 7 - -fu&l&tlX Li o fc 0

(The word processor I am used to got broken,)

f
. a v >m fx itm* n M *§b s -e 1 il^-e# < 0

(I go to the company every day riding a bike on the street I am
used to.)

g. * - A* r 4 cO/j^ $ v jg ti>m LtttlTS/io
(I've become used to talking with the small children in my home
stay family.)

-tfeft£ vi. [to go through some place by doing s.t.] through

Note: V, is a verb of motion. If V, isn't a verb of motion, the com-
pound has a metaphorical meaning.

(When I ran through the big park, there was an office area.)

b. jEntmnmizk, lEm^m^n 1 1-
0

(If you go through the front gate, there is an auditorium in front of

you.)

(When we passed through the tunnel, the ocean came into view.)

(To pull through this difficulty we need to make enormous efforts.)

(John was not able to see through Mary's lies.)

JSt" v.t. [to leave s.t./s.o. behind after doing s.t,}

Note: V, is almost limited to taberu 'eat,' keiku 'write,' iu 'say' and
torn 'take.'
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(Don't leave your food half-eaten.)

(There are some things I omitted writing about, so I will write you

tomorrow again.)

0Z.

(There is one thing that I failed to say.)

LAMA* £ t £

(If you do not read newspapers at least, you will be left behind the

times.)

(I intend to watch the portion of the video I didn't watch yester-

day.)

(I have nothing to regret, because I have enjoyed my life very

much.)

5 v.i. [to remain where s.o./s.t. is now] (Gr. 1)

a. & t±&ttu+ -mr% * x*mmo ttt* * l £ 0

(I stayed behind at the office till about 11 o'clock and did my

work.)

(The survivors of the plane crash were just three.)

(Even though it is September, the wisteria flowers are still in

bloom.)

(At the department store they were selling unsold summer clothing

at cheap prices.)

(My alma mater won its way to a semifinal game in the high
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school baseball tournament.)

~JS«><5 (cj>DBJG: -13-1-33)

v.i. [to move around] (Gr. 1)

Note: Vi is limited to a movement verb such as aruku 'walk,' tobu

'fly,' hashiru 'run
9 mdugoku 'move.'

a. ^B(£ttL<T~B (f«pjS:##li-3Tv^o
(I was very busy today walking around the city of Tokyo all day

long.)

(He is working for a securities companmy and flying around the

world.)

(On American college campuses squirrels are running around.)

d. i <M^05 - itiMM^^o
(To be always on the go is good for your health.)

~Wf v.i. [to bring s.oVs.t. back to an original place in a certain manner]

(Gr. 1) - back

Note: Vi is almost limited to yobu 'call,' harau 'pay' and okuru

'send.'

(The president recalled his subordinate to Tokyo from New York

where he was sent on business.)

b. -iiojtnvt- h(DWm±fi^miX < tii-t&Xo
(Once you buy a concert ticket they will not refund it, you know.)

(The package I sent to my friend came back because the address

could not be located.)

d. -m^tzWin^mbtco
(I bought back the car which I once sold.)
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~±& v,i. [s.t, uncontrollable comes to its end] (Gr. 1) stop ~ing; ceases to ~

Note: Vi is very much limited.

a. mm%*)±At~o
(It stopped raining.)

M' 13$ Jfr

(The baby stopped crying.)

c. ma*mi)±A,t£0

(The thunder stopped rolling.)

X

~?F5 v.i. [to approach s.o. closely in a certain manner] {Gr. 1)

a. HfiKlc Lo; < ft^ot 0

(The man persistently wooed the woman.)

(A dog came running toward me wagging his tail.)

Ct^'ii*/. fctf faw S'li-tTA

(The Japan-US relationship won't improve unless both countries

move closer to each other.)

d. &^l&f^c&&%^;T$v> 0

(Please drop by when you have time.)

(es>DBJG: Appendix 4B (589-90) & F (593))

v.t. [to distinguish s.t. in a certain manner] (Gr. 2)

Note: Vi is often a verb of perception such as kiku 'hear/ miru "see,
1

kagu 'smell' and nomu 'drink.' But the verb of perceptions

such as kanjiru 'feel,* fureru 'touch* and ajiwau 'taste' cannot be

the Vi.

a. ft {±I|tK^?t^:E*S{±B§#W6*i*o
(I can tell the difference (by hearing) between the Tokyo dialect

and the Osaka dialect.)

1
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(It is hard to tell the difference (by looking) among Chinese,
Korean and Japanese people.)

(She can identify perfumes by smelling them.)
i

(Mr. Smith can use various American dialects properly.)

(Various delicacies came out served on separate dishes.)

SStlS v.t [to forget to do s.t] (Gr. 2)

a. S*(::£T}(r&#S-Etfljfco

(I forgot to write my name on the answer sheet.)

(I forgot to mention that there is a party at our home. Please come
along.)

c. *a*->£ 0 «e#4*H§stLfc 0

(Oh, yeah. I forgot to ask the telephone number,)

(I forgot to turn off the light,)

e. U&frtfJ&tlfco

(I forgot to lock it)

Note: The following example doesn't mean to 'forget to do s.t.' but it

has a specific meaning of 'misplace.'

f. K^lcoMAB frc^tf A, *« S 3Sti fc 0

(I left my bag on the rack of the train.)
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Appendix 3 Compound Particles

a. Definition

While "content words," such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives, convey

content information about people,, things, their actions and states, etc.,

"function words," such as particles and conjunctions* indicate grammati-

cal relations between sentence elements or prepositional relations

between statements. Compound particles are function words which con-

sist of two or more words and function as single particles in that they are

interpreted as a unit rather than word by word.

b. Common structures

Common structures for compound particles are as follows:

(1) Prt. + Vie IVmasu / Vinf-nonpast. (Exs, ^Mlt(go); [Z-M U

(2) Prt. + N + Prt. (Exs. <ntzth\z £

)

(3) N -f Prt. (Exs. k'Bx*; ±V)

c. Preceding elements

Many compound particles mark only nouns; some compound particles

mark verbs or sentences as well as nouns; [NJ, [V_J, [S_], and

[Sq J indicate what element precedes the compound particle. (Sq indi-

cates an interrogative sentence.)

d. Forms

Compound particles appear either in preverbal or prenominal forms.

Compound particles in preverbal forms modify the following verbal, and

compound particles in prenominal forms modify the following noun.

Prenominal forms are listed with N at the end of the compound particle

(e.g., UBB1-4N).

e. Topic marker

Some preverbal compound particles are followed by the topic marker wa

to introduce topical phrases. (Exs. H#MtTi±; tcov^Tii)
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f. Formal forms

In formal speech, Prt. + Vmasu mashite is occasionally used instead of

Prt.*Vfe. (Exs. K£££LT;KO-§* LTI±)

g. More notations
' >

-ji~
: Expressions which are interchangeable

« : Expressions which are similar but not always interchangeable
"

" s

The entries below are listed in a-i-u-e-o order.

(O ue cfe)

-t"^ [V J upon; after; in -ing

(I will respond to you after thinking it over.)

C Li iZ. ISA. " -^A- ^ j; £Li'VA,*>< f

(This dictionary is very useful in studying Japanese.)

ZtV [V _] by V-ing; because; result in; cause

(I try to lift my spirits by playing golf on weekends.)

(The situation got even more complicated because he appeared at the

mediation scene.)

((=> fofo de)

[N J depending on

(Depending on your effort, you can (lit. will become able to) read

Japanese novels in Japanese.)

tffifc; £$[<DN [N J against; contrary to; reverse; opposite

(The wind is blowing against us (lit. against the direction of our
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Note: t o T is more formal than tSot (

i: L T [N J as; in the capacity of

(Mr. Tanaka was hired as a salesman.)

(Plastic is widely used as a substitute (lit. a substitute material) for

glass.)

(<=>to shite (DBJG: 501))

tbTtt [NJ for

(For a Japanese apartment, this is one of the bigger ones.)

(czo to sft/te wa (DBJG; 502-03))

£{5i-?T/3HA}; tit'JN/ ta-p/cN [NJ unlike; different from

(Unlike me, Mr. Noguchi is skilled with his hands,)

(John has different ideas from mine.)

t [N / V _] at the (same) time; when; as; while; as well as

(She quit her company at the time of her marriage.)

(The telephone rang as I entered the room.)

course)
.)

(He viewed it in the opposite way from me.)

< h

£«-)N/ tJio^N

holder.)

1

1
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(He is the president of this company and, at the same time, a big stock-

"
L I Ah"'

J
1

(Ofo dojl ni)

tgttZ [N / V J as well as; with; along with; at the same time; when;
as; while

(Atomic energy, as well as petroleum, is an important energy source.)

(The samurai class died with the feudal system.)

(As I recover from my illness, my appetite is coming back.)

(<=0 to to/nan/)

t {MAV Imm ; tM&N [NJ as well as

O

(Soccer, as well as baseball, is now one of the major sports in Japan.)

(Ogai, as well as Soseki, is a giant in Japanese literature (lit. a giant

peak in Japanese literature who stands side by side with Soseki),)

fcflMf'Lt [NJ parallel to

(The highway runs parallel to the railway.)

&LT((1) [NJ without

(In this town you cannot live without a car.)

(c£> nashi cfe wa)

[NJ without

(This project cannot be advanced without support from the govern?
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ment.)

(c=>nashi de wa)

[N / V J when; at; in; on the occasion of; before; prior to

J»^#< ft fc*»*A*t.» UitfA 1

(Before studying in Germany, I received advice from Prof. Tanaka.)

fb CIT* -i iiU u itA.* AAA U&A ?>*< 13

(Before starting a new business, I have to secure ¥20,000,000 in funds.)

ULf til L»1U L*l»A i*A*i» Aft

(The new president's speech (lit. greeting) on the occasion of the

assumption of his duties appears to have moved the employees.)

(Please master how to deal with (the situation in case of) an emer-

gency.)

(=> ni atattefatari)

*

C-g-fr-fci-T [N J according to; to

(We selected furniture according to our budget.)

(We danced to the music.)

CCfc^T; (C*W*N / tC&VTON [N J at; on; in; during

(Next year's general meeting will be held at the Hilton Hotel in

Chicago.)

*>t' Li 3 fct> A1 "Ci>> v» tot:

(Computers will probably spread to almost every household in the near

future.)

$ CfMSri' v i»Ad«< ItA w* U

(Dr. Kimura is known as an authority in (the field of) genetics.)
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(=> ni oite/okeru)

tmu (T)i iZl&UtcN/ izm U T (?) N [N J in proportion to; in

accordance with; according to; depending on; in compliance with; in

response to

* * * t • > gjt i V»A-«fAV.'A L ft + •)

(Bonuses were paid to all the employees according to their perfor-

mances.)

Mftv* ...
tf-i-^wAL^S'rfT CH fcA L*<

L*T* * ft « B*IB^ffl 48 3 ft& 1 1 o tz 0

(In compliance with the union's request, it has been decided that the

standard working hours will be reduced.)

(You should choose a house according to your income.)

[N / Sq J regardless of; independently of; whether or not

(In this company people can be promoted equally regardless of sex.)

(We will advance this project whether we get a grant or not.)

(Regardless of who it is, a person who violates the rules will be

punished.)

££5#>fo5N [N_J related to; concerning

(This is an important matter which concerns life and death.)

tCRS 6 "f [N J not limited to; not only

A ftvlto-TA U UA <u itift

(Arranged marriage is not limited to Japan; it is practiced in other coun-

tries, too.)

0=>.n/ kagirazu)
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(CPIoT [N J the last; particular; only

(He is the last person to do such a thing.)

(It was one of the rare days when Taeko was not home.)

(I get a lot of phone calls only when I am busy.)

(=> ni kagitte)

(C*»W"C(fcfc) [N J to; over; when it comes to; in; at; in the matter of;

as for

(There was heavy rain today covering Tokai and Kanto (lit. from Tokai

to Kanto).)

(I'm going to Washington, D.C. over the weekend.)

(When it comes to money-making, Masao is a genius.)

G(&b-3T/ft*>y}; (=ftfe5N/tCffcb-3TflJN [NJ for; in place

of; instead of; replacing; on behalf of

(In place of Prof. Yamada, who is ill, Prof. Suzuki taught us.)

(Scientists are looking for an energy source to replace oil.)

ni kawatte; kawari ni (DBJG; 1 84-87))

CBBL(T(tt)); KB* aN/CMUTfl>N [NJ concerning; with

regard to; with respect to; regarding; about; on; as for; as to; in terms

of; in connection with; in reference to

(With regard to the sales tax, the opinions of the leading party and the
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opposition parties conflicted.)
-

»,

(Concerning human language acquisition, there are still many unknown
things.)

(Last week a conference on superconductivity was held in Tokyo.)

0=O-n/ kanshite/kansuru)

CMTfcftW [N J as far as ~ is concerned

(As far as this incident is concerned, he is innocent,)

(<=$>kagiri l
)

it X ( T ) [N _] compared with / to; when compared with / to; in

comparison to

(In comparison to last year, we seem to have more rainy days this year.)

(co ni kutaberu to/kurabete)

£»A(T) [N J in addition to

(In addition to her beauty, she has superb acting talent.)

[N / V J in case of; on; when; at; in

(In this experiment we obtained cooperation from some American
experts.)

(When leaving Japan, I got rid of all my household goods.)

(Please master how to deal with (the situation in case of) an emer-
gency.)
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IZ {$£ r>X I tEU } [N / V J as; with; in accordance with; in proportion

to; following

(In accordance with the president's order, Sawada flew to Manila

immediately.)

(As Japan's economic power gets stronger, the number of Japanese lan-

guage learners has increased.)

(On/ shitagattefshitagai)

iZ LXii [N / V _]- for; considering that

(For August, it's cool today.)

(Considering that he received a degree from an American university,

his English is poor,)

(=$>n1 shite wa (DBJG: 309-10))

K&oT; CJB-ofcN/Cja-DT^DN [N_] along; by; parallel to; in

accordance with

fT h jW'A'A lit

(The road runs along the shore.)

l til <g

(Please teach in accordance with the teacher's manual.)

(CWL(T(tt)); K^TSN/KStf UTON [NJ toward; to; for;

against; in; per; in contrast with /to; compared with; while; whereas;

with regard to; about

(Japan has adopted a closed policy toward foreign countries up to now.)

(People's views about divorce have changed considerably in America.)
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,

(While the Japanese value groups and society, Americans value indi-

viduals.)

(O ni taishite)

ClWT(B)/oili tCPHTWN [N J about; on; over; concern-
ing; regarding; with regard to; respecting; with respect to; as to; as for

(Could you talk about the Japanese election system?)

(I'm gathering (research) materials on Emperor Meiji.)

(^>nitsuite)

[Zo t [N J a; per; for; on; to

(This job will pay you six dollars an hour.)

ma&t' &t - '•uTAIfATA

(I'll take one point off for each mistake.)

(<=> ni tsuki)

(COfi(T) [N / V J as; with; in proportion to; accompanied by

(The scenery changes in a variety of ways here as the seasons change.)

(As one grows old, one loses physical strength.)

ni tsurete)

CtpT [NJ to; for

(For us this is a problem which cannot be ignored.)

(The loss of Dr. Yoshioka is a fatal blow to our project,)

i

i

i

!

J

x^Mii&ftl
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(=>-#»/ totte)

CSl>('T)i t-Kt* £N [N_] contrary to; in contrast to; against; in

violation of; while; whereas

(Contrary to expectations, few people attended the meeting.)

t u tr i±4 t&V# tr -c v > s <o tc jel ti <oA tiff £ *»# «^? v >

^ O

(In contrast to the increase in exports of TV sets, the increase in domes-

tic sales is slow.)

-tt^ij; cj*3 ^

(The election this time ended up with results which contradicted the

general prediction.)

(<=£> nf hanshite/hansuru)

tc ('# o T / # lM; K ff -3 N [N / V J as; along with; with; accom-

panying; attendant upon

(With the rapid increase in population, various problems emerged,)

(As the economy recovers, the unemployment rate is decreasing.)

(The doctor explained the risks which accompany the operation to the

patient's family.)

tc it [N / V _] for; to; in order to

(A tape recorder is indispensable for foreign language studies.)

Hift cti - to*** £ < $j S S to
(This medicine works well for headaches.)

(The subway is the most convenient way to get there.)

(On/ wa)
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Note; tcj£ L(T) is more formal than (rJt^T).
tr

izfcfr-it [NJ toward; to; at; heading for

(The typhoon is advancing toward the north at a speed of 30 kilometers

per hour.)

lcllCt(T); (CfttfTON [NJ toward; for; aimed at

(Kazuo is working very hard for the college entrance exams next year.)

(Research aimed at the development of new energy to replace oil is

presently underway.)

ftft£> -6 -f [N/S J in spite of; despite; although; though

(Despite the fierce rain, the soccer game continued.)

(ML J*. * j,* An * j

&l±*W**<«LTv>fce**#;bsr, ttfeLfc*o£ 0

(In spite of the fact that Hiroshi loved Miki deeply, he didn't marry
her.)

(c=>n/ mo kakawarazu)

C{M-5^T/*rJf }; tc*^<N/C*^vfcN [NJ based on

(This report was (written) based on a (questionnaire) survey.)

(This is a study based on historical documents from 500 years ago.)

(<=>/?/ motozuite/motozuku)

(CfcfcoT/ }; (CctSN [N/Sq J. due to; owing to; because of;

according to; depending on; from ~ to-; by; by means of; with; on the

basis of
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CJ:oT3C'«rr:< Ltz 0

(I lost my father due to the war.)

til

(Teaching methods differ from teacher to teacher.)

(The cost differs considerably depending on where you stay.)

(This research institute was established by the Japanese government.)

(A resolution not by force but by discussion is hoped for.)

[N J regardless of; independently of; (what)ever it may be; whether

or not

i't.Lf itHtli t-3 0i< tits L ^"fc

(If you are capable, this company assigns you important tasks regard-

less of your educational background.)

feeJ; 6 ?g*J;«*§- L * to

(We'll inform you of the results whether we hire you or not.)

(Regardless of who it is, a person who violates the rules will be pun-

ished.)

tC «fc 5 1 [N _] according to

(According to the newspaper, it snowed in Florida yesterday.)

(^>s6da\ Note 2 (DBJG: 409))

ClftfcoT/bfc*Jl! C to 26: 3N / fC fefc^T £>N [N J extending

for / over / through; for; over

(The break in the levee extended for 100 meters, (lit. The levee was
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broken extending over100 meters.))

„ . si*A u -5 hi
-t^K9v*i-ai|Bu:fcfcU2Srtt$jt^ 0

(The drama was telecast for one week.)

(The musical, whose run was extended for two months, ended last

week.)

(D±T{IZ) [NJ as far as ~ is concerned; as far as - goes; from the

viewpoint of; according to; in terms of

(There seems to be no problem with this plan as far as the documents
are concerned.)

(O no ue de wa)

(<=> /ravrarfm (DBJG: 1 84-87))
(to a»

£>^Jg [N J as a result of; after; upon
luc-j &

(After discussion, it's been decided that this trip will be postponed.)

(As a result of the investigation, new facts emerged.)

(t=> kekka)

[N J at the time of; when

(I was asked to show my ID when I entered the room.)

(Please leave your key at the front desk when you go out.)

(=0 sai (n/))

[NJ because of; due to
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(Because of the recession, cars are not selling well this year.)

set)

tztf

<DfS.[Z [N _] every time; each time

(I have to review kanji every time we have a test.)

(=> tabi ni)

<OfcAt)((C); (Dfclsb<DN [N_j for the purpose of; in order to; because

of; owing to; for the benefit of; for the sake of; on behalf of

*¥W^TO£»(cb*Mt <^^T'i- 0

(I'm planning to go to Japan for research next year.)

(The school was closed because of the state budget shortage.)

(Prof. Tanaka gave an orientation for the students who are going to

Japan.)

(I'm writing a Japanese-English dictionary for foreigners.)

(oniyotte/yori, Related Expression III; tame (ni) (DBJG: 447-51))

TO (2 **K [N J besides; other than

(Can you speak any languages other than Japanese and English?)

TOTT [N J in; with; under

(I finished my master's thesis with Prof. Suzuki's guidance.)

(Ono moto cfe)

£fcl^T [N _] except; but; other than

(There is no one else but Mr. Brown who can do this job.)

ftfrUT); ZftbtzN/ ftfl-TSNV ftfl-LTTON ~ £«L(T); £«L
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[N J by way of; through

(We discussed the matter through our lawyers.)

(I was introduced to this job through one of my Mends.)

(Because it was a discussion using (lit. through) an interpreter, we are

unsure about whether or not our ideas were fully conveyed to the other

party.)

& o

(Through these photos we can relive the lives of people in those days.)

£ 4" 'fr EC [N J around; with - as the center

±U£ "fCloT^io
(The earth revolves around the sun.)

(The last typhoon brought heavy rain around the Kanto area.)

*SSU(T)3 taUTTON - *MU"C); *5hL(T); 5rILf:N/ ^IL

[N _] through; throughout

(I asked for an interview with Mr, Kimura through an acquaintance.)

(Because this request was delivered by my boss, I cannot turn it down.)

Mil* xMUX /JILT3 W<DUM(D
l

§ tfztfk - I i-o

(I hear conversations from next door through the wall.)

(This island's climate is warm throughout the year.)
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*au(r); *aufcN/*aur©N - tai:(-c); *#lct); *ai;
T<ON; fc^LfcN/ &^M"^N/ iifrLXON
[N J through; throughout; by means of; via

oa O^taUT^ttftKB^S:* L&A,£
(I asked for an interview with Mr. Kimura through an acquaintance.)

-OA. to _ .1*. i:<-tti> «v»

WK*abfc*W^*£*5ftt-5o
(Sounds (lit* Voices) via the telephone are considerably different from

natural ones.)

m (a ur / *& ux } W<D%mmitf^A z.z.& 0

(I hear conversations from next door through the wall.)

(This island's climate is warm throughout the year.)

(<=> o toshite/tsujite)

im^X I ME*}; *WS<N/ *l*t*fcN [N J excluding; except (for);

but

(Except for me, there is no one who understands Japanese here.)

v t x—if > * 9 ^ <D£tktfw mmmtzo
(Everyone in the class but Ken and Susan have study-abroad experi-

ence.)

*lii;»(fcUT); *ttU»fer$N/*ttU»£L£N [N J includ-

ing; and other; starting with

(Laser (technology) is widely applied to commodities around us, too,

including CDs.)

(The leaders from America and other advanced countries attended the

meeting.)

(<=> o hajime (to shite))
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£$?T [N J by way of; via; through

(The plane is going to Berlin via London.)

ir ]

) > h >k ii T - * y v-W Ai^igT^MWu * o fc 0

(Mr. Clinton became president after serving as governor of Arkansas.)

*l»l>(T); #I»LAN / *IftLT<DN [N J aiming at; heading

for; toward; for

(Kenji is studying to enter (lit. aiming at) a state university.)

(We are engaged in research into (lit. aiming at) clean energy.)

£ -aT [N _J with; by means of; using; as of

(We use this receipt as a warranty (lit. replace a warranty with this

receipt).)

(With this we will close this meeting.)

Li ti L nfc #-3-311 /"J*, to Lp Lv%j.$ Lrt^KA.

(Mr. Shimada will become our company president as of January 1 .)

I*
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Appendix 4 Conjunctions

There are two types of conjunctions; coordinate conjunctions which serve to

connect independent sentences and subordinate conjunctions which serve to

connect two sentences into a single complex sentence. The coordinate con-

junctions of S\. Conj. S2 structure as instanced by Exs.(la, b) below are partic-

ularly important, because the proper use of such conjunctions is essential for

forming a paragraph, a discourse unit consisting of meaningfully arranged

independent sentences.

(I had a severe headache this morning. So I didn't go to work.)

^0

(I want to study Japanese in Japan. But the travel cost is so expen-

sive that I cannot go there.)

In view of the importance of the coordinate conjunctions in discourse, this

segment addresses specifically the classification, meaning / function and uses

of the coordinate conjunctions that combine independent sentences. For the

subordinate conjunctions, see the following items in DBJG and in this volume:

ato de (DBJG: 78-80), ba (DBJG: 81-83), kagiri 1 (82-85), kara 2 (DBJG:

177-78), kara 3 (DBJG: 179-81), kara to itte (103-05), ka to iu to (114-16), (no)

kawari ni (116-21), kekka (121-23), keredo(mo) (DBJG: 187-88), kuseni

(155-58), mae ni (DBJG: 231-33), nagara (DBJG: 269-70), nagara(mo)

(199-202), nara (DBJG: 281-84), ni atatte/atari (23-7-41), ni mo kakawarazu

(257-60), ni shitagatte/shitagai (268-73), ni tsurete (285-88), ni wa (289-92),

node (DBJG: 328-31), noni 1 (DBJG: 331-35), noni2 (DBJG: 335-37), sai (ni)

(369-74), tabini (442-44), -tara (DBJG: 452-57), tatte (DBJG: 461-63), te mo
(DBJG: 468-70), fe wa (461-63), to4 (DBJG: 480-82), to do// ni (471-74), to

itte mo (474-77), to iu noni (484-87), to iu yori (wa) (495-97), to naru to

(512-14), to tomo ni (532-35), totan (ni) (525-28), uchi ni (DBJG: 512-15),

(no) ue de (547-50), and ue (ni) (551-53)
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The coordinate conjunctions are further classified according to their general

meanings into eight subcategories:

(A) Conjunctions which indicate CAUSE & EFFECT, REASON ,&
RESULT, SITUATION & RESULT:

^

^<{L)T, ZiLX, Ut&oX, tit,

(B) Conjunctions which mean 'BUT':

(£)ttf, imzt, LfrL, z<D<*t, -eft-et, Z*i%mz, *

(C) Conjunctions which mean 'AND':

(D) Conjunctions which mean 'OR'

:

(E) Conjunctions which mean 'TO CHANGE THE SUBJECT':

(F) Conjunctions which indicate PARAPHRASING:

(G) Conjunctions which mean 'FOR EXAMPLE' :

Ik if, mzmf&t

(H) Conjunctions which mark A REASON FOR SOMETHING:

(I) Conjunctions which indicate CONTRAST:
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Examples and meanings of the eight types of coordinate conjunctions are

given. (For the items already explained in DBJG or in this volume, the page

number is given.)

(A) Conjunctions which indicate CAUSE & EFFECT, REASON &
RESULT, SITUATION & RESULT:

A* < ( L )T / manner & result <w> /

(The town of Princeton was one of the battlefields during the

War of Independence. It has developed as a quiet college town

since Princeton University moved there in 1756. As a result of

this, now it is well known as a site of research institutes, includ-

ing the Center for Advanced Studies.)

Z. -5 L T / manner & result /

Ltzff^X I reason & result <very fml> / (395-97)

(Last semester I didn't study much. So my grades were bad.)

T 5 1 I events & unexpected situations; situation & prediction /

(DBJG: 437-39)

tofcL tot* i.* *»».U * *

(I told her that we should break up. Then she started to cry.)

-? Z T* / situation & result / (401-05)

(My grandfather gave me $3,000 on my college graduation day.

So I decided to go to Japan,)
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it-? a-

fOlitjg: / cause & effect; reason & result /

(The depression is continuing. As a result of that, the number of

unemployed is rapidly on the increase.)

iOfttbiiZ) /cause & effect; reason & result/

(Last winter it was colder than" the ordinary year. That's why the

heating cost was high.)

flT I cause & effect; reason & result / (DBJG: 413-14)

(Yesterday I was in Kyoto on a business trip. That's why I

wasn't at home.)

f ^xSft(tc) / cause & effect; reason & result <w> /

(Japan lacks natural resources. Therefore, the Japanese econ-

omy is shallow.)

fcftb I cause & effect; reason & result / (DBJG: 414)

(If we study Japanese, it will be useful. That's why I am study-

ing Japanese.)

"PTfrS / cause & effect; reason & result <fml> / (DBJG: 414)

^El#lt^ § A,$>t? i Ltz Q

(In that Japanese passage there were a lot of words which I

don't understand. So I used a Japanese-English dictionary.)

Conjunctions which mean 'BUT':

{i£)» if I disjunctive <inf, s> / (DBJG: 122)
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W ft £'& / disjunctive / (DBJG: 187-90)

aay^tttiiofctfffo itft£*-f irtitA^o
(He is a scholar who won the Nobel Prize. But he is very

humble.)

L 4*1/ / disjunctive <fml> / (DBJG: 122, 186)

(There are so many things that I want to do* But life is short.)

•? <D < / disjunctive, accusatory, contemptful /

(He is insisting on his rights. But he does not perform his

duties.)

(She is saying nothing but nice things in front of people. But

behind their backs she is speaking ill of them.)

ttl?* /highly disjunctive/ (418-20)

( i ft ) tC & 1? ft 6 ~f / highly disjunctive; accusatory; surprise;

dissatisfaction <w> /

•^ft&CDtC / highly disjunctive, accusatory; surprise; dissatisfaction/

(His life is extremely busy. Yet he exercises one hour every

day.)

i ft fC U T f& I disjunctive, unexpectedness /

(I was told that he is an expert on the Japanese economy. But

his lecture was awful, wasn't it?)
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(You were hospitalized until yesterday, right? But you look so

healthy!)

f ftKL T ft / disjunctive, partial acceptance of S
}
content /

&oA^o&l<3fe&^i-j; 0 -tftcLt*. Vri

(He always shows up late. But he's very late today, isn't he?)

fWco SI tw * 7 a**

a

<b i* &3r a v>
a ft cc lti

$ £ A «9- 111 3S*WK 4 £ £ li !>

(During a depression we cannot do without some layoffs. But

it's too much for 10% of the workers to be fired.)

tzff I disjunctive <inf in <s> but can be fml in <w» / (DBJG; 122)

ft, fcS-^o

(They haven't yet discovered a vaccine for AIDS. But I believe

that sooner or later they will.)

f£&b tfot/ disjunctive, partial acceptance of Si content/ (21-23)

(There is a lot of cholesterol in eggs. But it is absurd to stop eat-

ing eggs completely.)

#< frtfUfev^ft^ib, CD T^ftLTV^ 0

(I like live music. But I cannot afford to go to every concert, so

I put up with CDs.)

tctc / disjunctive, partial acceptance of Si / (445-48)

(That teacher is good at teaching. But his personality is not

good.)

tztzb I disjunctive, supplementary explanation, condition, exception /
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(You can drink sake. But don't drink too much.)

V'tif I disjunctive <polite> /

(Kanji is indeed interesting. But it is hard to memorize them.)

Pt*W ,

(fi)£f$ / disjunctive <polite>/

(I can say simple things in Japanese. But I cannot handle diffi-

cult talk.)

/ disjunctive <inf, s> / (DBJG: 122)

(My older sister is married. But my older brother is still single.)

t £OP I disjunctive, unexpectedness /

(I thought all Americans loved hamburgers. But Robert didn't

like them.)

t (ia* "5 "feCDCD / disjunctive, partial acceptance of S i content <w> /

t (iSx. / disjunctive, partial acceptance of Si content <w / s> /

£ (±11 T& / disjunctive, partial acceptance of Si content /

(I have been studying Japanese five hours each week since last

year. But my Japanese isn't getting any better.)

t % I disjunctive, condition; limitation; exception /

(This fountain pen is very easy to write with. But the price is

high, you know.)
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(He seems to be happy about his current married life. But he has

divorced three times before.)

(C) Conjunctions which mean'AND':

addition <inf>/

(Today I was busy preparing for the business trip for tomorrow.

To make matters worse, I had guests, you know. Gee, it was a

tough day!)

(She is a beauty, isn't she? And she's smart at that.)

L#% I addition / (390-95)

(That restaurant is very inexpensive. Moreover, the amount they

serve and the taste are super!)

•? ( 5 ) bT / a sequence of actions / (DBJG: 422-23)

(I went to the coffee shop in front of the station. And there I

waited for my friend.)

•50Xfc([C) /addition, surprise/ (413-17)

(He is bright. On top of that, he has such a nice personality.)

•fc ti ** 6 / event & event; action & action; state & state <chronology> /

(DBJG: 416-19)
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(I did my Japanese language homework until 8 o'clock. And
then I went out to see a movie.)

*flfc / addition/ (43 1-34)

5?LLTVS LtZo

(Speaking of sports, I play tennis. In addition I played volley-

ball a little when I was a student.)

•? ti EC / addition / (427-3 1)

(I cannot go on a picnic today. I feel kind of ill. And what's

more, there is a final test next week.)

*tllI#*)Vto< /addition/

*titf#»;*>/ addition/

(My host family kindly came to pick me up at Narita Airport.

And it didn't stop there. They also took me around every day to

all sorts of interesting places.)

£ tz / addition/

(He is doing research vigorously. Moreover, he is quite outgo-

ing, associating with people very closely.)

(D) Conjunctions which mean 'OR':

•fctlfc* / alternative/

'* tz It ! alternative / ( 1 7 1-74)

& § l*l± / alternative /
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(Did he draw this painting? Or did he buy it somewhere?)

(Would you like beer? Or would you prefer sake?)

(E) Conjunctions which mean TO CHANGE THE SUBJECT':

$T / change of subject <w> /

Note: Sate can be used not only in written Japanese but also in

formal speech.

(This concludes sports-related news. Moving on, next we have
the weather forecast.)

t Z / change of subject /

itli&i 5 t I change of subject <s>/

BB«fcU*T iff/ mtl)if} /change of subject/

t % (C / change of subject <s> 7

tz h t^L < r fc * o rrju 7 * -f £ &H * * v > a
fiXo ^7*tiv^

( f^to^li^x 0 {tea

(I've been awfully busy lately. I don't even have time for golf,

you know. My mind isn't clear if I don't play golf. By the way,

what happened to your trip to the U.S.?)

(It's been so warm up until last week, but it's cold this week,
isn't it? By the way, your son is going to take a college entrance

examination next year, right?)
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-qT / change of subject <w> /

(Cinderella left the castle in a hurry, losing one of her shoes on

the way. Meanwhile back at Cinderella's house, her sisters had

come home disappointed.)

(F) Conjunctions which indicate PARAPHRASING:

^Jfel £ £ / rephrasing /

l x$Sx. tl(# / rephrasing /

(For the Japanese, the post-War period was truly long. In other

words, the War didn't really end on August 15, 1945.)

-P t U- / rephrasing, conclusion / (538-42)

f 5 C / rephrasing, focus on a crucial point /

Jf / rephrasing, conclusion / (DBJG: 540)

1 fim&TLXkmt>%^t^o3£x-tzo
*J /*t"5(w/ISJB},SS^«ffi4:&x, tHoTv^co-e*S 0

(The President is insisting on raising taxes. His idea is that it

does not matter if the consumers' purchasing power is lowered

as a result. {In short / In a nutshell / After all}, he is saying that

people have to make a sacrifice.)

(G) Conjunctions which mean 'FOR EXAMPLE';
tit

9tXH I exemplification /

M*#Jf5 1 I exemplification /

1i l±*4olt4*-t(±L*^^o [mx\i /«**(f*fc},

i
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(I do not do things that are harmful to my body, {For exam-
ple / To give examples}, I do not smoke, nor take in too much
caffeine, nor sit up until late at night.)

(H) Conjunctions which mark A REASON FOR SOMETHING:

*-t?fcS(tf) /reason why/

5 t I reason why /

& £ -gX-K" / reason why /

Wotfo £ / reason why <inf>/

tISoQit / reason/

t $ t CD EJ / reason <fmi> /

(I feel that this project should be terminated. It is because a

project similar to this one is being carried out at M. Company.)

t 119-/W-l**f} Sto*£Oft^#g/fjS»fc"C+ 0

(I have to keep all the receipts for my business trip. It is because

they are needed at when you file your tax report.)

(I) Conjunctions that indicate CONTRAST:

—
2j I contrast, <w / s> /

I contrast, <w> /

? ti CjtSt U T / contrast /

(I am a bit of a misanthrope. On the other hand, my younger
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brother is a type of person who will talk with anybody like a

friend; he is totally different from me.)

(There are people who believe that learners of Japanese should

start with roman letters first. On the other hand, there are also

people who believe that one should start with hiragana.)
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Appendix 5 Affixes: Prefixes and Suffixes

Prefixes and suffixes are dependent, non-eonjugational words attached to

nouns or the stems of verbs and adjectives in order to form new independent

words. There are many affixes in Japanese. The following list contains those

which are commonly used.

The entries below are listed in a-i-u-e-o order.

1. Prefixes

51

a.

ifA,

S5

1?A,

[polite prefix]

-able; -ible

each; several

one

counter-; reverse

[polite prefix]

senu~; quasi-;

associate

many; several;

various

bare

former; last; ex-

(letter); (skillful); &lfu>
(busy) (c$> 0- (DBJG; 343-47))

^BM (a flammable thing); W'Mtt (fu-

sibility; solubility)

4rB (each country; various countries);^

SBffi (each room)

it¥ (one hand); Jt—2j (one of the two);

M"Sf (a moment)

IS ft (counterproductive); - ^.(re-

verse course)

*M ((your) family); (marriage);

T¥ (polite) (c=>o- (DBJG; 343-47))

(associatem * if (semi-final); I

member)

whole; entire, full

Ifl&fi (many / various facilities); W*i!&m

(many / various prices)

SSJI (bare feet); jfeis (unglazed (pottery))

mfW ft (ex-pnme minister); ffflfciE (last

century)

(the whole nation); ^AP (the
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if

it A.

s

0-

PJ

entire; general;

grand; full

to; with; anti-

-proof; -resistant

Number; -th

super-; ultra-

same

first; maiden

half; semi-

anti-; counter-

non-; un

-ed; -ee

un-; in-; dis-

vice-; deputy;

additional

(-p) right; due; pure

entire population); v (full page)

(general election); it (grand

total); (full-scale attack)

XT^ifcffi (export to America); MBM
(trade with Japan); 5 (antiair-

craft missile)

A (fireproof); mtfo (heat-resistant)

llC (No. 2); §03W (the fourth chapter,

Chapter Four)

(super-express); j& (ultrasonic

waves)

Httft; (the same generation); IWJ^SE (the

same age)

#Dw (the first snowfall); tttefS (maiden

voyage)

WIS (half hour);W (semicircle); 4s !

(semiautomatic)

(antisocial); Rf^ffl (counterac-

tion)

(nonmetal); #?WEfr (unscientific)

(the (person) insured); fe^ & A
(payee); ISB^S (dividend)

(unnatural); ^FIEft (inaccurate); ^
iftjB, (discontent)

i'JAiSS ffl (vice-president); iOft* (deputy

governor); §l| A (additional income)

jfc± (right above); mAi (due north);

6 (pure white)
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A.

2. Suffixes

3)'

•ffc

si'**

Mi

every; per

un-

in-; un-; -less

-er; -ian; -ist

-ization; become

limited to; only

how to; a way of

[honorific plural

marker]

-shaped

type; model

tend to; often

verging on

Mr.; Ms/, Miss

about; around

fgrfj (every morning); wfr (per minute)

(^>msJ- (DBJG: 233-36))

^fSft (unsolved); ^HD^ (undeveloped)

ffi M jb (indifferent); M m vt (uncondi-

tional); S S if (expressionless)

"m^M, (musician); Mf^M (specialist); 3

(capitalist)

P*H/ft; (cinematization); tfkUitt & (be-

come complicated)

0 (limited to this week); —ff.BR ^

(only once) (cO ~kagiri2)

R^S* (how to read; a way of reading)

(O-kata (DBJG: 183-84))

fofttzlj (you [pi,]); 5t^:^r (the teachers)

(<=> -tachi (DBJG: 440-41)).

# (egg-shaped); — 0 B (crescent)

li Z Wtz

(box type); A M (Type A); 1990

(the 1990 model)

StL*f
t. (tend to forget); ft ^A**> (often

get ill) (=> -gachi)

At a> -tr

^; 0 (verging on obesity); JRS?Jf&

(have a slight cold) (t$> ~gachi)

MiM (Mr. /Ms. /Miss Yamada);

(Taro) (^> -kun (DBJG: 211))

-b^iS (about 7 o'clock); /^*S (around

June) (O -go«> (DBJG: 126-28))
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3S

±

L

ft

5*

Li

J:

-ness Ki£ (height); S§-^£ (quietness)

(c^-sa (DBJG: 381-84))

Mr.; Mrs.; Ms.; Miss #ffl Si.m (Mr. Hiroshi Yoshida); ±-trflES

It (Mrs. / Ms. / Miss Man Uemura); i$3r

II (guest) («=t> -sama (DBJG: 384-87))

Mr.; Mrs.; Ms.; Miss jf|:^ (Ms. Takagi); (Yoko);

&{if£ A, (aunt); R ^ (Section Chief);

?BS £ ^ (wine dealer)

(O-sama (DBJG: 384-87))

(lawyer); #fr± (accountant); S-er; -ant; -ist

er; -ian; -ist

Mr.; Mrs.; Ms.

style; fashion;

system

-er; -ant; -ist

-er; -or

place

from the viewpoint

of; for

-like; -shaped

place

db (nutritionist)

§t?MS (beautician); Mmw (pharmacist);

Bfr (gardener); m. iSc 60 (missionary)

C «*S ttt>L » 3

'hill ilft (Mr. Susumu Koyama);

fi^.K (Mrs. /Ms. Nobuko Sasaki); 3r

(Mr. / Mrs, / Ms. Keen)

B#K (Japanese style / fashion);

(the Hepburn System); ^fytziz&i^ (col-

lapsible)

ftfflf- (user); *H£# (scientist); tB flf#

(attendant); ;Pf1±# (person in charge)

Stg^P (driver); (switchboard opera-

tor)

ro-BT (business office); m%m (research

lab); (power plant)

St W ± (from the viewpoint of education)

(*> -Jo)

(jelly-like); §W (spiral)

(parking lot); if 3& (ball park);
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til

A

is

/it*

if*

A

person; people

-ty; -ness

3>7i (golf course)

K'4 7 A (a German); MX (an intellec-

tual); 51ftA (modem people)

4111 (productivity); ITfltt (possibility);
&x< *t*

(positiveness)

made in / of / from

generation; era

B (made in Japan); i~ 4 n ;y }g (made

from nylon)

50 ft ((in) one's fifties); 1990 W$ ((in)

the '90s)

charge; rate; fare;

rent; bill

0
yii' hi»

a b —
'ft (copying charge); * fMX (hotel

rates); (bus fare); ffi-ifc (room

rent); Sfvft (electricity bill)

ft (we); ^WM (children)

(<=o -tac/w (DBJG: 440-41))

* hi*

Witw^f (full of mistakes); H Z <9 tz

h tt (covered with dust) (o -darake)

Js ^ (Grandpa); 14-^ * ^ (Hana-

ko) (cz> -sama (DBJG: 384-87))

focflgV (during the vacation);

class); iS§l + (under development)

A §^ (hearer); M *) ^ (sender)

51 ^ W (realistic); $ II A (objective);

1w (emotional)

5ft if 6 (we)

(^>-iachi (DBJG: 440-41))

StBA (Sender); £ftA (spectator)

1£i*

tz "6 • 5S [plural marker]

f£ €> Ct full of; covered with

"6 ^^ [endearing suffix]

during; while; in;

under

-er

-ic; -ive; -al

[humble plural

marker]

-er; -or

expense; cost; fee

ff3 (in

^.ffift (the cost of living); ft mw (hous-

ing expenses); z*3t (membership fee)
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£5

ft

6*-

Note 2:

style; looking like

worth; for

-ness

-th (one)

(from) the aspect of;

in terms of; regard-

ing

store

way

for (the use of)

[plural marker]

for the past; since

fee; charge

B (Japanese style); ^mM, (looking

like a student)

+ K;V£h (ten dollars worth); SA^ (for

five people) (»=> -bun)

& (thickness); ffi (sorrow)

(c^-sa (DBJG: 381-84))

Mog (the third (one)); ElAI (the fourth

person)

((from) the aspect of operation);

fft^® (in terms of tax) (c=> -men)

tIA. V V

*S (bookstore); ^>M (bakery)

(c^> -ya (DBJG: 535-36))

i -9 (a way to write) (cr(> -yo)

(for students); tit S ffl (for practice

use)

(we); Ilk (they); Ztib (these)

«>-tachi (DBJG: 440-41))

+ (for the past twenty years); R?

(since last year) (<=>-#»/)

Xlfl- (admission fee); ¥S ft (handling

charge)

Note 1: Affix characters function in a different way as elements of com-

pounds which do not contain independent words. For example, in R
it 'opposite/ the prefix character K is used with it, which is not an

independent word. In this case, BL is not a prefix.

A sound change occurs with some prefixes. For example, W + 2fc is

3»*.
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Appendix 6 More Counters

The following chart lists additional counters that are not listed in Appendix 6B
of DBJG (604-07). (Although the counters given in parenthesis are the same as

the ones given in DBJG, they are repeated here for your convenience.)

*For native Japanese numerals and Sino-Japanese numerals, see DBJG
(602-03).

Except in Item 59 C££), "7" sounds more natural when it is pronounced

[nana] rather than [shichi]

Type A: No phonetic change takes place either in the Sino-Japanese nunv

ber or in the counter. (Exs. R, ft, #, Jt , g, jg, S)

Type A': Exactly the same as Type A except than number 4 is pronounced

yo not yon. (Exs. 4, alSL ^)

Type A": Exactly the same as Type A except that numbers 4, 7 and 9 are

pronounced shi, shichi and ku, respectively. (Ex, K 'name of

the month*)

Type A'": Exactly the same as Type A except that the initial sound of the

counter with number 3 changes from wa to ba, (Ex. 53 'bird')

Type B: The counter starts with the sound of h- but changes to p- after 1,

3, 6, 8 and 10 as follows: l[ipp-l 3 [sanb-], 6 Iropp-], 8 [happ-],

10 [jipp-l (Exs/^MM)

Type B': Exactly the same as Type B except that the initial sound of the

counter with number 3 is not 6- but p-. (Ex. ?! 'stay (over-

night)')

Type C: When the counter starts with the sound of to- the last sound of the

number changes for 1, 6, 8 and 10 as follows: 1 6 [rokk-l

8 [hakk- / hachik-] and 10 [jikk-], (Exs. R.^'f,El,il)

Type C: Exactly the same as Type C except that the initial sound of the

counter with number 3 can be either k- or g~. (Ex. Hf)
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Type D: When the counter starts with the sound of s- the last sound of the

number changes for 1, 8 and 10 as follows: 1 [/ss-T, 8 [/lass-]
SO £l> fl

and 10 U'iss-]. (Exs. ffih M, iE)

Type D': Exactly the same as Type D except that the initial sound of the

counter with number 3 is z- not (Exs. J5=L 'pair of footwear')

Type E: When the counter starts with the sound of p-, the last sound of

the number changes for 1, 6, 8 and 10 as follows: 1 [ipp~], 6

[ropp- 1 rokup-\ 8 [happ- / hachi-] and 10 [y/pp-], (Ex. ^—
K)

Type F: When the counter starts with the sound of t-, the initial sound of

the counter changes with regard to i, 8 and 10 as follows: 1

iitt~l 8 [haft-], 10 [jitt-l (Exs. wMM, h >)

Irregular Types: The number is a mixture of Japanese numbers and Sino-
UTA l-t, IZA.

Japanese numbers. (Exs. Sffi, Q - A)

Additional List of Counters

(In 'x' (y), 'x' indicates an item for which the counter is used and (y) indicates

the type it belongs to.) The list is arranged in the a-i-u-e-o order. The irregu-

lar type, a new type introduced here, requires the use of native Japanese

numerals 1 through a certain number depending on the counter (above which

Sino-Japanese numerals are used).

1. it 'rank /place' (A)

Ex. y a > V >H l± Bllx if-f ^ > f ^ K^m: 4 o o

(Johnson was third place in the Japanese speech contest.)

2. 'inch
1

(A)

Ex. ft a f±»3&* 10 4 y -f i> m t o *:<,

(Yesterday the snow piled up as much as 10 inches.)

3. IR 'station
1

(Irregular: 1 and 2 in the native Japanese numerals)

Ex. ff fctttf fflS5#ri*&-»«?"*-o
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(Shinjuku is two stations away from Takadanobaba.)

4. R 'yen' (A')

Ex. 1 K;Hi^WRC^-?1- 0

(One dollar is now about 100 yen.)

5. ffi^ 'return trip' (A)

Ex. ^BIl^^tfSfllS^Wi^i^Lfco
(Today I made three trips between my house and the post office.)

6. H 'one hundred million' (A)

tz ftA U/..!^ v<t,is< n Lit i- u<
Ex. B$cOAD(i-ttW ±Tv 0 #0Antt±«J»±/fo

(The population of Japan is more than one hundred million and the

population of America is more than two hundred million,)

7. H 'kanji stroke' (G)

Ex. rA(oj t^omht+'m^m^i-o
(The character K < has fourteen strokes.)

8. 9LM 'family' (C / Irregular: 1 and 2 in the native Japanese numerals)

Ex. -co^tc^ftoj^^
(Two families are living in this house—my older brother's family

and my family.)

9. Um 'semester' (A)

Ex. mitzok^itzr.^mi^ix^fj:^ 0

(I have taught only two semesters at this college.)

10. #Q> 'gallon' (A)

Ex . Z (oMlA? # n > t> 40v ^ 1& 0

(This car runs 40 miles to the gallon.)

11. & 'term' (C)

Ex. T * *j is OaI£ W-C MAHtf) (iv> j f-3i>0
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(Is there an American President who served for three terms?)

12. $| 'machine / airplane' (C)

Ex. MM^t±v^>^vx7 h*44<'^>iioTV^0

(About ten jumbo jets were parked at the airport,)

13. ftflT 'cylinder ' (C)

Ex. zcomtj\%mtz^h, *»a*a§v> o

(This car has eight cylinders, so gas consumption is bad.)

.If in

14. It 'line* (A)

***** r fftl fti; i

Ex. ft*, 26^"v^£ff gcD r^tij W£ffiLTV>^i?1-^ 0

(Professor, what does 'this' in the fifth line of page 26 refer to?)

15. ft 'piece of music' (C)

(She played three of Beethoven's piano pieces.)

16. *P 'kilometer / kilogram* (C)

Ex, (a) mfrbm±iX*tt 8 *n*lj$+ 0

(It is eight kilometers from home to work.)

(b) feOftfiii 56 +n-ct 0

(I weigh 56 kilograms.)

Note: 1 n reads not [ikkiro] but [ichikiro]. For other numbers,

belongs to Type C.

17. ^ 'haiku/ waka' (C)

Ex. ftl±#^£W^<"feW1^£ 0

(I have composed about one hundred haikus.)

18. 'gram' (A)

Ex. mmnmmK* 20 ^Atoo^ fl

(I take 20 grams of fiber every day.)

itfz

19. IB 'digit' (C / Irregular: 1-4 in the native Japanese numerals.)
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Ex. &<D&&t±-ffi(Q§k&omfh & ta*&v> 0

(That student cannot do even multiplication of two-digit numbers.)

20. $T 'house* (C)

Ex. iomrKii^aji* a #4*4o
(This city has eight bookstores.)

21. m 'distance' (= 1.9 yard) (C)

Ex. *«j£li«fpzw^ § njgrt*,

(That store is a small store with front measuring two ken (one

= 5.695 ft.).)

22. F 'house (fml)' (C)

Ex. coif L^m^mzi±m^m+ p«v«ot^io
(About forty houses stand in this new residential area.)

23. m 'word' (A)

Ex, ^x.*"&lgm^^B*!g^#§^?v> 0

(Write down your answer in Japanese using less than one hundred

words.)

24. |S 'school' (C)

Ex. ftll^SK^i*, Ett:lf^ULfco
(During the college entrance examination period, I sent applications

to three institutions.)

25. 'Number X (car)* (A)

Exs. (a) %<DTs<-h fi SltTw 1"o
(My apartment is on the 5th floor of building No. 5.)

(b) fttt*i±4-t*-ersv£-j- 0

(The dining car is car No. 4.)

26. jm 'plate' (D / Irregular: l-4 in the native Japanese numerals)
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Ex. ztL&yfru-zvZg^t+frh, ± Sto
(This is a full course, so there will be more than ten dishes.)

27. * better' (A)

Ex. CCO^wB*RO-^W«*t = W*C^v»JB-SSLtto
(The first year Japanese students at this college study about three

hundred kanjis.)

28. *t 'company' (D)

HL* Aft tf^EM. -J< 3j i fi air

Ex. [zgi±^rai:Sp
ap^^oT^^^T% a^atLvs

(Because four companies are making the same product, competition

is fierce.)

29. W 'circling' (D)

Ex. fi(i«B K*'+ICb^ot^4 0

(I am run around the grounds about ten times every day,)

30. mU) 'week' (D)

Ex. E<0 B#SSo*Bli;ft. a W£ 0

(The summer Japanese program is nine weeks long.)

31. adflO 'kind' (D)

Ex. (a) 5C*4+SSW C 5> v^|l||-«rfifc^T?v^?t 0

(My father was taking about ten kinds of medicine.)

c I3A r i: l« iff J: i L

(b) bm^\tzMmmmmtfh%>«
(There are two kinds of adjectives in Japanese.)

32. * 'chapter* (D)

Ex. 1t±|fcS:ii^ffl5-eA *£>\ * fzZ. fL^TV^Sv^
(The doctoral dissertation will be eight chapters in all, but I have

written only two chapters so far*)

Lit

33. ft 'amount of liquid / grains' (= 1 .8 liter) (D)

iWi Sit <n

Ex. mm*-ftmk&<$kA,x*iiio
(He drinks one sho of sake quite easily.)
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34. Jt 'meal* (D)

Ex. ftliftLvxo-C, -a - ft^^ a liisR^K4v» 0

(I am so busy that I seldom eat three meals a day.)

35. ft 'color' (D)

Ex. (a) ^ O t? V 3 > {±+ £ &Vt 0

(These crayons come in twelve colors.)

(b) ttii-fcfe-c-to

(The rainbow has seven colors.)

Note: In (b), -fcfe reads not [shichishoku] but [nana/ro].

36. 1ft*5 'century' (D)

Ex. + —frfi(7)B*P#(i:i:^ tz& tzh n fro

(I wonder what will happen to the Japan-US relationship in the 21st

century.)

37. i£S 'household' (D)

Ex. B^(i-#t ft ^Httrf tt*^> 0

(There are many two-household and three-household residences in

Japan.)

38. ttft 'generation' (D)

Ex. to liMM>rM U T v 0

(Three generations live together in our house.)

39. T 'thousand' (D')

Ex. S ^I f JtWtll^rf£ @ P3 C L to
(If I remember correctly, the train fare from Narita Airport to Tokyo
was ¥3,500.)

40. £| 'sen' (D)

Ex. Ktt-tttiSftJlvvSrUft^o

(He doesn't waste a penny,)
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41. -fe >& 'centimeter' (D)

Ex. feo* ftl± l h;v 75 -t y^x-to
(I am 1 meter and 75 cms tall.)

42. ±> b 'cent' (D)

Ex. CI O -b - * ~ [i*^99 **V ;U 99 -tr > h ^ Lfc e

(This sweater was 99 dollars and 99 cents.)

3fe*T

43. $—7s 'dozen' (A)

Ex, 1-***A** f 1 y-^IoT*T7?V^^* 0

(Could you kindly go and buy me a dozen red pencils?)

ah*

44. 11 'problem' (A)

Ex. Sfcf^r;* h i:mi4»t Stti£ 0

(In the math test there were ten problems.)

45. ir 'machine' (A)

Ex. iO«AtCI±-f U^-lf, r/« ?:| CD7°V--V-^-^

(There are one TV set, two radios and one CD player.)

tfA

46. m 'step
1

(A)

T6 ****** <!% -K 3A tfl-< £A
Ex. c o*3#o»sti^af-e= w i) 4 to

(The stairs of this temple total 300.)

47. MM 'paragraph' (A)

Ex. Zto*y*4li£f&$frbikkx^& 0

(This essay consists of five paragraphs.)

48. W 'suit' (F)

Ex. ffiiiWffi^H+ic^v^oTv^o
(He has about 30 suits.)

49. *f 'piece of tofn / pistol / block' (F)
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Ex. (a) *I?)±$.sJf, ETT?K
(Please give me three blocks of this tofu.)

(b) h/u£=T6&oT^fco
(The man possessed three pistols.)

50. W 'one billion' (F)

Ex. C<D&lt<0* * H/io

(The capital of this company is approximately 3 billion yen.)

51. T I 'subdivison of a large city' (F)

Ex. ftSIS T g OSS 0 14 iz

(The No. 4 district of Ginza is bustling, isn't it?)

aft

52. £ 'duration of a month 1

(Irregular: only 1-4 in the native Japanese

numerals and none of the Sino-Japanese numerals) cf. frM

Ex. mmm*~Bmmx*n& ljl/:,
(I studied Korean for three months in Korea.)

53. if 'area' (= 3.9 square yard) (F / Irregular; 1 and 2 in the native Japa-

nese numerals)

Ex. %<Dmm * ch^xto
(My house is about 100 tsubo.)

54. m 'drop of liquid' (F)

Ex. Hf^-ii, — sst, »oa&«>fco

(The rain started to fall, one drop, two drops )

CA
55. ^ 'point' (F)

Ex. B#ffi(9jR*gttftli ft, + AjStfo fc G

(I got 98 points in the final Japanese examination.)

56. JSy 'way' (F / Irregular: 1 and 2 in the native Japanese numerals)

titfu t 5A£#
Ex. i (Dmm^m # •? *

«

0

(There are three ways to solve this problem.)
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57. KVU 'dollar' (A)

Ex. Z CD 4tli 2 m,00Q K ;v C^v^Lfcb
(This car was about $25,000.)

58. Afij 'portion' (Irregular: 1 and 2 in the native and Sino-Japanese

numerals)

Ex. 1- l awjskv* Ltto
(We'd like to order portions of sushi for five people.)

59. ~ year student' (A')

Ex. ,*V>'liX^>7t - K^fdE$4Tto
(Karen is a junior at Stanford University.)

ttff

60. /<— fe> h 'percent' (E)

Ex. B$<9*V* hiitffiO&fiAQCD 1 hJa.T"C*4 0

(The number of Japanese Christians is less than 1% of the

population.)

t±<

61. >6 'overnight stay' (B')

Ex. 4t«il^—ia-E^MfttLi-To
(I'll make a one night two day trip to Hokkaido.)

62. 3@ *box* (B' / Irregular: 1 and 2 in the native Japanese numerals)

Ex. 7t:ifC:^feBE»oT^S1"o
(I am smoking three packs of cigarettes every day.)

63. U 'shot /round' (BO

Ex. fc* h^05¥(±^|Rtc--Sa/ioTv^Co

(One shot of the pistol's bullet hit the heart.)

64. #$g 'train track' (A)

Ex. ffiffl-x^ * / Ji 3 #jftt 4 #$lT-f o
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(The Narita Express leaves from Track 3 and Track 4.)

65. *a house number' (A)

Ex. MOtt fiffifrffl Ep* W 3 T § 25

(My address in Tokyo is 3-25 Totsuka-cho, Shinjuku-ku.)

66. B" •hundred' (B)

Ex. WOlHp-eii, HI, *W£AW^i#tfTT£v> 0

(In pronouncing 'hyaku,
1

pay attention to 'sanbyaku? l

roppyaku
9

and happyaku*)

Note: B" is basically of Type B, but there are no *[ippyaku] or .*[///>-

pya/cu].

67. W Second 5

(A)

Ex. £{±.100 > - h fri 12 Sn?jfe») £-f 0

(I run 100 meters in 12 seconds.)

68. 7-f-b 'feet' (A)

Ex. 3ai±W** 6 7^- h 10 * >^i?1- 0

(My older brother is 6 feet and 10 inches tall.)

69. ISt 'sentence' (A)

Ex. i<0»*Ort#* -fiTei £a6££v> 0

(Summarize the content of this paper using 10 sentences.)

70. M 'frequency' (B)

Ex. ^BJl^ry-l^aweSr^tJt**, v^^o/cc
(Today I called Mary six times, but she wasn't there.)

71. # 'step' (B')

Ex. •T-||cojl&~#^6 a (Proverb)

(A journey of a thousand miles must begin with the first step.)

72. #Jl> b 'voltage' (A)

Ex. c ©i ati± ioo -h -ci-o
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(The electric current of this place is 100 volts.)

73. A 'room' (Irregular: 1 and 2 in the native Japanese numerals, and

beyond 3 the counter is seldom used.)

Ex. ftii^^E±a^#^KZFfltoT*i}ito
(In our house two rooms are reserved for our grandparents.)

74. '10,000' (A)

Ex. ISH^ofc^&4Ut^
(What would you do if you were given ¥1,000,000?)

rib*

75. 'person' (A)

Ex.. w(?)B ^I&<7> ??AIZli^^ri*^, H^fc^fcV'i+a
(This Japanese class has three female students and five male

students.)

76, M - h ft 'meter' (A)

Ex. *±tt}^*S{*E^- h^tt±-Cte

(Mt. Fuji is more than 3,000 meters high.)

77. B5 'newspaper page' (A)

la,j;a &a*>a jiAi&A z < s t>fl'X-(n« s c 7 .

Ex. z(D^m^mtmm^\mnm%mimm^o
(The third and fourth pages of this newspaper carry international

articles.)

78, n. 'problem' (A)

Ex. JMtOttik^SIW * -M LWt&^o fc 0

(On the math test I was able to solve only one problem out of five.)

79. -V- K 'yard' (A)

oEx. r> v #^:/-;w±7tv>T-^ 25 ^~ Kfc

(An American pool is usually 25 yards long.)
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80. tfj 'pile' (Irregular: only 1 and 2 in the native Japanese numerals and
none of the SinoJapanese numerals)

Ex. ZCDty A,CTii— Hi 500 R-cto
(These apples are ¥500 a pile.)

bfT

81. Jg 'distance' (= 2.5 miles) (A)

Ex. ^ffiOBf, 'h^tvmQ-&&fr*ittiti*hkfr*t: 0

(When I was a child, I had to walk one ri everyday to my elemen-

tary school.)

82. Vvhft 'liter' (A)

U HA* v*^

Ex. B*o#vj >{± i y 7 h/i/v>< fe-ei-36* e

(How much is Japanese gasoline per liter?)

83. »J
e

10 percent' (A)

Ex. £<DffittZ«3|£?tJ:,

(There is a 30% discount on these shoes, you know.)

84. 77 h 'watt' (A)

Ex. 200 7y h<Of 3***$:U^-CI^
(I need a 200 watt electric bulb.)
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Appendix 7 Cooccurrence

Some adverbs, particles, and phrases commonly occur with certain kinds of

sentence / clause endings, as listed below.

1. Adverbs, particles, and phrases which occur with negative sentence

endings:

(We cannot make a generalization about comics being

bad from an educational point of view.)

-(Counter) tbX -Z co^i \z A t L xW%kX h £± B}3S*y>ftv> 0

(There is not a single boss in this company whom I can

respect.)

(Not a single computer here functions properly,)

(Counter) * A£^-y--f -K jfeftfrofc o

(Not a single teacher came to the party.)

(This library houses no books in Japanese.)

(omo2 (DBJG; 250-53))

(What he is saying doesn't make any sense.)

(Money doesn't necessarily bring happiness to people.)

(<=£>kanarazushtmo)

(We cannot forgive him just because he is a child.)

(<=t>kara to itte)
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(He is not that kind of person at all)

i-z

(I have a lot of friends, so I don't feel lonely at all.)

(This dictionary is totally useless.)

(A translation like this wouldn*t take much time.)

(Prof. Yoshida's lectures are not interesting at all.)

(This problem cannot be solved easily.)

(We cannot possibly finish this job today.)

if o C& £ <£> jgr jjftj if 5 (c$f L x ^ ^fty, Q

(There's no way to fix this problem.)

(I never want to take on such a job again.)

(I never dreamed I'd see you in a place like this.)

*> o EC © {± $> o fctz i %xm 5iL^v
(I seldom study at home.)

(I am so busy that I can hardly read the newspaper.)

o

(I haven't eaten any decent meals these two or three

days.)

(o rokuni - naf)

VvotC £> #r L n ffi 3fc *Jft* <fc oK ftftrt*&^ 0

(I have no funds even if I want to begin a new business.)
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(Wh-word) — (Counter)

(Among my friends there's no one who can speak

English.)

(Wh-word) * ^fefrfrfflfcl^T^&^o

(I haven't eaten anything since this morning.)

(No one will help me.)

(omo2 (DBJG: 250-53))

The following adverbs and particles often appear with negative endings but can

also occur with affirmative endings.

(I don't eat much meat.)

cf. fcSvS^ofcOt?, A°^^7j:|4i/^|lU:o
(It was so hot that I slept without pajamas,)

(co>amari (DBJG: 72-73))

(I don't understand what he says at alL)

* ocf. 1ft* fc <o##l± * o V * S <b * *

(I entirely gave up the idea of marrying her.)

(This problem cannot be solved easily.)

cf. Z<Dt Lt±ft*4*±3V»Lv

(This sushi is pretty good.)

(I have no particular plan today.)

cf, c:ixiii3ijtcSoTT$v> 0

0

(«=> nakanaka)

(Please send this separately.)
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o

(I could hardly sleep on the plane.)

cf. Bm%wmx*ltzi)H$tAi:frfrt) t Ltz0

(Although it was a Japanese film, I understood

almost all of it.)

(The meeting hasn't begun yet.)

cf. ^-A>-htt*tm

X

V

v

£

t

o

(My roommate is still asleep)

(omada (DBJG; 224-25))

(Kawamura cannot speak English at all.)

cf. -9- 'J - It $ §T B*AO JjJC B*R*B1"o

(Sally speaks Japanese just like a (native)

Japanese.)

(I won't be late (for class) any more.)

cf. iri(i*9l:^i Ltz o

(Fve had my breakfast already.)

(o/nd (DBJG: 224-55))

til1

i; * A-f nfc

(I am not as good a speaker as Mr. Tanaka.)

cf. %#pA,&if(oUWw&tLa, fwMToT^Af

(With his capabilities, Mr. Imai should not have

any trouble finding a job.)

(ohodo (DBJG: 135-38))

2, Adverbs which occur with interrogative sentences:

H* -W&^rA& ?> iV ,1 1 £#o tf)?

(Who on earth said such a terrible thing?)
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(I wonder if this plan will ever work out.)

(He wasn't home, as I expected.)

3. Adverbs which commonly occur with expressions of uncertainty:

is < chinas < faiM&v>£5_io
(He probably cannot do this job.)

(Probably no one knows that I am in Japan now.)

(It will surely be fine tomorrow.)

(Surely Mr. Kobayashi must know that.)

(If I tell this to my mother, she will certainly be very

happy.)

1$ B$M±§>tt^<DZ t *&-oTv>S£*3o
(Mr. Mori probably knows about it.)

(Ms. Wada probably won't come.)

(I may possibly be able to get a scholarship.)

(No one would ever dream that I am marrying an

American.)

(Don't tell me that you have told this secret to others.)

(It could possibly be my mistake.)
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4. Adverbs which occur with expressions of appearance or resemblance:

<^*K " flcol L 2f-li t r tMail "Ct t*c -6Ifii ^Lv^ o

(The way he talks is very logical, which is just like a

(typical) scientist.)

(Yukio is sleeping very comfortably (lit. looking very

comfortable).)

v»4

(Mr. Shimizu looked at me, appearing to be truly

impressed.)

*C* 4C* PS ^i^;0

(It looks like it will rain at any moment.)

(He nodded showing great satisfaction.)

ffl 4> (-± I## $ £ *o fl-»o«n$ £ ^ CO B

(Tanaka talked as if he were a specialist in the field.)

lift

ST

(Mr. kimura looks as if he has just drunk sake.)

(Sally speaks Japanese just like a (native) Japanese.)

5. Adverbs which occur with provisional or concession sentences:

(Once he makes a promise, he never fails to keep it.)

(Once a nuclear war breaks out, it will lead to the

destruction of the entire earth.)
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(Even if he hadn't made this mistake, he would have

been fired anyway.)

(Even if I worked twice as much as I do now, I could not

pay off this debt,)

(Even if my parents object, I will marry him.)

(Even if you gave him advice, he would not listen to it

(lit. others).)

(If it should rain, the picnic will be canceled.)

(Even if a big earthquake hits here, this building will be

all right.)

L Ui

(Even if he cannot participate in the project, it won't be

affected,)

(If Mr. Murakami calls me, please tell him that I will call

him back soon after I return.)

(If it appears that you cannot come, please let me know.)

6. Other instances of cooccurence:

to*< Sekkaku typically occurs with the conjunction non/, (no

da) kara and tamo.
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(I studied Japanese for (as many as) three years, but I do

not have many chances to use it.)

(Because I came as far as New York, Fd like to take the

opportunity to visit Washington, D.C.)

(Even if teachers work hard, it won't make any differ-

ence if students don't work.)

sekkaku (DBJG: 392-94))

Zeht occurs with expression of desire, volition, request,

and invitation.

(I'd really like to study at a Japanese university.)

(I'm seriously thinking about visiting the Grand Canyon

(once) while I'm in the States.)

(Please do come to our party.)

/Wo {chotto de / sukoshi de] often occurs with tokoro

datta.

(I almost missed my train.)

tokoro da2 (DBJG: 496-501))
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Appendix 8 Functional Expressions and Grammatical Patterns

Functional expressions, i.e., those expressions which are used to perform func-

tions such as making requests, asking for permission, and giving suggestions,

often involve certain grammatical patterns. The following is an inventory of

functional expressions which involve such patterns.

Abbreviations:

<s>: Spoken Japanese only

<w>: Written Japanese only

inf.sit.: Informal situations only

m.; Used by male speakers only

(m.): Used mostly by male speakers

f.: Used by female speakers only

(f.): Used mostly by female speakers

1. Ordering someone to do something; giving instructions

a. Vcond (Gr. 1 verbs)

(Stand up!)

*iV r 31

(Write in English.)

Variation:

Vcond X <s> inf.sit., m.

Note: Vcond is a strong command. Vcond J; is a milder expression

and used only in spoken language.

(c£> Imperative)

b. Vmasu h (Gr. 2 verbs) <s>

(Look at this!)
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Variation:

Vmasu h X <s> inf.sit., m.

Note 1: Vmasu h is a strong command, Vmasu h X is a milder

expression and used only in spoken language.

Note 2: The imperative forms of the irregular verbs ^£6 and & are

and Lb respectively.

(<=£> imperative)

c. Vmasu X (Gr. 2 verbs) <w>

Imperative)

(Look at Fig, I.)

d. Vmasu &£v>

(Write in kanji.)

Variation:

Vmasu <s>

Note: Vmasu is milder than the patterns in (a) -(c).

Vmasu 4 £ is even milder.

<6*> ~ nasai (DBJG: 284-85))

e. Vinf nonpast i ) L

(Come to my office right away.)

f. Vte T$v>

(Please write in kanji.)

Variations:

Vfe < fi <s> inf.sit., m*

'Vte % l -9 t*\<* <s> inf.sit., f.

(d> kudasai (DBJG: 209-10))
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g. & Vmasu T&v>

(Please sit down.)

Note: £ Vmasu is politer than Vie TSv\
(=>-o - kudasai)

h. ±5 Vmast; Hv>4i"

(Please stand up.)

Note: ±3 Vmasu M^tt is politer than Vte T $ V

\

i. {Vinf • nonpast /N <D] Zt <w>

(Write in Japanese.)

5^ i b s-cfcaaj.ocfco

(Submit by May 1.)

(c£> /roto)

j. Vinf- nonpast C_ fc [:iotv^

aftitt*»T« fH" & Z fc C ft •? T i * S t\>

(You are supposed to present your paper in English.)

(o/roto ninaru (DBJG: 202-03))

k. Vmasu Or

(First, bring the water to a boil.)

Variation:

Vinf- nonpast <w>

Note: Vmasu ii~ and Vinf- nonpast are commonly used in giving

directions.
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1. Adj(/7 na)inf or adverbial form

5.4 Si* !

(Shut up! (lit. Noisy!)) b

(Get out of my way! (lit. Hindering!))

(Hurry! .(lit Hurriedly!))

(Be quiet! (lit. Quietly!))

2. Ordering someone not to do something (prohibition)

a. Vinf-nonpast ft <s>

I<fto.

(Freeze! (lit. Don't move!))

(=> Imperative)

b. Vie tt^ltftv*

(You must / may not consult dictionaries.)

Variations:

Vte \tt*tbt*

Vte lift tfti*

Note: ~~t>*?tzbb(tz)
t the contracted form of -TS^i #!>(£:), is used

in informal conversation.

(O - wa ikenai (DBJG:528))

c. Adj(/7 r?a)fe ii^ttft^.

a* HSI'< TiitvW-ftv-o

(The cost should not be high.)

s ff *ffi^mifJ-e(i^wft^0

(Your daily schedule (lit. life) should not be irregular.)
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Variation:

Adj(///w)te firtffcrt:

(You should not do strenuous exercise.)

Variation:

N \±1**bt*

e. {Vinf-nonpast Z k /N} fi& f>&v>

(You must / may not use this room.)

(You may not stay out overnight.)

f. Vneg & v >Z t <w>

(Do not consult dictionaries.)

(=> tofo)

g. Vneg i ? &c

(Do not go out alone after dark.)

Variation:

Vneg «fc -5 <s> inf.sit

h. Vinf-nonpast "f <w>

(No entrance without permission.)

i. {Vinf-nonpast £ t /N} SrH-f <w>

(Peddling is prohibited around here.)
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1

(No food and drink in the room. (lit. Drinking and eating in the room

is prohibited,))

Variation: .:, -./ >;

{Vinf-nonpast Z t / N} i^ttt

j. N Sih <w>

Z&ft^A^Stio
(Keep off the grass, (lit. Entering the grass zone is prohibited.))

k. N mm <w>

(No posters, (lit. Posters strictly prohibited.))

1. Nil <w>

(No hooks.)

m. N £ BH? <w>

+ A**fll(«>A<OA #)*BfV 0

(No admission for minors. (lit. We refuse the admission of those under

18.))

n. Vneg £rv*TTF£v>

(Please don't look at your textbook.)

Variations:

Vneg arv»"e <s> inf.sk., f.

Vneg 4v»-c-< ft <s> inf.sit, m.

Vneg &^"C*> A ? £V <s> inf.sit., f.

(e> ftttchuaf (DBJG: 209-10))

o, Vpot-neg ftu*c: tfftotwj
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(It is a rule that you cannot smoke in this building.)

(<=> koto ni naru (DBJG: 202-03))

3. Making requests

a. {Vfe. /Vneg ftv>T*} T£v>

(Please write in kanji.)

(Please don't look at your textbook.)

Variations:

{Vfe/Vneg ftv>tr} TSv*S+*>
{Vfe/Vneg ft^T} TSv»41-?Lj: ofr

Vfe / Vneg ft w
>
"C <s> inf.sit, (f)

{Vfe / Vneg ft v^T-} < *i <s> inf. sit, m.

{Vfe/Vneg ftv>^} j: n £V <s> inf.sit, f.

Note: The question ending 4 Irfr (e.g., t^tTS ^tirfr) makes

the request less direct and therefore more polite. The conjec-

ture question ending TL £ d & (e.g., t'^TT £

^

v 4 L J:

•9 #*) makes the request even less direct and more polite. In

general, the longer the ending is, the politer it is.

(Okudasai (DBJG: 209-10))

b. ±3 Vmasu TSv

(Please sit down.)

Variations:

& Vmasu T 3 v> £

& Vmasu T'S v>Jft L J: o

Note: i$ Vmasu T 3 V* is politer than Vte T2 v\ (Also, see Note in

3.a.)

(cj>o - kudasai)
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c. is Vmasu 9v*$i-
!

(Please stand up,)

Variations:

£ Vmasu li 4 1"^

& Vmasu Ix. 4 1" L J: 3 rt
v

- >

±3 Vmasu flxi-titX**

i5 Vmasu li £ *A,T?-L J: ? ^

Notes: 1. flx.41" is the potential form of IH^41~.

2, The negative ending i-&/vfr is less direct than the affir-

mative ending 4 1r
; therefore, it makes the request

politer than 4 (Also, see Note in 3.a.)

3. The adverbial forms of some adjectives can also be used

with this Dattern. (e.g., isfe^^Kv* 4 ir Q (Please be

quiet); &4 < 4 1"o (Please hurry.))

d. Vte{<ftt^A,fr/TZ^i-£A,fr}

(Could you teach me Japanese?)

(Could you please teach me Japanese?)

Variations:

Vte <tli-#M <s> inf.sit, (f.)

Vfe T 3 v » 4 A? <s> inf.sit,, f

.

Vfe <*l&v>? <s> inf.sit

Vfe T § ftV? <s> inf.sit., f.

VfeT$v>4-£A^LJ;-?^
(See Note in 3.a.)

Note: Affirmative versions of the above patterns with rising intona-

tion can also be used to make requests, i.e.,

Vfe <tt$f> <s> inf.sit

L
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Vfe <;ft&? <s> inf.sit, (m.)

VfeT£&? <s> inf.sit., f.

Vfe T^^i-T? <s> inf.sit, f.

The difference is that the affirmative versions are more direct

and therefore less polite than the corresponding negative ver-

sions.

e. Vfe {4 b jit ^tztmt^A,fr)

(Could I borrow your pen? (lit, Could I have you lend me your pen?))

(Could I borrow your pen, please? (lit. Could I have you lend me your

pen, please?))

Variations:

Vfe i>h?LiitAs? <s> inf.sit.

Vfe v>fc£lti*&? <s> inf.sit., (f.)

Vfe &£>x.£v>? <s> inf.sit.

VteV>fc£tt4W <s> inf.sit., f.

Vfe bhjit'tAtVLti'fr
Vfe ^tzt*\ii<*t&VLx'J

)

Vfe i> hx.il <s> inf.sit, (m.)

Vfe v>tztztf&1 <s> inf.sit., f.

Vfe i> b I 1 *? <s> inf.sit.

Vte^tztmttl <s> inf.sit

(See Notes in 3.a and 3.d.)

f. Vneg&^T* [<ti*itA,fr/ i>t!>}LHkA,fr}

(Could you stop bothering me?)

Variations:

Vneg &v^T* < <s> inf.sit

Vneg £v>-? fb £ $^? <s> inf.sit

Vneg £:v*t?< jtfc-W? <s> inf.sit

Vneg fcv^fe fc.x.-iv? <s> inf.sit.

Vneg fcv^Jtfcv^* <s> inf.sit, m.

Vneg £v*-Cfc £>x_&v^ <s> inf.sit, m.

Vneg &^TW
< ti£? <s> inf.sit

Vneg 4 & ^ x. & ? <s> inf.sit,

Vneg & v > *C < fi i 1" ? <s>

Vneg <s>

(See Note in 3.d.)
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5

it i

Note: Vneg 4v*-c¥s^*Hi%** and Vneg * V v vfc/iiM^fe
are awkward because T £ v* 3: -£ and fitt £ -ti%#* are

very polite expressions but asking someone not to do something

seems contradictory.

g. Vmasu tz^&X*i-(ff)

(Fd like to send this to America. (Please tell me how I could do that?))

(otai (DBJG: 441-45))

h. {Vfe / Vneg te^X} U fcv> I ^tzt*&] tz^A,XtW

(I'd like to ask you to write this report today.)

(We'd like to ask you not to park here.)

L {Vfe/Vneg &^X) &l\*A,Xt(tf)

(Fd like you to come right away.)

(Fd rather you wouldn't enter this room without permission.)

Note: The pattern in (i) is less polite than that in (h),

j. N(Prt) feiWit

[To a taxi driver]

Ktl*i?*lltOL*To
(To Tokyo Station, please.)
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((Yd like to send) this by airmail, please.)

Variations:

N(Prt) &KvvtB^£t^
N (Prt.) ±$gv> Ltz^/vVi-tf

4. Asking for help; seeking advice

Sinf A^t^ ((?§>) vh>N S-tfA^-/ *k*)i*£A,M)
(t* after Adj(na)stem and N changes to &.)

(The window doesn't open. (Could you help?))

(I'd like to work in Japan. Are there any good jobs?)

(<=>no da (DBJG: 325-28))

Note: In this pattern, S describes the situation with / for which the

speaker wants help, advice, or suggestions.

.5, Giving advice or making suggestions

a. Vinf-nonpast I^ § tz i ^ § T I±4 v
> } ( t JR 9

)

»H*w*A*H<**«(fc»3)o
((I think) you/we should ask for a specialist's opinion.)

*r+ <* fiflfc i £Bt* g r-fi* i * o

(You/We shouldn't reach a conclusion right now.)

Note: A suggestion with •< § tz is quite strong, tS -5 can be used to

soften the tone.

(=> bekida)

b. Vinf £ t tz

(You shouldn't worry too much.)
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c, Vinf lb<Dtz/ feO-Cti-ftv^j

(You should listen to others' opinions.)

AoiB«r#3*Al/***W\»
(You shouldn't speak ill of others.)

(^>mono (da) (DBJG: 257-61))

d, Vaff • inf. past '^Vv*

WKM? o tzJ5.tfv t * i o

(You'd better go see the doctor (lit. go to the hospital).)

Note: This pattern cannot be used with Vneg-inf-past

(<=> - ho ga ii (DBJG: 138-40))

e, Vinf*nonpast Tf^v*^

(It would be better to consult your teacher.)

(You'd better not tell anyone about this.)

~ /jo ga ii (DBJG: 138-40))

f, Vinf fc^v*

(It would be a good idea to go by taxi.)

g, Vaff-inf-past ht*iX"tfr

(How about taking some aspirin? / Why don't you take some aspirin?)

(*=> ~ tara do desu ka (DBJG: 457-58))

Variations:

Vaff-inf-past

Vaff*inf*past b^frtf~?1r7 <s>

Vaff-inf-past h\t*frtfl <s> inf.sit., f.
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Vaff-inf-past h t^X^l <s> inf. sit., (m.)

Vaff-inf-past <s> inf. sit.

Vaff-inf-past hi <s> inf.sit.

h. N Itk^Vffr

(How about Sunday?)

(^>dd (DBJG: 114-15))

Variations:

N &\*>fr&1?-ffr

N {±v»^Ti-7 <s>

Nllw^jjt? <s> inf.sit,, f.

N -et? <s> inf.sit., (m.)

N l£t*7l <s> inf.sit.

6. Asking for / granting permission

a. Vfe

(May I borrow this dictionary for a moment?)

B: (*.*.,) Iwtti/t^flo
(Sure.)

B': *, 1-*S^ 0 -t#i|±%j:o-i:o

(I'm sorry, but I'd rather you didn't.)

Note: There are a variety of ways to respond to A's request nega-

tively, but negative responses are usually expressed rather indi-

rectly, as in B'. (i) is another example.

(Oh, I'm going to use it now.)

Variations:

Vfe <> «fc* U>-CLJ:^
Vfe 4 £6 L^-tfr
V(e-<>±*-Lv»7 <s> inf.sit.

0
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Vfe t^ f ^ i^? <s> inf.sit., (f.)

Vte fc-^ifrfcv*? <s> inf.sit,

:
^'V'

Vfe tv^v^-Li ^,

Vfe fev^r-f? <s> inf.sit

Vfe fcv*v>? <s> inf.sit.

(^ - fe mo // (DBJG: 471-73))

N, (*> J: ot)VH^t*

(May I use / borrow / see / etc. this for a second?)

Variations:

N, (*» i^U^t^
N» ( *> J; o t ) J; 5 L v^? <s> inf.sit.

N,

N, (*>J:o£)^*v>f -t^? <s> inf.sit

N f (^iok)Ht)ii/»7 <s> inf.sit

N, (*> X o t)VH»"CLJ:

N, -(*> j; o t ) ^v>T?-f? <s> inf.sit.

N, (*>ioi)w <s> inf-sit

V(causative fe-form) v>££*ti-£A^

(Could you let me use this word processor?)

Variations:

V(causative fe-form) & h Z-itAsfr

V(causative fe-form) < fit-&A,fr

(See Variations in 3.e. and 3.f.)

Wmasu tz\^Tt^t v^-Cf

(Fd like to make a phone call. Is it all right?)
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7. Extending invitations

a. Vmasu £-tA*fr

(Would you like to go to a movie tonight?)

(Yes, let's.)

(I'm sorry I have other plans tonight.)

Variations:

Vmasu £-£A? <s> inf.sit., (f.)

Vneg-inf? <s> inf. sit.

b. Vmasu iL^W^/i)

(Shall we have sushi?)

(Let's have sushi.)

(<=> ~ masho (DBIG: 240-43))

Note: The sentence particle <fc makes the invitation stronger,

c. Vvol J:) <s> inf. sit., (m.)

(Shall we have sushi?)

tUft^9(J;) 0 <s>

(Let's have sushi.)

(See Note in 7.b.)

d. N T-fe ir<9"el"#* <s>

(How about dinner tonight?)

Variations:

N lH v^^ {tt^ <s>

Ntfcifo? <s> inf. sit.

8. Offering something; offering to do something

a. N {ii/Tk} t^l-C-f^

(Would you like coffee?)

b. N,

(Please (use) this handkerchief.)

c. Vmasu S L J: 9

(Let me carry that bag.)

Variation:

& Vmasu L i L J:

d. Vmasu J

(Shall I carry that bag?)

Variation:

V/rasu L J L J;

9. Expressing obligation / necessity

a. Vneg fctfJUffc h

(I have to meet Mr. Inoue tomorrow.)

Variations:

Vneg fcttfttfWt*^
Vneg 4: < Tl±% fcftn

Vneg -4 < Tf±Wtfcv>
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Vneg faffft£>ftv>

Vneg ft^i WtftV>
Vneg fc-ttftff <S>

Vneg ft < T'(± <s>

Vneg ft< *>*(&&fcW v^tftn) <s> inf.sit.

Vneg ft#^(ftfbftW Wtftv^) <s> inf.sit.

(«=!> ~ nakereba naranai (DBJG: 274-76))

b. {Adj(/)stem< / Adj(#?a)te / N T5

} fttttUf4 ^ ftv>

(Your school grades must be good.)

W^S^ft ttftftt: 6 ftUo

(Your body must be strong.)

B*A 4 \i *itf* 6 4^o
(Applicants must be Japanese.)

Variations:

{Adj(/)stem< / Adj(na)£e / N T} ftittiifWtft v>

{Adj(/)stem< / Adj(na)fe/N Tr} ft<TI;*ftfpft^

{Adj(/)stera< / Adj(na)te-/N T?} & < T(±Wt*v>
{Adj(/)stem< / Adj(na)te-/N "?} ft^iv>itftv>

{Adj(/)stem < / Adj(na)fe /NT} 4 < * ( ft <*> ft / ^ tt 4 v>

)

<s> inf.sit.

{Adj(/)stem< /Adj(na)te/N T) ft £ >s= (ft <b ftW vutftv>) <s>

inf.sit.

c. Vinf frtttliv^ftv*

(Because it is an important meeting, I cannot excuse myself from it.)

(O wake ni wa ikanai)

d. Vneg £*££#ftv>

z ti ttmM ts& bii'fo ?* *#* i
*

o

(Since this is a regulation, we cannot help but obey it.)

{^>zaru o enai)

e. Vinf-nonpast ^ £ £f

(You should attend this meeting, too.)

f. Vinf • nonpast 'J&SjI*& S

(We need to consult a specialist.)

g. Vneg ft < ttv»t»

(This letter doesn't have to be written in Japanese.)

Variations:

Vneg ft < ft^ifcftv*
Vneg -ft <T
Vneg ftv>"C&w>v*

Vneg ftv»T?6 foftv*

Vneg ftv^T^^3t*^

"ob r.)W.)

(^>faeWofa)

(O- temo // (DBJG: 471-73))

h. {Adj(/)stem < / Adj(na)ite7N T] ft < X i> v>v

ft*

(You don't have to be tall.)

(You don't have to be good at Japanese.)

(The materials do not have to be metal.)

Variations:

{Adj(/)stera< /Adj(na)fe / N "C"} & < T 6 i 4 v

{Adj(/)stem< / Adj(na)fe/N X°] &<T&$:|:£fi

Vinf-nonpast dZ*RI4ftvv.
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(We do not have to keep this document.)

j. {Adj(na)stem/N} T*£-d&gl±fcv»

j& ttStn?&!!U& t

(The structure does not have to be flexible.)

(The place does not have to be a big city.)

10. Expressing intentions / volition

a. Vmasu o & lj /£

(I'm planning to go to Japan next year.)

(<=5> tsumori (DBJG: 503-07))

b. Vvol i:I^/IoTV>5

(I'm thinking of buying a house.)

(=0 - yo fo omou (DBJG: 569-71))

c. Vinf-nonpast £v

(I thought I would not see him any more.)

(<=>mai)

d, Vmasu i L x o

A: $ /uliZWMLX < fit*£&fr 0

(Could someone call Mr. Yoshida?)

(I will)

(<> - masho (DBJG: 240-43))

Variation:

Vvol <s> inf.sit, m.

f\ ,
-f , j * ^ ~*w r •

11. Expressing decisions

a, Vinf-nonpast Z h K it Z> I ik& &

}

U ISA- «ni»< i.'

. i.

(I've decided to go to a Japanese university.) ;.

(Okoto ni sum (DBJG:. 204-06)) ;

b, N \z it%>

(I'll have tempura.)

Vinf-nonpast - t tz

(It's been decided that Mr. Smith will attend the conference.)

koto ni naru (DBJG: 202-03))

d. N \z (4S /k* &\

S III*^ f- l

(It's been decided that the next president will be Mr. Ueda.)

12. Expressing desires / wishes

a. N#&U>

(I want a piano.)

(<=0> hoshii 1 (DBJG; 144-46))

b. Vmasu fcv>

(I want to travel in Europe.)

c. Vfe $: L^

(I'd like Mary to sing.)

0=Ma/ (DBJG: 441-45))

(^hos/i// 2 (DBJG: 146-47))

ir.

"jJi!;

( -
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Variation:

d. Scond (v^^)tS^

(I wish I had more time.)

Variations:

Scond v^^T+i*
Scond (v^O 4* <s> inf.sit., (m.)

Sinf-nonpast tv^v^So
Sinf-nonpast £: v^A,T*1~^

Sinf-nonpast iv*v*4# <s> inf.sk., (m.)

13. Conveying information

a. Sinf n tz

7? * y £ ^UlSir a * 3 t£ Q

(I heard that Mr. Brown is getting married.)

(osoda 1 (DBJG: 407-09))

(I heard that Mr. Kono bought a house.)

(Orashii (DBJG: 373-75))

c. Sinf t(fr)\<>7 Ztti

(They say that the party has been canceled.)

d. Sinf f*

(I was told that Mr. Nagata is going to be a Hue late,)

e. Sinf tf-sT^j

(Susan says she will not go to tomorrow's party.)
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Variation:

Sinf oT <s> inf.sit.

(<=£> -tte2 (DBJG; 510-11))

f. Sinf i:A'v*TV>4

(I hear that Mr. Yoshida has been transferred to Kobe,)

g. Sinf m <w>
(ii after Adj(na) and N changes to 0.)

(I hear that you are coming to Tokyo next week, I'm looking forward

to seeing you.)

(I'm glad to hear that you are doing fine.)

h. N \Z&&i:

(According to a TV report, there was a big earthquake in Alaska yes-

terday.)

(<>sdda l (DBJG: 407-0-9))

Variation:

14. Expressing certainty

a. Sinf i±-ftz (tz after Adj(na) and N changes to & and co, respectively.)

(I expect George and Alice will come, too.)

hazu (DBJG: 133-35))

b. Sinf *c»wft (rt: after Adj(na) and N drops.)

(It must be Yoshiko who told everybody about that.)

(i=t> ni chigainai (DBJG: 304-06))
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Variations:

Sinf izjkt ot^J. (tz after Adj(na) and N drops.)

Sinf icfeilirv-* {tz after Adj(na) and N drops.)

c. Adverb of certainty .+ S

<

(I'm sure Kazuo will come.)

Note: Other adverbs of certainty include: *iV (for sure); AJf^ft <

(without fail); $M (absolutely)

IS. Expressing uncertainty

a. Sinf L J: -5 / tzh 3 } (tz after Adj(na) and N drops.)

(Judy probably hasn't returned yet.)

(ocfero (DBJG: 100-02))

Variations:

Sinf T*S> * i <w> (tz after Adj(na) and N drops.)

Sinf V$> *) t L «t 7 <w> (fc* after Adj(na) and N drops.)

(cj> efe arc)

b. Vinf $ <w>

(John probably doesn't know this.)

(=C> ma/)

c. Vvol

(Even first-year students can probably read this Japanese.)

(^>yo2
)

d. Adj(/)stem frh 3
)

or*

(This project will probably be difficult.)

(<=> karo)

e. {Vmasu / Adj(/ / na)stem } ^tltz

APPENDIX? 8.

(It looks like rain.)

(This book looks interesting.) .Is

(^>sdda2 (DBJG; 410-12))

f. Sinf b Lv> (£ after Adj(na) and N drops.)

(Mr. Matsuda doesn't seem to have been informed of that yet.)

(=i> rashii (DBJG: 373-75))

g. Sinf «t ? rtf {£ after Adj(na) and N changes to ft and <0, respectively.)

^ owatt*^^\m it * -5 fco

(This problem seems to be too difficult for the students.)

Variation:

Sinf htz^tz {tz after Adj(/?a) and N drops.)

(Oyoda (DBJG: 547-52))

16. Expressing possibility / impossibility

a. Sinf * 4 1 ktift (£ after Adj(na) and N drops.)

|fffl$^tti^b^^4v^*Salnftl*a

(Mr. Maeda might not be able to come.)

Variation:

(<=> kamoshirenai (DBJG: 173-75))

b. Vinf It&

(It is possible that this report is wrong.)

itdl-
(Such a thing cannot happen.)

(O uru/eru)
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c. Vinf- nonpast ^te&v*

(He may well do things like that.)

(o -kaneru)

A Sinf fcli|b&i,>

±1? <** L

(It is not always true that frail people die young.)

(<=>to wa kagiranai )

e. { Vneg / Adj(/)stem < / Adj(na)fe / N T] & ^ t £ i h % V

>

IE A CO#o T v »4 d t ^r|l

|

0 r^ &A,*££EI6&tV
(It is not impossible that what the witness is saying is wrong.)

f. Sinf =btt**fcv*

(/? after Adj(na) and N changes to & and respectively.)

(It is impossible for him to solve this problem.)

(tz> wake ga nai)

17. Expressing ability / possibility

a. Vinf • nonpast Z. t ffl^ £

(By Shinkansen you can go from Tokyo to Osaka in less than three

hours.)

(O/rofo ga dekiru (DBJG; 200-01))

b. N

(I can speak German,)

c Vpot

(Kathy can read Chinese.)

(Orareru 2 (DBJG: 370-73))
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d. Vmasu #£

(Many earthquakes are predictable.)

(>=> uruferu)

(I cannot answer that.)

(<=> -kaneru)

18. Expressing habits

a. Vinf * nonpast ut^Ltv»4

(I make it a habit to swim one mile every day.)

(^>koto ni suru (DBJG: 204-06))

b. Vinf - past kcotz

(I used to see foreign films a lot when I was a student.)

(omono (da) (DBJG: 257-61))

19. Expressing experience

Vinf -past dfc****

(I have taught English at a junior high school)

(O/cofo ga am1 (DBJG: 196-98))

20. Expressing resemblance

a. NOi^C

(This lake is just like the sea.)

Variation:

(co yocte (DBJG: 547-52))
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b, NOtiltZ

(Marilyn speaks Japanese like a Japanese.)

(^yon/ 2 (DBJG: 554-56))

21. Expressing comparison
i

a. AliBil)

(Japanese is more interesting than Spanish.)

(^yorf 1 (DBJG: 564-67))

b. AiBi ^M©^)**

(Which is more difficult, Japanese or Russian?)

c. A (DM* B J: U

(Japanese is more difficult than Russian.)

d. A It B lit'

(Russian is not as difficult as Japanese.)

(<>hodo (DBJG: 135-38))

22. Expressing happiness / relief

a. {Vfe / Adj(/ / na)te I N + T] { I frv tz I tz I etc.}

i: i*a r re*, k i 3

(I'm glad that I studied Japanese.)

(I was lucky because the rent was cheap.)

(c=>yort l (DBJG: 564-67))
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b. {Vneg / Adj(/)stem < / Adj(na)fe / N + "C } & < T { £ ^o^^3W>&
/ etc.}

* fl>Mrk <b * < T® ft o £ o

'

(I was lucky that I didn't take that plane.)

23. Expressing regret

a. Vcond iifrofz

* * 9 T^tUfJi3S>oftp

(I wish I had brought a camera with me.)

(Oba yokatta (DBJG: 87-89))

b. Vneg %:tftil££fr-ofz

(I wish I had not seen John.)

24. Expressing gratitude

a. N ^ (r?VJt/ * Lfc)

(Thank you very much for your letter.)

b. Vte {^tztzv^X /TSoT/etc.} * 1} 3 (rgVS * / 4 Lfc)

(Thank you very much for showing me (the way) carefully.)

c. Vte {v*fc£w>T/TSoT/etc.} Lfc)

(Thank you for letting me borrow this for an extended period, (lit. I'm

sorry that I borrowed this for an extended period,))

d. Vte {^tztz^X / T£ oT / etc.} £ Ltz

m o t i * tz isvrm* v s t * G

(It was so helpful that you gave me a ride.)
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25. Apologizing

Vfe i-&i-£A,
tit

A: a< 4otT#StA0

(I'm sorry I'm late.)

B: v>v>x.o

(That's all right.)

Variations;

tfrt-tA*, Vfe <s>

Vfe r#)A,&£v> (f.)

Vfe <s> (f.)

Vfe <s> inf.sit.

Vfe <s> inf.sit.

Vfe tf <s> inf.sit., m.

ti^^ft, Vfe <s> inf.sit., m>
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A

a n/ fsutf

a way of -ing -yd 1

a way to -yd 1

a la fu ni

-able uru/eru

about n/ kanshite/kansuru, ni

tsuite, no koto

absolutely not masaka

according to ni yotte/yori, no ue

de wa

accordingly ni shitagatte/shita-

gai, shitagatte

after kekka, {no) ue de

after all dose, toto, tsumari

after ~ style fu ni

against ni hanshite/hansum

almost -so ni nam

alone nomi

along with fo tomo -ni

also mo, ~ mo ~ mo, sore fo

although /cuse n/, nagara(mo), ni

mo kakawarazu, to iu noni, tsutsu

although - say/said that fo itte

mo
am determined to misem

amount equivalent to - -bun

and ~ku, sore fo, -fe, Vmasu

and yet kuse ni, shika mo
anyway dose

omoivarert; •

,|0
-
05apparently

appear omowarenj

apt to -ppo/

as hodo, ni shitagatte/shitagai, ni

tsurete/tsure, to doji ni, tori (ni), to

tomo ni

as a matter of fact nanishiro,

sore dokoroka

as a result of kekka

as far as kagiri 1

as far as ~ goes no ue de wa

as far as ~ is concerned no ue

de wa, ten (de)

as few as ni suginai

as if to say/show (etc.) that fo iu

fu ni

as little as ni suginai

as long as ijd (wa), kagiri 1
, sae

as might be expected sasuga

as soon as shidai, totan (nf)

as well sore to, ue (ni)

as well as igai, to doji ni, to tomo

ni

as you know wake da

aspect ten (de)

assume that fo sum 1

at ni atattefatari, ni oite/okeru

at ~ -est fomo

at all dose

at all events dose

at (long) last fdfd, yaffo
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at least kurai, semete

at once sugu

at that shika mo, sore mo
at that time soko de2

at the same time (as) to doji ni,

to tomo ni

at the time to doji ni

at the time of sat (ni)

B

barely yatto

based upon ni motozuite/moto-

zuku

be de aru

be Adj. / N wa

be ~ and on

be apt to -gachi

be brought about by koto ni

yoru

be caused by koto ni yoru

be due to the fact that koto ni

yoru

be enough to/for ~ mo - ba

be liable to -gachi

be not in a position to -kaneru

be nothing but ni hokanaranai

be probably not mat

be prone to -gachi

be simply ~ ni hokanaranai

be subject to -gachi

be the result of koto ni yoru

because koto ni yoru, koto de, no

koto da kara, sei, te wa, to

because ~ is habitually/usually/

often that way no koto da

kara

because of amari, ni yotte/yori,

no kankei de

because of that dakara to itte,

soko de 1

because of too much ~ amari

because - or something like that

toka de

become to naru

before ni atatte/atari

believe it or not nanishiro

besides igai, shika mo, sono uef

ue (ni)

better mashida

both ~ and ^ - mo ~ mo
but daga, igai, kuse ni, soko ot

so ka to itte, to iu noni, tokoro ga

but (to make up for) (no) kawari

ni

but in spite of that sore demo
but it doesn't mean that dakara

to itte

by (means of) ni yotte/yori

by -ing koto de

by the medium of o toshite

C

can uru/eru

can hardly -gatai

can just ~ dake de

can manage to miseru

cannot -gatai, -kaneru, wake ga

nai, wake ni wa ikanai

cannot (help) but zaru o enai,

wake ni wa ikanai
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cannot help -ing naranai, wake

ni wa ikanai, zaru o enai

cause koto de, koto ni naru

certainly - but tashikani - ga

come to mean that koto ni naru

common tada no

compared with/to ni kuraberu

to/kurabete

concerning ni kanshiie/kansuru,

ni tsuite

consequently shitagatte

considerably nakanaka

contrary to ni hanshite/hansuru

contrary to one's expectation/in-

tention -gatai

conversely -gatai

covered with -darake

D

definitely koso

definitely « but tashikani ~ ga

depend on shidai

depending on ni yotte/yori

despite ni mo kakawarazu

difficult to -gatai

do yarn 1

do/does/did V wa

do not have to made mo nai

do not need (to go as far as) to

made mo nai

do s.L in a ~ fashion / manner /

way -kata o suru

don't tell me that masaka

Don't V Imperative, koto

drink yaru 1

due to ni yotte/yori, <sei

during ni oite/okeru. , rMtoii

-•.i 'u^

tAi: nil

E

each sorezore

each time tabi ni

easily sugu

easy to -ppo/

eat yaru 1

either - or ~ mata wa

end up (with) koto ni naru

even dokoroka, sae

even if kara to itte, ta tokoro de,

tomo

even so shikamo, sore demo, so

ka to itte

even though kara to itte, nagara

(mo)

even though - say/said that to

itte mo
eventually toto

every time tabi ni

except (for) igai

F

fairly nakanaka

far from (that) dokoroka, sore

dokoroka

feel - to suru2

filled with -darake

finally toto, yatto

following ni shitagatte/shitagai

for -bun, de, ni totte, ni tsuki, ni

wa, ~rai
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for some reason domo

for some reason like - toka de

for the first time te hajimete

for the purpose of ni wa
for the reason -yd

for the sake of -yd

from - on -kagiri 2

from the aspect of -men

from the standpoint/viewpoint of

-yd, -men, no ue de wa

from - till/to - ~ kara - ni

kakete, ~ kara ~ ni itaru made

from ~ to ni yotte/yori

from what I gather domo
full of -darake

furthermore shika mo, sono ue,

sore ni, sore mo, ue (ni)

G

give yaru 1

H

hard -kaneru

hardly rokuni ~ nai

hardly possible -kaneru

have been -ing -ppanashi

have no (other) choice but to

wake ni wa ikanai, zaru o enai

have to -neba naranai, zaru o enai

having done s.t. te

hesitate to do -kaneru

How ~ ! donnani ~ (koto) kat na

however daga, iokoro ga

however, it doesn't follow from

this that dakara to iite

I

I admit that - but tashikani ~ ga

I cannot manage to domo
I don't know for sure, but nan-

demo

I don't know why but domo
I don't mean that wake de wa

nai

I gather that domo

I tell you sa, zo

I wish na

I wonder (if ~) kana, na

if ni nam to, te wa

if - as much/many as ~, it will be

enough to - mo - ba

if ~ at all ijo (wa)

if ~ at least ~ mo ~ ba

if it is the case that to naru to

if it is true that to naru to

if it turns out that to naru to

if ~ just/only sae

if - say that to iu to

I'm telling you zo

immediately sugu

impossible -gatai, masaka

impressive sasuga

in ni atatte/atari, ni oite/okeru, ni

taishite/taishi, no moto de, -rai

in accordance with ni shitagatte/

shitagai

(and) in addition sore ni, sore

to, ue (ni)

in any case dose

in comparison to ni kuraberu to/

kurabete

in contrast to ni taishite/taishi, ni

hanshite/hansuru

in fact nanishiro

in -ing -yd

in ~ manner fu ni

in one's own style / way nari ni

in order to ni wa

in other words tsumari

in particular koso

in place of ni kawatte, (no)

kawari ni

in proportion to ni shitagatte!

shitagai, ni tsurete/tsure

in regard to ni taishite/taishi

in short tsumari

in spite of ni mo kakawarazu

in spite of that soko o

in spite of the fact that kuse ni,

to iu noni

in such a fashion to suggest to

iu fu ni

in such a way that to, to iu funi

in terms of -jo, -men, no koto,

no ue de wa, ten (de)

in that fen (de)

in the end fdtd

in the same way as tori (ni)

in the way tori (ni)

in violation of ni hanshite/han-

suru

incredible masaka

indeed ikanimo, sasuga

indeed - but tashikani ~ ga

-ing tsutsu, Vmasu
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instantly sugu

instead (of) (no) kawari hi

irresistibly naranai

-ish -ppoi ^

it does not mean that wake de

wa nai - ^'-'^ -»

it is impossible to wake ga nai

it is not that ~ (not ~) nai koto

mo/wa nai, wake de wa nai

it is not true that wake de^wa

nai

it is only natural that sasuga

it is ~ that koso

it is true that ~ but tashikani ~

it isn't the case that - (not ~)

nai koto mo/wa nai, wake de wa

nai

it will be / was - when/that

~ no wa ~ no koto da

J

just domo, ni suginai, nomi, tada

just as totan (ni)

just because kara to itte

just by -ing dake de

just -ing is enough dake de

K

keep -ing -ppanashi

L

leave -ppanashi v
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less objectionable mashida

let to suru1

let alone wa iu made mo naku

-like -ppoi

like fu ni, to

(things) like ~ nado to

like - or ~ - nari ~ nari

like this ko shita

likely -yd2

limited to -kaglri2

look ~ to suru2

M
may not koto

mean to iu no wa ~ koto da

mere ni. suginai

merely ni suginai

might as well mashida

more - yori

more surprisingly shika mo
more ~ than - to iu yori (wa)

moreover shika mo, sono ue, sore

mo, sore ni, ue (ni)

must -neba naranai

must be -yd2

N

namely tsumari

naturally sasuga, -yd2

(yes,) naturally sore wa

neither ~ nor - ~ mo ~ mo
never dreamed masaka

never thought masaka

nevertheless daga, nagara(mo),

ni mo kakawarazu, shika mo, sore

demo

No -ing Imperative

no matter how domo

no matter - may be tomo

no matter what nanishiro

not -nu

not Adj. / N / V wa

not always kanarazushimo, to wa

kagiranai

not ~ and / but -naku

not at all likely masaka

not easily nakanaka

not either mo, ~ mo ~ mo
not even mo
not just dokoroka

not limited to - (but also) ni

kagirazu

not more than ni suginai

not necessarily kanarazushimo, to

wa kagiranai

not necessary koto wa nai

not necessary (to bother) to

made mo nai

not only - (but also) - bakari ka

- (sae), ni kagirazu, o hajime (to

shite), sono ue, ue (ni)

not ought to koto

not properly rokuni ~ nai

not readily nakanaka

not satisfactorily rokuni- ~ nai

not sufficiently rokuni ~ nai

not to mention wa iu made mo
naku

not to speak of wa iu made mo
naku
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not to V Imperative

not until to hajimete

not well rokuni ~ nai

nothing more than ni suginai

notwithstanding ni mo kakawarazu

now that ijo (wa)

O

of ni tsuite

(yes,) of course sore wa

often -gachi

oh, surely sore wa

on ni kanshite/kansuru, ni oitel

okeru, ni tsuite, ni tsuki

on behalf of ni kawatte

on every occasion tabi ni

on the basis of ni yotte/yori

on the contrary kaette, sore

dokoroka

on the occasion of ni atatte/atari,

sai(ni)

on the one hand ~> on the other hand

ippo de (wa) ~ taho de (wa)

on the side of -men

on top of that shika mo, sono ue,

sore mo, sore ni

once ijo (wa)

only -kagiri2
, ni kagitte, ni sugi-

nai, nomi, tada

only (when, after, because, etc,)

koso

only after to hajimete

only until -kagiri 2

operate yaru 1

or - ka ~ ka, mata wa

~ or ~ (for example) ^nari^mri

- or something like nadojo^'i

ordinary tada no
\ h>t$^Pin

other than igai it i &sitoW-'i

ought -yd2

ought to bekida

owing to ni yotte/yori ? ^

per de, n/ taishiteftaishi, ni tsuki

plain fada no

play yary1

please do s.t. o ~ kudasai

point fen (de)

portion -bun

possible uruleru

precisely koso

preferable mashida

pretty kekko, nakanaka

prior to ni atatte/atari

probably de aro, karo, -yd2

Q

quite kekko, nakanaka

R

rank-and-file tada no

rather kaette, kekko

rather than ~ kurai, to iu yori

(wa)

readily sugu

really ikanimo, sasuga

regard ten (de)
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regard ~ as

regarding

related to

relating to

replacing

respect

respectively

result in

to sunt 1

ni tsuite

no koto

-jo

ni kawatte

ten (de)

sorezore

koto de

right (away) sugu

saying something like toka de

seem omowareru, domo

send yaru 1

should bekida, -neba naranai, -yd2

should (not) koto

show (etc) that to iu fu ni

simply tada

since ijo (wa)t -ra/, te

so -ku, soko de 1

so (to make up for) (no) kawari

ni

so long as ijo (wa)

so ~ that ~ amari

so ~ that - (almost) ~ kurai

(is) something which mono (da)

soon sugu

starting with o hajime (to shite)

starting with - ending with -

~ kara ~ ni itaru made

such kd shita

suppose to suru 1

sure sa

surely not masaka

tend to -gachi

-th (one) -me

that to iu koto wa

(thinking / saying) that to

that (same) rei no

that is (to say) tsumari

that means tsumari

(is) that which mono (da)

that's all ni suginai, tada

the - (in question) rei no

the ~, the - - ba ~ hodo, hodo

the fact is that wake da

the fact that to iu koto wa
the last -kagiri 2

, kono

the meaning of ~ is to iu no wa
- koto da

the moment totan (ni)

the only - kurai

the only thing - need is sae

the truth of the matter is that ~

wake da

the usual ~ rei no

the very - koso

the way (s.o. does s.t.) -yd 1

the way of -ing -yd 1

the way to

then soko de2
, tokoro, totan (ni)

there is no chance to koto wa

nai

there is no need to koto wa nai

there is no possibility that koto

wa nai

there is no reason why wake ga

nai

-yd 1
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therefore shitagatte, soko de 1

this kono

this coming / past kono

(are) those which mono (da)

though ni mo kakawarazu

through o toshite

through - into / on to ~ - kara

~ ni kakete

throughout o toshite

to ni taishite/taishi, ni totte, ni

isuki, ni wa

to say nothing of wa iu made

mo naku

to sum up tsumari

to the extent (that) hodot kagiri 1
,

kurai

too mo
toward ni taishite/taishi

truly ikanimo, sasuga

truly - but tashikani ~ ga

W

u

un—able -gatai

unbearably naranai

unbelievably nanishiro

under no moto de

unless kagiri 1

until kagiri 1

upon kekka, (no) ue de

usual tada no

via o toshite

to iu ho wa

way fen (cfe)

well sore ga

What - ! na

what - means is

- koto da

what's more shika mop*sdnotte,

sore mo, sore ni ...... SSI

what's worse shika mof>$dno ue,

sore mo . $t*&

when ni naru to, sai (nf), te wa}

to doj'i ni, tokoro, to tomo nf
:<f

when compared with/to ni kuraberu

io/kurabete

ni naru to

ni naru to, to iu

to iu to

to iu to

when it becomes

when it comes to

to, to naru to

when mention

when ~ say that

whenever tabi ni

whereas ni hanshite/hansuru, ni

taishite/taishi

whether - or - ~ ka ~ ka

while kagiri\ ni hanshite/han-

suru, to doji ni, to tomo ni, tsutsu

will definitely do miseru

will (probably) not mat

will V wa

-wise ten (de)

with ni tsureteftsure, ni yotte/

yori, no moto de, to tomo ni

with regard to ni kanshitel

kansuru, ni tsuite

without nashi de wa

~ worth -bun
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X

(X)ofall(X's) nikagitte

Y

yet daga, so ka to itte, sore

demo

you know sa, zo

you may be surprised, but nani-

shiro

you would think that - but (that is

not right) ka to iu to
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JAPANESE INDEX
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1

Note: Entries in non-bold type appear in DBJG, and entries in bold type are included in

this book. X <Y> indicates that X is found under Y.

~ bakari de (we), naku ~ (mo)

<ue (ni)> ;....:^,.,.iUS51

- bakari de (wa) naku ~ (mo)- :
>

<wa iu made mo naku> 568

- bakari ka - (sae) * 8

ba yokatta ........ i.... 87

bekida ..11

-bun 16

-buri <-rai> 343

ageru 1
's.o. gives s.t. to s.o.' .... 63

agent2 's.o. gives s.o. a favor by

doing s.t.' . 65

a/da (ni) . ..67

aida wa <kagirP> 82

amari 's.t. is not great' 72

amari 'because of too much' ..... 3

angai <kekko> 123

anmari <amari> ,.72

an/ 1
'exist' ,73

aru2
's.t. has been done* 76

a shita <kd shita> ... 130

atari <ni tsuki> 283

atode 78

B

ba .81

ba'ai <sai (n/)> 369

- ba ~ hodo .... 6

-da - hodo <hodo> 57

- ba - hodo <ni tsureteftsure>

...285

bakari 84

~ bakari de (wa) naku ~ (mo)

<~ dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo)> 97

- bakari de (wa) naku ~ (mo)

<~ bakari ka ~ (sae)> 8

-chan <-sama> ... 384

chau <shimau> ........... 405

chimau <shimau> , 405

chittomo <amari> 72

chu (ni) <uchi ni> 512

D

da <~ wa ~ da> ...

da <de aru>

daga <ga2> ..........

daga

daga <tokoro ga>

dai

521

.30

120

18

503

. 90

da kara <sore de> .... . 413

da kara <shitagatte> 395

dakara to itte 21

dake .... 93

dake <nomi> 307
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dake da <ni suginai> 271

dakede 23

~ dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo) 97

- dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo)

<- bakari ka ~ (sae)> 8

- dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo)

<ni kagirazu> 249

~ dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo)

<o hajime (to shite)> 320

~ dake de (wa) naku ~ (mo)

<ue (ni)> 551

dakedo <ga2> .. 120

dakedo <daga> 18

-dara <-tara> ., 455

-darake 25

dard , 100

daro <de aro> 29

dard <kard> 106

daro <-yd2> 599

-dasu , 102

-datte <-tatte> 462

de 1 [location] 105

de2 [instrument] 106

de3 [fe-form of desu] 107

de4 [time] 109

de <te> 464

de 27

de <ni oite!okeru> 265

de <ni yotte/yori> 292

de ageru <ageru2> 65

de aro 29

de am <aru2> 76

de aru .... 30

de hoshii <hoshii 2> 146

de iru <iru2> 155

de itadaku <morau2> 263

de kudasai <kudasai> 209

de kudasaru <kureru2> 216

de kureru <kureru2> ...216

de miru <miru> 246

demo 'even' 1 1

1

demo <gaz> 120

demo <daga> 18

de mo <te mo> 'even if , 468

de mo ii <te mo ii> 471

de moraitai <hoshii 2> 146

de morau <morau2> 263

de oku <oku> 358

de sashiageru <ageru2> 65

de shikata ga nai <tamaranai> 447

de shimau <shimau> ... 403

desho <daro> 100

deshd <-yd2> 599

desu <~ wa ~ da> 521

(so) desu ga <so ka to itte> 397

de tamaranai <tamaranai> . 446

de wa ikenai <wa ikenai> ... 528

de wa naranai <wa ikenai> ...... 528

de yaw <ageru2> 67

do ,. 114

dokoroka ... ....34

dokoroka <~ bakari ka - (sae)>

..... 8

dokoroka <sore dokoroka> 420

-domo <-tachi> ., ..,.440

domo 36

dormant ~ (koto) ka 39

dorehodo - (koto) ka

<donnani - (koto) ka> 39

dose 41

E

e [direction] 116

eru <rareru2> 370

F

fu ni 44

fu no <-ppoi> 337

futsu no <tada no> 449

G
ga 1 [subject marker] 1 1

8

ga2
'-but* 120

ga <daga> . 18

ga <(ho) kawari ni> 116

ga <nagara(mo)> 199

-gachi . 47

- ga (i)-nakereba <nashi de wa>

230

-garu 123

-gata <~tachi> 440

-gatai 50

-gatai <-kaneru> 96

-g/rn/ <~gachi> 47

go- <o-> 343

goro 126

goto ni 128

gurai <kurai> 213

gyaku ni 53

H
-hajimeru 131

hazu .... 133

hazu <bekida> . 11

hazu ga nai <wake ga nai> ..578

hazu wa nai <koto wa nai> .. 146
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jo ni <nakanaka> a^-s.;. 206

hitsuyd wa nai <mademo nai» 159

flOCfO •*•••**••••****••*•a •*-*^v* i-i^*\i!^}^57

hodo <kurai> 151

hodo no koto mo nai

<made mo nai> .j;.^...?.. 159

hO ga ii ,.^..^44-8,

ho ga ii <bekida> ... ..i- ll

- ho ga ~ yori >(J;4Q

hoho <-kata> 183

hoka <Jgai> ... .... . 60

honto ni <ikanimo> 66

hoshii 1 'want s.t.' 144

hoshii2 'want s.o. to do s.t.' .... 146

I

ichiban 148

igai , 60

igaito <kekkd> ..123

// <mashida> 169

ij'6 (wa) ... 64

ikaga <d<5> 114

ikani ~ (koto) ka

<donnani - (koto) ka> .... 39

ikanimo 66

iku1 'go' 149

iku2 'go on -ing
1

151

Imperative 70

/ppo de (wa) ~ taho de (wa) ~ .. 73

irai <-rai> 343

iru
1

'exist' 153

iru2 'be -ing' 155

iru* 'need' 157

iru <tsutsu> 542

itadaku <morau x> 262
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/to <ori> 329

itsu (de) mo <tabi ni> 442

itsumo wa ~ nai

<kanarazushimo> .... 92

J

jau <shimau> 405

jibun 1 [empathy marker] 159

jibun2 [contrast marker] 161

jimau <shimau> ....... 405

-jo .... ..76

-jo wa <no ue de wa> ... 312

K
ka1

'or' 164

ka2 [question marker] 166

- ka - <mata wa> 171

ka (d6 ka) 168

->kade <no moio de> ..... 310

kaette „ .......... 80

kaette <gyaku ni> .. 53

kagiri 1 'as long as' , 82

-kagiri 2 'only until, limited' 85

kagiri (wa) <ijd (wa)> . 64

kai 170

- ka ~ ka 87

- ka - ka o nari - nari> 223

~ ka ~ ka dochiraka <mata wa>

171

-/ran <-/»/> .......... 343

kana ,.,.,..„ 90

kana <kashira> 182

kanarazushimo
.. 92

kanari <nakanaka> ....,206

ka ne <ne> , 288

"kaneru 96

kara 1 'from*. , 176

kara2 'after doing s.L' 177

kara3 'because' 179

kara <kara to itte> ..... 103

kara <(no) kawari ni> 116

kara <koto de> 137

kara <toka de> 498

kara da <koto ni yoru> , 143

- kara - made
<~ kara - ni itaru made> 99

- kara ~ made
<~ kara - ni kakete> 101

kara ne <ne> ... 288

- kara ~ ni itaru made 99

~ kara ~ ni kakete 101

kara ni wa <ijo (wa)> ...... 64

kara to itte , 103

karo 106

karojite <yatto> 591

kashira .... 181

-kata. 183

-kata <-yo l> 595

-kata o suru 109

ka to iu to 114

kawari ni 184

kawari ni <ni kawatte> 254

(no) kawari ni 116

kedo <keredomo> 188

kekka 121

kekko 123

kekko <nakanaka> 206

kekkyoku <yahari> 538

kekkyoku <tsumari> 538

keredo <keredomo> 188

keredomo 187

keredo(mo) <daga> 18

keredo(mo) <(no) kawari ni>

116

keredo(mo) <nagara{mo)> ... 199

keredo(mo) <ni mo kakawarazu>

257

keredo(mo) <so ka to itte> ... 397

keredo(mo) <tokoro ga> ....... 503

kesshite <amari> .72

kikeru <kikoeru> 188

kikoeru 188

kiraida ,.,.,190

ko itta <ko shita> 130

ko iu <ko shita> 130

konna <ko shita> 130

kono ....127

kono yona <kd shita> 130

koshita 130

koso 132

koto 1 'thing* ,,,..191

koto2 [nominalizer] ................. 193

koto 135

koto <dmperative> 70

koto <to iu koto wa> 480

koto de ..137

koto ga aru 1 'there was a time

when 196

koto ga aru2 'there are times

when 198

koto ga dekiru 200

koto ga dekiru <uru/eru> . ... . . . 553

koto ga dekiru

<wake ni wa ikanai> 581

koto ni kimeru <koto ni suru> 204

icofo ni nam 202

koto ni naru ...,140

koto ni natte iru <koto ni naru> 202
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koto ni shite iru <koto ni suru> 204

koto ni sum , 204

koto ni yori/yotte <koto de> 137

koto niyoru 143

koto wa 'indeed - but' ...» 206

koto wa <-nai koto molwa nai>

203

koto wa <wa> 564

~ koto wa - ga <tashikani ~ ga>

„..v,450

koto wa nai * 146

-ku 148

kudasai 209

kudasai <o - kudasai> 322

kudasam <kuda$ai> 210

kudasaru <kureru l> 215

kudasam <kurem2> 218

-kun 211

kurai 212

kurai 151

kurem1
's.o. gives s.t. to me' .. 213

kurew2
*s.o. gives me a favor by

doing s.t.' 216

kureru <yaru2> 589

kuru 1 'come' 219

kum 2 'begin to, come to' 221

kuse ni 155

-kute <-ku> 148

M
mada 224

made 225

made <sae> 363

made de <made ni> 228

made mo nai 159

made ni 228
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-mae <-bun> 16

mae kara <-ra/> 343

mae ni <ni atatte/atari> 237

mai ,. 161

mai <de ard> 29

mai- 233

mama 236

mama <-ppanashi> 333

-mamire <~darake> ... 25

masaka <yahari> 538

masaka 165

mashida 169

-masho 240

mata wa 171

-me 174

meimei <sorezore> 436

-men 176

-men <ien (de)> 458

mettani <amari> 72

-mi <-sa> 381

mieru 243

minna wa - nai <kanarazushimo>

........ 92

mirareru <mieru> 243

miru 246
u 1Mb'

miseru 177

mitaida <ydda> 550

mo 1
'also' 247

mo2 'even' 250

mo 179

mo <sae> 363

mo 254

- mo - ba 184

~ mo ~ mo , 255

~ mo - mo 185

mon <mono (da)> . 260

mono <koto l> 191

mono (da) ... 257

mono (da) 189

mono da <bekida> 11

morau 1 'receive' , 261

morau2 'receive a favor of doing

s.t.' , ,, 263

morau <yaru 2> 589

mo sugu <sugu> 439

mo sukoshi/chotto de ~ suru

tokoro (datta) <-sd ni naru>

....„.,. 409

moffe iru <aru l> 73

moffo <yori> 602

mushiro <kaette> 80

N

na 266

na ...193

nado 267

nado to 197

nagara 269

nagara <isutsu> 542

nagara(mo) 199

-nai <-nu> . 315

-naide 271

-nai de <kudasai> 209

-nai de <(no) kawari ni> 116

-nai koto molwa nai 203

-nai to ikenai <-nakereba naranai>

274

-nai wake ni (wa) ikanai

<zaru o enai> , 606

nakahaka 206

-nakereba naranai 274

-nakereba naranai <bekida> ... 11

-nakereba naranai

<~neba naranai> 232

-nakereba naranai

<wake ni wa ikanai> 581

-nakereba naranai

<zaru o enai> 606

-naku „ 211

-naku(t)cha <-nakereba naranai>

276

-naku naru 277

-nakute 279

-nakute wa ikenai

<-nakereba naranai> 274

-nakute wa naranai

<-nakereba naranai> 274

nandemo 215

nanishiro 216

nanka <nado> 267

nantoka <yatto> 591

nara 281

naranai , 219

- nari - nari 223

nari ni « 227

nam <o ~ ni naru> 358

-nasai 284

-nasai <lmperative> 70

nashi dewa 230

nashiniwa <nashidewa> ...230

n da <noda> 325

n desu <no da> 325

ne 286

ne <sa> 358

-neba naranai <-nakereba naranai>

274

-neba naranai 232

ni 1 [point of time] 289
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l

ni 2 [indirect object marker] 29

1

riP [agent/source marker] 292

ni4 [direct contract] ... : ....;;.7.l;; 295

ni
5 [purpose] ;i;.;.M297

ni* [location (existence)] mnY^299

.

ni 7 [direction] ,.....;vt&i^302

ni 'and' <tob> .;.-473

ni ;.......,....^r234

ni <ni oite/okeru> ,„.;......;.^u 265

ni <niwa> ...;!^289

hi <ni yottefyori> : . . . ; . 292

ni atatteiatari .... 237

nichigainai 304

ni hanshite/hansuru 241

ni hikikae

<ni hanshite/hansuru> 241

ni hokanaranai „, 245

ni kagirazu 249

ni kagitte 250

ni kanshite/kansuru 252

ni kawatte 254

ni kimeru <ni suru> .312

-nikui 307

*nikui <-gatai> 50

-nikui <~kaheru> 96

ni kuraberu to/kurabete 256

ni mo kakawarazu 257

ni mo kakawarazu <ku$e ni> 155

(sore) ni mo kakawarazu

<shika mo> . 390

(sore) ni mo kakawarazu

<sore demo> 418

ni motozuite/motozuku 261

ni naru to 262

ni oite/okeru ... 265

ni saishite <ni atatte/atari> 237
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ni shitagatte/shitagai ...... 268

ni shitagatte/shitagai

<to tomo ni> , 532

ni shite wa , 309

ni suginai 271

ni suginai <ni hokanaranai> 245

ni suru ,. 310

ni suru <to suru l> ... ... 518

ni taishite/taishi .... 275

ni taishite/taishi

<ni hanshite/hansuru> ...... ... . 241

ni tomonatte <to tomo ni> ... 532

nitotte 278

ni tsuite ...280

ni tsuite <ni kanshite/kansuru>

..252

nitsuki 283

ni tsuki <de> 27

ni tsurete/tsure „ 285

ni tsurete/tsure

<ni shitagatte/shitagai> ....... 268

ni tsurete/tsure <to tomo ni> 532

ni wa 289

niwa <nitotte> ... , 278

ni wa oyobanai <made mo nai> 159

niyoru <shidai> 385

niyotte/yori .....292

no1 [possesive marker] ........... 312

no2 'one (pronoun)' 315

no3 [nominalizer] ......318

no4 [sentence-final particle] .... 322

no da 325

no da <wakeda> ..570

node 328

node <(no) kawari ni> 116

node <koto de> 137

node <toka de> 498

no desu <no da> ....... 325

no hd ga <~ ho ga ~ yoh> 140

no kankei de 302

no koto ..„.,., 304

no koto <ni kanshite/kansuru> 252

no koto <nitsuite> 280

no koto da kara 306

nomi 307

no moto de 310

noni 1 'even though' 331

noni2
'in the process of doing' 335

noni <daga> 18

noni <kuse ni> .....155

noni <nagara(mo)> 199

noni <ni> 234

noni <ni mo kakawarazu> .... 257

noni <niwa> 289

noni <to iu noni> ........ 484

no tame (ni) <no kankei de> 302

no tame ni <ni yottelyori> ..,.292

no tie de wa 312

no wa ~ da , 337

~ nowa - no koto da .... 313

-nu 315

O

01 [direct object marker] 347

02 [space marker] 349

03
[a point of detachment] ...... 351

04 [emotive marker] 352

o- 343

o ~ da 318

o hajime (to shite) 320

o/ 354

okage <sei> 378

oki ni <goto ni> 128

oku 357

o ~ kudasai 322

omake ni <shika mo> 390

omake ni <sono ue> 413

omake ni <sore ni> 427

o moto ni (shite)

<ni motozuite/motozuku> .... 261

omowareru 325

o ~ ni nam ... 358

o - ni naru <o ~ da> 318

ono'ono <sorezore> 436

ori 329

orini <$ai (ni)> 369

o ~ suru 360

o to omou <-yo to omou> 569

o tsukatte <de2> 106

o tsujite <o toshite> 330

o toshite 330

-owaru 362

ozei <o/> 354

P

»ppanashi 333

-ppo/ .....337

R

-ra <-tachi> 440

-rai 343

rarenai <wake ni wa ikanai> 581

rareni 1 [passive] 364

rareru2 'can (potential)' 370

rareru <o - da> 318

rareru <uru/eru> 553

rashii 373

rashii <-ppo/> 337
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rei no .... 346

Relative Clause ,........,..;>:: ,376

Relative Clause :... 349

reru <rarerul> , .364

Rhetorical Question u.
ti

; 352

rokuni - nai ..u.../. 355

^
.-\>\ <-A v •

• ; A

sa 358

-sa ^..381

sae 363

$ai(ni) 369

sai (ni) <hi atattelatari> 237

-sama 384

-san <-sama> 384

sappari <amari> 72

saserareru <saserul> , 392

saseru 387

sashiagem <ageru^> 64

sasuga 374

sasuga (ni) <yahari> 538

sei 378

sekkaku 392

semete 383

seru <saseru> 387

shi 395

-shi- 397

shidai 385

shika 398

shikamo , 390

shika nai <zaru o enai> ........ 606

shikashi <ga 2> 120

shikashi <kawari ni> 184

shikashi <daga> ,„ 18

shikashi <(no) kawari ni> ..... 116

shikashi <sdka to itte> 397

l i
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shikashi <tokoro ga> 503

shikata ga nai <tamaranai> 445

shimau 403

shim ..,..,..,,,„.,., . 406

shitagatte 395

soda 1 [hearsay] 407

-soda2 looks' 410

so ka to itte 397

soko de 1 401

soko de2 405

soko o . 407

-soni naru 409

sono ue 413

sono ue <shika mo> , 390

sore de 413

sore de <soko de 2> 401

sore de /fe <shika mo> 390

sore de wa 414

sore demo 418

sore dokoroka 420

sorega . 423

sore ga <tokoro ga> 503

sore kara „„„„„ 416

sore kara <sore to> ,.431

sore mo 425

sore mo <shika mo> 390

sore nara , 419

sore ni 427

sore #ij <shika mo> 390

sore ni <sono ue> 413

sore ni <sore to> , 431

sore to 431

soretomo 421

soretomo <mata wa> 171

sore wa 434

sore wa <sore ga> 423

sorezore 436

soshita <ko shita> ... ... 130

soshite 422

subete wa ~ nai <kanarazushimo>

92

sugiru 423

sugiru <amari> .... 3

sugu ,,. 439

sukida 426

sukoshimo <amari> ....... 72

sukunai 427

sukunakutomo <semete> ..... 383

sunawachi <tsumari> 538

sura <sae> ........„;„„. 363

sum 1 'do, play' 428

suru2 'have' 434

suruz [sensation] , 435

suru4 'cost / lapse' 436

suru <o ~ suru (humble)> 360

suru <yaru l> 584

suru to 437

T

tabi ni 442

-tachi ... „ „.,.,... 440-

facte 445

tada no , 449

tada no <ni suginai> 271

-fa/ 441

taihen <nakanaka> 206

takusan <o/> , 354

tamaranai 445

tamaranai <naranai> ,„. ....... 219

tame (ni) 447

tame {ni) <koto de> 137

fame (ni) <sei> 378

tame da <koto ni yoru> 143

fame hi <ni wa> 289

-tara .. 452

-fara <tokoro> 500

-tara do desuka 457

-tara sugu <shidai> ; 385

- -tan ~ -tari o nari - nari> 223

- -tari ~ -tari suru 458

tashika ni <ikanimo> 66

tashikani - ga 450

fa tokoro de 452

faffa <tada> 445

tatte .....461

faffe <kara to itte> 103

faffe <fomo> 507

te 464

fe <kudasai> 209

fe 455

te ageru <ageru2> 65

te aru <aru2> 76

fe hajimete 456

fe hoshii <hoshii 2> 146

te iru <iru2> 155

fe itadaku <morau2> 265

fe kara <kara2> 177

fe kara <te> 455

fe kara <(no) ue de> 547

fe kudasai <kudasai> 209

te kudasaru <kureru2> 218

fe miru <miru> 246

te mo 468

fe mo <kara to itte> 103

fe mo <sore demo> 418

fe mo <fa fotoro de> 452

fe mo <fomo> 507

fe mo ii 471
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te moraitai <hoshii z>^ -...kv&.£*u*14*7

fe morau <morauz> $Ufi63

fen (de) ........,r;..;....»..^ifX.^458

•fene <ne> .....^iSa^Sf
fe oku <oku> >v.w,.,,v,^§S

fe sashiageru <ageru2>.-^>..^.^6f';

te shikata ga nai <tamariM^^0W}
te shimau <shimau>. .......

fe tamaranai <tamaranate \^.. fW8
fe wa .v?.>..,k^61

fe wa ikenai <wa tkenai> „,;T;&V528

fe wa ikenai <lmperative> ^.^70

te wa naranai <wa ikenai> ...u.; 528

teyaru <ageru2> .. 67

te yokatta <ba yokatta> 89

to 1 'and' ..473

fo2 'with' 476

fo3 [quote marker] 478

fo4 'if, when' 480

to 464

to doji ni 471

fo doji ni <totan (ni)> 525

fo gyaku ni

<ni hanshite/hansuru> 241

fo ieba 484

fo ieba <to iu to> 492

fo issho ni <to tomo ni> 532

fo itsu (de) mo <tabi ni> 442

fo ittara <to ieba> 485

fo itte mo 474

toiu ...486

to iu funi ,478

to iu koto wa ,,..480

fo 'iu koto wa <to iu no wa ~

koioda> 487

to iu noni 484
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to iu no wa - koto da 487

to /u to , 492

to iu yoni <to iu fu ni> .......... 478

toiuyori(wa) 495

toka .... „ 488

tokade 498

~ toka ~ toka <~ nari - nari> 223

toki 490

toki <ni atatte/atari> ....237

tokini <sai(ni)> ...369

to kitara <toieba> .... .....485

toki (ni) wa <tabi ni> .... 442

tokoro ..... 500

tokoro da 1 'place' 495

tokoro da2 'moment' .,.,, 496

tokoro ga ,...503

toku <oku> „,. 358

to/no ..507

tomo <$a> ........358

to narande <to tomo ni> 532

tonaru 511

to nam to ...... 512

to naru to <to suru^ 518

tonikaku <nanishiro> ...216

to onajiku <to tomo ni> 532

tori (ni) , 514

to shite 501

to shite wa 502

to suru1 l

s.o. assume s.t.' 518

to sum2
'feel ~; look 523

to suru to <tonaruto> ,...512

totan (ni) 525

totemo <nakanaka> 206

to to 528

to to <yatto> 591

to tomo ni 532

to tomo ni <to doji ni> 471

to wa kagiranai 536

tsuini <toto> 528

tsumari . . . , 538

tsumori 503

tsutsu 542

tsuzuke da <-ppanashi> 333

tsuzukeru <-ppanashi> 333

ttara <to ieba> 484

-tie
1 'speaking of .507

-tte2 [quote marker] ... ,.510

U

uchini 512

uchiwa ^agirfe .82

ue(ni) 551

ue (ni) <sono ue> 413

(no) ue de 547

umleru .... 553

ushiro ni <mae ni> 231

V

Vmasu 556

Vmasu as a Noun 561

Vte <Vmasu> 556

W
wa 1 [theme] 516

wa2 [female speech marker] ... 520

wa ., , 564

wa <rei no> ... 346

~ wa ~ da , 521

- wa ~ desu <- wei ~ da> ...... 521

- wa ~ ga 525

wa ikenai 528

wa iu made mo naku 568
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wa iu ni oyobazu <wa iu made
mo naku> 568

wakaru 529

wake da , 531

wake da 570

wake de wa nai 574

wake ga nai 578

wake ni wa ikanai 581

wa mochiron <wa iu made mo
naku> 568

wa naranai <wa ikenai> 528

wariai <kekkd> ,. 123

wazawaza <sekkaku> 392

wazuka <sukunai> , . . . ....... 427

Y

ya 'and' .536

-ya 'store' 535

yahari 538

yahari <sasuga> 374

yappari <yahari> 539

yarn 1 584

yam2 589

yaru <ageru\ suru2> 64,428

-yasui 541

-yasui <-ppoi> 337

yatto ....591

yatto <toto> 528

yo <sa> , ,358

yo <zo> 609

-yor .. 595

-yo2 599

yoda ; 547

yomoya <masaka> 165

yona <~ppoi> 337

yo ne <ne> 288

yoni 1 *so that ~* 553

yonr like 554

yoni <fu ni> 44

yoni <-kata o sum> 109

yoni <tori (n/)> ........,,.., ..$14

yoni iu , ....^.,t
556

yoni naru 559.

yoni suru ....562

yor/ 1 *than
r

.,564

yon 2
'side' .. 567

yori 602

yosuru ni <tsumari> , 538

-yd to omou 569

-yd to suru <miru> 246

yoyaku <yatto> 591

* ,!

zaru o enai 606

zenbu wa - nai <kanarazushimo>

92

zenzen <amari> 72

zo 609

-zu <-naku> 214

-zu <-nu> 315

-zu ni <-nai de> 271

-zu ni <(no) kawari ni> ......... 116

-zurai <~gatai> 50

zutsu .....572
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